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ITEM NUMBER: SPC 03/05/22
RECOMMENDATION FROM THE EXECUTIVE MAYOR: 17 MAY 2022
MC 67/05/22

APPROVAL: NEW TERM OF OFFICE 2022-2027 INTEGRATED
DEVELOPMENT PLAN (IDP)
It was proposed that an additional recommendation be included in the
recommendation to Council, to read as follows:
Council resolve not to uphold the objections received against the draft
IDP that served before Council on 31 March 2022, as summarised in
Annexure C. Noting that the final IDP has been adjusted in response
to public comments, as summarised in Annexure C.
The above proposal was duly supported.
It is RECOMMENDED that:
(a) Council note the inputs and comments received during December
2021 /January 2022 and April 2022, as reflected on Annexures B
and C attached to the report on the agenda
(b) Council resolve not to uphold the objections received against the
draft IDP that served before Council on 31 March 2022, as
summarised in Annexure C. Noting that the final IDP has been
adjusted in response to public comments, as summarised in
Annexure C.
(c) Council approve the New Term of Office 2022-2027 IDP attached
as Annexure E to the report on the agenda, in terms of Section 25
of the Municipal Systems Act No. 32 of 2000.

NB: The IDP statutory, strategic and operational plans, which
forms part of the New Term of Office 2022-2027 IDP, can be
viewed on the following link:
https://resource.capetown.gov.za/cityassets/Media Centre Assets/
IDP Statutory Plans.zip
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DATE:
REPORT TO: MAYCO / COUNCIL

1. ITEM NUMBER
2. SUBJECT

ITEM NUMBER

MC 67/05/22

SUB

APPROVAL: NEW TERM OF OFFICE 2022-2027 INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT
PLAN (IDP)
ONDERWERP
GOEDKEURING: NUWE AMPSTERMYN VAN GEÏNTEGREERDE
ONTWIKKELINGSPLAN (GOP) 2022-2027
ISIHLOKO
ISIPHUMEZO: SEXESHA ELITSHA LOKUSEBENZA: ISICWANGCISO
SOPHUHLISO NGOKUHLANGENEYO SOWAMA2022-2027 (IDP)
LSU: N3394
3. DELEGATED AUTHORITY

DELEGATED AUTHORITY

This report is for
Committee name :
The Executive Mayor together with the Mayoral Committee (MAYCO)
Council
4. DISCUSSION DISCUSSION: WHAT, WHY, HOW
The IDP is the principle strategic planning instrument, which guides all policy,
planning and development in the municipality.
Section 28 of the Municipal Systems Act (MSA) requires that a municipal council,
within a prescribed period after the start of its elected term, adopt a process plan that
to guide the preparation, drafting, adopting and review of its IDP. Council adopted
the Process Plan on 25 November 2021.
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The approved Process Plan is attached as Annexure A.
As per the approved IDP Process Plan, a series of public participation activities were
held with local communities and stakeholder groups during December 2021 and
January 2022 to gather inputs on their development needs and priorities. These
inputs informed the drafting of the IDP.
On 31 March 2022, Council approved the draft IDP to be made available for public
comment (Comment period 1 April to 22 April 2022).
Comments from the public was considered and the final draft of the IDP was
produced in light of these comments.
The analysis of the IDP inputs and comments are attached as Annexure D.
The purpose of this report is for Council to approve the 2022-2027 IDP.
.

Financial Implications

None

Opex

Capex
Capex: New Projects
Capex: Existing projects requiring
additional funding
Capex: Existing projects with no
Additional funding requirements

The budget must be aligned to the IDP in terms of the MSA and MFMA. The
approval of the IDP is therefore required in order to inform the budget.

Policy and Strategy

Yes
No
Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000 (s25) Each municipal council must,
within a prescribed period after the start of its elected term, adopt a single,
inclusive and strategic plan for the development of the municipality.
Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000 (s35) An IDP adopted by the council of a
municipality is the principal strategic instrument which guides and informs all
planning and development, and all decisions with regards to planning,
management and development, in the municipality
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Legislative Vetting

Yes

No

Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000 (s25)
Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000 (s35)

Legal Implications

Yes

No

Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000 (s25)
Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000 (s35)

Staff Implications

Yes

No

Staff resources must be aligned to the IDP to ensure that the IDP is implemented.

Risk Implications

Yes

The risks for approving and/or not approving the
recommendations are listed below:

Without an approved IDP, the city will not have a strategic plan that links,
integrates and coordinates other plans, align resources and which forms the
policy framework on which the annual budget must be based.
No

Report is for decision and has no risk
implications.

No

Report is for noting only and has no risk
implications.

POPIA Compliance

Yes

It is confirmed that this report has been checked
and considered for POPIA compliance.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that Council:
a) Consider the inputs and comments received during December 2021 /January
2022 and April 2022 (Annexure B and C).
b) Approve the New Term of Office 2022-2027 IDP (Annexure E) in terms of Section
25 of the Municipal Systems Act No. 32 of 2000.
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AANBEVELINGS
Daar word aanbeveel dat die Raad:
a) Die insette en kommentaar ontvang gedurende Desember 2021/Januarie 2022 en
April 2022 (bylae B en C) oorweeg.
b) Die nuwe ampstermyn 2022-2027 GOP (bylae E) ingevolge artikel 25 van die Wet
op Munisipale Stelsels, Wet 32 van 2000, goedkeur.

IZINDULULO
Kundululwe ukuba iBhunga:
a) Malithathele ingqalelo izimvo nezilungiso ezifunyenwe kwisithuba sangeyoMnga
eyoMqungu nangekaTshaziimpuzi 2022 (isihlomeloB noC).
b) Maliphumeze ixesha elitsha lokusebenza kweOfisi yeIDP elisusela kowama2022
2027 (isihlomeloE), ngokungqinelana necandelo25 loMthetho ongeeNkqubo
zikaMasipala ongunomb.32 wango2000.

ANNEXURESANNEXURES
ANNEXURE A: APPROVED PROCESS PLAN
ANNEXURE B: INPUTS RECEIVED DURING DECEMBER 2021 / JANUARY 2022
ANNEXURE C: COMMENTS RECEIVED DURING APRIL 2022
ANNEXURE D: ANALYSIS OF IDP INPUTS AND COMMENTS
ANNEXURE E: NEW TERM OF OFFICE 2022-2027 IDP

IDP statutory, strategic and operational plans, which forms part of the New Term of
Office 2022-2027 IDP, can be viewed on the following link:
https://resource.capetown.gov.za/cityassets/Media%20Centre%20Assets/IDP%20Statutory%20Pla
ns.zip
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FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACTFOR

FURTHER DETAILS, CONTACT

NAME

L. Janssens

E-MAIL ADDRESS

lucille.janssens@capetown.gov.za

DIRECTORATE

Future Planning and
Resilience

CONTACT NUMBER

0214009802

FILE REF NO

2/2/8

SIGNATURE : DIRECTOR

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
NAME

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Gareth Morgan

COMMENT:

DATE

SIGNATURE
.

DIRECTOR: POLICY AND STRATEGY

DIRECTOR: POLICY AND STRATEGY

SUPPORTED FOR ONWARD SUBMISSION PRESCRIBED DEVELOPMENT PROCESS FOLLOWED
NOT SUPPORTED PROVIDE COMMENT

NAME

HUGH COLE

COMMENT:

DATE

SIGNATURE
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Due to the urgency of the report, the following comment is made:

The report is certified as legally compliant based on the content
thereof, however, Annexure C contains objections, which ought t o
be considered by Council (i.e. the objections received against t he
draft IDP that served before Council on 31 March 2022). As such,
Council must consider the objections and resolve to either u phold
or not to uphold the objections.
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ANNEXURE A

IDP PROCESS PLAN: 2022-2027

IDP DRAFTING PROCESS STEPS
Step 1
a) Do technical preparation work, including: analysis of current level of development and

needs.
b) Identify all mandatory plans and planning requirements in terms of
National and Provincial legislation.
c) Engage with the community to establish their needs and priorities, and invite the
public to participate in the drafting of the IDP for a minimum period of 21 days —
November/December 2021.
d) Consult with organs of state and other role-players during the consultation period.
Step 2
a) Draft the new IDP— January to February 2022.
Step 3
a) Table the draft IDP in Council and obtain permission to make the draft available for
public comment
b) Make the draft IDP available for public comment — March to April 2022
c) Review comments and make adjustments to the draft IDP
d) Mayor to submit final draft IDP to Council for adoption — May 2022
e) The approved IDP to be submitted to the MEC as required by the legislation.
Step 4
a) Make the approved IDP available to the public— June 2022 through the

publication of an executive summary as required by legislation.
b) A full publication will be made available by 30 June 2022.

Step 5
a) Annual review of IDP as per the approved IDP and Budget Time-schedule;
b) An amendment of the IDP may take place based on the outcome of the annual review
c) The amendment process prescribed by the relevant regulations will be followed for
any proposed amendments.

IDP DRAFTING GUIDELINES
The Executive Mayor manages the drafting process as provided for in Section 30 of the
MSA.
The Executive Mayor will therefore provide further guidance, if and as required, on the
steps as listed above.
IDP Annual Review and Amendment Approach, Guidelines and Process
The Municipal Systems Act requires a municipal council to review its IDP on an annual
basis in accordance of its performance measurements and to the extent that changing
circumstances so demand.
The annual review will therefore make recommendations about any potential
amendments that may be required. The Mayor’s annual strategy brief to the
organisation, issued in terms of Section S3 of the Municipal Finance Act No. 56 of 2006,
will provide guidance on the review and amendment of the IDP as it pertains to the
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content of the IDP.
The IDP review will commence on the 1 July after the completion of the financial year
and will be completed once financial and performance information pertaining to the
previous year becomes available.
The annual dates and timeframes of the IDP Review and Amendment process will be
approved by Council as part of the annual IDP and Budget Time Schedule required
in terms of Section 21 of the Municipal Finance Act No. 56 of 2006.
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COUNCIL MINUTES: 25 NOVEMBER 2021
C 24/11/21 ADOPTION OF PROCESS PLAN FOR DRAFTING OF THE NEW TERM OF OFFICE
INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The ANC and DI objected to the adoption of the planning process for the drafting of the new
term of office IDP, reason being that the public participation process would be conducted
over the festive season.
Ald T Uys mentioned that the late elections did impact on the process, but all municipalities
are in the same predicament. It was noted that the City has asked National Treasury to
make special
provision for moving the MFMA deadlines, but was not successful.
At conclusion of the debate on subject matter, Cllr M Dambuza (EFF) were outraged when a
miscommunication during the voting process led to a situation in which their votes were
erroneously recorded as for, instead of against the adoption of the process plan for drafting
the Metro’s IDP.
The Speaker ruled the relevant Councillor to order on several occasions. Cllr M Dambuza
refused to comply with the Speaker’s direction. Chaos erupted and Law Enforcement
Officers were called in to intervene, in order to remove the member from the Chamber.
Disruptions continued, whereupon the Speaker requested all Political Party Whips to meet
in her boardroom.
The meeting was adjourned for 15 minutes, namely at 12H15. Due to delay, the meeting
resumed at 12H55.
At this stage, the Speaker advised that the Party Leaders and – Whips agreed that their was
a misunderstanding in terms of the way the previous vote was done and also apologised for
the extended delay.
A recount of the votes were conducted which led to the adoption of the process plan of the
IDP.
RESOLVED that:
(a) the comments and objections received as summarised in Annexure B, be noted and the
objections contained therein; not be upheld
(b) the process that will guide the planning, drafting, adoption and review of its Integrated
Development Plan as depicted in Annexure A to the report on the agenda, in terms of
Section 28 and 29 of the Municipal Systems Act No. 32 of 2000, be adopted.

[The ANC, ARA, AJ, CCC, DI and PAC recorded their votes against the above decision. The EFF
and CIP abstained.]
ACTION: L JANSSENS, H COLE, G MORGAN
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ANNEXURE B
IDP INPUTS RECEIVED DURING DECEMBER 2021 AND JANUARY 2022

Correspondence Source

Ward

Collaboration Platform

1

Collaboration Platform

1

Email address

1

Email address

1

Collaboration Platform

1

Collaboration Platform

3

Collaboration Platform

3

Collaboration Platform

4

Collaboration Platform

4

Collaboration Platform

4

Email address
Collaboration Platform
Email address

4
5
5

Email address

5

Respondent text (from email or CP)

Keywords from text (email or CP) or discussion (telephonic)

•Infrastructure revitalisation of roads and associated infrastructure in the Panorama, Welgelegen and Plattekloof areas. For example, the roads in Welgelegen and Panorama require complete resurfacing to prevent further damage.
•Open spaces and existing houses should be considered for development based on a special policy that considers current infrastructure and services. In Welgelegen portions of some of the open spaces could be made available for housing development

Revitalisation of roads infrastructure, housing development

Homeless / illegal squatters should receive urgent attention.
C3 ticket system should be improved. Nobody being held accountable, tickets closed without any action.
Potholes and the road surface quality should receive urgent attention.

illegal squatters, improve C3 notification system, potholes

Change street names in Plattekloof, Panorama and Welgelegen.
This area is known as the “ boerewors curtain.”
Resurfacing of roads. Especially in Monte Vista and Panorama where many roads are in a very bad state.
Reinstatements/potholes throughout the ward need to be attended to. Currently service delivery is very poor and this work is not done for years on end.
Upgrade of sewer system/water pipes in Panorama, Monte Vista and Plattekloof ( Infrastructure of these areas are old) Water pressure also needs to be addressed in these areas.
Replacement/Upgrade of Storm Water system along Monte Vista Boulevard (in urgent need of attention)
Sidewalks along Uys Krige -Plattekloof 1 for pedestrians/residents
Erf 675 Monte Vista -Plan and Develop a City Facility with offices, Board room/s, community hall
-office/satellite office for Law Enforcement/Traffic Services/Revenue Department office? Also an office for the Ward Councillor and Ward Assistant.
Investigate the Development of above as there are no such facilities in Ward 1
Parking for above on open POS space between the 2x Huising Streets and Tulbach Street Monte Vista(currently an open space)
Dedicated Law Enforcement official allocated to ward 1 to attend to the problematic tourist attration - Uys Krige Lookout Plattekloof 1 and other hotspots in ward 1
Speed cameras on Giel Basson, Plattekloof Rd,Gert Van Rooyen, Rothschild and Uys Krige
Development/upgrade/linked of pedestrian pathways across Ward 1
Pavements/roads damaged in Monte Vista because of wrong trees planted decades ago. Attending to this by removal of problem trees and reinstatement of sidewalk and roads.Replacement with indigenous non problematic trees

Street name changing

No rates and taxes for people 60 and over.
Promote energy saving by handing out max 5 energy saving light bulbs to each residence or rate payer.
Promote energy savings by handing out geyser blankets one per household
Free transport for old people to Library’s, Doctors, Clinics and main malls and centres.
Recycling, Recycling Recycling – Show /Advertise/sell donate items that have been made out of Recycled products.
Service and maintain street lights and bulbs for Security reasons
Service and maintain roads and side streets
Install free water and electricity meters to those that want.
Encourage people to check for leaking taps, toilets and burst pipes

No rates and taxe for elderly
Promote energy saving
Free transport for elderly
Recycling
Service and maintain street lights
Service and maintain roads
Install free water and electricity

We have numerous informal settlements in De la Haye and the main complaint is the litter and sewage that is now in our neighbourhood.
Could it not be possible to provide basic amenities like garbage collection and toilet facilities, even if it is only for the period that they are permitted to be living in their current situation.

basic services, illegal dumping, provision basic amenities, refuse removal, ablution
/ toilet facilities

upgrade to the main sewage pipeline in the Bellville cemetary.
Sewage blockages.
consider larger pipes to carry the extra wastage water.
Tree roots and overgrowths contributed to blockages.

Upgrade sewage pipline
sewage blockages
Upgrade Sewer infrastructure
Tree removal

result of these new by-laws are now starting to be felt in the neighbourhoods of these areas where those who understand their new "rights" have capitalized on the situation, and usually unfortunately only for personal gain as they develop 4 dwelling units as the definition of 2nd dwelling/3rd
dwelling and domestic quarters blur into a boarding house which is usually what is occurring in these once attractive suburbs. The current bylaws allow scrupulous developers to build high density boarding houses in areas with small plot sizes. This destroys the social cohesion of communities in
those areas. As the character of the area changes, property values decrease and existing residents incur financial losses. Amending the bylaws will serve to protect social cohesion and property values. The property values decrease in these areas, it will cause a loss of property tax income to the
city. A special land use committee should be established that includes residents of affected suburbs that can assist the portfolio committee to formulate bylaw amendments that will protect vulnerable suburbs.

Amendments to current planning by-law

Expedite the fresh water reticulation in Milnerton Central to avoid escalating maintenance costs due to increasing frequency of bursts of aging pipes. In the Blaauwberg Baseline Analysis Report of 2019, the Milnerton area was classified as an area with a "severe lack of capacity" of bulk water
infrastructure. Upgrading bulk water infrastructure in Milnerton area is an essential component to provide better basic infrastructure and improves the quality of life of residents. Upgrading aged infrastructure will provide cost savings over the longer term.
In the first half of December 2021, there were two major pipe bursts in Milnerton Central. One in Langerman street at Milnerton Primary School and one in Ascot Street. The upgrade of bulk water in Milnerton should already be in the maintenance plan, since in the Blaauwberg Baseline Analysis
Report of 2019, the Milnerton area was classified as an area with a "severe lack of capacity" of bulk water infrastructure. If the city takes it's own BAR's serious, this should already be in detailed planning.

Upgrading bulk water infrastructure

Resurfacing of roads, Upgrade of sewer system/water pipes,
Replacement/Upgrade of Storm Water system, Sidewalks, Dedicated Law
Enforcement official, Speed cameras , Pavements/roads damaged

Review gated community policy to give communities more control over safety. The current policy makes it difficult for poor communities to realise the same levels of safety that residents in estates have. Such a policy will not only contribute towards making Cape Town a safer place, but will also Review gated community policy, safety and security, developing and empowering
create job opportunities for entrepreneurs in the security sector. If communities are empowered to take control of security, security resources of the city can be deployed in high crime areas. A policy that makes it easy to establish gated community has been successfully implemented in Gauteng communities
for decades already. or consideration by portfolio committee.
Direct public transport joining Milnerton area. A direct public transport joining the Milnerton area and Southern suburbs even connecting Wynberg and Dunoon.
Community must be updated annually
Please put a plan in place to re-settle the displaced people at Danoon in Richwood. These people have a right to proper accommodation and the property value of the area should be lifted at the same time.
Address a realistic, sustainable and affordable Financial Plan from the source for implementation.
Reduce municipal cost for pensioners by 20%.

Direct public transport joining Milnerton area and Southern suburbs
regular feedback / communications to community
Proper housing plan
sustainable and affordable Financial Plan
Reduce municipal cost
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Email address

6

Email address

7

Email address

7

Email address

8

Email address

8

Email address

10

Email address

10

Email address

11

Collaboration Platform

11

Email address

13

Email address

13

Email address

14

Email address

15

Email address

15

Email address

16

Collaboration Platform

17

) We need additional land for all community amenities
2) we need fast tracking of development in blueridge Precinct
3) we need electrification and installation of stand water pipes in informal settlement
4) We need adult health facility as the Wallacedene clinic caters for children only. This is due to population growth in Kraaifontein, Wallacedene in particular
5) Overhaul of drainages and sewage infrasture system
6) Provision of operational space for hawkers
7) Development of economic hive in Wallacedene
8) Installation of new high mast/Street lights
9) Building of additional hall due to the population growth
10) We need roundabout in the intersection of Kaizer/Skhwatsha Street and Maroela Street
11) Rehabilitation of all roads in Wallacedene
12) Construction of sheltered pickup points for Taxis in the Labohem and Maroela
13) upgrading of business park in the intersection of Dlali Street and Maroela Road

available land, speedup development blueridge Precinct, electrification and
installation of stand water pipes in informal settlement, adult health facility,
sewage infrastructure system, economic hive, new high mast/Street lights,
space for informal trading, roundabout in the intersection , Rehabilitation of all
roads, sheltered pickup points for Taxis, upgrading of business par

Clinics in Kraaifontein - No Security at the doctors.
Its filthy in the waiting dome.
No indication boards or person helping us properly.we are being talked to harshly if we ask questions.
Clinics are short staffed, mainly doctors as sometimes the waiting period is 2 days
we do not have a centrally situated sportsfield /swimming pool/recreation area as we have lots of youngsters just being bored and up to mischief and behaviour problems as the supervision is limited at most homes due to low income etc.
Old age pensioners pay should become compulsory as when we worked we did all the payments due to SARS and all institutions ad ler govt request .
The childrens pay should be investigated as most of it is used for the mothers convenience .
There should also be licences for all the shops/workplaces noisy ones especially

No Security, filthy in the waiting dome, Clinics are short staffed, Old age
pensioners pay should become compulsory, licences for all the shops/workplaces,
childrens pay should be investigated (SASSA)

Remove the water surcharge on our bills.

srap water surcharge bill

Homelessness - Provide and manage permanent shelters for the masses of homeless people camping on public spaces all over the City of Cape Town. Provide dedicated teams to remove these dwellers within 24 hours to the shelters.
City traffic offenders - residents who have rolling Dash Cams in their vehicles. This can be the eyes of Metro Police all over the City without any cost. Consider providing an easy platform and procedure for residents to report such video clips to bring offenders to book.

Address homelessness, City traffic offenders

Health. The steel business Cisco causes pollution in the area, complaints were laid by the community however it seems as if the business has been issued licence to operate again and this is now a major concern to residents as a health hazard.

Concerned with Environmental health, health effects to residents.

Drains in Riley Street ,Glen Hurst streetlights ,Potholes in Tredoux ,Riley street Resurface , Red Line in Glen Hurst and Riley
, Gate at station,Fence at Beacon Way – UCD

1. Redoing the stormwater drainage system in Riley Street ,2. Streetlights in Glen
Hurst ,3. Potholes in Tredoux,4. Riley Street Resurfacing ,5. Gate at Station ,6.
Redline in Glen Hurst and Riley 7. Security Fence at Beacon Way ,8. Public Ablution
Facilities
100
Invest in job creation, Improved road maintaince and quality safe infrastructure,
Be an inclusive city nd care for all.

IDP made by the Community Council
Unemployment: employment here in my area as here people is suffering a lot Public facilities: No parks or playground for our children and kids make them use of playing in the road which is very dangerous.
Roads: No speed humps to prevent the speeding of vehicles where we have an accident here where a man were knocked over already. People with disabilities: The fact that disabled people not been looked after it's a really sad situation.No person ask to be disable.I have a disable daughter
myself who were born with Axenfeld-rieger syndrome she have to go out of Kuils River school as she is partially sighted and deaf.
1. Improved management of land invasion and the erection of unauthorised squatter houses on private land or government owned land to prevent uncontrollable influx of illegal land occupiers from all over Africa's neighbouring countries.
2. Improved numbers and quality of expert trained police to improve control over crime in all aspects with all types of crime to bring it under control and to drastically reduce the unacceptable high levels of murder, rape, housebreaking, highjackings, etc. through drastically improved visible
policing in all areas.
3. Improved numbers of road blocks and numbers of traffic cops who are actively patrolling the highways and roads of the Cape to ensure safety on our roads at all times of day and night.
4. Ensure load shedding is eradicated.
•
•
•
•
•

improve lights by replacing the current lights with LED lights to brighten up the street at night.
in front of house No. 1 to install another light pole as it is very dark on that corner at night.
there is access to a massive field between house No. 5 & 7 to be closed up urgently where over the years illegal dumping, squatters, gangsterism, etc. have been taking place and a breeding space for negative elements
where necessary to tar our pavement to get rid of the sand.
A request has been made to build speed bumps in our road to stop reckless drivers from speeding and safeguard our children from a serious accident that might happen.

Improved management of land invasion
improve control over
Eradicate loadshedding
Increase road block and traffic cops

Street lighting, speed humps, tarring of roads, safety and security

Crime in Delft - without neighbour hood watch who are the eyes and ears, it will get much more worse. Our facilities are being broken down .why not put nhw to take control there.
Sewer upgrades: Happy valley, Kleinvlei both areas are overpopulated. The infrastructure can’t handle the capacity. Constant sewer spilling in Happy Valley result in sewer water running into the Storm water drains.
Resurface of streets: A vast amount of streets in ward 14
need resurfacing. Especially in Kleinvlei, Melton rose area. This part was demarcated to ward 14 after the election in November 2021 and I notice that little effort was made to upgrade the area. Eskom: As a huge part of ward 14 rely on Eskom power supply we have a constant battle of getting
service to the community’s. Road markings. Quite a large number of streets need road markings to be redone. Stop signs, pedestrian crossings, speed humps etc.

Neighbourhood watch needed
Maintaine and invest in sewer network system, Secure electricity supply, Improve
road maintaince.

Stable electricity grid to eliminate load shedding Water and Sanitation improvement and proper maintenance. Road maintenance. Road infrastructure is falling off into pieces and dreadful. Public safety crime prevention and better policing Proper public transport Public spaces such as parks,
sidewalks to be properly maintained
M9 Main Road from Abelia to Firgrove - rebuild and widen the road. Increased traffic - new solid waste drop off to be built on this road at Valfontein and proposed shopping centre at current Melvin Transport site.
Upgrade of Old Stellenbosch Road and parking area at de Hoop Primary School Road is narrow and high volume of traffic
Increase the budget for water and sewer pipe replacement to 8% per annum of the total meters of pipes within the Metro.
Security fences and maintain all areas around water reservoirs within the Metro
Resurface Main Road from Dummer to Abelia
Construct a slip way from Beaullie Crescent onto the R44 - direction north.
Redevelop de Beers Park (AKA Rose Park). It is a heritage site.
Erect a fence between the railway line and Lyster Lane, Somersetridge.
On the R44. Complete the left turn onto the R102 by extending the third lane past the turn off.with green matted cycle lane
Hard surface on sidewalk along Lobelia and Abelia roads on one side of the road
Recycling "bin" (large metal cage) in die Wingerd - central point for residents to drop-off recycling Has been discussed with Solid waste on site
Traffic Lights a) at traffic circle Reece/ de Beer and Victoria link roads b) intersection Rembrandt /Helderberg college roads
City to purchase PRASA property at Firgrove for GAPP Housing ( area corner M9 and Winery road )
City to Sell erven 3929 and 3212 for development Open space above Louis Botha park two smaller parks not used
City to sell public open space Erf 1575 for residential housing Vast open spaces along Dummer both sides of the road
Erect Mini circles on Irene at Hoeveld, Rue La Havre and Mitchell Baker st
Clean and open the Moddergat sloot/ Storm water furrow next to Beaulie Cresent down to Berghoewe road
Resurface Irene from Helderberg College to Dummer streets
Complete the fence on public open park erf 4623 4926RE
Resurface and widen Beaulie crescent from Bakkersklook to turnoff R44

Eliminate loadshedding, Proper maintenance of public facilities and improvement
in public service provision.

IDP input - Underroof Taxi Rank in Happy Valley
Underroof Taxi Rank in Eersteriver ( on Forest Drive)
Extention of Hindle road to Melton road (pass the back of Eersteriver Hospital)

Increasing road maintenance, Improving the safety of minibus taxi passengers,
upgrading taxi rank

There is a great need for youth development in our community

Youth Development

Rebuild and widen road
Upgrade of Stellenbosch rd
Increase the budget for water and sewer pipe replacement
Security fences around water reservoirs
Resurface Roads
Construct a slip way
Redevelop de Beers Park
Road lane extention and green matted cycle lane
Recycling bin (large metal cage)
Traffic Lights
purchase PRASA property at Firgrove
City to Sell property for development
Erect Mini circles
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Housing. Build sufficient formal housing for working class in a form of Rent to own. Identify empty land: Allocate sufficient land in the townships for Food markets, to promote local business/ entrepreneurs and provide mentoring and monitoring of local business /entrepreneurs via SEDA and
other entities. Bylaws: Revisit laws regarding businesses owned by foreign nationals, and also to make it compulsory for every business owner to provide proof of tax. Implement laws that will not make it easy or almost impossible for foreign nationals to trade in our country. Taxi associations:
Collect tax returns from Taxi owners and Taxi associations. Support vendors. Supply of vending structures at the identified location for business purposes and to provide water, electricity and ablution areas for vendors and public as well.

Access to housing, Promote entrepreneurship, Strengthen bylaws for foreign
immigrants, monitor taxi industry.

Cisco steel factory - We lodge several complaints regarding the factory way back but it seems nobody adhere to our request to close the factory or moved it due to health problems, noise and pollution in kuilsriver area. Evidence was given to support our complaints but was thrown under the
carpet.
High school drop-outs - programme to get them back in school or facilities that can accommodate them.
Vacant land used for dumping.
Capacitate community on illegal dumping in open spaces and in the drain.
Empower our people.
Land invasion and homelessness. Crime, begging, vagrants, land invasion and sanitation risk have the same underlying cause to combat this I believe the City should: Budget for increased homeless shelters with proper sanitation and food, find ways to formalize causal labour, citizens who make
use of casual labour should be encouraged to employ day labourers from the above mentioned formalised casual labour pool. As shelters are expanded there should be a crack down on sleeping rough and erecting informal structures etc.

request to close the factory or moved it due to health problems, noise and
pollution in kuilsriver area
programme for High school drop outs
Illigal dumping
Capacitate community on dumping
EPWP rendomization
Control measures to land invasions and Homelessness

1. RDP Housing build in Durbanville
• ONE police station that is currently servicing an area that has grown so much that our poor Durbanville Police force is physically unable to attend to.
More Schools
Build a new Sewerage Plant towards the Melkbos area to manage increasing sewerage management demand and strain put on the existing Table View plant due to the huge amount of flats being built in the Parklands, Table View, Rivergate/ Dunoon area.
Encourage home owners to install a solar electrical power supply system whereby excess power can be fed back in the grid to prevent power outages.
Set up a Wind/Solar supply company (FINANCED by the home owners of Cape Town) by selling shares to all home owners, making Cape Town a City self sufficient and not reliant on Eskom.

access to housing, safety and security, additional schools

Fence between Dunoon and Parklands - It would be great if you could put a fence between the informal settlement of Dunoon and Parklands as they have started to break into the apartments close to them. Safety concerns
Street lights in Big Bay Area - I would like to raise the issue of street lights burning in the Big Bay area during the day. Perhaps there is a reason for this, but it does not look right on account of the electrical energy shortages experienced in SA.
Sandown Road. Please put some speed cameras on the road and have Traffic Enforcement do a period check for motorbikes and cars making excessive noise.
Homelessness. people who take up residence at the corner of
Sandown Road and the R27. I ride my bicycle on the bicycle path along the R27 and the mess created by people who are living there is awful.

Increasing the number of law enforcement officers,
Increasing energy efficiency
Improve safety on the roads and strengthen traffic control and road user rules,
Address homelessness.

IDP input - Building a proper promenade where there is a safe walking and jogging area for people
Fixing the roads, walking and parking areas at Small Bay and around Blue Peter Hotel – they are busy fixing this now for many years and they just don’t finish it
Reconsider allowing informal free-living shacks – currently close to Table Bay mall - which is almost on our doorstep
Reconsider allowing informal free-living shacks – currently close to Table Bay mall - which is almost on our doorstep with all the new shacks going up.
IDP inputs - The fences which enclose the two Nature Reserves (situated along Parklands Main Road, and which also border Stepney Crescent Road on the right, and Stepney End Road on the left -if approaching from Parklands /Tableview) are in urgent need of being upgraded/replaced.
The verge all along Stepney Crescent Road on side of the Nature Reserve to be neatened and indigenous plants be planted to provide colour and improvements to this quiet and beautiful residential area.
Improved lighting to be installed along Stepney Crescent Road to discourage vagrants and thieves.
Speed bumps to be installed along Stepney Crescent Road to reduce speeding and reckless driving.

Preventing unlawful land occupation, Increasing the number of law enforcement
officers, Increasing road maintenance, Addressing homelessness, Build a proper
promenade.

Build sewerage plant, install a solar electrical power supply system, Set up a
Wind/Solar supply company

Fences in need of replacement, Nature Reserve to be neatened, improved lighting,
speed bumps to be installed

Bikes and cars - loud racing in Melkbosstrand.
Noise pollution
It would be really great if the City of Cape Town would consider building more public schools within the sunningdale area. At the moment, there are mostly private schools and those who cannot afford it have to send or find schools for their children out of this area - which is highly inconvenient. more schools, public swimming pool
We also need other public amenities such as swimming pools.

1. Replacing asbestos roofed homes built by apartheid government in coloured townships such as Ravensmead industrial area near Coke and Simba as these are health hazards exposing inhabitants more especially kids to serious health problems.
2. Noise nuisances emanating from sports clubs built within residential properties more so built extremely close to retirement estates such as the Fives Futbol Club in Pinehurst Durbanville. These facilities should ideally be indoors ensuring sufficiently sound proof external barriers.
3. Bring road traffic law enforcement within urban areas back to basics with traffic official enforcing stop signs, seatbelt compliance, cell phone enforcement and confiscations, roadworthiness but most of all visible policing. Only through consistent, visible, strategic focussed and sustainable law
enforcement will the current non compliance culture be changed.
4. More focus must be placed at local health clinics to provide a consistent and sustainable supply of medication and contraception. During 2020/2021 most clinics such as the one in Ravensmead could not provide contraceptives and patients told they must buy their contraceptives. These are
impoverished communities who depend on government support and assistance. Clearly the ward councillors are not doing their jobs

HOUSING, LAW ENFORCEMENT, SPORT AND RECREATION,CITY HEALTH,
Upgrading houses

Effective monitoring of tenders expiry dates and timeous renewal by COCT officials. This will prevent backlogs e.g. last year the tenders for grass cutting , retention pond clearing, as well as road marking expired leaving a huge gap in services. Monitoring of infrastructure & Proper securing of
City infrastructure. lifecycles and timeous maintenance/replacement this will prevent old infrastructure from continuously breaking. Burst pipes are an almost daily occurrence in Parow Industria. Timeous resurfacing of roads: improve road quality maintenance. Implementation and
communication of the Elsieskraal Master plan : Project Name: 370C/2016/17: Provision of Professional Services: Storm water Master Plan and River Corridor Plan for the Elsieskraal River Catchment – what will be done in Parow Industria area and when.

Improve road quality maintenance, Effective monitoring tenders, Securing and
monitoring of public infrastructure, Improving community engagement and
relationships with civic organisations.

Brief description of project (burning issue – what the project needs to achieve):
1. Resurfacing of roads in the ward as the current state of road conditions are no longer acceptable
2. NHW Support as our area based NHW are very active in our area to monitor and report incidents and submitting reports to authorities
3. Crime Prevention Programmes OPPOSED to Rent-a-Cop. This is to have more clean-up operations, traffic enforcement, etc.
4. Replace current streets lights in leafy areas with LED lights for enhanced lighting.
5. Additional storm water drain cleaning as well as tree trimming and park mowing.
Specific location/street address (or draw map) of project:
1. Throughout the ward
2. The sections along Betsie Verwoerd Road that was damaged along Jakes Gerwel
3, 4 & 5. Throughout the Ward
Motivation for project (reasons why the project is necessary):
1. The CoCT has only patched potholes and a few roads were resurfaced, however many roads are still in poor conditions which affects the vehicles negatively and could damage tyres causing accidents and injuries due to some potholes.
2. With the high number of crime we face in the area and poor presence of LE & SAPS, the NHW is doing an excellent job in our community to address crime in our area.
3. We need a better proactive approach to dealing with homeless through clean ups, having traffic control done in the area as well as joint operations between SAPS, LE, MP and the NHW.
4. Goodwood being a leafy suburb, we have some streets with pure lighting that poses a safety risk for pedestrians. Therefore, systematically the old street lights needs to be swapped out with LED lights.
5. These should be top up services in the ward as the current cleaning of storm water drains are not sufficient as we still experience flooding, our trees are overgrown and are not trimmed timeously and our public parks are not mowed enough.

Resurfacing of roads
Crime Prevention Programmes
Replace current streets lightswith LED lights
Basic Service Delivery
Additional storm water drain cleaning

upgrading of storm water drains, feedback from complaints system
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We urgently need more drains in our street as we continue to having flooding in front of my gate as all the water and leaves from the entire block gathers in front on my gate. I have reported this on so many occasions and still await a engineer to rock up for the past 2 years – I also continue to
have to call for our streets to be cleaned regularly they keep paying contractors that never rock up in our street.
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I would love to take over the care of the park as an employee of cct as park manager I have many great ideas that will have the residents all smiling again. lets set up an job interview and I will share my views on a beautiful upgrade with Gods grace I might even be regional manager. I am currently upgrading of parks, job creation
separating from my wife as she left me for not having a JOB all is well and will end well I hope my e-mail reaches a blessed heart and I will get the chance to show I am worthy of solving the issues
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Reduce the influx of foreigners into the country : Nigeria, Zimbabwe, India etc. this will reduce crime caused by drugs, reduce human tracking, reduce hijacking. Healthcare systems: again point 1 will reduce the strain on the healthcare systems. Go visit a hospital or a day hospital all foreigners
and we the south African tax payers are not benefitting.. Education: A healthy educated nation boosts the economy - again point 1 will reduce. Last year there was not enough space for South Africans. Transport system: Reduce and eliminate Taxis - Taxis are responsible for so many accidents
and deaths, they stop in the middle of the road and cause a traffic jam, they pull out guns anywhere and any time, people are hijacked, raped and robbed in taxis. Crime: Corrupt Police officials who get kickbacks from gangsters and drug lords result in high crime stats - We are not safe - Our
homes look like prisons - Robbing Police stations - seriously. Reduce Water and Electricity Bills: The City that works for you - more like we are working for the City. - Water is a basic human right. The water rates are Exorbitant. Pensioners can't afford the cost of living. They have to give up the
homes they worked their whole lives for as between water and electricity they are dependent on their children for food and medical. Sanitization/Sewerage: This is a major problem - blocked drains - sewerage in the roads toxic smells - Dirty Dams and Rivers Roads: Improve quality on road
maintenance.

Road Maintenance, Improved health care system, Combat crime, Improved
education system, Reduce water & Electricity bills, Proper maintenance of
Sanitation / Sewage system. Regulation immigration
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Brief description of project (burning issue – what the project needs to achieve):
Roads and potholes to be repaired properly.
Police should be more visible, not just after a crime was committed, gangsterism is huge in the area so why not deploy more police in the area that aren't afraid.
Water and electricity prices are through the roof, we have senior citizens all over the country that cannot even buy the necessities after paying their rates and water bills, never mind purchasing/paying of electricity.
Ward 31
Sewerage and drainage systems needs upgraded, the sewerage system is blocked every 2nd day
Help Desks: One of the pressing challenges that people experience is actually getting information and support from local city offices, call centres, help desks and walk-in centres. People speak of having to hold-on for long periods of time, not getting to the correct advisor. No access to electricity.
The experience of people living in informal settlements is that they are not on the grid and therefore not electrified.
High tariffs & No/low access to FBE. Much can be said but the bottom line is that the tariff
structure is complicated, even the city officials struggle to explain it to residents this must be revisited.
Streetlights, infrastructure theft: Communities have reported that streetlights in some cases have been out for years, impacting the safety and security of
the community and its residents.
Infrastructure damage and theft impact homes. Debt Recovery: While this is not a planning issue, we wish to take the opportunity to bring to the City’s attention the impact this policy is having on families .
I would like to proposed that a road be built between Atlantis and Witsand. The road could be helpful between protea Park Acacia street and Witsand. This will ensure the integration of communities.
It will shorten the distance for residents to safely access government services such as health, schools SAPS etc. It will also allow children shorter walking distance to schools and parents.
I would
request
that
the Mycity
busside-lined
services provide
alternative
transport
services
Witsand
and Wolwerivier
The
Arts,earnestly
Culture &
Heritage
sector
has been
for many
years, I strongly
believe
thattoitthe
must
be catered
for especiallyresidents.
community arts centers in our communities. I believe that the sector has the potential to have a positive contribution to the economy however it needs intervention for

Resurfacing of roads
Crime Prevention Programmes
Roads and potholes to be repaired, more police visibility, gangsterism is huge,
water and electricity prices are through the roof.
Upgrade sewer and drainage system
Improved customr service, Security to electricity supply, Hight service rates, Public
infrasturctre maintaince.
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the City.
Street clean up: We have a leaking pipes almost every day in Colosa Crescent, Brown's farm next to Library, Please Law enforcement be visible day and night crime rate is high
Skill Centre in Gugulethu where our youth in Gugulethu can show their skills and do something with their own hands

Email address
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Street cleaning and drain service to be attended to weekly - Road maintenance after construction completed their projects to be kept in good state not just let's open
Collection of bins to be communicated if trucks have breakdown and arrange alternatives

42

Ward 42
Cnr of Valhalla drive and murtle rd., the CCTV is out of order for the last 5years

Maintain CCTV cameras
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Improve quality and access to sport recreational facilities, Strengthening
partnerships with communities for improved safety.
Improve environmental and health systems, Road maintenance introduce my citi
bus routes, Improve provision on basic service for informal settlements, revitalise
social services in the community.

Email address
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Upgrade sport facilities. Upgrade our youth in Matroosfontein ward42 sport ground's like a basketball court ,soccer court a gym park for young.
Community safety. The safety of our community more visible
policing why not use the community and train them to be police officers train them to be law in force officers than there will be no standing around on the corners and less unemployment in the community.
Improving the environmental & health situation of the community. the old and dilapidated sewerage system must be completely replaced. The system is more than 70 years old and does not have the capacity (refer to list of C3 complaints of overflowing sewerage drains) Road infrastructure.
Developed Robert Sobukwe road into a Mycity bus route corridor --Mowbray to Bellville & Cape Town to Bellville. Students attending universities and communities staying alongside the road. Building of multi purpose Centre. (Thusong) on the Bishop Lavis sports ground because the community
centre has been upgraded to be used by the City of Cape Town Law Enforcement department (only hall is available for community.) Improve services and living conditions of informal settlements of Malawie camp & Freedom Farm. Provide services for Backyarders e.g. electricity, toilets &
water. Invest in social recreational infrastructure e.g. skate park, outside chessboard, recreational facilities under the trees at Sky Park in Sky road next to Robert Sobukwe road. Building of swimming pool- Bishop Lavis had a swimming pool.

road to be built between Atlantis and Witsand, request that the Mycity bus
services provide alternative transport services to the Witsand and Wolwerivier
residents. , We
provincial clinics in Atlantis, tlantis and surrounding areas are
Community
art need
centres
Fixing of water pipes and Law enforcement visibility to combat crime
Improving quality and access to sport and recreation facilities, Creating
partnership with residents to maintain public spaces and community facilities,
Increasing road maintenance, Ensuring adequate solid waste collection services
for all residents, Addressing littering and illegal dumping

Building of houses on open vacant land. Reintroduce the Social Development satellite office at the community centre which was providing a service before the Covid19 pandemic
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Housing Development Project in School site, Section 1
Building of a sports field in Philippi, Village 4 area
Redevelop the sports field in Philippi, Behind the swimming pool, and the Library
Building a resource centre in Philippi, village 4 area, Land available
Building an Arts Centre in Philippi, Village 3 area, Land available, Building needs major renovation
CCTV Camera installation intersection of Sheffield Road and New Eisleben
CCTV Camera installation intersection of Sheffield Road Traffic Circle
CCTV Camera Installation in Bristol Road next Browns Library
Installation of Gun smoke detector in Browns Farm
Building of a Resource Centre in Section 1 in Philippi,

Housing Development Project, Building of a sports field, Building an Arts Centre,
CCTV Camera installation intersection, Building of a Resource Centre, Installation
of Gun smoke detector

Service delivery. Improve service delivery over the next five years, should include the re-development of Muizenberg to Simons Town seafront, by removing the dilapidated railway-line and replacing it with a Promenade where everybody can walk, run, rollerblade, cycle, wheelchair, exercise, or Improved service delivery
just sit down and enjoy the view.
I am an Ecd principal and am in the process of registration. I have started this ECD centre for so many reasons, firstly our children in Manenberg, creating a safe place where our kids can come to everyday and develop them in every area. Physically, intellectually and emotionally etc. I've started
ECD registration, social development
this Ecd centre 5 years ago. I've been to social services, elru, and tried calling the health inspector many times to come out as I need my health certificate. I've spoken to some people about it. This has been going on for years now. Is the government not concerned about our children being safe
and in a place that's fit for them. I know I'm not perfect and maybe I still need to put some things in place to fully comply with some regulations. I'm being overlooked for so many projects the government is running for ECD's the only explanation I get sometime is your centre is in a red zone area
that's why we cant come to you. This is so sad for me. I especially opened centre here so we can help these children why is the government ignoring us. It really disturbs me to see how our children is being overlooked. If we want you make a change.
• High priority is SAFETY in this area. Stats can be drawn from City Law enforcement database as proof. Lots of criminal activities (DRUG, PROSTITUTION, ILLEGAL SCRAP YARDS) happening in the area. No signs of assistance is offered from the City in this respect. Increase of hourly monitoring of
police, law enforcement officials is recommended. Dashboards are created but no monitoring is happening.
• Increase of SQUATTERS in the squatter camp (Vygieskraal) as there is no control of the development of new structures on a daily basis.
• The City had a concrete fence placed around the Vygieskraal area and this somehow created more space of these squatters to create comfortable spaces for themselves. It seems that they are the ratepayers in Belgravia.
• CLEANING (dumping, burning of rubble ) in the area. The staff that has been assigned to this area doesn't seem enthusiastic about their responsibilities as they need to come out daily to clean the area not on only once a week.
• Deployment of monitored CAMERA'S for the whole area. This is minimize the patrols of officials and reduce crime and other activities.
• Cutting of grass (MAINTENANCE) he field behind the Mary Harding Centre as this is becoming a favourable place to squat. (School kids are being robbed along the Vygieskraal canal.)
• Visible SECURITY along the canal on a daily basis.
• EMPLOYEE champions to manage the daily activities such as dumping, stealing of cables in the area, closing of scrap yards etc.

safety and security, criminal activity, police visibility, illegal squatters, illegal
dumping, installation of cameras, grass cutting,

Rehabilitation of the Vygieskraal Cycling Track Rehabilitation - The cycling track at Vygieskraal Stadium situated in Johnson Road, Athlone which was designed as a multi-use athletics and cycling track is currently dysfunctional as a cycling track

Rehabilitation of the Vygieskraal Cycling Track

• Improved safety and security;
,expanded job creation and economic opportunities;, Social relief for our residents;, upgrades to water and reserve infrastructure;
,upgrades to health and sports facilities;
,Human settlements delivery and informal settlements upgrades;
,Early childhood development;
,Youth and women outreach programmes;
,Road rehabilitation and congestion relief;
,providing electricity connections to more communities;
,Urban renewal upgrades in communities across Cape Town;
,A non-motorised transport system;
,A transport interchange programme; and
,The implementation of the water strategy.

Deepen citizens say in local government by,Develop Socio economic plan (focus on
youth and informal trading),Safer Ward,Basic Service delivery,Affordable Tariffs &
Service tariffs, non motorsie transport, impletment water strateg, youth women
outreach programmes, upgrade human selletments, provide electricity
connections
upgrade sport / health facilities
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Mountview POS Closures of two lanes - from between 58 Bellmore Avenue and Starling Primary School and the other narrower one from Bellmore Avenue into Armstrong Crescent
Closure of the Coal business industry. It is a health hazard. Address 16 Bellmore Avenue, Mountview
Cox Crescent Park irrigation system needed, thorns to be removed manually , lighting and cameras needed. The access gate at Turfhall Road side fence
Pavements have to be tarred and roads to be upgraded near the cul-de-sac in Ring Crescent, Mountview. As there are many cracks in the road.
Chevron sign needed near 68 Starling Street at the corner/bend
Fencing of Eagle Way Park was on the agenda at the ward meeting.
Irrigation system needed at the four little adjacent Parks in the Starling area extension 5 from Eagle Way Park till Partridge/Canary Park Mountview.
Cox Crescent Park needs lights
Street lighting in Cox Lane behind houses of 60 and 68 Starling Street
Lights are needed at Dove Street Park, Partridge Park, Eagle Way Park and all four adjacent little parks. Play equipment at Parks needs fixing. (Swings are damaged)
Cutting/trimming of trees in Turfhall Road behind 86 Starling Street and all the other trees.
Quad bike tracks for kids needed in Mount View area
Devil thorns in Cox Park, Dove Strreet and all adjacent parks in Starling area
needs to be removed manually
Motivate schools to accumulate the recycling material
Monitoring of CCTV by the neighbourhood watches
Cox Lane POS drain missing/stolen drain lids have not been replaced yet.
Replace speed humps at 184 Repulse Road, Mountview/Rylands
Speedhumps are needed in Armstrong Crescent . Mountview
Pavement needs to be tarred at 75 Starling Street and surounding houses.
Painting of road signs (It is fading away) in Starling Street and rest of roads in Mountview area.
Dirtbins needed in Eagle way Park and the rest of the adjacent parks in Starling area, Mountview.
Trees trimming in Starling Street near Starling Primary School.

irrigation system needed, Lights are needed, Cutting/trimming of trees,
Pavements have to be tarred and roads to be upgraded, Closure of the Coal
business industry. Motivate schools to accumulate the recycling material, Replace
speed humps

1. Assessment re the erection of a fence on the Turfhall Road boundary – specifically, on the publicly-owned section of land that extends from Belgravia Road to the canal. The proposal from residents is to have a fence with no more than 2 pedestrian openings
2. Erection of a fence on the Turfhall Road boundary – specifically, on the publicly-owned section of land that extends from Belgravia Road to the canal. Based on the assessment done in the previous point, residents would like the City of Cape Town to provide detailed options available to install
a fence. The options will be assessed by the Penlyn Estate Civic Association (PECA) and Penlyn Neighbourhood Watch (PNHW) and the most-appropriate one must be implemented by the City of Cape Town, in close consultation with the PECA and PNHW. The section from the canal to Bellmore
Ave is privately-owned and so Penlyn Estate will seek to find the erection of a fence on this remaining section via other means (e.g. fundraising).
3. Assessment re the impact on the Environment, Water Engineering and Safety & Security relating to the closure/securing of the canal – specifically, on the publicly-owned section of land that extends between Turfhall Road and Old Turfhall Road (service road). Residents have noted that the
canal is necessary for adequate drainage and water management in Penlyn Estate and surrounding areas, however it is a risk to Safety & Security.
- The canal is often used as a thoroughfare for criminal elements
- It is dangerous as it is easy for someone to fall into it. The safety of school children is also a priority, seeing as the canal runs right behind the school.
- It is often used as a dumping ground, causing further issues downstream
4. Closing/securing of the canal - specifically, on the publicly-owned section of land that extends between Turfhall Road and Old Turfhall Road (service road). Based on the assessment done in the previous point, residents would like the City of Cape Town to provide detailed options available to
close or at least secure the canal (e.g. installation of bars/grids much like what exists in Vanguard Estate as well as fencing along each side of the canal) to reduce the safety and security risk of the canal as well as the implementation of litter traps. The options will be assessed by the Penlyn Estate
Civic Association (PECA) and Penlyn Neighbourhood Watch (PNHW) and the most-appropriate one must be implemented by the City of Cape Town, in close consultation with the PECA and PNHW.
5. Assessment for the installation of a multi-use hard-tarred area – specifically, the area adjacent to the Turfhall Primary School and Penlyn madrassah. Since the school's revamp, traffic and parking has become extremely problematic. Furthermore, there is a need for parking at the Penlyn
madrassah which has resulted in the land being used as an informal parking area from time to time. A large multi-use hard-tarred area would service:
- Parking at the school, the Urban Park as well as the madrassah
- Sporting activities for residents (e.g. netball court)
6. Installation of a multi-use hard-tarred area – specifically, the area adjacent to the Penlyn madrassah and Turfhall Primary School. Based on the assessment done in the previous point, residents would like the City of Cape Town to provide detailed options available to install a multi-use hardtarred area. The options will be assessed by the Penlyn Estate Civic Association (PECA) and Penlyn Neighbourhood Watch (PNHW) and the most-appropriate one must be implemented by the City of Cape Town, in close consultation with the PECA and PNHW.
7. inclusion of Bellmore Avenue and Repulse Road to be included in public bus routes – specifically, the Bellmore Avenue starting from Turfhall Road to Repulse Road and then from that point in Repulse Road to Belgravia Road. Residents have noted that buses no longer travel these routes,
resulting in some residents having to walk to and from Belgravia Road and Turfhall Road to catch the bus to get to work and/or school.
8. Inclusion of Bellmore Avenue and Repulse Road on the public bus routes - specifically, the Bellmore Avenue starting from Turfhall Road to Repulse Road and then from that point in Repulse Road to Belgravia Road. Based on the assessment done in the previous point, residents would like the
City of Cape Town to include the above-mentioned roads on the public bus routes.
9. Road resurfacing – Penlyn Estate is overdue for road resurfacing. Road surfaces in William Arendse Road and the entire area around Engine Bedgro Convenience Centre as well as Penlyn Avenue in front of Turfhall Primary are of particular concern due to high traffic volumes.
10. Water and sewerage infrastructure upgrade – Penlyn Estate's water infrastructure is in need of an upgrade. Residents are still suffering from low water pressure since the implementation of water restrictions and pressure reduction measures in 2017. Despite the lower pressure, we still have
a high number of leaks reported by residents (relative to the size of our area).

Erection of fence on Turfall Road
installation of a multi-use hard-tarred area
Parking at the school
Sporting activities
inclusion of Bellmore Avenue and Repulse Road to be included in public bus routes
road resurfacing
Water and sewerage infrastructure upgrade, safety concerns at canal
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Dumping site in manenberg big problem. If I can suggest that the waste control collects the trash daily , the City might not have the manpower , then why not create and employ in the community groups for the area to assist with keeping the areas clean , we have so many people that's unskilled ILLEGAL DUMPING/JOB CREATION
and unemployed and that would be willing to help with this task.
Housing and Services for the community are the most important facts that should be looked at
Housing, Basic Services
Improve public transport in and around the city
Improve public transport, illegal squatters
Deal with the illegal squatter problem
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Accessible and accurate performance measurement system. What Departments are doing is, they come out very quickly to inspect (marked as "in progress") and after that it is marked as "closed". Supposedly it gets scheduled then somewhere in the background which citizens cannot see or
monitor. The fact is, the requests cannot be marked as closed. They can rather be marked as "suspended" if waiting for further info from the citizen, or "scheduled" meaning it is not yet resolved, but just awaiting the scheduled time to complete it.

Improve Accessible and accurate performance measurement system for service
request.
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plan a direct connection, over the railway between Jan Smuts and King Langibalele (or another road) so the two communities can be finally connected and start to integrate beyond the apartheid geo landscape plan that separates us .turning the open areas into parks and common areas with
shops and activity areas, with a ‘friendship’ bridge connecting the two suburbs. At worst, the road going around the electricity station can be redone.

Integrate communities by directed connecting them spatially, (friendship bridge),
upgrading open areas into parks
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Support the building of madrasah/mosque
Invest in safe and accessible public housing, ensure adequate health services.
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Thornton ward 53, needs a permanent place for madrasah (educational religious space) to serve the needs of the Muslim community
Housing Crisis. The essential need to address the current housing crisis experienced in Maitland
Garden Village, which has manifested in significant overcrowding, backyarding and overburdened infrastructure. Limited Health services. Residents mentioned access to health services is an issue. Despite, the district plan
highlighting that the Table Bay SDF is well served with public facilities. Residents in MGV's concern is the proximity to the current health facilities. This is problematic given the city is trying to ensure fair and equitable distribution of access to services in all urban areas.
Parks and Open Spaces: upgrades to parks and open spaces maintaining day to day operations: The new C3 reporting system does not work as well as expected and often residents are left with a "closed" C3 but the work has not been done. This leads to frustration. Water and Sanitation: Water
quality in Pinelands is excellent, but sanitation infrastructure is grossly inadequate. cleaning the rivers: The section of the Black River, between Kewtown and Bridgetown (visible from the Bhunga Avenue flyover), is permanently filled with masses of rubbish. Now and again I see a Council team
trying to clean it, but generally that section of the river is in very poor condition.
Funding from the infomal settlements: another revenue stream that CoCT needs to investigate is getting a monthly nominal amount from each informal
settlement household, in accordance with the number of occupants; or, a flat rate irrespective of the number of occupants. The continual increasing of fees and charges from affluent households is unsustainable.
Taxis: The taxis servicing clients in and out of Pinelands show little respect for the road rules and other motorists. The CoCT's goal to upgrade the trains and get them operational is essential and must be a priority - the taxis have been given far too much autonomy. Greater control over the taxis
and how they drive needs to happen.

Upgrade and maintaince of public parks, Invest & maintain water andsewer
network systems, Strict control measures of taxi operations
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1. Parks and Open Spaces:
= upgrades to parks and open spaces:
Several local volunteer groups regularly meet with City Council representatives from various departments to discuss ways to improve Pinelands.
Examples of these groups are: Renew the Elsieskraat River Group; Friends of Pinelands Parks; Friends of Pinelands, Pinelands Garden Club.
There are often successes and progress is made, but the internal CoCT budgeting system remains a mystery and is often an obstacle to getting smaller projects approved and finished.

Upgrading of facilities
System reporting
Safety on the roads
Funding

= maintaining day to day operations:
Oftentimes the daily tasks of a suburb are ignored or postponed so that bigger problems are dealt with first. After a while the small problems add up and become big.
The volunteer groups have found that communication between CoCT internal departments is lacking or insufficient and this leads to confusion, duplication or inactivity.
The new C3 reporting system does not work as well as expected and often residents are left with a "closed" C3 but the work has not been done. This leads to frustration.
If all CoCT departments created workable weekly schedules for either CoCT employees or contractors to finish regular weekly tasks without the need for the public to submit C3 reports, this will streamline the workload of all departments greatly. It will also free up time to tackle larger issues.
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= benches (and bins) in parks and open spaces:
The idea of a bench in a park or in an open space seems good, but the reality is very different. My family have first hand experience of this and we now wish there wasn't a bench and a green bin outside our house!
It is an eyesore and there is usually someone sleeping on or near the bench each week.
The green bin nearby is about 2m away from the bench, but there is always litter lying next to the bench.
The green bin is usually full and it is NOT cleaned out on a weekly basis. The vagrants dig in it and empty the contents onto the street. We have to pick it up and put it back.
* This is an unsatisfactory situation and we now want the bench AND the bin removed. CoCT Solid Waste department should ascertain which green bins get full quickly and do more check ups / clean ups on those bins.
= competent management of annual flowers (and mowing)
This is an annual issue. Many residents want to see an increase in flowers around Pinelands and greater Cape Town. It is the way of the future to encourage Nature and help plants and animals to thrive (not just barely survive) in urban settings.
Clean rivers, litter-free open spaces, less human intervention, fewer free-roaming dogs, prohibiting vehicles in parks and open spaces, less noise, slowing down speeding vehicles - all these will eventually allow Nature to thrive.
The volunteer group FoPP (Friends of Pinelands Parks) have seen and experienced a lack of knowledge shown by the appointed CoCT mowing contractor working in Area North 1.4.
Over the last two years FoPP has become involved in the annual mowing (and not mowing) of parks and open spaces in Pinelands. Communication between the CoCT department and the contractor needs to be improved and the appointed contractor must be educated on the natural processes
of vegetation/flowering plants (i.e. growth and seeding times each year) .
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Water
and Sanitation
.2.An
educational
Islamic centre for our religious education, Social Outreach & Youth Development.
Youth development
2. Security street cameras, Law Enforcement on the ground.
Security cameras
•the motorized scooters, skateboards and bicycles now taking over the walkway on the beach front. Children as young as seven are permitted to be in charge of these "vehicles" so I'm amazed the traffic dept. isn't involved, as this is against all traffic rules. No motorized traffic should be allowed Safety_Making the Promenade safer; motorized vehicles
at all and even bicycles pose a danger as some cyclists use it as a race track.
Surely the public should be allowed to enjoy a leisurely walk along this lovely walkway without feeling endangered, but I'm sorry to say the situation at present is an "accident waiting to happen." A large percentage of the walkers are senior citizens, especially with the CPOA retirement home
being right on the front, while many others come from afar to enjoy this beautiful safe walk.
I was under the impression that this situation had been addressed a while back and there had been a restriction applied, but it was very temporary.
Please may I implore you to deal with this predicament as a matter of urgency as the volumes will increase over the holiday season.
Address the homelessness/vagrancy in the Camps Bay area - The vagrants living in the bushes and begging along the beach front. Appalling litter and human excrement.

Homelessness, littering and human excrement.

Homelessness in Sea Point - harassment by homeless people at robots, Litter and mess by homeless people in my neighbourhood, Crime in my neighbourhood , Use of my street as a public toilet

Homelessness, Crime, Litter

Property values have fallen significantly in recent years, so for the last few years residents have been paying too much in rates - I am paying rates on a higher valuation than what I purchased an apartment for in 2019. Please adjust the rates down by at least 15% across the board and allow
further objections based on factual information.
Support animal welfare / SPCA (animals and pets), access accommodation for horses, security at City dams athe back of table mountain people are using for swimming provide security, sewer spillage into beach, planting of trees, regulate medical professions, regulate illegal selling of herbs,
painting of road signals, fire prevention, improve communication to residents
Vehicles with fitted exhaust systems are causing noise and air pollution. Speeding and drag racing in Sea Point.
Trafficinpolice
should
install permanent
speed
cameras
in from
Queens
Road, and
going
up to Regent
Road
circle and coming
down
BeachofRoad.
Beach
on the
seadifficult
side ofand
the dangerous
Marine Research.
assist
clearing
the streets
and walkways
in Cape
Town
vagrants
homeless
people.
I understand
that they
havetoissues
their Also
own,inbut
it hasRoad
become
very
to walk in previously open city areas because of muggings and threats from beggars. It has got very bad in

Property values, high rates

the last 2 years
PARKS/RECREATION:
Camps Bay Splash Pool to be repurposed. The Camps Bay Ratepayers association have done a redesign of this area. This or an alternative proposal should be considered.
Bantry Bay walkway/view point – the costal management report that proposes a walk way between Bantry Bay and Clifton needs to be implemented.
Alien management – needs to be deployed with annual alien clearing in all the green spaces of Clifton and Camps Bay
Maidens Cove needs a full refurbishment and place making plan.
Camps Bay Promenade needs and upgrade with proper treatment of the lawns, filling in of holes, new wooden balustrading, edging to be done on the grass edge.
PRIORITIES SEA POINT PAVILLION.
Relining of the diving pool
Relining the main swimming pool
All pumps to be replaced
The building itself needs to be reassessed and a new master plan be developed that: Reviews the LE reservation of a large section of the building; Considers a private partnership to enhance and maximise the use of the entire building; Work with the Friends association.
There needs to be a review of the city owned property along the promenades including but not limited to the LE office at the Camps Bay tidal pool and also the toilet block at the Sunset Beach parking lot.
The camps bay LE office needs to be repurposed - the LE bass should be a mobile unit or moved to maidens cove. The office needs to be leased out to a commercial coffee shop to maximize the use of the area, increase security at the tidal pool . And the city can earn commercial rental at this
location and it will be an assist to the promenade. Sunset beach toilet block has a lot of storage space. This needs to be converted to commercial space and used a as coffee shop/takeaway/retail space.
Beach attendants appointed to each beach. Someone to clean, be accountable, report issues etc. Similar to park buddies
Rotary park needs to have 2 park buddies appointed so there is coverage 7 days a week.
The trading plan for the beaches and promenade needs to be reviewed to increase the trading and commercial possibilities.
Master plan for the sea point civic and library needs to be reviewed and updated. Underused property
ROADS:
Walkway to be created that connects Kloof Nek down Kloof Road to Lower Kloof Road. A dedicated pavement or pathway needs to be created.
Parking egresses along Kloof Road linking Kloof Nek and Lower Kloof Nek need to be rehabilitate.
Parking sections along Victoria Road between Hout Bay and Camps Bay need to be bricked and enhanced. Beautify parking locations with bricked paving, sympathetic barriers, proper bins, picnic tables were appropriate etc.
Parking above the Glen Beach in three areas and needs to be created into proper bricked parking sections:
NMT lane for the Promenade to link Bantry Bay and the Waterfont; NMT lane to link Bantry Bay and Camps Bay; Brick pavements to be installed along Clifton from 4th beach to 1st beach to upgrade the pavements; The informal Queens Road taxi rank needs to be reviewed – assessment done to
look at the patterns, use etc. Consider the implementation of a small PTI here that will service the needs but have minimum impact on the surrounding residents.
All the steps leading to the beaches in Clifton. The steps leading between Kloof and Victoria Roads needs to form part of a total upgrade plan for the area
Cycle
lane to be There
developed
to link
Bayincrease
and HoutinBay.
Wider
than
yellow
laneinand
cyclist
safety.
Homelessness.
has been
anCamps
immense
tented
towns
ofcurrent
homeless
people
the to
cityprovide
of late greater
(especially
in the
CBD and Atlantic seaboard areas - more specifically around the greenpoint tennis club, the stadium and Buitengracht street as well as the Gardens area).This has led to
serious problems with hygene, a great deal of litter etc. PLEASE can something be done to curb this problem.
IDP Comment - It is suggested that a similar KPI should be be included for land use applications approved within a specified timeframe. Section 102(1) of the Municipal Planning By-Law stipulates a timeframe of 90 days for a decision on a land use application.
There's no pedestrian crossing over Helen Suzman blvd leading to the South Gate of Green Point Park.
Reinstating the lamp posts in public areas will significantly enhance our streetscapes
finish the fly over from beginning of N1 to Sea Point
Vast improvement is required for Cape Town's road and transport system, especially regarding heavy-duty container trucks moving to and from the port. There should be adequate designated truck stops and assigned 'official' routes that prevent these trucks from parking in and travelling
through residential areas, which is currently the case in Milnerton Central, where the noise and air pollution they create for residents in Loxton Road and surrounds is unacceptable to ratepayers.
uncontrolled squatters moving in and making this their homes along hi-ways and by-ways. Get this under control
Lagoon Beach area fed by the Riet River is infiltrated by sewage spills and results in unhealthy environment
Flamingo Vlei, Woodbridge Island Lagoon, and Black River parkway now STINK with the smell of sewerage, which is obviously free-flowing into these natural waterways with NO ACCOUNTABILITY!

support animal welfare, security at nature reserves sewer spillage, planting of
trees, enforcing by-laws, improve communication
Installation of speed cameras, issue traffic fines for noise and air pollution,
enforcinghomelessness,
traffic by-law safety concerns
address
Repurpose Camps bay splash pool
Create walk way
Alien management
Basic Services
Priorities Sea Point Pavilion Pool
Review of the city owned property
Job creation
Beautify parking locations
Review taxi rank
Sewage infrastructure
Upgrade water infrastructure
Remove green plastic bins
Anti littering Campaign

Curb homelessness
land use applications
Pedestrian crossing
Reinstating the lamp posts
finish fly over of N1
Improvement on road and transport system
uncontrolled squatters
sewer spillage
sewer spillage
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At present, the City of Cape Town does not have a comprehensive policy for Public Participation. They only have a 2016 Standard Operating Procedure document used for that purpose.
The intrinsic value of public participation lies in increasing accountability and transparency broadening the sphere in which citizens can make or influence decisions, building civic capacity and trust between government and the public. The instrumental value lies in the strengthening of the
evidence base for policymaking, and the tapping of greater reservoirs of experience and creativity in the design and delivery of public services.
By working closely with citizens, communities, civil society organizations, interest groups, businesses, and other stakeholders, local government can significantly improve its 'policy performance' and the delivery thereon.
The aim is to ensure that the City, goes beyond mere formalistic compliance (a "tick box" exercise) but has genuine and meaningful engagement in all matters that affect residents and ratepayers.
Public Participation mechanisms in local government need to be reinvented and modernized. Far too many residents still experience the effects of an outdated system that uses traditional post, letters, or circulation via outdated email lists.
Our proposal is as follows:
Against this context and for inclusion in the new IDP, I want to propose that the City sets in motion the drafting of a comprehensive Public Participation Policy incorporating, amongst others the following provisions:
A) An obligation be placed on local government to incorporate a broad spectrum of mechanisms to facilitate public participation. These may include but are not limited to:
• Social Media Platforms
• Mobile Apps
• Digital, Online and Printed Media Platforms
• Video and Image content
• Email Databases
• WhatsApp/ Text broadcasts
• Radio and Television
• Newspapers/ bulletin boards
• Public and community meetings
• Other
B) Incorporation of certain principles of SEIAS (Socio-Economic Impact Assessment System) when drafting local government policies and by-laws. SEIAS is currently a requirement for national lawmaking, however, there is no reason it cannot be implemented at a local level. A key provision will
include:
• Placing an obligation on local government to include a statement of intention/purpose in all new proposed policies and by-laws. Such statement of intention needs to identify a specific problem, and further indicate how the by-law, policy or amendment will solve the problem.
C) Inclusion of a provision in such Public Participation Policy requiring the City to provide a feedback report and reasons, upon request to any resident, stakeholder or interested party who provided input and/or objections during the PP process, in the case where their comments were not
addressed and/or ignored.
• Most importantly, such a report should include an explanation as to how policy was amended as a result of public participation.
Ratepayers Associations experienced on many occasions, it is possible to provide a range of reasonable comments to proposed policy and by-laws- but it often gets ignored, without ever knowing the reasons. Having a provision that empowers residents to ask for reasons will enhance
and accountability.
Itransparency
live in Royal Ascot,
Milnerton and suggest the following:

comprehensive policy for public participation

safety is a high concern, this from travelling to work as well as when we are in our homes. Currently there is no CCTV cameras in our hotspots that have been identified and highlighted in public meetings and social media in ward 56. Corner shops are targeted and people using public transport to
get
to work
in the
and coming
home are
alsotorobbed.
School children on their way to school are not safe either. Vandalism of peoples property has increased and in general , we are not safe in our area, even in our own homes. Additional law enforcement or metro police presence will
A
more
stable
and morning
reliable supply
of electrical
power
all users.
Provision of basic services such as water, sanitation, electricity made available to all residents. More importantly to those living in informal settlements and backyards.
Lack of Housing and resultant homelessness is out of control in Cape Town. It needs maximum attention.

visibility of Law Enforcement, Installation of CCTV cameras, Sustainable energy
access to solar
power,
upgrading
of water,
sanitation,
provision
of housing,
Increasing
energy
efficiency,
Diversifying
our
water supply
to protect
Cape Town
from drought, Maintaining and investing in our sewer and water networks,
Lack of housing

Invest in significantly improving both the quality and quantity of public transport options available to members of the public. This means that work would need to be done to extend the existing BRT network and making improvements into passenger rail network as well as finding ways to
formally integrate mini bus taxi's into an integrated public transport scheme. Investment should go into expanding the pedestrian and cycling networks to provide a safe environment for cyclists and pedestrians.

improve quality and quality Of Public transport

Good Day

Squatters and land invasion

HOUSING/SAFETY & SECURITY, enforcing traffic bylaws, free bus service for
Homeless people on the centre islands of the West Coast motorway. It is sad, but annoying to see how Cape Town has allowed the homeless to populate very visible (for residents and visitors) centre islands. The cost of building temporary accommodation for this growing population currently is seniors
not in the budget, or insufficient. Suggestion: Plan for the development but also the enforcement of removing these desperate people. This includes the building of temporary accommodation with the necessary ablution facilities. Currently, public toilets are sometimes used in nearby shopping
malls.
Drug lords. Some progress has been made on this Western Cape ongoing nightmare but sim much more needs to be done. Look at case studies and success stories like New York and Chicago for direction. Plan for it in the budget. Taxi driver disciplines.
A higher law enforcement visibility and presence is needed to police the taxi driver total disregard for our laws of the road. Maybe it’s time to bring back lay enforcement on motor cycles? Riding in pairs used to work in my younger days, in Durban.
Free bus pass for seniors over 65

I would like to bring to your attention the number of squatters and land invasion around Cape Town that is now out of control.
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I live and grew up in Salt River . My grievance is the number of squatters that is mushrooming all over in Salt River / Observatory especially in Spencer Road Salt River, opposite on the pavements in the Main Road and opposite Blue Ribbon Bakery (near the bridge going to Malta Park /
Hartleyvale). The squatters living in Spencer Road is now occupying both the pavements at the old Palace Cinema and the pavement right opposite where the My citi bus stop is. They litter all the rubbish on the pavements and when you approach them to move their belongings they become
aggressive , threating and verbally abuse. This is totally unacceptable.
I have approached the Law enforcement officers and asked them for assistance as well as your ward councillor (can’t remember his surname..)still no results of ending this problem.
Every day there seems to be more and more of them setting up makeshift tents on the pavements where pedestrians must walk pass and NOTHING seems to be done about it. Our area Salt River will soon look like a squatter camp.
The CBD is another example. The Castle which is an icon and tourist attraction and also the open field stretching from CPUT down to the Good Hope Centre is surrounded with these vagrants which setting up shacks / tents and nobody and nothing is making an effort to eradicate this problem.
Please give this matter your urgent attention.
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Housing: It is mpossible to build viable, integrated human settlements without comprehensively addressing the issue of land, we advocate for the release of state owned vacant and under-utilised well-located land for affordable housing.
Improve access to housing
SRAs and CIDs are not well understood in many departments and directorates in the City, we hope to see improvements in the understanding of City departments and directorates of the role and functioning of SRAs / CIDs and willingness to work together to achieve service delivery to
Basic Services, Housing, Safety & Security, address homelessness, provide facilities
communities. Departments should improve their feedback mechanisms to SRRAs/CIDs regards to service request. The City's service request(C3) system is currently quite clumsy, with little to no feedback on progress being provided to the person logging the request. Road closure and outdoor
for homeless people, improve C3 system, release state owned property
trading opportunities, observator has a thriving main street which is well suited to temporary road closure and outdoor trace but activations are hamstrung by permitting and licencing retrictions. Urban Greening - THE OBSID has started a programme of fynbos restoration in Observatory,
funded by OBSID. Its hoped that the Cityt would prioritise fynbos restoration and the establishment of stepping stone corridors for insect and birdlife when considering urban greening - and that the City links these initiatives with ongoing community initiatives such as the one OBSID has begun.
Public parks in Observatory with infrastructure in varying states of disrepair. The City sould prioritise the repair and upgrading as well as maintenance of these parks. Wide deployment of Law Enforcement Officers into all areas. In Observatory we face difficulties with bylaw enforcment and
regards to informal trading, illegal dumping and noise complaints.
Metro Police presence at night to ensure that the area is safe - with training in conflict de-escalation techniques. We also hope to see an expansion in the number of City funded Licence Plate Technology (LPR) cameras in our area and the intergration of same into the SRA / CID response systems.
Cleaning and Urban Management
The OBSID currently provides deep cleaning to the streets and public spaces of Obervatory and has taken on duties that belong to the City due to a lack of services in the area. We hope to see enhanced cleaning services in our suburb, with commuication with OBSID to ensure that resources are
correctly allocated.
Currently, EPWP workers are allocated to the area, but OBSID has no insight into how they are allocated, what areas they are allocated to or for how long their allocation is for. This leads to duplication of cleaning in some areas, with other areas being neglected.
Social Development
Observatory has a chronic homeless population with limited options as regards services, support and access to work opportunities or access to accommodation. The OBSID's social development *programme is currently the only support many of those living in public places are able to access.
Projects could include:
• Releasing state owned property in Observatory to facilitate safe spaces / emergency accommodation, supportive housing, community gardens and a drop in centre.
• Provision of ablution facilities - laundry facilities, toilets and showers.
• Provision of safe storage facilities for the belongings of those living in public spaces.
• Development of encampment management frameworks to address hygiene, health and safety, cleanliness and waste removal requirements in spaces where people are living.
• Partnering on supportive housing - based on housing first principles and linked to the individual's involvement in the service centre and adherence to programme rules and frameworks.
• Activating harm reduction strategies - facilitating sponsorship of OST programmes, safe needle disposal and exchange facilities, and safe usage sites as well as access to rehabilitation programmes.
• Expanded work opportunities via EPWP contracts or other mechanisms - allowing people living in public spaces to access work opportunities and ensuring that these work opportunities benefit the community where they live.

City to provide incentives, grants, rehearsal and performance spaces and access to public spaces to performing arts individuals, organisations and start up businesses

performing arts industry suffers under Covid 19
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One of the biggest concerns as a citizen of CPT is my drive to work every day on the N2.
safety concerns, upgrade transport system, maintain street lights, eradite informal
I and many fellow commuters on the N2 feel extremely unsafe especially the thought of having a break-down. The lights are not working; pedestrians work freely over the road, the barrier between houses and the N2 is inadequate – please erect division walls/or massive screens like in other
settlements, transfer railway system to City
countries so that there is noise reduction to those houses, it is unsafe that houses have no barrier between them and the road. The lights are on all day (those that are working). Not sure why all the fences were stolen and broken down? There are no safe stops on that stretch of road. The taxis
are causing havoc on the road by pushing motorists out of their way and traffic cops are doing absolutely nothing. They push motorist out of the way in front of them and it seems everybody is scared to pull over taxis. The number of informal houses been erected the last two years are horrific,
please ensure better housing and prevent that people erecting shacks on decent properties where there are excellent housing, no backyard dwellers. There must be a plan to build mass housing structures or blocks of flats in SA like in Singapore, China and many countries and I do not see why SA
or Cape Town can start doing this?
Secondly, please ensure the railway system is in the hands of the City and protect the commuters on the lines and trains and bring in the new trains so that we stop living like the 1960’s on trains that hardly function. Our transport should be upgraded because national government and the
minister of transport is useless in that portfolio to fix this. They are just incapable and incompetent to do anything remotely to improve transport.
illegal dumping (litter)
Safety: Increasing criminal activity, antisocial /suspicious behaviour and also the growing homeless population. Many residents and students in our neighbourhood have been mugged, verbally threatened on the parks, the street and in their own properties. Illegal activities in the subways and on
railway line is a constant safely issue. Street lights need to be maintained and dark spaces need to be lit up or have cameras. Waste management: The Liesbeek river is in a terrible condition. Since moving to the area in 2007 I have not seen it in such an appalling state. It is being used as a rubbish
bin, dumping site, toilet and ablution facility. Substance abuse: Call to cement up/fill in the canal steps by the Liesbeek River opposite Kay-Dees Educare and Daycare center. These steps are being used to shelter fires and a place to shoot up drugs. The place is littered with discarded pink needles
and is being used as a dumping zone for rubbish.
Public spaces & parks: Pesticides, Herbicides & Poisons used in public spaces. The use of Round-up and Glyphosates should be banned. Spraying herbicides on grass verges will run off into the ground
water and into stormwater drains which will deliver it to the rivers and wetland areas.
Better education and entrepreneur / job opportunities this will in the long run improve issues as safety and housing as well. Small new business should be helped and made it as easy as possible for they are the underlying power of the society, creating jobs and welfare.

illegal dumping
Safty and security, Maintaince of public infrastructure, Address illegal dumping,
street lighting

• Conduct a Public Participation process for all the road subways located within Ward 59. This PP process will be to understand if the residents / business owners wish to have the subways closed in the evenings (and opened by either the City or by residents during the day). This would prevent
anti-social behaviour occurring in these locations as well as homeless persons using it for shelter.

Job creation, basic services,

• The promotion of recycling and harsher fines/punishment for illegal dumping. I live in a complex that does not encourage recycling. I think that it would be a brilliant idea if the City gave complexes recycling bins and offered discounted rates for the amount of recycling collected. Offer cash
rewards at your recycling depots for the amount of KG's that residents drop off
• Making use of natural resources (like our summer SE wind to generate electricity) as well as the local sea currents
• More visible traffic officers. Do your traffic light cameras actually work? More income could be generated if there were more that actually worked. More would need to be installed on popular taxi routes with the number of cars and taxis jumping those robots
• Wi-Fi at public libraries - only some have it at the moment
Harsher fines/punishment
dog
fighting/animal
cruelty
•• Informal
Settlements - theseforare
here
to stay and the
City needs to accept this fact and include them in the IDP as far as service delivery is concerned. While it may not be possible to provide the full suite of services that are provided to the formal settlement areas, there must be plans put in

Illegal dumping, traffic officer visibility, safety of animals, electricity alleviation

I would like to see bins replaced on the street.
I would like the city to communicate, if you are working on the water system and contaminating the water with soil etc .
Heritage Protection Overlay Zoning (HPOZ) processes for both Upper and Lower Rosebank be brought to a conclusion.
Advertising policy of the City’s Land Management Department be ‘amended’so as to be more transparent and inclusive of affected neighbouring properties.
It would be in the interest of every south African to reduce our cities carbon foot print and address the immense homelessness that occurs here. I believe that both of these are very pressing and nuanced issues that should be dealt with critically and efficiently.

Bins to be replaced on the street, communicate if you are working on the water
system, Put speed bumps into durban rd between liesbeek and campground
Amend advertising policy
Complete Heritage Protection Overlay Zoning (HPOZ) processes
reduce cities carbon footprint, address homelessness
Basic services
Procurement of the land
police visibility
lack of interest in fixing the Mowbray fountain

Small Business support and job creation

Basic services, Informal Settlements, improve living conditions, Homelessness, Job
place to improve the current situation.
creation,
• Homelessness - another aspect that the IDP needs to include is a plan to deal with the homeless in the City. This will need to include both accommodation as well as social services support for those that need it. If possible the solution needs to be part of a virtuous circle that includes some form
of employment so as to enable the upliftment of this sector of our Community.
I believe the following are some of the priorities that should be addressed going forward.
Electricity on a consistent basis and filth in the City, safety concerns, cleansing
• I believe the supply of electricity on a consistent basis is essential. I do know the new mayor announced this was a priority.
o This could be rapidly addressed by the CCC without make making any major capital expenditure. This could be achieved by making it attractive to businesses and households to generate their own energy and be encouraged to supply surplus power to the grid. At present the tariff for self
generation amounts to less than 1/3 of the average price we pay for electricity.[ Av Purchase +- R 2.20/kwh and Refund R 0.75].
I understand the CCC needs to maintain infrastructure etc. but this differential is much to high and discourages investment.
o The CCC also insists on a net purchase policy. So if I produce more than I purchase on a kw/h basis they wish to make me pay in. This is nonsensical.
• The second major issue is that we need to address the pitiful state of filth in the city. I am not sure what can be done but the city must be paying a fortune to clean up. Is there a way we can rather use that money to incentivise neighbourhoods to clean up and maintain their areas?
I am sure many people will address housing and safety and believe these areas also need to be addressed

Procurement of the land between 8th Avenue and the M5 to be developed into a multi-cultural centre. The land is bordered by Parkway Close on the South, 8th Avenue & Melo Avenue to the East, Garlandale Primary school to the North and the M5 to the West.
Crime escalating in the area, more police visibility.
Your Heritage Department is constantly being overidden by Planning Cape Town. There is little (at best), or NO regard (worst) for this department. Note the time it took to replace Rondebosch Fountain. Note the total lack of interest in fixing the Mowbray fountain (in my area) its been on the
local Councillor's list for over ten years. If buildings of historic value are involved and the Heritage Dept pleads for preservation then "Planning" will supercede and override Heritage whether it be a building or statue, whatever, it will be lost

What is being done about the growing informal settlement along Baden Powell Drive, especially as shacks are almost onto the road? It is a safety risk for driver's on Baden Powell and dangerous for the shack dwellers.
housing and proper sewerage infrastructure, service road
There should be a SERVICE ROAD around ALL the shacks nearest to Baden Powell and with very serious FENCING between a new service road and Baden Powell Drive, with formal bridges for pedestrians to cross Baden Powell.. It is appalling that this has been allowed to get out of control to the
extent it is and that there is no proper separation between the dwellers and Baden Powell, essentially a main thoroughfare (freeway).
This together with housing and proper sewerage infrastructure is one of the MOST IMPORTANT ISSUES in Cape Town.
High priority :
basic services, road surfaces, safety and security
· exterminate the rat infestation in Wynberg
· extra public toilets at a number of places in the area of Wynberg west of the railway line, to solve the problem of human waste on streets in this area, and the proper regular cleaning and maintenance of these toilets
· something needs to be done about the non-homeless people who get out of their cars and urinate by a tree or a wall in the neighbourhood, to discourage, deter, and ultimately stop them. It is disgusting and a disgrace to our neighbourhood. We don't do it in their neighbourhoods - wherever
they are from - so they shouldn't be doing it in ours.
· address the problem of the constant litter, dumping, waste, human waste etc. in Court road next to Emeraldene flats. I think it is in part due to the homeless living here, but i can't say it is entirely because of them, there could be other contributors too
· the homeless on Court road next to Emeraldene flats.
· address the problem of the regular dumping site behind the tree on the corner of Remington road and Remington road (by the corner of the Education Museum)
· clean up the loose gravel at Remington road entrance from Aliwal road: motorbike drivers slip and fall because of the loose gravel
· fix the street lights in Remington road. These street lights go out very often.
· fix the road surface in Remington road
· fix the road surface in Court road
· make the Remington road entrance from Riverstone road wider. It is extremely narrow and there is space to make it wider. When there is a car waiting to exit from Remington and a car wanting to enter Remington road from Riverstone road, the car entering must squeeze past the car waiting
to exit.
· fix the street lights in Aliwal road. These street lights go out very often.
· fix the road surface in Aliwal road.
· extra street lights around the Methodist church/St Johns church/ NG Kerk cemetery in Wynberg
· extra street lights around the Muslim cemetery in Wynberg
· extra street lights in Sherard Square by the canal.
· Ebor road: address the fire hazards, terrible unhygienic unhealthy unsafe living conditions
· Ebor road: fix the road surface
· Ebor road: regular Law Enforcement, Traffic, Metro Police, Illegal Trading Unit, Taxi Unit operations
· Langley road: regular Law Enforcement operations on the Langley road section closest to Main Road. The section there by Hollywood Bets. There are regular dumping problems, regular alleged illegal car wash operations, regular noise nuisance problems, rat problems, amongst other problems
there.
· Fix the fence of the Army base. It is unsafe for the people who live there.
· the homeless on Aliwal road by the Police Station
· address the problem of the alley (city council property) in Church street next to the Methodist church and the cemetery. In the alley lots of drug use is happening, stolen copper cables are burnt openly on council property. The alley is used by criminals and vagrants to gain entrance into the 3
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High priority :
basic services, road surfaces, safety and security
· exterminate the rat infestation in Wynberg
· extra public toilets at a number of places in the area of Wynberg west of the railway line, to solve the problem of human waste on streets in this area, and the proper regular cleaning and maintenance of these toilets
· something needs to be done about the non-homeless people who get out of their cars and urinate by a tree or a wall in the neighbourhood, to discourage, deter, and ultimately stop them. It is disgusting and a disgrace to our neighbourhood. We don't do it in their neighbourhoods - wherever
they are from - so they shouldn't be doing it in ours.
· address the problem of the constant litter, dumping, waste, human waste etc. in Court road next to Emeraldene flats. I think it is in part due to the homeless living here, but i can't say it is entirely because of them, there could be other contributors too
· the homeless on Court road next to Emeraldene flats.
· address the problem of the regular dumping site behind the tree on the corner of Remington road and Remington road (by the corner of the Education Museum)
· clean up the loose gravel at Remington road entrance from Aliwal road: motorbike drivers slip and fall because of the loose gravel
· fix the street lights in Remington road. These street lights go out very often.
· fix the road surface in Remington road
· fix the road surface in Court road
· make the Remington road entrance from Riverstone road wider. It is extremely narrow and there is space to make it wider. When there is a car waiting to exit from Remington and a car wanting to enter Remington road from Riverstone road, the car entering must squeeze past the car waiting
to exit.
· fix the street lights in Aliwal road. These street lights go out very often.
· fix the road surface in Aliwal road.
· extra street lights around the Methodist church/St Johns church/ NG Kerk cemetery in Wynberg
· extra street lights around the Muslim cemetery in Wynberg
· extra street lights in Sherard Square by the canal.
· Ebor road: address the fire hazards, terrible unhygienic unhealthy unsafe living conditions
· Ebor road: fix the road surface
· Ebor road: regular Law Enforcement, Traffic, Metro Police, Illegal Trading Unit, Taxi Unit operations
· Langley road: regular Law Enforcement operations on the Langley road section closest to Main Road. The section there by Hollywood Bets. There are regular dumping problems, regular alleged illegal car wash operations, regular noise nuisance problems, rat problems, amongst other problems
there.
· Fix the fence of the Army base. It is unsafe for the people who live there.
· the homeless on Aliwal road by the Police Station
· address
the problem
•an
extended
WID, of the alley (city council property) in Church street next to the Methodist church and the cemetery. In the alley lots of drug use is happening, stolen copper cables are burnt openly on council property. The alley is used by criminals and vagrants to gain entrance into the 3
speed humps, Potholes, Littering, Vagrant issues, safety and security
• MURF/guides/guards reporting and checking on problems in residential areas, c) CoCT department leaders addressing a problem, to take on the responsibility of checking up whether the job has been thoroughly done and completed.
an extended WID,
•CoCT department leaders addressing a problem, to take on the responsibility of checking up whether the job has been thoroughly done and completed.
Bishopscourt Village, the water mains pipes appear to be rotten. We have had no less than six repairs done in our road Maclear road over the past year or two.
upgrading of storm water drains,
The disruption is bad each time and the road is a gravel track for months and months.
It appears that the water main pipe under the road is very old and in need of replacement.
Spatial Development Framework: There's various developments which were approved by City officials. /Municipal Planning Tribunals which proved to be totally inappropriate and contrary to any form of evidence-based planning. The existing IDP emphasises Transport Oriented Development
which encourages intensification and densification along transport corridors. Constantia is not such a corridor as spelled out in the LASDF. Densification cannot be a ‘one size-fits-all’ policy. It must be properly managed with meaningful community involvement i.e. proper Public Participation
Processes and ‘listening to the community. Heritage: request the inclusion of Constantia in the City’s existing Heritage Protection Overlay Zone. Green Economy Projects, Waste Minimization and recycling: The CRRA proposal was presented to previous Ward Councillors but did not receive an
enthusiastic response. The PowerPoint presentation, which is available on request indicates appeal of what we want from the city council. Strategic Focus Area 2 – Safe City: The existing IDP is silent on two very important matters which impact on the lives of residents of and visitors to
Constantia, firstly baboon management and secondly wild fire control. Homeless people: We would like to see a more pro-active strategic approach by the City in line with the stated measure of creating more safe spaces’ carried through. This should include providing accommodation (so called
shelters’) and setting up a DPU for the area. Public Transport: Taxis flagrant disregard for the ‘rules of the road’, staging in residential areas with no regard for the wellbeing of residents. City needs to take a different approach by accepting that they are here to stay and rather find solutions to
facilitate their operations for example: Provide more embayments and enforce their use, Identify specific staging areas for use between peak times and Law Enforcement to regularly monitor and manage compliance/behaviour etc.

Involvement of the communities to public participation process, Speed up service
delivery and follow the IDP as outlined. Spatial Development Framework / various
developments inappropriate, include Constantia in existing Heritage protection
overlay zone, baboon management, fire control, address homelessness

* exterminate the rat infestation in Wynberg
* extra public toilets at a number of places in the area of Wynberg west of the railway line, to solve the problem of human waste on streets in this area, and the proper regular cleaning and maintenance of these toilets
* address the problem of the constant litter, dumping, waste, human waste etc.

Rat infistation, public toilets, dumping, fixing roads, street lights, drug issues close
to main road, the alley (city council property) in Church street, illegal traders on
Main Road and the PTI

* clean up the loose gravel at Remington road entrance from Aliwal road: motorbike drivers slip and fall because of the loose gravel - I personally have reported this many times in 2021 and up to date nothing has been done about it.
* fix the street lights in Remington road. These street lights go out every night a couple of times.
* fix the street lights in Aliwal road. T
* extra street lights around the Methodist church/St Johns church/ NG Kerk cemetery in Wynberg
* extra street lights around the Muslim cemetery in Wynberg
* extra street lights in Sherard Square by the canal.
* Ebor road: address the fire hazards, terrible unhygienic unhealthy unsafe living conditions
* Ebor road: fix the road surface
* Ebor road: regular Law Enforcement, Traffic, Metro Police, Illegal Trading Unit, Taxi Unit operations
* Langley road: regular Law Enforcement operations on the Langley road section closest to Main Road. The section there by Hollywood Bets. There are regular dumping problems, regular alleged illegal car wash operations, regular noise nuisance problems, rat problems, amongst other
problems there.
*All roads close to Main road has a drug problem, together with litter, urination etc.
* Fix the fence of the mililtary base. It is unsafe for the people who live there - there has been an article about this https://ewn.co.za/2013/09/05/260-crimes-reported-at-Wynberg-Military-Base
* Loud partying often happening right through the night at the military base
* address the problem of the alley (city council property) in Church street next to the Methodist church and the cemetery. In the alley lots of drug use is happening, stolen copper cables are burnt openly on council property. The alley is used by criminals and vagrants to gain entrance into the 3
cemeteries where they make open fires, debark trees, use drugs, prostitution is happening, alleged hiding and stowing of stolen goods is happening. More and more people are living in the cemetries where they don't have proper facilities, which creates health and safety etc. issues. Buildings
right next to the cemetries are vandalised and broken into.
* this alley is also very dark at night. An extra street light there would be excellent.
* fix the street lights on Glaren road. Many of them aren't working
* Address the drinking problem in Brodie road. People sit there, drinking alcohol, very often - very often the people drinking are from the military base.
* Extra Law Enforcement, Metro Police and Traffic operations in Brodie road.
* address the issue of the empty city council houses in Egglestone road, Benjamin road, Sherard square, where there has previously been cases of invasions despite security. The area around these houses are also hotspots for suspected drug dealings.
*safety
fix and
clean
Maynardville
publicspeed
toiletscalming
and ensure
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properly
and maintained
on a itregular
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At the
moment
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safety and security measures, traffic calming, maintenance of parks

support for the Friends of Wynberg Park in the CoCT Integrated Development Plan.
The Friends require the managerial support, financial support and commitment from CoCT to improve this undervalued asset of the City.
We operate following a constitution and 10 Year Masterplan developed by CoCT and we request that when resources are considered in the Development Plan that Wynberg Park is included and adequately supported by the City.

financial support and commitment from CoCT to improve Wynberg Park
undervalued asset of the City.

Plumstead library closing - Consider the population who use the library computers as they cannot afford internet.

Creating partnership with residents to maintain public spaces and community
facilities, against closure of library

36
Plumstead Library:. The closure of Plumstead library would leave a void in the lives of many different types of people.
There is no public transport between Plumstead and South-field, and besides, Southfield library is too small to cater to the residents of both Southfield and Plumstead. Anyway, having to pay for transport to go to the library would be onerous for many. If you must rationalize on something as
important as libraries, surely it would be better to close libraries in very affluent areas.

Transport Libraries Electricity costs, Oversight

Electricity etc:. The price of electricity is too high, and it is not fair that a household using 601KW per month should pay the same price as a household using 2001KW per month.Furthermore the various surcharges on utilities are onerous.
Email address
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Ombudsman/Commissioner for Animal Welfare:. The appointment of an Ombudsman/Commissioner or suchlike for Animal Welfare is much needed. An independent entity with far reaching powers of oversight.
CityPetFinder: The CityPetFinde is not a helpful system and the majority of people who have lost pets are unable, for many reasons,to make a regular tour of the shelters in the Cape Peninsula.
What is badly needed is a database, WITH PHOTOGRAPHS, of all the animals in the various shelters in the Peninsula. The database should be on the internet but not on Facebook,and should be so well publicised that everyone knows about it.
Yes, people should microchip their pets, but that cannot be regarded as a substitute for the database because:. There are many things that can go wrong with a microchip; and microchipping is not mandatory & even if it was, most people would not microchip their pets.

The Wynberg ID is well aware of two major projects earmarked for the Wynberg CBD that will have a significant impact on our entire precinct namely:

Resurfacing of Roads, Bus stops Homeless People

1. The Brodie Road Couplet for the MyCiti IRT bus route which will basically run the length of the entire Wynberg ID area
2. The long term upgrade and redevelopment of the Wynberg PTI
The WID welcome both these projects but have the following comments for submission as part of the IDP which should be considered as part of the overall plan.
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1. The levels of congestion, demand and overall lack of control of minibus taxis, especially along Main Road, Lower Church, Station and Maynard Streets needs interim interventions before these major projects are implemented. The Wynberg community and users of the area cannot be
expected to wait for these major projects to be completed before some of the pressures on the area is alleviated.
2. Although the timing and scope of the two projects are different, the WID urges the City to explore a far greater level of integration and coordination by the two projects teams to ensure a seamless upgrade of the entire precinct
3. The Wynberg ID would also like to be integrated in the project team in some way, especially in terms of the Couplet as it will have a significant impact on the urban fiber and social experience of the area.
Furthermore we would like to highlight the following issues
3. A waste management survey of all businesses within Wynberg ID boundaries requiring wheelie bins and assistance with obtaining wheelie bins will reduce the many illegal dumping's that we experience daily.
4. Safe Space
Most areas in Cape Town have seen an increase in homelessness with all the associated needs and impacts that accompany this issue. It is our submission that the City should urgently consider the implementation of a “safe space” for homeless individuals in the vicinity to offer shelter
5. Public Ablution Facilities
As with most other areas, most publicly accessible areas in Cape Town does not have public ablution facilities. We urge the City to investigate this matter and consider how such facilities could be delivered to the areas
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The closure of Plumstead Library.

closure of public facility

Repairing and upgrading of Fish Hoek Main Road and surroundings - The Post Office building on the Main rd. Fish Hoek looks terrible.
Upgrading and repairing of traffic circles and potholes. Overgrown weeds and tree cutting on the verges on most of the mountain roads in Fish Hoek. Upgrading of Kommetjie Road. The surrounding area of the Civic Centre in Fish Hoek needs upgrading, the building looks dirty.

Repairing and upgrading of roads, potholes and traffic circles. Grass and tree
cutting. Upgrading of Fish Hoek Civic Centre.

Parking issue and congestion at Muizenberg beach - Build a promenade from the Pavilion till past Sunrise beach, where people can walk, jog, etc. in safety. Move the current Flea Market to along this promenade with lighting and Public Toilets. Use the flea market area for parking. Convert area
from Water Slide to the Pavilion for parking. Convert the Pavilion into an income generating operation.
The increasing number of import shops opening in the area is an issue.
Homelessness. Homelessness is total out of control through the city and is an eyesore. Homeless people must be shifted to were there's work opportunities and not exiled to where there's no work opportunities. Ward councillors in particular need to be monitored and scored on their cooperation with Civic Associations and Police Forums especially regard to clean-up efforts to encourage Civics to be proud and proactive, theft or graft of any kind must result in suspension without pay whether it is equipment or electricity
Elsies Peak Fish Hoek. Requesting the City to provide basic services in the area such as electricity, improve road infrastructure, water and in return the city will generate more income stream through providing these services and value of properties will increase.

Parking issue, move the current flea market, convert water slide area into parking

Create and implement a permanent solution to the sand that is on the R310 between Strandfontein and Muizenberg.
Add at least one additional lane on R310 between Strandfontein and Muizenberg
Reduce the cost of water / let us see the results of the RO plants that was built in Strandfontein
Provide substantial subsidies for households who want to put solar power
Build sport/ recreation facilities for Strandfontein village

increasing number of import shops
Improved control measures to homelessness and proper monitoring of ward
councillors.
Basic service provision and improver road infrastructure
Remove sand
Add additional lane
Reduce cost of water
Subsidised housing
Build sport & recreation facilities

Renewable energy that is affordable and accessible to all the city residents.
Address the accessibility of Free Basic Services for all indigent grant holders – with less red tape and gate keeping by the city.
Ensuring indigent grants reach the intended recipients.
Ensure applicants to easily access the subsidies already allocated to them for Free Basic Services
Ask where the money allocated by National government for Free Basic Services that remained unspent by the municipality went to? It's estimated at over R1 Billion? This money would go a long way to easing hardships faced in poorer communities.
process has been exclusionary not all communities have resources to participate online.
Concern for the poor - unemployment, poverty and lack of access to housing and proper services.
May I request pavements for Weaver Way, zeekoevlei. Also street lights in Lake road. The section of lake road between Fisherman's walk and eleventh avenue zeekoevlei.
Applaud the mayor's job creation initiative and looking forward to how that will be structured. Not many successes to date on that front- perhaps involve resources/ experts such as the Bertha Centre at UCT GSB. Hoping that transportation (e.g., trains) can be managed locally as at present public
transport is dismal and resultant traffic is unbearable. Appears to be very little budget allocation to **safety** among the priority action areas. Safety remains a growing concern, especially in under resourced communities and including on Table Mountain and other attractions that make our city
so unique.
Safety and Security: Invest on an improved safety measures. Law Enforcement Presence in Sunnydale
Sunnydale has many issues to deal with, the vast majority of which would be addressed with proper and effective visible Law Enforcement. This would in turn curb many of the social issues
faced in our communities today. Overcrowding and Uncontrolled Densification. Overcrowding and uncontrolled densification have a very negative impact. Services such as cleansing cannot cope, the health and safety of residents is compromised and there are seldom sufficient of the required
facilities such as clinics, schools etc.
Sewerage processing plant along Kommetjie road has a bad smell.
Pollution of rivers, particularly the Black River, needs urgent attention.
Ou Kaapse Weg is a fine example. Passing lanes, similar to the N2, should be created.

Renewable energy
accessibility of Free Basic Services for all indigent grant holders
indigent grants - applicants to easily access the subsidies
job creation
Poverty
Lack of housing and services

Service integration needs to be pursued, as citizens / ratepayers only see one government, regardless of whether they are delivering basic utility services, social support services (schools, and hostels /clinics), recreational facilities, tourism attractions, transportation infrastructure.
The integration between local government (as well as that of adjacent municipalities), and provincial departments should be emphasized to enable a "ward-centered" / "district centered" approach in the delivery of all forms of services during the next and future terms.
Technology needs be used extensively as well as data analytics for reporting and depicting performance over longer periods of time.
Ensuring optimal traffic flows around the city, in daily peak traffic and in holiday periods.
Clean the City - formal and informal areas, public spaces,
Provide awareness programmes
more waste handling facilities, from bulk waste handling through to recyclable waste.
Technology needs to be utilized, as well as awareness branding, on waste facilities and equipment.

integration between local government; adjacent municipalities and provincial
departments
Ensuring optimal traffic flows
Clean the City
awareness programmes
waste handling facilities

It was with great shock to hear via the library grapevine that Tygervalley Library will be closing!?! When was this decision made? What could be the real reasons for this decision? When will the community be informed of the impending closure? Do they even know? Were they at all
involved/consulted in the decision? To close a busy library with high circulation is sacrilege to a reading community and an insult for literacy.
With concern the Tygervalley library will be closing. This is a huge concern for us. Will you please tell us how and why, as this is a very needed service for us as patrons?

Rejecting the impending closure of library

pavements, street lights
job creation initiative, improve public transport, Safety remains a growing
concern,
Improved public safty measures, measures to curb over population

Sewerage plant causing bad smell
Polluted rivers
Create passing lanes

Closure of public facility
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Informal shacks going up: This seriously need to stop. Visitors from overseas are starting to come and to see this is shocking. Why is it allowed?
The golf practice Tygervalley n1 close to Yip de Jager

Invest in safe and accessible public housing, ensure adequate health services.

Keep the river area in Elsieskraal river in Loevenstein and De Bron open and clean
safe parks
run / cycle track around Tafelberg rd in Kenridge
more side walks
gym equipment in parks
supporting Renosterveld development in the ward and Majik forest
re- introduce the wetland in Van Riebeeckshof rd to the Nature reserve
fence off Loevenstein park
all “islands” in the roads to be planted with indemic plants
tree planting project
safe parking at Majik forest
keep Rangers in Majik forest
introduce payment at Majik forest to pay for Rangers
introduce R5 a month to all library users to keep Tygervalley library open
cleaning team and budget for the ward
tree trimming programme as here is a lot of old trees -make the Area around the Doordekraal dam safe
create more walk ways on parks

gym equipment in parks, safe parking , cleaning team and budget for the ward,
create more walk ways on parks, tree planting project, introduce payment

MAINTENANCE. The sewage system needs urgent maintained as it frequently spills, the pipes are old get blocked easily need to be replaced.
Water pipelines also needs urgent maintenance as there's
Maintenance of sewage pipes, water pipes and road infrastructure
regular pipe bursts, it needs replacement of the old pipes and install new pipes.
Road maintained. No good filling of potholes only temporal that gets to be washed out during the next rain. Good quality
repairs until the road is next retarred.
Water supply Tokai - We have had numerous (too many to mention) burst water pipes in our area.
burst water pipes in our area,
Council policy used to be that if there were three burst water pipes in an area, they would replace the pipes. This has never been done and our water pipes are made of ASBESTOS, which is, as is well known, hazardous to the residents’ health and has been banned for use for some years. I have in
my possession a section of the last burst pipe, which is asbestos.
The solution the City has come up with is to turn down the pressure in the area in order to stop pipes bursting. This is patently not a workable solution, as last month we had three burst pipes in a week. The pressure is now so low that we are unable to flush our toilets properly and have to carry
in buckets of water, which is just not acceptable.
1. CLEANING OF VLEIS AT PRINCESS VLEI – BULRUSHES & OTHER INVASIVE PLANTS & WATERWAYS
Basic Services, intersection robots, traffic calming, subway closure, Road
This has been a long ongoing battle to get and keep our vleis and waterways clean. This includes Mocke River and Little Princess Vlei. During the summer months the water is not free flowing and stagnates thus allowing mosquitoes to breed unhindered.
indentations
2. LIGHTING IN THE AREA
Lights in the area are not receiving the attention it should. Faulty lights etc., are reported but unfortunately Service Delivery is sadly lacking – plenty of excuses. E.g. Faulty and not working Street pole outside 13 Desande Street Southfield was reported one (1) year ago and up to date the lamp
on the pole has still not been repaired. We cannot keep blaming COVID 19 for lights that are not replaced/burning.
3. INTERSECTION ROBOTS AT DE WAAL & MOCKE ROADS
Approval was given to have this installed – but lo and behold it has since been cancelled and upgrading approved for robots at Main and De Waal Roads. History has shown us that on the Eastern side of the Cape Flats alongside railway line is just promises and more promises.
4. ROSCOMMON & GORDON ROADS
Over the last fifteen (15) years this problem re traffic control has been reported - always promises to improve matters but unfortunately nothing occurs. There are many ways to improve the flow of vehicular traffic here e.g. slipway, robots, traffic circle. Unfortunately again no definite decision
made. Only traffic officer/law enforcement (when available).
5. RAISED THREE (3)WAY STOPS IN AREA
Peak hour traffic wreaks havoc in our area travelling through Heathfield towards Roscommon Road and Punt Estate. These areas need urgent action.
We would suggest RAISED STOP INTERSECTIONS at the following streets/roads:
(iii) Gordon & Ashford Roads Heathfield
(iv) Chatham & Rochester Roads Heathfield
(v) Gordon & Dover Roads Heathfield
(vi) Gordon & Third Road Heathfield
(vii) First & St. Anthony’s Roads Heathfield
(viii) Station & First Roads Heathfield
(ix) Apollo Way & Chadwin Road Punt Estate
(x) Chadwin & Keswick Roads Heathfield
(xi) Apollo Way & Roscommon Roads Heathfield
(xii) Tegul & Gull Roads Kingfisher Estate Southfield
6. CLOSING OF SUBWAY AT HEATHFIELD STATION
PRASA to come up with a solution to this problem.
7. RESURFACING OF ROADS: (INDENTATIONS )
1.
Pengemservices:
Road Southfield
Customer
Good customer service from all City’s departments to be improved rapid response to service request for No water, electricity and pothole repairs.
Street lights. Proper maintaince of street lights, Install new
Customer service, Facility maintaince, Road maintiance, Provision of housing,
street lighting along Consort Road Retreat and by the parks. Road. Speed humps: Nyasa Road, Upgrade of existing pavements and construction of new pavements in Ward 72.
Electricity. Investigate and upgrade electricity infrastructure in Heathfield to prevent outages in the area around Electrical maintiance.
Rochester and Ashford Roads.
Housing. Provide formal housing opportunities for residents from “Die Gaatjie” and “Victoria Lodge “ IFS.
My comments pertain mostly to a request to incorporate a food consciousness into the IDP process. The inclusion of the paragraph about food security and the need for food security analysis and a strategy on page 27 of the document is very welcome. This opens up an opportunity to think
food security strategy
about an incorporation of food systems governance within the wider strategic planning processes. Not only is food insecurity and malnutrition a challenges that impacts individual development and health, it has profound impacts on the economic potential of the city and on other aspects such
as domestic violence. Beyond its role in shaping food security, the food system of the Cape Town is a major contributor to employment and livelihoods, but also is a major contributor to transport, greenhouse has emissions, solid waste. Speaking from a Canadian perspective, Wayne Roberts
wrote ""More than with any other of our biological needs, the choices we make about food affect the shape, style, pulse, smell, look, feel, health, economy, street life and infrastructure of our city…One way or another, these choices account for about 20 percent of all retail sales, 20 percent of
all service jobs, ten percent of industrial jobs, 20 percent of all car trips, 20 percent of chronic diseases, 25 percent of fossil fuel energy and air pollution, 40 percent of all garbage, 80 percent of sewage…" A pro-active interest in food systems planning would be of wider benefit to the City. I would
therefore recommend the following specific considerations within the IDP, based on the food security and food systems research we have been conducting in Cape Town since 2007.
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1) Food systems resilience be explicitly referenced within the Resilience section of the IDP - It is noted as a Flagship Action (1.4.1) in the Resilience Strategy.
2) Economic inclusion should explicitly include strategies to validate the informal sector (as indicated on p. 92). The KPIs on economic inclusion should be extended to have an informal sector indicator, not just EPWP
3) There is an opportunity to integrate food planning into the TOD work
4) There is an opportunity to embed food sensitivity to the City's work on housing design, reblocking and informal settlement upgrading. Food is central to the economies and health of low income communities, the nature of the food system feeding these communities can be embedded in wider
upgrading plans.

Hangberg recycling and cleanup plan - PLEASE contact me asap so that I can start with recruiting the passionate volinteers who is waiting on me
1. Public Transport
2. Security
3. Public open spaces
4. Roads upkeep

Cleaning up public spaces, Promoting recycling and minimising waste
transport, security, open spaces, roads.

38
OBJECTIONS - SUB COUNCIL BOUNDARIES
1. Hout Bay’s administration (Ward 74) needs to be relocated from the Cape of Good Hope Sub Council to the South Peninsula Sub Council where it is geographically and logically located.
2. The Management of Table Mountain National Park must be delegated to the City of Cape Town.
1. The delegation of the TMNP to the CoCT or Cape Nature. They are on the spot and have the Technical know-how of SANBI, WWF and UCT here in Cape Town or close by.
2. The Financials must be made available to the public.
3. The Park must have representation in each of the abutting Communities.
4. The abutting communities must play their parts in the conservation of heritage assets and their conservation and where possible create viable business plans that meet the relevant conservation guidelines for “Gateways” as previously outlined in TMNP’s consultant reports etc.
5. We need to help build “community pride” in all the Peninsulas abutting Wards and encourage the gradual removal of all invasive alien species in the Peninsula. We can help the Park extensively and some great work already has been done in Tokai with over 200 volunteer helpers. They are next
door to the SANParks TMNP HQ.
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Sewage surcharges in the suburb, emanating mainly from the settlement of Imizamo Yethu (IY) and resulting in sewage effluent flowing across the circle next to the police station and down Victoria Road; or flooding properties alongside Riverside Terrace below Main Road; or flooding the Riding
Centre.
The river is now massively polluted, with periodic recorded ecoli counts in huge multiples of what is regarded as safe.
the problem arises from blockages caused by illegal sewer connections (some into the stormwater drainage pipes), illegal dumping of matter such as building rubble into the sewer line manholes, and inappropriate disposal of items such as sanitary towels in the toilets, it is patently clear that the
sewage infrastructure put in place many years ago is now hopelessly inadequate to cope with the growth in the population of IY.

74

Maintain the roadside overgrowth in Hout Bay Main Road
Maintain the verges
Move water meters older than 30+ yrs to a more accessible area
do proper estimates
adopt an AI approach to reading the meter
Implement proper planning processes
Inform residents of the proposed development or requesting at least 50% permission
proper process to be followed to allow the area to grow and provide more housing

Collaboration Platform
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Sewage surcharges
Polluted river
illegal sewer connections
inadequate sewage infrastructure
maintain verges
move water meters
roadside overgrowth
consult neighbours of developments

basic services, police visibility, community hall, cleaning of drains, grass cutting,
• Safety and security is a huge concern, visible Police Patrol for Colorado, as there has been an increase of crime and little to no SAPS or Law Enforcement visibility.
housing development, recreation facilities, street cleaning, traffic congestion,
SAPS and Law Enforcement to have a collaborative and collective drive for joint Foot Patrol Roster Duties to reduce and snub out criminal activity e.g. drug peddling, pedestrian/Traffic Violations/ robberies and should have a satellite container as a "Go To Station" placed and positioned at
potholes, removal of 5G tower, completion of dual carriage way
Samora Bridge(2nd traffic circle) in Weltevreden Park way.
• Return Our Community Hall - where our elderly used to collect medication has been taken away from Colorado residents and now a full blown clinic for Samora residents. We are turned away from our hall that we fought years for, however Samora has all amenities it's own clinic, 3 community
halls etc. Colorado Residents used the hall as recreational activities to exercise and to have our Ratepayers meetings. During the winter elderly residents have to stand in the rain and wind as we have no other place. Please urgently investigate and move Samora Clinic staff back to their own clinic
as we are hugely inconvenienced and not treated as equals.
• Completion of dual carriage way needs to be addressed with urgency
• Cleaning of drains to be included as it hasn't been cleaned in ages, breeding rodents, fly and cockroach infestations amongst others.
• All corner house plots, i.e. outside of building lines grass to be cut and kept clean
• Housing development earmarked for corner highlands & Isleben Road adjacent to Colorado to be stopped, will result in further strain on existing infrastructure and dense population affects socio economic conditions leads to increase crime stats with our SAPS currently battling to control due
to under resourced. Property values will plummet especially residents who have been living in Colorado for 20 years having worked a lifetime to own and improve their properties.
• Closure of all entrances leading into Colorado Park, open land, fields, lanes in between properties/houses as this would act as a deterrent for criminal activities. It is daily being used as an opportunistic escape route. Kindly mirror gated community model.
• Utilizing open field next to Colorado Hall, into a mini sports complex for extra mural activities touch rugby/touch rugby
• Utilizing of open field next to Mosque as eco garden
• Roads to be cleaned weekly to recreate more jobs for the unemployed marginalized people
• The skate park in Colorado has been the target of vandalism and also not kept clean, and accident free. Broken bottles are a health hazard for little ones using the park. We need a park assistant/watch guard to protect and maintain the park also being used for drug activities. All other play
parks in Colorado to be maintained and enclosed with proper wire fencing
• Open area opposite Colorado Shopping Centre to be converted into a parking area due to the traffic congestion and lack of parking facilities
• Pedestrian speed bump in Weltevreden Parkway to reduce speed before 1st (community hall and 2nd circle (before bridge leading to Samora) as well as at the robot on Highlands Road and Weltevreden Parkway.
• Cleaning and maintenance of all open fields and spaces overgrown bushes
• There are no proper bus stop to shelter our residents during winter or summer season
• Road services to ensure clear road surface signs e.g. Stop signs not visible on road surfaces. There are no Yield Signs or road surface markings at 1st and 2nd Traffic circles and to be regularly maintained in Colorado
• Dog park/training facility to be considered earmarked for the huge open space opposite side of Colorado Community Hall.
• Visible Law Enforcement presence especially at Weltevreden Parkway in Colorado 1st and 2nd traffic circles, as taxi drivers are using it as drop off and pick up points that causes an unnecessary traffic build-up/congestion.
• Upgrading of area, planting trees /shrubs on Highlands Drive, Weltevreden Parkway, all major roads in Colorado
•Scrap
Centre
Woman
thefor
pipe
levy. Empowerment /Employment/ Career info/ Workshops Hub with the objective of an after school tutoring facility
scrap water levy
I note from your notice about the comment period for the IDP that the period for comment closes during a period when Council is not yet meeting and ward committees have not yet been re-established.
establishment of Ward Committee, community involvement
It is my belief that ward committees are intended to give their input into the IDP and other strategic processes AS A COMMITTEE, not as individuals who may represent different community-based organisations (CBOs).
May I enquire when and how this will happen? The comment period is set to close before the ward committees are re-established.
It isn't clear to me how any comment or contribution we may offer can have a genuine effect on the content of a document that is already quite fully formed. Our role stems from the Constitution itself and is reflected in various statutes and bylaws; has consideration been given to getting ward
committees involved earlier in this process?
Proposal to change a street to one way. A proposal to make Queen Victoria Street one way from Wale to Grey's Pass was approved but we are yet to see it implemented, update requested. Too much traffic jams when a coach travelling in one direction meets a truck in the other with cars parked Proposing to change a street to one way
on both sides of the road.
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• A comprehensive management plan for Park Buddies is needed in all parks. This must focus on the upliftment of the local community and improvements in the cleanliness, safety and beautifying of the parks in our City
• A management and upgrade plan is required for the following parks and recreation sites:
o Schotze Kloof Street Park
o WECTEC sports complex
o Bryant Street Park esp. for Netball teams
o Homestead Park
o Plantation Park
Burnside Park
Van Riebeeck Park
De Waal Park
Schotze Kloof Civic Centre
• More trees to be planted especially in District Six and Bo-Kaap areas
• Need a development plan for Jutland Street Park which is currently not untilised as a public space and could be better served for other initiatives such as housing
• Better management of supply chain contracts for mowing, weeding and tree felling that ensures quality and regularity of service delivery. Bring this service in-house if needed.
City needs an urgent comprehensive plan for addressing homelessness and substance abuse
More managed public toilets and ablution facilities that support dignity of our homeless
• There is a great opportunity to develop the rich and unique heritage sites in the Bo-Kaap through investment in these sites, improved signage, and tourism promotion that encourages walking and engagement with the local community through self-guided tours
• Upgrade of scenic routes along the mountain, which should be compiled into a tourism product highlighting great, walking / running and cycling opportunities in the City of Cape Town
Review of street lighting in roads around the Gardens Centre
• which have become a crime hotspot.
• Improved maintenance plan and enforcement of rules for all Council Rental Stock that improves living conditions, ensures dignity and pride in communities.
Law enforcement resourcing across the ward is insufficient and does not meet the demands
Speeding, loud vehicles and drag racing have become a major issue across the City Bowl, CBD and Atlantic Seaboard
Event permitting process can be significantly streamlined through digitisation and reducing number of forms
• Investigate feasibility of MyCiti Bus Route through Bo-Kaap
• Traffic calming measures on Yusuf Drive
• Traffic
measures
on Kloof Street
1.
Electriccalming
Car Charging
Stations
2. Technology Training Center
3. Free Wi-Fi Zone (Emergency points)
I'm from Mitchell's plain. I'm the Chairperson of Cape Town Speed skating club an We join with Rollersport South Africa.
We also join with soccer and Netball.
THE GREEN TROLLEY INITIATIVE - Providing suitable storage bins or facilities for different types of waste.
Showing people how to use these facilities.
Providing an efficient and affordable refuse collection system with waste separation
and recycling options.
Initiating and supporting the development of recycling centers and transfer stations
where needed.
Setting aside suitable areas for landfill sites and Materials Recovery Facilities (MRF’s).
We propose that the City of Cape Town implements a new by-law that
brings about the abandoned of moving around with shopping trollies
and bins.
That the City of Cape Town makes more land available for material
recovery centers/recycling centers.
That the City assist with resources required to run the project on the
Cape Flats.
Inclusion of recycling options in Integrated Waste Management Plans which should be an
element of an Integrated Development Plan, required of every municipality by law.
Requiring business and industry to produce recycling plans as part of their broader
environmental strategy
Municipalities and other government departments adopting a procurement (purchasing)
policy that requires a certain proportion of the products they purchase to contain recycled
material e.g. paper, lubricating oil, traffic cones, envelopes, plastic desktop accessories,
refillable ink cartridges
Registration of recyclers
Operating within the municipal area.
Municipal support for recycling initiatives in the form of bylaws
That facilitates the location, operation, and use of such facilities.

Traffic calming measures , Upgrade of scenic routes along the mountain, More
trees to be planted, Replace green public bins with recycling bins,mproved
maintenance plan and enforcement of rules for all Council Rental Stock, Law
enforcement resourcing across the ward

car charging station, Technology Training Cente, Free Wi-Fi, Wind Turbines,
Radiation Shelters, Crime Prevention Mobile App, Camera Surveillance System +
Monitor Hub, Parks / Sport / Agriculture , Stephen Reagan Wall Upgrade) ,
help us to build a Speed skating track. We don't have a Speed skating track in the
Western Cape .
Providing suitable storage bins or facilities for different types of waste.,Providing
an efficient and affordable refuse collection system, nitiating and supporting the
development of recycling centers

I would like to propose development in Westridge, Mitchells Plain area. Particularly the field between Burgundy Crescent, Nectar Way & Boschof Way.

Development proposal for field between Burgandy Crescent, Nectar Way and
Boschof Way, Westridge Mitchells Plain

Our
community had engagement in the past with our ex ward councillor Eddie Andrews and our new ward councillor Ashley Potts & property management Charles Rudman about closing the lanes and enclosing the field with fence, formal pedestrian walk ways and providing a garden and gym
Capital
1) Main road, Strand to be develop in a Business corridor
2) Upgrade and a redesign of Beach road, Strand to improve tourism and tourism businesses
3) Phase 2 and phase 3 of the new Strand seawall to be implemented due to rising sea levels
4) Upgrade of old storm water system
5) Upgrade of the sewer system that overflow on a regular base
6) Upgrade of the water system, as pipe burst are regular and very low water pressure in top areas
7) More permanent toilet facilities in Beach road, Strand
8) New Taxi rank in Main road, Strand, next to Meent parking area and close to Strand Train Station and Municipal building or upgrade of Taxi rank in Strand (Fagan street), as there is no toilet facilities
9) Refurbishment of the Strand Jetty as it’s a Heritage site to Strand and will contribute to tourism
10) Upgrade of primary roads in Strand, as Strand experiencing a lot of potholes and sink holes that’s been fixed, but with this, streets deteriorating fast.
11) Upgrade of Lourens river to prevent flooding during the rainy season
Operating
1) More Law Enforcement officers in Strand CBD and Beach road, Strand, especially weekends and festive season
2) Addressing the homeless problem effectively through Law Enforcement and Social Development, as it’s a health, safety and a socio-economical problem that reflects badly on tourism and business development
3) A regular cleaning of the Marine Protected Area with an effective enforcement of bylaws
4) Cleaning of storm water lines on a regular base to prevent litter washing to the ocean
5) Develop Strand Indoor Swimming Pool to increase competitions and swimming as a sport in Strand, thus a co-operation between Swimming clubs and CoCT Sport & Recreation dept.
6) More Law Enforcement officers to protect Marine life and to enforce bylaws
7) More funding to Parks department for maintenance of parks
8) Opening of the Lourens river mouth during the summer period to prevent the river water to smell and to improve water flow.

Upgrading and redesign of Main Road and Beach Rd Strand; fixing of potholes and
sinkholes, New seawall, upgrade of storm water and sewer system; upgrade of
water system, increase ablution facilities in Strand, New Tax Rank, refurbishment
of Strand Jetty, Upgrade Lourens River, more law enforcement, address homeless
problem, regular cleaning/cleansing of Marine protected area and storm water
lines , upgrade indoor swimming pool, maintenance and upgrade of parks,
opening of Lourens river mouth

Pot holes. Roads to be fixed timeously. Traffic. Traffic officers to be more visible to control the taxis, who seem to think they own the roads and generally have no respect for other drivers. They go through RED traffic lights and generally do not stop at stop streets.

Road Maintenance and Traffic control
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I've been thinking what my area, Strand, Helderberg, would benefit from, I would say a dual language High School in Strand North.
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Dual Language High School in Strand North

There is already a dedicated Afrikaans high school (Strand High) but English learners have to travel to Somerset west (e.g. Parel Vallei High) to finish their education. With petrol price as high as it is, quality secondary education should be easier to access. A decent school should be within a 10
minute drive.
Let me know if you would like me to elaborate any further.
I live in the Strand Ridge complex in Vredenhof Street in the STRAND, adjacent to Lwandle informal settlement

squatters invading SANRAL property, noise and bad health risk

About 5/6 years ago squatters invaded the SANRAL property adjacent to our complex. This situation has escalated to thousands of people invading this area and even the City of Cape Town to establish electricity in this area.
Previous complaints to the City of Cape Town resulted to nothing and to hide behind the fact that the property was with SANRAL
Email address
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Apart from everything this situation is unbearable w.r.t. noise and bad health risks. There is currently also a Shebeen operating in the area and previous curfew restrictions for Covid was non existing for the people staying there. Apparently previous answers were also as to calm people down as
to say the people will be relocated
I do pay my municipal fees and Taxes to the government and really expect to live in a normal and healthy environment
I will appreciate your feedback in this regard and planning for the future should take this mess into consideration
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Street lights. What is the possibility to erect 1x big spotlight/pole with various spotlights on top in the centre of the parking lot between Caledon and New street (Lionviham) in Somerset West ? - as this is a very dangerous area at night for people crossing this parking area. Numerous muggings
have occurred here and it is also being used for prostitution.
o The Jetty

Improve public infrastructure
The Jetty, Swimming Pool Heaters, the Sea Wall and Promenade Phase 2

We experience a lot of problems as the SBID with people, especially young people, climbing onto the jetty. As you know the jetty has been in a bad condition for a long time. It is extremely dangerous and quite a few people have lost their lives through drowning at the jetty.
The jetty is not only a sore eye, but also part of the heritage of Strand. As far as we know the jetty is the responsibility of the National Government, specifically the Dept of Public Works. If it could be restored to its former glory or a new jetty could be built it could make a huge difference. The
new sea wall and promenade changed the picture dramatically for the better, but the jetty remains in a bad condition. It will be a huge plus if the jetty could be restored or a new jetty could be built. Innovations like a tearoom on the jetty could even be considered.
o Swimming Pool Heaters
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The heated swimming pool could play a major role in winter to bring more people to Strand. Swimming tournaments in winter could be an important factor in Strand. The heaters need to be replaced.
The swimming pool is situated in SBID.
o The Sea Wall and Promenade—Phase 2
All of us know what a difference the new sea wall and promenade [Phase 1] made in the upgrading of Strand. It is of utmost importance that the next phase of this development be implemented as soon as possible. The next phase is planned from the swimming pool in the direction of Gordons
Bay. The existing sea wall is in a really bad condition.
Phase 2 of the Sea Wall and Promenade will start at the swimming pool, on the border of SBID.
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I live is Strand; the roads are in bad shape. De Beers rd need a lot of attention.
The promenaden should be extended along the whole of Beach rd for safety reasons.
The masses that hit the beaches must be fined for littering.

ROAD WORKS, STREET CLEANING

Certain areas in the Ward are being used as a dumping site and as such needs to be kept clean, also, when cutting grass, those blue bags which the grass is put into must be removed.
basic services, refuse removal(grass) cleansing of illegal dumping area
Park Maintenance. There are council parks that are properly maintained and there are some which are not. Areas of Somerset Park, Longdown are not maintained grass is long and there are sometimes vagrants sleeping and living in the parks.
Maintenance of Public parks in Somerset
Fix the Water Infrastructure: It is ancient and needs a MAJOR overhaul - be pro-active instead of reactive. The piped water network is completely compromised. Find a proper fix for potholes: A few years back potholes were relatively rare in Cape Town but now we are heading downhill fast. Stop Invest in sewer and water network systems, Improve road maintainc.
using cheap products: It is obvious that very cheap products have been used in the maintenance of the city eg poor street paint that only lasts a year. Using inferior materials means having to the job over and over again at a greater cost than if high quality materials that last 10 years had been
used.
Sir Lowry’s Pass Village
Canal cleaning throughout the village.
Repair of footbridge over Sir Lowry’s Pass River.
Sir Lowry’s Pass River upgrades.
Repair of underground sewage infrastructure .
Repair of stormwater drainage under Gordons Bay Road.
Speed calming measures and speed limit signage in Mission Grounds.
Speed limit signage at entrance to Sir Lowry’s Pass Village at both ends of the main road.
Zwelitsha Housing Project (Presently under way, civil works in process).
Housing project at Bloubos Farm (in initiation phase).
Rationalisation and cleaning of toilets in informal settlements.
Implementation of Area Economic Development Project.
Street Lighting in informal settlements and Riemvasmaak, van Aarde and Billet Streets.
Capacitating Early Childhood Development Centers.
Remedying problem buildings Mission Grounds.
Animal farming along Transnet railway line.
Implementing and capacitating of Neighbourhood Watches.
Hardening of surfaces along major pedestrian routes.
Resurfacing of Mataung, Van Aarde, Brinkhuis streets, Mandela Avenue.
Expansion of food gardens and training in food gardening.
Implementing Women for Change Project.
Upgrading of Sir Lowry’s Pass Village Cemetery.
Volunteer Firefighting Unit - Establishment, training and equipping of a rapid response volunteer firefighting unit. Volunteers should be paid a stipend. equipped with either skid unit firefighting vehicles (one or more).
Emergency Number Signs - displaying all the relevant emergency service numbers to be erected in strategic locations around the village.
Electricity supply - Bringing Sir Lowry’s Pass Village electricity supply, back under the City’s electricity supply system.
Somerset
Sir Lowry’sWest
Pass Village

Basic services
Repair footbridge
River upgrades
Rapair sewage infrastructure
Repair storwater drainage
speed calming
Road markings and Signage
Housing projects
cleaning toiles
Street lighting
Capacitating ECD's
Remedy problem buildings
Resurfacing of roads, Widening of roads
Upgrading cemetery
Establish volunteer firefighting unit
Illegal settlements
Rates rebate for seniors
Improvemnent on sport facilities
Fencing of parks , sport fields
Wheelie bin gravity locks
Tree planting
Upgrade community hall
Street light repairs
House the homeless
Capacitation on Fire prevention
Emergency Number Signs
River
Flood Alleviation
Replacement
of sewage reticulation system

Replacement of the entire sewage reticulation system in the village with larger diameter pipes.
State of water in Zandvlei Zeekoevlei Nature Reserve.
Garbage and litter - M5, main road is awash with garbage, Inter alia Military Road / Grassy Park/Parkwood / Lotus River and the area around the Capricorn is so filthy.
Capacitation on dumping.
Polluted waterways on the northern side of Zandvlei and mainly the result of dysfunctional (or lack of) sewerage systems.

Polluted waterways
Capacitate community on dumping
sewerage systems
Garbage and litter
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1. Street light
2. Road resurfacing
3. Traffic issues
4. Public Seating5. Lourens River
6. PTI
7. Safe Space

Street light,Roads resurfacing,Traffic Issues,Public Seating, Lourens river,

Fix the Water Infrastructure
The piped water network is completely compromised. I live in Somerset West and in the past month we have had 2 major water pipe bursts in our suburb resulting in no water for 24 hrs and of course no warning, so one cannot plan for this
Find a proper fix for potholes
Stop using cheap products

Fix the Water Infrastructure , The piped water network is completely
compromised, Find a proper fix for potholes, Stop using cheap products

There are so many people working for the City of Cape Town for years yet they can not qualify for home loans or housing but are working so many years for the City of Cape Town. They can't even qualify for RDP housing.
access to housing
I feel that as RDP houses were build for people, similar should be build for people who works years for City of Cape Town and make housing available for them. The City is more concerned about the exterior than what is happening inside and their workers having a hard time to find an affordable
home for themselves.
rate the sewerage bill is calculated.
The issue of the sewerage charge appears to be calculated as a percentage of the number of water units consumed/used
Please sort out the mess that is supposed to be the entrance to the town of Somerset West i.e. the intersection of Victoria and the N2.. the unnecessary queues of traffic can surely be addressed by adding additional lanes or constructing an overhead bridge with off-ramps..? The entire
intersection needs a complete revamp and the traffic lights need to be adjusted to accommodate the current traffic conditions.. The lights on Victoria are often short changing after only 3 vehicles have proceeded through the intersection..
The bus/taxi lane on the N2 corridor should be on the far left lane and not on the fast lane which causes unnecessary congestion during peak hours with vehicles having to criss-cross lanes continuously in order to turn off at major intersections.. This is further exacerbated by the same vehicles
getting onto the N2 in the same criss-crossing because we have to get into the bus/taxi lane which is on the furthest most side of the freeway..
Traffic officers shouldn't be randomly stopping vehicles during peak hour traffic.. The travel time can be minimised by applying a couple of sensible guidelines..
1 TAXI STOPPING BAYS
On busy roads Taxi’s need somewhere to pull over when picking up or dropping off passengers.
Why not build designated bays/stopping areas at popular places where taxis pickup/drop off people? Much safer, less obstruction and smoother traffic flow.
Shelters should also be built for protection for commuters, from the summer sun and winter rain.
2 N2 UPGRADE
Traffic flow on the N2 through Somerset West/Strand area is a nightmare. When is this road going to
be upgraded. I know it belongs to SANRAL, but the Helderberg locals are the people who use it and the ones who suffer the daily congestion!

PROPERTY RATES

Last year we tried to financially assist our Garden Worker to buy a house in the above area, and to our dismay we discovered that the CoCT was part of the problem that prevented us from doing so. My impression (which could be wrong), was that it is easy to solve this problem of about 1500
house owners who got RDP houses circa 15-20 years ago, but do not have the Title Deeds to their houses, thus are unable to sell their houses. Some of them are now at retirement age and urgently want to sell so they can re-settle in their place of birth, as is their custom. He was allotted an Erf
in Lwandle/Strand
bydevelopment.
the ProvincialPlan
Housing
Department
than
15 years ago
and isinone
such pensioner
who
already
lives
in the Road,
Eastern
Cape,Khayelitsha
but could not
sell his
houseistosituated
our gardene.
Spine
Road Corridor
by increasing
the more
current
development
levels,
particular
the corner
of Spine
and
Lwandle
where
Training
Centre
from General Business 1 to a Business Level where developments could sit at 25 floors. Townships are current
and future job creators and economic stimulators and need greater support from the City of Cape Town in fulfilling innovations of its residents
Road & Sewage: Please put more energy into roads and sewage in Zola and Khayelitsha (Makhaza).

transfer of title deeds

Khayelitsha Community Centre - The Centre has been experiencing difficulty with the City owned piece of ground which forms a passage between South African Social Security Agency (SASSA) offices, Isivivana Centre and Khayelitsha Mall. The area is dusty, full of potholes and generally untidy
and messy. This poses a danger to the cars of the Centre’s visitors and tenants.
The
City
can please
respond
to us
thiswater
challenge
by compounding
thewater
passage
In
five
years
give
drum(4000
litres) to save
at Ikhwezi Park Khayelitsha

The area is dusty, full of potholes and generally untidy and messy, danger to the
cars of the Centre’s visitors and tenants

regulate traffic that create congestion

taxi stopping bays, N2 upgrade

Cutting red tape to make it easier for businesses to start, grow, and create jobs.
Maintenance on Roads and Sewage system

WATER DRUM (JOJO TANK?)
STREET CLEANING
illegal dumping, utilize open space for recreational facility, upgrading / extension
1. On Kusasa Road there is a public space that is measuring at 2957 Sq. meters. It lays between Erf 18452 of which Khayelitsha Sports Ground forms part and Erf 18451 Joe Slovo Secondary School. That public space is a dumping site for rubble, refuse and constant headache to nearby residents as of main roads, relocation of informal dwellings, extending and upgrading of police
it is also a hotspot for rape incidents and sometimes murders. The space should be incorporated to the Khayelitsha Sports Ground for residents’ peace of mind. Most residents in that area are using Pama Road that is a mere 170 meter from that public space in order to go to Nonkqubela CBD.
station, upgrading parks, extend cemetery, safety and security
2. The road heading towards N2 beginning from the corner of Mew Way & Pama Road and up to 190 meter distance past the corner of Mew Way & Sigwele Avenue. The road is too narrow because of high traffic volumes. A second lane specifically for public transport and drop-offs is needed by
using a portion of Erf 18370-RE. A wide pavement with trees and strategically placed concrete benches to prevent informal structures along the busy road. The affected informal dwellings, probably 150 units, can be relocated to either temporary or formal dwellings.
3. The road from Spine Road turning left to Makabeni Road and from Makabeni Road turning left to Spine Road need to be widened. That four-way stop is congested, motorists do not have patience for pedestrians and heavy duty vehicles such as buses have difficulty when needing to take a
turn. While at it, you should engage the Western Cape Provincial Government to consider extending Lingelethu Police Station to fully functioning one with holding cells by utilising a portion of Erf 564 at the corner of Spine & Makabeni Roads. The size of the area is estimated at 1300 Sq. meters.
The police station as it is has been using temporary structures to augment space. The personnel do not even have their own packing space.
4. The public space Erf 792 on 27 Gili Street that is currently used as a play park has a hard surface. It is not suitable for children as they are often injured. When designing a play park one should have ‘soft landing’ in mind. You should consider moving the play park just across the road on sandy
Erf 793-RE when construction Khaya Phase 2 Housing Development. The public space Erf 792 measuring 1208 Sq. meters can be used to build 12 ground level units when the time comes.
5. Property reference CA544-5 together with a portion of 25032-RE which currently forms part of Endlovini/ Indlovu Informal Settlement measuring at about 57000 Sq. meters located at the corner of Mew Way & Steve Biko Road is sandy. You should consider using the land to extend Khayelitsha
Gravesite; currently fully occupied. While at it, fence the gravesite using concrete palisade because the current gravesite has been stripped bare of steel palisades. Often there are cattle wondering around unattended and breaking tombstones in the process with their weigh. The law
enforcement need to do their part in terms of impounding stray livestock.6. The public spaces Erf 29177 on 8A KHWEZI ILITHA PARK and Erf 29165 on 13A KHWEZI ILITHA PARK measuring at 1455 and 1420 (estimate) Sq. meters respectively. With the new convenient shopping centre on Erf
76086 17 KHWEZI ILITHA PARK, these public spaces are an eyesore. There is no drop-off area and pavements are occupied by meat traders who were removed from Erf 76086. You should consider turning Erf 29177 and a small portion of Erf 29165 into a container terminal like that of Philippi
Village https://www.philippivillage.co.za/ complete with coin operated public toilets. They can be council owned and 3rd party operated. Maybe a third of Erf 29165 can be turn into roofed open sided trading stands mostly for selling meat. When allocating rented trading stands bear in mind that
most of the meat traders and the large fruit & veg stand there have been trading next to the Khayelitsha train station since inception. The roofed open sided trading stands would be more affordable for the meat traders than locked units. You can approach PRASA for the use of beneath the
pedestrian bridge that the large fruit & veg trader is currently using; either they or you upgrade it with its own electric and water meters. All container units should have own electric meters and in addition to that, the hair salons should have own water meters with fitted 50 litre electric geysers.
The allocation of trading stands and container units should be about longevity and willingness to pay rent; in that order. You should also consider planting trees and strategically placed concrete benches around Erf 72585 on 14 KHWEZI ILITHA PARK and on Erf 29184 65 NTLAZANE ILITHA PARK to
prevent illegal pavement trading.
7. The informal settlement on Erf 13422 on 8 MYATAZA NONQUBELA measuring at 7871 Sq. meters and surrounding Khayelitsha Community Health Centre on Erf 13423 98 SULANI need a permanent solution. Years ago you did move the informal settlement that was occupying that land but you
failed to prevent a reoccurrence. My suggesting is that you accommodate that community in future phases of housing developments within Khayelitsha. When that time comes, sell the land for commercial use to an organisation/ company that has the means to use it within 24 months from the
time of closing the sale or at least has the means to fence it and place security guards in order to prevent illegal occupancy.
8. It is recommendable that you are always on the lookout for land that will be suitable for low cost housing. More often the vacant land (you once owned) is now available at inflated prices and only to discover that it is 40% wetland once the deal is closed! In the next five years you should
concentrate your resources on the pockets of vacant land that you own or owned by other organs of state and that are suitable for residential use. In the case of acquiring land that belong to other organs of state, you can use Expropriation without Compensation clause as long it is for public use.
Between yourself and other organs of state you have enough land to accommodate all informal settlements with allocated electric meters and the same number of backyard dwellers. It is forgiven, not everyone will be accommodated within the City that is why you should focus on those longest
in the housing database.9. I read that you will be serving about 6,800 stands in Enkanini informal settlement and I couldn’t be happier for would be beneficiaries. Now that Enkanini is going to become a formal residential area, the name of the place need to be corrected accordingly. Enkanini is a
combination a preposition + noun, in IsiXhosa we mostly use nouns to name places. The correct word is Inkani (stubbornness) or Nkani as in Langa that is derived from Ilanga (sun) or Nyanga that is derived from Inyanga (moon). We also use a combination of a noun + adjective to name places
cleaning the streets in Townships like Khayelitsha. The streets are filthy, garbage collection is very poor
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1. Construction of a new Clinic
2. Fencing on the edge households at Gwegweleza Crescent
3. Youth and Skills development Centre
4. Building of a centre for Senior Citizines
5. Upgrade of Desmond Tutu Recreational Hall with Gymnasium equipment
6. Upgrade of Parks and fencing
7. Installation of street lights in dark areas of makhaza
8. Overhaul of the Sewer system and building of a new Sewage system
9. Fencing Wetlands in Ward 96 Tutu Avenue
10. Formalising of small business along Japhta Masemola Road
11. Installation of electricity for new informal settlement
12. Installation of free wifi
13. Construction of fire station in Makhaza
14. Installation of Traffic lights Robots in corner of Japhta masemola road and Barden Powel road.
15. In all sections of Makhaza they are people who got RDP houses in late 90s and early 2000 those houses were not build in dignified manner and some of those houses were not finished. E.g most of them were not Plastered, rooms were not separated it’s a hall and most of this houses got
cracks. We need the city to come up with a plan to assist this communities.
16. We need fire relief kit for fire victims in informal settlement.
17. We need reconstruction of tar roads in our main streets not this resurfacing because it’s the waste of money.
. Geysers installation in all households of ward 96.
19. library to have new computer installation and Wi-Fi for school children at the library.
20. Security camera installation at parks 24/7 for children during the day and late nights.
21. Renovate dams by laying foot path roads, flowers, artificial tables and chairs, umbrella stands etc. something that will attract the tourist.
22. Old age home with 3 meals while they are busy doing hand- work e.g. sewing, wood work.
Upskilling young individual which have no experience at least training them for work readiness

new clinic, fencing households, skills development centre, senior citizens, smalls
business dev, installing free wi-fi, construction fire service station, upgrade sewer
system, install traffic lights, increase access to housing, fire relief kits, upgrade
roads, geyster for houses, library equipment, security cameras, renovate upgrade
dams footpaths

The Centre has been experiencing difficulty with the City owned piece of ground which forms a passage between South African Social Security Agency (SASSA) offices, Isivivana Centre and Khayelitsha Mall. The area is dusty, full of potholes and generally untidy and messy. This poses a danger to
the cars of the Centre’s visitors and tenants. On windy days, which occurs often, the sand is swept to the doors of the Centre’s retail tenants resulting in closed offices during operating hours. When it rains the water dams which form on the potholes make the passage unusable by pedestrians
and by cars.
I am bringing this to your attention with the request of asking for intervention and
consideration by the City. The City can respond to this challenge by compounding the passage or putting tar to the passage or tiling this space. Alternatively, build proper parking
infrastructure adding value to the public serving spaces that are already in this vicinity. The
project can be viewed as one of those that completes some of the developmental initiatives done in Khayelitsha. I am otherwise available to liaise with the City officials to deal with the matter, and would welcome City officials to the Centre.
1. Construction of a new Clinic
2. Fencing on the edge households at Gwegweleza Crescent
3. Youth and Skills development Centre
4. Building of a centre for Senior Citizines
5. Upgrade of Desmond Tutu Recreational Hall with Gymnasium equipment
6. Upgrade of Parks and fencing
7. Installation of street lights in dark areas of makhaza
8. Overhaul of the Sewer system and building of a Upgrade of Desmond Tutu Recreational Hall
9. Fencing Wetlands in Ward 96 Tutu Avenue
10. Formalising of small business along Japhta Masemola Road
11. Upgrade of Desmond Tutu Recreational Hallfor new informal settlement
12. Installation of free wifi
13. Construction of fire station in Makhaza
14. Installation of Traffic lights Robots in corner of Japhta masemola road and Barden Powel road.
15. In all sections of Makhaza they are people who got RDP houses in late 90s and early 2000 those houses were not build in dignified manner and some of those houses were not finished. E.g most of them were not Plastered, rooms were not separated it’s a hall and most of this houses got
cracks. We need the city to come up with a plan to assist this communities.
16. We need fire relief kit for fire victims in informal settlement.
17. We need reconstruction of tar roads in our main streets not this resurfacing because it’s the waste of money.

Upgrading road /passage infrastructure

Can the City of Cape Town please include for IDP consideration the upgrade of the current lighting network of our community this outdated lighting we receive as poor communities leave our areas with dark unlit areas especially the Hotspot areas in our poor communities this just creates
opportunity for opportunistic crimes and creates unsafe conditions not only for residence but for NHW's and Law enforcement agencies, please don't ignore we need this
Please can the City of Cape Town please consider for IDP purposes proper sidewalk installation and driveway repair for the Broadlands Park community side walks is non existent and driveways is dilapidated sidewalks and driveways become mud pools when it rains ,this can also create local
employment opportunities for the local people of Broadlands park and surrounds
•Can city please upgrade their primary health care facility the Gustrow clinic this facility clearly did not keep track with population growth in the area and now the old and the sick must stand in long lines from early morning hours in all kinds of weather conditions just to get helped, this is not
treating the poor and the vulnerable.
•Broadlands park community needs to be emptied with housing opportunities the city need to empty the backyards of this marginalized community, even if the city make serviced plots available with no top structure its a start so we can get rid of our overcrowding problem that leads to so many
other social ills , give people their own plot so our people can get their dignity back and start building a future for themselves.
•Broadlands park community needs enclosed play parks for our children enclosed with non recyclable material to create safe areas for our kids to play ,the Roads is so narrow two cars can't even pass each other without one vehicle having to go on the pavement ,this will also solve the problem
of vacant unenclosed areas now currently used as illegal dumping sites that cost the city money to clean up every time ,the city can employ an individual opposite these play parks through the EPWP program to look after and maintain these play parks.
•We need a proper community recreation centre for ward 100 enclosed with robust non recyclable fencing, equipped a living quarters for a single male to be the permanent care taker of the facility , a community centre plays an important part of a community and is of utmost importance+K21
•We need a patient transport service(ambulance) managed by the City of Cape Town based at the main Fire Station in the area to assist with the transport of the injured and the sick currently provincial government is failing the poor and the vulnerable with the current Metro government
ambulance services because of various internal challenges our people can't die in the streets and at home waiting on an ambulance that comes hours later if they even come ,enough is enough door more for the sick and the injured.
•Libraries are gateways to knowledge and culture, libraries play a fundamental role in society. The resources and services they offer create opportunities for learning, support literacy and education, and help shape the new ideas and perspectives that are central to a creative and innovative
society. We need a library desperately in our area in walking distance for kids from poor and vulnerable families ,Please assist City of Cape Town.
•Gustrow sport facility require an upgrade to accommodate indoor sports codes , also more netball fields , better Pavilion for crowds lots of vacant space on the current premises that can be value adding to the community if used wisely.
•We need a local law enforcement/Metro police office closer to the heart of the crime the poor also want to enjoy the visibility and presents of these entities in our poor communities seeing that SAPS is failing our people and can't police our areas properly our young are dying due to lawlessness
help our communities take our areas back from arrogant criminals and gangsters.
•We need a local law enforcement/Metro police satellite office in our area.

upgrade current lighting network

new clinic,fencing on the edge, youth skills development, building a centre for
seniors, Upgrade of Desmond Tutu Recreational Hall, upgrading parks, installation
of street lights, Upgrade of Desmond Tutu Recreational Hall, Upgrade of Desmond
Tutu Recreational Hall, informal settlement, building houses, upgrading of roads.

upgrading of sidewalks
health care facility, Ambulance vehicle, lack of housing, upgrade and maintain Play
parks, recreation facility, upgrade roads, illegal dumping, EPWP employment,
police visibility, police satellite office, library required, upgrade sports facilities
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Reduction of water and electricity tariffs and removing any/all levies.
Encourage and offer rebates to households to install solar geysers and solar power to reduce grid overload.
Job creation on all race levels. Skills development (for instance installing and maintenance of solar power and geysers) throughout Western Cape province to unemployed youth.
Create and train more neighbourhood watch programs to encourage control of crime, and to assist at traffic lights and intersections during power outages, accidents etc. Members who have completed a police accredited training can act in a unarmed reservist capacity.
Encourage water savings by offering rebates on installation of water tanks (another skills training program for unemployed youth).
Provide more secure and reliable transport systems (NOT TAXIS) to public in all regions to reduce traffic congestion for instance CT-CID and visa versa or other smaller areas.
Fix more roads everywhere.
Build more low cost housing available to all race groups.
Free accredited skills training to ALL unemployed youth under 25.
Complete the widening of the railway bridge in Broadway Road, Strand.
Resolve the sewerage issues in Strand and focus on upgrading the water pipe system in Helderberg.
Need overnight accommodation facilities for the homeless and safe houses for abuse victims. Assit facilities who house and care for abandoned and abused children.

Reduction of water and electricity tariffs, Job creation, Provide skills development,
reliable transport system, Road repair, upgrading the water pipe system, low cost
housing, accommodation for homeless

Water & Sewer Infrastructure: With Protea Road alone having over 28 burst pipes last year – it is very evident that our water pipes are long overdue and the infrastructure is starting to fail us. Road maintenance: The conditions of the roads in the area especially beach road as its of most
Maintenance on water & Sewer network system, Improving public infrastructure,
importance in our town needs repairs and maintenance. Also repair street light in the road as it get to be very dark and some are high accidents zones. Community council Facilities: Some of the community halls have been vandalized need upgrade and measures put in place to keep them safe. Improve public transport facilities, Funding for local community safety
Street lights. The street lights needs repairs and maintenance in the area, most are not working and some streets are even without and this is a need as there's a lot of gangstarism in the area. EPWP Projects: Staff employed to work in these projects especially by the beach need supervision and organisations. Access to Education. Street lighting
they don't get to be utilised a lot. Taxi Rank. Possible relocation of the taxi rank, current the taxi rank has bays for 4 taxi’s but we have about 15 – 20 in the afternoons and mornings arriving and departing. The public waiting do not have toilet facilities thus the river is used, it is disgusting, a
possible new site for the taxi rank to be found. Taxi Rank, outside Checkers – the taxi just swing off the road at the robots, becomes a problem during peak hours, the road needs to widened to allow for the taxi rank or pull off area. Community Safety: Funding for Neighbourhood Watch - jackets,
torches, fire extinguishers, first aid kits, car cams funding for Neighbourhood Watch training. Cameras addition to the present camera system with PTZ cameras in the more densely populated areas of the ward.
Education. Residents are calling for a high school – desperately needed for this area – will also eliminate the traffic congestion to the N2.

Housing. Provision of formal housing in the area. Transport. Provide buses as a mode of transport, revitalize the railway system try resolve the squatter camp situation built over the rail system because this is causing so much incovience.
Public facilities. The creation of a community hall(s) or multipurpose centre(s). This hall should be in Gustrow and Temperance Town respectively,The one in temperance down can be situated on the plot of the yellow door building. The complete upgrading, rebuilding and modernisation of the
Gustrow Sports Field. A new library built near the poorer population suburbs who cannot easily get to the library near Gordons Bay beach.
Infrastructure: Need urgent street lighting in all roads of the suburb. Potable water and sewerage Infrastructure the
water & sewerage pipes in most of the ward are old and in disrepair. Road infrastructure: There are whole roads in the ward where there are more potholes than road. Traffic calming measures to be installed in all speeding hotspots across the ward. Safty: Neighbourhood watches funding for
training, funding for equipment: jackets, torches, fire extinguishers, first aid kits, car cams.

Improve access to housing, Better improved management of transportation
system.
Strengthen partmnership with communities for improved safty, Improved road
maintiance, Cleanin up public spaces and maitaince of infrastructure.

the water pipelines in Aurora Road and some other roads in the older town area in Gordons Bay are in a very bad state. With pipes bursting on a monthly base in Aurora and Chapman Road, the untimingly crises creates uncomfort. It is also a concern of cost in occurring maintenance.

Improving water pipes

1. Beachfront;
o Wheelchair access ramps into the water. These can be of the plastic nature which are rolled out and removable.
o An example of such is in Muizenberg.
2. Hiking trails:
o Upgrading and widening of the Protea hiking trail on mountainside which links to the Danie Miller trail.
o Safety upgrade and widening of the Dannie Miller trail, the unsafe portion.
o Platform with map and lookup binoculars at the top of the trail.
3. Wooden walkway parallel to the dunes from the old harbour to the new harbour.
o Continuous walkway from end to end, blended with current infrastructure.
o CCTV camera system to be installed along this walkway.
o Lookout platforms along regular intervals along this walkway.
4. More trees in the ward
o Neat rows of trees along major roadways
5. Town planning
o New town planning investigation and survey needs to be conducted adopted.
o This should include investigations from engineers.
o This should include extensive public participation.

Accessibility
Safety CCTV Cameras
Spatial planning

Safety upgrades and extensions to the Danie Miller trail, including a hiking-only accessible viewing point near the Gordon’s Bay Village end
Upgrades and where necessary replacement of the water and sewerage pipes and pumps
Repair and upgrading of roads throughout the ward
Improved road signage throughout the ward
Ad Hoc signage highlighting points of historical interest
Welcome signs at the intersection of the N2 and Sir Lowry’s Pass road, and Clarence Drive highlighting features of Gordon’s Bay
Gordon’s Bay is much more than the entrance to Clarence Drive. It needs to be highlighted
A boardwalk linking Harbour Island to the old harbour, including look-out and vender platforms, and security lights and cameras
Establishment of well-designed and well-positioned taxi ranks, with facilities
Informal taxi ranks are causing congestion, disrupting traffic flow and becoming a health hazard due to lack of facilities
Strategic planting of trees as windbreaks and beautification
Resurfacing and upgrade of Harbour Island parking
Upgrade of all beachfront parking
Upliftment of the San Midden near Hendon park
The development of a Town planning masterplan
To prevent ad hoc development a masterplan for the area would be a strategic advantage. If this is already in place it would be beneficial to advise the Business Forum and Residents Association of such a plan.

Safety upgrades and extensions to the Danie Miller trail
replacement of the water and sewerage pipes and pumps
Repair and upgrading of roads
Welcome signs at the intersection of the N2 Improved road signage
boardwalk linking Harbour Island to the old harbour
taxi ranks, with facilities
planting of trees as windbreaks
Upgrade parking

Improving the recreational experience for many visitors, especially from our less affluent neighbouring communities who are frequent visitors, especially to Gordon’s Bay Main Beach.
Creation of new job opportunities in the greater Gordon’s Bay area due to an increase in footfall, especially during the season.
Re-establishing the patchy and uneven lawn areas with properly levelled and prepared soil plus roll on lawn, supported by revamping the irrigation system so that it works properly.
Replacing dead &overgrown trees.
Replacing sections of paving that are in disrepair.
Replacing broken fencing.
Adding additional seating under trees.

Improving the recreational experience, Creation of new job opportunities ,
Replacing dead &overgrown trees.
Replacing sections of paving that are in disrepair.
Replacing broken fencing.
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The creation of a community hall(s) or multipurpose centres, This hall should be in Gustrow and Temperance Town respectively.
The complete upgrading, rebuilding and modernisation of the Gustrow Sports Field.
A new library built near the poorer population suburbs who cannot easily get to the library near Gordons Bay beach.
The modernisation and gentrification of the Gordons Bay beachfront
The repairing and closing off of the fencing of the public facilities
Broadlands Park Vegetable Garden
1Gordons Bay Vegetable Garden
Harbour Island
Taxi rank
Municipal dump
Stairway between 181 and 183 beach road
Garden of Remembrance in Watt Street
Gustrow needs urgent street lighting in all roads of the suburb
Potable water and sewerage Infrastructure
Road infrastructure
Signage
Traffic calming measures to be installed in all speeding hotspots across the ward
EPWP work
Neighbourhood watches
The excruciating ongoing problem we have with moles - damage to driveways that are sinking in places because of mole activities. It's costing a lot of money to lift paving and redo
Joostenbergvlakte smallholdings will remain zoned as Rural - LUCULLUS GARDENS
Rumours are circulating about a 10ha industrial development in the heart of
Joostenbergvlakte? Most property owners invested in this neighbourhood for the
tranquil Agricultural / Rural character it presents.
LUCULLUS ROAD
The next concern is the future of Lucullus Road. During the 1980’s a meeting was
called by the CoCT for the residents of Joostenbergvlakte. A new entrance to the
Eastern side of Joostenbergvlakte was discussed. The owners of those portions of land
were expropriated for this huge infrastructure and roadworks. This new entrance is
still visible on current maps.
We witnessed how a huge piece of land was taken over
and more than 4000 houses erected overnight. The possibility to build a 4-lane
carriage way from Durbanville through Joostenbergvlakte to the Southern subburbs is
thus NOT possible anymore.
ENTRANCE TO JOOSTENBERGVLAKTE FROM THE N1
CITY OF CAPE TOWN LAND USE AND MUNICIPAL TRIBUNAL NORTH-EAST
The JCF reported several illegal companies in Joostenbergvlakte. Most of which are
truck companies. We work very close with Land Use Inspectors. The guilty parties end
up at the Municipal Tribunal and is given a mere R1000 to R10 000 Admittance of Guilt
SEWAGE
Since 2017 we brought the following under the attention of CoCT. The sewage spills
start from the Bot River Sewage Plant
INVESTIGATE THE DIFFERENT WAYS OF HOW WASTE OF ANY KIND/SOURCE IS MANAGED - Currently green bins are provided in affluent areas, particularly the Northern Suburbs, whereas the rest of the City is completely disregarded. The management of waste has such magnificent
opportunities for the City as well as creating Jobs, Developing Business Opportunites for residents who have the business sense to participate in the management process.
Over population: The state of our Community, the overcrowding in the community as a result of the City’s inability to provide us with affordable housing is giving us too many challenges. The overcrowding of shacks in Dunoon means that there will be pressure on sewage pipes, leading to us
having issues with blockages of sewer due to the over population. Waste refuse: We need more functional refuse and waste removal programmes that will also provide our Community with opportunities for work so that our families could be able to afford basic needs and reduce crime rate in
the area.
Environment - reducing waste and pollution, better recycling, countering climate change, more
greening of the city.
Eco-tourism - support sme, training, assistance in world marketing the Cape,
Rebates on rates tax to house owners who make their homes more energy efficient (eg by solar water heating, PV panels for electricity, better insulation to retain warmth during winters, water conservation systems).

he creation of a community hall(s) or multipurpose centres, he complete
upgrading, rebuilding and modernisation of the Gustrow Sports Field.
A new library built near the poorer population suburbs who cannot easily get to
the library near Gordons Bay beach.
The modernisation and gentrification of the Gordons Bay beachfront
The repairing and closing off of the fencing of the public facilities
Broadlands Park Vegetable Garden
1Gordons Bay Vegetable Garden
Harbour Island
Taxi rank
Municipal dump
Stairway between 181 and 183 beach road
Garden of Remembrance in Watt Street
Gustrow needs urgent street lighting in all roads of the suburb
Potable water and sewerage Infrastructure
Road infrastructure
Signage
Traffic calming measures to be installed in all speeding hotspots across the ward
EPWP work
Neighbourhood watches
Ongoing problems we have with moles, damage to driveway
zoning, sewer spillages

Ensuring adequate solid waste collection services for all residents, Promoting
recycling and minimising waste, Addressing littering and illegal dumping, Ensuring
sufficient landfill capacity
Invest in public housing, Invest and improve waste management system and sewer
network systems.
Reduce waste and popullatiomn
recycling
tree planting
Rebates on rates

I believe the focus for the IDP, should favour maintenance and upgrading of existing infrastructure, above new development. The sustainability of the region has come under increasing pressure in recent years, due to a massive influx of people, all demanding to be accommodated. It is unrealistic maintenance / upgrade infrastructure
to assume that the demands for accommodation can continue to be met without limitation, because the region has finite natural resources, and existing infrastructure can only support a limited population. Infrastructure continues to age and fail, and new infrastructure will eventually follow the
same course and it will, in time, also require upgrading and maintenance, adding to the burden already faced by the various City departments.
Sustainability is, in my view, a critical consideration when planning, and personally I would prefer to see a bit less expansion, and more effort and resources directed towards maintaining what we have built thus far.
Water: The data we have indicates that in future the climate will get hotter and more droughts will be the norm. You need to ensure water usage is kept in tact. Maintain water inlets to dams as well as the capacity to hold water, Finish the current projects - Clanwilliam dam prime example,
Subsidize water storage tanks for home use like with solar power geysers - especially in informal settlements. Educate the majority on water scarcity and how they can help to save water and Help farmers through drought periods they produce our food; something we need daily.

Control measures for water supply

Eradicate the shack dwellers in CBD and surrounding areas: As this is becoming a real eye sore especially bad for overseas tourists. The numbers are increasing daily and it’s a bad sight.
Enforce recycling for all households including informal settlements.
The rubbish and litter is overwhelming. Recycling can give SME companies an income, and they could employ the homeless people to work in the factories to earn a basic income to support themselves
Traffic control: Residents are being terrorized by ultra noisy motorbikes with baffles removed from exhausts (illegal?). No traffic officers are ever seen, so these vehicles have the run of the roads and race far into the nights and early mornings. Water pipes replacement project: The Area was left
unclean, the sprinkler system destroyed, left with stones and debris causing cars to skid around the corner.
Zoning of residential areas. Infringed upon with high rise flats, received a notice to inform us that the market value of our home has increased. This is totally ridiculous when we have been reliably informed that because of these two obscene blocks of flats, our property values have dropped by
up to 50% !

Eradicate shack dwellers, provide control measures to illegal dumping and sewage
system.
Traffic control of motobikes, Completion process of thewater project, Property
value

The City should have someone overseeing that all residents receive their account on time EVERY MONTH. - Municipal accounts not being received, resultling in residents going into arrears.
Vagrants in Blouberg - relocation of vagrants to stay somewhere else
There is no provision or inclusion for plastic waste recycling of which I made an inquiry in 2021 and (have as yet no feedback )which greatly impacts on our environment and footprint as a city.
to prioritise the replacement of the old brass water meters due to vandalization with the plastic type meters in the areas. On 11th Sept’21 repairs were done to a broken supply pipe on our water meter (reference No 9111409416) after which we inquired about a plastic water meter
replacement.
Managing coastal zone: The City should really consider a far more comprehensive approach to managing the coastal zone from Dolphin Beach Hotel to the entrance of Sir David Baird Road as it’s a drawcard potential. The beachfront should be developed, without destroying the natural dune
formations, and then maintained and managed. Make the whole beachfront from Dolphin Beach Hotel to Sir David Baird Road a promenade, with an emphasis on keeping the natural west coast feel and vegetation in tact. Develop Marine Circle, which should become a tourist hub (Blouberg
Waterfront), where people can browse interesting shops and relax - look at Hermanus as an example.

Municipal accounts not being received
Addressing homelessness
provision or inclusion for plastic waste recycling , replacement of the old brass
water meters due to vandalization
Development of Blouberg Beachfront as a tourist hub destination

Maintenance at Sea Point Beach front promenade. beach front is disgusting, vagrants, overflowing bins, sand encroachments and NO TOILETS ( the temp ones are DISGUSTING, vagrants soil them inside.
Homelessness: The vagrants in tents everywhere is a HUGE problem, Maintanance to the beach front, Hoemlessness, Traffic Control by Law
I’m a cyclist and can no longer use the pathway to town, behind Paarden Eiland, its too unsafe, we rather ride illegally and dangerously on the N1. The filth and rubbish everywhere they pop up will chase tourists away as does Blouberg beachfront. Law Enforcement: need better training in
enforcement officers.
ensuring traffic flows in peak hours, a minor fender bender and they close a lane while taking details, or in load shedding, they don’t control traffic, hours spent sitting in traffic is unproductive and harmful to the economy.
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Ontwikkel in Macassar n plek waar inwoners tuin vuillis kan neem, en so ontwettige storting kan stop. Bouers moet ook n plek kry en ophou om bou rommel oral te stort. Skuldiges word beboet.
2: RDP behuising moet verander van hoë digtheid behuising na lae digtheid behuising. Erwe groter wees sodat n die RDP (beginner huis) uit gebrei kan word na n goeie gesins huis en met genoeg spasie waar kinders binne in erf speel plek het. Sal ook help om die bende probleem aan te spreek.
Te veel mense op n klein area veroorsaak wrywing. Hiedie huise moet by die CCT huurkoop word op n redelike en billike bedrag sodat daar geld kan gein word vir dienste en onderhoud. Ook dat werkers wat nie n bank lening kan kry nie ook huis eienaars kan word.
3: Dat CCT daaraan werk dat die wes- kaap hul eie krag sal opwek en krag goedkoper aan inwoners en besighede verskaf en so wes-kaap economy te bou en ook n beter lewe vir ALMAL te skep.
4: Dat die vaste basiese heffing van die water meter verwyder word omdat daar nie meer n water te kort in die metro is nie. Ook skep dit armoede in die arm gemeenskappe op die kaapse vlaktes.
5: Omdat SAPD n tekort aan lede en vervoer middels ervaar, CCT takke van metro police in metro noord, metro oos ens. Sal open om veiligheid op te skerp

Create a recycle site for garden refuse in Macassar, RDP housing to be changed
from high density to low density,

Our organization is based in Sandvlei a small community situated in Ward 109. As an
organization we are aware of the issues our people are faced on a daily basis. The issues
range from basic services to developmental and socioeconomic stagnancy. We have thus
identified the key changes that needs to be made for growth as a broader community.
In Sandvlei no public space (public hall) exists and its directly stunting the growth of the
community especially the youth.The lack of a public space results in no possibility of
extracurricular programs and beneficial and uplifting events. By procuring a public space it
unlocks countless possibilities which includes workshops and training as well as after school
programs.
The nearest library, school and clinic is more than 5km from the community where the
walking route is extremely dangerous even during the day. A mini library will give us access
to various opportunities. School projects and CVs can be submitted and completed on time
loosening the economic noose our community faces.
Overcrowded schools in low economic areas have been a problem for decades and can be
directly linked to poor academic performance and to the school dropout rate. The structural
condition of schools are horrifying and severely impacts learning. Various factors hinders
academic quality such as lack of humane in-school feeding schemes, uniforms and adequate
school supplies and equipment.
January 12, 2022
The clinic is an enormous problem especially for the elderly. Too many grannies and
grandpas have died in clinic lines waiting to be helped. The overcrowding and lack of proper
service is a major concern. We need additional medical services within the ward servicing
the individual areas that the ward consist of. In addition to the expansion of clinics the
availability of female hygiene product should also be discussed. Removing vat on these
products is not enough. If we can have free condoms available everywhere, we can do the
same with sanitary towels. Sex is a choice, having your menses is a biological process.
One
of the
cheapest
brands
of sanitary
towels
R15,
same
as a bread. Does a mother
1 Sports
Stadium
submit
over
20yrs (Refer
ourcost
wish
list the
to the
COCT)

Basic services
Community Hall
Libraries
Additional medical services

(includes a athletic track)
2 Concrete Wall Fencing around sports Facility
3 Multi purpose Astro-turf Submitted 15yrs ago
4 Olympic Swimming Pool Submitted 15yrs ago
5 Upgrade of irrigation water system 10yrs ago
6 Jojo water container system submit 5yrs ago
7 Security cameras on sporting facility submit 15jrs ago
8 Additional Turf cricket pitch
9 Upgrade of parking space submit 10yrs ago
10 Separate Golf range

1 Concrete Wall Fencing around sports Facility
2 Installation of Jojo water container system
3 Upgrade of Flood lights on Netball, soccer field and multi purpose fields
4 Upgrade of ablution facilities
5 irrigation water system
6 FMC Administration office with computers and printer, additional parking area

Residents have complained that the turnaround time and continuous maintenance of services in ward 109 are not up to standard and it takes too long for the different departments to send out staff to attend to matters
Stadium for sports field and athletics track
Additional Sports field
Big concrete wall around the old and newly proposed sports field
Athletics track
Indoor Olympic size Swimming Pool
Indoor Community Gym
Closing of canals to prevent dumping
Permanent staff to maintain canals and not contractors
Proper equipment to maintain canals
70 speed bumps and traffic calming measure
Upgrades of rental stock and city-owned flats
60 roads to be resurfaced
Multi-purpose centre
Field officer that reports to councillor (this is over and above the ward assistant)
Old water infrastructure to be replaced
Old Sewerage systems to be replaced
There are many streets where the city built the city’s main sewage line on the premises of many residents. This has to be moved into the road and out of the premises of these residents as it has been causing huge problems for these residents for many years
23 Sidewalks to be built
82 green corners (gardens at prominent intersections)
Upgrade of the taxi rank
There is a need to have a cleanout at least 4 times a year where the city provides residents with bags and an opportunity to clean out their homes and yards and put out refuse and rubble, over and above that which they dispose of in their wheelie bins once a week, for the city to collect. This will
deter many from dumping
1 big skips to prevent dumping
Green plastic bins along 16 main roads
Establishment of a drop-off site in Macassar
Putt putthas
andno
golf
range
Sandvlei
public
space for community gatherings and community-building activities. It is

There are many streets where the city built the city’s main sewage line on the
premises of many residents. This has to be moved into the road and out of the
premises of these residents as it has been causing huge problems for these
residents for many years
23 Sidewalks to be built
82 green corners (gardens at prominent intersections)
Upgrade of the taxi rank
There is a need to have a cleanout at least 4 times a year where the city provides
residents with bags and an opportunity to clean out their homes and yards and
put out refuse and rubble, over and above that which they dispose of in their
wheelie bins once a week, for the city to collect. This will deter many from
dumping
1 big skips to prevent dumping
Green plastic bins along 16 main roads
Establishment of a drop-off site in Macassar
Putt putt and golf range
4-way circle at the taxi rank
34 Zebra crossing
Youth and skills development centre
40 security cameras with speakers (loudhailers) to prevent crime
Rehabilitation centre
Woman crises and safe house
Public space with containers for small business and informal traders
Five computers based at the councillor’s office in order for residents to log calls
Bring back and increase rollout of walking bus
Bring back safety ambassadors programme
Grass cutting
at public
schoolsspace
regularly
Sandvlei
has no
for community gatherings and community-building

important to have a gathering point in case of an emergency especially during the flood season
The community of Sandvlei is in dire need of septic tanks as we are not connected to the sewage
system. Most community members make use of soakaway systems which are very unhygienic and
contaminates the underground water bodies which serve the boreholes.
I also request that an emergency fund be made available for the CBO sector to be able to assist in dire
situations such as flooding, fires, and extreme covid cases and to use for administration costs to assist
in the registration of the organization
With land invasion and crime on the rise, we need a border fence to keep our residence safe from
outside elements. It's extremely difficult keeping our vulnerable community members safe when
there's no way to know where criminals are crossing over into our community.

activities, emergency fund be made available for the CBO sector, we need a
border fence to keep our residence safe from
outside elements
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Collaboration Platform

111

Email address

112

We have been pleading during previous IDP consultations about speed bumps /humps between church & station road on 5th Avenue as speedsters and every day drivers are using that piece as a race track at day and night - there are lots traffic as they used it for a shortcut to avoid Old Paarl
Road - there are lots of children playing in the streets and a accident is waiting around the corner or the killing of our children playing in the streets / pavements / sidewalks - the part between church & station are being used as short cut to eikendal or Van Riebeek road - I'm pleading for two
speed bumps at least in the above-mentioned area on 5th Avenue and we hope the City can works for us…
Speed calming measures or construction of speed bumps in Pinehurst Drive in Pinehurst, Durbanville.
Construction of Security controlled access to Chelmsford Close in Pinehurst in Durbanville.
Attention to the excessive traffic situation in Brackenfell Boulevard leading into and out of Pinehurst Drive.

speed humps required

Speed calming, speed bumps, security controlled access, traffic calming

upgrading of sewer infrastructure, affordable housing,

Collaboration Platform
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Email address
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Email address
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Email address
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Email address
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Smarter spending on the less advantaged.
Despite reports by the city of cape town that it spends a large chunk of it's budget on the poor, there is a continuing stream of complaints about burst or overflowing sewers, a child being killed by poorly maintained playground, a child dying when they fell down an open man-hole. This seems to
suggest that the budget is being poorly spent. Perhaps its time to rethink. Put the "Integrated" back into Integrated Development Plan. Stop complaining about urbanization which is a natural trend. Lean into urbanization by enabling better use of well-located areas. Some of the best cities in
Europe are densely populated.
It can be no coincidence that infrastructure issues occur at a much higher frequency in areas that are up to 6.5 times more densely populated than the average population density in Cape Town.
PLAN to allow the re-balancing of the population to occur. Affordable housing in well-located areas. Explicit planning of economic corridors. Enable, welcome and plan for urbanization. Resist urban sprawl which makes infrastructure planning and maintenance more challenging. LEARN from
densely populated European cities.
Road resurfacing: Victoria Road from the corner of Salt River Road to the corner of Queens Park Road. Cracks in the road surface are visible causing continuous potholes during winter rain.
Vacant City of Cape Town land commonly known as Pickwick
Improve quality public spaces and facilities, Make use of vacant land and secure,
Field: This large open area has been earmarked for institutional housing as part of the inner city housing and densification plans. It is our submission that this will still take a significant time to bring to implementation. Due to significant traffic impacts in the area as Salt River develops, we suggest Invest in sanitation and sewer systems, Invest in public housing.
that this area be converted into temporary parking by simply improving access and firming the surface of the area with road millings which is very very cost effective. 4. Upgrade of storm water drainage system: During winter, the lack of drainage of storm water on the corner of Salt River Road
and Victoria Road floods the road.
Safe Space: Most areas in Cape Town have seen an increase in homelessness with all the associated needs and impacts that accompany this issue. It is our submission that the City should
urgently consider the implementation of a “safe space” for homeless individuals in the vicinity to offer shelter.
Public Ablution Facilities: As with most other areas, most publicly accessible areas in Cape Town does not have public ablution facilities. We urge the City to investigate this matter and consider how such facilities could be delivered to the areas.

Roads
• All existing Cobbled roads are to be protected from Non-cobble repairs (tar/concrete) and a plan to rejuvenate all these heritage roads needs to be addresses.
• Sceneric Drives/Tourism and popular roads: Strand Street to Ocean View: Helen Suzman to Main road GreenPoint - Irrigation and a horticultural plan to be implemented along these popular and scenic routes.
• Strand Street to Signal Hill: Create batter pathways
• Buitengracht
road,
CBD Medians:
Irrigation
and abe
horticultural
to be implemented
along these
mainanaccess
to the Cityof- the
current
dustbowl
Community
skills
development:
Training
programs
awarded toplan
organizations
and individuals
that have
understanding
dynamics
of our learners, social ill and in fractures - and caters for the needs and outcomes of our learners and communities. That training and development are
awarded to locally-based organizations to keep costs low and to ensure continued follow-up and mentorship through programs offered.
Basic service delivery needed: Improving access to water and sanitation services. Maintaining and upgrading the existing sewerage system. Preserving the electricity supply (network and maintenance). Increasing road maintenance. Improving and maintaining sport and recreation facilities.
Improving and maintaining parks and open spaces. Improving refuse removal. Improving area cleaning. Improving safety and security. Improving street lighting. Preventing flooding. Addressing homelessness.
Providing more housing
i would like to propose that a sand dune situated between Metropolitan street and cadillac street in beacon valley be sand mined and turned into a conventional centre, Mitchell's plain Convention centre.
where organisations and educational, developmental and sport sectors would be combined to work as one:
Where there could be afterschool reading and homework programs, personal development programs, job readiness programs, entrepreneurship courses, rehabilitation programs, exposure for local businesses etc.

Better pathways
Road resurfacing
Create policy making
Social housing
Easing in
ofcommunity
congestion skills development
Invest
Invest in regulary monitored service delivery

sand dunes, canventional centre,

to this regard while we could establish grounds to act as if the proposal actually makes sense.. There is too much negativity from a ward clr who creates red flags for the use of community centres. for the development and betterment of our community. If ward clrs are not political, why do we
suffer under the banner when we do not belong to the same political party.
Email address
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In Beacon Valley , we have so many political parties and yes one party won , we get it, all I'm saying , I'm the person who unites people, it does not matter the affiliation. your heart, your purity and your motive should always be one thing and that is our community!
We have a proposed plan working in conjunction with a newly established movement IGNITE the Light!
We hope to see many changes happening in the city!

Email address
Email address

more economic opportunities for our communities, local council must empower local entrepreneurs and by doing so enabling local labour. we need fairness when employment are implemented in the local government. our schools are another major concern whereby our local children are
being turned away ...but children from other areas are accommodated
The service charge for the water should be scrapped for pensioners like me, and halved for the residents of Cape Town. Also, I find it incorrect to have almost a double cost / charge for a 22 mm pipe as opposed to a 15 mm pipe. That in my opinion is not fair. The water used is charged as per
usage and that is correct

economic opportunities, SMME Skills Development, school safety

Housing - my concern however is the new houses that has been built and the houses they still busy with, I would like to know why these houses are being rented out by its landlords and why is there so many youngsters occupying these houses.

housing

I would like to propose a suggestion to help alleviate the current electricity crisis.

Electricity alleviation

scrap water service charges

Email address

When I registered my solar panel system, I was given two choices...have my system isolated from the grid or feed into the grid subject to a RAISED tariff system. The later is so punitive that very few will agree to it.
Email address

BUT I suggest a 3rd option....”feed excess electricity into the grid without compensation”.
My solar inverter throttles back to only produce what I need at any point in time.
Most sunny days I could feed WAY more into the grid...and I would gladly do so for free in the interest of our economy.

Email address

Email address

“ The latest statistics illustrate the country’s unemployment level has reached its highest at 34.9%, with the economy contracting by 1.5%.”
•The solution is to address overpopulation and the tragedy of immoral behaviour. Please - please - rollout nationwide educational reforms regarding irresponsible breeding.
Sadly our magnificent country is held hostage to immoral behaviour and abuse of government grants.

Unemployment, capacitation on overpopulation

In the City of Cape Town, households are eligible for Free Basic Electricity if their property value is below a certain threshold.
This means that thousands of households that own property assets of up to R300,000 receive indigent energy subsidies whereas many thousands of unelectrified, informal households receive no indigent energy support at all.
According to the city, well over 20,000 households in Cape Town will not receive grid connections in the foreseeable future (and thus no hope of indigent energy support via the current policy).
Yet, access to the grid is not the only way for indigent households to receive the free basic energy to which are entitled.
Solar Home Systems, mini-grids (off-grid) and subsidised gas can provide households with their basic energy needs (defined in national policy as lighting, media and cooking)
The city has been exploring such alternative energy services for many years but has yet to roll-out any program to enable access to these alternatives.
A monthly Free Basic Energy Voucher/Coupon, which can be used by eligible households to choose the (vetted) energy services that they prefer, is the simplest way for the city to enable those households that are most in need of indigent support to receive a basic level of relief from energy
poverty - unlocking a wide array of household- and community-wide benefits and positive social, economic and environmental impacts (as proven by demonstration projects such as the iShack Project, and others).

Energy services,

Such a FBE-voucher programme should be incorporated in the City of Cape Town’s IDP and implemented as a service-delivery priority.
•Parklands needs more public schools. The area is expanding rapidly and there are not enough public schools, both primary and secondary to cater for the kids.
•Secondly, a train station might also assist with transport problems.

Public schools, train station

Email address

• Please replace drain covers. Open and dangerous drains all over the City.
The current drain covers are weak and break up easily. Please get a new supplier of durable drain covers.

basic services

Email address

Please replace missing manhole covers on pavements and make more speed bumps and pedestrian crossings in the upper part of Kenilworth road before you get to the station. Give pedestrians a longer time to cross the road robots. Missing manhole covers are so dangerous for elderly people
with cars who must walk on the pavements. Broken pavements cause injury to older people who can ill afford medical costs.

manhole covers, speed humps

Email address
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Email address

I've been sending you numerous letters about the state of our roads. Lots of pot holes. We want our pavements to be tared.
Street lights needs to be repaired/fixed/switched on.
Potholes needs to be repaired in streets
Main roads streetlights need to be replaced
And for staff to go for training on how to speak to clients via the phone.

potholes - upgrading of roads
basic services, potholes, streetlights

Email address
Please come and fix our streetlights
Suurberg Street, Mitchells Plain, Tafelsig
We are tired of being robbed in our own street. We are tired of sleepless night due too our vehicles been parked In our yards break ins

Email address

• Crime
• Safe public transportation
If people can get to work on reliable and safe public transport everything else will fall into place. Tourists will come and the economy will be boosted. Businesses will flourish and job opportunities will be available.

Crime, safer transport

I have been a resident & property practitioner in Pinehurst, Durbanville since the inception of this residential development (September 2000) which is being done by Garden Cities. Pinehurst, as well as the surrounding areas are extremely fast growing areas with new houses and apartments
being built to accommodate the need for housing in our areas.

upgrade road infrastructure

Email address
Very little (actually almost none) attention is being given to the road infrastructure to cater for the tremendous increase in traffic in our areas. Could this matter please be prioritise and receive the necessary attention as soon as possible.
Email address
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Email address
Email address

Email address

Email address
Email address

Email address

Email address

Email address

Extend the R300 to Durbanville
Illegal Dumping
Open field opposite my property in 39 Kasteelberg Road, Bishop Lavis.
People also drop there old tyres here. There is a tyre shop down the road. I think you must address them also please.

upgrade road infrastructure
illegal dumping, enforcing bylaw

Please start keeping our parks clean and mowed and maintained. As ratepayers we have to nag all the time for this to be done. A city’s well-being is reflected in its parks. Start giving out fines (or community service) for littering. The levels of littering in our parks is a disgrace.

Cleaning of parks

Job creation is a sensitive topic. My suggestion is why don’t you get a team of people to clean the beaches, get rid of the sea weed as they do in Mauritius. It will improve the beaches and also you won’t have the smell and flies.
Also I feel that the best qualified person for job should be employed and not because your company has to maintain BEE. The company will operate much more efficiently if you have the correct people. At the moment we are having discrimination in reverse

Job creation

Unsolved water account
Unsolved water account
I have been trying for over 6 years to get feedback from a faulty water account. I went to Bellville municipality numerous times and phoned the City of Cape Town. Some employees said I was wrongly billed, which I knew I was and the people from the water division just promise to give feedback
without any success. The are not reliable at all. I have stopped paying due to loss of income from Covid-19, but why must I pay for a bill that is incorrect and not getting any feedback from the City of Cape Town. Some of these people just blatantly lie, because they said they have or tried to
contact me, but I never received feedback and they don’t have any documentation to support their claims. In the meantime I have been paying penalties on my electricity account for all this time.
All departments who have responsibility to ratepayers to services what we request and actions it like you also ratepayer. Important to improve the parks in communities. Councillor must get more involved and more active to all.
My input is to Tax us on property realistically.
I stay in Somerset West Helderberg area, and my Municipal Property value is far more for Tax purposes then I can sell my property for.
Cape Town Municipality is ripping us of on taxes. Get your tax on Property correct.

upgrade parks
property tax

TRANSPORT
• Road
The system is functioning, but somehow chaotically employees arrive at work.
Those commuters from around Cape Town struggle with reliable, punctual, comfortable transport. (Taxis are not the answer). Various taxis apply extortion fares. This I have heard first hand from employees.
•Trains
Where are they?
An absolute disgrace that the city has allowed the government to abandon an essential transport service to thousands of Capetownians. Forcing untold hardship on employees desperately trying to get to work on time.
The heartache, my employees have walked to work along the tracks and remember most employees are paid on an hourly bases.

reliable transport

Lead the financial and technological advancement in the integration of crypto currencies into payment platforms and accepted tender within western Cape.

upgrade technology payment system

• Support small businesses by providing guidance and financial support or helping small businesses to partner with those institutions or funders that can support them.
• Hold ward councillors responsible for the promises they made to their wards in terms of youth development programmes, service delivery (especially in the areas of leaking water or sewage pipes, potholes, etc.) and safety, etc.
• Establish centres where the unemployed have access to the internet, the latest job classifieds and career counsellors to support them in finding employment and helping them with their CV's.
• Partner with local businesses to help boost the tourism industry in the Western Cape.
• Partner with the community to seek innovative ways to combat crime.

Support SMME development, accountability of ward councillors, provide fibre /
internet facilities, support neighbourhood watch / community patrol,
transparency with programmes / projects

Finally, ensure that if progress was made in any area, that these are advertised wider than your website and that the media is involved in spreading the news about progress made or work completed.

Email address

Cut the police corruption, SAPS Western Cape is about as corrupt as it gets.
Please get rid of Tent Cities and ensure less vagrants, I moved out of Cape Town because it is impossible to live there without beggars interfering.
Put focus on Bellville, no reason it cannot be the next CBD.

illuminate Vagrancy, deal with police corruption

I am a registered ratepayer now living in Kraaifontein, previously in Durbanville. I have lived in Cape Town for over 30 years.

basic services, Lettering, job creation

While the Cape Town municipality is basically running the city well, I have one important point to make:
Litter, litter, litter.
Email address

Please prioritise the cleaning of the Liesbeeck River, the canals, the pavements and street verges in the Cape Town metropole. While some of these areas are regularly cleaned of litter and the pavements and road verges cleared of weeds and grass, there are other areas that are neglected and
are an absolute eyesore, apart from being a health hazard.
Give employment to the many unemployed in the city by getting them to do the clean-ups, for a minimum wage.
A clean city makes a big impression on visitors. If we want to attract tourists, let's get rid of the weeds and the litter. Let's make Cape Town sparkle.

Email address

We as residents of Letterstedt Court would like the immediate restriction of the road to heavy Duty trucks that go to SAB.
This is a constant occurrence 24 hours a day.
Besides the excessive air pollution, we are subjected to noise pollution all day long.
They are also parking in areas that have no stopping signs.

Road restriction, noise/air pollution
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• Address waste management. Endless litter is lying everywhere, raw sewerage is running in the streets. If you cant move vagrants on, at least provide them with toilets and waste removal at the settlements they have made. How can South Africans have dignity living in this squalor and how will
we ever attract investment without this basic service running properly.

basic services, upgrading sewer system, ablutions, water infrastructure

Email address
• Water infrastructure.
As small business owners in Bellville, we have watched the surrounding areas leading to the Bellville taxi rank, degrade over the past 10 years. We are aware of lockdown’s economic impact and that more people are homeless than before. We also know that the pandemic’s laws restrict evictions illegal dumping, eradicate homelessness, job creations, safety concerns
to a degree. But if one considers the New York “broken windows theory”, there is indeed a valuable lesson to be learnt.
When an area looks run-down, with heaps of litter, literally broken windows on buildings, potholes in the roads, vandalized street signs, overgrown sidewalks and so on, it is far more inviting to someone who wants to erect a shack. And once one shack is in place, it often doesn’t take very long
for more to go up. And so the litter multiplies and the area falls into deeper degradation. Because most homeless people around here, are also unemployed, crime increases. And us as the business owners, are forced to pull the short straw. Apart from lockdown’s financial impact on businesses,
random load-shedding at short notice, and break-ins by (very often) homeless people, the general look of the neighbourhood then also starts repelling clients, as they feel unsafe to come to us.
Email address
The mayor and his team may have erred in some of their ways of how they implemented the changes which turned New York around, but many things they did, worked. Like ensuring that the small things are adhered to and enforced. Littering, loitering, illegal occupation of land and so forth.
Therefore, our biggest concerns are that the amount of homeless and the impact they have on the surroundings, is seemingly getting out of control. And that Law Enforcement could do with a bit of help in enforcing the laws and bylaws, so that residents will start respecting law enforcement
officers again, if they see the intention is to benefit society at large.
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Economic Growth
Informal traders and soliciting at street intersections is problematic across the ward (Ward 59). Concerns raised stem from experiencing intimidation and feelings of being at risk to the impact on congestion as a result of tampering with traffic signal equipment. A clear by-law enforcement
program is needed to run hand -in-hand with the provision of alternative trading sites and economic opportunities.
A number of public sites as well as private/derelict sites across Ward 59 have been identified as having the potential to house activity and job creation opportunities. These should be investigated in partnership with the provision of social welfare and community health related services.
Community Services and Health
Homelessness and the health and safety impacts of people occupying public spaces are a common concern across the Ward. Equally, there is a shared call to address the issue of poverty and homelessness in a caring and sustainable manner. Solutions include proving public ablution facilities and
community gardens with an emphasis on supportive care through social workers.
A large number of comments overlap with the need for the Waste and Water Directorate to improve rubbish collection schedules and pickups. The relationship between public health, waste collection and social development should be considered together at a neighbourhood level to implement
sustainable solutions.
Human Settlements
Comments suggest a need for subsidised housing in order to provide housing opportunities closer to places of work. This is particularly important in areas such as the thriving node of the Claremont CBD.
Safety and Security
By-law enforcement and the call for visible policing in the Ward is a shared need and often-sited issue. Frustration was shared with regards to a cycle of repeat offenders returning to their "old ways" and the need to provide alternatives to unlawful behaviour or to secure prosecution. This relates
primarily to speeding offences and to a lesser degree to informal traders at opportune but unlawful locations.
Infrastructure requests with regards to the installation of cameras and in some cases fencing were frequently sited. The provision of working street lights is listed under Urban Management, but is a critical collaborative project to ensure safety at night.
Safety as it relates to traffic and road usage was the most commonly stated issue. Speed limit reductions below the 60km/hr maximum are called for at a policy level. However, presently there are a number of vehicles such as taxis and trucks not only speeding, but using quieter back route
alternatives to avoid congestion. This has an impact on road surface maintenance, collision potential and general well being. Traffic enforcement is critical in conjunction with a speed limitation plan.
Safety was the most used descriptor when participants were asked to describe their ideal, well-functioning neighbourhood.
Urban Mobility
Speeding and issues of road infrastructure maintenance were by far the most quoted concerns in this participation process. Speeding vehicles and the rat running of vehicles (taking quieter through routes) are connected and problematic. Solutions suggested are predominantly infrastructure
related with less emphasis on enforcement.
A number of comments speak to the need to create a more integrated and hierarchically functional transport network. Pedestrian safety and the ability to safely walk and cross streets is a critical concern. Schools require particular care to create safe places for children but are equally the cause
of peak time vehicle congestion.
Subway functionality/access/cleanliness is an issue sited across the Ward. Alternatives to non-functional subway crossings are dangerous and unworkable. A collective approach to creating safe, walkable routes that accommodate a wide variety of abilities and age groups is necessary
The need for separate-from-traffic cycling infrastructure and a transport alternative to alleviate congestion is critical. Safe cycling was mentioned as a community building and get-to-know-neighbours solution as well as a mobility intervention.
Fixing trains and re-establishing the rail network was often mentioned, with equal concern to the state of derelict land as a result of this non-functioning transport option.
•Priorities
In addition,
here
are plan
some- suggestions
to thea IDP
in the
5 year
Ensure that for
wechanges
will not have
“DayObjectives:
Zero” without water again. Provide the citizens with proper rail transport again. Fight crime effectively, especially in the Cape Flats.
5 year plan recommendations - Sewer lines that cannot manage the waste from the flats built in the areas and constant sewer overflow in streets. Water pipes that need replacing .
Overhead electrical cables that come loose at the poles
and drop to the ground during just a slight storm. Potholes need to be repaired. Infrastructure where flats and large complexes are built should be adapted before building commence
Drivers lawlessness – NO
stop streets obeyed, park where and how they want, using residential streets as racetracks or to test cars. If possible all longer parts of streets should have speed bumps to prevent racing.
Communal living must
be registered - should be taxed for extra waste by monthly extra bin fees. Always a mess with overflowing bins and garbage blowing everywhere in the streets Shops opened on residential properties – should be taxed for extra traffic and waste. Dogs in yards – owners should pay a licence for
dogs and there should be a limit per erf. City parks and streets – weeds should be cut BEFORE throwing their seeds. Property owner to keep the front of the property clean and repair any damages incurred. The removal of trees and plants on the invasive list, roots of trees responsible for
blocked drains
High rates are reducing economic activity and job creation in the residential building sector
Refund of water - under ground leak 6 months ago and to date, no refund .
Better policing overall - traffic violations which are not enforced. Enforcing issues of bad driving practices and safety on the roads
Traffic in Cape Town - Consideration should be given to complete the unfinished freeway or re route the already started this project many years ago.
Roads to be tarred and maintained in Botrivier as well as a good clean up.
Do more about the growing number of squatters in the city.
In favour of online participation - please take into consideration the aging population in their 60s -80s. These citizens do not have access to technology, and battle to understand simple online features on their smartphones .
Provision of play equipment for children and tree planting initiatives. Provide play equipment for children that will be adequately be maintained and also introduce awareness programs to communities to actively care for facilities provided.
Provide more public toilets and washing facilities. Provide more of these facilities where they needed and homeless people can have access.
filling the need in that many homeless people choose not go there and the public being consciously ask to support havens financially yet they do not have trust in it.

Bothering about night shelters. These shelters seem not to be

Supply of electricity independent of Eskom
Submission and approval process of LUM or BDM applications. The process takes far too long wasting time and money acting in an obstructive manner instead of being proactive in line with the City's slogan : Making Progress possible, together !!. The council seems to be short staff in that
department, so if council could charge a proper scrutiny fee for LUM applications they could afford to employ more case officers to speed up the approval process assisting building industry to retain and create more urgently needed jobs.
A simple strategy for a smarter city for sustainable survival and success.
Upgrade and improvement of Sea point promenade beach front. The area is tired and needs cleaning up more invested in the promenade infrastructure. Tackle crime, poverty alleviation and homelessness. Control use of Ebike & Scooters along Promenade
Remove vagrants and squatters that have built structures everywhere Remove beggars and parking attendants who are absolute nuisance More police or crime prevention to reduce crime Major improvement cleaning all pavements, streets and removal of weeds everywhere Over valuing of
properties which resulted in excessive rates Extremely high electricity and water tariffs
Identify piece of land in each major area such as Durbanville, Brackenfell, Bellville and Kraaifontein. To create and build a recreational park like Kristenbosh gardens kind of thing with indigenousness plants with security cameras and can be used to host public events as well as income generation
and probably have an entrance fee charge also.
City Sewage system. Not working very generally the final effluents are not up to standards.
Housing Public sanitation Extend my citi bus route in southern suburbs Resurface main road M4 Add prefabs to schools to have more classes to accommodate children everyday in all schools
Welfare and human treatment of the poor
focus on accessible and safer cycling routes.
Efficient public transport is a must together with safe walking and cycling accesses.
For integrated cycling routes and safety i would suggest looking at the recent developments taking place in Bangkok Thailand. Their Suwannaphum cycle track is an awesome project. Their integrated recreational Park, Benjakitti Park is remarkable in the way it accommodates walkers, runners,
cyclists etc.
Their road markings and cycle lanes are very innovative.
Obviously Amsterdam is a traditional example but I propose looking towards the East for better examples.

Support Informal Traders, safety and security, visible policing, camera installation,
speeding vehicles, road infrastructure, housing, job creation, Poverty,
Homelessness, upgrade ablution facilities, Improve rubbish collection, transport

Ensure there will be no "Day Zero" again, Provide proper roads and transport,
Fight crime effectively.
Sewer lines and water pipes need to be repaired, potholes to be repaired, new
building and infrastructure should be regulated, driver lawlessness, enforce animal
by-law, upgrade city parks and streets, removal of trees and invasive plants.

High rates, job creation
Underground water leakage
Traffic violations not enforced, Enforcing issues of bad driving practices
Traffic in Cape Town, complete unfinished freeway
Roads to be tarred
Reduce Growing number of squatters in the city.
Online participation, consider the aging population and having access to
technology.
Provision of play equipment for children and tree planting initiatives, Empower
communities to take ownership of their facilities
Assist Homeless people by Providing more public toilets and washing facilities.
Regulate the services / support shelters provide to the homeless
Supply of electricity independent of Eskom
Speed up approval process of LUM applications
Simple strategy for a smarter city
Upgrade and Improvement of the Sea point Promenade
dealing with homelessness / vagrancy, Improvement in provision of basic services
and safety concerns
Identify piece of land to create Recreation Botanical Gardens
Improve city sewage system
Improvement in provision of basic services, resurfacing of M4 road,
upgrading/renovating schools
Welfare of the poor
safer cycling routes
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COCT to consider the scraping of the electricity and water usage levies.
get all the trains on track again.
add more home affairs office in cape town
1.Removal of all squatters from public and private properties .
2.Repair all roads .
3.Move forward with the generation of electricity.
4.Impliment a strategy to store and use rain water.
5.Stop pumping waste water into the sea. Clean it and re-use it.

scraping of electricity and water usage levies
resume all train services
more home affairs offices
relocation of informal dwellings from public and private properties, maintenance
of roads, generation of electricity, storing rain water, prevent sewer overspills in
oceans

I think what is of high importance should be new schooling infrastructures.
Schooling has become a nightmare for parents applying, being told they are unsuccessful due to there being no space, it is very scary for a parent to hug their child won't get into school and with the population constantly growing this is a major concern.
There are so many vacant plots that has ample space for the building of new schools. Schools should be built with the idea of it being both a primary and high school. Parents then don't need to go through the hassle of applying for schools twice but only once for Grade R/1..
Other than schooling, the next order of importance should most definitely 100% be Eskom.. Getting it to a point where things are being managed correctly and the correct infrastructure is being built to sustain the current economy and its needs.
I think also taking into account our history with a water drought.. We should look into sustainable alternatives for the production of safe drinking and usable water.

building of new school infrastructures, better utilization of public open spaces,
sustainable energy, sustainable water resources

Scrap water and electricity surcharges for rate payers over 75 years of age.
Homelessness - Address the issue of people living on the streets.
Illegal occupation of Woodstock hospital - It has led to a deterioration of the neighbourhood.
Crime and gang violence/drugs - better policing and a reduction in crime and gang related incidents in Cape Town
Cleanliness - City of Cape Town to do capacitation program on illegal dumping
Transport system - Is not functioning. Virtually no-existing public transport system
Load shedding is an issue, however N1 street lights switched on during the day.
Reduce rates and taxes, water charges and electricity tariffs and run these services efficiently and with accountability to your rate payers.
Plan & Develop our existing and new suburbs in a way that naturally promotes security.
We need to reduce general access to existing suburbs so that mainly only residents roam the streets.
This would increase security.
More cordoning off of suburbs via fencing etc. would achieve this.
By access to each suburb or area restricted to 2 or 3 roads would allow the suburbs/areas to fund their own access control (provided it is according to the constitution and does not discriminate based on any race, language etc.).

Scrap water and electricity levies
Homelessness, Illegal occupation, Illegal dumping, Non functioning transport
system, cleansing

address homelessness, street cleaning
Electricity and Water supply, canal cleaning
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Homelessness is an issue and dirty streets.
See to enough electricity being supplied for Domestic & especially industrial use.
Provide enough water supply.
Provide for the homeless. Find a way to house, feed and rehabilitate them so that they can contribute to society in a meaningful way. There are no toilets or water for them.
Introduce sustainable ways to live by encouraging people to install solar systems for electricity backup; and store rain water in tanks to be used in gardens, washing cars, flushing toilets etc.
Safer communities. Encourage communities to develop Watch groups to patrol the area. Allow communities to install licence plate recognition and cameras.
Traffic in residential areas. Speed calming near schools and in residential areas i.e. speed bumps near schools and speed cameras.
Stop all Covid-19 injections.
Viable affordable housing plan. this maybe implemented by trying not to force property developers to have inclusionary housing which slows down the economy and possibly makes developments non-feasible and what about offering them to buy additional bulk, the proceeds of which could go
towards subsiding affordable housing. Cheaper land slightly out of town would be a great option for this type of affordable housing If transport routes were added made safe, easy and affordable and of cause clamp down on corruption.
Solar: Do away or reduce substantially the cost of installation of bi-directional electrical meters for solar installations to feed back into the grid. Do away with the daily charge for use of the meter. Challenge NERSA on the 3.67kw limit on solar installations for an increase to at least 5kw. Do away
with the net annual use policy

Improved management of the Solar systems,
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Administration process: streamline the admin process for people like myself. Owning a few properties, each with their own account number with the City of Cape Town makes rates payments etc. laborious. Can I request that multiple properties with one owner have one account number to work Streamline Administration
with? Then it is one monthly log in, payment, one monthly reconciliation.
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Switched on street lights
water charges and electricity tariffs
Plan, Development security and support fenced areas/suburbs

Address homelessness, installation of solar system, storing rain water, speed
calming

health
Affordable housing plan

Employment opportunities: The only issue for the future (not just five years) is CREATE EMPLOYMENT, when people have money in their pocket THEY collectively improve society.

Create job opportunities

Litter: There should be more focus on educating people including our school children about cleanliness and environmental health and the impact on our own health should our environment including our rivers and beaches not be respected. Those who continue to litter should be fined or made
to do community services by cleaning up the litter.
Unique Logistics required for Maths & Science project: This project is to give back to Maths & Science teaching & learning – so that we can improve pass rates and have enough IT specialists, doctors, lawyers, accountants, scientists and mathematicians for 4IR & the NDP going forward. I need to
talk to someone who is a senior, experienced person who can make decisions and understands & is serious about improving education and the challenges we are facing with the current teaching in the pandemic. Can see, understand the value of such a project – particularly for Maths & Science
teaching and learning. Understands the ROI for such a project and has useful contacts in marketing and logistics etc.

Littering

Safety & Security: Joblessness and poor educational systems leads to crime and an unsafe environment for all so the focus needs to be on job creation and best in class education. Over time this will reduce crime etc.
Homelessness: The number of homeless people on our
streets, pitching tents and cardboard houses has increased dramatically. I am aware of a certain law that protects people from being evicted once an informal house/tent is pitched but this needs to change urgently. These areas are a breeding ground for crime and creates a very bad image of
our city and surroundings.
Sustainable (and green) electricity supply. This is also crucial because you can’t ensure job creation without a reliable electricity supply. The City needs to do all they can to
ensure that our energy demands
Please expand Electric Vehicle Charging infrastructure.
NOT charging an Extra Admin charge for water and electricity. There is no water shortage and the cost of living is expensive, as is. Put up speed bumps in our front road that I requested years back.

Safe & Security, Job creation, Homelessness & Electricity supply

Property prices in the City of Cape Town have devalued greatly, but yet the Valuations and Rates enforced by the City have remained the same. When will the new/current valuations, together with the adjusted Rates be implemented. Is this not meant to be a 3 yearly re-assessment

property valuations and adjusted rates

the western cape deal better with CRIME and CORRUPTION
Revisit traffic laws on speed because the limits come from dark ages and cars stop so much better now than they did then. Cars have so much better grip and performance from 2000 onwards but limits are probably from the 60’s. It makes no sense.
Annual roadworthy must be mandatory for any public transport vehicles. They drive so much so obviously it make sense that it must be assessed annually.
Make the money off the re registration fees from road-worthies and clamp down heavily on those issuing roadworthy certificates without proper care. It is all too common to buy older cars with roadworthy obtained illegally and the car in dangerous state. Revisit the roadworthy requirements
and ensure proper cars on the road rather than keep us going slowly. Modern cars are just not meant to go so slowly.
Tyres emissions brakes and handbrakes. Train traffic cops on assessing these and the City will make a lot of money and reduce accidents and injuries.

Crime and Corruption
Revisit traffic laws

Rates bills. Surely this should not be a wealth tax. Rates must be standardises per square meter or something similar maybe minimum fee plus amount per square meter.
the electricity surcharge on the rates and utility bills should not be there. Electricity fees belongs on electricity bill and if prepaid then it must be entirely billed on the prepaid system and not to the property.

decrease or minimise rates charges and scrap surcharges on utility bill including
electricity

Improve education (Implementation of Maths and Science Project in schools)

Develop transport infrastructure
scrap water and electricity levies, speedbumps required
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Aspect that leads to economic boom needs to be supported. e.g. SMMES and local economy need to be boosted, and entrepreneurs need to be supported.
Job creation.
Service delivery need to implemented.
Inspection and monitoring need to be done regularly towards the people requested to perform such functions.
There must be people employed on the local level who need to provide the feedback and report on the monthly basis.
That could be one of the strategies to be used in order to minimize boycotts, looting, vandalism and destruction of the government properties.
Safety and Security need to be tightened.
The law that governs the foreigners need to be revised they must have their finger prints taken and complied.
Crime and gangsterism need to be handled without any procrastination.
Sophisticated and technological system need to be implemented to the police force and army.
Sport and recreation need to be supported.
Agriculture need to be taken as the priority.
Tourism needs to be considered as well as the law that governs it need to be revised.

Support entrepreneurs
Service delivery
Performance management
Job creation
Safety and Security
Sophisticated and technological system
Support Sports & Recreation
Prioritise agriculture

Prioritise Housing for the Homeless People.
Affordable Housing, All municipal Services including Water, Sanitation, Electricity, Safety, Security, Transport, Sports and Recreation Facilities are required for all.
Crime Prevention and Policing to be enhanced in all areas prioritising the high crime areas. “High Crime”. Staff Training and Education.
Facilitate Small Business establishment and growth at grass root level.
Education facilitation for children and adults.
Health and Rehabilitation Education and Facilities to be upgraded and efficiency encouraged.
Soften the Landscapes in the less formal areas

Housing for the Homeless
Affordable Housing
Recreation Facilities
Crime Prevention, enhanced policing
Health, Rehabilitation Education and facilities
Landscapes

Littering, theft and drug abuse by the homeless people.
An area should be established whereby homeless people are housed and fed with ablution facilities.
Improvement to Public Health
More smaller but efficient clinics and "mini-hospitals" will all contribute to, amongst other things; Infrastructure build with associated economic boost for all stakeholders; Improved education opportunities for young people; Reduced patient waiting time at the existing public clinics and
hospitals; Improved basic education of patients with regards to fundamental good health practices; More facilities across the province should also assist the "framework" of pandemic regulations and treatment of such patients.

House the homeless, ablution facilities

Secure the N2 from beyond Grabouw into the CBD. Visitors landing at Cape Town International and an essential route for commuters and residents.
Sustainable plan for halting the burgeoning new informal settlements along this road.
Similarly the fence constructed at huge expense is now dismantled in large parts. Land can be developed for sport and recreation but properly secured to protect both residents and motorists.

Securing the N2
Develop land into sport &recreation facilities

Street cleaning ; weeding of pavement; cleaning of blocked gutters; more refuse bins.
Potholed roads to be resurfaced in all suburbs.
Entrance into Cape Town close to waterfront should be cleared of all indigent people living on the streets.
House the homeless.
Provide employment to the homeless to clean the streets.
Milnerton lagoon needs to be cleared of all sewerage.
Ablution facilities at schools.

Basic services
Resurface roads
Address homelessness
house the homeless
Provide employment for the homeless
Clear sewerage
Ablution facilities

Westfort Road - resurfacing.
Fix potholes.
Resurfacing of roads
Rotherfield road between Dick Burton
Lymphleigh / Medway road
We are Utility Managers and manage a few hundred, medium to large buildings. We contact Council's Call Centre almost daily regarding account issues, faulty electrical meters and leaking, faulty water meters. the City to lose big time on revenue.
It is my opinion that the problem lies in the Department's processes, and that this can be attributed to a lack of effective management. It seems that management does not know that there is a problem in the processes. This does not surprise me, as no worker of the City of Cape Town is allowed
to give contact details of any manager to the public. If they do not get queries from the public, how will they ever know that there are problems in their Department? I experience management as apathetic and uninvolved.
IT IS NOT COST EFFECTIVE TO EMPLOY ON THE BASIS OF RACE - Public works employing men above 45yrs who have no wish to work.
They feel protected because of membership to a labour union.
No one demonstrating any intention to honestly earn an hourly pay, the nett cost of service delivery is too expensive resulting in the rands not stretching far enough to provide for all that needs to be done
monitor and evaluate continuously the standards of the employees, service delivery can improve when those with skills and accountability are at the forefront to install discipline , leadership and work ethic.
Greater work in already paying workers to keep our suburbs clean. That is a long way towards removing vagrants. Pay more people – job creation to maintain our graveyards and roads and crumbling concrete pavement curb stones and drains. Get shack towns i.e. Du Noon organised, sites and
homes (shacks) registered, streets named, and prepared for census. Create official sewerage systems for them, so as to keep sewerage out of rivers and oceans

Road resurfacing
potholes
Resurfacing of roads

Please sort out crime in the suburbs. People live in fear in their own homes.
Jobs /economic growth
Law and order
Housing delivery
infrastructure development electricity/roads/water
Education.
Old Age Pensioners in a Retirement Village - Please look at reducing the water charges. The levy imposed when we were in a drought situation is no longer necessary and would help to reduce our water account - cheaper electricity would also help
Proposed improvements - Create a kibbutz system with the homeless, in doing so they have a place to go and can create skills and food for the community.
Start a spot fine system for people showing how rubbish , especially at public gatherings such as sports events , beach days on new year etc.
Better protection of our national treasures such as buildings , our indigenous flora and animals , table mountain.
Cleaning up of pavements and gardens
Appoint someone to please eradicate graffiti asap once it appears
Focus on small impeachment like urinating in public
PLANT TREES especially en route into Cape Town to blemish a bit the dirt of the townships but also to try and beautify a bit
Train service to be fully operational
Low cost flats for shack dwellers
Implement measures to prevent shacks into affluent areas like gated estates
Stricter control of illegal foreign nations.
Provision of mobile visible policing
Beef up security at all malls and government buildings

Crime in the suburbs
Jobs. Law and order, housing, infrastructure, education

Improvement to Public Health
More clinics and hospitals
Education for youth

improve C3 system / Customer relations

Public Works employing men above 45yrs, not cost effective to employ on the
basis of race, service delivery is too expensive to not deliver properly.

Job creation, organised site/homes for census, address l sewerage overspills

Reducing water and electricity tariffs
Enforcing bylaws that relate to streets and public spaces, Cleaning up public
spaces, Addressing homelessness, Preventing unlawful land occupation,
Addressing littering and illegal dumping, Maintaining and investing in our sewer
and water networks
Maintaining and investing in water and wastewater treatment facilities

Increasing the number of law enforcement officers, Strengthening partnerships
with communities and private security for improved safety, Preventing unlawful
land occupation, Addressing homelessness, Upgrading Informal settlements
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Management Plan for Lourens River PNE
Implementation of Management Plan for Lourens River PNE
Rehabilitation of Lourens River, including previous flood alleviation work
Implementation of Lourens River PNE regulations, for example no temporary housing or outdoor sleeping in PNE zone
Review and corrections to sewerage and storm water systems that feed waste matter into the Lourens river and sea
Removal of, or corrections to, unsightly fencing along "old bridge" alongside Stormhaven Park
Independent study of advantages and disadvantages related to the fencing in of public parks and other POS, including sports facility grounds other than sports facility buildings
Support of Helderberg Hospital board projects EG building of children's outdoor area
Review of roads around Helderberg Hospital in terms of one-way flow (Hospital road and Batavia street)
Support of Somerset West CID EG "rent-a-cop" and economic development projects such as Business Mentors
Support for SWCID re-cycling programme
Support for Lourens River Neighbourhood Watch
Disability access throughout the Ward but not limited to buildings (should include sidewalks, POS, etc.)
Development and support of an NGO HUB
creating a wetland park/reserve in Victoria park
Financial support of the Heldeberg Hospital board fund and projects EG a children's outdoor play area
One-way roads to improve traffic flow in Hospital road and Batavia street
Housing for the less fortunate and increase in the crime rate
Questionnaire inputs - Create housing for low and middle income groups
Create plan to reduce gang influence on youth.... create alternatives
Tackle unemployment of youth
Create subsidized rates, taxes and utility rates for private pensioners as well.... Especially where house prices have escalated..... Don't assume that people who own houses are well off.
Give people dignity. Toilets, water, washrooms, safety and security.
Have line of sight whether councillors are performing and responding to the needs of its constituents.... create a transparent system of feedback.
Make sure that roads, lights, traffic lights etc. are always in working order.
Reduce the electricity and water tariffs.... You are impacting wealth creation.
Make the public education system aspirational and tap into the talents of all the citizens.. especially those with little opportunity. Create, doctors, engineers, mathematician, chartered accountants, professors, academics and top careers for those in the public system
My thoughts - mentioned before.
The city centre is in the wrong place. It is in the city bowl for historical reasons, but if you were designing a city the size of Cape Town today, it would need to be where Epping is today.
Leave the city bowl for residents and tourists.
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Releasing City-owned land so the private sector can deliver more affordable
housing, Investing in safe and accessible public housing, Ensuring adequate solid
waste collection services for all residents, Preventing unlawful land occupation,
Strengthening partnerships with communities and private security for improved
safety, Improving safety, Improving quality and access to sport and recreation
facilities, Creating partnership with residents to maintain public spaces and
community facilities, Improving public infrastructure, such as street furniture,
public lighting, etc., Cleaning up public spaces, Maintaining and investing in our
sewer and water networks
Maintaining and investing in water and wastewater treatment facilities

Increasing the number of law enforcement officers, Strengthening partnerships
with communities and private security for improved safety
, Improvingenergy
safety,efficiency,
Investing in
safe and
accessible
public housing,
Addressing
Increasing
reduce
tariff
rates, Enhancing
and expanding
water
and sanitation services in informal settlements, Increasing the number of law
enforcement officers, Strengthening partnerships with communities and private
security for improved safety, Preventing unlawful land occupation, Cutting red
tape to make it easier for businesses to start, grow and create jobs, Increasing
investment in basic service delivery and infrastructure, Increasing road
maintenance, Upgrading Informal settlements, Improving quality and access to
sport and recreation facilities, Cleaning up public spaces, Improving public
infrastructure, such as street furniture, public lighting, etc.
relocating civic centre

So action plan
- Move industry to Atlantis through rates incentives, move business to Epping.
- Make the N7 a proper freeway, flyover robots, at dual, if not triple carriageway both ways from the N1 all the way into the Cape Flats, well past the N2. Have a proper ring road and stations on the outside of the ring road.
- Move the City council offices, or as many departments as possible to this area.
- Encourage College of Cape Town UWC etc. to build campuses around the area.
- Build a hospital there.
Business will flock to Epping, and the city bowl can become residential.
So Bring the people tom the City SHOULD BE Bring the City to the People.
By encouraging a commercial hub in Epping and getting the industrial area to move to Atlantis, we all win.
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My suggested priorities: 1 Trains ( reliability and safety) 2 Homeless people on the street
We (group of unpaid/ volunteer researchers) wish to propose the following strategic priorities:

Trains, homeless people
Housing

HOUSING
Every other priority - health, education, training, protection of the environment, law and order are meaningless if citizens continue to live in shacks, which may be called by all kind of euphemisms, for example informal human settlements, but the hard fact of the matter is that they remain
shacks.
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Children and families cannot learn, work, cannot stay healthy, protect the environment, comply with law and order when they grow up and live in shacks which are NEVER fit for human settlement, habitation and development.
The social and opportunity costs of lack of housing are huge, the cultural costs incalculable.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity for participatory democracy

THE ISSUE OF WASTE
Please can you prioritise waste collection, the storage of waste, and waste disposal in the City of Cape Town.
Particularly, can you look at preventing solid waste from entering and polluting our waterways. There has to be a better way to prevent solid waste from entering the sea via our waterways. I am talking especially about the Table Bay Nature Reserve (Milnerton and Blouberg Strand). This area
stinks and is littered with waste.
Waste collection in the informal settlements and other low-income areas must be carried out regularly and properly. If the City is seen to care about all inhabitants then it will be supported by all who live in it.
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Education about littering must be carried out and punishments for littering enforced. Teach children in school not to litter and they will educate their parents.
Dumping of waste must be seriously dealt with and those found guilty of dumping must be severely punished by having to remove their waste themselves, do community service, and/or pay a fine.
Recycling must be encouraged everywhere and especially in the low income areas.
Education is the key.

waste collection, storage of waste, waste disposal especially table bay nature
reserve
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make process to obtain license disc for motor vehicles much easier for the public
Is it possible to make the process to obtain the license disc for motor vehicles much easier for the public?
I would like to suggest that you allow the public to print the disc at their private space. You apply and pay for the license via City of Cape Town's e-service portal after which you receive confirmation to go ahead and print the disc. The security aspects can be sorted out by technical experts.
You therefore do not need to accommodate third parties like the post office and courier services. You can even consider a discount if the public make use of this alternative. For those people who do not have access to electronic aids, consider to accommodate them at existing ATMs of the
Banks in RSA. The discount can then be allocated to the Bank as a service fee. Other service providers like Pick & Pay can also be considered.
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Today we can print a boarding pass for an aeroplane trip within minutes in your own kitchen. No intervention of human beings as you only communicate with the robot.
I am currently at the holiday house in the Overstrand and are not allowed to renew the motor license at the local office as the car is registered in Bellville (160 Km from here). Their helpdesk suggests that I ask somebody in Bellville to collect the license and then bring it to the holiday house.
This is not world class. You must be able to renew the license irrespective of where you are at that moment.

Suggested courses of action to improve life in WC

enforce traffic rules, improve cleaning, electricity, car licences, sewerage charges ,
CCTV cameras

1 Enforce traffic rules
a
b

There is no road courtesy any more and blatant transgressions take place every day. Have more visible policing. Just about everybody is now going thru traffic lights on red. Have officers man major traffic lights and fine transgressors
ON THE SPOT. If they can’t pay tow the car away and release it when the fine is paid.
Have mobile officers with cameras to record transgressions such as overtaking on solid white line, dangerous driving etc. Fines on the spot as above.

2 Improve cleaning
a
b
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Teams doing street cleaning work at a snail’s pace. They are not monitored or supervised. Outsource cleaning and set stiff targets for street sweeping, vegetation control, cutting of grass etc. Monitor compliance with targets.
Teams repairing electrical and water faults do not clear away rubble or restore pavements/roads timeously. This needs to be improved.

3 Electricity
a

Cut back on dependence on ESKOM Allow residents and businesses to generate their own power with surplus electricity fed into the grid for credits.

4 Car licences
Introduce a mechanism for motorists to pay for and get their licence renewals online. The current system is inefficient and time-consuming as well as dangerous in terms of Covid.
5 Sewerage charges
a

The current system links these charges to the amount of water used. Thus sewerage charges can be as much a 7 times more expensive in Summer than in winter. This bears no relation to actual use of the toilet or bathing/showering
which is pretty much constant throughout the year. A fair set monthly charge would be more equitable.

1. Creating a new section for Public Awareness and Education under the Mayor:
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Creating a new section for Public awareness and education under the Mayor

I have been managing the Water Conservation section in Water since 1993 and have over the years implemented and managed many water saving projects, the recent drought and many EPWP job creation projects. What I have experienced and noticed however over the past years is the fact
that many directorates and departments create and implement their programmes from time to time in isolation and in no constructive or co-ordinated manner. This often gives rise to confusion in communities and results in wasteful expenditure as the messaging is often skewed or not aligned
to City objectives ito the IDP.
Attempts amongst some departments to work together and create some sort of synergy is often met with resistance as silo mentalities are still very rife and prominent. By creating a one stop shop type of approach to tailor awareness and education programmes would not only save on costs
(budgets) but allow the City to improve management of programmes and focus on service delivery areas to ensure the communities understand and embrace the deliverables and objectives to improve living conditions. This will also allow the City to ensure better working relationships with
community structures and proper upliftment of communities through collaboration and taking ownership of service delivery matters.
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Banning toxic chemicals
The City of Cape town has for many years been using harmful herbicides on the roads . For the sake of the environment and the health of people , this practice needs to be stopped immediately. Glyphosate Roundup herbicide had been deemed by the WHO as carcinogenic , , and it is now
banned in 28 countries around the world. The continual spraying of parks , schools , roadsides ,around shopping centres should be forbidden. We need to encourage birds , insects , especially bees , back in to our gardens . The runoff of chemicals in our storm water drains , is also negatively
impacting the river systems , and ultimately the sea life .
Dead seals , fish , penguins , now a common site.
Many cities in Europe are in the process of banning all pesticides. Brussels is a good example .The people of Belgium are mindful of their health in this time of covid , and the need to keep air quality in good order. They also do regular monitoring of radiation levels with the ever increasing
instalments of cell towers . We should do the same.
Please regard this as an urgent matter

Using of harmful herbicides

Basically I want the city to provide safe transport options especially for cyclists with routes that are cycle-friendly over roads that are suitable i.e. wide enough to allow cars and cycles to use at the same time (or over cycle paths) and both of these options should be well-maintained with no
potholes, cracks, etc.!

Provide safe transport options

The homeless issue - more beds, and jobs training and mental health facilities needed for homeless people

Homeless, drag racing, showers on the beach

2. Ensuring heritage buildings (or art decor or Victorian) are protected and maintained
Email address

3. Traffic noise - drag racing should stop
4. More bobbies on the beat to ensure safety of residents
5. Can we have showers back on the beaches now?
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I participated in the survey for the above plan.
I ticked homelessness as a main concern.
However, I clarify that I wish to see a compassionate project of alleviating the suffering of the homeless. It should be a project that takes care of their needs and assists them to get their lives back together. Compassion for the homeless must be central to such a project.
I do not support law enforcement measures or any measures that would dehumanise the homeless people.
After all, any of us could end up in that situation.
Please bear this in mind when you consider my input.

Homeless a concern, compassionate project of alleviating the suffering of the
homeless

Back yard dwellers. I would like the City of Cape Town to focus mostly on back yard dwellers. This is a major problem to address on the cape flats as rip housing should be increased.

Increase acess to housing.
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Service rates: Reduce costs Water Lights Electricity levies/Increases for PENSIONERS, reduce Rates and Taxes (to a higher threshold) i.e. The R16’500 to R17’500 is not sufficient consideration for PENSIONERS especially since COVID etc.
Build DECALINATION PLANT before the next drought.

Service rates, Plantation.

WATER: Cost of fees for council services must be properly controlled. TRANSPORT: The proper use of existing railway lines needs urgent attention. People need affordable and reliable transport as the taxis exploit their passengers cost wise. TRAFFIC AND ROADS : Proper policing of traffic
conditions and fixing of robots not working. Create jobs by fixing potholes and to maintain roads.
ELECTRICITY : Get alternative suppliers as ESKOM is expensive and unreliable. What happens to electricity generated
by solar panels and those windmills at Paternoster, Darling, Caledon and o/ther places ??
Land invasion. This is another issue as people from elsewhere flock to Cape Town because to their mind here is a lot of jobs which is not the case. This should be properly
controlled as these people turn to criminal activities to survive.

Prevent unlawful land occupation, Minimise council rate service cost, Increase on
road traffic control measures, Secure electricity supply.

Homelessness. There are too many homeless people on the street begging. Need to find a way that they can be settled in a community commune where they provide for their own maintenance of their living area.
Sewerage. Sewer plants need to be upgraded and
modernised in order to meet the needs of the city, we can’t have situations where kids are swimming in the sea that is contaminated with sewerage, social media post over the festive season exposed the lack of proper sewerage disposal in and around the city. Taxi. Routes need to be better
managed and Taxi drivers that cause chaos on the roads need to be suspended for life.
Traffic Control. Need to investigate in smart traffic management systems that will allow for dynamic changing of speed limits on certain roads after dynamically considering the condition of the traffic.
There are roads that can be negotiated at higher speed limits, during non-peak hours.
Youth programs: Our youth in the community need more activities to keep themselves busy after school and during holidays. A more comprehensive plan should be put in place to help and educate them of such as water safety First aid Fire training EVS and EFAR program should be expand with
programs.
Homelessness: Make use of existing buildings in and around the CBD to create housing for the multitudes of homeless that live on the streets of Cape Town and particularly the Atlantic Seaboard area. Tents are not the answer.
Public parking: Stop charging people to park in their own
neighbourhoods! That’s a disgrace. Sea point is a village that everyone living in the area supports but each time we stop we are asked to pay exorbitant fees to park.
Road: Fix the roads! CURB THE DENSITY PROGRAMME. You are destroying neighbourhoods. In our three block
road, there are now five five story blocks of flats, three of which are attached together, where single dwelling houses with families used to live. Most of the flats have been purchased by people who use them a few weeks a year.

Addressing homelessness, Maintain and investing in sewer network system, Safety
control measures to taxi drivers, strictly improved road traffic management.

CRIME. This includes the strengthening of community based policing forums and neighbourhood watches. Neighbourhood watch WhatsApp groups, neighbourhoods having WhatsApp group dedicated to community surveillance and care. UNEMPLOYMENT: The City should establish
“Employment Hubs”, local notice boards where locals can go and look for advertised posts. These notice boards can be placed at local facilities like libraries, police stations, taxi ranks, and so forth. But they should be where locals visit frequently.
POLLUTION: Environmental cleaning, addressing illegal dumping.
BLOCKED DRAINS AND POTHOLES: Urge the City of Cape Town to constantly maintain and repair the township roads and attend to blocked drains timeously. Potholes damage ratepayers’ vehicles and blocked drains fill the whole township with a horrible stench YOUTH RECREATIONAL
FACILITIES: The City must provide various recreational facilities for the Youth in the Cape Flats. Facilities with trainers or instructors where youth can learn extra curricular activities like music, art, dance, etc. This will reduce the high levels of alcohol, drug abuse and gender based violence. The
City should provide Gym facilities in the township. The City can charge a nominal fee for these services.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP: The City working with the Department of Small Business Development and the Department of Trade and Industry should make roadshows to encourage people to start their businesses. The City should upgrade facilities so that small businesses can have decent stalls to
showcase and store their products.

Strengthening partnership with communities for improved safety, Improves and
invest in sewer system, Invest in entrepreneurship, pollution, youth recreational
facilities, block drains

Inclusive City Disability Inclusion: How does the CoCT draft IDP compare to the 9 Pillars of the White Paper on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities? This should be done every time an IDP is prepared by the CoCT.
Transport: How does the DAR system fit into your mobility plan
to ensure accessible transport for people with disabilities? Accessible transport especially for Children and Adults with Intellectual disability that need a Carer with them and uses a mobility device. Housing allocation in Western Cape (CoCT): Disability Discrimination: Accommodation for people
with disabilities over the age of 18 who are able to live independently and who do not qualify to live in residential facilities for those with severe physical or intellectual impairments and too young to qualify for an Old Aged Home/Residential facility. Education: Inclusivity at ECD level - more needs
Homelessness: Find a solution to the ever growing number of homeless people Lawlessness on our roads: including cars without number plates or false number plates; speeding through red traffic lights (more cameras – even if some are dummy cameras); taxis driving dangerously. Water: Take
action to avoid a water shortage. Transport: Improve public transport, especially trains Electricity: Reduce reliance on Eskom
Safety: Can you do anything about safety on the mountain for hikers, runners and cyclists? Rates: Freeze rates for
people over 65 or 70 years old (or at least reduce increases

Inclusive City Disability Inclusion, Improve transport infrastructure, Invest in public
housing access, Invest in access education for all, Improve health care systems,
Early Childhood development
Address homelessness, Traffic control by traffic officers, Improve public transport,
Safety for recreational activities. Reduce rates for pensioners.

Your roadmap is exemplary - continue with what you are doing.
SUGGESTION: get buy in from the community by way of education on all matters particularly on littering!

Education awareness on litter

Sustainable water supply. Our City especially business / tourism cannot afford another countdown to a Day Zero – even if we never get there: it decimated tourism and embarrassed us worldwide – we were travelling overseas at the time & it was the only thing people spoke about in relation to
Cape Town
Accounts: Let the accounts department be as diligent at paying out what they owe as they are when the collect. The council owes me money for over a year. I have written and stood in the queue twice, given all the myriads of documents that they wanted and still have not received my money.
The joke is that they tell me that I have a credit balance and then want me to prove that I paid it. Even trolling through statements and proving it, they promised the refund. To no avail.

Maintain sustainable water supply

Water pollution: solve the problem and reducing the pollution in our rivers, which eventually feeds to the dams
Water. Clean running water be provided in the townships and that adequate toilets are provided to prevent the spread of disease.
church leaders play a greater role in the socio economic reconstruction of our society and promote education.

Improved quality and access to sport and recreation facilities
Invest in public housing, Road maintenance, Improve community engagements.

Improve measures to manage customer accounts.

Water pollution
Economic growth. Youth be empowered with entrepreneurial skills, Maintain healthy water supply, Youth development skills, Equality promote
Equality. A greater involvement of women in the decision making and implantation of all future plans.
women.

Water. water shortages where little has been achieved to mitigate poor rainfalls as were previously seen. Transportation systems. Similarly have been mired in disputes and violence in some instances, Bus systems also require road systems to be well maintained and little has been achieved in
this area. Economic development and growth. The tourist industry has been hard hit yet any scenario planning should have at the very least considered what its partial or periodic loss and impact would be and to what alternative economic drivers the City could turn. How also could the City have
inculcated resilience into industry players at all levels.
Water & Sanitation. Water and sewerage reliable and modernised.Immigration: Enforce proper measures to manage immigrats Electricity. Stable electricity supply is vital ... No load shedding ., More solar panels, led lights., Green energy projects, we have sun and wind so use it. . no stealing off
the grid . Road. Potholes and road maintenance upgraded Education system: Education Standards have dropped and ignorant, rebellious, lazy students want to pass despite not knowing the syllabus. It is tragic. They are ignoramuses and lazy and hedonistic.Socio economic issues: Stop teenage
pregnancy rate that is the highest in the world. We are breeding a generation of ignorant criminals.
Religion. Put Christianity back in our schools. Morning assembly, Bible readings and tell people the truth. Open worship is most important. Why can't we have Israeli imports especially foods.

Maintain water supply to avoid shortage, Road maintaince & improve transport
systems, proper plan to revitalize the economy.
Socio economic issues, improve education system, Road maintaince, Stable
electricity supply, Improve immigration policy measures.

Libraries. important in all communities serve a great purpose lending books, encouraging reading, providing IT facilities for people who don’t have their own computers, assistance to children in learning and studying, providing different activities for the community to involve themselves in and
Reopening of Libraries
being a safe place for people to browse books, read newspapers, use CDs/DVDs ( to name just a few of their valuable services to all communities ).
Marginalisation of the Biggest "Poeple Group". Be deliberate about what the deficiencies are that was created by Apartheid ( in truth it was not seperation, actually oppression), Design Framework around "Corrective Action" required to Re-Align Initiatives to Redress this past Horror, Benchmark Improve marginalisation policy, performance management system
and Performance Manage the process based on the agreed deliveribles. This would have to be a 20-25 year scorecard. IE China scorecard itself on 25-50 cycles
Homelessness. To remove the homeless from living on the pavements and streets. Zero tolerance. Immediate removal of vagrants, beggars and homeless. Put them in a camp with toilet facilities and water supply.

Address homelessness.
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5 year priority - Safe roads
All drivers with valid driver licences
All cars to be 100% roadworthy and licensed
Educate school children on road safety to hopefully educate their parents – use the traffic department
Increase visibility of traffic officers
Increase maximum fines for traffic violations
Community Police Forums
Create many more CPF’s to give back responsibility to the community
Create goodwill with police structures in communities, through presentations at schools and colleges
Make Councillors responsible for every aspect of their Ward
Do the councillor know the status of their ward i.e. police, schools, water, traffic, streetlights, electricity, vagrants, social problems, feeding schemes?
Do the Councillor know which NGO’s are active in their Ward?
Do everybody living and working in the Ward know the Councillor?
Are emergency contact numbers made available by the Councillor?
Recycling
All communities, schools, colleges, churches and shopping centres should participate in a recycle program through their Ward Councillor and CPF
Create job opportunities and entrepreneurs through recycling
Education should be of urgent importance
Create more registered Early Learning Centres in communities
Support all schools with training of teachers.
Extend the YearBeyond program to all schools
Make use of Partners For Possibility https://www.pfp4sa.org/
Every school should have a vegetable garden run by both parents and kids
. Health Clinics
There should be more screening clinics with a shorter waiting time
Accountability should be increased at health clinics
Animals
1. Find shelter for the homeless and clean up the homeless shelters, especially around all tourist areas and town central. This is a serious health and hygiene issue, as well as cleanliness. The dilemma is growing faster day by day.
2. Introduce environmental education from pre-school onwards, in townships especially, to create a better understanding of the negative impact of litter pollution. Create more " green areas" in the Townships : has a positive psychological impact on living conditions.
3. Place more importance on re-cycling: will create jobs too. (e.g. Glass - converted to sand - makes bricks- build houses )
4. Introduce My Citi buses in the Southern Suburbs areas : especially along routes that the Golden Arrow Bus Company does not service to encourage more public transportation. ( the new trains are fantastic )
5. Put more into
the Education
system:pets
Raise
education
Sterilisation
of animals
and household
in the
Cape
Town levels: pass rate should also be 45 % / builds a stronger nation for the future. Teachers should be better paid to motivate them to stay in public education.
The vagrants on the streets everywhere need to be addressed
we are pay far too much taxes and it is degrading our suburbs.
Regarding rates and taxes you cannot put all properties on same level
eg. in one road there are all different conditions .
The atlantic seaboard is being destroyed by tearing down houses in every corner
and high rise apartments going up .This is a greedy overview on council allowing this.
SERVICE cannot remember when last our streets were cleaned

Promoting recycling and minimising waste, Ensuring adequate solid waste
collection services for all residents, Increasing the number of law enforcement
officers, Strengthening partnerships with communities and private security for
improved safety, Increasing investment in basic service delivery and infrastructure,
mproving safety
, Increasing road maintenance, Improving public infrastructure, Improving
community engagement and relationships with civic organisations
, Providing a consistent and simpler customer experience, regardless of how you
contact us, Responding to service requests, service delivery disruptions and faults
timeously, Building stronger partnerships with communities and organisations to
improve service delivery

Addressing homelessness, Addressing littering and illegal dumping, Promoting
recycling and minimising waste, Increasing road maintenance, Rolling out more
MyCiTi bus routes and services, Fight for a functional rail transport system,
Sterilisation of animals and household pets
Addressing homelessness, Cleaning up public spaces, Addressing littering and
illegal dumping, Ensuring adequate solid waste collection services for all residents

One is encouraged to use the e-services platforms, etc yet this information is sent out a few days before deadline! So maybe communication needs to be a priority and 100 other issues

Communication needs to be a priority

Water and electricity tariffs - Get rid of the Fixed Basic Charge &
Electricity Home User Charge

Get rid of the Fixed Basic Charge &
Electricity Home User Charge

The frail and vulnerable homeless people in Cape Town - They desperately need long term, permanent accommodation.
You need to buy up ordinary houses in ordinary streets to house these forgotten citizens
The creation of a Public Spaces task team and ultimately the creation of a metropolitan public space agency
Regent Road Parklet : a democratic public space with free wifi, funded by the private sector who took on the rental amount for the parking bays (payable to the City of Cape Town). It received over 500 signatures in support and only 2 or 3 complaints from stores (not building owners) who
opposed the parklet.
Thornhill Park : upgrading a City Park with public and private contributions, all of which were implemented successfully.
The electric car charging bay : an on-street car charging station to promote the use of electric cars. However no City policy exists, which makes it difficult for this to be co-created.
Church Square : testing new initiatives to improve the use, safety and vibrancy of the square
Bicycle Parking structures : installing bicycle parking on the Sea Point Promenade, which was delayed by 8 months due to changing processes (application requirements) and other bureaucratic inefficiencies.
The creation of an office/department for Long Term Planning, Sustainability and Resilience Wescape : the creation of a city-scale development, in a nuclear red zone, 40km from Cape Town.This impacts the long term form of the city, promoting urban sprawl at scale with devastating impacts on long-term carbon emissions. Furthermore, the decision to to move the urban edge only
was done so in a very undemocratic manner, receiving only 5 public comments.
• Philippi Horticultural Area : the lack of clarity in protecting the city’s long term food and water security plays out at the PHA, with the City considering housing developments on top of the Cape Flats Aquifer, as one example. The PHA shows the potential to support job, food and water security,
while over the long term positioning Cape Town as a leader in food and water security in Africa and globally. The negative impacts of developments in the best portions of the PHA have been highlighted by numerous studies commissioned by the city, private sector, as well as by various
academics.
• Athlone Power Station site : the lack of information on the next steps on this prime parcel of land
• Airport City / Aerotropolis : the ability of the City to make clear its view on important or strategic developments outside its mandate or land ownership, that offer potential for spatial restructuring

Investing in safe and accessible public housing, Addressing homelessness

The over densification of the Cape Peninsula - Permitting endless departures from the Zoning Scheme to permit over bulked buildings in areas like Sea Point and to allow the destruction of green belts by developers in Newlands and Constantia, not only detracts from the beauty of the area but
generates more and more congestion.
Addressing homelessness - more and more tents and plastic structures are popping up in many of Cape Town's most popular and beautiful neighbourhoods.
IDP inputs - Road dug up for burst pipe, should immediately be followed with repairs.
Law Enforcement
Regular Park and Roadway/Sidewalk Maintenance.
Regular patrols to eradicate squatters
Stop erecting low cost housing and informal settlements next to freeways and main roads, This leads to unsightly mess and invariably danger to motorists
Continue the fight for NO Toll Roads in Western Cape, they are a nightmare everywhere else.
Abolish the Water and Power Levies on our accounts. Water should be charged for usage and power
Drastically improve the public transport and start doing away with all the taxi’s causing chaos on our roads

Enforcing bylaws that relate to streets and public spaces, Addressing
homelessness, Preventing unlawful land occupation, over densification

Creating public spaces, upgrading city parks, installing bicycle parking, protecting
the City's food and water, creation of office departments for long term planning ,
long term planning, development of land

Road dug up for burst pipe needs to be repaired, Regular Park and
Roadway/Sidewalk Maintenance,
Regular patrols to eradicate squatters, Stop erecting low cost housing and
informal settlements next to freeways, Abolish the Water and Power Levies on our
accounts, Drastically improve the public transport
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Our parks are neglected with the excuse of no funds and labour force
Maintain the existing infrastructure whilst attending to new establishments
C3 reporting mechanism has been implemented with a clear intention of managed service delivery. The public see it as a process of diverting the attention from managers to correct a wrong effectively. “Complaint closed” is the message we are receiving without it been attended to. One pothole
to be repaired as a result of a C3 report and to leave the potholes next to it because it was “not reported” is not to be tolerated. Counterproductive, wasteful and not effective.
Roads surfaces in Boston are in a very poor condition
Water reticulation
Listen to the comments of the managers of your service departments (Parks, Water, Roads)
Parks and the overgrown trees and shrubs in our neighbourhood
The City must not elect to employ contractors and then to negate proper service delivery by blaming poor service on contractors.
The Bellville CBD is an abandoned node
Ineffective response to illegal immigrants in the CBD is of a huge concern.
The City should manage the uncontrolled influx and squatting within the City. It cannot contribute to a “we love Cape Town” attitude.
The Post Office parking area is openly being misused.
CAN THE CITY PLEASE HELP OUR PEOPLE TO FINISH THE HOME OWNERSHIP PROCESS ,WE ARE STRUGGLING TO GET OUR TITLE DEEDS .IN MY WARD 100 WE GOT A LOT OF PEOPLE WAITING FOR THEY TITLE DEEDS OR WAITING TO HEAR FROM THE APPOINTED LAWYER PLEASE LOOK INTO THIS
MATTER
If the City needs us, as residents to assist the City by CREATING EMPLOYMENT for people of the CITY then we need to have ACCESS to the Supply Chain OPPORTUNITIES and NOT as it is right now. ONLY a selected few are TRULY benefitting from the REAL opportunities, not just the CRUMBS…..I
know it is easier to work with someone you know than to give a new company an opportunity BUT that is what is needed. The supply chain STAFF needs to held accountable for BEE GROWTH TARGETS.
Intervening in the land-transport market through implementing the SDF strictly, investing in services and placemaking around public transit interchanges, and well-located infrastructure that recognises all users of the city. There are also significant public open spaces and coastal assets that are
under-developed, poorly maintained or managed that result in a public-space, leisure and investment deficit for many communities. The next five years of progress can see significant investment in pedestrian and cycling infrastructure, dignified waiting spaces for users of minibus bus and rail
transport, a wide roll out of public ablutions and facilities that encourage life in the public realm.
An expanded focus on services to informal settlements - inclusive not only of water and sanitation, but also social services and a clear indication that the City is geared to spend national grants intended for informal settlements upgrades.
A commitment on alternative service delivery (as a part of the energy commitments 9as well as other services)
A commitment on homelessness. The cost of doing nothing here is too high. The narrow approaches and cause-effect beliefs are outdated.
Clear articulation of how the City will advance its digital and data strategies.
Rethinking the approach to CIDs and urban management, and expanding urban management models to areas currently left behind.
Leaning in to co-governance on rail recovery and other modes of transport. The City’s transport plans need to recognise that the City does not (yet and may not ever or in the next five years) have all the direct controls that it desires.
Recognition of users - in the consideration of libraries, clinics, traffic licensing centres etc.
Standard metrics of access are often not applicable when we are talking about walkable distance for a child living in a gang area, as opposed to drivable distance, or when a facilities’ primary use is to give a person a place of safety, care or social.

Parks are neglected, C3 reporting to be revisited, Roads surfaces in Boston are in a
very poor condition, Post Office parking area is openly being misused, Listen to
the comments of the managers of your service departments, The City must not
elect to employ contractors, overgrown trees and shrubs in our neighbourhood.

IDP inputs - Improve access to housing for key workers. Every new development approved around the City must have a 20% allocation for firemen, teachers, nurses, doctors, police officers.
Clamp down heavily on drugs and gangsterism. It's the one area that is destroying communities and the future of youth.
Institute curfews for alcohol sales. It saved families and lives and reduced conflict during covid. Not to mention the ease on hospital emergencies.
Implement Early Learning Centre's in every area.
The Education Department must implement harsh measures on bullying in schools especially private and foreign owned schools who slip away from the legal right of children's safety.
Implement stringent monitoring systems over private Fibre companies digging up roads and leaving them in a worse off condition.
Housing for all is a crucial element to uplifting communities. Create social housing clusters with robust materials and ethical contractors.
Ease the way for SMEs to do business in the City. Create and advertise programs that support the growth of small businesses.

Improve access to housing for key workers, Clamp down heavily on drugs and
gangsterism, Institute curfews for alcohol sales, Implement Early Learning Centre's
in every area, implement harsh measures on bullying in schools , Housing for all is
a crucial element to uplifting communities, Implement stringent monitoring
systems over private Fibre companies digging up roads, Ease the way for SMEs to
do business in the City

IDP Inputs - Cleaner streets - removal of gutter and pavement weeds
Removal of rubbish left on pavements and streets
Litter bins replaced with baboon proofing
Residents refuse bins issued with secure baboon proofing
Pot holes and uneven surfaces on roads
Increased control of Taxi busses in terms of traffic laws
Greater sympathy and assistance shown towards our wildlife.
Street lighting - repair failed street lights and ensure power save by not leaving them to light through daytime hours
Offer more help and assistance to street people.
Control evictions in informal areas
Ensure safe environment of sea and residential areas by more law enforcement into operation

Cleaner streets, Removal of rubbish, Pot holes and uneven surfaces on roads,
Street lighting, Control evictions in informal areas, Ensure safe environment of sea
and residential areas by more law enforcement , Increased control of Taxi busses
in terms of traffic laws., fix potholes and resurfacing roads

City of Cape Town has to deal with our demands of water, toilets, sanitation, electricity, decent jobs and houses. And IYM believe that we staying in South Africa, we have human rights too. Where people are treated in dignity and people are not denied basic services.

City of Cape Town has to deal with our demands of water, toilets, sanitation,
electricity, decent jobs and houses
Creating commuter cycle lanes, Development around Newlands is turning a bad
traffic situation worse, more visible policing, patrols of officers and positive
interventions, Homelessness and crime.

IDP comments - Creating commuter cycle lanes along existing train lines
Development around Newlands is turning a bad traffic situation worse.
I want to see more visible policing, patrols of officers and positive interventions.
Homelessness and crime is a major concern.

WE ARE STRUGGLING TO GET OUR TITLE DEEDS
CREATING EMPLOYMENT, ACCESS to the Supply Chain OPPORTUNITIES
focus on services to informal settlements, homelessness, Recognition of users in
the consideration of libraries, clinics, traffic licensing centres, alternative service
delivery, wide roll out of public ablutions and facilities, pedestrian and cycling
infrastructure, rethinking approach to CIDs, co-governance on rail recovery

Driver licence testing centres - Illegal testing habits
It cost an applicant approximately R5000 to get test ready for both the theory and practical assessment at a DLTC and what is so sad; is when an applicant is failed by the examiner for something that is not even prescribed in the Government Gazette.
Regulating of the driving school industry

Illegal testing habits, Regulating of the driving school industry

Stop people from squatting in town and next to the highway and under bridges and on beach front, pls set land aside for them, we know its difficult and a huge task but it is disgusting to see this all over in CT

Stop people from squatting in town, Get more animals spayed in rural areas, Do
not increase our rates and taxes monthly

Get more animals spayed in rural areas
Do not increase our rates and taxes monthly
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I feel that neighbourhood watches should have regular thorough investigations and audits being done unannounced on an adhoc basis. This will allow community members to be more interested in joining their respective neighbourhood watches and it will bring about unity within.
Create an additional vehicle entry and exit point to and from the N1 in the Kraaifontein and Buh Rein area.
Refuse in informal settlements. My suggestion is that business and private individuals are encouraged to sponsor the placement and collection of strategically placed skips in areas where local informal settlement residents can deposit garbage for collection. Safty concern. Gun violence is a daily
tragic occurrenc more way to deal with gangsterism and gun voilence are needed.
As a capetonian and south African, I would like to see skill centres in my area that's under developed in Macassar (plumbing, electrical, engineering, mechanical ,ect )...to uplift my Coloured Community please.

neighbourhood watches should have regular thorough investigations and audits
done
Create an additional vehicle entry and exit point to and from the N1 in the
Kraaifontein and Buh Rein area.
Waste management, Crime control measures,
Skills development

“N7 (East) corridor” initiative offers substantial future development opportunities for the City, both presently and for the foreseeable future, which are aligned to the current ideals of the IDP. Development of the N7 Corridor (East) area will allow Quarries an opportunity to integrate into the
surrounding area and alleviate the problem of under-provided for rehabilitation. At the same time the mining resource in the upper Tygerberg Hills area will be protected into the future.
Employemnt opportunities: Youth of the all Cape Flats areas to be employed. Even if it is a menial job, we need to have gainful employment of the youth so that they eventually can make a contribution to the city and then to the country as well as their own families at large.

Invest in public infrastructure

Youth development skills: Our wishes as Guguletu Progressive Development Forum is to have a Skill Centre in Gugulethu, where the youth can show skills.The skill Centre will produce, bricklayers, electricians, plumbers, panel beaters, welders and boiler makers etc.

Invest in Yout development skills

Job creation
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Litter Open small "rubbish depots" all over the city where the homeless and poor and even youngsters that need extra cash can come and collect plastic bags. If they return the plastic bags filled with refuse of any kind they get paid a minimal amount of money. Maybe R5.
Safety You need to invest in a proper force of investigators. With high pay and high qualifications. Hundreds if not thousands of them. Law inforcement at the moment doesn't seem much more than a reactionary force. Almost like security guards.
To find and observe and track drug dealers.
I could do it if I had time. It's so blatant.
I would also suggest we ban metal recycling. I know it will affect some people's livelihoods negatively.
But we half destroyed our economy for the sake of covid. Perhaps some of the money saved on replacing stolen copper and steel could be used to help those in that sector.

Extension of R300 at N1 into Durbanville 2. Off ramp at R300 ,from N1 into Durbanville 3. Extension of right turn lane from Botelary rd into Saxdown rd Brackenfell (to Haazendal spar turnoff) 4. Left turn lane from Botfontein road into Botelary rd .Brackenfell 5. Offramp from R 300 onto Botelary Extending of major road routes
road
1) Reduce 60 Kph. speed limit in built up areas (housing) to 40 Kmh.
Speed reduction safety
2) Install cameras as fixtures in traffic lights to encourage motorists to stop on amber and red lights.
3) Following on 2) above change stop street signs to yield, as virtually nobody actually stops.
I have not kept detailed statistics on the matter but since we’ve moved into our house in Nov ’20, we’ve had no less than 12 incidents of burst pipes, with 3 incidents in one week (week of the 6th December 2021) the latest with another a week later to fix a previous repair on the main line. I’m
sure the Municipality would be able to provide accurate statistics in this regard which will no doubt confirm the dire need for a capital project to replace the old pipes which I’m sure is long past their original life span.
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Cleaning of the City
Investing in Safety

Burst water mains
water catchment

I recently retired and relocated to this beautiful suburb of Gordons Bay where my wife and I have, amongst other activities, set up an ‘AirBnB’ apartment and I’m sure you would agree that water outages like this are more than just an inconvenience to our guests and seriously hampers our
efforts to establish a reputation of service excellence fitting for this wonderful province of Western Cape. Although most of us in the area have tanks to catch rainwater that can be used for necessities such as flushing toilets, it remains more than just an inconvenience for quests to fill their toilet
cisterns manually, not to mention the lack of hygiene, especially during this time when personal hygiene is of utmost importance during the Covid-19 pandemic.
I would therefore like to make an urgent request that the replacement/upgrading of the water pipelines in the Mountainside area be included as a matter or priority in the five-year IDP 2022 – 2027, which is currently under construction.
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Small scale embedded electricity generation
Make it easy for households and business to generate their own electricity and sell back to the city by incentivising through lower tariffs and easing of engineering rules.
- Electric cars policy
Work with the private sector to allow charging points on city infrastructure.
- Park management plan for all parks and POS in the whole Sub-Council(16) – including park buddies and equipment for parks, local and community involvement (friends groups) and insourcing of services and the encouragement of sponsorships.
Very important to finalise the concessions policy to allow commercialisation of certain spaces and then to ring fence the revenue for upgrades and maintenance.
- Law Enforcement numbers are insufficient across the Sub-Council which hosts the majority of the City’s tourism and commercial activity. It needs to be substantially increased and also be based on a 24hr service.
- Traffic calming and planning is not being dealt with in a holistic manner. Speeding is a complaint across the Sub-Council. The traffic management assessments are done in isolation and not looked at holistically across the Sub-Council. Local traffic management plans are needed.
- Fast track and finalise the concessions policy for parks
- Relook at the policy on managed parking to change it to both revenue collection and an urban management tool. Part of this is the introduction of the residents parking permits in various areas of the Sub-Council. SRA (special rating areas) need to be allowed to manage kerb side and other
parking, thereby allowing the revenue to stay in the area and not go to the profit of outside companies.
- Local area homeless and social development plans
- Sub-Council plan on public access and management of alleys and stairways
- Pilot a themed self-guide ap. for walking tours between heritage site’s in the Sub-Council, e.g. the Kramats on signal hill, the original shoreline in the city, the noon-day gun and others.
- Outdoor advertising policy with more flexibility and better community and political oversight
- Comprehensive review and relook at a reinstatement policy for our infrastructure – for eg. Pavements that are continually dug up
- E-hailing taxis and delivery vehicle policy needs to be formulated. This is a transversal issue that starts with planning and transport planning before enforcement.
- Local plan for use of Table Mountain springs to watering as many parks as possible and also public collection points.
- Insourcing of mowing and weeds work so that it is no long undertaken by external contractors with tender delays
- Review of the Urban art policy to increase and maximise urban art. Currently some departments will not allow urban art on their infrastructure and other wills. We need to encourage more urban art and the policy and position from all departments need to align.
- Greening of more urban spaces, work with the private sector and other government spheres to create more innovated green lungs in the city.
- Strategic plan to use city resources as part of job creation and up-liftment projects to maximise the use of the resource, partner with NGOs and CBOs and assist in tackling the issues of urban homelessness. For example:
o Public bathrooms and public parking lots – these needs to be made available to appropriate NGOs to use as job creation projects for their work with the homeless and also to maximise the use of these facilities. Likely to also provide better economic value to the city.
- Use new technologies so residents can keep InTouch with service delivery in their areas, create an ap. that shows when refuse trucks are coming or delayed, when maintenance is occurring or if faults are being fixed.
- Informal settlements, make more space available and fast-track the re-blocking process, use urban design to make them better places to live, allow occupiers to have title to their stands to stop the process of slum lords oppressing the residents.
Use new technologies (South African Made) to help prevent fires from spreading in informal areas, fire-retarding paints and other technologies.

Before looking ahead, I would like to voice my concern regarding accountability. Let me explain:
Potholes, IT Systems, Open Spaces
• In 2021, the potholes and broken tarmac in the circle in Malmesbury Road, Welgelegen at Panorama Primary School were fixed. Not quite six months later and the pot holes reappear. (See attachments.) Who is responsible for quality control? With all the roads deteriorating in Panorama and
surrounds and needing attention, when will that tarstrip be looked at again?
My wish list for the next period is:
• An information system where residents will be notified if any trees are to be cut down.Surely this is possible in our technological age with social media and similar platforms. I have witnessed people with a chainsaw busy after ten o' clock at night destroying healthy trees. I would like to be sure
that healthy trees are left undisturbed and that illegal operators will be brought to book.
• The area next to Pikkie Park in Mika Street - I refrain from calling it a park - detracts from the surroundings. Not only is it an eye-sore, but the area poses a security risk. That area needs to be upgraded and enclosed.
• It would be lovely if the pathways in our area could be lined with shrubs and greenery
The following Roads and adjacent areas needs some long term planning and intervention
1. Beach Road servicing several industrial properties needs:
o Safety Guard Rail along the canal
o Surfacing of sidewalks
o Repairing of damaged infrastructure (Stormwater Drains)
o Resurfacing of road
o The vicinity of the Woodstock Drop-off facility where several PRASA and City of Cape Town properties exists, needs serious interventions. This is accompanied the fact that PRASA has several abandoned buildings in the area that should be declared problem buildings. These are beyond repair
and should be demolished as they are used to harbour criminal elements. Several fires have also erupted at these buildings posing a serious threat to the adjacent property owners.

Email address

Electricity HomelessnessTour guides, Parking Management, Safety, Fire
prevention

2. Tide Road: Taring (re-surfacing of sidewalks on both sides of the road)
o Repairing of damaged infrastructure (Stormwater Drains)
o Resurfacing of road
o Repair and upgrade if the Public Toilet facilities C/o Aberdeen & Victoria Road
3. Trafalgar Park:
o Re-surface damaged footpath
o Repair/Upgrade of Public ablution facilities
o Repair of damaged fence at the back of the park
o Repair of water fountain
4. Pine Road: - City owned property
o Repair on damaged/stolen fence
5. Douglas Street: Re-surfacing of sidewalk on the C/o Douglas and Calvin Street
6. Upgrading of bus stops (No protection for commuters against weather elements)

Resurfacing of Roads, Bus stops Homeless People
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. Safety and security.
Areas of concern include the fall-out from gambling shops, drug peddling, slumlords, etc. There is also concern about the security implications for residents of the proposed W6.

Safety issues, Roads,Street people,Hertiage site

More fully trained and effective law-enforcement officers could help make Wynberg a safer place.
2. Homeless people
We would like to see an increase in social workers and social-work teams to address this issue.
We would like to work with the City and other Wynberg organisations to find a win-win solution for both street people and residents.
3. A more effective MURP
The MURP is doing a wonderful job but because of lack of funds it is on such a small scale that the effect is hardly noticeable. We would like to suggest that more funds are allocated so the Murp can make a real difference.

Email address

4.

The W6

It is of the utmost importance that the City ensures that the W6 will not replicate the evils of Main Road (betting shops, drug dens, illegal taverns, out-of-control crime, grime, etc.).
The City has not been able to deal effectively with Main Road but as the W6 will run through a residential area, we cannot stress enough that the City will have to ensure successful integration of the new road in the neighbourhood.
To achieve this, special attention must be given to keep crime, grime and illegal operations and practices out of the areas along the W6.
The City must also undertake to implement the recommendations made by Heritage Western Cape (HWC), which will be designed to mitigate the negative impact of the W6 on the area.
(Experts from Heritage Western Cape have warned that the W6 will have a negative impact on Wynberg if their recommendations are not implemented.)
In October 2021, HWC sent the urban-design team back to the drawing board to come up with a new urban design for the area. The new design is still awaited, but the results for Wynberg will be disastrous if the City chooses to ignore these recommendations.

Email address

Addressing the homeless/vagrants situation
Strict supervision of building plans. We have certain people just building second floors on residential buildings, without having approved plans

homelessness, supervision of building plans approval

1) Improved management of land invasion and the erection of unauthorised squatter houses on private land or government owned land to prevent uncontrollable influx of illegal land occupiers from all over Africa's neighbouring countries.

land invasion,of unauthorised squatter houses, crime control, road bloacks,active
traffic cops, load shedding

2) Improved numbers and quality of expert trained police to improve control over crime in all aspects with all types of crime to bring it under control and to drastically reduce the unacceptable high levels of murder, rape, housebreaking, highjackings, etc. through drastically improved visible
policing in all areas.
Email address

3) Improved numbers of road blocks and numbers of traffic cops who are actively patrolling the highways and roads of the Cape to ensure safety on our roads at all times of day and night.
4) Ensure load shedding is eradicated.
If City of Cape Town can get only the above 4 items right then it will create the environment needed for economic growth and prosperity for all.

1. The City has resurfaced several roads in the Elsies River Industrial area, However some urgent rehabilitation and resurfacings is required in the following streets:
a. 16th Street – from 2nd avenue to 8th avenue
b. 6th Avenue from 23rd Street to Halt Road
c. Consanie Road from Halt to 16th Street
d. 12th Street from 7th avenue to 8th avenue

fixing of roads, street lights, bridge inspections, law enforcement, ablution
facilities.

2. We have noted that the streetlights in several streets are old, and the overhead electrical cables systematically fail due to age. We suggest that the wiring in the area be upgraded. Many hours of maintenance time will be spared if the street light infrastructure can be fixed here otherwise the
number of C3 request will continue and increase in the future. Being an industrial area, street lights are of particular importance to assist in the safety and security of the area at night,
Email address

3. We have 2 x small Road Bridges that are in constant use of all types of motor vehicles, but ever increasing large articulated vehicles are using these bridges every day. These bridges have been in Elsies River Industrial for some years, and we are not sure when last these bridges have been
inspected and maintained. As mentioned above, a great deal of vehicles is using these bridges and can cause wear and tear (not obvious to the naked eye) over the years. We propose that bridge inspections are done as soon as possible if required. See attached pictures (1 of 4)
4. We request a greater Law Enforcement and Metro Police presence in the Halt Road corridor with particular focus on possible stationing a satellite Metro Police facility in the area. The motivation for this request is to implement the visibility and immediate availability of Police Assistance.
Random but frequent criminal acts take place along Halt Road. Members of the public advise that the perpetrators will normally flee the scene on foot down Boston Avenue or Astra Avenue, Riverton. There will also be instances where they will commit the crimes then jump into the nearest taxis
moving down Halt Road. With Elsies River Industrial being the home to a major Transport Interchange, such a presence will secure the area significantly and provide safety and security to commuters
5. As with most other areas, most publicly accessible areas in Cape Town does not have public ablution facilities. We urge the City to investigate this matter and consider how such facilities could be delivered to the areas

There are obviously many issues.
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decent homes, safety, electricity

MY AREA
In my community the most important issues are (a) safety and security and (b) infrastructure maintenance (roads, water, electricity, sewerage, communication, etc.)
BROADER COMMUNITY
The biggest issue in the broader community is decent homes. This includes accomodation for street sleepers and "Garden City" type housing and suburban greening for shack dwellers.

Email address

Email address

My earlier proposal to improve the traffic flow drastically still stands – and the city have not yet reacted!!
traffic flow
1. Glosderry CID is an small mixed use retail and industrial area. It has become a fairly popular business destinations and space demand is at a premium.
road surfaces, old street lightning, electrical poles, sewer systems, water supply,
2. The area is suffering from aging infrastructure including road surfaces, very old street lights and electrical poles and ageing underground services, most significantly water supply lines, - The upgrade and replacement of the street pole and -light infrastructure is very important into the future
parking, informal taxi ranking, ablution facilities
3. Being a might industrial area where we are dealing with forklifts driving in our area from one building to another to move and collect goods throughout the CID, especially in Stignant Road and Glosderry Road. The point loading from these vehicles are seriously damaging road surfaces which
are old and deteriorated
4. As is the case in most industrial areas, large articulated vehicles are now the norm for delivery of goods even though the width of the roads and the surface does not support these vehicles. We urge the City to seriously consider resurfacing Stignant Road in particular.
5. The Glosderry area also suffers from a serious lack of parking. As an interim measure, and in cooperation with the City and the subcouncil, an interim parking area was institutes in-between Garfield Road and Garfield Service Road. The planned/proposed IRT/Myciti route will completely
remove this parking area which has become vital in the area
6. We therefore urge proper planning to implement several parking opportunities within the area as well as some truck holding areas which may assist in this regard. Weight/Size restriction on some of the internal roads may also assist
7. There is informal taxi holding and ranking taking place in Chichester Road opposite Kenilworth Mall – during the day these tais have no passengers and they then occupy valuable space inside the Industrial area and refuse to allow deliveries and customers access to those spaces – a formal taxi
facility in the vicinity of Kenilworth Centre is an urgent matter needing attention.
8. As with most other areas, most publicly accessible areas in Cape Town does not have public ablution facilities. We urge the City to investigate this matter and consider how such facilities could be delivered to the areas
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Good day
I would like the vagrant problem in our area solved, security sharpened and closing off of unnecessary access points into our suburbs together with constant bursting of water pipes

vagrants, security, water pipes

After touring the Freestate province recently and witnessing the total road failure in places, whatever you do, please do maintain your existing infrastructure properly.
Roads, stormwater, sewer, municipal buildings.
Please develop rail transport, long range goods transport and urban commuter transport.

maintaining infrastructure, sewer system, storm water drains, transport,

Email address
If this is in place, safe and working condition, and properly maintained, the private sector will develop the city themselves.
Expansion will take place and city revenue will increase, in order to upgrade and maintain infrastructure even better.
In Gugulethu we are having youth standing in corners of Guguletu streets, standing there because they don't have anything to do, and they end up thinking of doing wrong things, as Guguletu Progressive Development Forum we are requesting City of Cape Town to build a Skill Centre in
Gugulethu, where our kids /youth can do something with their own hands.

Unemployment, skill centre

These kids they can be electricians, break layers, plumbers, welders, boiler makers and panel beaters etc.
Email address
I'm sure with the above request we can minimize the crime in Gugulethu.
We are looking forward to hear from you with positive response
Email address
Email address
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What you doing to improve transport and roads and parks in all areas more disabled friendly. Also public transport for disabled people does not exist
My concern as a resident of Klipper Rd is around the outrageous heavy duty traffic that travels, mostly at speed, up and down this road. There have been several accidents, inc one that took out the entrance to Grootte Schuur estate. Our houses are very old and shake and rattle, there is
absolutely no necessity for this, Woolsack Rd has no residential component to speak of, and was built to handle this type of traffic in the first place.
I appeal for traffic control measures to be instituted in this road as a matter of urgency, and that the ridiculous trucks etc, many of which do not even fit into the lanes as provided, be diverted as suggested, ie Woolsack Road.

roads, parks, transport
traffic speeding, traffic control measures, divert massive trucks

1) Repair Sewer Pump stations
2) Trace/Repair Sewer leaks
3) Fresh water to townships
4) Sub economic housing.
5) Education – Increase pay to teachers to attract more applicants
6) Increase funding for hospitals.

sewer pump station, sewer leaks, fresh water, housing, education,funding for
hospitals

Regular cutting of the verges; islands and grass areas around Southern Suburbs, including the island of Waterloo Road in the Travato area.
Clearing of pathways in the Meadowridge forest heritage area.
Vagrants camping now in the forest areas i.e. cnr Faraday Way and Edison Drive and between the Meadowridge Library and Sunny Skies Playschool.
Repainting of STOP signs on the road and road markings.

Cutting of verges, grass areas
Clearing of pathways
Vagrants issue
Repaint road markings

A safety kiosk Project to be implemented
Neighbourhood watch members need to be more equipped and trained in a law enforcement capacity.
Police need to be more visible.
Deploy law enforcement officers in area.
Basic transport services to and from work need to be improved and fixed “ the rail services
Public open spaces We need to create a food garden or a multipurpose Court.
Littering, illegal dumping, vandalism and homeless occupation.bring services closer to the people.
Dual carriageway for Highlands Drive.new developments in terms of housing is going up.
Traffic circles .replace or maintained bulk system sewerage.business parks and warehouses to be built along the corridors of the Jakes Gerwel for the job creation.
Training of Ward Committees during the IDP process.informal settlements would be formalized and better-quality houses closer to economic centers would need to be developed for the poor.library and clinic - best suitable land would be opposite the Westgate Mall.
Community hall is needed in Colorado Park
Christmas lights
Housing – low cost housing has been identified to be built in the Colorado Park area.
Service delivery responses timeframe need to be improved “dumping collections”
Dirt truck collections is very frustrating – bins gets collected very late or the following day.
Traffic marking stop signs need to be replaced the signs is not visible.
Cctv camera equipment must work, maintenance must be done continuously.regular maintaining of our area , and we need EPWP workers for our public parks.

Implementation of Kiosk Project
Equip neighbouthood watch members
police visibility
Transport issue
basic services
New Housing project
traffic circle
CCTV Cameras
Refuse
Road markings
Job creation

Homeless people putting up structures wherever they want without any effort to discourage this practice.
Propose relocation.

Relocation of homeless people

Repair water supply system

Email address

Effectively replace and repair water supply systems.
We could use lots of the water that goes to waste whilst doing repairs and utilise the water to help many poeple needing non-potable water.
1. Security and maintenance of the water, sewage and electricity services within the city.
2. Underlying pressures on these service with includes population growth and urbanisation
Please send monthly bills on time and not 2 months late
Also there is no proper client care assistance...very poor call center

bills on time, poor client assistant

Email address

Email address
Email address

Security and maintenance of the water
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1. New and vibrant signage that the public may notice and start to adhere too. The amount of people that don't follow the by-laws in place is ridiculous.
2. A no mercy approach regarding fines for not following the rules.

Environmental education in schools to be implemented. Many children have no
connection to nature. This is extremely worrying and not good for the
future. illegal dumping, vibrant signage, increase law enforcement,community
partnerships, skate board parks, canal cleansing

3. More drive and hands on work put into The Helderberg Marine Protected Area. This is an area of beauty and a sanctuary for nature, it needs looking after and protecting.
4. Would be great to have LE actually on the beat in the street.
5. Focus on Green Energy and moving towards a cleaner brighter future. Make recycling available for more residents. Many security estates aren't recycling as they don't have a collection.
I know you ran a pilot of recycling swop shops in the communities with Hilton Davies. But the tender ended in December 2020 and there has been nothing since. I know that there is another pilot running in khayelitsha with the yellow bags, but it looks time consuming. It's also not nice to be
rooting through people's bins.
Maybe a way to educate in the communities would be through the churches.
Email address

6. Environmental education in schools to be implemented. Many children have no connection to nature. This is extremely worrying and not good for the future.
7. The EWP workers work well but I feel there should be a manager with each group. Working smart is key. I know it's hard work picking up litter but maybe incentives would also work.
8. Uncover vehicles in areas where illegal dumping is rife. Then fine the perpetrators and confiscate the vehicle.
9. On the spot fines for littering too.
10. More skate and bike parks for the youth in all areas.
11. No child grants for anyone under the age of 25.
12. More focus on keeping our rivers clean as all rivers lead to the ocean.

Email address

Email address

1. Planting fruit trees in stead of just trees and plant spinach in open public spaces not just flowers
2. Lower water bills, more maintenance on water meters especially in houses that's more than 30 years old.
3. Create for Jobs and fight for independence

plant fruit tree, lower water bills,creat jobs

1. Our parks to be upgraded, new equipment, soft tar mats, table and chair facilities.
2. Our youth want and need a safe place where they can enjoy playing games like dominoes, cards and chess. (in line with the above)
3. Basket ball poles and nets.
4. A place where they can play table tennis, where they can bring their own net and table tennis sets.
5. Soccer poles and allocated space for them to play soccer.
6.150 foldable chairs and 4 gazebos and possibly a small community center where we as Morgenster area was forgotten about in the past, we can keep our meetings there and all fundraisers for Morgenster. It can be used for hiring purposes also where we generate income for our less fortunate
households in Morgenster.
7. The canal or vlei to be fenced off that's on the border of Swartklip, which is a breeding ground for UNSAVORY activities as well DUMPING.
8. Constructive programmes as well as a facility where our youth can go after school instead hanging around on street corners. (not all children enjoy sports, times have changed and technology drives this younger generation)
9. Better support systems for our mothers that struggle with difficult teenagers.
10. Have free learners license lessons or compensated lessons for matriculants.

1. Our parks to be upgraded, new equipment, soft tar mats, table and chair
facilities.
2. Our youth want and need a safe place where they can enjoy playing games like
dominoes, cards and chess. (in line with the above)
3. Basket ball poles and nets.
4. A place where they can play table tennis, where they can bring their own net
and table tennis sets.
5. Soccer poles and allocated space for them to play soccer.
teenage uplift programmes, learner license programme, cleaning canal

1. Re-surface the sidewalk in Sportica.
We have a massive problem with the entire sidewalk on both sides in Sportica Crescent. The sidewalk needs to be fixed for safety and quality reasons 3. Implementing a survey of businesses within TVID boundaries requiring wheelie bins and assistance with obtaining wheelie bins will reduce the
many illegal dumping's that we experience daily.

• It is unsafe for the public to walk on the sidewalks as the sidewalk is not stable.
• The loose pieces of tar can be used as an implement to break the windows of
cars and buildings in the surrounding area.,If you drive in Sportica it looks unsafe.
,We have to de-weed that sidewalk every month because the tar is terrible, so the
weeds are taking it over.

4. Edward Street needs one more speed bump.
It is unsafe for this busy road because many people are parking on the opposite side of the buildings at the parking area to cross the road to the businesses. We need one more speed bump to minimize Edward Street's speed.
Email address
5. Stormwater infrastructure should be addressed.
The TVID stormwater infrastructure should be attended to. We have ongoing challenges with overflowing stormwater and blocked systems at present, and we are concerned for the future challenges we will face if this is not addressed. For example, several drains in Willie Van Schoor and
Durban Road are full of sand, which is why all the systems are full of roots from the adjacent trees which leads to blockages and overflowing onto and flooding roads during heavy rainfall.
6. As with most other areas, most publicly accessible areas in Cape Town does not have public ablution facilities. We urge the City to investigate this matter and consider how such facilities could be
,
Housing
what I don't understand is how can u gave me a rdp house we don't have jobs so u are again setting me up for failure
Because we don't have jobs , but if there is jobs make affordable house plan lets us pay so that we can work towards understanding independents and not just wanting

Email address

Email address
Email address
Email address

Email address

Housing , Land

Land
I would love to farm but need land I'm sad because people from were every always say they got big land lot of cows , sheep
But what do we have drugs , guns because of a lack of some maybe information
What I c land Is R16666666 for farming were I can afford a bread
U here there is place the is for small scale farmers but we're and wen again no info

o o MAITCID’s road surfaces have deteriorated over the years and the constant usage by container trucks and trailer combinations has also taken its toll on the roads. Roads that require resurfacing urgently are: - The implementation of a survey of businesses within MAITCID’s boundaries that
require wheelie bins and assistance with the obtaining of wheelie bins will reduce the many illegal dumping’s that we experience daily. Preventing and removing illegal Taxi Ranking.
The completion of the Informal Trading Plan

Sowerblockage and illegal dumping’s , road resurfacing

1. RDP Housing build in Durbanville,2. The CRIME ,3. "Disaster Management Act,More Schools
roads in Gordons Bay to be repaired and upgraded
We need speed humps in our streets ,most importantly the main road (London road ) Too many accidents in our streets , our children and property are in danger .
I live now for twenty years in Malibu village and still no tarred pavements/side walks .We need you to fix this basic need.
We need at least another primary school and high school ,the two we have is not enough ,due to an influx of learners from other areas .
We don't have a community hall, we need one please.
We need a clinic in Malibu village .
We need our sewerage system upgraded ,too many blocked and spilled drains.
We need all our roads tarred.

RDP Housing, The Crime, Disaster Management
repair and upgrade
We need speed humps in our streets, clinic, community hall, upgrade roads, more
schools, sewer overspills
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Introducing sustainable energy sources involving the community in implementation and
maintenance (VPUU has installed solar panels on most oif the facilities it has
built for the CoCT) • CoCT introduce local government subsidies to retrofit or implement off grid options in public or community-focussed facilities; especially for intermediary organisations on CoCT SCM list ake Cape Town safer by training and deplyoing hundreds of additional law enforcement
officers
Create new jobs by making Cape Town the easiest place to do business
Making public transport work by fighting for control over railways and funding for MyCiti
bus service
Do the basics better and take service delivery into the digital age so that every Capetonians can live a life of dignity Release state-owned land so the private
sector can deliver more affordable housing for Capetonians
Clean up Cape Town’s public spaces, streets and waterways

sustainable energy, improve public transport, release stateowned land, cleansing,

ABORIGINAL TRIBAL POLICE INPUT INTO THE TCMF - WE AS THE INDIGENOUS KHOI-SAN PEOPLE SHOULD HAVE THE PRIVALIDGES TO HAVE BUSINESSES IN OUR TERRITORIES THAT SANPARKS OCCUPIES.
WE THE KHOI-SAN PEOPLES HAVE BEEN SIDELINED BY THE SANPARKS STATE OWNED ENTITY OUR KHOI-SAN PEOPLE
SHOULD HAVE 80% JOB OPPORTUNITIES. BEE IS RACIST TOWARDS KHOI-SAN PEOPLES.
WE AS THE ABORIGINAL TRIBAL POLICE SHOULD BE EMPLOYED BY THE SANPARKS STATE OWNED ENTERPRISE TO DO
THE SAFETY AND SECURITY ON THE TOKAI CECILLIA FOREST AND ALL SANPARKS SITES AS WE ARE THE SOVEREIGN
PEOPLE OF THE LAND
THE INDIGENOUS KHOI-SAN COMMUNITIES SHOULD BE EMPOWERED TO RUN A NURSERY TO SECURE REPLANT OF
INDIGENOUS VEGETATION.
SANPARKS ARE GENERATING LOTS OF INCOME AND WE HARDLY SEE THAT MONEY FLOWING TO THE KHOI-SAN
COMMUNITIES FOR SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT EMPOWERMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR CHILDREN,YOUTH, WOMEN AND
PEOPLE WITH DIS-ABILITIES, IF THEY TO PLEASE PROVIDE EVIDENCE .
WE WOULD LIKE TO HAVE MARGINALISED KHOI-SAN COMMUNITIES BE EMPOWERED THROUGH SAQA ACCREDITED
TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT COURSES IN TOURISM, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, ENVIRONMENTAL
PRACTITIONERS
KHOI-SAN COMMUNITIES SHOULD HAVE FREE ACCESS TO SAN-PARKS FOR RECREATION PURPOSES TO RE ESTABLISH
THE LINK WITH THEIR ANCESTRAL HERITAGE. LEISURE OPPORTUNITIES SHOULD BE MADE AVAILABLE AT REDUCED
PRICES FOR KHOI-SAN COMMUNITIES AS HAVE BEEN ALIENATED FROM OUR TERITORIES
key issues with regard to improving our local area - the topics of streetscape, townscape, trees etc have a direct and important role in the ‘health’ of a community or area. If the community feels the heritage (social and architectural) and built environment (i.e townscape) is being protected or
effectively managed / improved, they are more likely to be activated or involved in the other important community issues such as safety, transport, monitoring of issues with public services, social and economic upliftment
Park and Ride facilities - where you leave your car in a secure parking area just outside the city centre, with a regular minibus/public transport on a short route with several drop off-pick up points in the city centre. The city centre can then be car-free, apart from exemptions like delivery vehicles

RUN A NURSERY TO SECURE REPLANT OF INDIGENOUS VEGETATION,
INDIGENOUS KHOI-SAN PEOPLE SHOULD HAVE THE PRIVALIDGES TO HAVE
BUSINESSES IN OUR TERRITORIES THAT SANPARKS OCCUPIES, SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT EMPOWERMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR CHILDREN,YOUTH,
WOMEN AND
PEOPLE WITH DIS-ABILITIES, FREE ACCESS TO SAN-PARKS FOR RECREATION
PURPOSES TO RE ESTABLISH
THE LINK WITH THEIR ANCESTRAL HERITAG

Seeing as this was brought to our attention only on the 13 January 2022 the very day that the submission was due. It would be prudent of the council to extend the submission deadline to 23 March 2022 .
Secondly to notify every ratepayer by placing a leave let in their next monthly Utility bill inviting them to participate in the 5 year IDP.

extend the submission deadline

Trafalgar Flower Sellers Adderley Street – to transform this area into a flower mall instead of it just being an informal trading space, the transformation would eliminate the social ills plaguing this area. The vision is to see a world class flower mall in honour of its founders and truly preserving its
heritage status.
Making more land/property available for places of worship in all areas.
Making more land/property available for early childhood development centres
Have a high priority focus on the homeless issue, a much more sustainable plan needs to be concentrated on.

Trafalgar Flower Sellers Adderley Street, aking more land/property available for
places of worship in all areas.
Making more land/property available for early childhood development centres

To equip the Helderzicht Sport Ground with a fully functional stadium.
Structures on small pockets of land, overcrowded, little space for children to play, forcing them into the street and mainly into streets in the once quiet neighbourhood
These young children (especially boys) congregate in groups, coming around to beg
When nobody answers to their begging, these youngsters come into these yards to steal anything that they can get their hands on. Engaging in petty crime.
Many of these household consist of single parents, either grant recipients and/or working to sustain their family
As my street has become the thoroughfare, I regularly see more and more new comers into the settlement. Mostly from other provinces e.g. Eastern Cape, Northen Cape
This specific settlement, Riemvasmaak, came into being after heavy protest. This resulted in the quick fix solution of rendering the temporary structures complete with street lights and tarred roads
. Blocked and overflowed sewerage
Health hazards, airborne diseases because of an under capacitated sewage system
Dumping of household refuse, an eye sore as well as health risk
Many of the unemployed youth resort to illegal substances, resulting in break-ins, cable theft,
Provide a network of social support, apart from handing out grants
Put the dwelling on a reasonable plot with space for children to play
Engage the unemployed on a recycle plant where waste can be turned into compost heaps, brick making, recycled items etc.
Invest in excellent childcare facility to nurture potential
Invest in effective community care programs to educate residents about healthy living, caring for the environment and sound financial planning e.g. budgeting.
The ageing sewer system to be maintained/replaced.
Sewer systems to be installed in the locations as the children are playing in the sewerage spills.
The waste treatment plants to be fitted with CCTV and signage installed to elliminate the stealing of equipment (internal staff).
Create jobs by setting up training centre for plumbing school. City had one in Pinelands in the late 1990's
Create housing and jobs by showing people how to build a house. City did this in Lavender Hill in early 1990's and these houses are still standing today. I am sure that Westgro and private developers would assist with City providing the grounds and private land surveyors assisting with the survey
of land.
The spill of litter and waste in poor areas is unacceptable and the City needs to find people within the community to train others and children not to litter and City to pay people within these community to pick up their own litter and at the same time provide the training.

equip the Helderzicht Sport Ground with a fully functional stadium.
Structures on small pockets of land, overcrowded, little space for children to play,
Invest in excellent childcare facility, Provide a network of social support, Blocked
and overflowed sewerage, Dumping of household refuse,

A PROPER PUBLIC TRANSPORT SYSTEM THAT INCLUDES TRAINS, BUSES, TAXIS, MYCITY THAT IS CLEAN AND EFFICIENT AND THAT GOES EVERYWHERE.
WE NEED PUBLIC TRANSPORT LANES NOT MYCITY EXCLUSIVE LANES

PROPER PUBLIC TRANSPORT SYSTEM

improving our local area, protecting heritage social and architectural
Park and Ride facilities

ageing sewer system to be maintained/replaced. , Sewer systems to be installed in
the locations as the children are playing in the sewerage spills, Create jobs, he spill
of litter and waste in poor areas,
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City must also prioritize land for food security to cater for the disadvantaged communities.
Support existing NGO and NPO in our townships to ensure soup kitchens from each ward that
will cater for those who cannot afford three meals a day or unemployed.
More job opportunities for the people who clean our streets and ensure that waste is being
removed on a weekly basis.
Create training programmes that will enable job opportunities and internship for our young
unemployed graduates, in order to gain experience and can be absorbed by the City when there
are vacancies.
Indigent grants to be made easily accessible
Eradication of informal settlements by 50% between 2022 – 2027
Eradication of Temporary Relocation Areas (TRAs) older than 3 years
Upgrade of all Informal trading areas
Mew Way and Spine Road off ramps upgrade
Return of MyCiti N2 Express:
Drainage and Sewer upgrade
Street lights upgrade and replacement (with new technologies)
Non-Motorised Transport (NMT) programme
Potholes eradication programme
Maintenance and upgrade of cemeteries
Community Safety with fully functioning and well-resourced CPF
Safety in Clinics
World Class Sports and Recreational facilities
Deployment of Transport Law Enforcement Officers at Townships’ PTI
More Budget for Visible, accessible Public Participation
Road rehabilitation, reconstruction and lane marking

More job opportunities, Create training programmes , Indigent grants to be made
easily accessible, Upgrade of all Informal trading areas, Drainage and Sewer
upgrade,
Street lights upgrade and replacement (with new technologies)Potholes
eradication programme
Maintenance and upgrade of cemeteries,
Community Safety with fully functioning and well-resourced CPF
Safety in Clinics,
World Class Sports and Recreational facilities,
Deployment of Transport Law Enforcement Officers, Road rehabilitation,
reconstruction and lane marking

Open the existing second entry to Rondebosch Oaks (located in another road) which is currently closed to alleviate traffic in Albion; surely the Council approved the scheme with more than one entry/exit and closing one of these is in contradiction to approved site development plans?
Provide traffic mirrors along Albion in positions that will assist residence when exiting their properties;
Provide signage to indicate "hidden entrances" along Albion road.

Open the existing second entry to Rondebosch Oaks, Provide traffic mirrors,
Provide signage to indicate "hidden entrances" along Albion road.

Roads are slowly ‘breaking up’ and will soon be costing more to repair.
Often faults reported are not attended to and then a repaired notice is received and nothing has been done about it.
Service charges are increasing more than the quality of service.
Security is slowly failing

Roads are slowly ‘breaking up’, Service charges are increasing more than the
quality of service,
Security is slowly failing

Any new roads under the Transport Infrastructure Strategy need to be pedestrian and bicycle-friendly with separated lanes supported by Biodiversity Sensitive Urban Design (BSUD) and Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) best practices.
Provide guidelines that incorporate BSUD and WSUD into new transportation investment projects in line with current initiatives aimed at city-wide development projects.
Class 3 bike lanes should be scrapped and replaced by bike lanes (class 1 & that are protected (not paint) and part of a wider network.
Street dieting and traffic calming should be a priority where streets are made safer for children and pedestrians. Action is to employ wider pathways,
narrow streets and reduce speed limits to 30 to 40 km per hour across the city on local roads.
Mandate gated communities and any new developments to be supported by
NMT and public transportation (this is already part of the city’s policy but is not being implemented)
Roads should be recognised as a public asset - not just for private cars but for other uses like parklets, cycling lanes, wider pavements, playgrounds,
etc.ment upgrade projects
Restore and regenerate Urban Wetlands and Waterways and build pedestrian and cycling lanes around them which can unlock them as public amenities
Prioritise the safety of public transportation for society's most vulnerable users - especially during night times and promote the CBD nighttime economy by extending services returning home until later especially on weekends
Increase the access of bus stops within 800 metres for 60% per cent of Cape Town.
Expand and improve real-time service updates and arrival times for all
transportation modes under one brand and network.
Investigate to bring back tram/light rail as a replacement to rail
Recognise that transport services are highly uncertain and highly disruptable, and thus transport planning requires foresight, adaptability, collaboration and a governance-over-ownership mindset

Class 3 bike lanes should be scrapped and replaced by bike lanes (class 1 &
that are protected, Mandate gated communities, Increase the access of bus stops
within 800 metres for 60% per cent of Cape Town., Restore and regenerate Urban
Wetlands and Waterways and build pedestrian
and cycling lanes around them which can unlock them as public amenities,

Traffic starts at traffic robot at off-ramps at the N1 or where the M63 crosses the M3
Clear bottlenecks
keep robots green for longer
Traffic calming
Capacitate behaviour change
put up boards on the affected traffic lights
All must pay for the services they receive : water; sanitation; electricity;.
Stop illegal occupation
Vandalism of infrastructure and buying stolen goods.
Delayed LE response
Vandalism to property
High crime rate in area
more police visibility
CoCT to take action on the informal settlement at ERF 1117.
attracting criminals
Address the issue of homelessness
It will make a big difference is, to paint strategically.
If COC can use paint along the N2 between the city and the airport then it will look much more joyful and inviting to foreigners visiting the City.

Alleviate highway traffic, safety concerns

Municipal values of properties are massively inflated. Rates are based on these incorrect values. They should be re-assessed with a corresponding drop in Municipal Rates charges.
Begging/selling at traffic lights is a huge issue. Please find a way - for example: planting indigenous edible fruit(e.g. Num-num which is high in Vit C) instead of inedible plants on the pavements. A minimal wage to cover food. Preventing non-South Africans taking over jobs.

MUNICIPAL RATES/PROPERTY RATES
job creation

great influx of people into the urban areas . While I am aware of people searching for work, cleaning up regularly
missing in the IDP is adequate consideration of the environment. Quality environmental management, protection and rehabilitation has to underpin all other initiatives. Reams of policy and programmes is not the answer. Action on the ground and responsible custodianship is what is needed

AREA CLEANING/ RECYCLING, job creation
ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS

Alleviate poverty through economic growth
Reduce crime, bring back the death penalty ,2. Safe public places, patrols. 3. Fines for dogs poop that’s not picked up in public places in especially the beach. Horrendous 4. Big Companies should sponsor clean the beach and other public areas. Big companies should give back more to the
community 5. Totally remove all plastic shopping bags

alleviate poverty
reduce crime, enforcing animal bylaw, cleaning of beaches

illegal occupation
no free basic services
police visibility
vandalism to infrastructure

illegal occupation
provide houses for homeless
ROAD WORKS/ PAINTING
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ANNEXURE C
COMMENTS RECEIVED ON DRAFT 2022-2027 IDP DURING APRIL 2022
Platform

Ward / SC

Comment

SC

SC2

General remarks
It would bring the Cape Town context much closer to the communities if we give introductions to the different objectives, a
description of the context, e.g. water, infrastructure, how many sewerage works, km of pipes, pump stations, reservoirs, dams etc.
are already being managed or maintained. A substantial number of communities do not know or understand the volume extent of
infrastructure. The living environment differ so much that we do need to foster better understanding of the value of our
infrastructure
The language used is much more user friendly – thank you. The positive vision set a welcoming “hope” for the reader.
The attention to informality is positive, but we lack focus re development planning is concerning.
The emphasis on safety is positive but we lack focus on city’s mandatory enforcement of by-laws, which will address the broken
windows in the city of cape town, if we did enforce our parks by law, the tented camps would have not been established.
Prosecution: Our law enforcement is only as good as our prosecution. We should ensure good investigation during by law transgress
on, quicker turn around in specialised courts e.g. municipal courts and frequent engagement with the structures of the courts to get
al at the same understanding. The missing “middle” (low middle income group)is not addressed through a package of lesser support
which will enable them to survive
PRIORITIES AS FOCUS AREAS
Economic Growth
Economic growth: emphasis on the City’s responsibility to facilitate specific sectors would guide investors and skills development e g
environmental conservation, building restoration, management of PP’s education, medical research etc. Focus should be on the
integration of the informal and formal economy e g managing night markets, events integration on parks, etc.
Accessibility to affordable transport
People cannot lift themselves out of poverty if they cannot get to work and school. People cannot live healthy lives if they cannot
attend clinics and hospitals. People cannot thrive if they are not free to move around on accessible and affordable public transport.
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Crime and violence
The safety of our residents and infrastructure is essential for reliable and good quality service delivery. When people, businesses and
infrastructure are unsafe, economic growth is thwarted, and it is impossible to address poverty. 24-hour operationalisation of traffic
services and law enforcement.
Unlawful land occupation
Priority should be given to the obtaining additional City liveable land to re-locate from invaded parks and open spaces to make
affected settlements liveable.
Climate change
Priority should be given to use of renewal of energy and on site renewable energy in informal settlements
Waste
Waste Management Services
Where Waste Management Service are provided by contract waste service providers, great care should be put into specifications for
unique waste removal requirements in informal settlements and also penalties for adhering to contracts.
Backyard dwellings
Provision should be made for removal of sanitation of backyarders, other than through the refuse bins of owners in
Community facilities and environment
Levels of access
Investigation should be done for the forming of partnerships with business in order to make sports facilities more sustainable by
forming partnerships with business and sports clubs. Care should also be given to maintenance of Astro facilities, having boreholes
and access to effluent water for irrigation purposes available. Facilities for the use of informal sports also need to be investigated.
Spatial Development Framework
Area of concern
More care should be given to holding organisations accountable for maintenance of their properties. More care should be provided
on the frequency of maintenance for City open spaces and properties. Centres of Excellence required in Bloekombos, Wallacedene,
Scottsdene and Kraaifontein CBD area.
Programme description: Improve maintenance and tenant management in public rental housing.
Programmes to be put in place to address social ills, for instance parenting programmes, training on how to be a good tenant, health
etc. In addition, gangsterism and substance abuse programs initiatives. Consideration to be made on interviews for good tenants,
and researching densified public rental options in informal settlements.
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Informal settlements waste collection project:
Informal additional dwellings should also be included for removal of bagged waste.
Subsidised housing tenure initiative
Should the beneficiary wish to sell, the City will always support application for exemption from current national restrictions on the
sale of state- subsidised housing? The current trend is that home owners have houses and then lease it out while opting for a
serviced site or another opportunity. Care should be given to afford those on the waiting list opportunities and not people who have
already been assisted with housing before with serviced sites as well.
Maintenance of public rental stock initiative
The City is committed to maintaining its rental housing stock. Due to limited available resources in relation to the number of aging
rental units, the City will prioritise repairs to rental stock that poses a health and safety concern to occupants.
Health and Safety concern not defined, and according to whose authorised decision.
Should also include that where not repairing will lead to increased repair costs by not acting timeously e g leaking roof leading to
sagging ceiling and eventual collapse. In addition, to ensure that when facilities are built, all snaglists are tracked and followed up
and signed off and building in safe condition in terms of building regulations e g plugs etc.
Safety and stabilisation initiative
The City will work to stabilise Council rental neighbourhoods affected by gangsterism, crime and antisocial behaviour through
targeted interventions in public spaces. Working with SAPS, the City will take action to evict occupants engaged in illegal activity.
Illegal Activities and drug trading and gangster activities inside flat units also need to be addressed in terms of the lease agreements
Water quality improvement project
Care to be given to research alternative ways for decanting of grey water from the informal settlements to prevent decanting into
the storm water catch pits in the informal settlements areas.
Programme description: Partner to improve and activate public spaces.
The City partners with communities and civic organisations (why Civic Organisations only. This is a cause of concern) to improve,
manage and activate public spaces and community facilities, as this enhances the quality, safety and utilisation of these spaces.
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Travel demand and congestion relief programme
Objective 12: Transport
The City will incrementally improve public transport infrastructure and operations to improve the safety, convenience, reliability and
quality of public transport services, for the greatest number of commuters, as quickly as possible. Care to be taken to, from the
Transport department to facilitate public participation with community members and representatives regarding the taxi routes in
wards. It should also be noted that there is a need for control of taxis as safe public transport.
CORPORATE SCORECARD
Objective 4. Well-managed and modernised infrastructure to support economic growth
Include: objective How many land use complaints received and resolved not measured?
Objective 11. Quality and safe parks and recreation facilities supported by community partnerships
11.A Recreation and Parks open spaces mowed according to annual growth plan
Comment: Insert “and according to acceptable standards of execution” after moving plan.
Objective 14. A Resilient city
14.C Storm water cleaning budget spend (%)
Comment: - Should be 100%
Ongoing. (Risk of claims against The City; operational value at Risk)
Include: “Establishment of Disaster Risk Management teams by including communities and neighbourhood watches for an area”
Objective 15. A more spatially integrated and inclusive City
15.A Local neighbourhood plan approved for mixed use development (number)
Comment: Where will these plans originate from?
SC

SC3

Energy: More emphasis should be placed on the protection of electricity infrastructure and the staff. It is proposed that a dedicated
law enforcement unit is established to protect the electricity infrastructure and staff that are being robbed and attacked whilst on
duty.
Vandalism, theft and attacks on staff not only compromises the quality of service but also delays progress because the resources that
should have been used to provide more services are used to repair and replace the vandalized and stolen infrastructure.
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Waste collection: There should be a simplified process to establish partnerships with private entities who want to start initiatives to
intervene in the waste management crisis
Waste collection: The provision of additional wheelie bins to the backyard dwellers should be made mandatory to reduce the
possibility of illegal refuse dumping.
SC

SC6

Is the SCM process measured as an indicator?
Section 16(1) D was mentioned and the concern is that the service delivery is often delayed by SCM processes.

SC

SC9

Raised a concern that comments are submitted yearly with no action, and commented that it would be advisable that a detailed
report of the submitted projects be reported back to the Subcouncil stipulating with columns of the actioned and those outstanding
with the reasons.
The report is a duplicate as submissions have been done from different portfolios and wards. Those submissions should inform the
bigger picture of IDP and thereafter, such comments should be made available to Subcouncil so to be able to comment further.
The IDP does not reflect the submitted items and such becomes a problem and challenge to the entire community.
The outcomes should be registered and be brought back to SC as they are representing the community. Public participation was held
and issues were raised but are not included in the report.
Inputs are every five years and gets updated yearly, some parties did not support the discussions that the IDP be discussed in
December as some people were already out of town and therefore, comments from our communities are very few. Those few issues
were submitted but never actioned.
Priorities of the city in term of the budget implementation plan reflects on page 83 of the document. The point should be where the
submitted issues are and how can the SC access practical submissions in detail.
SC understands the explanation given but the inputs from portfolios and wards should be included in the document as the
submission of SDBIP is a summary, the items to be incorporated in the form of annexures to the IDP.
The report is too wide and silent in terms of giving more information per ward so to be able to comment based on the submission.
The report is based on the baseline and the submission date is Friday, 22nd April 2022 and therefore suggested that SC consolidates
those inputs from the community, be consolidated and submitted from the off of the SC Manager and the submitted report be noted
with concerns raised by councillors.
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The inputs be submitted based on the capital projects per SC ward, the needs of communities have been disadvantaged as the issues
are not reflecting. The IDP to assist in calling the line departments as most of them do not have budget for projects identified but
instead use the ward allocation funds. IDP influence budget and then implementation on the ground.
All wards submitted issue of CCTV Cameras and the end result is the problem as the Safety and Security department does not have
funds to implement the project
Supported the resubmission of comments as the last resort
SC

SC10

It was resolved that we need allocation of budget for the following projects













Broader Monwabisi Park Informal Settlement Upgrading Project in Ward 99
Renovations in the Kuyasa Integrated Transport Interchange Facilities e.g. the Taxi Rank, old Subcouncil 24 Offices together with
the Male Clinic, Market Stalls as well as the Ground Floor of the Kuyasa Library in Ward 97
Renovations of Harare MURP Facilities including the facility to be used for the MVRA as well as the Facility to be leased to SASSA
in Ward 98
Drop off facility in Khayelitsha
Provision of Basic Services to Informal Settlements in Khayelitsha in all wards
Human Settlement Development on Erven 21020 and 19464 in Ward 97
Spine Road Corridor Development
Extension of Kuyasa Clinic in Ward 99
Rebuilding of Mathew Goniwe Clinic on a different site in Ward 96 to where it is currently situated
Construction of Zakhele Clinic in Ward 94
Provision of Multi-Purpose Facilities in both Wards 98 in Ilitha Park and Ward 99 in Kuyasa
Transforming the character of Khayelitsha from a barren Township to a Tree filled, forest-like Township

SC

SC11

Concern about previous MURP projects which may have been regarded as critical at the time, which he wouldn’t want to see
scrapped in the new dispensation, especially those e.g. in the Hanover Park area. This goes hand in hand with the general confusion
around the relationship between the IDP and Budgetary Processes.

SC

SC20

Need a speed bump required in Culmwood Rd, Plumstead. Chaeli House, a disabled facility is situated in the Rd. Your policy speaks to
providing traffic calming at vulnerable places.
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Have you considered upgrading Francis Street block 'flat' in the CRU 2022/23 Financial Year? If not have, you considered this for year
2023/24? The following is required: painting flats, replacing of window frames to aluminium, replace of washing line, bird proofing
roofs, gutter replacement, electricity refurbishment, and no working floodlights. Investigate what else is needed.

PC
Urban Mobility
PC
Spatial Planning
and
Environment

Concern that the draft IDP is not focussing on the quality of the current road infrastructure.











That the focus area of redevelopment of informal settlements should be commended
The abovementioned shift should be addressed in all the MSDFs but also in all other relevant plans to achieve a transversal focus
Objective 8: Safer, better-quality homes in informal settlements and backyards over time on page 66 of the agenda, the word
“homes” be replaced with the wording “built environment”
Page 13 - suggested that “public space” to also take place on community based level
Page 62 - requested that the wording “well located spaces” be clarified
With regard to water resilience/augmentation, the impacts of desalination on the environment to be clarified
The recent amendment of the housing allocation policy to accommodate safe houses on City-owned land to be noted
Objective 15: A more spatially integrated and inclusive city: mixed use development should be clarified as well as references to
local neighbourhood plans
Of the view that the Recreational water quality (coastal) indicator under Objective 10. Clean and healthy waterways and
beaches, appears to be vague and not achievable.

The Deputy Executive Mayor said that further submissions on Objective 7: Increased supply of affordable, well-located homes, would
be welcomed;
The Acting ED: Spatial Planning & Environment said that the draft IDP was unpacked against the directorate’s draft business plans
and budget allocations for projects and programmes in preparation for the Portfolio Committee workshop on 12 April 2022 to
discuss the draft 2022/2023 SDBIP for the SPE directorate and departments.
IDP
Engagement
CIDS

What is missing from the IDP draft?



I do not see a clear list of the inputs and priorities into the IDP.
In terms of the safety focus, I see you listing neighbourhood watches and neighbourhood watch disaster risk management
initiatives and auxiliary law enforcement officers but you don’t make any mention of the improvement district public safety
programs and as you have mentioned we are at the frontline in the community and the issue around community safety and around
visibility but we not listed in terms of the objectives strengthening partnerships for safer communities.
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The issue around homelessness, and I understand that it fits underneath the more spatially integrated and inclusive city but the
document seems to be very light on what is actually going to be done, it is more a hinge to wellbeing with very little substance, it
clearly states that it is a provincial responsibility and it needs partners I’d be interested to hear a little bit more about what the
City itself is going to do around the issue of homelessness and people living on the streets.
Where is the prioritisation of problems, which will define the solution framework?
We did not receive notification to provide input last year and as such having gone through the IDP document, we do not have sight
of the priorities, a list of problems for that matter.
I want to support Amanda on her comment, CIDS spend as much as 75% of the budget in terms of safety and we do have ability
and capability to assist the City. As CIDS, we most often evaluate things in terms of what practically happens on the ground
eventually and that will come out in the implementation of the programs and projects. I think the IDP document is a good
document and I find it much easier to read and understand and follow than the previous editions that we had. When we look at
the actual programmes and projects that will come out of the IDP, there we will start seeing the details that we really need as CIDS
for execution on the ground level.
It is important to have a strict procurement process or maybe more safe process. My problem is the oversight for example a
contractors that get appointed to repair a storm water pipe and in the process damage the sprinkler system of the City, when the
time comes to use the system, it is out of order and the City indicate that there is no budget for repairs.

What key challenges and opportunities does the IDP not speak to?







IDP
Engagement

Just briefly, if we can just understand a little bit of the timeline going forward because once we have the final IDP we will then see
the implementation plan. All I am asking from my side if we can have a very basic idea of at what stage do we see what of the
downstream that flows from the IDP, when do we see that becoming something that we can read and actually look at.
On the subject of the PCR one of the frustrations I find is it concentrates on ward allocations projects and at least one or two major
capital projects, it is not at all a complete document and we ask the City look how they can improve that so that the major capital
projects which are resort under a specific sub-council are somehow included in the PCR.
It was raised at sub-council 6 as a concern as well as 21 and sub-council 7.
The Relationship between CIDS and Sub-councils took a little down turn when ODTP started and the excuse for sub-councils now
is that they have capacity issues. In some cases, it has improved with the new demarcations. Those relationships can be better
and would be nice if the City gave the sub-councils that directive to improve those relationships. I would like CIDS to sit on ward
committees and attend sub-council meetings. In addition, when CIDS has issues they can resolve that they can resolve them
through the sub-council. If that can be something that we can drive through this process.

What is missing from the IDP draft



Not given area specific information.
Departments to provide some form of a masterplan for the next financial year beforehand
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Ward
Committee
Chairpersons













Some departments rely on ward allocations because there is no basic funding for parks and sports departments.
Backyard dweller program.
Upgrading of CRU’s (repairs and maintenance).
How we conduct these meetings – get more input from stakeholders.
Struggles to materialize what has been committed to in the final IDP plan short- and long term.
If we commit ourselves to the IDP process and to the final IDP draft, then we commit ourselves to the implementation of that as
well.
Challenge to deliver projects these past few years.
Request the unlocking of economic opportunities on the False Bay coastline
Struggles with the execution of the plan
Seems to be an overemphasis on the ward counsellors’ budgets and not drilling into what line is committed to.
Line refuse to implement previous projects. How will they implement new projects?

What key challenges and opportunities does the IDP not speak to?





















Human Capital Investment (Development of people)
Highlight Spatial transformation more thoroughly
Capacity building in MURP areas
Roads needs to be more detailed in priority areas
Integration
Urbanisation
Roads infrastructure
Programs to develop communities
Factors leading to crime and what the City can do to curb that.
Transport mobility and old infrastructure in communities, referring to road reserves
Human capital development budget for counsellors
Sand pavements, housing projects not changed
Concrete roads splitting and we not addressing this
Private sector to have more responsibility on them
Parking (MPT parking requirements for developments)
Rapid urbanisation (new and old areas)
Street people – Cannot be relocated without alternative accommodation.
Strategic development plan based on resilience for people in informal settlements and council rental staffs
Transition areas
Winter readiness program, roads are flooded every year
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IDP
Engagement
Academics













Additional income streams
Taxi Routes implemented in northern suburbs
Road infrastructure was never developed to accommodate taxis
Adapt a more facilitative process like a self-help housing
Service sites
Boundary engagement
“in-between” industrial land use (More affordable work place)
Find a mechanism to lease the space to a preferred entity
Repurposing of land to promote economic development
Ward Committee comments been included in the IDP
Difficult to explain the IDP to people that do not understand the context of what they are dealing with.




Poverty reduction focus and discourse ; disconnected from where the global discourse and debates are
2000 millennium development goals and the difference between those and the SDGs that were adopted in 2015; if we have a
poverty alleviation/reduction focus we miss out a number of larger systemic questions
Three core ideas of the SDGs:
o The growth model must be within the environmental guard rails and address inequality
o Qualitative aspects of the growth (sustainable, labour-intensive growth)
o Distributive fairness and justice
o Relationship between an expanded public transport, the historical choices that have been made regarding BRT, the
limited investment on that and how that influences what the future choices are
o We need to consider electrifying fleet in future
o The risk of the IDP is that it does not challenge the big sectoral departments to rethink priorities, business models and
how they allocate resources to have aggregate outcomes over the medium and long term
o On page 9 ‘unlawful land occupation is a growing phenomenon in South Africa, it’s driven by a shortage of well-located
affordable housing, rapid urbanisation...as well as organized groups exploiting the need for housing to carry out planned
unlawful occupation’. There is an assumption of land scarcity but there is no shortage of well-located land in Cape Town.
There is an absence of explicit political determination to unlock such opportunities and unleash large-scale innovation
through private-public partnerships








Economic growth section focusses too much on the private sector high-end growth model
Spatial development approach is good, however, how do we decide where growth happens? Consultation should happen with
communities before any projects begin
Distributive impact of the interventions being proposed. What kind of jobs would the City be creating in the next 10-20 years in
renewable space energy?
Skill the youth and get young companies for better growth opportunity
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It is important to analyse the structure of the economy, its weaknesses, strengths
On neighbourhood level, see how to intervene, not only focussing on growth, firms, economics but also basic services
Create a robust monitoring system



Basic services: these three objectives are often competing with each other:
o revenue recovery: efficient use of services depend on consumers and responding to cost of basic services; monthly billing
and prepaid electricity meters with fixed tariffs makes it difficult for the consumer to know how much they are paying
o ensuring access and affordability to all
o environmental externality experienced locally and globally
o first fix the break between pricing and consumption choices before tariff reform
o load shedding and generation:
 demand-side management (energy & water): key in energy demand is the peaks;
 consider using smart electricity meters to potentially facilitate new tariffs
 consider energy storage and demand shifting possibilities
 careful consideration must be given to ground water (how much water is coming from different sources)
 have an inventory of where consumption happens and have a holistic water plan



safety is not the responsibility of SAPS; the safety element in the IDP is not specifically about violence but reducing violence is
where we get the rule of law right; the city should provide safety through law enforcement
We need to identify parts of the city that are ‘bleeding’ because violence is localized in the Western Cape
In the western cape, 11 police stations account for 50% of murders in the province
Visible policing does not have a big impact but using government resources to deploy police officials and social workers in the
right places could help
Technology to be used to guide law enforcement and building relationships with communities
Crime and violence triggers anxiety in people
Crime in the City has halved but murder has increased
We cannot measure success on reported crime statistics, not on building relationships, trust and confidence
What kind of training do we need for effective law enforcement
The City is supporting neighbourhood watch groups by providing resources which boosts relationships with crime-affected
communities
The City is building good relationship with provincial government (especially department of community safety)
The City of Cape Town has amongst the highest violent crime rates in the metro
Acoustic gunshot detection technology, EPIC: database service delivery management system which the neighbourhood watch
groups could get involved in
IDP does not mention gangs
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SAPS does not take a city-based approach to policing; the relationship between City of Cape Town Safety & Security and SAPS is
inconsistent
Community police forums are meant to facilitate police and community engagement
We need to build better relationships between law enforcement, metro police and communities and use the cadet programme
LEAP, metro police and traffic officials must be as helpful as possible to community members
Learn problem management skills, de-escalation skills, conflict management skills are required
The city should support violence and crime prevention, resilience building, trauma response, working with broken families
National cabinet has approved the integrated crime and violence prevention strategy (white paper on safety and security) – the
City could implement that
Objective 6: tackling crime and its root causes: crime prevention and the public health model
Gender based violence was not mentioned in the IDP
Inequality has spatial drivers and spatial consequences
Be a spatially integrated and inclusive city with respect to housing
We have spatial dislocation from spaces of opportunity
On the supply side of making land available, starting with land that the City already has, the City should consolidate what has been
promised
Where is the land? How is it currently being used? Is it publicly available? For what purpose?
Government Immovable Asset Management Act (GIAMA) was explained
Before finalizing IDP, we should develop criteria for well-located land (not only CBD but satellite economic hubs)
Transport provision and the cost of transport
The City should clarify expropriating well-located land that can be used for affordable housing
Households are growing in number faster than the population, the projections for growth of informal housing in the City are
astronomical (homelessness is a small portion of that)
Max Neef’s Theory was presented, focussing on protection, affection, leisure and participation to live a life of meaning
Max Neef was quoted: ‘It should be the purpose of every political, social, and economic system to generate the conditions for
people to adequately satisfy their fundamental human needs.’
What is needed for a city to flourish?
o A strong social fabric where people have a sense of belonging
o A neighbourhood that is well integrated with the different incomes
o A vibrant local economy offering various opportunities to families
o The greatest asset is its people
o Focus is on families: vulnerabilities are indicators of deprivation which compromise well-being and growth (ageing
population, mental health, substance abuse, homelessness, disabilities, single parents, women, children, violence in
communities, violence in families)
The pandemic and the spike in the cost of utilities have shown us the levels of inequalities amongst different communities
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IDP
Engagement
Business

There is a strategy to improve housing and basic services to meet the needs of communities: how could the cost of basic services
be reduced so that basic living expenses improve for families
Safety & Security training: sensitizing officers to gender based violence and trauma related incidents should extend to mental
health and the homeless to build trust with law enforcement
Strengthen partnerships and networks through trust is important to reduce and manage violence in communities
Zoning and building regulations are tools we could use to bridge the gap between formal and informal sectors
Adapt governance with respect to informality
A global debate exists around the incompatibility between the conventional inherited private property models and alternative
approaches to city buildings that are more inclusive and can deal with spatial inequality
Land use systems are derived from a particular legal understanding of private property, which needs to be disrupted because we
need to reinvest land and soil with an ecological services system perspective
One of the crisis that have dogged the human settlements agenda is the delay in providing secure tenure to people who have
access to public housing; have an action team who can work with the right civil society partners to accelerate this issue
Social housing model in South Africa is flawed. There is urgent need to establish more aggressive partnerships with private sector
to build up models alongside public subsidy system and help the private real estate market
In the evidence-based policing literature there is good evidence that how the police engage with the public shifts the way in which
the public identifies with the authority (police/law enforcement) represents

What is missing from the IDP draft?












Introduced himself as being in from Khayelitsha and has been in the property development industry since 2001.
We made comments in as far as the IDP is concerned, on Spine Road corridor development.
Have perused the draft IDP to check if it has pockets as to what is the plan in the Northern suburb in terms of business
development or infrastructure development, in the Southern suburb this is the plan etc. Did not see that in the document.
Has the City identified detectors for economic growth, has there been identification of specific sectors?
Recommends that the City consider the tourism industry that has been hit hard by Covid 19.
It is very refreshing to see a new direction and much more accessible language used in the IDP.
Why there is not an SDF?
Complimented the City for its security orientated approach in its planning for the current and future generation
Economic growth is one thing but there is many mechanisms in our broader economic structure that preclude exclusion as to who
gains from the productivity if economic growth plans are successful.
Complimented the previous administration for not shying away from putting economic growth in the fore-front
Wishes to get a sophisticated understanding around where does economic growth happen, which sectors economic growth
happens that are most likely to absorb people into the economy.
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How do we get rid of private sector high internal in-equality, how do we promote companies that do not have complete monopoly
and promote new businesses in the economy
What are your trauma informed approach linked into the economic growth
There is a lot of crime that happens as a result of trauma, trauma affects economic growth
What are the programmes the City will undertake to try to increase access to internet & digitalisation
Notes that there is a lot of programmes the City is undertaking & planning to undertake, is there any programme/s the City will
stop doing to enable it to focus more on these new programmes
How is the City rapidly digitalising business and if there are programmes specifically to increase digital access
The City has quite a lot around modernising services, which is very cool, but it’s very internal
There should be an office in the City that is not the same as the data size capability or a procurement of an internal sensor
technology but should have a capability where people have the ability to understand external business models that are entering
into the City and disrupting traditional public services. The aim should be, to in-cooperate those business models into the public
service so that we are not on the back foot and reacting.
Under economic growth, what role is placed on incubation? In Brazil, they are in excess of 360 incubators. In SA, it is roughly half
of that, as the City of Hope, is there an interventional partnership with one of the key ingredients to economic growth.
What is missing is the role of basic education in improving the employability of youth.
The merging of basic education and early childhood quite recently is of importance
Grade R has also been made compulsory, with grade R being made compulsory in 2030.
Additionally, education corporate social responsibility makes up the vast majority of CSI – How can the City monitor and advocate
this type of investment by business?
Is digital connectivity and quality of one of the implied national initiatives Lance referred to which is beyond the City mandate?
Elements of Tech enabled improvements are implied in 16.2 as well as for security, but is there a futuristic Smart City Technology
vision?
Not just digitalizing but also ensuring that all applications are mobile aligned and not just PC and laptop aligned, currently
businesses struggle to do business with the City with a mobile.

What key challenges and opportunities does the IDP not speak to?






He has extensive experience in the entrepreneurship promotion and development space.
There are programmes in the City but the IDP should speak more around entrepreneurship development and innovation
In terms of opportunities, he is looking at a scenario where business processing units would move closer to where young people
live in the Townships, he recalls in 2012 he received a call from an international call centre company about an opportunity where
they are looking at building massive infrastructure in Townships thereby young people work 24 hours.
He is looking at opportunities of that nature from the City.
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IDP
Engagement
NGO and Civic
Organisations

Looking at the point where in terms of the challenges the IDP would indicate the latest regarding the land use or the rezoning,
how do we ensure that rezoning happens speedily so that business does not loose shape or opportunities are not missed, as you
would have seen in the past two years during Covid, quite a lot of space has been illegally occupied, land that was earmarked for
light industries.
Is the property development department included in the IDP to ensure that it speedily works in those areas where there are land
challenges
In terms of the response to land use applications, the City takes time to respond purely because the property department has to
work with other departments to make their comment which often takes time, he wonders if can’t all the departments comment
at once to save time, so that land use applications could be dealt with speedily.
What is the strategy going forward in as far as land use is concerned for commercial developments, more particularly in the
Township economy
In cooperate informal ways of waste collection into the City system to bring dignity to the informal waste collectors to the value
of the waste collection process, Drakenstein has a successful similar programme that has been going for few years
The disruption of projects when some sub-contractors are not awarded the sub contract, we have seen those incidents happening
in Cape Town
Is there anything in the IDP that explicitly addresses that, because if it is not explicitly addressed it could get worse and severe.
What are the legal and social interventions to combat this issue
Will have to look at the ease of doing business in more detail. However, emphasised her point was more about work stoppages
and disruption of projects, especially the city own procurement like water and sanitation, housing projects etc.
Key challenges concerning the equality of women in society are not addressed at all
This comes post Covid which exacerbated gender equalities at large
Additionally, climate change disproportionally affects women and the IDP addresses climate initiatives quite extensively

What are we missing from the IDP draft?









The implementation of IDP and why they as activists were not consulted for input
Access to information in terms of job creation and business hubs in communities where people are unemployed
There are many requirements should they wish to bid for a tender
Funding for start-ups
Basic services (sewerage & sanitation) are challenging with blocked drains being a regular occurrence
The issue of affordable housing is vague; the IDP refers to ‘affordable housing’ but there is no indication of how long a person
must wait
‘Affordable housing’ is not affordable; prices for rent increases yearly
The KPI (key performance indicators) that have been put in place does not match the commitments, programmes, promises the
City wants to achieve (re spatial planning, release public land, inclusionary housing)
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Location and quality of property information has not been released
Infill sites and social housing have no KPI attached
No reference is made to temporary alternative housing/emergency housing (evicted/homeless due to disaster)
The city says that it will release City land and that it will advocate for the national government to release land. Why is provincial
land excluded?
The City must assist people to build their own homes (enhanced people’s housing process)
It is unclear how the City’s objectives, in relation to securing tenure, will work
The preservation of urban farmland because of the crucial role that local food will play
The PHA and the environment and job creation
Where is the STF?
The City’s engagement with farmland, investing in the Peri-Urban farmland of the city
This IDP has no references to anything related to Transport Oriented Development
Only 2% of the City’s budget is dedicated to everything that is not vehicular (universal access, pedestrian walking spaces and
cycling).
To address apartheid spatial planning, we have to start merging and integrating the way we think about how we move, live,
spend, how we grow food in order to make more workable, liveable environments where we are bringing people and
opportunities close to the City
We need to create more spaces for people to be able to walk to work, shops and school
There is not KPI that reflects our need to invest in spaces that do not continue to support fossil fuel burning vehicles and support
our disability community
Engaging with community members on IDP information and strengthen community participation
He enquired about the City’s stance on housing
How did the previous IDP perform and how do we gauge performance and progress
Sewerage and overflowing is a huge problem in areas we work in
Most areas are not safe: transport safety, school safety and gangsterism are real problems we face; bicycles are supposed to be
used in our areas (no need for taxis)
Inclusionary housing: how long will people stay in inclusionary housing? People are facing eviction because they can no longer
afford their rent (COVID/retrenchment)
Emergency housing should be an option (not zinc structures)
Some people are place in temporary relocations for a long time; how long must they wait for land or a house?
Backyard dwellers get water and electricity; does that mean that backyard is seen as permanent residents? RDP houses are too
small
We have a situation of food insecurity, which is why we see a rise in crime
Jobs and the CCTs database is not readily available to the public
RDP housing could alleviate problems
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IDP
Engagement
Rate Payers

Bicycle lanes for food delivery when no access to community kitchens, but no such lanes exits or they’re not available
Overflow of sewerage takes too long to resolve
Indigent relief, no evictions, go to rental offices for assistance for indigent relief
There is a drop in our grant funding that we use to build RDP houses
The shift to site and service as the primary mode of delivery of houses is not in the National Housing code
The City planning to sell off council rental housing, problem for renting out. Various forms of rental housing, those that include
social housing or council owned rental housing stock, have the potential to provide housing to multiple different sets of
beneficiaries
A missed opportunity seems to be if we only release public land to the private sector. There should be spaces available if the
City is really trying to be innovative and engaging and different in relation to how it can give effect to its housing through its
constitutional obligation to provide housing to people
The City could release some pieces of land to communities directly, e.g. long term leases
The concern is that none of the public land is being released (social housing), which means that we are getting people who have
more profit incentive to try to deliver very affordable housing. And so they're unlikely to deliver affordable housing at the scale
that we actually need and require in our city
When people are evicted from public and private land, we have a constitutional obligation to provide them with alternative
accommodation
IDP objective 11 was referred to (Quality and safe public parks, recreational facilities supported by community partnerships)
At present, it does not look like public spaces is being invested in.
The KPIs speak about maintenance and compliance with occupational health and safety regulations, but does not speak about
the constitutional obligation that government has to provide access to public spaces and a safe, healthy environment in the
context of affordable housing
From a climate delegation point of view, we need to invest in public space, open up spaces and communities which play a critical
role in storm water management in urban agriculture and the kinds of things that we need to grow healthy communities that
can be self sufficient
Spatial integration is not just about houses for people in the city, it is spatial justice including protection of farmland around the
periphery of the city
The City published a study which identified 10 000 hectares of developable land in the city and we believe that the developers
who mistakenly hold land in the farmland should be offered the opportunity to swap out those pieces of land so that the City
owns the food producing land
There is a definite opportunity for the PHA to be identified as a catalytic land development program
Informal settlements need to be upgraded

What is missing from the IDP draft?


Made concrete proposals on the initial public Have Your Say platform – not seeing it in the draft IDP.
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o

Concern - How can we have confidence that cognizance is being taken of those inputs

o

The IDP priority structure for example of what are the primary priorities and then the secondary priorities, I assume one
can use that to motivate certain proposals.

o

Example: We have made a proposal for certain legislative changes in terms of the gated Community policy, which has a
lot of safety benefits for residents, but there is many other people that will criticize such a proposal because it infringes
on the freedom of movement.
 We have two things to weigh here; Safety of the Community and freedom of movement of people outside the
community. You got to weigh those rights now in terms of the priorities of this diagram with the freedom of
movement of non-community members ,therefore, the city should adopt an argument that promotes safety, is
that a reasonable argument?

Development of our beachfront that has been stalled ongoing for the last 15 years.
Were told there would be a public participation period for the development structure to be approved by the residents. It appears
that it is just gone straight through to planning and tender process.
Initial plan was done maybe eight years ago - now been shelved.
Money wasted and now we as residents have to accept the new plans because it already had budget allocated, and if we do not
accept it then we left with an unsustainable beachfront. This could be the jewel in the crown in Cape Town and we do not
understand as residents why this particular area does not.
Want to enjoy the same financial support from the city as what the Sea Point promenade does. We have been asking for it in the
IDP sessions for the last three sessions that I have attended, which is 15 years.
Constant development is approved by planning offices but not the necessary infrastructure upgrade that meet the planning
development
One of our points of contention in our community is not the fact that there will be housing developments, but the type of housing
developments in our Community.
Seems that the city is solely focused on social housing and B&G housing where the community has been asking specifically within
the Pentech and self-help areas, for plot and plan and gap housing.
Belhar has quite a number of developments and the B&G developments (and what goes with that) have a huge problem in terms
of our current infrastructure where our sewerage is concerned.
Bulk infrastructure was done a few years ago for the Belhar CBD area. However, in terms of the communities that infrastructure
has not been upgraded and is more than 30 years old.
How does the city plan to continue with the housing development without upgrading the current infrastructure and specifically
within those communities, there are no facilities in terms of a Parks and Recreation facilities within the community.
Sensitive to the request about development; Table View beachfront is already reasonably well developed area, while areas like
Mitchell's Plain have been asking that for decades as well.
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How does a given Community raise its hand and say we would like to go out and find the funding. Can you empower us?
We have the needs of a large portion of the employment of the certification comes from my neighbourhood. How do we go about
making sure that that if you say there isn't the funds and they aren't available but if we said we want to raise the funds, how do
we go about taking control over that and then taking our vision and guaranteeing that it is embedded in the IDP with a statement
that says the people of this area.
How does the city empower our communities for us to be able to take that IDP program forward and say this is what we want to
contribute and how we handle it?
Great concern is the situation in the Main Road, Kirstenbosch area where some substantial apartment developments are going
up.
How is our suburbs going to cope? We do not have the infrastructure in place.
In addition, from a transport point of view, we are aware that the Council is very involved now in addressing our sewage issues,
which have been escalated to senior level in the city now and we are a cognisant of that.
We are going to be part of the living urban waterways development and that is going to be nice in the next few years.
Some of that infrastructure challenge might be addressed through those processes, but what about the transportation?
Want to confirm the current budget is based on the previous IDP, so if you want to check whether the budget is in line with the
IDP you have to look at the previous one.
There is often an antagonistic relationship between the residents and the city when it comes to developments, because residents
are only becoming part of the process right at the end, after the application, the design has been done and the application is
almost been approved, and then the city goes through a public participation process.
While the city and developers we had cooperate in advance and they are building up a good relationship by being part of the
Western Cape Development Forum and the residents are not part of that. To make that even more difficult.
I have recently learned that the process, if you as a residence want to submit objections to a development, those objections are
noted and then those objections go to the Municipal Planning Tribunal. In the past, residents were notified when the Municipal
Planning Tribunal will handle an application and they would ask whether you want to be present or attend the MPT meeting.
However, a change has been made, residents associations are not being notified anymore and they it is their obligation to look on
the website on a regular bases to see whether an application will be considered. What is the reasoning behind that decision?
What concerns us as a residence is that when the development is put forth in the community, only the surrounding neighbours
seems to have get or received notices and are allowed to object, when it comes to housing development.
It does not only affect the houses that is adjacent to the field where this project will take place. It will have an impact on the entire
community. So why do only a little few are notified?
We have a situation busy occurring now where 25 meter so mast application is going through and only the few houses in the
immediate vicinity are being consulted. More people in the community are going to be affected not just the immediate neighbours.
The fact that the post office has been utilised with registered mail people, 90% do not get the registered mail slip. The city has the
database and they can spread the application on a much wider footing. It has flawed how the applications are processed via the
post office. It should be via the city's database to that area.
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Have Your Say
(online)

29/32

Those who are going to be affected by the developments should be informed via email and maybe even an SMS so that people
can be alerted to those things. Secondly, we should be notified of the (Municipal Planning Tribunal (MPT) the residents of the area
that these things affect should have an open invitation to go.
Beachfront development - the overarching picture from Dolphin Beach, Sunset Beach, all the way to Big Bay. Plan that has been
published now that has not gone to public participation. In essence, that we are saying, this is a watered down version, but we are
in such a difficult position because our beachfront is technically dangerous.
There are actually two things when it comes to public participation.
o When an application arrives in the planning department, the official makes a decision based on his/her mood. Needs
to be consulted and that is a subjective decision and sometimes that official decides, well, this 25 meter mast only
requires public participation from the neighbours and that there could be a flawed decision.
o When they decide to involve the neighbours, they use registered mail as a way to communicate with those
neighbours, which is also not a very effective means of communicating.
Send all the public participation request to the Residents Associations because they are on your database. This is a secure way of
communicating and the associations can make sure that the neighbours in the area get it by using Facebook for example as
Facebook works very efficient in our area. Therefore, that is the first point. The flawed participation at the beginning of the process.
Objections are being made and a decision is made that the thing is going to be handled by The Municipal Planning Tribunal. In the
past, all objectors were automatically notified that this matter would be handled by the MPT. It was recently decided to change
that process. To only notify those people that clearly indicated they want to be represented at the MPT, I think that is I think it is
an unnecessary limitation. You can just as well send that message to all objectors.
You (DM) mentioned that development applications are depended on infrastructure availability now, does this also apply to work
going on in our informal settlements. When you are looking at the development of your social housing do, you apply the same
principles that any commercial development would have and the development of your informal settlements.
When we get the housing that is desperately needed , what control, if any, is going to be put into stopping more people in fluxing
into the informal settlements?

We are sitting with a great sports facility at Wesfleur Sportsground in Atlantis but it has not been fully developed like a shade pavilion
at the athletics track and also the two rugby fields have been turn into a golf course and also I would suggest to close the swimming
pool like an indoor facility.

Have Your Say
(online)

The city start a project but don't complete it instead of finishing the project so by the time when you must complete the project the
items for example parks ...its all then messed up .

Have Your Say
(online)

The open square field in between these 4 roads (Sunderland Street, 7th Avenue, 8th Avenue and Load Star Street) can we build indoor
or under cover sports nets (e.g. A indoor/fives soccer net, indoor basketball net and indoor cricket net) the field is big enough to hold
all 3 and can be developed with minimal cost, the nets can be used free by the 3 surrounding schools and maybe a small charge for
people wanting to use it after. The funds can be used to maintain the development or security. (the field is directly behind my house)
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Have Your Say
(online)

Have Your Say
(online)

It is currently not business as usual, as the entire city has gone through a difficult period over the past 3yrs. Let's prioritize getting the
community to participate in building public spaces - thereby rehabilitating communities by letting them take part in creating play parks
and securing them. The spirits of South Africans and Cape Townians in particular are broken and need repair. Safety in this regard
should be secondary and not part of the "3 Top Tier Priorities". Please consider this very carefully. People need each other and healthy
communities more now than security.
78/81

11.2 Sustainable strategic Partnerships initiative - to promote all aquatic disciplines with a special focus on Westridge and the broader
MP. Swimmers at WSC range from 8 years-old to 16 years-old inclusive of special needs children, who compete in various competitions
provided by the aquatic disciplines of sport that promote competitions to the highest level. Winter months we are disadvantaged &
have requested an indoor swimming pool for decades in our community. We are also providing future lifeguards & teach a life skill.

Have Your Say
(online)

I feel libraries need to be prioritized more, and brought into prominence as a way of improving services in the city. Currently just lip
service is being paid, for example, in terms of "investing in high quality...” in terms of partnerships, It might make financial sense to
close libraries, but the long term effects will be insurmountable. Not one library in America closed during the Great Depression, why
can our managers/Directors not work harder to find alternatives? In my opinion poor leadership, which leads to more distrust among
staff. Why should the people of this community be deprived of opportunities to study and access online

Have Your Say
(online)
Have Your Say
(online)

What is the strategic focus around pollution in the city, especially in the transport environment?

Have Your Say
(online)

There is no mention of the expanding baboon population in the Southern Cape nor any mention of a workable, resident-focussed and
coherent plan to control or remove these destructive wild animals from urban areas.

Have Your Say
(online)

Unlawful land occupation should not be tolerated! Letting this happens is not acceptable and must be stopped right away, not 2 years
after lockdown. Why not adding a new service request to report unlawful occupation via your excellent e-services platform
(https://eservices1.capetown.gov.za/coct/wapl/zsreq_app/index.html#/create)? At least you would know right away where to focus
your efforts.

Have Your Say
(online)

Please consider, add these to the planning and budgeting

For almost 2 years now, the ships offloading containers run their GENERATORS 24 hours a day! The sound is UNBEARABLE! This is the
COCT fault as they stopped the docked ships from plugging into electrical supplies. I live in GREENPOINT and am badly affected by
this noise; it is like a jackhammer in my brain especially loud from 2am to 6am. Other areas affected are ORANJEZICHT, WOODSTOCK,
and TABLEVIEW. You claim you are a caring city but care more about 1 ship offloading than all the RATEPAYERS of all the above areas!
I am furious!
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Traffic circles / Speed bumps:
o at corner of Weltevreden Road and Westpoort
o the corner of Westpoort and Dagbreek
o At the various roads along Weltevreden Road, especially from Westgate Mall to Highlands Drive.
o At all roads along Baden Powell



Pedestrian walkway, running path
o Along Jakes Gerwel on both sides … public has to walk in yellow lane, especially from Mitchells Plain towards Athlone.
o Along Lansdowne Road, from Hanover park to Manenberg
o A running path in and around Strandfontein area
o Similarly, in Mandalay area



Off ramp / On ramp
o Can an off ramp be made from N2 onto the M5 (instead of having to go via Athlone)?



Left Lanes:
o At Jakes Gerwel and Highlands (with pedestrian options)
o At Dagbreek and Morgenster Road



With the development of Strandfontein Pavilion area:
o Open up the large parking area from the road
o Either raise the road or install berms to keep sand off the road
o Or cater for better parking on the side of the road
o Have a walkway that runs from Mnandi to Muizenberg

Have Your Say
(online)

43

We need a ward counsellor that is actually interested in the community of ward 43 as the current one is useless.

Have Your Say
(online)

19

I would like to see removal of Heritage buildings from departments that does not have the funds to maintain the buildings. It has a
negative effect on service delivery to the community. Cutting vital management positions to save money or move money elsewhere is
creating also a negative effect on service delivery to the community. The tender processes needs to improve. Front line services cannot
wait a year before vital tender processes are in place. This also have a negative effect on service delivery. Performance evaluations
needs to be more job related than PDR related. Unreasonable targets needs to be removed that is not related to a specific job.
Performance will then improve. Centralizing frontline service has a huge negative affect on service delivery. It did not work in the past
and will not work in the future.
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Have Your Say
(online)

107

Digital Inclusive City that operates and provides overall Innovation and Collaboration platforms to citizens across all segments, ages,
communities for specific requirements such as education portals, quick effective communication and collaboration channels,
interactive simulated learning centres, young entrepreneurs skills learning management systems and tools, partnership and jointventures with educational institutions, business tech innovation hubs, integrated modems of citizenship, digital ID for a single entry to
all transitional and trading platforms, e-commerce for joint-ventures, reward & recognition programmes City brand ambassadors...and
so much more.

Have Your Say
(online)

12

Good day I urgently call on the City leaders to visit the Belhar area Ward 12. We have numerous vacant land in the area. We as the
community have been struggling to get clarity from our ward Cllr regarding the plans for the land. Our community are in need of a
school and we have been waiting for 30 years! The city proposed to build RDP houses but the community objected to the idea! Please
we need intervention from Mayco members and the Mayor; we are in desperate need of clarity and transparency from Council. The
ODTP values trust, integrity, accountability, service excellence & accessibility are nothing but words to us until we see it being
implemented in our community!

Have Your Say
(online)

55

While the City's ideology may be inclusive of persons with disabilities, it has yet to be evident in services and is included in this IDP as
a vulnerable group. While transport and housing are 2 of the largest barriers facing persons with disabilities, access to suitable housing
is also critical. This includes those wishing to live independently as well as residential care facilities. Access to the built environment
is also inadequate and fails to comply with legislation. Please consider using accessibility for all types of disabilities as criteria for
approval of building plans. You are welcome to consult with us (Western Cape Association for persons with Disabilities) on any of the
above issues and we will gladly help.

Have Your Say
(online)

85

Black and Coloured people are left out. This IDP only suit white settlers

Have Your Say
(online)

14

Priority: A more spatially integrated and inclusive city.
Let’s build a spatially integrated city that supports equitable access and opportunity for all communities
Objective 15. A more spatially integrated and inclusive city Key Performance Indicator for the next 5 years: Corporate Scorecard
15.A Local neighbourhood plans approved for mixed-use development (number). Suggest that the indicator be changed to the
following below: Key Performance indicator: Local neighbourhood plans submitted (for advertising) for mixed-use development
(number) Definition: Measures the number of draft local neighbourhood plans submitted for advertising. A local neighbourhood
plan could be a spatial development framework or a precinct plan that identifies areas for, amongst others mixed use development,
which would facilitate integration of land uses.

Have Your Say
(online)

112

Homeless people who migrate to affluent areas are in search of social and economic assistance and opportunities respectively.
Durbanville does not have sufficient shelters for the homeless that are migrating to the area. MES in particular are providing
appropriate interventions are to be expanded in the area to provide employment and accommodation.
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Have Your Say
(online)

15

Given that apartheid worked to put anyone but white people on the periphery I want to see: a) an overview of possibilities for public
housing in inner city areas of Somerset West, Cape town, Strand, Athlone etc. b) a goal based on that survey for how many homes will
be built in these developed areas. The number should increase exponentially, and better previous records. Cape Town should use its
clean record to argue for more money for this from provincial and national government. Especially compared to other major cities.
This would be a commitment to undo apartheid spatial planning. Anything that does not include this is papering over cracks.

Have Your Say
(online)

62

In order to get the ANC completely eradicated from CT you need to start providing much more services to the townships. Stop
concentrating so much on the top suburbs where folk have more than enough money for their basic needs. Give the poorer
communities much much more to encourage them to vote DA.

Have Your Say
(online)

23

Key concerns: - Mushrooming informal settlements and land grabs. - Dunoon was supposed to be 'decongested' but is exploding. DuNoon spills onto pavements. I have had a brick thrown at my windscreen and few people feel safe driving past due to the exposure
at present. - Our infrastructure cannot cope with all the migrants from other countries. We need to get this under control. - The
water and electricity demand is barely sufficient for South Africans let alone thousands of migrants - Crime is further exasperated by
lack of employment and desperation. - Drug houses run by the likes of the Black Axe littering suburbs families are biting homes in Vagrants which, while devastating are littering the city and intimidating locals and tourists. - How do we attract tourism when we
have vagrants all over the CBD and mushrooming, heavily littered informal settlements everywhere? - Our beaches (including Camps
bay) have the stench of sewage and non-stop beggars and opportunists Cape Town is out of control and needs a multi-faceted serious
solution.

Have Your Say
(online)

84

We are currently by far not a spatially integrated inclusive city. City must make land available in more affluent areas for housing
projects.

Have Your Say
(online)

73

From a brief review of the proposed IDP, it appears that the over-arching concepts of water sensitive cities / water sensitive design
(only mentioned twice, with no explanation of what they mean) and water resilience (only refers to diversity of supply in the report)
are poorly understood and not actively embedded. This is disappointing seeing that the City has two recently published strategy
documents related to this. It has also undergone an extensive process to benchmark Cape Town's readiness to transition to a Water
Sensitive City (Commitment 5 of the new Water Strategy) and to develop a vison and an implementation plan to support this - none
of which is mentioned in the IDP. There is no mention at all of issues such as urban heat mitigation, except peripherally with respect
to climate change impacts (although no reference to the water sensitive approaches that could be adopted to mitigate these
impacts; e.g. blue-green infrastructure / Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS)). Also, the currently running Liveable Urban
Waterways (LUW) programme that is embedded (with allocated budgets) in the Resilience Strategy, is not mentioned at all and
appears to now be referred to as the ‘Healthy waterways’ programme? There is a relatively brief section on the need for action in
respect of increasing impacts of climate change – but again, this is only superficially dealt with (surprising in the context of the very
real and alarming forecasts coming out of the recent IPCC 6th assessment report - see
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https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg2/downloads/outreach/IPCC_AR6_WGII_FactSheet_Africa.pdf and
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg2/downloads/outreach/IPCC_AR6_WGII_FactSheet_HumanSettlements.pdf) and no real
evidence of what this actually means to the City.
Have Your Say
(online)

57

As an organisation that serves blind and visually impaired persons, I think it is important that as a resilient City, we take into account
the importance of creating jobs and opportunities for all individuals who live here. We also have to ensure that all areas are accessible,
including all restaurants and public spaces.

Have Your Say
(online)

58

The condition of inland waterways and coastal waters is receiving City attention. The IDP mentions how waterways will be cleaned,
dredged and improved in a few ways. While causes of the deterioration are identified largely as failing WWTWs and illegal dumping,
non-point sources of pollution are not mentioned e.g. contaminated storm water and continuous flow of water from industry, private
business and informal settlements. These are areas where interventions are necessary to enable the city to reach its goal of becoming
a water sensitive city. The IDP will need to strengthen mitigation measures in a multi-dimensional approach to build a 'climate proofed'
city, and not just a resilient one where adaptation is the only game in town. Surface- and groundwater quality are increasingly critical
while surpassing the 1.5 oC change before 2030. The transition toward a water sensitive city is lost in the IDP and needs to be addressed
in this IDP before we wait another decade.

Have Your Say
(online)

64

The IDP lacks a specific focus on Urbanisation. How does the City plan to cope with (and limit?) large scale and mostly unregulated
urbanisation? Without such a strategy, the City will always be catching up, never ahead of the game and always vulnerable to criticism
and protest. (I have not read the whole IDP in detail, but sufficient to convince me this is an important omission.)

Have Your Say
(online)

59

Please expand the recycling collection from home initiative to more areas of Cape Town. Those who want to recycle are more likely
to do so, and should be able to do so from their homes. This will support the circular, green economy and reduces pressure on
Vissershoek. By making it easier and accessible to more people - they will hopefully in time be encouraged to consider other ways of
contributing such as becoming more energy efficient and water wise.

Have Your Say
(online)

59

1. The economic focus must incorporate a low-carbon or no-carbon consideration into the overall approach, to ensure global economic
relevance and competitiveness. 2. Strategic intervention in electricity network upgrades and preparedness can facilitate investment
in specific locations. Businesses will be attracted to the electricity security and flexibility offered. 3. The specifics of the Climate Change
Action Plan do not find themselves reflected in the IDP. This suggests poor integration of the City policies and plans related to climate
change. 4. Many of the performance targets are set at 99%. Note that 1% of a large number can still be significant - e.g. 1% of the
approx. 150 000 informal households still leaves 1500 households. 5. The scorecard targets related to renewable energy are poor.
The City has issued calls for 200MW of IPP power, yet the only target set is 5MVA SSEG? 6. The global targets ("trends") that are not
to be measured by the City as scorecard items should be stated as goals to work towards. The IDP must set quantified objectives;
otherwise, the overall strategic direction remains vague and typically, more promise than outcome. For example, how will the impact
of actions related to homelessness be measured?
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Have Your Say
(online)
Have Your Say
(online)
Have Your Say
(online)

17

Scrap the water levy

22

More schools, sports and recreational activities for our youth, and job creation and empowerment plans

13

Build more schools in area.Ungrade clinic. Police station is too small. Camera must put at stop points to better safety. Sport field for
area. Clean environment in area. Law enforcement must be visible all times. Swimming pool for area. Recreational facility in area. Built
more houses. Create more work in community. Upgrade library facility. Bigger Shoprite in area. Electricity boxes must be upgraded
with other steel boxes. More speed bumps in area. Clean environment in area. Play parks for our children. Police must patrol during
day n nights. Scrap yard must not be in our area. More businesses so that people in Belhar have jobs.

Have Your Say
(online)

48

Sewerage system in Heatherdale, Belgravia, Athlone...blockages recurring Water leakages in the road which are added to your account
Safe park for our Children Speed bumps in the road

Have Your Say
(online)

12

Ward 12. Has no, sport, facility, Shelter, Senior Home, post office, Rehabilitation Facility, Proper Police Station&Services, another Day
hospital/Hospital to serve the Belhar population , home Affairs Facility, Decent & Affordable Business Park, Swimming Pool, Job
Creation, affordable rates/tariffs on Services (unemployment 100%)assistance for Community Based Orgs(also Facilities, Water etc.)
Selecting people from Org actually Working for years in Youth not some that just entered the scene, and Sport is very important in our
community, good at keeping social ill's at bay, we take kids to other areas to do Golf, Swimming, indoor cricket etc., so give it its rightful
place in society Our transportation, fuel, maintenance should be highly considered as our Councillors know these thing and do
nothing...

Have Your Say
(online)

16

The Ithemba farmers has been marginalized for the last 18 years. The people on the farm do not have basic needs like water, sanitation
and lightening. The farm is so dark at night and there are several criminal activities that are taking place on the farm. On several
occasions dead bodies was dumped as the farm makes it easy for criminals to dump dead bodies on the farm. There is no sewerage on
the farm, which is a health risk. Nobody are taking responsibility of the farm. There are old people living on the farm there are sick
people on the farm. People are unemployed we have drug lords infiltrating the farm due to the high unemployment rate. We urgently
request water to the nearest points so that it will not be difficult for the old age fetching water. We also request sewerage as there is
nothing on the farm. We require lightning so that criminal activity on the farm can be monitored. We also have illegal dumping on the
farm at which we have an infestation of rats and other sickness, which is creating, by this dumping. We fought with Human settlements
who allows this people to dump as several trucks dump waste on a daily basis. We request an intervention by Provincial government
to stop these activities. There is a gangster on the farm who disconnected the water lines to his farm he is not a farmer but he entertains
people on his farm where he has a swimming pool and a jacuzzi. I hereby pleas for help as we have more concerns than the amount
that you are expecting us to mention.
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Have Your Say
(online)

55

The City on page 27 says, “Let’s make Cape Town the easiest place to do business and create jobs in Africa.” What it should have said
is: “Let’s make the whole of Cape Town a thriving economy where the production, distribution, and consumption of goods and services
is evenly spread across the entire metropole so that job creation is stimulated in every corner of the city.” It is common cause that it
is the weakest link in the chain that compromises the entire edifice. The economy of Cape Town has not one weak link but many weak
links because apartheid physical planning still prevails and the areas that were meant to be dormitories from labour was to be sourced
still remain that today. Transformation has failed and that failure threatens the edifice with each passing day. Strengthening what has
been traditionally working well is acting intuitively. That is the incremental approach. It is not transformational. What is needed is a
counterintuitive approach to remedy that, which is screaming for attention and development: giving the townships a basic economy
of their own. Cape Town’s townships do not have any job creating economic hubs. At a time when public transport is both expensive
and problematic, every job out of a locality is stressful and costly to sustain. If anything between 20% – 40% of earnings go to transport,
sustainable existence is compromised. This problem is exacerbated by the climate emergency, which has been affecting millions of
people in the world and is worsening as humans lose control over rising temperatures. The level of resilience required to exist gets
steeper and steeper month by month and year by year. The shadow of revolution looms over the city. So, what does the City need
to do? It must give centrality to the aims and objects of the NDPG and to bring into play the ideas explored in the various toolkits. It is
essential to take the NDPG and other grants and to do, not what the slothful servants did with the ‘talents’ handed them by their
master – return them with no profit. The biblical lesson is clear: God wants us to do much more with what we are given than the barest
minimum. The toolkits of the NDPG require the multiplier and accelerator effects to be employed. The NDPG requires property
ownership to be increased and title deeds handed over so that residents in the townships can provide collateral and leverage
ownership to obtain mortgage. It is very good to attract invests into the developed areas of Cape Town but the real prize would be to
attract substantial investments into the townships. That is the real insurance the City needs. Gangsterism remains rooted as deeply
as ever. Lack of education and of skills ensure that young boys are absorbed into gangs allowing the illicit economy to be the mainstay
of the townships. Extortion, robbery, murder and criminal activities are the lubricants of the minimal economy that exists in the
townships. What is spawned in the townships grows into crime that spills over into the rest of the city. Kidnapping for ransom is now
a growing threat. The notion that “increased jobs and investment in the Cape Town economy” will come through a mere commitment
“to increasing jobs and investment in the Cape Town economy by simplifying regulations and processes so that it is easy for businesses
to start and grow” is naïve. The problem that needs attention is socio-economic deprivation and a failure to get to grips with what
the NDPG and the NDP have laid out. As with our cricket and rugby, the City should be developing an economic plan that is a distinct
plan for each racial component of the city. Just as apartheid planners had different ideas for different population groups today’s
planners must have distinct plans to undo the deliberate constraints of the past. Apartheid has to be undone, race group by race
group and area-by-area. In as much as load shedding is a problem, apartheid straitjacketing is the more deep-rooted problem. The
window of opportunity for transformation is narrowing. Ferment in society is growing. Danger is increasing. The IDP must in great
and careful detail show how the concepts and ideas embedded in the NDPG and the NDP are being incorporated and centralised. It is
a huge challenge and for Cape Town to remain resilient, that challenge has to be squarely met and expeditiously met. The sale of Cityowned assets must increase apace and the income realised must be ring-fenced for major economic initiatives in the townships. These
should be of a nature that must attract wide investor interest. Catalytic development must happen at a very rapid pace because
tomorrow may be too late. Let me reiterate that the NDPG and its toolkits must be fully interrogated and ideas from that interrogation
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must be incorporated into the IDP. When the City says it “will work with partners to increase economic participation and reform
regulations, and so allow for more opportunities to enter the job market and start a business in both the formal and informal economy”
the process should not be informed by tunnel vision. The economy of townships should be focussing on informal trading which in any
case is already saturated. What is good for central Cape Town must be equally good for Khayelitsha and Mitchells Plain. “Targeted
urban development programme” must be underpinned by innovative and scientific economic theory. The issue of “local area and
precinct development initiative” must be spelt out in very great detail and must have the diversity that will generate impact. It cannot
be business as usual because the times we live in are becoming more and more unusual and people must feel fully invested before
social upheaval occurs and the damage is as big as Kwa Zulu-Natal experienced. We are sitting on a powder keg and we should be
fully cognisant of that. Let me now turn my attention to page 37 regarding the City’s small-Scale Energy Generation growth initiative.
It is unfortunate that the City recognises only “the need to empower residents and businesses to generate their own electricity and
sell their excess supply.” The City should be including itself in the grouping and giving the lead in this regard. Every north-facing roof
on a city property should be targeted for solar installation. What is the point of the City buying and consuming half a billion Rand worth
of electricity when it can utilise cheap loans and grants to go solar on a big scale and become a generator of electricity rather than a
consumer and distributor? The City should become heavily invested in green hydrogen production so that the city’s busses and trucks
could start running on hydrogen. The more daytime solar energy that is available, the more it will be able to use the surplus in creating
green hydrogen. Opportunities to collaborate with other municipalities and institutions in the world abound. The latest report of the
United Nations on Climate Change must make clear to us that humans are losing their grip on the problem and that as the situation
worsens, we will have no capability of ameliorating climate change and even less opportunity for adaptation. A billion rand spent in
2022 to increase solar capacity is far better than spending ten billion in 2023 trying to fix that, which is beyond fixing. The climate
emergency is now dictating the terms and its demands are becoming ever more extreme. If the City wishes to protect its citizens and
preserve this planet for future generations it will have to increase its ambitions many folds and in doing so serve the preserve
generation. A slow response will mean that too little was done too late and as a consequence thereof everything was lost. If this
sounds prophetic, it is meant to be exactly that.
Have Your Say
(online)
Have Your Say
(online)

11

Sassa Food Transport

66

I would like to submit that there needs be more invested in public artworks/sculptures, music and film in the city. The city allowed the
Cape Town Film Commission to be dissolved even though we have huge amounts of infrastructure in Cape Town for development of
the film and photography industry. There also needs be an emphasis on making the city a place, which is known for its artworks and
inclusive art. I so far see that the city has not commissioned enough public art including sculptures to forge a cohesive identity. We still
have meaningless art and some sculptures attributed to colonial figures in the city. I think the city could increase tourism if it was able
to take advantage of the great artists and sculptors in Cape Town. I think the City needs to invest more into making their website
more user friendly, especially the tender system. All tenders need to be displayed in a portal where potential companies can see when
awarded tenders are going to be advertised again, when they are going expire and when they were awarded. The tender system is
currently too outdated with excel spreadsheets that show when tenders were awarded. The city also needs to invest in making its
data more available to the public and universities. Currently the data is available, but the website is sometimes unavailable, the data
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is not user friendly to the end-user and does not inspire much respect when compared to international standards. I would also like the
city to be aware of what universities can do to help the City provide solutions to the people of Cape Town through research, hack-athons and skills development.
Have Your Say
(online)

55

The City of Cape Town needs to invest more in building more schools and continue maintaining a quality standard of education as a
result of an increase in population in our City. A lot of people (locally and internationally) are moving to the Western Cape due to the
quality of education and better opportunities.

Have Your Say
(online)

4

The MCRA raises a concern and requests amendments to the current by-laws that pertain to properties in categories 200 – 350m² and
less that 200m² be re-assessed. It is common knowledge that properties of this size would have originally been planned as what was
previously termed a "housing-scheme". These schemes invariably involved a developer working with a Town Planner or Architect in
close conjunction with the Local Authority whose function was to finally vet the proposal. Examples of these are suburbs such as
Summer Greens and Phoenix. The Schemes were originally planned as single-use dwelling erven and had planning principles in place
to provide these tighter spaces with suitable parking, outdoor space for the family, reasonable privacy for and from neighbours etc. A
lot of thought went into the planning so that new owners who invested in these properties invested in these aforementioned principles.
The revised By-laws, which now apply, are completely contradictory to these original Town Planning and Design principles and have
curiously provided LESS regulation as the property size decreases. This now for example permits a property of less than 200m² to build
on their entire common boundary (invariably 3 sides) with zero building line, all to a height of 4m. Such development has huge impact
on neighbours. The mere logistics of building like this entitles the developing owner automatic access to the neighbour's property,
impacting security during construction and then forcing them to live with sheer walls on their boundaries with reduced sunlight, privacy
and questionable future maintenance. The result of these new by-laws are now starting to be felt in the neighbourhoods of these
areas where those who understand their new "rights" have capitalized on the situation, and usually unfortunately only for personal
gain as they develop 4 dwelling units as the definition of 2nd dwelling/3rd dwelling and domestic quarters blur into a boarding house
which is usually what is occurring in these once attractive suburbs. Our proposal is as follows: Lose the category of less than 200m²
and have a single category of below 350m² with the current regulations of 200-350m² remaining for this category. Restrict any
improvement to permit no more than a second dwelling on a property, which can have a Domestic Quarters so long as the domestic
quarters are restricted to 20m ², or less. Departures to the By-law regulations should be an exception and granted only in exceptional
circumstances. By contrast, it appears to currently be normal practise with numerous departures being sought. Surely, it is called a bylaw because it is a law. The idea of neighbours consent to a departure should be omitted – there are numerous cases of threats and
coercion to get neighbours to approve. The by-law is quite clear on what is permissible and it should not up to a neighbour to consent
to something that in reality affects an entire suburb. Properties under a certain size should not have 2nd and 3rd dwelling rights.
These should be limited to properties of a size where this is practicable without compromising the quality of life of the residents and
neighbours. The City needs to be more alert to the tricks applicants use to obtain planning approval by understanding how the building
is likely to be used despite what names are given to rooms on the plans. Boarding houses have become lucrative businesses and need
to be recognised when surreptitiously submitted on single residential zoned properties.
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Have Your Say
(online)

115

The City needs to prioritise the tech start-up sector more with more funding available for small start-up enterprises and youth tech
enterprises.

Have Your Say
(online)

5

Inclusivity of indigenous economic rights (indigenomics) of the Khoe and San first people in mainstream economy will unlock endemic
innovation and social capital to drive hope especially on the cape flats

Have Your Say
(online)

14

I have worked in the financial sector for over 20yrs both locally and internationally. I spend a substantial amount of time in Munich
and have often wished the city of cape town would send a team down to look at how progressive this city is. That said, your budget
allocates less than 1.5% toward economic growth and more than 3 times this to debt write off incentive. This is completely nonsensical.
There is an immense amount of financial data to show the positive impact in almost every sphere of a society, that economic stimulus
has. I urge you to relook this budget with regards to the economic growth allocation - more jobs, business accessibility and other
instruments would have a direct and indirect impact on crime, the need for social grants, housing etc. It also leads to greater tax
collection over time - in Germany education is free - Spend R1m educating someone and then tax them for the rest of their lives - not
only on income, but also on investment and other assets - locally and internationally - it's fairly simple. I look forward to your response.

Have Your Say
(online)

54

I agree that it is essential to implement reforms making it easier to start and grow businesses to create jobs and grow the economy.
However, there is very little here about transforming the economy in order to achieve inclusive economic growth (besides the
possibility of including more people through business-oriented reforms, which places all the responsibility for transformation on
individuals). We know that the benefits of economic growth are currently very unevenly distributed, and -- without targeted efforts
to include poor and historically marginalised people, and the informal economy -- this will continue. For example: most unemployed
people have been unemployed for over a year. How can the City help these people become more employable, and perhaps link them
to some of the new businesses created, to ensure that growing businesses are benefiting a wider range of individuals and communities?

Have Your Say
(online)
Have Your Say
(online)

5

Why no investment into Indigenous Innovation?

54

There is a misalignment between the priority, the City's vision and the inclusive economic growth strategy. It is critical that the priority
and the aim is not only economic growth but specifically inclusive economic growth, thus that there is increased participation of the
poor and of vulnerable groups in Cape Town's economy. If the vision is truly a vision of hope and uplifting people, which I believe it is,
then having inclusive economic growth and not merely economic growth (and jobless growth) is vital. This means that there should
also be targeted programmes to involve and give marginalised residents access to to the economy and provide equal opportunity (and
thus opportunity for all and not just for some). This also means that we need to understand the informal economy better. In general,
we should focus less on economic growth and more on actually improving lives.

Have Your Say
(online)

96

Relook at Spine Road Corridor development plan by increasing th-e current development- levels, in particular the corner of Spine and
Lwandle Road, wh-ere Khayelitsha Training Centre is situated from General Business 1 to a Business Level where developments could
sit at 25 floors. This is practically possible, notwithstanding partnership with the private sector that contributed to the developments
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th-at are nearer the sea in Cape Town, the Boulevard area as well as the Waterfront. Townships are current and future job creators
and economic stimulators and need greater support from the City of Cape Town in fulfilling innovations of its residents (who are
acclaimed internationally in the built sector) in changing the total outlook of township from a residential to a mixed thriving economy.
An opportunity exists for Khayelitsha Training Centre to change into Africa Legacy Centre, a hub that will have 6500 fulltime job
opportunities, a first of its kind operating 24 hours in the township setting and a first to partner with all nearby townships in Cape
Town in pursuit of economic and so-cial development driven by local innovators and international retired thought leaders. Townships
have been seen as areas where poverty, gangsterism and other social ills thrive and an opportunity to erase those has arrived. We are
available to present this vision when a need arises.
Have Your Say
(online)

60

Please do not try to fool us with supposed clean audits worked in government long enough to know audits there always findings.
Irregular expenditure and fraudulent tenders and loss of money along the way how are you going to tighten the belts and get rid of
those who bring City in disrepute and who are wasteful and disregarding towards residents taxes paid. Our people have been knocked
by unemployment and salary cuts many have not even seen and increase in 2 to 3 years. All cost going up we know but you are crippling
the very people who voted for you with these increases

Have Your Say
(online)

48

I find the options to be too few and does not allow me to express my needs adequately. There are So many items missing - schooling
and education, electricity tariffs etc.

Have Your Say
(online)

46

Cape Town is way too small for all the people living here. Building more houses in vacant areas should no longer be the solution. It is
time that we expend the boarders of Cape Town and shift the boarder lines, to be able to include for the development of additional
areas onto our boarders.

Have Your Say
(online)

101

Our judicial system is in shambles. Taxis do what they want, crime is out of hand, land grabs are allowed to happen, when Metro police
do their jobs (because SAPS is USELESS and full of criminals) the public interfere and moan about the law enforcement, the unions are
causing too much problems, we are not getting promotions due to the useless BEE that is forced upon businesses, everything is going
up over 10 % yet salaries don't even see 5%, homeless people everywhere and crime is rampant on infrastructures. UNFAIRNESS is not
a way to run a city. The fact that our transport sector i.e. trains and buses, are held hostage from the taxi industry who does not pay
tax, is worrisome. People that cannot afford travelling due to never-ending infrastructure theft is worrisome and no one is arrested for
these horrendous crimes. It is sad to see our city going backwards due to political hostage and terrorism that is being installed and it
looks as if all the leaders can do is finger point yet do nothing while all the other parties sit and laugh. The lack of leadership and follow
up of criminality is worrisome. Debt is written off to less fortunate yet the law-abiding citizens, which is already burdened, is forced to
pay. There is total disregard to law from foreigners in our country yet once again, the only people who are blasted are the law-abiding
citizens. When our peaceful protesters that want to be heard gets, water cannoned but "peaceful” protestors that burn down private
property and cause destruction, yet once again, nothing happens to them. If this is allowed for the next 5 years, then there is no hope
for a five-year decent plan. As good as, it looks, if the rot within the political parties are not sorted, then cities will never move forward
unfortunately. The influence of corrupt top structures need to be addressed.
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Have Your Say
(online)

75

This draft IDP document is not very reader friendly in relation to the vast majority of residents who are unable to understand it. A
greater investment should be made in Education, reaching down as far as Early Childhood Development, so that long term plans can
be better effective because we have lost 2 generations since the new dispensation and we cannot afford to lose another generation.
It has to start somewhere.

Have Your Say
(online)

21

The SDGs are key to reducing inequality and stimulating economic growth through by making Cape Town more globally competitive
based on universally applied principles that address the challenges of Cape Town with a view to a resilient City. The IDP objectives
should be linked to these goals and targets that are measurable and attainable and support a range of objectives that can attract
foreign investment and support small-medium enterprises and developers and include food security, affordable housing and so forth.
This would propel Cape Town's global positioning and lobby the various spheres of government to invest in our existing infrastructure
according to world standards such as the Port of Cape Town. It would be great to work towards the World ports Sustainability
Programme by the United Nations and World Bank

Have Your Say
(online)

77

The draft touches upon very important topics and outlines some ideas of ways forward. However, the draft lacks severely in necessary
detail of actual implementation to be able to measure the progress. Let me give just two examples: 1) There is a lot of talk around
increasing power generation to become less dependent on Eskom and further reduce load shedding. How will this actually be achieved?
There is no mention of how many MW of solar (or other) generation will be installed per year. While there is talk of 5MVA/year (only
in the KPI section) that is very little compared to the city's energy consumption as 5MVA = 5MW (assuming a power factor of 1), which
translates into 43,800MWh per year or about 0.43% of the annual electricity consumption. This is a very small number and I believe
there should be much bigger ambitions to install renewable energy production, which would result in job creation, lower energy prices,
and reduced load-shedding as well as lower carbon emissions. However, it is unclear how much capacity of which type will be installed
in which year and at which cost. 2) Law Enforcement: There is talk about increasing the number of officers but yet again, there is no
actual number given so that the progress can be tracked and measured by the public. Other comments: - Economic Growth: There
is a lot of completely unnecessary bureaucracy, it is difficult for foreigners to start businesses and the PRP leading times are way too
long and often further extended by completely unjustified rejections - Waste management: Currently it is extremely difficult if not
totally impossible for residence to recycle their waste at least in many parts of the city. The city should supply either different bins or
bags for collection of recyclables and non-recyclables at the present everything goes into the same bin. Some of the KPIs are very
high-level and I believe there should be much more specific numbers set out against the smaller goals to achieve the larger KPIs.

Have Your Say
(online)

58

Please note I submitted my previous comment prematurely as the City of Cape Town has included a MFMA Circular No. 88 'Outcomes
Scorecard' in the draft IDP and I was unable to resubmit or revise the earlier submission so I make this one to replace it- The municipality
has reflected Circular No. 88 indicators within the draft IDP at Outcome and Output level. However, it has sought to give targets for
Outcome indicators on an annualized basis, which has been advised against in the MFMA Circular documentation. It is suggested that
the municipality revisit the issued templates and consider the accountability implications of annual targets for medium term outcomes.
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Otherwise, it is good to see how the City has sought to include the Circular within in the IDP. Apologies for any confusion between the
first and second comments please refer to this one.
Have Your Say
(online)

58

The current draft IDP omits the inclusion of MFMA Circular No. 88 Outcome level indicators applicable to the metro. While the 5-year
Corporate Scorecard does a good job of including many of the Output level indicators, the municipality has not set Outcome level
targets for the 5-year term of government in this draft. This is a strategic shortcoming across the whole of the IDP document, is
inconsistent with the City’s own commitments to implement MFMA Circular No. 88 (2021), and is a departure from an outcomes-based
approach. The municipality should be actively seeking to change key outcomes over the 5 year term of government and set specific
indicator medium-term targets in this regard (NOT ANNUAL). At present, the document has overly broad and insufficiently specific
objective statements supported by a range of output indicators. Output indicators should inform the accountability work of the
municipal administration specifically while IDP outcome indicators should inform the work of local government AS A WHOLE, inclusive
of politicians, communities and stakeholders. At present, the IDP is not consistent with Section 41 of the Municipal Systems Act, which
requires 41. (1) A municipality must... Set appropriate performance indicators... including for OUTCOMES AND IMPACT, with regards
to the municipality’s development priorities and objectives in the IDP.

Have Your Say
(online)

1

Transport: The City should have a strategy to encourage and enable workers who are able to work from home to do so. This will
eliminate or reduce the need for these workers to travel to workplaces, thereby reducing the traffic on roads, especially during peak
hours. The City should invest in infrastructure to create free Wi Fi zones in the City in support of work from home or work close to
home. Safety: Working close to home will assist with safety, as workers will be less vulnerable in terms of exposure to crime while
travelling. 15.2 Social inclusion and well-being programme: Less travel time will contribute to better quality of life as many workers
spend a good part of their week in traffic. Increased jobs and investment: Identified business precincts should also be equipped as
free Wi Fi Zones.

Have Your Say
(online)
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The goal on improved roads leaves no room for actual cycling infrastructure and only focusses on potholes. There are many forms of
NMT that deserve the infrastructure, especially in conjunction with COCT's goals to be a more environmentally sustainable city.

Have Your Say
(online)

25

Diaconia is a joint service group between the Dutch Reformed Church in South Africa (DRC in SA) and the Uniting Reformed Church in
South Africa’s (URCSA). One of our 16 focus areas is that of Early Childhood Development. We believe that in order to systemically
poverty and inequality, the Early Childhood Development crisis in South Africa will have to be addressed. In 2016, in an effort to play
our part in achieving this, we became part of ECD movement by partnering with SmartStart.
SmartStart is a national early learning delivery platform, which was set up in 2015 to help to achieve population-level change in access
to quality early learning. Collaboration and partnership are at the heart of our approach. Through a social franchise model, we harness
the expertise of our twelve implementing partners – including many of South Africa’s most experienced ECD NGOs – which license and
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support a network of early learning practitioners to deliver the same evidence-based programme across the country. Those Franchisors
include Diaconia and ELRU which operate in City of Cape Town.
Supporting ECD programmes should be a high priority for municipalities. These programmes benefit the whole community by:
•

helping children to grow and develop and succeed at school and beyond

•

helping parents to go out and work

•

helping the local economy to grow by creating more jobs

The government’s National ECD Policy says, ‘Local and metropolitan municipalities must participate in the planning of early childhood
development services. They are responsible for supporting childcare facilities to meet minimum infrastructural health and safety
standards; development of new early childhood development service provision infrastructure; and audit and identification of available
infrastructure that may be used for the expansion of early learning services and programmes in areas of need.’
To meet these responsibilities and realise the many benefits of ECD programmes, in finalising the IDP, we urge you to ensure that it
includes each of the following:
1.

An ECD infrastructure strategy which covers both plans for upgrading existing facilities, and plans to provide venues for new
ECD programmes, including identifying underutilised municipal buildings and land.

2.

Steps to remove barriers to registration for ECD programmes, including simplifying health and safety standards and land use
requirements, and waiving fees.

3.

A plan to map all the ECD programmes in the municipality and to work out where children are missing out and new
programmes are needed.

4.

A commitment to produce an Integrated ECD Strategy in the next 18 months, in consultation with all relevant government
departments and stakeholders.

5.

Identification of an adequate budget for ECD to enable timely and effective delivery of all of the above.

Support for local ECD programmes and the families that depend on them is urgently needed. We trust that you will give careful
consideration to the above points and we look forward to seeing ECD elevated as a key priority in the final IDP.
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Through looking at the City of Cape Town’s Integrated Development Plan (IDP), it is clear that early childhood development (ECD) has
not been made a priority.
ECD refers to the period of childhood between birth and 6 years old, where significant emotional, physical, and cognitive development
takes place. It is the most critical developmental stage in a person’s life. It is the foundation of not only individual development but
also the human resource development of our nation. We cannot say we are investing in the future of our society when families do not
have access to affordable and quality early learning programmes for their children in their communities.
Research shows that providing ECD services improves the physical and mental health of children and reduces reliance on the healthcare
system; enhances school readiness and related outcomes such as improved enrolment, retention, and academic performance; and
reduces high-risk behaviors later in life, such as unsafe sex, substance abuse, and criminal and violent activity.
The National Integrated ECD Policy 2015 (point 6.2.3) states that “Local government District municipalities are responsible for the
effective coordination in each district of early childhood development services, within their mandate. Local and metropolitan
municipalities must participate in the planning of early childhood development services. They are responsible for supporting child care
facilities to meet minimum infrastructural health and safety standards; registration of child-minding services; development of new
early childhood development service provision infrastructure; and audit and identification of available infrastructure that may be used
for the expansion of early learning services and programmes in areas of need. Where capacity exists, responsibility for the provision
(registration, regulation and delivery) of early childhood development programmes and services may be assigned to municipalities by
the provincial Department of Social Development, as provided for by the Children’s Act No. 38 of 2005. As such, it is responsible for
the equitable provision of play and recreation facilities for young children.” In addition, the Act states in point 2.1.7 that the
“…Municipal Systems Act No. 32 of 2000 also prescribes that municipalities, through municipal planning, must contribute to the
realisation of the right to basic education.” These responsibilities have not been adequately developed into the IDP despite the City of
Cape Town’s responsibility to do so.
In an election campaign video from 27 October 2021, the Mayor stated what the Democratic Party’s policy and position on ECD would
be if he was elected Mayor. In this video he states, “…local government mainly plays the role of planning and regulation in so far as it
comes to ECDs and this is where we can do a lot of good and be quite helpful. I have spent my time previously working in informal
settlements in Cape Town where it is very hard for ECDs to be registered officially because of problems with their structure, problems
with their planning, rights, safety concerns and so on. There the City can do a lot of good in helping ECD centres become properly
registered and compliant with the safety and planning requirements…” The commitment to ECD made in this campaign video is not
included in the current IDP.
In the IDP, ECD is only referred to on page 149 in ‘Annexure C – IDP alignment with national and provincial strategies’. It refers to the
Western Cape Recovery Plan (2021) which aims to tackle the impact of COVID-19 on various sectors. In Chapter 6 (Wellbeing) of this
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Plan, it mentions the impact of COVID-19 on the sector and how it plans to respond: “As a result, there will be a significant focus on
ECD, and partnerships with municipalities will be strengthened in this regard.” For long term planning for ECD service and programmes
in the City of Cape Town, this is wholly inadequate, and requires substantial, additional details and commitments. Furthermore, the
IDP makes no mention of its own City of Cape Town’s Early Childhood Development Strategy.
Given the role and responsibility of local government and the importance of ECD in South Africa, we strongly recommend that the City
of Cape Town make ECD one of its main objectives to ‘creating a city of hope’. Specifically, the following must be included in the City
of Cape Town’s IDP to address the challenges in the sector:
1. Reduce the barriers to registration
There are currently too many unrealistic hurdles at the local government level for ECD centres to register as partial care facilities (a
legal requirement that is currently impossible for the majority of ECD centres in the country). This leaves many ECD providers
unregistered, unregulated and unable to access financial support from the state. We call for the IDP to commit to:
 Simplifying health and safety standards in municipal by-laws to make it easier for ECD programmes to register (Council);
 Providing a fee waiver or reduced fee for municipal processes for all ECD programmes (Council, Finance and Budget Office);
 Municipal EHP’s issuing timely health inspection reports to DBE for all ECD programmes regardless of whether they meet Health
Certificate or Bylaw standards (Municipal Health);
 Accepting a hand-drawn site plan and floor plan instead of building plans (Planning and other relevant departments);
 Accepting simplified and affordable land use options (Land use and other relevant departments); and
 Implementing rapid procedures to address delays in the present registration process.
2. Build more and upgrade existing ECD programmes
We call for the IDP to:
 Include clear annual targets and the allocation of appropriate funding for new builds and upgrades for ECD programmes
(Infrastructure Department and Budget Office);
 Provide basic services such as electricity and water and sanitation to ECD providers free of charge or at significantly reduced rates
(Finance and Budget Office); and
 Urgently identify underutilised infrastructure as venues for ECD programmes (municipal buildings, city parks, MoE’s) and relevant
MoE’s and Departments to prepare a report to Council/Boards for the inclusion of ECD as a priority consideration in any leases.
3.


Make ECD a local spending priority
Set clear annual targets and allocate appropriate funding for new builds and upgrades for ECD programmes.
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Little Seeds is an Early Childhood Development (ECD) programme and joint initiative of Diaconia, a joint service group of the Dutch
Reformed Church (Western Cape) and Uniting Reformed Church (Cape) and Badisa a faith-based designated Child Protection
Organisation (CPO).
Little Seeds invests in empowering, supporting, training and guiding communities to develop and stimulate children in the first seven
years of their life. We do this by utilising our local knowledge and expertise in the field, and especially by forming partnerships with
likeminded organisations.
Our basket of services includes:
 SmartStart which focuses on training and supporting community members to start their own micro-enterprises in the field of
home-based, quality ECD to children between the ages of 3 and 5 years old;
 Day Mother programme for the stimulation of children between 0 and 5 years;
 Reading clubs aimed at raising awareness about the importance of reading for fun
 Registration and management of ECD centres through our expert knowledge and experience in this field.
 Facilitating faith communities to get involved with ECD
We are strongly of the opinion that supporting ECD programmes should be a high priority for municipalities. These programmes benefit
the whole community by:
•
helping children to grow, develop and succeed at school and beyond
•
helping parents to go out and work and to contribute to their children’s development
•
helping the local economy to grow by creating more jobs
To meet these responsibilities and realise the many benefits of ECD programmes, in finalising the IDP, we urge you to ensure that it
includes each of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

An ECD infrastructure strategy that covers both plans for upgrading existing facilities, and plans to provide venues for new
ECD programmes, including identifying under- utilised municipal buildings and land.
Steps to remove barriers to registration for ECD programmes, including simplifying health and safety standards and land use
requirements, and waiving fees.
A plan to map all the ECD programmes in the municipality and to work out where children are missing out and new
programmes are needed.
To support community based programmes as an alternative to ECD centres.
Firm policy commitments and strategies to work with established and new ECD service providers and purposefully creating
an enabling environment for these services, using the assets and opportunities your municipality has to offer
A commitment to producing an Integrated ECD Strategy in the next 18 months, in consultation with all relevant government
departments and stakeholders.
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7.

Identification of an adequate budget for ECD to enable timely and effective delivery of all of the above.

Support for local ECD programmes and the families that depend on them is urgently needed. We trust that you will consider the above
points and we look forward to seeing ECD elevated as a key priority in the final IDP.
Have Your Say
(online)
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Priority: Safety
Objective 6: Strengthen partnerships for safer communities
Programme 6.2: Holistic crime prevention programme
Comment:
1. In addition to the programmes mentioned, the City needs to take a bold approach to increase the amount of youth
programmes linked to identifying early-criminal behaviours.
There needs to be an annual programme run in all areas across the City that is adopted by schools and parents to enrol
learners who are showing early signs of criminal behaviour. The programme needs to have one objective, and that is to
identify the behaviour and to deal with it.
There remains an opportunity for the City to partner with the Provincial Department of Arts & Culture to further make
available outlet programmes for youth in high-crime areas, so that they are constantly improving a talent or skill.
2. One key aspect to crime prevention is the availability of free or sponsored rehabilitations for youth that want to get clean.
Although this is mentioned further in the IDP, the City needs to drive this as an active programme.
Partnerships with the Provincial Department of Social Development can unlock opportunities to create jobs for nurses,
social workers and psychologists and for both governments to revive this sector through bursaries. The medical field is a
lucrative field and makes up much of Governments budget, however, the increase of crime in some areas will overtime cost
much more to mitigate than to prevent.
Priority: Housing
Objective 8: Safer, better-quality homes in informal settlements and backyards over time
Programme 8.2: Informal Settlement upgrading programme
Comment:
1. The Informal settlement upgrading initiative should extend to backyarders attached to council rental units. This will ensure
that any upgrading work or maintenance invested into rental units are preserved.
The initiative can include that the City provides the materials & planning to build a backyard dweller structure. This will
allow the City to be in control of the environmental and structural integrity of that community/area.
The backyard dwellers who wishes to apply for a structure can pay the City a once off fee as a contribution to the materials and
services. The City then creates an account for the backyard dweller and activates an order with a contractor who is permitted to
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building a backyard structure with the relevant ablution and electrical services.
The contractor should be from the local or surrounding community to alleviate safety concerns and increase job opportunities to the
local community.
The backyard dweller will be required to apply in the same process for the indigent programme should they qualify and will be
expected to pay monthly for the services provided, as with every other rent payer in the City.
The programme will be able to provide the City will an additional revenue source that can be used back into the community. It will
also uphold the spatial and environmental integrity of the community.
At the same time, it will prevent illegal electricity, water and sewer connections and building of backyard dweller structures attached
to council rental units. In many cases, backyard dwellers are paying rent to City tenants of up to R2000 a month. This can be
channelled to the City and release the burden off the backyard dweller.
Have Your Say
(online)
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Isandla Institute appreciates the opportunity to comment on the City of Cape Town’s draft IDP 2022- 2027. Our contribution draws
from our extensive expertise in relation to human settlements, including informal settlements and the backyard housing sector, urban
safety (more specifically, area-based violence prevention), gender and social inclusion, and participatory democracy.
The draft IDP 2022 – 2027 contains welcome programmes and initiatives, but falls short in a number of ways, as elaborated on below.
1.

The draft IDP does not provide enough clarity on what the City’s priorities are and how it will decide on and manage the
necessary trade-offs.
Whilst ambitious in tone, outlining high-level objectives and aspirations, the draft IDP is lacking in specificity with respect to
intended results, KPAs, priorities and required trade-offs. In the absence of a defined set of results and outcomes that provide
clear direction to the City and its residents, the aspirations appear good on paper, but do not instil much confidence that the City
will effectively direct its resources towards their realisation.
Contributing to this is the fact that some of the high-level objectives seem incongruent with the City’s performance to date. The
draft IDP does not reflect on the City’s performance as a reference point for the next 5-year period. In fact, there is a strong focus
in the IDP on externalisation of responsibility for city challenges and lack of progress towards development outcomes, shifting
these to national (and to some extent provincial) government and citizens.

2.

Performance targets belie the IDP’s ambitions and aspirations.
There is a mismatch between intent / aspirations and performance indicators and targets. While some targets show a minimalist,
highly bureaucratic interpretation of performance indicators for development outcomes such as safety and partnerships, other
targets are set disappointingly low (at times even below current benchmarks), often with little to no progressive improvement
over time. For example, in a city where conservative estimates suggest that more than 146 000 households live in informal
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settlements, the City is setting itself a target of achieving just over 8 000 serviced sites over a period of 5 years. (In a similar vein,
the City’s claimed success of providing 3 000 water connections for backyard households must be set against the approximately
100 000 households living in backyards.) Similarly, in terms of citizen satisfaction, targets are low, with the City seemingly satisfied
with an aspiration of a D- / D citizen scorecard over the next five years. These are but a few examples of disappointing targets,
which suggest that the rhetoric of the draft IDP is not matched by the City’s performance ambition. Surely, if the City indeed seeks
to become ‘city of hope’, targets should be set at a far more ambitious level to drive performance towards practical results and
incremental improvement?
3.

The City’s own experience undermines the economic growth premise.
The core premise of this IDP is that rapid economic growth is needed to make Cape Town a ‘city of hope’, where poor living
conditions and economic exclusion are addressed. However, city data dashboards show that pre-Covid, Cape Town’s economy
outperformed the national economy, yet poverty and inequality (measured by the Gini coefficient and Human Development Index
– HDI) simultaneously continued to grow. So what will be different this time around? The IDP offers no clear and convincing
strategy to advance economic inclusion, despite the recurring use of the term “inclusive economies”. What does “inclusive
economies” mean in practice, in terms of addressing inequality and exclusion? The City’s vital role as an enabler, facilitator and
regulator in this regard is not acknowledged in the IDP.

4.

Urban governance is narrowly framed as good financial and technical management, with the City needing to invest more in a
two-way relationship with citizens and social actors.
The previous IDP’s focus on urban governance appears to be largely absent from this IDP, where the emphasis is more on “good
governance”, both financial and technical. Particularly in the current resource-constrained environment, a broader conception of
urban governance is necessary, where the participation and influence of all urban stakeholders, especially the most marginalised,
is vital in terms of driving urban transformation and resilience. More co-production in urban decision-making, beyond largely tickbox IDP input engagements, will allow for partnerships and trust to be built between the various urban stakeholders.
In fact, despite talk in the IDP of greater community engagement and recognition of the need to develop systems and capabilities
to allow the City to facilitate this, it is not clear what this means in practice. The IDP seems to see ward committees as the central
mechanism (setting a target for improving ward council functionality to an unrealistic 100%) and favours ‘digitising’
communication and decision-making, with no mention of the risks and implications of digital exclusion. This presents further risks
of 'individualising' participation and enabling 'armchair activism', mostly by privileged citizens. More meaningful indicators to
address levels of engagement and responsiveness are missing.
One particular example relates to the target for the number of protests incidents reported per 10 000 people, which remains
constant in each of the next five years. Although defined as a safety priority indicator (which suggests it is premised on a reactive
law enforcement response), this makes more sense as a governance indicator. The point is that if the intention is to strengthen
community relations, city responsiveness and partnerships (a key programmatic thrust for the City), one would expect to see a
deliberate target towards a reduction of incidents over time.
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5.

The spatial perspective and objectives of the draft IDP are very weak, as few of the objectives and initiatives are spatialised.
The draft IDP appears to differ markedly from previous IDPs in that there is far less overt focus on spatial transformation and social
development. While the previous IDP had spatial transformation as one of its guiding principles, and made repeated mention of
the concept, the current draft IDP relegates mention of spatial transformation to a corporate scorecard definition, and as part of
the IDP alignment with the Western Cape Strategic Plan (2019–2024). However, spatial development and transformation cannot
be left purely to the MSDF or District Plans. The City may assume that all Cape Town stakeholders are clear about what exactly
spatial transformation means, but it is clear from the urban development trajectory over this past 5-year local government term,
that spatial transformation has still mostly been paid lip service. A renewed and explicit focus on spatial transformation is
necessary.
One of the three “foundations” of the City’s IDP is “a more spatially integrated and inclusive city”, which also forms Objective 15
of the plan. The IDP notes that “the two most important ways in which the City can drive spatial integration and transformation
are through investment in public transport and the release of City-owned land” (p79). However, the focus of the spatial integration
and transformation programme in the IDP is on spatially targeted development mechanisms (including incentive overlay zones as
well as zones exempted or excluded from onerous legislative processes, “both of which will make it easier to develop and grow
the local economy”), spatial strategy monitoring and evaluation (to measure whether incentives, investments and land release
programmes are achieving desired outcomes), and district spatial development frameworks (DSDFs) to “guide public infrastructure
investment to support economic and social development, and direct private-sector investment to ensure that Cape Town can
meet new residential and non-residential demand”. Therefore, there appears to be a disconnect between the levers the City
wishes to use (which are limited in their scope) and the programmatic responses that are put forward.

6.

There should be a broader emphasis on integrated human settlements and place making, combining household-focused
interventions with neighbourhood-level initiatives.
The IDP’s weak spatial perspective and spatial transformation focus may explain why human settlements in the plan have been
reduced to housing and, in the case of informal settlements, serviced sites, rather than promoting an integrated approach to
neighbourhood development. This restricts the programmatic focus to the household level, without recognising the importance
of the neighbourhood level. For example, no mention is made of sustainable livelihood plans in informal settlement upgrading or
targets related thereto, which is a mandated focus of the UISP grant. There is consequently a need for a more integrated focus on
sustainable livelihoods that bridge the housing and social development programmes of the IDP.
As the draft IDP recognises, safety is a particularly important concern, with crime and violence being disproportionately felt in
poorly resourced neighbourhoods. The IDP largely reduces safety to policing, neighbourhood watches, and “precinct
management” in specific city improvement districts (CIDs). There is no focus on area-based planning in terms of safety, or a spatial
perspective on safety, e.g. neighbourhood public space upgrades or other improvements in neighbourhood spatial quality.
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We welcome the City’s programmatic commitment to improved access to quality and reliable basic services to informal
settlements and backyard dwellings, including “safe access to share facilities, specifically at night for women and children” (p33).
This programme specifically consists of, among others, a project to improve the quality and sustainability of water and sanitation
services in informal settlements. Another focus is to increase access to grid electricity for residents living in City-supplied informal
settlements and backyard dwellings on public land, and, for informal settlements that cannot be electrified, facilitating the
provision of safer and cleaner alternative energy services. Improved refuse collection and cleansing services, and improved access
roads and storm water management in informal settlements, are also a focus. This range of programmes, if implemented in
partnership with communities, has the potential to improve the quality of life of informal settlement residents. However, as noted
before, the targets set are woefully inadequate and suggest a lack of ambition / prioritisation on the part of the City. Also, a genderand social-inclusionary approach needs to be embedded in these programmes or they will fail to respond to the varied forms of
exclusion and insecurity felt by informal settlement residents.
In terms of solid waste management, the City will focus its area-cleaning resources in areas where routine cleansing services are
unable to cope due to increased littering, dumping and waste accumulation (p44). A key priority over the next five years will be to
improve service levels in informal settlements and high-density areas where backyard dwellings are prevalent. These are both
welcome initiatives to respond to the need for improved quality of public space and neighbourhood-level safety and security.
The IDP remains silent on how the City can enable and support the incremental development of housing in informal settlements
through self-build. While this is indicative of a broader policy question that national and provincial government need to address,
the City has enabling, supportive, regulatory and advocacy functions at its disposal to support the construction of dignified and
safe shelter by and for local residents.
7.

The recognition of the backyard-housing sector is encouraging, but the City has to do more to ensure access to services and
dignified housing.
Encouragingly, the City intends to support micro-developers and households seeking to develop an additional dwelling on their
property, through regulatory reform and local planning support initiatives (p57). In addition, the City commits to partner with
organisations that support the functioning of the secondary property market, such as NGOs dedicated to unlocking finance or
assisting with tenure issues for micro-developers. Moreover, the City will focus on regularising property boundaries in response
to micro-developer and backyard building activity so that these developments can be recognised as property assets and be bought
and sold in the formal property market. These are also all welcome initiatives in support of backyard rental landlords and smallscale developers, who both provide vital access to affordable rental accommodation. However, these initiatives will only benefit
a relatively small proportion of backyard tenants and landlords, and as such cannot be a dominating focus – not least, because
there are significant opportunities to support self-build in informal settlements.
The IDP further states that “the City will ensure that each property is connected to water, sanitation and electricity, with the
property owner carrying the responsibility for the further connections and infrastructure required on the property to provide
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services to additional dwellings”. However, this commitment does not go far enough, and the City is obfuscating in its response to
backyard dwellers. Isandla Institute has procured a legal opinion from Senior Counsel 1, which is clear that there is no legal obstacle
in the Municipal Finance Management Act, and other pertinent legislation, that prevents municipalities from fulfilling their legal
obligation to provide access to basic services to backyard residents on private land. The legal opinion concludes that municipalities
have both the power and the responsibility to do so. It is therefore incumbent upon the City to develop a policy response to the
provision of basic services to backyard residents on private land, and to revise its performance target in line with existing need.
8.

Housing (in) security and homelessness are poorly understood and housing initiatives are unlikely to benefit poor and working
class households.
The draft IDP has a significant blind spot when it comes to the socio-economic effects of Covid-19 in relation to housing security.
There is no appreciation in the IDP that Covid-19 has fundamentally affected housing insecurity, leading to “houselessness” (the
lack of housing), which is different from “homelessness” (where there is still a possibility of reintegration into families and
communities). The focus should be more on addressing economic hardship and housing insecurity.
The City’s IDP response to homelessness is to state that it is a provincial mandate to address this issue (p80), while homelessness
is also clearly a symptom of housing insecurity and social exclusion, which are affected by urban governance. The City notes that
it “wants to expand its understanding of the reasons behind homelessness, and the most effective ways of improving the life
chances of those living on the street, while fulfilling its response responsibilities to manage public spaces for the benefit of
all”(ibid.). This is a paradoxical response, and it speaks to the continuing denial of homeless people’s right to the city by not
including their rights in the management of public space for the “benefit of all”, and predicates their right to occupy urban space
on the absence of complaints or objections from other users of the space. As raised by other NGOs, the City’ (and Province’s) focus
is narrowly on shelter beds, which are temporary, strictly-regulated (and of which there are a massive shortage considering the
approximately 14,000 homeless people in Cape Town and only 2500 shelter beds), and not on a broader philosophy of long-term
psycho-social and housing support. Homelessness and ‘houselessness’ are part of a housing (in)security continuum, which also
includes informal settlements and backyard housing, and should be addressed as part of a holistic and integrated City-led human
settlements response.
There are indications in the IDP that the City’s public housing programme will continue, although it has not done particularly well
in the past. Two questions arise regarding public housing. Firstly, does the City anticipate a continued focus on public housing,
notwithstanding national government’s directive to the contrary? Secondly, clarity is necessary, as while “gap housing” / “social
housing” caters on paper to those earning between R3 500 – R22 000 per month, in reality the City’s affordable housing focus
could just be on the top end of this vast income band, and still be presented as ‘affordable’. This would do little to address the
long-standing (and growing) housing need among poor and low-income households in the city.
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9.

Attention to the local food system is positive, but the IDP should be more concerned with distributional matters related to
access, affordability and nutritional outcomes.
Another example of where the draft IDP has not come to terms with the long-lasting impacts of Covid-19 related to hunger and
malnutrition. It is encouraging that the IDP recognises the City’s role in enabling and supporting the local food system. However,
its orientation seems to be more about supporting producers and city-wide access to local food produce, without paying attention
to distributional questions related to access, poverty or nutritional outcomes (with the associated socio-economic implications).

In conclusion, the draft IDP 2022-2027, while containing encouraging programmes, projects and initiatives, falls short in a number of
ways. Performance indicators are set very low and show little to no progression; this contradicts the stated ambition to make Cape
Town a ‘city of hope’ that is inclusive, more spatially integrated, resilient and collaborative. Furthermore, the focus on “inclusive
economies” is not extrapolated into practical initiatives in terms of addressing inequality, and meaningful governance indicators to
address levels of engagement, responsiveness and collaboration are missing. The spatial perspective of the draft IDP is very weak,
particularly regarding spatial transformation, with human settlements in the plan reduced to housing, and in the case of informal
settlements, site & services rather than an integrated approach to neighbourhood development. There are significant opportunities
to support self-build in informal settlements, which have been left unexplored. The planned initiatives to support micro-developers
and backyard landlords, whilst valuable, will only benefit a relatively small proportion of backyard tenants and landlords, and cannot
be a dominating focus. The intended rollout of basic services to backyard tenants needs to include tenants living on privately owned
land. There is no appreciation in the IDP that Covid-19 has fundamentally affected housing insecurity, and the focus should be more
on addressing economic hardship and housing insecurity. Lastly, there is no focus on area-based planning in terms of safety or a spatial
perspective on safety, e.g. neighbourhood public space upgrades or other improvements in neighbourhood spatial quality.
We recommend that the City address the significant deficiencies in the draft IDP highlighted above in order for the finalised IDP to
realistically have the possibility of creating a ‘city of hope’, one that is indeed more spatially integrated, inclusive, resilient and
collaborative.

Have Your Say
(online)

Overall
While the IDP vision is a “City of Hope”, it is hard to trace the clear theory of change. For a 12/13year old resident, how is their life
substantively different in 5 years from now - are they significantly more likely to be well positioned to enter the job market, or are
they as likely or more likely to be vulnerable to teenage pregnancy, gangsterism and unemployment? Is the city and City as a whole
more likely to be integrated, and resilient to changing global and local pressures?
The lack of a clear spatial vision, the weak targets in several issues, a lack of an integrated view across several portfolio areas, a
weakened transport, housing and community services portfolio, combined with a poor economic inclusion model calls to question
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the likelihood of social mobility. What is presented is a government of basic services, economic growth (for whom?), and security
(interpreted as the punishment and surveillance of crime, rather than the long-term removal of the roots of crime).
Spatial logic
Without being able to clearly see how the City’s investments stack up spatially, and contribute to the increased likelihood of an
individual’s position in relation to means of production, it is difficult to be sure that we are on the right track. Likewise, it is hard to
clearly see where sets of interventions may add up to positive spatial change, but also include risks (such as potential for
displacement through property price increases), where the recommendation would be additional interventions to offset the negative
risk (policy and/or project responses).
It is concerning that the MSDF process has been separated from the IDP, and comments in the IDP allude to a need for a “stronger
business case for densification”. While normative approaches to TOD have been (appropriately) questioned given our economic
reality, there are very well established arguments for densification, and the City is making some progress in this regard:
●

●
●

●

Urban scaling: urban statistical models show that densification has benefits for everything from infrastructure grid costs
(build and maintain), congestion costs, to crime (homicide in Brazil, various crime rates in India), patents and innovation,
and income (Chapter 4: Introduction to Urban Science, Bettencourt, LMA)
The CCTs own SCOT tool has been used to show the long-term operational costs of urban sprawl
The benefits of the City’s recent policy innovations such as as-of-right 2nd and 3rd dwellings, and support from 3rd sector
organisations in the “micro-development” emergent market demonstrate a format of densification contributing to new
stock of housing through market mechanisms, connected to mini-bus taxi routes.
Identification of 2-3 “catalytic projects”. Given the constrained economics of cost-to-develop and size-of-market for
new/regeneration precincts in a more traditional TOD model, it is recommended that the City prioritize 2-3 nodes per IDP
cycle (often nodes overlap several IDP cycles), based on the joint interventions of the City, PRASA, CIDs and the market.
Policies and targets for inclusionary housing, Social Housing, land release, NMT infrastructure, etc. should be aligned with
these nodes (current market activity points to the Foreshore and Maitland, while City priorities have long pointed to
Bellville, Philippi and the Foreshore for example).

Likewise, development applications are only mentioned from an ease of doing business perspective, and to support microdevelopers. Nothing is said about the impact on our urban form and infrastructure costs of gated estates and the impact that this has
on the long-term social, environmental, fiscal and transport sustainability of the City. It is recommended that in this cycle the City
investigate policy and zoning approaches that view urban-edge and large infill projects as “new nodes” - using overlay zones and
design guidelines/policies that promote mixed-use, permeability and walkability. Even “new development areas” should be nodes,
not car-based sprawl of gated estates and malls - planners have the authority to drive this vision and create networks of new
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highstreets, and incentivise subdivisions and NMT (follow the Berlin model of incentivising sub-divisions; and overcome the
“security” motive for gated estates through SRAs for nodal areas covering new subdivided areas.)
Without a corresponding MSDF and the lack of clearly defined spatial definitions and spatial targets integrated in the various
directorate targets (most especially transport, human settlements and land release programmes) we risk “achieving targets” that are
spatially undesirable and unsustainable.
Economic inclusion logic
While economic growth is a key priority for the City, South Africa’s economy is structured in a way that systemically excludes certain
groups and has historically experienced growth that does not necessarily overcome exclusion.
Gains in productivity can be accumulated to investors only, to executive classes, or limited to specific spatial areas. The Table below
is an extract from an upcoming paper and represents these mechanisms:
Table 1: How inequality replicates, despite increases in productivity

Distribution
of
productivity
gains

Inequality within
enterprises/firms

Inequality between
enterprises/firms

Inequality between places

Productivity gains are
not distributed equally
among all workers in
the organisation

Productivity increases are
only seen in certain firms

Productivity increases are
only seen in certain subplaces of cities
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Mechanism

Unfair practices (e.g.
racial or gender wage
gaps)
Or structural
(productivity gains to
sectors with high
internal wage
inequality; “team
surplus” accrued to
senior structures or
holding structures)

Indicators

Measured by wage
inequality within
companies

Societal
Impacts

Productivity increases
represent growth in
GDP, and taxes, but can
also represent an
increasing Gini
coefficient

Can be deliberate (targeted
sectors, or targeting SMMEs)

Can be deliberate (targeted
areas)

Or structural
(monopolies/duopolies;
strength of certain
cooperative value chains – for
example in South Africa’s
food retail sector)

Or structural (historical
layouts, and the institutional
mechanisms of both private
and public real estate
planning that accrue capital
to “highest returns”, and/or
low-risk areas)

Measured by growth in new
firms, closure of firms,
changes in small vs large
firms; income differences of
wage earners between
firms, etc.

Low competition
(implications for innovation,
pricing); antagonism (‘white
monopoly capital’) and
barriers to entry for new
owners/entrepreneurs

Measured in building plan
applications by sub-place;
firm relocations, permit and
license applications, growth
vs closure of in small,
medium and large firms by
sub-place, incomes by sector
by subplace, services
consumption and rates, etc.

Effective taxation on lowincome workers through
increased transport costs;
reduced wealth-generation
potential in residential
property ownership for
certain demographics with
intergenerational impacts;
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municipal inefficiencies
/spatial costs of services; etc.

Cities do have powers to intervene in these mechanisms. Specifically targeted spatial inequality to increase access to means of
production; using zoning overlays, design guidelines for fine-grain (or, like Seattle, limiting the number of chain stores allowed to
promote locally-owned businesses through zoning laws), leveraging your own procurement and supplier development policies are
examples of mechanisms that can directly intervene in mechanisms of exclusion. More examples are provided in the table in
Annexure A.
Cape Town must do more to create sustainable economic inclusion for the unemployed and currently low-waged workers and
struggling business owners - who are mostly people, and women, of colour, living in townships and informal settlements.
More must be done to undo both the disproportionate impact of dual pandemics that include centuries of dispossession and
exclusion, and in some cases current vulnerability to displacement - where if we get our priorities wrong, some of those 12/13 year
olds will be moved into areas where they are more likely to be vulnerable to teenage pregnancy, gangsterism, and unemployment (at
what social cost?).
Without clearly articulating that as a goal, and clear metrics assigned to it, too many of our Cities residents will remain unemployed sold “hope” that they will “lift themselves out of poverty”, while surveilled and left to observe deals with developers that enrich the
already wealthy.
I recommend that the City create a social mobility and equity note that can be used as a tool when evaluating fiscal proposals.
This provides an intentional focus on advancing racial equity and gender and social inclusion, and ensuring that the distributional
benefits of investments and programmes are considered in their appraisal. This should also be applied to incentives the City is
offering (e.g. energy rebates).
Foresight / Future readiness
There are areas where the City is to be commended on its foresight and leadership in preparing for future ways of working, trends in
society, technology, markets and climate - for example, in the ongoing support to the Data Science capabilities (16.3), integration of
climate risk hazards into planning (14.1) and improvements to disaster risk governance (14.2).
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There are however, some areas where I believe the City is not fully preparing itself for changes to its operating environment. These
include:
● Urban technology, broadly: developing frameworks for understanding new technology entrants to the urban environment
(private and public, recent examples include fishing drones, e-scooters, food delivery bikes, Uber, etc.), and rules for
knowing when to impose an obligation on them (some sort of license, fee, limitation on terms of use etc.); when to enable
(provide dedicated services and infrastructure), and when to co-invest or integrate into the public service. The people
working in this area have foresight abilities, understand technology business models, and understand the vulnerability and
exposure of critical public goods and services, liability, and policy and strategy making. The CCT should establish a specialist
urban tech advisory unit, most likely within the new Future Planning directorate, with these capabilities to ensure it is
not reactive to every new entrant.
● Social unrest: xenophobia, terrorist networks, misinformation, protection rackets, construction/infrastructure project
extortion rackets etc. These are growing areas of social power abuses and unique forms of criminality that impact directly
on CCT’s own business (officials working in communities, project completion), and on communities and businesses’ more
broadly. These issues are not “problems in other metros” yet are hardly explored as contextual themes in the IDP. While
this may appear on its surface to be the mandate of SAPS, from a resilience perspective, and a service continuity
perspective, the City requires a range of data-driven early detection mechanisms, social partnerships, mechanisms for
officials and project managers to securely report incidents (and potentially procurement system feedback loops where
linked to specific contractor/procurement formats).
● New governance models: alternative service delivery is mentioned in a very limited way, primarily in relation to informal
settlements and individual projects. However, new forms of providing services in both formal and informal, residential and
commercial environments, fundamentally threaten the traditional municipal finance and governance model. If the City is
not proactively engaging this, experimenting, and adapting it may find itself reacting through regulation in unsustainable
attempts to hold-up an increasingly outdated operational and business model. Another potential focus for the future
planning unit is the bigger (beyond project scale) picture on alternative service delivery and governance models.
Specific targets
Below are specific comments on targets. Overall, I note that many targets are new, so it is not possible to compare to previous
performance. At the same time, a lot of previous targets have quietly and without transparency to the public been removed. This
should form part of the communication of the IDP: “what we are no longer doing/measuring” so that members of the public are
empowered to comment fully.
My comments are largely informed by a) ambition, b) integration - incentivising achievement of integrated development across
directorates and c) outcomes approaches.
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1.E Council approved trading plans developed or revised for informal trading (number)
This target is limited to 8 per year without escalation, yet there is a focus on support to the informal sector in the IEGS and it is
central to the City’s approach to “inclusion” in economic growth. In many areas that are most desirable to conduct street trading,
without an approved plan, permits cannot be issued and traders are targeted by law-enforcement, fined and have their goods
confiscated - the opposite of enablement. In other areas, the lack of a plan is a constraint to good urban management. It is
recommended that this target be increased and/or linked to a spatial definition (from precinct plans) to show maximum income
impact of improved permitting options for traders. Within the definition of a trading plan, it may be helpful to also identify
criteria for quality - and include ambitions for provision of infrastructure and services to street traders.
1.G Work opportunities created through Public Employment Programmes (number) (NKPI)
This target is being reduced from the current baseline. While these employment opportunities are often not the most desirable,
given our current unemployment situation and the need for apprenticeships in various public space management, social
development, maintenance etc. programmes, it is unclear why this target is being reduced. Studies by the SACN have also shown
that programmes like EPWP have other social benefits such as increasing buy-in from communities for public projects, reducing
vandalism and work stoppages, etc. Maintain current level of achievement, at least.
Objective 2. Improved access to quality and reliable basic services
Experience shows that the number of taps is not a sufficient indicator of access, the layout of taps is an important factor, as it
ongoing maintenance. Include an indicator that relates to ongoing performance (relating to service requests or Asivekelane
reports, etc.). Also, include an integrator target relating to safety - crime stats in informal settlements, specifically related to
vulnerability of women while accessing sanitation services. This will incentivise improved urban design in the provision of these
services.
Objective 4. Well-managed and modernised infrastructure to support economic growth
Some of these targets are quite low - for example, only 75%-85% of waste collection requests. Including a spatial definition in the
achievement criteria is recommended to buffer against the risk of spatial inequality in service standards, wherein the majority of
areas experiencing this service are higher-income areas, and the unachieved-target areas are low-income areas.
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Objective 5. Effective law enforcement to make communities safer
The public safety targets are particularly concerning. Public safety is an outcome of several coinciding interventions - including
statutory social work, human development and education, community development and improvements to the social fabric and
community networks, placemaking and urban upgrading, economic development and income generation, etc. The lack of measures
of how these interventions contribute to safety is concerning. This speaks to the “integration” of the IDP - where safety as an
outcome and measure in the other portfolios should be more clearly defined and measured.
Targets to increase drone flights when there is currently no evidence that this has any substantive long-term impact on the rootcauses of crime (or simply displaces or temporarily pauses crime) seems premature, expectically given the significant capital expense
that this technology comes with as well as the ongoing software cost implications. One would expect to see targets relating to
measures of impact - not just crime reduction, but also positive social behaviours such as increased use of public spaces as
evidence of success of these interventions prior to further investment in them.
Likewise, the CCTV target targets an increase in related incidents which is a perverse incentive to have an increase in crime incidents
- if crime reduces, the incentive is to encroach more and more into private spaces and/or to target more and more petty incidents
(potentially targeting vulnerable groups such as the homeless for by-law infringements such as loitering). More appropriate
indicators would be response time to incidents related from CCTV systems (as we know simply capturing footage often has a
limited effect due to issues in our criminal justice system); or a measure of crime displacement (limited crime displacement to
areas adjacent to CCTV networked areas).
Finally, a clear target for a policy on how CCTV footage is used, with privacy and power considerations in mind, is needed.
Objective 7. Increased supply of affordable, well-located homes (overall)
The targets for BNG, formal serviced sites and informal serviced sites are dismal. We are going nowhere slowly - arguably, we are
going backwards at this pace. This once again indicates the City’s inability to leverage national funds to bring in international funds,
and its unwillingness to utilise its own capital to address the housing crisis - despite the costs of doing nothing in this space adding up
each year.
HS2.2 Percentage of residential properties in the subsidy market - this target seems out of touch with our economic reality - the
average household income and the performance of the market.
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It is unlikely that both HS2.2 and HS1.1 (Percentage of households living in adequate housing) can be achieved in tandem. The likely
outcome of such wishful thinking is a growth in informal settlements and backyard dwellings.
Increase targets for provision of subsidized housing solutions to play a more meaningful role in the housing crisis given our current
economic reality.
7.A Land parcel released to the private sector for affordable housing (number)
Given the City has not released an audit of its land parcels it deems suitable for affordable housing developments it is unclear on
what basis these targets have been set, or whether the City has the capacity to prepare them for release - with the appropriate
intelligence ito what it can demand of the market ito maximum social value. (The City’s internal capacity to conduct feasibility studies
is well known to be limited at best). This, combined with the IDP not providing any clear definition or target for “well-located”, nor
“affordable” presents a risk that these will just be sites released to the market for commercial development. Stronger definition
needs to be provided for targets on spatial suitability and/or affordability to inform maximum social value of the land release
programme. A rubric based on site bulk, proximity to commercial nodes and/or major PTIs, and % of development to specific
income bands, and % of site to income bands relative to neighbouring incomes is a proposed solution.
Objective 10. Clean and healthy waterways and beach
Add target relating to water quality measures in open waterways - specifically ecoli/other related bacteria.
Objective 11. Quality and safe parks and recreation facilities supported by community partnerships
I sincerely hope that I have read this wrong and elsewhere there are targets for new parks, maintenance of park and playground
infrastructure, and introduction of new play park infrastructure. If that is not the case, and the only target here is mowing the lawn
of parks, in five years’ time we will have degraded park infrastructure and communities in need of safe, well-designed, and
maintained places for children, adolescents and adults to play and exercise. Add additional metrics for the design, maintenance and
utilisation of parks. Potential additional metrics could include reduction in service requests relating to park
maintenance/infrastructure, reduction in illegal dumping in parks (while this may appear to be a waste management metric, proactive management and good design and activation of parks is preventative - this is an example of an integrative indicator).
HS3.5 Percentage utilisation rate of community halls - it is unclear why this target is reduced so significantly, presumably support to
the halls is being reduced. These facilities are important to communities, cultural groups, arts groups, rehabilitation and counselling
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networks, etc. The City needs to rethink its approach to custodianship of these facilities and increase targets for utilisation through
shared-value models.
HS3.6 Average number of library visits per library - it is reassuring to see targets for library visits increased. However recent
statements by the Mayor at public events regarding access measures and potential closure of libraries are concerning. He mentioned
a standard 5km radius measure would be used. This is a blunt minimum recommendation, where the City should use its discretion
and understanding of unique spatial and community dynamics - not every 5km2 is equal in Cape Town - in some a child can afford
transport to the library, in others a child will have to walk through different gang territories. Libraries should also not only be viewed
from a “cost centre” perspective, but from their benefits, and potential as place-anchors, supporting surrounding economic activity
and investment (Harare, Philippi Village are good examples). Rethink the unique spatial access dynamics, shared-value and
cost/benefit assessment of libraries before closing any down.
Objective 13. Safe and quality roads for vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians
Potholes. Road resurfacing and fairly humble bums on MyCiti seats.
Where are the NMT targets, road accident targets, congestion targets, relationship/influence targets for PRASA implementation
projects / PTI taxi rank targets? I sincerely hope I have missed them somewhere…
Objectives without targets
There appear to be a number of IDP objectives that are not linked to specific targets. Supply chain/procurement, evidence-based
planning, core applications review and others - they have key enabling actions, but no specific targets. One assumes there will be
measures in an SDBIP, but this does leave these programmes more open to change throughout the IDP programme than others. One
specific target I would have liked to see in the procurement space is value for money assessments in major suppliers.
Table 2: From intervention to Impact: mechanisms of inclusion
Intervention

Transmission /
“inclusion”
mechanism

Outcome (and for whom)

Impacts
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Improve economic
infrastructure (e.g.
fewer disruptions in
electricity supply,
water supply,
improved transport)

Reduced risk for
established and new
investors Induced demand for
workers
Induced demand for
local and regional
suppliers

Income for induced labour
(dependent on sectoral take
up – latent demand in local
economy)
Increase in property values
(Property owners) predictable within
neighbourhoods)

Household income for
workers
Wealth creation for
property owners
Potential impacts on
affordability

Increase in rates revenue
(municipality)

Improve business
environment (urban
management & safety)

Reduction in risk

Fewer disruptions to
business, reduction in
negative externalities (noise,
pollution, crime) that deter
clients or business partners

Increased turnover,
potentially increased
employment

Potential to increase turnover
– more competitive and
attractive area

Regulatory and process
improvements (e.g. as
of right 3rd dwellings,
fast tracking
development
applications with
inclusionary housing

Diffused land use
rights – potential for
new entrants

New class of property
developer (“microdeveloper”) and landlord

Fast tracked supply
– potential to
reduce property
inflation rate*

Increase in supply of
diversified property products

Wealth and income
generation
Rates generation
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and inclusionary
business)

Regulatory
improvements (e.g.
positive land-use or
permitting rights to
township home-based
businesses; street
traders)

Reduction in risk

Fewer disruptions to
business, increased savings
and investment
(entrepreneur)

Potential to re-invest
in business – growth in
incomes, savings or
even further
employment

Regulatory changes
relating to value-chains
and small businesses
(e.g. focuses on finegrain street-fronting
businesses in land-use
applications, vs large
commercial
applications)

Limit the
replacement rate of
small businesses by
large vertically
integrated retailers;
encourage creation
of new small &
medium businesses

Local suppliers of goods and
services for local economy

Retain ownership
income in local
economy

Direct job creation
(e.g. EPWP)

Direct access to
income

Individual incomes for lowskilled work seekers
(predictable based on
targeting strategy)

Household incomes

Improved workplace
skills

Labour pool for public
sector outcomes
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Human capital
interventions (e.g.
skills development,
focusing on social
needs)

Improved capability
to work through
psychosocial
stability and
workplace skills

Relatively unpredictable –
requires additional
corresponding intervention
to match to opportunity to
work (entrepreneurial or
employment)

Potential to seek and
retain work
opportunity

Market information
(e.g. SPVs with domain
knowledge; create
digital tools in
partnership with digital
businesses)

Overcome reliance
on social contact for
transmission of
market information
– proactively reach
target groups with
opportunities

New investment and business
creation; and new hires in
targeted sectors or places
(relatively predictable based
on market information
strategy of City)

New valuechains/goods and
services
Household income for
workers
New
businesses/national
taxes

Social capital
investments (e.g.
establishment of
cooperative structures,
forums and
associations)

Enhancement of
cooperative
relationships,
potential increase in
trust and proximity
– articulation of
transfer of
information,
knowledge of
opportunities and
good practices

Relatively unpredictable –
requires additional demand
in economy, linkages to a
specific programme or
economic development
initiative, sector or valuechain

Potential generation of
stronger cooperative
practices and pooling
of resources for
investment
Potential transmission
of know-how for
business growth
Potential
improvements to
public policy through
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feedback from
community

Procurement (e.g.
preferential
procurement for local
businesses, or
procurement of
specialised product
that will result in
import-substitution
and marketestablishment)

Stimulation of new
market (if innovative
good/service)

Reduction in rates and
tariffs

Households and/or
business savings –
potential spend in
local economy,
induced demand

Increased sales (if
local preference)

Induced demand for
additional labour
(determined by information,
social networks, skill, and
access – e.g. commute)

New business turnover
Potentially creation of
new sector
Household incomes

Relatively predictable if
defined by category of
household or business
targeted by saving

New business turnover
and potentially new
jobs through induced
demand
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Improved public
transport

Reduction in
commuting costs
Reduction in time
lost
Reduction in risk

Relatively predictable by
space and target group
household savings
Reduced “now work no pay
losses” to both households
and productivity losses to
businesses

Household savings – or
induced demand in
economy through
spend
Business savings – or
induced demand
through re-investment

Potential reduced
small/medium business
closures
Savings to large businesses
(own worker transport
programmes)

Direct shareholdership
in means of production

Ownership

Dependent on model shareholdership in private
entities, or distributing
means of production to
cooperatives via “city as a
platform” methods - both
offer potential to tie
individual citizens’ financial
futures to growth in
production, valued at growth
in real estate and/or growth
in city-making services

City revenues and/or
household incomes
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Have Your Say
(online)

48

The following comments and objections are drafted on behalf of a collective of stakeholders who intend to continue engagement with
the City post the closing date.
Whilst the City process gives a legislative basis and foundation, it does little to build on a solid foundation, in effect meaning that the
City has not built a house on its foundations over the last two decades and does not instil a sense of confidence that the City is moving
towards a qualitative approach of governance.
1.

The first lens that this document misses is that of the First Nation Indigenous Prosperity. To this end, a guiding document is
attached as a reference for the City’s perusal.

2.

The Charter of Fundamental Human Rights of Southern Africa’s Aboriginal Indigenous Peoples (Appendix 1) is attached as a
reference to re-envision this lacking IDP. This document is also tabled with the Office of the Premier of the Western Cape.

3.

The IDP document lacks a much deeper insight into a few critical dimensions, e.g., what is the origin of the City as a
representative organisation, who exactly the City stakeholders are, as well as the process of engagement to create an
‘inclusive’ strategy. Here a glaring omission is the lack of engagement about the centrality of the Indigenous Economy within
especially this city’s IDP. ‘Indigenous’ does not occur at all in the whole document.

4.

The vision of ‘A City of Hope for All’ is a vague and misleading statement because it fails to answer the first question: hope for
whom? The stakeholders of the City cover a wide economic spectrum. Surely, LSMs 7-10 do not live on a ‘Vision of Hope’;
they live on a ‘Vision of Prosperity’?

5.

The very first statement: ‘People of South Africa have overcome the injustice and oppression of apartheid…’ is – in the least
– mischievous. Some people overcame and some people oppressed. One cannot loosely use terms to paint a picture that does
not separate the perpetrator from the victim and then one moves on to treat them as equal stakeholders.

6.

The general theme of this five-year IDP document shifts the City away from best practice (spirit of the law) to purely a
legislatively run organisation (letter of the law) and is a regression from previous best practice IDPs. The current theme of
hope ignores a significant matter of healing that is required by society before one moves to hope. The theme should include
healing with hope. As healing requires active care, compassion and commitment, more needs to be done to lift hope and
target equity.

7.

If the IDP is centred on, a vision of ‘A City of Hope for All,’ then by default the greatest part of the measurements and budget
must be spent on the communities where Hope is most needed. This is NOT made patently clear throughout the IDP
document.
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8.

The IDP does not instil clarity and confidence on the solutions the City is proposing to address the challenges facing its
stakeholders - particularly poverty and unemployment and how it (the City) is working with different spheres of government
and stakeholders to address the challenges as a collective.

9.

The IDP lacks best practice and excludes key informants from international, national and local levels. International
benchmarking, agreements and partnerships must be included in figure 1 and should flow throughout the document not just
for the acknowledgement of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Best practice and quality would list all relevant
commitments.

10. In the IDP, the City acknowledges that local government has an important part to play in implementing the United Nations’
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and points out that “The City’s 16 IDP objectives are aligned with relevant SDGs and
will ultimately see the municipality enact or implement the SDGs locally. Annexure D illustrates programme-level “SDG
alignment.” Annexure D is a rather superficial document without qualitative assessments of the details of performance per
SDGs. In some instances, the City clearly has done more than in others (the City’s media releases on carbon awards in 2021),
when it reports as a best practice internationally. A more comprehensive narrative and, pictorial giving the progress per SDG
objective should be included for better assessment and input/involvement by stakeholders.
11. Examples of international agreements and the City’s own commitment to various agreements e.g., the Carbon Disclosure
Programme (CDP) C40, UNESCO Biosphere Reserves, World Heritage Sites, Ramsar Convention, are not shown in the IDP
together with how the City is working with other spheres of government to achieve these commitments. By not specifying
these, the City is ingeniously lowering its performance bar for the next five-year cycle of the IDP and moving away from a
visionary City focussing on service excellence, performance and innovation to sub-par services.
12. Many of the City’s own commitments to best practice such as corporate governance, (adopted by the Council of City of Cape
Town) between the calendar years 2013 and 2020 e.g., as the King Code of Governance appear to be omitted from this IDP
version. These codes of best practice take a back seat to tick box legislative exercises rather than finding solutions (including
facilitating outcomes) where there are no mandates for the City, to service delivery challenges. This approach does not bode
well for the next five years and in terms of addressing the service delivery from a spirit of the law.
13. This 22/23-26/27 IDP commitment launches a year-1 mandate for a R61.5 billion per year budget for the City municipality to
continue with its structural apartheid development strategy. Nowhere in the document does the City commit to destroy (end)
its apartheid development strategy.
14. The IDP lacks a number of insightful ratios, e.g., the various expenditures per capita. Being very much still an apartheid
designed and operated City, there are significant differences on expenditure per race group. The document does not
demonstrate at all how these imbalances will be addressed over the 5-year period.
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15. The document introduces a plethora of “new’ baselines. Some of these baselines are non-sensual, e.g., Objective 9 A, B and
C. If the City does not have formal Indigenous Leadership representation, how does it establish a ‘new’ baseline related to
Indigenous Biodiversity?
16. Given the economic size of the City’s budget (in the region of R61.5 billion per year, R307.5 billion over 5 years), it is
unacceptable that the City deems it fit as service excellence to only meet the minimum legal requirements for engaging its
stakeholders. The absolute majority will find it very difficult to engage meaningfully. For reasons like this, the IDP needs a
complete overhaul – in both content and process – that guarantees ‘inclusivity’ to every one of its 1.4 million families.
17. Whereas the City positions itself as a global organisation, the IDP is bereft of global standards that clearly demonstrates the
City’s ability to develop its assets – human and natural – into world-class standards. There are no ‘golden threads’ that
guarantees this budget will achieve world-class development objectives.
18. The entire IDP document based on its 16 Objectives and its approach methodology clearly represents a business-as-usual
attitude of a City that continues to perpetuate the lack of reality of ‘Consequence Management’ of ‘Under Development’ of
the 370 years of the marginalised Descendants of KhoiSan\Associated Minorities being the original 7 groupings of the socalled Cape Coloured, Malay, Asian and Slave conurbation of Descendants of the KhoiSan Indigenous People’s in South Africa.
19. It is a fact that this homogenous group - clearly only found in South Africa based on its historical record, heritage and lineage
- is a major Stakeholder in particular in the ‘Old Jurisdiction of the Cape Province’ and beyond where these groups exist with
the largest concentration in the Western Cape and therefore in the Cape Metropolitan area of jurisdiction. However, in this
IDP it utilises the Cities 2016 race population consensus data which is 6 years old to facilitate a strategic plan up until 2027,
11 years down the line which would impact negatively on ‘Forward Planning Scenarios’ as its baseline is skewed from
inception.
20. Notwithstanding the fact that the supreme legislation (The Constitution Act 108 of 1996) clearly prescribes how ‘secondary
legislation’ like the Systems Act and all other legislation that impacts on Local Governance in South Africa, has to conform to
Chapter 7 on how Local Government has to perform - including schedule 4 and 5 fiduciary duties - towards its citizens.
21. The Constitution further places in Chapter 2 emphasis on fundamental rights that this IDP completely undermines like ‘Just
Administration Practices in Chapter 2 section 35 and Equality before the law in Chapter 2-9.
Furthermore, consultation in the methodology of free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) - and not rent-a-voting-crowd
approaches - in dealing with a 5-year Plan (IDP) aligned to medium- and long-term planning that addresses historical social
injustices is patently absent. Instead, the focus is on symptoms of an entire Nation People - on whose backs this very City was
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developed - whose ‘orchestrated under-development is the basis of wealth generated for a privileged sector; including the
current conditions and expenditure patterns of this IDP.
22. The IDP again insults the intelligence of Indigenous Peoples and Associated Minorities by only focusing on symptoms of underdevelopment - like crime and poverty – which exist as a direct consequence of the City’s continued spatial ethnic planning
and gentrification strategies that continue to perpetuate apartheid planning; despite their having been Restorative Justice
and Reparations pathways to rectify that which was blatantly taken by devious means.
23. The fact that the City maintains abusive by-laws that undermines the nuances of Basic Human Rights in application of how it
deals differently with society based on ethnic persuasions that impacts negatively on KhoiSan/Associated Minorities
communities like ‘Blikkiesdorp, Ocean View and similar areas.
24. The 5-year strategic thrust of the Implementation Plan of the IDP which puts in place the ‘Baselines/status quo trajectories
are completely out of sync relative to the necessity of addressing the realities of the past in a South Africa imagined based on
equity, equality and justice.
25. Page 91 refers to partnership models that work. The document lists a few organisations but does not instil hope or give
direction by embracing a more comprehensive list of volunteer groups across the city in achieving common objectives through
partnerships over the next five-year period.
26. No mention is made of the various City-to-City partnerships as well as commitments in this section as well as to areas where
financial partnerships or commitments may exist. These value adding partnerships must be reflected in a method in order
that they demonstrate what value and impact they have. This will comply with financial reporting but also lift the bar for
auditor general assessment work for qualitative outcomes and impact achieved. It is critical for transparent governance to
understand where there are any partnerships in place and if any city finances are allocated to external partnerships be these
from local to international and well as the return received on investment over a period (e.g., five-year term of IDP).
27. The performance management section (page 95) appears to focus on the legislative requirements of auditing purposes for
national government engagements rather than building on these as a foundation and adopting other local to international
best practices. This is devolved to “other parts of the organisation.” This is critical information for good (and inclusive)
governance purposes. To improve on this section, a civil society meeting between City of Cape Town and the National Treasury
should be organised in helping establish more than just a legislative auditing trail but to commit to constitutional
achievements!
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Have Your Say
(online)

15

In addition to the document attached, I do want to register my disappointment with the public engagement process. It is unclear how
individuals and organisations were identified to participate in closed/invite only sessions - in some sessions it appears the City had lists
that were years out of date, and sessions were in the evening during Ramadan when people need to break their fast. There were no
widely advertised open community engagement sessions and the commenting period is extremely limited, during a period where there
are public holidays and school holidays. While the City has justified this by blaming National Govt processes, neighbouring
municipalities under the same processes have managed with longer commenting processes and daily open days for the public to
engage every single directorate on their plans. The CCT's citizen and customer orientation needs to move beyond PR and into serious
engagement.

Have Your Say
(online)

77

There is NOTHING in the draft that explains in detail WHAT exactly the process will be to e.g.: alleviate poverty (tell that to someone
living under a bridge) or increase housing or upgrade safety and law enforcement. The entire draft is just words, headings, and vague
ideas no real plans. WHAT EXACTLY are the plans for our Cape Town "city of hope”?? I pay my rates and amenities bill every month
(with a struggle!). Rates are outrageously high for the value of my property. Electricity outages with no leniency on the account. This
draft is light and insubstantial with no real depth or concrete ideas.

Have Your Say
(online)

57

Please consider a rapid rail link between airport and city, tourist dollars are an economic lifeblood for the city (the Hill-Lewis Express
train?) Please make it illegal for squatters to set up home anywhere on the side of the road. Designate areas for them to go such as
under used SANDF lands.

Have Your Say
(online)

8

This whole draft is all for the unstoppable growing squatter settlements, a useless and fruitless community who are subsidised and
financially milked by all Residence and Industrial owners. We the middle-class and Rich taxpayers, nothing else...!

Have Your Say
(online)

53

I wanted to address the increase in litter, and the need for upgrading and maintaining our little community buildings and parks. There
are people who litter and seem to not know it is bad, please could you include a public awareness or system to fine those who dump
plastic litter SD they walk or from their cars. The other thing is that we need community halls and fields to be upgraded and maintained
so that people want to use them. Simple things like maintained plants, regularly emptied bins, and visible security would help. The
existing community halls can also be safe and fixed regularly please so that the neighbourhood watches or community ratepayers
associations can run fitness classes and community events in them. Thanks.

Have Your Say
(online)

70

Take away the surcharges, why am I paying to use an electricity box that I paid to have installed? The water prices was increased due
to the draught and never decreased again. The surcharges are ridiculous; it spells out fraud and corruption. It is clear that the sanitation
department is heading into Eskom’s direction.

Have Your Say
(online)

72

I cannot give full honest and well thought through comment as i received this today and the closing date is tomorrow. Need more time
to go through the IDP draft
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Have Your Say
(online)
Have Your Say
(online)

72

Belhar ward 12 needs recreational centres, recreational play areas and parks including a swimming pool.

48

"Transforming Cape Town into a city where all people can live without fear of crime and violence requires collective action at scale,
where government, the private sector and residents work together to make communities safer." PUBLIC SPACE, ENVIRONMENT AND
AMENITIES: “We will work with communities to keep our city clean so that Cape Town is a place that its people take pride in and its
visitors love to return to." These ideals seems meritorious and requires support. Support that can also come from the enforcement of
bylaws as regards , dumping, littering, health concerns raised by the plethora of food vendors that operate in our streets, the, health
issues raised by fruit vendors who for hours hawk illegally at traffic lights with no idea where their sanitary and toilet needs are met.
This may not be appropriate as part of the comments of the IDP, which is strategic in intent, but needs to be recorded as a concern. I
see a sizeable network of cameras, which in my area I feel, is wholly under-utilised. "Economy: Cape Town has many infrastructure
assets that give its economy a comparative advantage. These include its road network, a world-class international airport, information
and communications technology (ICT) connectivity, as well as access to ports. The ICT sector also offers agglomeration benefits, as
Cape Town has established itself as a key technology hub with a number of major companies launching their head offices in the city."
I think that Digital Transformation gets lost under the general heading of ECONOMY and should occupy a separate heading or space
devoted to the efforts of the City to transform the digital landscape of the city. This topic merits to be separated from the discussion
of ports and transport and infrastructure. In further discussions, I fear it gets subsumed in the other important tasks.

Have Your Say
(online)

Have Your Say
(online)

Build a new Clinic for Langa Build a new Clinic for Wesbank There must be new housing development for Joe Slovo Park and Dunoon
in Milnerton, Wolverivier Construct Roads, extend pipe sewer infrastructure in Gugulethu, Delft, Joe Slovo Park, Dunoon in
Milnerton,Delft, Khayelitsha, Kraaifontein, Phillippi, Crossroads and Nyanga. Develop informal Settlements Invest in township
economy, bring more investors in Khayelitsha, Phillippi, Gugulethu, Nyanga, and Kraaifontein, and put more resources city police in
fighting crime in township so that citizens can be safe and also investors. Build same Sub - Council offices in Townships with the same
resources like the ones in Milnerton and in Cape Town. Subcouncil 9 do not have resourced Subcouncil Chamber and Subcouncil 13
Install CCTV cameras that are working in townships like Joe Slovo Park, Dunoon, in Milnerton, Khayelitsha, Nyanga, Crossroads and
Kraaifontein, Bonteheuwel and in hotspot crime areas. Invest more crime fighting resources, Deploy more Law and enforcement in
Townships like Khayelitsha, Mitchells Plain, Bonteheweul, Langa, Nyanga, Delft, Belhar and areas like Joe Slovo Park and Dunoon in
Milnerton. Invest more in programmes and campaign of Gender base violence. Employ more Law enforcement officers that will look
after infrastructure of municipality in townships. The City must put resources or invest in protecting officials in their offices from any
danger of taking human life.
53

1. Land release as the basis for spatial transformation and well-located housing is a poor idea given the private sector failure to deliver
affordable well-located housing. The city needs to control its own assets and lead here. 2. Developing cycle lanes along BRT routes
should be reconsidered. Experience in has shown these are too isolated to be safe for cyclists. 3. Finishing the Foreshore Freeway
should be abandoned. They should be demolished and the space developed along the lines of Future Cape Town's proposals. No up to
date city planner could possibly recommend freeway completion in this context. 4. The City should avoid developing a bespoke app,
research has shown these rarely work. It is more efficient to leveraging existing systems and improve the City's analytical capabilities
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of what comes through these. 5. Disposal of well-located housing stock should be avoided; this will only discourage a properly
integrated city. Rich and poor people need to learn to live next door to each other. 6. The safety focus of this IDP is largely reactive
and largely fails to address spatial and design aspects of safety and safe communities. 7. The City should re-integrate the transport
and urban development directorates to avoid siloed and inefficient development decisions, which this IDP appears to be veering
towards.
Have Your Say
(online)

15

With regard to the development facilitation project under the “ease-of-doing-business programme”, I am supportive of the City’s
planned initiative to simplify its Development Application Management System (DAMS) to create a more user-friendly process for
application submissions. However, improvements to DAMS must be accompanied by stricter enforcement of timeframes for land use
applications stipulated in the Municipal Planning By-Law. It is noted that there are now two key performance indicators (KPIs)
measuring the approval timeframes for building plans. It is proposed that a similar KPI be included for the percentage of land use
applications approved within a specified timeframe. The introduction of such a KPI would lead to improved monitoring of timeframes
for processing land use applications and could have a positive effect on facilitating development. With regard to the “inclusionary
housing initiative” and the City’s commitment to “finalise and implement its inclusionary housing policy”, it is noted that the
accountable directorate is Human Settlements. While the Human Settlements Directorate may be responsible for the policy drafting
process, inclusionary housing as a mechanism will be implemented by the Spatial Planning & Environment (SP&E) Directorate through
the land use planning system. Hence, both the Human Settlements and SP&E Directorates should be accountable for this initiative.

Have Your Say
(online)

48

What we as a community need is scrapping levies for water and electricity accounts We need cameras in our area. We need a hall
/facility for recreation for afterschool programs and for our seniors. Sidewalks need to be paved. Brighter streetlights. Wheel chair
friendly streets. Speed bumps. High mass light at entrance of Vlei Community Hall.

Have Your Say
(online)

67

Firstly- congratulations! This plan is very well put together- I love the infographics as they can tell the story very quickly for people you
cannot spend the time to read through 152 pages. I love the linkage to the SDGs and I love how it is clearly structured according to
priorities and related implementation and action plans etc. By far the best IDP, I have seen in my own consulting life thus far. I was
also pleased to read on page 9 a dedicated notion on the problematic situation regarding illegal land grabs (this was a comment I
submitted already early in the IDP development process) and hence I was fully expecting that this theme is carried further in the report
and that somewhere I will read a very detailed action plan what the City is going to do about it… However, unless I missed it- it is not
at all in the IDP. Meanwhile the realities brutally unfolds that Nature Reserves and vital buffer zones of our Coastal Park landfill are
continued to get violated- and it becomes clear that similar to Driftsands and the land grabs around Elgin there is a clear method in
this madness and that it seems that unscrupulous criminal folk creates in these vulnerable areas “rental income opportunities” to host
(mostly) foreign poor people. Is the City turning a blind eye on this? Illegal land grabs everywhere- are there NO consequences. Now
with the State of Emergency officially over- when are we claiming back our spaces? Please can I request that similar to the very detailed
strategies you outline for informal settlement improvements and upgrades including score card performance indicators etc. you match
this by also reporting on how the City is planning on protecting its open land from land grabs. I would really like to know what support
I could expect from the City protecting our last remaining natural and public assets (yes- a landfill is a BIG public asset). The fence
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marks the boundary of the landfill site and as you can see-, the illegally erected structures are right at the fence leaving a 0 m buffer
zone. As a Chemical Engineer, I can tell you that having people so close to a major methane generation source is a recipe for disaster.
Have Your Say
(online)
Have Your Say
(online)

22

We need real hospital not clinic. Real police station Better houses Safer areas. And transport

63

I have been on the housing database since forever. I made an online application - walk-in application - follow up via sms, email and
telephone, with no positive or constructive feedback. My husband is unable to work since last year as he had a major heart attack; he
has congestive heart failure and is currently managed by Groote Schuur Hospital. This makes me the sole breadwinner. I wish there
was some database for citizens who is willing to pay a stipend for rent for a house from the city. I have a registered NPO for teenage
suicide prevent which is has been placed on a backlog.

Have Your Say
(online)
Have Your Say
(online)
Have Your Say
(online)

19

Housing for all backyard dwellers who earn above R3500.Jobs not only for 18-35 years old but to 40yrs and above.

88

Been on the database for more than 12years, can i have process report of how far I am

55

Please add new KPI's for building plan approval p116 : 98 % of plans passed should comply with existing building guidelines % of the
deviations permitted varying more than 5% from existing building guidelines should not exceed 5%

Have Your Say
(online)

78

I am on housing waiting list for 16 years. Portlands Mitchell's plain area backyard dwellers has never been recognised as a need for
housing. People I know was on waiting list for less than seven years and received housing

Have Your Say
(online)

58

BECA Comments on current policy and the proposed Integrated Development Plan
We support the overarching priorities and objectives of the City, and the focus on improving the lives of everyone in the city. We do,
however, believe there are some key components in the IDP, which could actually result in the current residents in the City and some
of its established neighbourhoods being negatively affected. There are also some administrative and procedural practices, which we
believe should be changed to give residents larger say in changes and developments that affect their environment and their (often)largest asset. In particular, the densification strategy of the City has the potential to: • Change the look and feel of areas
dramatically and therefore the value of properties. • Have an impact on microclimates in areas, which will likely impact the liveability
of very densified areas. It will also have the impact of reducing the ability of such areas to effectively drain rainwater away, as there
will be less open /unpaved ground to soak up rain. This will likely increase the incidences of flooding and the concomitant damage
that comes with it. This will likely hinder Objective 9: Healthy and sustainable environment. The more densified an area the less
sustainable and healthy it is. This has also been highlighted in a number of scientific studies that confirmed that there are substantive
health, environmental and ecological drawbacks to densification counterbalancing the economic and (often misapplied) climate
change motivations. o
“Urban Physics: Effect of the micro-climate on comfort, health and energy demand” o “A
Systematic
Review of motives for densification in Swedish planning practice” P A Haupt et al 2020 IOP Conf. Ser.: Earth Environ. Sci. 588 052030 o
“A systematic review of the scientifically demonstrated effects of densification” “Effects of Densification on Urban Microclimate—A
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Case Study for the City of Vienna”, D. Effects of Densification on Urban Microclimate—A Case Study for the City of Vienna. Atmosphere
2021, 12, 511. https://doi.org/10.3390/atmos12040511 o
“Compact or cool? The impact of brownfield redevelopment on innercity micro climate” Sustain. Cities Soc., 38 (2018), pp. 31-41, 10.1016/j.scs.2017.11.021 •The traffic burden will exponentially increase,
impacting economic growth as people will spend more time in their cars than at home or at work. •The public transport system is
lacking and has been for decades. The argument that this will be improved to meet the demand is aspirational and not realistic on a
medium to long-term timeline. •The trend of ‘Work From Home’ (WFH) has been established over the past two years since the start
of the pandemic, this is especially noticeable in some of the large cities globally, e.g. New York, London, Paris, where office workers
are increasingly opting not to live in crowded and expensive inner city properties, but rather live further away and enjoy more greenery
and have space. As a result, this civic association insists that the policy regarding densification in established suburbs be limited to a
maximum of 10% of the suburb, confined to particular nodes, e.g. transport hubs, up to a maximum of one block radius from the node.
Any building plans or development of property in these suburbs for more than one residence on a property needs to receive no
objection letters from affected surrounding residents or have a meaningful public participation process/platform. Greenfield and
brownfield developments should be subject to the densification goals and requirements. Of relevance to the above, but also as a free
standing comment/objection to the current administrative process this civic organisation also insists that: • The consultation process
needs to be amended with regard to building up to a boundary without requiring the neighbour’s consent or a letter of no objection.
This may be appropriate in a greenfield scenario, but in established suburbs, this leads to friction between neighbours, dissatisfaction
with the City Council and value implications for residents. In some areas, including this civic association’s area, the majority of houses
have been around since at least 1945 with them being visible on the aerial survey. In the most part, the largest source of unhappiness
tends to be with developers using this policy to cram as much onto small plots as possible, without feeling the need for consulting with
neighbours (and in many instances not even needing to alert them to the plans until construction starts). •Of frustration is the
continued use of registered post as an acceptable method for giving notice to affected residents/neighbours. The South African Post
Office is a dysfunctional organisation, unable to reliably deliver on its basic mandate, with registered letters either getting lost, the
notification slips not being delivered, or the delivery being significantly delayed so as to render the documents irrelevant. The Council
needs to change this requirement to using a courier company where a signature of the recipient is required, alternatively using online
mechanisms of notification. The letter of no objection option is always still there. •In addition to the previous point on notification of
affected residents, it is our submission that developments over a certain size (3 or more residences on a single property) or of a certain
function (commercial/industrial/retail) encroaching into a suburban area must require a public participation process rather than just
standard avenues of notice, i.e. No Objection letters or registered post (perhaps courier/online in future). •Furthermore, building
reliable public transport systems will reduce the number of cars on the road.
Have Your Say
(online)

50

Educate our young matriculants and or poor communities on the Cape Flats at libraries or community halls on housing applications
and provide information on job opportunities. Prepare and pave the way of life, so they do not resort to living in backyards and in
informal settlements.
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Have Your Say
(online)

77

Please prioritise housing and accommodation for the homeless in our city. The homeless people are vulnerable and at the same time
a source of desperate behaviour. There is always the danger of them targeting neighbourhoods close by for home invasions and
burglaries. Vredehoek has been hard hit by crime in the last few years.

Have Your Say
(online)

77

Please prioritise housing and accommodation for the homeless in our city. The homeless people are vulnerable and at the same time
a source of desperate behaviour. There is always the danger of them targeting neighbourhoods close by for home invasions and
burglaries. Vredehoek has been hard hit by crime in the last few years.

Have Your Say
(online)

12

The sidewalks in ext. 22 &23 in Belhar SELFHELP has never been completed for the past 30yesrs...in winter the rainwater make pools
in front of the property. Open fields that is a dumping side and at least a school and a more effective police station are really needed
in our area. More police visibility for the drug houses and and the addicts who brake ins for their drug needs.

Have Your Say
(online)

22

We need a park for our children to play we need more special school for special children like autistic children and others police station
near by Thank you and please we need this things

Have Your Say
(online)

111

Illegal informal settlements need to be removed asap as these have illegal electricity connections and are a health hazard as there is
no proper water and sanitation connections thus placing a hard burden on paying residents. A lot of people from Eastern Cape (who
have proper homes there) come and put up shacks here and then rent them out. This should be investigated and stopped!

Have Your Say
(online)

40

Scrap the levy based on the thickness of water pipe for houses and the levy on the availability of electricity, which is a service we pay
for but do not get. This is just a money-spinner for the council to cover money lost by load shedding. As for the water levy, it was for
the drought of 2017 and since then we had lot of rain with dams overflowing and water running to the sea. Built more dams. Clan
William Dam is a waste of money for years and nothing is happening.

Have Your Say
(online)

53

Most of CT's population are poor and living in run-down townships/informal settlements on the Flats. They desperately need well-built
houses/apartments with electricity, running water, and water-borne sewerage. This should be the CCT top overriding priority in the
budget. Another related issue: more Century-City sized developments are urgently needed in the Flats. These would provide housing,
shopping centres (for jobs whilst constructing, jobs afterwards), and a nearby place for residents to shop, work and have access to
recreational facilities. This would likely reduce unemployment & crime in the immediate area, and fundamentally change the socioeconomic outlook for the City. It would also increase rates and taxes for the City, since thousands more would be employed/own
properties, let alone businesses paying their fair share too. The beauty of this idea is that the City needs to budget little, as
business/private enterprise will foot the bill as indeed it did with Century-City. Perhaps developers can be given rates' rebates as a
sweetener. In time, schools and health facilities may move to these safe and secure nodes. A Singapore type model, perhaps?
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Have Your Say
(online)

12

In our ward (12), we want the housing allocation process to be transparent because we have people in our ward who has been one
waiting list for more than 30 years and never received houses while other younger and people from outside our ward-received houses
meant for our people... This is unfair towards us.

Have Your Say
(online)

12

I'm a resident in Belhar ward 12, I'm living in a backyard for more than 18 years I was on the waiting list for 16 years to find out that I
am not on the waiting list, I had to do the process over again and apply, I don't understand the negligence in this but the backyard
dwellers gets no housing opportunities to lift my point I want you to look in to this as a government and I need answers, people from
other areas occupy or housing developments in our area I hope you find my comment well.

Have Your Say
(online)

22

We have a new development happening at the Stellenbosch arterial, the sand and dust is completely unbearable, I am having to clean
of my floor and walls every day, I am walking up with congestion due to my sinuses and my eyes are constantly burning due to the fine
sand in the air.

Have Your Say
(online)

66

My concern is the very large number of foreigners in the Ottery area. Of these, how many are really documented - I do not think that
the City has a clue of the enormity of this issue.

Have Your Say
(online)
Have Your Say
(online)

12

We need more police officers in our area, and rehabilitation centres for our young people.

66

I have been twisting and turning for a year and more now and had a conversation with MR “X” some time back but he referred me to
the subcouncil and I did not bother to continue with my proposal. I was born and raised in the flats , I was part of gangsterism for many
years until I change my live I still have a major effect on the community in a positive way I started with a soccer team in 2019 had some
tournaments trying to keep the young boys and community together then covid and gang violence interrupted. I’m a qualified welder
and a good trainer and mentor , I'm looking for help and I ideas from government to start a training center where I can Train the men
and women with basic welding I also ask my friend if it's possible to help the young woman with her showing skills she said yes she will
avail herself and training woman how to use a showing machine I have this vision for years but because of capital and equipment it's
not easy I am will to use my property in the meantime

Have Your Say
(online)

31

1. Ward 31 specifically Montana needs urgent safety and security intervention. That includes enclosing of open spaces and spaces that
are entry points for criminals. 2. Roads need to be attended to. They are disintegrating and the contractors work does not even last a
year. 3. Public spaces need to be used as zoned. There are vacant plots with poor lighting, which is a gateway for criminals to escape.
4. Service level agreements need to be adhered to as reporting incidents like theft of City infrastructure should not be left longer than
the SLA time frame. 5. Law Enforcement should be visible and not when staff members who reside in the area come home.

Have Your Say
(online)

31

Along the N2 opposite Monte Video, the wall that is erected is broken and commuters and residents are target of crime.
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Have Your Say
(online)

4

With the increase of crime in South Africa, a trend emerged that communities increasingly controlled access to neighbourhoods.
Such enclosed neighbourhoods are commonly known as gated communities. Two types of gated communities are distinguished:
 Enclosed neighbourhoods (road closures). These are existing neighbourhoods that have been fenced in by the closure of
public roads.
 Large luxury security villages or estates, such as golfing or country estates and other large, mainly residential, security areas.
(Smaller security townhouse complexes – up to 50 units - are not included.)
Gated communities have significantly grown in Gauteng, but much less in the Western Cape. The reason why gated communities are
less prevalent in the Western Cape can be partly attributed to the policy of the City of Cape Town on Gated Communities that
discourages this.
This policy is becoming increasingly problematic to current and future Cape Town residents for the following reasons:
1. With the increase of crime, vagrancy and land grabs being on the increase, communities increasingly demand control over
to access to their neighbourhood in order to protect themselves and their properties. For example, building hi-jacking has
become a major problem throughout the greater Cape Town. A press release of CCT on 15 March 2021 states the following:
“For four years, this illegal act has stalled social housing developments at both the City-owned Woodstock Hospital site and
the Helen Bowden property near the V&A Waterfront, owned by the Western Cape Government.”
2.

Suburbs without any access control are popular destinations for drug dealers, brothels and abalone storage locations.
Especially suburbs close to the harbour. The presence of such activities gives such suburbs a reputation as a crime friendly
suburb and contributes to escalate the increase of crime.

3.

With remote working becoming a common practice, residents in other provinces consider moving to the Western Cape, and
expect the availability of gated communities. The Business Day of 13 March 2021 reports the following: “… Whilst often the
norm in Gauteng, security estates are limited in Cape Town, and semigrators are looking for the peace of mind offered
through reliable state-of-the-art security.”

The incidents of July 2021 has made it clear that residents cannot rely on the state anymore to protect their property from large scale
looting. The IRR blog of 19 July 2021 reports the following: “If the president was not a lame duck before last week, he almost certainly
is now, his tough speech on Friday night last week (16th July) notwithstanding. Whatever the causes of the mayhem, the overriding
fact is that local militias had to step in because the state failed to do so. These local organisations in KZN, Gauteng, and elsewhere have
done far more than the state’s security forces to put a stop to the plunder and the terror and the anarchy. Numerous reports describe
how the police stood by as looters laid waste to tens of thousands of livelihoods. “The “militias” in this paragraph refers to “residents’
associations in suburbia, neighbourhood watches, and community policing forums, local groups in townships, private security
companies, vigilante groups, individual volunteers, and taxi owners’ organisations”. Given that local
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1.

Organisations need to take responsibility for the safety of residents, it is not reasonable to have policies that makes it
difficult for these organisations to control access to suburbs.

2. Flaws in Gated Development Policy for the City of Cape Town
The Gated Development Policy for the City of Cape Town was approved by Special Planning and Environment Portfolio Committee on
28 November 2007. This policy states: “As a responsible land use regulator, the city promotes development of open, inclusive,
integrated and equitable societies, generally discourages gated developments and will only consider such forms of development if a
developer or community can clearly illustrate that it is constitutionally justifiable and won’t have any adverse impacts or that such
impacts will sufficiently be mitigated.”
This policy claims to promote the development of an inclusive city by making it difficult for residents to make their environment
safer. It creates a false contrast between inclusivity and safety when it states: “Clearly evident from the above is the constitutional
dilemma created by the right to freedom of movement versus the right to security, which this policy takes into account and attempts
to balance.”
This false contrast is not in line with the 5 strategic focus areas of the city. The IDP of the city views safety as a core ingredient for
inclusivity as follows: “True inclusivity can only be achieved in an environment where there is access to economic opportunities,
where citizens feel safe and cared for, and where communities are truly integrated. Therefore, the inclusive city incorporates aspects
of all three strategic focus areas above.”
Given that we live in a time where land invasion is on the increase and local authorities are stretched to their limit to contain this, it
is time to review this policy in order to give communities more control over their environment and reduce pressure on authorities.
This document summarises research on the advantages and disadvantages of gated communities and evaluates how these affect
constitutional rights. Based on this analysis, changes to the policy is proposed.

3. Summary of research
An extensive study on gated communities describes advantages and disadvantages of gated communities.
Advantages
“The case studies showed that crime had been reduced …, although not completely prevented.”
1) “… the neighbourhood closure had had a positive impact on the neighbourhoods’ character, and had increased use of
its public spaces, such as streets, parks, etc. …”.
2) “Many of the residents also highlighted the improved quality of life within these protected areas …”
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3) “… more efficient provision of services in some areas…”.
4) “Privatising the space inside the walls therefore helps to establish a sense of community and social cohesion.”
5) “Residents in both the enclosed neighbourhoods confirmed that the closure had had a positive impact on insurance
premiums (lower) and property values (higher).”
Disadvantages
1) “Residents see themselves as different from those outside the area. They have a need to divide themselves from the
rest of the city to ensure security and privacy. This leads not only to spatial segregation, but also to social exclusion.”
2) “Closing certain roads can force workers to walk much longer distances, even several kilometres.”
3) “The neighbourhood closures also lead to a change in traffic patterns, since they divert through-traffic and in effect
keep out all users apart from residents …”
4) “While the residents’ association maintains that the council is not effective in providing these services, the council
maintains that lack of access to the estate makes it difficult to provide these services.”
4. Effect on constitutional rights
These advantages serve to realise certain constitutional rights, but it also infringes on certain rights. The realisation and
infringements of these rights are described and evaluated in this section.
Realisation of constitutional rights
1) Everyone is equal before the law and has the right to equal protection and benefit of the law (Constitution S9). Resident
that buy property in new estates are allowed to experience the benefit of gated communities, whereas residents that buy
property in established suburbs are not allowed to experience these benefits.
2) Residents have the right to freedom and security of the person and be free from all forms of violence (Constitution S12).
Since gated communities have the advantage of increasing the security of residents (inside and outside the community) it
contributes towards realising this right.
3) Residents have the right to privacy, including not to have their property searched and property searched (Constitution S14).
Since gated communities have the advantage of increasing the security of residents (inside the community) by protecting
them from home invasions, it contributes towards realising this right.
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4) Residents have the right to freedom of association (Constitution S17). Since gated communities have the advantage to give
residents a sense of community and social cohesion, it contributes towards realising this right.
5) Residents and the City have the right not to be deprived of property (Constitution S25). This right is realised in multiple
ways.
a.
b.

Since gated communities have the advantage of protecting property values, it contributes towards the realising of
this right for residents.
Since gated communities has the advantage of increasing the using of public spaces, this will lower the probability
that the City loses property due to land invasions.

6) Residents have the right to enter, to remain in and reside anywhere (Constitution S21). Since gated communities increase
the use of public spaces, it contributes towards the realising of this right.
7) Residents have the right to human dignity (Constitution S10). Since gated communities offer an improved quality of life and
more efficient provision of services, it contributes towards the realising of this right. Furthermore, the privatisation of
infrastructure in gated communities is financially beneficial to the city, and will contribute towards the improvement of
services in other areas.
Infringement on constitutional rights
1) Residents have the right to enter, to remain in and reside anywhere (Constitution S21). Since gated communities could
cause people that work inside the community to walk longer distance to reach their place of work and causes traffic
disruption outside the community it infringes on this right. This is a controversial argument, because people can choose
where they work. If the walking distance is too big, then they can choose to work somewhere else.
2) Residents have the right to freedom of association (Constitution S17). Since gated communities causes the members of
these communities to see themselves as different from the larger community, causes spatial desegregation, and infringes on
this right. Whether this really is the case is controversial. Does it negatively affect the social cohesion of the greater
community if a gated community is desegregated from a crime-ridden community ruled by gangs?
3) Residents have the right to human dignity (Constitution S10). Since gated communities negatively makes it more difficult to
access the area and negatively affects service delivery by council, it infringes on this right. This is a controversial, because it
is seldom that gated communities restrict access to council vehicles. Furthermore, if the provision of services can be
privatised, communities can often provide themselves more efficient.
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Evaluation
The table below gives an overview of how gated communities affect constitutional rights of residents in the community and in
the greater community.
Constitutional Right
Community
Greater Community
Equality (S9)
+
Security (S12)
+
+Privacy (S14)
+
Association (S17)
+
Property (S25)
+
Movement (S21)
+
Dignity (S10)
+In summary, the following can be concluded:
 In total gated communities, contribute more to realising constitutional rights than to infringing on these rights.
 When considering a gated community, a large number constitutional rights must be considered.
5. Summary of the CCT policy
The Gated Development Policy was approved by Special Planning and Environment Portfolio Committee on 28 November 2007.
Many things have changed since this policy and it is time to consider if this policy is still serving the interests of Cape Town residents.
In summary, the policy of the CCT is that it : “… generally discourages gated developments and will only consider such forms of
development if a developer or community can clearly illustrate that it is constitutionally justifiable and won’t have any adverse
impacts or that such impacts will sufficiently be mitigated.” This means that the CCT assumes that gated communities are generally
not in the interest of residents and applications will be declined unless strong reasons are provided to justify it.
The policy narrowly evaluates the gated communities only in terms of two constitutional rights, namely freedom of movement and
security. The policy states: “Clearly evident from the above is the constitutional dilemma created by the right to freedom of
movement versus the right to security, which this policy takes into account and attempts to balance.”
Furthermore, the policy believes that the security rights of residents can be addressed through other means. The policy makes the
following recommendations to address security concerns:
 conventional target hardening and securing of individual property boundaries, such as (visually permeable) boundary walls
or fences, burglar bars, domestic alarms and improved perimeter (and public area) lighting
 foot, bicycle or vehicle patrols (with or without armed response) and/or neighbourhood watches
 area monitoring mechanisms, e.g. CCTV surveillance or guards active and effective Community Policing Forums (or CPF’s)
and ratepayers’ or residents’ associations (with local crime prevention strategies)
 establishment of City Improvement Districts (or CID’s) in mixed use or business areas as provided for in Council’s City
Improvement District By-law (as per Provincial Gazette no 6118 of 26 March 2004), with the business plans of such CID’s
incorporating local crime prevention strategies and functions
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ensuring safer public open spaces and places by means of community ownership and maintenance of public open spaces
through Council’s ‘adopt a park’ programme.

6. Evaluation of CCT policy
The CCT policy on gated communities is not suitable for residents for the following reasons:
1) Since the policy was adopted in 2007, communities have already implemented many of the security recommendations, but
despite of this communities still remain victims of unacceptable high crime levels. To make these recommendations in the
current situation is not relevant anymore.
2) The security recommendation to install is unreasonable. For CCTV to be effective, it is important that there are a limited
number of entrances to the community. By discouraging gated communities, the number of entrances cannot be reduced
and CCTV cannot be effectively implemented.
The security recommendation to establish CID’s is difficult to implement, since it requires communities to get a high-level
consensus on introducing additional taxes and other matters. Since this could be difficult to achieve in poor communities,
this recommendation unfairly discriminates against poor communities.
3) Whilst unreasonably downplaying the right to security, the policy does not consider all the constitutional rights that are at
relevant to the consideration of gated communities. It only considers the right of movement of residents outside the
community, and ignores the right of movement of residents in the community, as well as other relevant constitutional
rights.
4) The title page contains an extract from the 2005 report of the SA Human Rights Commission (SAHRC) states that while
gating and road closures is not unconstitutional, it should not be supported because it causes social division, dysfunctional
cities and lead to further polarisation of society. In 2005, the City of Cape Town has wholeheartedly supported the
recommendation of the SAHRC. However, in 2020 the mayor of Cape Town, Dan Plato said that if a court application of the
SAHRC is successful it "will open the floodgates on illegal land invasions, leading to a breakdown in law and order". It is
probably high time that the CCT reconsiders it still believes that the SAHRC is really motivated to prevent social division,
dysfunctional cities and polarisation in cities.
5) The adopt a park programme of has largely failed and park guards that were appointed have disappeared.
7. Proposed policy amendments
The policy views the discouragement of gated communities as reasonable in order to create “open, inclusive, integrated and
equitable societies”. On the other side, the security concerns of residents is viewed as being of less importance, because it is claimed
that these concerns can be addressed through other means.
This argument is fundamentally flawed because of the following reasons:
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1.

The evidence that residents in gated communities will significantly not view themselves as being part of the larger
community is very weak.

2.

The alternative solutions proposed to address security concerns is only successful to a limited extent, cannot effectively be
implemented without gated communities and are often not affordable to poor residents.

3.

It does not take into account a number of other constitutional rights.

It is proposed that the policy is amended as follows:
1. The city will generally encourage the establishment of gated communities unless it is proved that there is strong evidence
that it will severely negatively affect the interests of residents outside the gated community.
2.

The requirement that evidence must be provided that the gated community will improve the security of the community is
removed (Sec. 7.3.1). The general benefits highlighted by research should be viewed as sufficient evidence that this benefit
will also be applicable in the area of the applicant. Section 7.3.1 places an unnecessary burden on residents to exercise their
right to safety.

3.

The requirement that pedestrian and non-motorised movement may not be affected by the gated community (Sec. 7.3.6) is
removed. The right to enter, to remain in and reside anywhere is sufficiently addressed by Sec. 7.3.5. The right to access
does not necessarily mean the right to access places in the shortest possible time. If this were the case, then the closure of
rural schools and speed restrictions should also be declared unconstitutional. Furthermore, Sec. 7.3.6 does take into
account that people that come from outside the community would not object to walk longer distances, when they can walk
this long distance in more safety.

4.

The requirement to consider the visual impact of a gated community (Sec. 7.3.9) is removed. It is for the community to
decide whether they are willing to accept the visual impact to realise their safety requirements, and not for an official to
make such a judgement. Since the interfaces with less visual impact generally are more expensive, this requirement also
unfairly discriminates against poorer communities.

8. Financing of gated communities
The funding of gated community infrastructure for security villages is already included in the selling prices and levies of such villages,
and no financial challenges are envisaged here.
The costs associated with enclosing existing neighbourhoods could be funded by various models:
a. The neighbourhood could become a City Improvement District (CID) and the necessary infrastructure can be
funded by the rates charged for the CID.
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b.

Many neighbourhoods have established organisations that offer security services such as patrol vehicles and
control rooms limited to a specific area (i.e. Milnerton Crime Watch Trust). The necessary infrastructure can be
funded from the fees the members contribute towards this organisation.

c.

In neighbourhoods where there are no security organisations, it could be considered to establish a specialised nonprofit organisation that can launch crowd-funding campaigns and receive donations to help communities to
establish and maintain the infrastructure needed to enclose their community. Organisations that focus on
supporting communities could be approached to provide the administrative capabilities for such initiatives.

9. Establishment and management of a gated community
The organisation required to establish and manage a gated community depends on the financing model.
a. In the case of security villages and CID’s, body corporate or CID’s will manage the gated community.
b.

In the case of established security providers, a management structure could be established where the security provider and
residents’ associations cooperate. The security provider can execute the plan and the residents’ association will get the
necessary buy-in from the community.

c.

In areas where there are no established security providers, the initiative should be driven by residents’ associations that
cooperate with Non Profit Organisations that support communities with the establishment of gated communities.

Have Your Say
(online)
Have Your Say
(online)

12

We need people to be safe in their houses. We need people to be safe when they go to work

7

As our leaders in charge of services and creditors in finance, please fix your services before you increase your rates. Clean up our city,
remove criminals and vagrants, build homes for the poor and then ask the rich for more rates.

Have Your Say
(online)

4

Please note under Priority: Safety, Objective 6: Strengthen partnership for safer communities: Indicator - Number of new auxiliary Law
Enforcement Officers recruited and trained. As per the outcome of the Safety and Security workshop, these targets are to be increased
to the Year 2022/2023- 200; the Year 2023/ 2024-300; the Year 2024/2025-400; the Year 2025/2026-500 and the Year 2025/2026-600.
This amendment will be aligned in the final Five Year Corporate Scorecard process.

Have Your Say
(online)

21

I have a serious concern that there is no accessibility for the Differently Abled Community (Deaf and Hard of Hearing) to make use of
the 107 / 021 480 7700 Emergency Line in a case of Emergency. People with Disabilities have access to Dial-a-Ride and other services,
but how do we justify the access to the Emergency Call Centre in case of an emergency?

Have Your Say
(online)

12

We need to get our area safeguarded from drug addicts that enter and leave our area as they please. We cannot sleep always having
to worry about our safety and the safety of our children whom we are too afraid to play outside. This is not the way to live especially
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when I came to live in this area thinking my family would be safe from worry and stress of being victimized. I would strongly recommend
that petrol be done in the area daily to prevent future vandalism and break ins in our area. Also, allocate large bins for dumping as
these thugs go around scratching in our bins and starting to dump on empty fields. We are not even safe to keep our bins out anymore
because they then start stealing. I believe that Ext 7 use to be a very safe community that is why we decided to purchase a property
here. To our regret we cannot even take our kids to the park because the fear of being robbed or killed. The rates are sky high and
almost unbearable but yet we have people from surrounding areas coming to break in, steal property, dump dirt, roaming our streets
to look for a next target. Please make safety in our neighbourhood a priority
Have Your Say
(online)

14

The city from one end to the other has been trashed with shacks on every corner of our streets. It is unsafe with constant theft and
break-ins. Remove all shacks.

Have Your Say
(online)

29

Within Ward 29, little to no allocation has been made for a Safety and Security spend in Mamre. This is deeply concerning as the voters
in this area are predominantly DA aligned. We currently have no police station and the issue around getting the satellite station to
open has become an administrative nightmare. We make a desperate appeal for a provision for CCTV cameras within our main social
areas to enable us to effectively monitor and eradicate crime in our town. We currently have the required fibre infrastructure to
accommodate this request and the inclusion of this monitoring system in our area would be the starting point of a security monitoring
rollout that will be sustainable over the years.

Have Your Say
(online)

14

There are streetlights, which are not working for many months. These areas are then not safe to walk or drive at night, for example,
there is a row of about 20 on the turnoff from the N2 to the Jan Smuts by the old Athlone power station. Please can it be a regular,
frequent maintenance to check the streetlights that are out. The new lights that only face downwards are very nice and modern
addition, not wasting energy sending light pollution upwards but only downwards, thank you. People are dumping more and more
and littering plastics. Please could you enforce fines for dropping plastics to control this bad habit before it gets out of hand, and so
that not everyone thinks it is normal to throw things on the street carefree in our city? Otherwise, we will need to pick up rubbish
more often, as one root, cause is people not knowing or caring about just dropping plastics. It is like people SMSing as they drive, this
has become common, I even saw City of Cape Town vehicles with the drivers SMSing as they drive fast on the N2 and dropping plastic
sweet wrappers out the window, like they do not know this is wrong. Thank you, good luck.

Have Your Say
(online)

8

Which other countries provide homes for the poor. We are creating poor communities. We allow for lazy un ambitious communities.
Corruption has made the poor poorer. BEE has created more crime and corruption than solutions. The world is looking at us wasting
our money by allowing corruption. Tender Systems are corrupt. Intelligent Black and white people leaving SA. Brain drain. How can
we allow a person like Julius Malema to exist? He is a Public Racist. What is being done to protect the resident’s rainbow nation? The
whites and the smart Blacks are leaving. The intelligence will not tolerate the mess. Infrastructure is collapsing. Corruption do not you
see it we are filthy with corruption.
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Have Your Say
(online)

70

I have no wish to preach to the converted, but without considerable growth in the economy, there can be no reduction in
unemployment. Unemployment carries with it a lack of self-worth, and massively contributes to crime when there is no other
alternative for survival.

Have Your Say
(online)

12

We want the city to clamp down on illegal activities, scrapyards in residential areas, conduct raids at drug dens and foreign owned
spaza shops, do check-ups on foreign nationals to ensure they all have proper documentations to be in our country and also proper
documents that allow them to work or run businesses in our country.

Have Your Say
(online)

57

Thousands of tented camps with junkies and drunks have sprung up in public areas, claiming public space where children should play
as their "exclusive house'. Our rates have increased to DOUBLE what property is worth since property values fell to lower levels than
before even Day Zero. Property rates should be halved! Those owners who must pay your outrageous rates should not be forced to
live amongst the crime and and filth of addicts in tented camps. Not only a health hazard but severely dangerous our safety is as bad
as it would be in any area that does not pay any rates!

Have Your Say
(online)

65

Neighbourhood watch needs more support from Law enforcement. City officials should start working together with local nhws In
my area alone nhw members put in a lot of effort law enforcement need to come and work with nhw. Otherwise, give nhws more
power.

Have Your Say
(online)
Have Your Say
(online)

81

School safety, and clean surroundings

46

We need competent ward councillors. Service for all and not run by the buddy system. 7 years of requests to no response... Still. Please
hire people who work.

Have Your Say
(online)
Have Your Say
(online)

101

We need water and electricity we also need safety

83

Improvement of the N2 by increasing lanes in both directions to 3. Multi-storey parking garages for cars at busy nodes (e.g. turnoff
from N2 to Stellenbosch) with MyCiti busses regularly servicing these nodes, thereby reducing cars in the city. Additional tax on cars
in the city to promote this service.

Have Your Say
(online)

30

Manenberg & the city as a whole needs & integrated & diverse public transport network that is efficient, Diverse in terms of types of
public transport available like the light rail ( tram) , trains , Buses ( modern ) & separate cycle lanes . The last part is very important as
it will serve a dual purpose of improving healthy lifestyles reducing lifestyle induced illnesses & creating a happier populace that can
access economic opportunities in a cost effective & SAFE WAY . Using bikes on the regular roads is too dangerous.

Have Your Say
(online)

59

No provision for safe NMT
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Have Your Say
(online)

63

Cycle paths into the CBD does not promote cycling to work at all. There is no sense of safety for cyclists, no police presence on any of
the paths, and there is no awareness raised for motorists on the rules when it comes to cycle paths. Passing through salt river circle is
a nightmare as all motorists blatantly disregards the green painted cycle path. The cycle path from Paarden Eiland into CBD is avoided
by cyclists who rather chooses to gamble with the lives on the N1 than to take a chance riding down the cycle path. I cycle into the
CBD on a daily basis and I wish for many other people to do the same. There is no reason why we cannot get more people on bicycles
by rigorously and permanently dealing with the fear and safety concerns of biking into the CBD. The City has failed dismally I am this
regard in that they have built cycle pathways so that it can be exploited by criminals and deter cyclists from actually using them. Cycling
infrastructure needs to be entrenched for deeply and robustly. Instead of just a strip of paint, we need barriers, signage for motorists,
frequent and consistent policing, and bike park facilities in CBD. With the rate at which fuel prices are increasing, cycling offers residents
with a great opportunity to save money and drastically alleviate traffic congestion.

Have Your Say
(online)

43

More focus and planning needs to be done regards to Rail freight, especially on the CCT Private Railway Sidings e.g. Get more users
and advertise this CCT Asset for new users. If this are done then the Economic growth for this area will increase. Also includes this
Asset in the future Asset Management System with the others, like the IRT. In conclusion, what is the use for the City to be a Rail
Network Owner but do not utilize its Asset to the fullest.

Have Your Say
(online)

55

There is virtually nothing regarding non-motorised transport that is sufficient. There are low hanging fruits here that could make
transport so much better but a lack of maintenance and planning make these options unviable. Simple things like keeping high value
walk ways and cycle paths maintained.

Have Your Say
(online)

1

The Western Cape Network on Disability (representing all People with Disabilities) champions universally accessible public transport
in all modes and Non-Motorised Transport. Presently only the MyCiti buses qualify. Your answer to GAB using inaccessible buses was
to introduce Dial A Ride. This is not a sustainable solution. Long-term all types need to be accessible, despite the cost. We have a
constitutional right to have equitable access to transport, et al.

Have Your Say
(online)

12

We living in Belhar Selfhelp ward 12 for almost 40years. We do not have 1 school or decent amenities for our kids to use. All children
must travel out of the area for a school costing a lot of money. No decent Park or safe play area. Decent health centre. Huge problem
with unemployment/drugs etc. As there is, no decent activity for kids to do that is what attracts then. We do not even have a decent
Police Station with reliable & dedicated officers in this area making policing almost non-existent. It is a disgrace that this area
established so long and has nothing compared to Delft. Councillors do not do what they supposed to except when it comes to election
times. Therefore, I Truly hope that something will be done in Belhar Selfhelp Ward 12 soon.

Have Your Say
(online)

This is what I wrote in 17 May 2013. Nothing has been done. The highest priority is the environment, followed by electricity. Electricity
enables our entire society. It must be safe, reliable, cheap, abundant, and environmentally friendly. With this jobs will be created, food
prices will go down, opportunities will go up. Dear City of Cape Town officials and neighbours (I am sorry this letter is so long, but
the issues are complex and are not properly discussed. I am praying that someone can find the space to get this discussion into the
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open so that it is understood and discussed and therefore so that South Africa can take its rightful place in the top 10 growing countries
in the world).I have downloaded and read the Cape Town electricity strategy, which is available at
http://www.capetown.gov.za/en/PublicParticipation/Pages/default.aspx. Comments are expected by 31st May 2013. I am very
disappointed with it. But why should I be disappointed? It has become very obvious to me that this government (both ANC and DA)
does not want private renewable energy production. And this even though every single person and organisation buying electricity paid
2 cents per kWh levy to SARS on our electricity bills for two years and for the past 2 years have been paying 3.5 cents per kWh. And
this will be increased to 4.5 cents per kWh in July. Over R20 billion collected to pay Feed In Tariffs (FITs) for Renewable Energy
Production, but no willingness by government to actually use these taxes for the purpose we are paying them. The same goes for the
plastic bag tax and the car emissions taxes. Then we'll have the carbon tax from 2015 and all for the single purpose of collecting more
tax! With no wish to implement Renewable Energy as envisioned in the 1998 and 2003 government White Papers, i.e. government
strategy. Now you might look at the big Independent Power Producer (IPP) Photovoltaic and Wind Turbine projects and say that the
government IS doing something, but all this is simply to meet its minimum responsibility so that it can continue to tap international
financing, and to keep control in the ANC government owned monopoly, Eskom, and its government owned coal suppliers. The White
Papers mentioned talk about 30% ownership of the electricity production by 2010 and allow for things like Feed In Tariffs, Net Metering
and Time of Use Tariffs for small users. At the moment Time of Use Tariffs, i.e. charging different amount of money at different times
of the day and at different times of the year, costs R6,000 a day service fee in the City of Cape Town! So this is for big people only and
as usual in South Africa, the small person is left in the cold. On 16th May 2013, the Unions blamed big business for small businesses
woes, but this has nothing to do with big business and everything to do with government regulations and red tape. The cost of doing
business for small business is way too high, and it is almost impossible for small business to employ people even with 25%
unemployment. Big business employs people to handle this red tape, and this cost is hidden in its employee overhead. In small business
the business owners do this work, and therefore actually have fewer sales, less turnover, and maybe go out of business. IPPs aren't
really independent. The only thing that is independent is that the finance is not arranged by government. But government still has to
enter into a long term payment contract with the IPP, in effect providing a Feed In Tariff, which the government said was illegal in
2011! When a Coal Power Station is built, the government has to provide Eskom with Loan Guarantees, effectively providing a Feed In
Tariff for 30 years so that the Coal Power Station can be built and so that the financiers know they will get their money. Yet Feed In
Tariffs are illegal for the private home owner, SMME and normal business owner!! It is not only the ANC which is at fault. In 2011,
the DA government in the Western Cape introduced a Net Metering tariff, but has made it impossible to get by over-regulating,
something the Italian government also did, when it introduced Feed In Tariffs in the 1990's, but then made them impossible to get
because of too many regulations and too much red tape. Why introduce a tariff, if one cannot get it? In Italy's case, there is also an
electricity monopoly. It didn't want competition. Italy's position as the world's top 10 economies has gone and it is currently shrinking
at 2.1% per annum and has growing unemployment, labour unrest and other problems. I believe this is because of narrow minded
electricity thinking, and wanting the government to own and control everything instead of government providing the framework for
competition and allowing private capital to be used to grow the economy. The government then collects taxation from a growing tax
base and uses this for its infrastructure and other programmes, thus being able to grow and invest without debt. Back to the City of
Cape Town's strategy: if you look at the graphs in section 1.2 you can see that we are currently 30% under our expected consumption.
This because of massive efficiencies in households and businesses mainly due to electricity price increases and also solar water heaters,
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insulation, CFL lights, etc. Cape Town continues to grow fast, yet electricity supply is not growing. Yet we have been asked to save even
more electricity. Are we mad? And what of the huge growth in electricity income for the City over the past 5 years? Where has this
money gone? Why can't the City implement its own Feed In Tariffs to make Cape Town a world class city? Cape Town will be the Design
capital of the world in 2014, but we may just be the laughing stock of the world! Part of the reason also stems from the fact of
industries continuing to close and the strikes which have the perverse effect of South Africa using less electricity. And then if you look
at 1.3, you see the words "where practical" and "finalization of national technical specifications" and "PPA's with IPP's" and nothing re
residential and SMME roof top solar; nothing re Net Metering; nothing re Tariff Strategies for residential and SMME electricity users.
Why not? All this is geared to: 1) keep the small producer out of the equation; 2) further delay the adoption of Renewable Energy
(the government has been working on the specifications for a decade, yet there were companies reverse feeding the grid in the 1960's
without any "technical" problems); 3) "where practical" means that no matter that Reverse Feed happens in millions of locations
around the world, it is not practical in South Africa, which is fixated on the income it can derive from electricity pricing, and the number
of jobs that can be created in the electricity sector, instead of realising that we need electricity to grow the economy and the money
should come from taxation associated with corporation tax and employee tax. Perhaps 100,000 jobs can be created in the electricity
sector. But we have 25% unemployment and 500,000 new people in South Africa each year. We need to employ 11 million people in
the next 10 years. Who cares how many people will be employed in the electricity sector! All that people should care about is the
number of people who will be employed because we have electricity, i.e. the other 10.9 million people! Furthermore in this section,
we have the threat of Load Shedding and the request to switch off at peak times. Why should we do this? Switching off at peak times
simply makes Eskom and the Cities richer without any benefit to the small users. Big users get paid to switch off and reduce load. Small
users just get inconvenienced. It costs Eskom between R6 and R13 a kWh to run the diesel powered Ankerlig peaking power station
near Atlantis, depending on who does the calculations. This electricity is sold to the residential customer at R1.50 a kWh (R3.20 in
2022). Why not allow Time of Use Metering and Net Metering and residential customers could thereby be incentivised to feed the grid
at peak times? How much better it would be for Eskom to pay private people R2.60 a kWh which is their peak demand winter tariff?
Everyone would actually be better off. At the moment, everyone, and especially the South African economy, is worse off. And the
department is "in the process of establishing a smart meter pilot." This pilot has been ongoing for years with no end in sight!! Why
can't we actually do things instead of talking and writing about them? It is time to start producing electricity so that the economy can
grow. Until this happens South Africa will continue to be the 37th fastest growing economy in Africa and one of the world's poorest
performing economies in an age of mass sustainable employment elsewhere in the world.
Have Your Say
(online)

The parks and community buildings need to be looked after in terms of planting (trees or suurvygies or spekbome), visible security
measures (even just security coming by now and then or cameras), enforcing fines for littering, and having regular good maintenance
(some community sports halls have no allocated funds to regularly maintain or renovate the roof or anything). These can then be
useful spaces for the community to feel happy, safe, and proud to exercise and walk with family. There is unfortunately cars driving
over the park areas, dumping and littering, and nobody gets told not to drop plastics on the ground. Some parks have human faeces,
piles of rubble, plastic, no lights, and no security safety measures, so the families don't want to use them even if there is swings and
slides and benches.
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Have Your Say
(online)

Plastic rubbish is blowing in the wind everywhere, and litter and rubble is being dropped all over like it's completely normal. We need
to educate people that just dropping plastics on the road is wrong, and enforce fines for littering or dumping before our whole area is
covered in rubbish. I spoke to people who were eating their lunch and dropping the plastic packets as they walk. They were shocked
to hear that it's bad to do this, and said it was fine to drop things because then street cleaners have a job. This is shocking, just like
seeing mothers throw things out the car window in front of their children because there are no consequences. There is also rubble
being dumped on sidewalks, basically dropping plastics and dumping rubbish seems to be something which people think is fine and no
problem, it's getting worse, people need to know it's not allowed and that there are consequences please. Thanks.

Have Your Say
(online)

Drastic changes needed to law enforcement, as officers will ignore contraventions if not specifically asked to attend to problems. The
current explosion of tented accommodation by informal settlers on sidewalks and other public spaces are creating huge safety issues
not only in increased crime but also medical as there are no sanitation adhered to. Every tree and bush seems to be an acceptable
toilet. They need to be moved to recognised informal settlements. This includes the tent next to Wingfield. Also of concern is the water
scarcity as far as informal settlements get free and unrestricted supply where the permanent residents are charged and restricted.
Backyard dwellers gets 6000 l free where the metered users gets nothing for free. Kind of sick come to think of it.

Have Your Say
(online)

What is being done about people squatting in and round the city and suburbs? It doesn't matter where you turn, there is a group
squatting. This is unhealthy conditions for people who squat, unhealthy conditions for children to grow up in and unacceptable
conditions to be surrounded by daily. We cannot keep on turning a blind eye. This cannot be set out in a 5 year plan. This needs to
be addressed now, before we don't have a city to plan for.

Have Your Say
(online)

I hope to see good maintenance and upgrades of public parks and halls for the community to be happy to use often. Our neighbourhood
hall in Thornton is in poor repair due to lack of funds; our community use the hall still but we need help. I would also like to see planting
and checking up on of local plants like spekboom and milkwood trees, and for missing manhole or water meter covers to be replaced
so that people don't step into the holes. I would also like it if people know that there are consequences to throwing plastic wrappers
out their car windows etc., as they seem to throw plastic like there is nothing wrong to litter and there is plastic litter all over now and
getting worse. Otherwise, keep up the good work. Thank you. We need parks and public areas that people want to spend time in.
Green Point park is great but we need those in other areas. There are existing community parks and community halls that need to be
spruced up and maintained please over the years. This includes dustbins cleaned often, security measures, good continual
maintenance (e.g. checks often for missing manhole covers or water meter covers that kids can break an ankle stepping in), and good
local plants (spekboom and edible plants if possible, or local trees like milkwood that also don't have the protective PVC pipes left on
too long that they strangle the tree please). There seems to be more plastic pieces around on the roads and fences these days, maybe
the dustbins being emptied can also include litter being picked up. Also, every day I see people throwing plastic wrappers out of their
cars or while they're walking straight onto the floor. Quite often it is parents throwing litter while their kids watch and learn, so is there
a fine for this, because people seem to not know or not care about littering without consequences. Thank you
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Have Your Say
(online)

What is being planned to tackle the ever increasing reality of homeless people erecting tents and living on the pavements, sidewalks
and open public spaces dotted all around the city?

Have Your Say
(online)

CBC Conservation committee major objective is to maintain open area allowing bird-life to proliferate. A major cause of concern is the
invasion of our wetlands with Water hyacinth, recognised as the most invasive. We would request that he City makes this a high
priority project to eliminate this weed.

Have Your Say
(online)

61

I am a recipient of a RDP house in Mountain View, Ocean View. Every third road consist of Somalian Spaza shops, whose existence
empowers the unemployed landlord or recipient of a RDP house. In such a way that they don't feel the need to seek for a genuine job,
which subsequently rolls into homeowners smoking and selling drugs or abusing alcohol. Notwithstanding the mess that these shops
are responsible for, they behind the squalor state of our streets in, They operate till whatever hour they feel is needed. It is a total
nightmare to live in a road where these shops operates.

Directorate/
Department
comments

Community
Services

Programme 6.2. --> Current: Holistic Crime Prevention Programme
Proposal: Social Cohesion Programme
Programme Description: Current: Combat the causes of crime
Proposal: Promote Social Cohesion
The City will plan, design and actively invest in improving public space and social facilities to foster a higher degree of social integration
and inclusion in communities, and society at large.
Initiative 6.2.A: Safer Community Facilities Initiative:
Current: In partnership with communities, the City will invest in high quality and well-maintained parks, libraries and sports facilities –
recognising their role as important platforms of community engagement and development as well as safe spaces for recreation. This
social infrastructure plays an important role in preventing young people from becoming victims or perpetrators of crime in
communities afflicted with high levels of crime and violence. The City will use its public facilities to support targeted interventions for
children and young adults offered by the Western Cape Government and other partners.
Proposal: In partnership with communities, the City will invest in high quality and well-maintained parks, libraries and sports facilities
– recognising their role as important platforms of community engagement, development as well as safe spaces for and recreation. This
social community infrastructure plays an important role in preventing young people from becoming victims or perpetrators of crime
in communities afflicted with high levels of crime and violence engaging young people to become engaged citizens. The City will use
its public facilities to support targeted interventions for children and young adults offered by the Western Cape Government and other
itself and its partners.
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Directorate/
Department
comments

Urban
Mobility

Minibus taxi industry transition initiative - As mentioned, there is one concern we have with the latest IDP attached. Whilst minimal
the word we had prior to this draft was ‘evolve’ and not ‘develop’ for Industry Transition. Whilst I appreciate this is not major, it is
under true operationally to say ‘develop’. If there is an opportunity and agreement to amend this before final version is done then this
would be really appreciated.

Directorate/
Department
comments

Future
Planning &
Resilience

 Food: The importance of food for a healthy city and economy does not come through.
The economic focus assumes big business leads the way – in food we know that the informal sector is critical for food access. For this
reason, it needs greater emphasis in the economic framings. The importance of nutrition to the economy is not mentioned. Poor
nutrition = unhealthy people = loss of productivity. Unhealthy people = a cost to the economy. Lastly = poor nutrition = poor
development = limited economic participation potential.
Using the informal sector as the entry point – the need to look at infrastructure services and public realm investment inclusive of
markets and trade areas becomes an important priority.
 Water sensitive city/design: Water sensitive city is mentioned under the Climate Change Programme and is left as a mention.
This is problematic because it is part of the water strategy foremost and other programmes thereafter. There is no further mention of
what it is, why it is important to many different aspects of City work. There’s no doubt that this has happened because the water
department don’t know themselves, but we can help them. Water sensitive city making is about water planning, demand management,
source diversification, water resource management (including storm water management and groundwater management) that
permeates spatial planning, environmental management and parks and recreation – amongst others. I’m also concerned that the LUW
programme name has been changed to “healthy waterways”.

Directorate/
Department
comments

Spatial
Planning &
Environment

The team has moved away from using this term in response to the comments and concerns our BDM colleagues have raised in previous
engagements. We have thus replaced the term ‘preapproved’ with ‘best practice guidelines”. We have also moved away from using
the term ‘Micro-units’ and are instead, now using the term ‘Small Scale Rental Units (SSRU’s)’ in line with the terminology that the rest
of the department is using. This is quite a mouthful but the correct terminology should now read ‘best practice guidelines for small
scale rental units’. All pages and paragraphs which make use of the terms ‘preapproved’ and ‘micro-units’ will need to be amended to
read as ‘best practice guidelines’ and ‘Small Scale Rental Units’, respectively.
Maybe the wording on p137 for UPDLI Should change..? It sounds too close to the Consolidated Land Pipeline work (1.5. B and C) and
very similar to the 1.5A.
UPDLI: p137 maybe to read:
The City will establish and maintain a GIS data base of land parcels classified as vacant or under-utilised with updates preceding reviews
of Spatial Planning Policy Documents. Spatial analysis can be made from this Inventory to assist departments in decisions regarding
land.
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Question: Roles of the City (P26) – no definition for “provide” which is used often in the Implementation Plan section. Is it supposed
to be “deliver”?
The city, as a major source of employment within the metropolitan area, should consider the work-from-home arrangements in a
hybrid format with working hours’ time split between the “office” and the “home office”.
• This would help to alleviate the stress on the transport system.
• This will reduce the generation of private cars as a mode of transport.
• This would help to reduce the consumption of resources.
Chapter 5:
• It would be helpful to add page numbers to the list of objectives on page 24.
• The flow from objectives through to programmes are methodical and one can easily understand the relationship between the two,
however, one item to add is the link between programmes and projects across sections – some links are identified in the further
comments where known. This would better support the partnerships between departments and directorates. This reference could
form part of the right hand column.
• The term ‘initiative’ needs to be defined, as it’s a term being using in all programmes and projects.
1.1.B. Development facilitation project (Links to OBJ 8)
A development facilitation project is mentioned to simplify DAMS and speed up application processes. Likewise, expediting microdevelopment and small scale rental units applications should also be mentioned as an important component and strategy. We
understand that this is addressed in the “Housing” section of the IDP, but the impact that it will have on economic growth on the
ground is significant.
1.5 Consolidated land pipeline and release programme (Links to OBJs 9,10,11)
The city’s intention and commitment to release city-owned land to achieve inclusive economic growth and meet the need for more
affordable housing is supported. However, alternative methods of development should also be taken into account on underutilised
city-owned land. This includes high quality public space to support the densities that affordable housing will bring.
Basic Services (OBJ 2,3,4)
• What about the 3Rs of resource management – Reduce, Re-use and Recycle?
• Grass roots initiatives are needed to teach the younger generation about the importance of resources preservation.
Basic Services (OBJ 2,3,4)
3.2.A Customer demand response initiative:
How will this be carried out? What are they types of incentives? Financial incentives? Rebates on energy cost?
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Basic Services (OBJ 2,3,4)
4.4 Water resilience programme: (Links to OBJs 9,10,11)
Water resilience programme – there should be an educational aspect to this objective. Implementing new programmes and projects
will not be successfully if the City of Cape Town does not undertake in educating its residents about the importance of water and any
other resources.
Safety (OBJ 5,6)
5.2.B Incident, crime and emergency detection project (Links to OBJs 1,4)
Any static devices need to be incorporated into the designs of precincts.
7.1A. Land and building release initiative:
Will city owned land be released specifically for affordable housing? Which programmes are being put forth to drive non-built
development by private developers on city owned land (i.e. Public park, recreational spaces, etc.)?
Project 7.3A. Scaling up serviced sites & 7.3B. Breaking new ground programme:
The delivery of top structures are mentioned as constant and will depend on the allocation of Human Settlements Development grant;
will this be put forth as a directive from Human Settlements to make sure that it is being upheld in all BNG housing developments?
Project 8.1.A. Regulatory Reform initiative:
The term ‘preapproved’ is incorrect. Comment will be made via the director to our Policy and Strategy colleagues. The term microunits need to be replaced with Small Scale Rental Units (SSRU’s). Comment will be made via the director to our Policy and Strategy
colleagues.
Project 8.2A. Informal settlements upgrade:
There is mention of upgrading that will focus on creating safer public spaces. This is a programme that both Spatial Planning and
Environment and Recreation and Parks will need to be involved in or a partner to the accountable directorate.
Objective 11: Quality and safe parks etc. (links to OBJs 5 & 6)
Projects 11.1A, 11.1B and 11.1C
These are only assigned to CS&H and should include SPE. All these programmes are usually are part of precincts that are assigned as
projects to SPE.
12.1Public Transport Reform
12.1.A. Public transport priority initiative
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It is unclear whether this relates to ALL road-based public transport modes as in minibus taxis as well as Golden Arrow Bus services.
This approach is already in effect under the BRT implementation. “Various locations” are spoken of generally here whereas specific
roads are mentioned under other initiatives (e.g. 12.4.A).
12.1Public Transport Reform
12.1.B. PTI improvements
Our experience to date is that the accountable directorate does not necessarily include this in their budget resulting in their consultants
not putting in the necessary time and effort to collaborate with other directorates. In addition there’s not alignment of funds across
directorates resulting mostly in only the transport component getting the necessary attention and not any of the ancillary functions
associated with PTI’s or precincts generally. Often PTI’s are associated with other Public Amenities (social services) – are these included
in this initiative for precinct management?

12.1Public Transport Reform
12.1.C. Minibus taxi industry transition.
“Available regulatory measures” is listed as a means to improve the quality of minibus taxi services – This is very vague and reference
should be made to applicable documents (policies, agreements etc.)
12.3 Bus rapid transit programme
No reference made to the North-South links (e.g. Symphony Way) as part of the plan to restructure the Apartheid City, very specific
about only the one corridor
12.3.A MyCiti Metro South-East Corridor development.
Main emphasis is again placed on the transport system, whereas the corridor should rather be considered as main STRUCTURING
ELEMENT that has the opportunity to address spatial inequalities and how the planning and implementation of this “system” takes
into account ALL the spatial components that play a role in addressing this. To date budget constraints related to the implementation
of the infrastructure, that is already underway, has left no room for dealing with anything outside of the actual civil works associated
with the infrastructure.
• The note that “the City is committed to incorporating community-based design principles into BRT infrastructure design”.
There appears to be a major contradiction between this statement and what is currently happening on the ground as much of the
infrastructure design is complete (or very near to complete). What is meant by community-based design principles? In most cases, for
the design packages (within the Metro South-East corridor) that have already gone through a design stage-gate process, not even the
minimum urban design principles that deal with human comfort/ appropriate public interface/ land use matters have been given
attention to.
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12.3 Travel demand and Congestion relief
12.4 Road capacity enhancement
This initiative in principle, contradicts the approach to have less cars on the roads. History and research shows that the more capacity
is created the more cars will be encouraged to be in the roads thereby compounding the very issue of traffic congestion. The roads
named are also very specific for this level of document.
12.4.C. Sustainable Transport
What measures are being put in place to reduce excessive on-site parking requirements within the DMS for land uses typically
associated with Business Districts? The less parking is required on site the less space there will be for cars, the less cars will need to
travel into CBD’s, thereby reducing the demand on the roads, in turn combating the congestion problem.
• The pursuance of the completion of the Foreshore Freeways within the next 5 years, with no mention of the much needed NorthSouth links within the overall structuring of the City seems premature at this stage.

13.1 Road safety and maintenance
13.1.A NMT infrastructure expansion
Effectively this should be integral with the BRT and enjoy the same importance and funding and further be linked to Social Services
within close proximity to the BRT Corridor.
14.3 Integrated urban health programme
“… identify, address and monitor how basic services delivery, housing and the cleanliness of the urban environment influence
community health so that we can create more integrated, healthier communities.”
This section in general could create a stronger link between public space, public realm and well-being. As we saw during the Covid
lockdown - local streets and sidewalks, public spaces and parks were important as relief spaces. This is even more important in dense
parts of our city and CBD type environments.
The city’s intention and commitment to release city-owned land to achieve spatial integration and transformation is supported.
However, alternative methods of development should also be taken into account on underutilised city-owned land. This should include
high quality public space and social facilities make this land accessible to as many people as possible.
16.1.C. Programme and project impact assessment initiative:
Monitoring the maintenance and operational budget and capacity for city assets (i.e. ablution blocks) should be audited annually to
make sure departments have the capacity (both in terms of staff and budget) to maintain a high level of service to the public.
Monitoring and evaluations should be done to these assets to track its level of service delivery.
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Directorate/
Department
comments

Corporate
Services

As per our discussion here are my suggested input for the section dealing with the Vision. It should be noted, that the changes are
more writing than changing the meaning of document.

Hard Copy
received

SC12

We started a beautification project in Tafelsig with the aim to create safe, dignified and colourful communities.
It comprises painting, mural arts, landscaping architecture, urban design and lighting.
Through our partnership with Our Future Cities, we managed to secure funding to upgrade the first park (Corner of Kilimanjaro and AZ
Berman)
Tafelsig residents unite to beautify parks – Aligned to Objective 6 (Strengthen partnerships for safe communities, Objective 9 (Healthy
and Sustainable environment) and Objective 11 (Quality and safe parks and recreation facilities supported by community partnerships)

e-mail
(ref #1)

What is Missing from the previous IDP?
Guiding Principles Previous IDP was based on a set of guiding principles. These principles were applied to decision making across all
priority areas. In the previous IDP, Resilience was one of these principles for the first time emerging strongly, ensuring that resource
efficiency and the ability to bounce-back was embedded transversally. This remains a key focus and is firmly embedded in this
current iteration of the City’s guiding plan.
A second guiding principle from the previous IDP that was applied transversally to spatial planning and implementation across the
City was Transit Orientated Development (TOD). This was not only award winning in terms of the policy that supported this
principle, but in our opinion was the first time that an implementation mechanism to address the legacy of Apartheid Spatial
Planning (or Spatial Distortions as these patterns are now referred to) was prioritised in the City’s integrated forward planning tool.
After considerable consensus building, these principles have slowly been adopted as far in Local Area Spatial Development
Frameworks.
TOD as a continuing specific mechanism and guiding principle does not appear anywhere in the 2022-2027 IDP. The document
alludes to notions of density, walkability, etc., but with a return to the same vagueness and high-level conceptual strategic postures
of an administration that believed market-forces could lead in spatial justice and redress. Property Development and Transport
Planning are 15-20yr efforts, and it not only frustrating to see the omission of TOD, but clear that property development strategies
and investments in nodal zones and transit corridors that this policy supported will be now called into question.
Our interest as Open Streets Cape Town is the opportunity and economic benefit unlocked by creating more dense nodes of
development, walkability, and investor confidence in public space upgrading as a result. TOD was the guiding principle and
implementation clarity that was required to create an enabling environment for spatial transformation at both large and small scales.
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It is not a ‘silver bullet’, but certainly has been institutionally adopted and embedded and is moving towards a time to flourish. It is
completely absent from the proposed Integrated Development Plan. Not only that, but transport is not listed as a top-tier priority,
which is both confounding and worrying considering how critical mobility and access is to unlocking economic development.
The “triangle diagram” is visually appealing, but it needs to be discussed whether Economic Growth is a top-tier priority or the result
of correctly and transversally addressing the other listed priorities. The combination of mobility access to housing, supported by safe
public space in combination with community partnerships creates OPPORTUNITY, which stimulates growth. With that thinking in
mind, we would suggest that Partnerships and Collaboration be added as a priority to solidify and create more spatially and
administratively transversal projects of this nature.
Recommendations: • Reinstate a set of guiding principles as a foundation for the IDP. These are levers to move transversally from
policy to implementation and are important strategic tools to mobilise a vision. Include TOD as a key spatial transformation principle
as well as into the Corporate Scorecard for Directorates to address to ensure this critical methodology can continue driving
implementation of well-considered and located built form across the metro. • Position Spatial Transformation as a top tier priority,
which includes both Housing and Transport working TOGETHER to create the urban conditions for economic growth and prosperity. •
Position Partnerships and Collaboration as a second tier priority to unlock transversal collaboration between directorates and
community integration in city making.
Non-Motorised Transport and Access to Opportunity
Our focus as Open Streets Cape Town is to see streets recognised as public space and transformed to create safe places to unlock
opportunity beyond car/vehicle dominance. These spaces can support economic growth and social cohesion. The manner in which
public space is framed and prioritised in the City’s forward planning tool is concerning. As is the provision and prioritisation of NMT
and by extension access to opportunity for people with disabilities.
Non-motorised transport is not the poor cousin of vehicle-based transport. Walking and cycling is a critical part of the first and last
steps of the daily journey of commuters in our City. Inadequate public transport network coverage and dire poverty where the cost
of any motorised transport is prohibitive, makes Cape Town a walking (and cycling) city first and foremost. Added to this reality and
looking to cities globally that have displayed resilience during the Covid Pandemic, the provision and use of NMT infrastructure is
what set cities apart in terms of ability to bounce-back. Considering fuel prices, poverty levels, and a clear need to move to carbon
neutrality, NMT must be a priority.
The provision and consideration of a growing and functional NMT network this IDP is almost completely absent. As is the absence of
mentioning and consideration for people with disabilities.
The previous IDP and the Corporate Scorecards relating to NMT provision were vague and not conducive to building a cohesive
system of access. It was hoped that this IDP could move past these concerns rather than omitting NMT provision as a measurable
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altogether. Construction of new builds were previously measured together with resurfacing and maintenance work and stated as a
linear measurement goal. In the last reported quarter, just 3.2km of NMT infrastructure was completed. It is not clear if this was
pedestrian, cycling, maintenance or even contributed to creating a functional point-to-point route. Creating alternative non-vehicle
based trip and opportunities to commute (removing a car from a congested road way and carbon from the atmosphere) would be a
more accurate and helpful measure of progress and benefit of infrastructure investment.
The proposed scorecard measurement in both the IDP and Draft Budget for all NMT across the Metro is framed as creating ‘safety’
but only insofar as road surface conditions (specifically number of potholes repaired) are concerned. Walkways and cycleway
typically have no potholes and require only minor repairs. Thus, there is no scoring or ambition to create new spaces for walking or
cycling in this proposed plan. Typically, from a contractual point of view, road resurfacing and teams working on pedestrian and NMT
contracts are quite different and it will be interesting to see how this is practically reconciled.
The omission of NMT network development is unacceptable and incongruent with the basic principles of good urbanism, TOD, and
the City of Cape Town Cycling Strategy, which is somewhat behind on its goal to grow commuter cycling by 8% (the deadline for this
has passed and failed without any accountability). A “maintenance only” recommendation for all walking, cycling and universal
access in the City is beyond inadequate and unjust to the majority of people who travel using NMT daily with little to no safe,
dedicated space to do so.
We note that there are strategic project spends in the budget for pedestrian bridges in the medium term, however we propose these
being considered as road/vehicle based expenditures as they only serve to further prioritise car transport by removing pedestrians
from on grade street use.
Recommendations: • Budget for NMT projects according to the targets set out in the City of Cape Town Cycling Strategy as well as
NMT masterplans. • Measure implementation of NMT projects in a similar fashion to the MyCiti network investment where
increased commuter trips are an indication of route quality and functionality. • Include NMT promotion and targets in the carbonreduction and climate change mitigation scorecards. • Include road safety targets that address reduction of road traffic injuries and
deaths by 50% by 2030 in accordance with the UN Sustainable Development Goals. A smooth surface without potholes is not a user
safety mechanism as is implied in this IDP, it is a liability reduction strategy. Addressing road safety will need to include measuring
and tracking injuries/crashes as well as a comprehensive safety plan to limit these incidences through infrastructure upgrades, speed
reduction and law enforcement.
Conclusion This iteration of the IDP overall reads as customer-centric and maintenance-focused. We have chosen to comment only
on streets and public space as is our mandate, but we recommend taking seriously the comments from our partner NGO’s on
proactively addressing transitional housing, clarifying the role of CID’s in service provision, and the critical need for a more deliberate
climate crisis strategy. In the time period of this IDP being implemented, our planet will reach the point-of-no-return at which
consequences of climate change will become irreversible and catastrophic. This IDP does not read as a plan for making a significant
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contribute to positive change. This IDP does not read as a plan that invites collaboration and innovation. This IDP does not inspire
hope and reads as a convoluted and unambitious service level agreement for its customers. Many thanks for accepting this
contribution. We will continue to follow up and advocate for safer streets, streets for people and places where our city can
practically become places of social cohesion and hope.
e-mail
(Ref#2)

There are restrictions to implementing the plan.
1. Procurement must be restructured. At present, compliance supersedes action.
2. Professionals are second-guessed by non-professionals, who are not qualified, and do not understand design.
3. Politicians believe that it is their right to interfere directly with officials, bypassing lines of communication, and priorities.
4. Legal and accounting should act as a support function, not a barrier.
5. Functioning utilities are at the core of the entire plan, namely – water, sewerage, electricity and transport.

e-mail
(Ref#3)

Community Safety data through social network
There are 2.5 quintillion bytes of data created each day at our current pace, but that pace is only accelerating. According to Forbes,
as of 2018, 90 percent of the data in the world was generated over 2 years.
Clearly, we all create tonnes of data every single day. One of the ways to generate real-time data from citizens on their everyday
safety is through social media. My initial suggestion was to create a social media app for the Western Cape province in which
government can store, analyse and predict behavioural trends of its citizens in real time. Such could correctly address and anticipate
social paradigms and possible changes in the environment. This will equip governments with the capacity to explore the future on an
ongoing basis, as they adapt to it and shape it with the help of better, more sophisticated measures.
However, upon doing more research I saw that an internationally originated social app was gaining traction from South African
citizens to gauge whether such an app would be beneficial to us.
The Nextdoor app launched abroad in 2011 as a Facebook-style social network that connects users (neighbours, NGO’s, police and
other social departments) to micro-networks based on their location and proximity to one another.
“City agencies equipped with public Nextdoor accounts can also publish community event alerts, deliver extreme weather warnings,
and launch public education campaigns. But the site is also well known as a clearinghouse for neighborhood drama: Nextdoor’s many
eyes-on-the-street fill the site with reports of car break-ins, suspicious characters, and other local-level threats.”, Nextdoor officials
state.
Nextdoor’s “Forward to Police” feature allows users in participating jurisdictions to send crime and public safety reports directly to
law enforcement and neighbours within the affected area. The “Public Agencies” feature enables police and fire departments, public
schools, and City Hall agencies to post updates, push out alerts geo-targeted to reach specific neighbourhoods, and analyse their
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responses on the go. This allows for greater public agency, a collaborative approach to combating crime and useful information to
reach targeted neighbours as quickly as possible. These features have proved to be one of the social network’s most compelling use
cases: crime monitoring.
According to Bloomberg, the company draws a correlation between department platform use and crime reduction. “In just one year,
[the Sacramento Police Department] grew their Nextdoor membership from 10,000 to over 20,000 residents, which was
accompanied by a 7.7% reduction in crime and a 30% decrease in shootings,” a case study document reads.
Crises generated learning
Throughout human history, we have learned that crises generate learning and can unleash major transformations. The COVID-19
pandemic and the multiple crises it has provoked (educational, work etc.) ought to be a turning point driving change towards a more
sustainable style of development. A digital curriculum greatly benefitted the youth who have lost learning days to disruptions caused
by Covid-19, floods, drought, lack of water etc. In the unforeseeable occurrences of such, I suggest a stand-by digital curriculum that
The City can work on ahead of these types of disruptions to ensure that learning is prioritised, and the transition almost
instantaneous.
A social/digital curriculum also has the opportunity to harness real-time and personalised educational data. With this data, The City
can pave the way in creating employment paths for youth still in school; while documenting skills output from school and align these
with skill input required by businesses. This data can further inform intermediate monitoring tools and results-based management to
adapt to short-term contingencies without losing sight of the long-term vision at the cost of future generations. This data will ensure
we treat root causes rather than mere symptoms.
Increased channels of communication
Greater citizen participation is required in public affairs. One such example being the Social Development entrepreneurial
competition, which was mentioned by the Deputy Mayor in the engagement session. Upon doing research, and even calling the
provincial department, I was disappointedly told the deadline has passed. I suggest that The City aim to target the intended
beneficiaries of such specific communication directly instead of relying on people to browse through The City’s website. This can be
achieved through targeted ads on existing networks, which the beneficiaries frequently use such as Twitter, Facebook and Instagram.
Subsequently, this can also be done on the Nextdoor app.
Corporate Social Irresponsibility
Corporate social irresponsibility is an emergent and growing subject area. Since The City is prioritising ease of doing business, it is
only fitting that we also hold businesses accountable in terms of their corporate social investment, which ought to be transparent,
traceable, and to the benefit of society. South African companies spent an estimated R10, 3 billion on corporate social investment
(CSI) in the 2020 financial year, representing a 7% decrease in real terms from the R10. 7-billion spent on CSI in 2020 (Engineering
news). However, to the benefit of how many people and in which provinces? More especially, how many women and youth? This
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information should be readily available and used to inform other areas of social investment The City may require in the future. The
City can publically advocate for such transparency for the greater good of society.
Put women as the beneficiary of global economic recovery
The effects of climate change are being shaped by pervasive and entrenched gender inequality. Heat waves, droughts, and extreme
storms disproportionately affect women. That is because women are more likely to live in poverty than men, have less access to
basic human rights, and face structural violence that escalates during periods of instability- as was identified during the pandemic.
Gender-based violence and exploitation rise as resources dwindle. Women are most vulnerable to the consequences of these abovementioned events, yet they are not prioritised in the IDP draft. Research by Women World Banking in 2021 illustrates how economic
welfare not only depends on income and infrastructure, but also gender equality. The City needs to take priority measures to
accompany the immediate response and longer-term recovery efforts for women.
Cape Town in the Metaverse
Lastly, I urge the Future Planning and Resilience department to continually contemplate the city’s role in the metaverse. A few
governments across the world are having their go at designing what the metaverse will be to them. Unfortunately, this is not one of
those copy-and-paste & one-size-fits-all solution to our problems – South Africa needs to design for South Africa and this is quite a
collaborative approach. I advise The City to be open-minded to partnerships with upcoming start-ups who are investing a lot of time
in developing unique metaverses for SA, myself included. Governments such as Barbados, Seoul and various others have already
begun experimenting with web 3.0. I believe we can learn a lot from these stories, as we continue to stretch and expand our
imaginations.
The City can already start exploring web 3.0 – even if it’s under a different name to maintain their reputation in the event that
projects failure, which they will. Failure is learning and we must be open to thinking of ourselves as start-ups who see complex
projects as one big experiment, where they are consistently testing hypotheses with the public to iterate their ideas into something
worthwhile.
Email
(Ref#4)

Concern in regards to the IDP document



They are extremely high level and give no specificity - I recall it being said in the meeting that if you are looking to find out if a
road is going to be resurfaced in Khayelitsha - then you will not find it in this document.
However, the inputs from the Parow meeting were at that level and there is no indication how they are represented in the IDP
document? For instance if we were to raise an issue about raw sewage being thrown into storm water drains in Hughenden by
the Donke Yatse 'residents' - where would that be categorised? Is that the only source of such issues? How prevalent is this
issue across CT etc.? Has root cause analysis been undertaken or are these matters dealt with at face value? - I just do not see
that research as input from your Strategy Directorate. - happy to be wrong
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Further, whilst a strategy document needs to deal with the changes required to deal with a future. There is little/no context of
what needs to change in the City, its suppliers and CID's to deal with that future viz. Scenario Planning and/or SWOT analysis.
Further to the raw sewage root cause analysis for the future e.g. growth of squatter camps. Where will that be by 2027 and what
needs to be undertaken by the City to reduce that impact? What are the strengths and weaknesses (viz SWOT analysis) that
need to be increased and mitigated? Etc. etc.? - I just do not see that analysis as input from your Strategy Directorate. - happy
to be wrong
What are the priorities that need to be planned for in terms of the SWOT analysis in three? above. How does that prioritization
play out on a geographic basis? You have great GIS - why cannot we see that prioritization as a thematic. Again, I just do not see
that analysis as input from your Strategy Directorate. - happy to be wrong
How do those priorities cascade into directorate KPI's and budgets for operational, capex and project/programmes of change?
That does happen but is not visible to us.

The above is of concern in regards to the IDP document and what possible input we can realistically have. This does then seem to be
a tick-the-box exercise. Arguably, it may be a public relations document and process that is important in the difficult political
environment we live in South Africa - and I cannot argue with that. However, perhaps there can be an alternative way in which CID
input and alignment to a more tangible strategic document can be sought?
Whilst the above may appear as criticism, I honestly wish the City and our CID to function as effectively as possible and achieve great
things. As such, I appreciate all that you and your colleagues do.
e-mail
(Ref#5)

56

I am a committee member of the Maitland Ratepayers and Residents Association. We form part of Ward 56, which includes
Kensington/Factreton.
I recently attended a meeting at the Pinelands Town Hall concerning the proposed budget. The proposed budget spend for Maitland
is an upgrade of the Maitland Crematorium and renewal of a MyCiti Bus terminal and CCTV cameras for ward 56(no specifications of
location for proposed cameras).
The problems we are facing in our area is spiralling out of control and include the following:





a spike in crime
New developments (mostly blocks of flats) that have not been discussed with the immediate residents affected and do not
comply with building regulations (objections submitted). We are already experiencing major sewerage issues in our area and the
infrastructure will not be able to accommodate these new developments. I live in Norfolk Street and a block of flats is being built
as we speak.
We have a rundown pool in Royal Street that has become a dumping ground. It is filthy and presents a great health risk. A group
of volunteers from our community recently arranged a clean up of the area with the cooperation from the municipality.
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Apparently, the property belongs to the City of Cape Town, but no one can confirm whether this is true. We are in desperate
need of a community centre for our children and elderly. Our kids have to play in the streets as the sports fields in Royal Road
are rented out to clubs and the residents do not have access to the facilities. We have many residents with skills who would love
to volunteer at the community centre.
We have a container depot and the entrance to this depot is from Royal Road. Trucks are only allowed to access the depot from
Royal Road, but they are using any side streets available by ignoring all prohibiting signs. We would like to apply for height
restrictive bars to deny access from any other streets. Trucks are also parking anywhere on pavements and streets causing major
damage as our streets and pavements were not designed to carry such heavy loads. There have also been major damage to
properties and truck drivers in Royal Road have already killed two schoolchildren. I have also personally witnessed truck drivers
driving over the pavement on several occasions just missing buildings and pedestrians. The depot is adjacent to one of our
schools.
We also have an informal settlement in Royal Road. Apparently Provincial land. They are now planning structures to be erected
for the current residents. They want to supply building material for the residents to put up their own structures , 600 mm apart,
which will be a major fire hazard. There are prefabricated fireproof structures available that will allow the residents to live under
decent conditions. Next to the structures, they are planning either a day hospital or community centre. No one can give a clear
answer. The project is so far along already and yet there was no participation from the community, especially the residents that
will be affected the most.
We also have a club called Tiffany's in Voortrekker Road, which is situated in close proximity to the Holy Cross Church and
school and it presents a lot of stress for the residents of Camden Street. There have been several incidents over the years of
owners being harassed and attacked.
We also have new squatters popping up even in our park areas. We also have property owners who allow overcrowding of their
properties to the extent that the buildings are literally falling apart. It is not fair to the occupants or neighbours as it presents a
health risk and even more pressure on our failing infrastructure.
We have been completing C3's and have asked our ward councillor for help, but it seems that our pleas are not being heard.

We would really appreciate to know whom we can contact concerning all of these issues and would appreciate a visit from you to
join us on a walk about in the area.
e-mail
(ref#6)

Comments and recommendations - General comments
Although there are certain general comments that we wish to make, as an advocacy organisation PPA’s comments will primarily have
an NMT and cycling based transport focus. The initial set of comments are of a general nature. Comments related to overarching
aspects of the IDP are included in this document whilst specific comments are included as notes in the Draft IDP document
accompanying this note.
General Comments on the IDP
The current document is a refreshing departure from previous IDPs.
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Sustainable Development Goals
Whilst the IDP’s alignment with the Sustainable Development Goals is considered a key aspect of the approach of the draft IDP, the
first reference to the SDGs is the box in Objective 1.1. Given the importance of and the City’s commitment to the SDGs should
Sustainability and the SDGs not inform the Vision and be introduced as part of the Contextual Analysis?
Recommendation: The single page description of alignment with the SDGs (page 72) be brought into the contextual analysis. Also,
the full name should be capitalized in the abbreviations page.
Just Transition
Whilst implicit in the approach of the draft IDP the Just Transition is not explicitly considered. . In terms of the Presidential Climate
Commission the Just Transition “...aims to achieve a good life for all South Africans, in the context of climate resilient and zeroemissions development.” and “..contributes to the goals of decent work for all, social inclusion and the eradication of poverty.”
Recommendation: The Just Transition be referenced in the Contextual Analysis.
Focus on Infrastructure
Using the reference to infrastructure on page 3 as an example “without being weighed down by public infrastructure failure and
corruption”, this implies that it is only infrastructure that needs to be considered. Infrastructure forms only part of a City’s ability to
function both effectively and efficiently. It is the systems that underpin and enable the infrastructure to be used that are critical.
Recommendation: The term be broadened to both “infrastructure and systems” where appropriate throughout the IDP
Transport
Whilst it is recognised that transport is an enabler and can thus be considered a secondary priority the ability to access opportunity
in all its forms (work, study, recreation, health…) is fundamental to the City being successful and meeting the needs of residents and
visitors.
Recommendation: The paragraph describing transport in the Vision should be broadened beyond just “Efficient public transport and
quality road networks...” to encompass the concept of Sustainable Mobility / Sustainable Transport. With respect to this, a brief
summary of sustainable transport or mobility and its linkages to the SDGs may be useful.
Sustainable Transport and the SDGs
With its key objectives of universal access, enhanced safety, reduced environmental impact (including climate change impact),
improved resilience and greater efficiencies Sustainable Transport cannot be considered in isolation, as it is essential to achieving the
2030 Sustainable Development Goals. In addition, there has been a conflation of the concepts of transport and mobility whereas the
critical issue is actually the creation of access to opportunity based on reducing the need and distances to travel and the reliance on
vehicles.
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The statement “The development of a sustainable transportation system starts with the organization of urban space. The main
objective is to reduce the need for mobility by reducing the number of trips and length of travel distance,” describes the
requirements of a sustainable transport system very aptly.
The first point of departure for any successful sustainable transport approach is the acceptance that travel distances and the need to
travel are reduced and that walking and cycling form the foundation of any planning process. Thus, land-use and urban planning that
ensures densification on a mixed-use basis, which creates spaces that are liveable, walkable and cycleable, and which are easily
accessed by public transport is the prerequisite for any sustainable transport or mobility system and indeed sustainable city.
The broad approach to Sustainable Transport includes:
• Urban and land use planning – Space making, Liveable Streets/spaces within the framework of mixed use densification contained
within a determined footprint so as to avoid sprawl and create critical mass, • The development of an area encompassing NMT
system and culture – where walking and cycling are the primary informants of any transport planning and delivery processes and are
considered modes in their own right, • The development of appropriate and affordable Public Transport systems which are efficient
and easy to access and use, • Travel Demand Management measures that both encourage and enforce a shift away from single
occupancy private motor vehicle use, and • The acceptance and implementation of Transit Oriented Development (TOD) measures
that integrate both land use planning and transport measures where NMT is a key aspect of an integrated and integrative approach
to both transport and land use/urban planning.
The high level benefits of adopting a Sustainable Transport approach include:
• Supporting the Just Transition by reducing inequality through both providing affordable access to opportunity and fostering the
development of integrated communities, • Improving health through encouraging active modes of transport, • Reducing
environmental impacts through reduced GHG emissions, pollution and energy consumption as a result of reduced fossil fuel usage, •
Reducing congestion, and • A reduction in the requirement of additional infrastructure to cater for private motor vehicle travel.
The sustainable transport approach has effectively turned the existing planning paradigm upside down in that the departure point
for transport planning approach is premised on walking and cycling, then public transport and only considers private vehicle travel
once these have been considered.
Terminology
A further consideration is that the term road is commonly understood to be solely for the use of vehicles and not necessarily
pedestrians and cyclists so suggest that where appropriate (i.e. unless there is a specific reason for the use of the word) the term
transport system be used.
Recommendation: Based on the above it is proposed that the vision for transport should be expanded to include reducing the need
to travel and specifically including walking and cycling in the statement up front. Thus: “A sustainable transport system which
reduces the need to travel whilst providing affordable and safe means of access to opportunities for all and where walking and
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cycling are considered key modes. Along with an efficient Public Transport System this will contribute to make it safer and cheaper
for all to travel and enjoy what our city has to offer”.
Comments considering broader aspects of the IDP
These consider aspects of the IDP that may apply to more than one specific section or page and so are included in this note. Detailed
or specific comments are made within the document itself.
Contextual Analysis
It is suggested that a brief summary of the geographical footprint of Cape Town be included in the overview and that there be a
pictorial representation of this and the demographics of Cape Town. This should also describe the districts of Cape Town as these are
referred to in Section 4.2 on p20.
Whilst the Overview (Section 3.1) refers to Climate Change (p9), a significant omission is that of Biodiversity Loss which is recognized
as important as and directly linked to Climate Change. One of Cape Town’s key attractions is that it sits within a biodiversity hotspot.
Recent work has identified the strong linkages between climate change and biodiversity loss and that the two are inseparable
“Biodiversity loss and climate change are inseparable threats to humanity that must be addressed together. They are also deeply
interconnected in ways that pose complex challenges to effective policy-making and action.” (Joint IPBES & IPCC workshop
December 20208 )
Recommendation: It is suggested that biodiversity loss be included as an additional consideration to climate change.
Levels of Access to Services - subsection on Transport.
The section does not really speak to the levels of access to the transport services or the ability to travel easily. A key risk that is not
mentioned is Transport’s contribution to GHG emissions, which in Cape Town is at 32%.
Recommendation: Reducing this contribution will require significant interventions so should be considered a key risk.
Pictorial on Transport
Cycling should be included as a mode in its own right. This especially as the desired mode share as per the Cycling Strategy is 8%.
Strategic Alignment – Subsection 4.1 Strategic Alignment with national, provincial and City strategies.
Recommendation: With specific reference to Figure 3.1, given the importance of NMT as a mode of travel in Cape Town it is
suggested that the NMT Policy and Strategy and the Cycling Strategy be included in the Transport section of Figure 3.1: IDP strategic
alignment with existing/ future City strategies.
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Transport Objectives.
Recommendation: Given the need for Transport to contribute to GHG emission reductions and to realizing the SDGs it is proposed
that objectives 12 and 13 be reworded: “OBJ12: A sustainable transport system that is integrated, efficient and provides safe and
affordable travel options for all” “OBJ 13: Safe and quality transport systems for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles”
Targeted urban development programme
An evolving concept / approach here is that of the 15 Minute City10 where precincts are designed / reconfigured so that residents
have access to the majority of their requirements (work, education, shopping, health and recreational services…) within 15 (or 20)
minutes’ walk or cycle ride from where they live.
Recommendation: Using this approach as a template could help shape and enhance the roll out.
Local area precinct development initiative
Recommendation: Walking and cycling should be explicitly included as catalysts for growing the local economies.
Annexure C – IDP alignment with national and provincial strategies
Query: Given the importance of the Climate Change Crisis and the Just Transition should these not also form part of the alignment
considerations?
Item Specific Comments These are contained within the text of the Draft IDP itself as comments on specific aspects of the document
itself as attached.
Conclusion
The IDP is essential in shaping Cape Town as a modern city that serves the needs of its residents and visitors. COVID19 demonstrated
the possibility of and opportunity to, shift the urban development and transport space with cycling and walking as key modes
towards one that is socially just, equitable, and environmentally sustainable. Recognising and fully embracing the role that cycling
and walking can and should play in Cape Town will not only benefit many that are effectively excluded from accessing opportunity
but also release funds from expensive infrastructure programmes that continue to lock in unsustainable practices for years to come.
Ensuring that “Cycling is Part of the Solution” would enhance Cape Town’s reputation as a resilient city whilst contributing to a Just
Transition and realising the Vision of “A City of Hope for All
e-mail
(ref#7)

SC10

The City on page 27 says, “Let’s make Cape Town the easiest place to do business and create jobs in Africa.”
What it should have said is: “Let’s make the whole of Cape Town a thriving economy where the production, distribution, and
consumption of goods and services is evenly spread across the entire metropole so that job creation is stimulated in every corner of
the city.”
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It is common cause that it is the weakest link in the chain that compromises the entire edifice. The economy of Cape Town has not
one weak link but many weak links because apartheid physical planning still prevails and the areas that were meant to be
dormitories from labour was to be sourced still remain that today. Transformation has failed and that failure threatens the edifice
with each passing day.
Strengthening what has been traditionally working well is acting intuitively. That is the incremental approach. It is not
transformational.
What is needed is a counterintuitive approach to remedy that, which is screaming for attention and development: giving the
townships a basic economy of their own.
Cape Town’s townships do not have any job creating economic hubs. At a time when public transport is both expensive and
problematic, every job out of a locality is stressful and costly to sustain. If anything between 20% – 40% of earnings go to transport,
sustainable existence is compromised.
This problem is exacerbated by the climate emergency, which has been affecting millions of people in the world and is worsening as
humans lose control over rising temperatures. The level of resilience required to exist gets steeper and steeper month by month and
year by year.
The shadow of revolution looms over the city.
So, what does the City need to do? It must give centrality to the aims and objects of the NDPG and to bring into play the ideas
explored in the various toolkits. It is essential to take the NDPG and other grants and to do, not what the slothful servants did with
the ‘talents’ handed them by their master – return them with no profit. The biblical lesson is clear: God wants us to do much more
with what we are given than the barest minimum.
The toolkits of the NDPG require the multiplier and accelerator effects to be employed. The NDPG requires property ownership to be
increased and title deeds handed over so that residents in the townships can provide collateral and leverage ownership to obtain
mortgage.
It is very good to attract invests into the developed areas of Cape Town but the real prize would be to attract substantial investments
into the townships. That is the real insurance the City needs.
Gangsterism remains rooted as deeply as ever. Lack of education and of skills ensure that young boys are absorbed into gangs
allowing the illicit economy to be the mainstay of the townships.
Extortion, robbery, murder and criminal activities are the lubricants of the minimal economy that exists in the townships. What is
spawned in the townships grows into crime that spills over into the rest of the city. Kidnapping for ransom is now a growing threat.
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The notion that “increased jobs and investment in the Cape Town economy” will come through a mere commitment “to increasing
jobs and investment in the Cape Town economy by simplifying regulations and processes so that it is easy for businesses to start and
grow” is naïve.
The problem that needs attention is socio-economic deprivation and a failure to get to grips with what the NDPG and the NDP have
laid out. As with our cricket and rugby, the City should be developing an economic plan that is a distinct plan for each racial
component of the city. Just as apartheid planners had different ideas for different population groups today’s planners must have
distinct plans to undo the deliberate constraints of the past.
Apartheid has to be undone, race group by race group and area-by-area.
In as much as load shedding is a problem, apartheid straitjacketing is the more deep-rooted problem.
The window of opportunity for transformation is narrowing. Ferment in society is growing. Danger is increasing.
The IDP must in great and careful detail show how the concepts and ideas embedded in the NDPG and the NDP are being
incorporated and centralised. It is a huge challenge and for Cape Town to remain resilient, that challenge has to be squarely met and
expeditiously met.
The sale of City-owned assets must increase apace and the income realised must be ring-fenced for major economic initiatives in the
townships. These should be of a nature that must attract wide investor interest. Catalytic development must happen at a very rapid
pace because tomorrow may be too late.
Let me reiterate that the NDPG and its toolkits must be fully interrogated and ideas from that interrogation must be incorporated
into the IDP.
When the City says it “will work with partners to increase economic participation and reform regulations, and so allow for more
opportunities to enter the job market and start a business in both the formal and informal economy” the process should not be
informed by tunnel vision. The economy of townships should be focussing on informal trading which in any case is already saturated.
What is good for central Cape Town must be equally good for Khayelitsha and Mitchells Plain.
“Targeted urban development programme” must be underpinned by innovative and scientific economic theory. The issue of “local
area and precinct development initiative” must be spelt out in very great detail and must have the diversity that will generate
impact. It cannot be business as usual because the times we live in are becoming more and more unusual and people must feel fully
invested before social upheaval occurs and the damage is as big as Kwa Zulu-Natal experienced.
We are sitting on a powder keg and we should be fully cognisant of that.
Let me now turn my attention to page 37 regarding the City’s small-Scale Energy Generation growth initiative. It is unfortunate that
the City recognises only “the need to empower residents and businesses to generate their own electricity and sell their excess
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supply.” The City should be including itself in the grouping and giving the lead in this regard. Every north-facing roof on a city
property should be targeted for solar installation. What is the point of the City buying and consuming half a billion Rand worth of
electricity when it can utilise cheap loans and grants to go solar on a big scale and become a generator of electricity rather than a
consumer and distributor?
The City should become heavily invested in green hydrogen production so that the city’s busses and trucks could start running on
hydrogen. The more daytime solar energy that is available, the more it will be able to use the surplus in creating green hydrogen.
Opportunities to collaborate with other municipalities and institutions in the world abound. The latest report of the United Nations
on Climate Change must make clear to us that humans are losing their grip on the problem and that as the situation worsens, we will
have no capability of ameliorating climate change and even less opportunity for adaptation.
A billion rand spent in 2022 to increase solar capacity is far better than spending ten billion in 2023 trying to fix that, which is beyond
fixing. The climate emergency is now dictating the terms and its demands are becoming ever more extreme.
If the City wishes to protect its citizens and preserve this planet for future generations it will have to increase its ambitions many
folds and in doing so serve the preserve generation.
A slow response will mean that too little was done too late and consequently thereof everything was lost. If this sounds prophetic, it
is meant to be exactly that.
e-mail
(ref#8)

47

The IDP projects that was identified in the current IDP document that expires in June 2022 none of the capital IDP projects that was
approved by full council for ward 47 Hanover park was never implemented in the previous term .
These capital needs were identified via extensive public engagement at community level via a door-to-door process, ward committee
engagement via VPUU consultants etc.
The community services and health dept. never implemented those projects in the past five years despite it being approved by full
council. Those needs still exists and as elected representative I am asking them to be resubmitted as they are still the same needs for
my constituency ward 47 . Please see attachments of current IDP ward 47 projects not implemented.
Please regard this as a formal submission for inclusion into the IDP process as requested.

e-mail
(ref#9)

SC19

We have told our ward Cllr that the City should upgrade the Fish Hoek Main Road infrastructure and then repave as was done from
Muizenberg to Clovelly. As we speak the City is resurfacing our Main Road, but R100m is to be spent replacing our ever-bursting
water pipes in the next two years, which will require digging up our newly resurfaced road. Where is the City's planning?
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We have told Parks and Recreation of the urgency required in rehabilitating our dunes, but that has been delayed another year and
limited in scope. The dune from the edge of our fisherman parking lot to the SIlvermine River needs rehabilitation. Not just to the
Seaside Cottages.
Our Valyland sewage pump needs a generator now as it often fails to restart after a load-shedding event.
All of our sewage pipes need relining, not just a portion of our Lighthouse catchment basin as was done in 2021.
Our Fish Hoek library complains that they are underfunded.
We have asked that our Civic Centre only switches on their extremely bright lights when motion is detected on their premises instead
of burning up the sky all night.
We have asked that the front of our City owned property housing our museum be fenced as done on both sides of it by other City
properties. Street people sleep here making dog walkers feel unsafe. The number of street people in our valley is a problem.
We ask EPWP to remove the weeds growing on our pavements, but EPWP is controlled centrally.
We have road reserve plants that have overgrown our pavement / sidewalks. These need to be trimmed by Parks and Recreation or
the owners served with notices.
We have asked for building inspections where plans have not been submitted and non-adherence to approved building plans by
developers, but one inspector tries unsuccessfully to cover the entire far south.
We have asked the City for Scientific Service reports reflecting the E. coli from our culvert samplings. The City's portal does not
reflect our culverts. This has been reported to the Mayor's spokesman.
We have a sometimes absent beach parking collection kiosk that does not provide receipts or change and we still have to pay parking
attendants. We have proposed an NGO to take over this function, but do not hold out much hope for success after seeing the 20
year-old STADCO agreement with the City not being signed for the past five years.
We would like Dolphin Park Viaduct to be opened to the sea. The pump often does not work.
We need more animal control - cats in heat at night, mainly.
The City events office had even considered allowing for road closures on the most Holy Christian Sunday.
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Rant over
We are grateful for puffer removals, what infrastructure upgrades have been done, refurbishment of Jager's Walk, an active traffic
department in our area, Main Road resurfacing, services that do work, the possible end to load shedding, baboon control, the
removal of geosmin from our drinking water, beach clean-ups, no extended trading hours for local liquor stores, etc.
e-mail
(ref#10)

As promised, we have had a (brief) look at the CCT’s Universal Access Policy (UAP) you sent us and we have the following comments
to make.



The IDP is extremely vague in terms of disability inclusion.
The Universal Access Policy (UAP) dated February 2022 (first time we have had sight of this document now) at face value, it
seems like the real thing. We have not had time to go through this in detail yet but if applied and adhered to, will provide the
City with a very practical guide towards achieving something close to Universal Access however, neither the IDP nor the UAP
refer to each other at all.

The fact that the IDP and UAP don’t acknowledge each other at all demonstrates once again, that no strategic attention has been
paid to disability inclusion and demonstrates that the City is still working in silo’s. On the other hand, had the IDP incorporated the
UAP in its Strategic Framework over 5 years, we would be able to prioritise and track performance but as it stands, the stand alone
UAP means nothing if not attached to demonstratable goals and outcomes.
We have been trying to secure a meeting with the Mayor and Deputy Mayor to discuss the IDP and a few other issues ever since IDP
call for comment was made but we have yet to secure a meeting with the Mayor and Deputy Mayor.
The Western Cape Network on Disability represents 80 organisations across the disability sector, which gives the CCT a wider reach
than speaking to various individual organisations individually. We are able to provide cross-sectoral advice and information as
opposed to sector specific information, which is why we are trying to secure a meeting with the relevant parties to make the voice of
the disability sector heard.
We look forward to securing that meeting with the Mayor and Deputy Mayor and other relevant stakeholders soon.
e-mail
(ref#10)

We have consulted with our member database of more than 80 organisations in the disability sector and have the following
contributions to hand over to you and your team for consideration.
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Inclusive City:
Disability Inclusion: How does the CCT draft IDP compare to the 9 Pillars of the White Paper on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities? This should be done every time an IDP is prepared by the CCT.
Questions:
 Transport: How does the DAR system fit into your mobility plan to ensure accessible transport for people with disabilities?
- Accessible transport especially for Children and Adults with Intellectual disability that need a Carer with them and uses
a mobility device.
- There is so much investment in Dial a Ride which is serving such a small section of the population (which is needed), but
a decent bus or rail service to the outlying areas (where the train supposedly serves) would assist adults with disability
get to work. Our biggest frustration is transport. Even if there was a bus from Cape Town, along major routes that
specifically served people with disability and other vulnerable people – did not overload and had security.
- And also related to transport is being a pedestrian. Our walkways are in a terrible condition in many areas. Some of our
service beneficiaries walk, but they trip and fall over poorly maintained pavements (where there are pavements) and
wheelchair users have to compete with cars parked on the pavement and they have to negotiate the traffic – and I
realize that we are in the privileged suburbs. Our students from less advantaged neighborhoods really struggle to even
walk to a pick up point due to poor road surfaces and a lack of pedestrian services.


Housing allocation in Western Cape (CCT): Disability Discrimination – what is CCT’s intentional equitable distribution of State
subsidized housing to people with disabilities (and particularly to individuals and families with increased vulnerabilities).
- Accommodation for people with disabilities over the age of 18 who are able to live independently and who do not
qualify to live in residential facilities for those with severe physical or intellectual impairments and too young to
qualify for an Old Aged Home/Residential facility
- Group Homes and residential facilities to care for those that need assistance and nursing care but under the age of
60 and with disabilities or intellectual disabilities.
- Relief admission for persons (all ages) with challenging or without behavior at places like Alexander hospital etc.
giving families needed break for self-care and to prevent burnout.
- Accommodation is going to be the next big obstacle I predict for adults with intellectual disability. This group of
adults are living longer and the pandemic has demonstrated the devastating effects of both parents dying together
and leaving adults without a home as families are no longer living together. The adult with intellectual disability is
then moved to an area that they do not know and their whole world changes. So accommodation for adults with
disability too.



Education:
- Inclusivity at ECD level - more needs to be done regarding Inclusive Early Childhood development – without
‘normalising’ inclusion at this age, it remains difficult to make it a priority at any other age down the road.
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Accessible Education for all children and resources teams from DoE and/or City working in homes of children
waiting for placement.
Skills Development and employment opportunities for people with disabilities
SASL also be taught in schools and Adult Learning Centres and badges be given to people to identify those who
are trained. At least one staff member at each workplace should be able to communicate in South African Sign
Language (SASL)
Job Shadowing opportunities for those with Intellectual and other learning Disabilities



Accessible Health Care re access to Hearing Aids and batteries - We have a shortage of Audiologist in the Government Hospitals
and clinics and there are long waiting periods to get a hearing test and once the hearing test has been concluded there is
another long wait to get hearing aids as the budget runs out very early. Children also do not have access to batteries for the
hearing aid due to budget constraints. The Schools budget is also not sufficient to assist with the batteries. They also all need to
attend training on employing persons with disabilities, as often the experience of working for some of these persons is very
traumatic due to ignorance on the part of the managers and team leaders.
- Accessible Health care with - easily defined and well-known referral pathways to other services for children and
adults with disabilities- such as assessment, schooling, etc.



Employment opportunities: Employment opportunities for those between the ages of 36 and 60? Not Learnerships and
Internships. This category of people has years of working experience who are now left out in the cold and unable to contribute
to the economy through no fault of their own.
- Would like to see that the City can ensure that all businesses in the Metro prioritise providing a portion of their
production line to disability Organizations with Protective Workshops. This will ensure that disability Organizations
do not go around begging for contracts and will ensure that PWD’s especially school leavers can be adequately
employed by disability Organizations. This in view of the fact that PWD’s can in no way compete with able-bodied
persons in the open labour market that is already flooded with competent bodies.



Accessible Justice System:
- Accessible Help Desks/Helplines/Crisis Lines and Crisis Centres, accessible Police Stations, Court Buildings, Prisons
(not only focused on physical access) – has budget allocation been made for this?



Accessible Homeless Shelters and Shelters for survivors of GBV and all other forms of violence – how many are fully accessible
and able to deal with persons with disabilities? (not only physical accessibility). Example: what happens if someone with an
Intellectual Disability needs to be moved to a shelter? The Deaf – do shelters have someone who can communicate in South
African Sign Language?
- Has budget allocation been made for this?
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e-mail
(ref#11)

My most important concern is that I find no reference to providing affordable housing for the homeless in the Fairest Cape.
Without caring for the homeless, this is the Unfairest Cape.

e-mail
(ref#12)

Thank you for considering our inputs into the IDP and for incorporating those, which relate to the City’s municipal mandate. We do
acknowledge that some of our points overlapped into Provincial and National responsibilities, but these were mentioned anyway in
case there was an overlap of some kind.
Going through your detailed response we would like to add the following:





With the IDP not having an explicit focus on people with disabilities, what monitoring mechanisms are in place to ensure that
municipalities give explicit attention to people with disabilities?
Housing – a real bone of contention in the Western Cape. We can encourage people with disabilities to ensure they are not
only registered on the City’s Housing Needs Database but that they are also registered as disabled until we are blue in the face
but until the housing database is properly monitored and controlled, we are fighting a losing battle.
The challenges around allocation of these houses need to be addressed urgently. We know of a case in Gugulethu for example
where the person followed all the correct channels but the ground floor unit was given to an “able-bodied” person because
these “able-bodied” people just demand they get the house they want and force the wheelchair user to take an inaccessible
unit. They even go as far as forcing the hand of the Ward Counsellor. There are thousands of other examples like this. There is a
lack of public awareness raised by the City and the Housing Officials to explain why people with disabilities need to be prioritized
in each housing project.

Another example of what crosses our desk on a daily basis: “I have an amazing lady friend who qualifies, she has been told she does
by the offices, she has been on the waiting list for 15 years and is still waiting for the promise to be fulfilled, whilst around them
people get 'their ' houses and rent them out to other people. There is a lot of dishonesty in this housing allocation system!”




Allocation of housing opportunities, remain a responsibility of the local municipality - We cannot be arguing with every local
municipality. Surely, there is a standard procedure in the City and Province but each Municipality is responsible for
administration thereof?
The minimum criteria is that applicants must be on the waiting list for a minimum period of 10 years, and their combined
household monthly income must not exceed R3500 – 10 years is ridiculous!

We recently had a case where the person registered on the City’s database in 2008, re-registered in 2011 constantly given the run
around by City Officials including the Ward Counsellor. This person approached us in October 2020 and through our help was able to
finally move into his house on 31 May 2021.
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Applicants with special needs, must register this with their local municipality in order to be placed on the special needs
register. Applicants are also allocated based on their date of registration, as well as availability of housing opportunity. This
assumes that each PWD can get to their local Municipality and the staff are sensitized to be able to assist in all cases where the
person is unable to complete the application form…
Sadly, another problem lies in the fact that too many people claim disability, thinking that it will benefit them in applying for
a house. Municipalities can partner with organisations to provide screening, similar to Dept. Trade & Industry does for motor
vehicle rebate and beach access permits.
The City’s housing allocation policy requires that every City project set aside a percentage of opportunities for priority groups,
which includes the aged and people with disabilities – it would be helpful for us to know what this percentage is so that when
we are questioned we know how to respond.
Staff with disabilities (skills development and employment opportunities) – this cannot be beyond the mandate of local
Government. Surely, skills development and upward movement of all staff members is a responsibility of any employer.
Where the City does have a mandate – in making facilities available for municipal and community courts, universal access is a
key consideration – where does the City have a mandate? Where does the City’s mandate start and end and where does
Province take over?
Shelters for homeless people and survivors of GBV – it’s good to know that the City has provided and is increasing funding for
shelters and safe spaces for homeless people but how many of these shelters are universally accessible? How many shelter
Managers use the funding received to make the centre universally accessible?

We are fully aware of the fact that the IDP is a high-level document which does not go into the level of detail that would address
everything that the City does to align to the White Paper on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (WPRPD) but we then would need
to be directed to the appropriate spaces where we are able to provide the required inputs.
We are a member-based organisation with 80 organisations in the disability sector who make up our member database and we work
across ALL SECTORS of disability not only physical disability.
We look forward to the draft IDP being published for another round of public participation in April, and look forward to our invitation
to review the full draft to make further recommendations on strengthening its alignment further where we see opportunities for
additional explicit content about people with disabilities.
e-mail
(ref#13)

Directorate: Service Priorities Coordination in the Department of Health –Western Cape Government
IDP Objective Comment
Objective 6: Strengthen partnerships for safer communities This aligns with the aim of the Department to broaden the reach,
footprint and sustainability of wellness in the Western Cape namely through the Western Cape on Wellness (WoW!) initiative.
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This objective has a specific connection to wellness and safety, which the Department plays a role in, for example through the Safer
Play Streets, which was part of the WoW!
Focusing on the First 1000 days as part of the life course approach, there is a specific focus on family strengthening strategies,
working closely with the City on the parent caregiver package and the reading strategy in collaboration with library services and
programmes.
Aligns with youth and mental wellbeing strategies, which also align to the Provincial Recovery Plan 2021.
Objective 9: Healthy and sustainable environment This objective presents opportunities to collaborate with the City on aspects of
environmental wellness, including promotion thereof.
Objective 14: A resilient city Connects to all dimensions of wellness positing that a well society is a resilient society.
Objective 16: A capable and collaborative city government This connects to all other objectives.
Collaboration with the City and local government is essential to realising objectives aligning to Whole of Government and Whole of
Society Approaches.
e-mail
(ref#14)

Key challenges identified in the IDP
Some of the notable challenges that the City of Cape Town has identified in its IDP includes, amongst others, the following:








Access to well-located land for public housing remains a challenge.
The housing market cannot keep up with the demand.
Economic growth has not kept pace with population growth. The Covid-19 pandemic and the government's response to it had a
huge impact on the economy, Cape Town's economic growth contracted by 5.1% in 2020 which is expected to fall to 4.7% for
2021. Although the city's annual population growth rate is slowing, the old-age dependency ratio is projected to increase from
10% in 2021 to 14% in 2030 and 18% in 2040. The number of households grew from approximately 1 million in 2011 to
approximately 1.46 million in 2021.
The widening gap between the demand for labour in higher-skilled tertiary sectors and the supply of labour in lower-skilled
categories is the key driving force behind structural unemployment in the city.
The most labour-intensive sector (trade and hospitality) was the most affected by the Covid-19 pandemic and may take longer to
recover.
Cape Town's broad unemployment rate was 30.2% in the 3r, quarter of 2021. Although this is lower than the other metros, it is
the highest rate in the City of Cape Town since 2008.
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The proportion of households earning R3, 500 or less per month has increased from 22.6% in 2019 to 28% in 2020.
Although crime affects all areas, criminal and gang activities are concentrated in the socially vulnerable and poor areas of Cape
Town.
The speed, scale and impact of unlawful land occupation is increasing. Unlawful occupation of city-owned land increased from
±232 ha in 2018 to ±241 ha in 2020. Unlawful occupation of state-owned and private land was ±339 ha by July 2020. This has led
to a number of housing projects being cancelled because of unlawful occupations.
Factors that contribute to basic service delivery challenges includes, increasing demands for basic services, limited opportunities
to expand the municipal revenue base, increasing demands on constrained municipal resources, aging infrastructure, and lowlevel control over key economic infrastructure
Sanitation infrastructure remains under pressure due to aging infrastructure and rapid increase in demand.
Most of the city's electricity supply comes from Eskom; therefore, Cape Town could not yet escape the devastating impact of
load shedding.
Illegal electricity connections and vandalism contributes to the deterioration of electricity infrastructure and an increase in the
cost of providing electricity.
Annual increase in price of electricity compounds the risk of providing electricity.
Private cars as a share of all transport modes to work increased from 39.3% to 43.3% between 2014 and 2019. The Covid-19
pandemic changed travel patterns with more people working from home.
Poor performance of the commuter and freight rail systems has led to more vehicles on the roads.
Budget constraints requires the city to review its approach to providing and maintaining community facility infrastructure.
Municipal investment in services that are essentially the responsibility of other spheres of government (for example, primary
health care services) displaces funding required for core municipal mandates and services.

Identifying challenges, identifying strategic priorities, setting objectives, programmes, projects and establishing Key Performance
Indicators (KPI's) and associated targets, are usually well-documented in most IDP's in the country. This is also the case in the City of
Cape Town's IDP.
The most important component of a comprehensive IDP is to regularly report to its constituents what the progress is in meeting each
one of the previously identified targets. However, the previously mentioned performance reporting has been lacking in most IDP's in
the country and it seems to be lacking in the City of Cape Town's IDP.
Comments and inputs
The severe impact that the Covid-19 pandemic had on the world, our country and this City not only requires a change in the
"business-as-usual" approach to governance, but also a stronger focus on dedication, discipline, unity and having the right attitude in
the realm of public servanthood.
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SAPOA is, like everyone else, extremely concerned about the context and consequences of the Covid-19 pandemic on the economy
and livelihoods of people. We acknowledge the severe strain that this pandemic has put on the financial position of the Municipality
and its ability to deliver on its mandate, but it is of vital importance that the City respond appropriately in the IDP and its short and
medium-term plans for the future of the city.
We therefore wish to provide inputs and suggestions on possible solutions to some of the abovementioned challenges that have
been identified in the city's IDP. We believe that our suggestions will not only benefit SAPOA's members, the broader community,
investors and all private sector stakeholders in Cape Town, but also our public servants working in both local and provincial
governments in the city.
Unemployment and pro-poor development
SAPOA supports the fact that the City of Cape Town's six key priorities and three supporting foundations identified in Chapter 2 of
the IDP provides a holistic framework that strives to benefit all communities in the city. The most important priority mentioned is
that of achieving faster and more meaningful economic growth in order to reduce poverty in the city.
Given our large-scale investments in property development and the ownership of all Shopping Centres and Office Parks,
we have been a significant contributor to employment in the property and construction industry. By doing so, we also recognise and
support the need for the focus on pro-poor development to address spatial and income inequality and to improve the quality of life
for all citizens.
The IDP indicates (in Chapter 3) that the real estate and retail sectors, amongst others, have grown quickly in Cape Town and that it
provides a comparative advantage to the city. In this regard it would be important for the city to ensure that the fast growth in these
sectors do not lose momentum, especially now after the Covid-19 pandemic. This will help the city to reduce its unemployment rate.
To this end, the city must look at mechanisms that will help these sectors to maintain its fast-growing momentum. Some of the
issues that the City needs to look at includes the following:






Reduce the City's dependency on Eskom as quickly as possible.
Identify and implement more innovative ways to fast-track decision-making in all city processes, for example, the land use
development and management processes, building plans approvals, etc.
Review the current Development Contribution Levies of the city with a focus to reduce the financial burden on developers.
Review the standard conditions of approval that usually accompanies an approval of a development application in order to
reduce the burden on de developers and to enable the construction of developments to be started and completed faster.
Improve accessibility to business licenses and remove regulatory red tape to the bare minimum, especially for small and
micro firms. The IDP indicates (Chapter 3) that small and micro firms provide approximately one third of full time equivalent
employment (FIE) in the city. Small and micro firms are also usually the most vulnerable to economic shocks, therefore the
city needs to do everything in its power to protect these important "'job creators".
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Provide rates and taxes relief to businesses in key job-creating sectors.

Some of the aforementioned issues are discussed in more detail, later on in this letter. The stimulation of, amongst others, the real
estate and retail sectors improve job creation, which will in turn reduce unemployment and contribute to the upliftment of the poor
in Cape Town.
Commercial and industrial markets
The commercial and industrial markets in Cape Town are slowly recovering from the severely negative effects of the Covid19
pandemic and other systemic issues regarding the regional and national economy. SAPOA members would like to raise the following
issues for the city's attention:











The City should re-enforce and collaborate further with the existing CIDS and encourage the development of new ones in all
commercial and industrial districts.
The Mayor should also ensure that the Urban Development Department play a much more proactive and facilitative role in
encouraging and approving commercial, industrial and mixed-use developments. They should also actively work towards
reducing red tape, approving land use applications and building plans much quicker. The current debacle of the Multi-Billion
Rand Two River's mixed-use development to be anchored by Amazon in Observatory being interdicted mid-construction
from proceeding is a classic example of a convoluted development approval process and of bureaucratic incoherence and
unresponsiveness, which must be avoided in future. The issue of land use and building plan processing time frames are also
discussed later on in this letter.
The Mayor must ensure that City's capital infrastructure projects such as wastewater treatment works are adequately
budgeted for, expedited and wherever possible delivered well ahead of the anticipated demand. This is also discussed later
on in this letter.
The Mayor could also look at using the City's own surplus land holdings as catalytic commercial and industrial development
sites that should be developed in conjunction with private property developers — the City puts in and rezones the land,
ensures bulk service connections while the developer provides the project finance, planning, project management and
facility management services. The proceeds from the developments could be split in proportion to the value of the inputs.
Cape Town is one of the most beautiful and attractive cities in the world. It is a tourism and MICE destination of global note.
Tragically, it is also an increasingly unsafe, dirty and unsanitary city for most of its residents especially on the Cape Flats.
While Mayor Hill-Lewis has undertaken to deal with these 'crime and grime' issues not enough obvious or visible progress is
being made to clean up the City's Cape Flats suburbs including along the main roads into the city including the N2. There are
more than enough unemployed people and small businesses to assist the city in cleaning itself up if a properly structured
plan is developed and project managed.
Given its relatively higher economic growth, lower unemployment levels and better than most public services the Western
Cape and the City of Cape Town attracts thousands of desperate people and economic refugees from other provinces,
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particularly the Eastern Cape, and from several sub-Saharan African countries. The result is that the city has a social housing
backlog of over 500,000 units. The city should be prioritising the planning and development of medium to high density
mixed use commercial, industrial and social mini-cities on large publicly owned sites such as District Six, Culembourg Railway
Yards, Paardevlei in Somerset West, Athlone Power station, Youngsfield, Wingfield, Ysterplaat, and Wynberg Military Base.
The city does not own some of those sites but should negotiate with the National Department of Public Works for their
urgent release failing it should expropriate those sites in the public interest. The property development community and
development finance community of South Africa and beyond will be very happy to partner with the City to develop these
sites to the benefit of the economy and the people of Cape Town.
Electricity provision
Load shedding is a common theme that affects everyone in South Africa. SAPOA recognises the City of Cape Town's initiatives to
move to a more diverse energy model such as the retrofitting of streetlights, traffic lights and city buildings with energy-efficient
solutions which alone reduced the electricity demand by 265GWh and saved the city approximately R340 million between 2009/10
and 2020/21.
Capetonians are furthermore privileged to enjoy lower load shedding stages than the rest of the country through the city's Steenbras
Hydro Pump Storage Facility, which mitigates the impact of load shedding in the city.
The mayor has also announced on 16 February 2022 "that the City of Cape Town is opening its first round of procurement of power
from independent power producers ... Over the coming months, the City of Cape Town will procure up to 300MW of renewable
energy. The City will be considering proposals from IPPs for projects between 5-,-20MW that will allow us to access an affordable and
reliable electricity supply, especially those that are able to help us reduce our reliance on Eskom during peak times of use. We will
consider proposals from a range of projects, including generation-only projects, generation-plus-storage projects, and storage-only
projects.”
The Minister of Mineral Resources and Energy, indicated to the mayor of Cape Town that the National Government "would not stand
in Cape Town's way" if the city wishes to move towards municipal electricity generation.
SAPOA supports all initiatives that will ensure reliable and affordable electricity provision. We understand that this will take time and
encourages the City of Cape Town not to lose momentum in realising its short, medium and long-term objectives in this regard. We
note with appreciation in the mayor's budget report that R1.1 billion in capital investment was allocated to the city's Energy
directorate to contribute to Increased energy security immediately".
In general, SAPOA members would also like to bring the following to the City of Cape Town's attention:
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The city should provide feedback on what the status is of the legislative framework for wheeling and the possibility to
improve the feed-in tariff.
The city should provide incentives to property owners and businesses to encourage power generation via roof top solar
solutions.

Wastewater treatment plant capacity
Sewage treatment capacity has become a great concern in the latter half of 2021 within the City of Cape Town. Business live also
reported on this matter in an article dated 26 September 2021.
"The DA-run City of Cape Town recently issued a statement indicating that some construction projects around the metro, including
Somerset West, Gordon "s Bay, Century City, Parklands, Table View and surrounds would have to be delayed as it builds up the
capacity of the sewerage system'.
The WCPDF in its email newsletter dated 19 November 2021 indicated the following:
"We remind our members that the City recently stalled development in 150 areas across the metropole due to the lack of sewage
treatment capacity. Plans to upgrade works will take up to seven years to realise".
This decision of the city at the time affected both new developments as well as developments that were already under construction.
SAPOA shares the concern raised by various stakeholders (WCPDF, Cape Chamber of Commerce, etc.) on this matter.
Without having access to all the relevant information about what led to this situation, one is left with using own experience of
government matters and common sense to try to identify the root causes. The only way to address the matter properly and to avoid
this happening again in the future is to identify and address the root causes. One of the potential causes of this problem could
certainly be the time it takes to evaluate and award large public infrastructure tenders. Other causes might include a lack of
planning, a lack of communication between different departments, a lack of funds and/or a lack of spending available funds.
SAPOA strongly recommends that the city be honest with itself as well as with its citizens on why, who, when and how the "ball was
dropped" on this matter.
Congestion on major freeways
The city acknowledged in the increase in the use of private cars for work trips between 2014 (39.3% of all transport modes) and 2019
(43.3% of all transport modes). The city also indicates that the poor performance of the commuter and freight rail systems has
contributed to more vehicles on the roads.
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Although the Covid-19 pandemic changed travel patterns with more people working from home, this would in all probability not be
sufficient to alleviate congestion on the city's road network. Even though millions of Rands have already been spent on upgrading
key routes such as the N1 where more lanes were added to a certain section of the route, it seems that after the Covid-19
restrictions have been lifted as if the congestion is getting worse.
Congestion not only affects individuals, but it affects businesses directly. The city cannot do much about the commuter and
passenger rail systems because the responsibility for this fall with PRASA. The city should therefore focus on the aspects of transport
that is within its mandate and control. In this regard, SAPOA proposes that the rollout of the MyCiti bus service be reviewed and
reprioritised and that this service be extended along the N1 to the northern suburbs of Cape Town as a matter of urgency.
The primary goal of this bus service is to get people out of their private cars and convince them to make use of public transport and
in this way alleviate congestion on the roads. We agree that helping the poor should be a high priority, as it rightly has been.
However, the more affluent part of Cape Town's communities will only consider making use of public transport if a high quality,
reliable and safe alternative is available. Bringing the MyCiti bus service to the northern suburbs as soon as possible would provide
this alternative and would contribute to alleviating congestion on the N1.
Traffic lights
SAPOA members have raised the concern that traffic lights on the N2 through Somerset-West is often not working, and this creates
longer travel times for everyone on this route. The matter is exacerbated by the fact that there is often only one pointsman at key
intersections during peak hours or when these traffic lights are out of order.
This is a matter that increases congestion on the existing road network. SAPOA would like to recommend that the city
increase the number of pointsman whilst it is sorting out its traffic lights. We would like to encourage the city to prioritise the rollout
of its programme of retrofitting its traffic lights and streetlights with energy-efficient solutions.
Housing, tent towns and illegal land occupation
The challenges regarding housing and illegal land occupation are well documented in the IDP. The demand for housing outweighs the
supply thereof in most housing markets of the city. For the middle- and higher-income markets, this is not a problem because house
prices are pushed up when the demand is higher than the supply, which benefits the sellers as well as property owners and investors
in the rental markets.
However, the high demand in the low-income market and the slow delivery of housing are two of the issues, which contribute to
illegal land occupation. The post-Covid period has also seen a dramatic rise in homelessness and "tent towns" in various parts of the
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city, Some of the aforesaid areas includes areas adjacent to the N'1; the area under the incomplete highway opposite the Salvation
Army, Green Point opposite the Virgin Active and Norman Good Fellows as well as in other areas such as Durbanville adjacent to the
Police Station.
SAPOA would like to encourage the city to urgently respond to the rising problem of homelessness and "tent towns" all over the city
before this gets out of hand and becomes a bigger problem. The city should furthermore insist on dedicated intergovernmental
cooperation on the illegal land occupation matter in general, because many land invasions take place on National Government land,
which then becomes the problem of the municipality. The City of Cape Town has its own examples in this instance but another
example of this is located on the City of Cape Town's doorstep in Grabouw (Theewaterskloof Municipality). Much of the land
adjacent to the N2 in that area belongs to the National Government and this creates tremendous challenges for the municipality.
These problems might eventually spill over into the City of Cape Town.
The city indicates in the IDP that access to well-located land for public housing remains a challenge. It may be time to transform our
minds and change our approach to the issue of "well-located land". This has been a problem since the start of our democracy and
will in all probability never be solved. In a free market system, the best locations will always be in the highest demand, which means
they will always be the most expensive. SAPOA suggests that the city find ways to turn available land over time into "well-located
land", even if this means that people need to travel to work. Most people will always have to travel to work. When new areas are
developed, it becomes a "living organism" over time, which creates its own micro-economy. The biggest risk for investors in low-cost
areas are security. If the risk of security can be properly, mitigated SAPOA believes that some investors will bring their businesses
closer to those communities. There are unfortunately examples in Cape Town's low-cost areas where industrial and commercial
properties are vacant, and one needs to be honest when asking why this is the case.
4.8 INCLUSIONARY HOUSING POLICY
SAPOA is furthermore aware that the City of Cape Town in collaboration with the Western Cape Government is working on an
inclusionary housing policy. Two issues must be noted on this matter. Firstly, inclusionary housing will not solve the public housing
crises and secondly any form of forced integration can do more harm to a city than good in the long term.
SAPOA recommends that the city be very cautious and open minded whilst preparing this policy and that it allows sufficient time for
public participation once the draft policy has been completed.
Rates clearance applications
SAPOA members have heard that the City is considering attaching a rates clearance application and clearance certificate to an owner
and not just to the respective property being transferred, which is currently the case. No correspondence has been made public yet
regarding this matter and SAPOA would therefore like to raise its concerns early on.
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This new approach would mean that should you be selling and transferring a property (property A) but have outstanding rates on
another property (property B), the City will not provide your rates clearance certificate on property (A) until you have settled the
account on property (B).
Whilst we understand the City's need to collect outstanding revenue, we are concerned at the delays that this may cause in property
transfers. This is then added to the fact that property ownership updates are currently not recorded quickly by the City, which could
increase the processing, times and delays.
SAPOA would appreciate that this matter be discussed with its members as soon as possible. We would furthermore like to hear
whether this approach would be followed in other Municipalities as well.
Poor state of buildings and infrastructure
SAPOA members have raised concerns that in many areas of the city the dilapidation rate of properties is very high. Members have
specifically mentioned the state of properties in Bellville. Bellville station properties as well as the station itself is in dire need of an
upgrade.
SAPOA is aware that other spheres of government might own some of these properties. However, the City of Cape Town should
engage with relevant property owners (public and private alike) to ensure compliance with all City By-Laws as well as encourage
property owners to improve the condition of properties.
Post-covid-19 economic recovery measures
As you have rightly acknowledged in your IDP the huge impact that Covid-19 had to date on people and businesses, we want to
propose a few measures that the City should look into that will help in rebuilding and recovering the livelihoods of people and
businesses. We believe that implementing a combination of the following measures is necessary now. We understand that some of
these measures might put strain on the short-term cash flow of the Municipality, but we believe it will benefit the municipality and
its communities and businesses in the medium to long-term
Rates and Taxes Relief
We want to propose that relief be provided over the short-term (next 3-years) to businesses, property owners and developers in
terms of rates and taxes. This can be done by keeping annual increases to the minimum over this period. SAPOA would like to make
the following proposals regarding the average annual increase in rates and taxes:
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Putting more cash in the hand of businesses, property owners and developers not only help them to keep on doing business, but it
will also limit retrenchment of people and create opportunities for job creation. Property owners and businesses create
employment, which is a key element in the economic growth and development of our City. If property owners and businesses,
therefore, cannot recover financially from the impact of this pandemic, it has a knock-on effect on unemployment, the Municipality's
current and future revenue and economic growth.
Municipal Salaries
The City of Cape Town's previous Mayor indicated in the previous financial year, "... there will be a zero percent cost of living
increase in the salaries and wages provision in the 2021/2022 financial year. To achieve this, the City will petition the Local
Government Bargaining Council to not award any salary increases for staff and councillors". This was a bold but responsible
consideration after the devastating effect that Covid-19 had on the economy and livelihoods of people in South Africa and this city.
The City of Cape Town's current Draft Budget for the 2022/23 financial year indicates that "Employee related costs" is set to increase
by 10.72% (includes 4.9% CPI related increase and a 2% "Increment provision") year-on-year from R15,612 million in 2021/22 to
R17,286 million in 2022.23.
SAPOA believes that this increase in "Employee related costs" is too high and needs to be reconsidered. If, for example, the CPI%
portion of this increase is waived or reduced, the aforesaid saving can be reallocated to the city's capital budget
e-mail
(ref#15)

The IDP seems to draw a lot on the IEGS, at least the part of economic growth, which is great. As a set of guiding principles, it is well
structured and contains excellent initiatives. Cape Town already performs quite well on many aspects. Hence, there is not much one
can quibble with as a stated set of actions in the IDP. The challenge will be coming up with a detailed action plan, implementation
schedule and financing.
I would like to make points along four lines, based on experience elsewhere:


Spatial development approach will be key, as growth happens somewhere. This means linking spatial plans with finance and
targeting interventions or policies. This requires engaged leadership and coordination across agencies and with private sector,
NGOs. Communities, etc. The way the city functions now is a function of its history, yet interventions after Apartheid do not
seem to have focused on creating a multi-modal city, as large trunk infrastructure considers the city monocentric. In addition,
how the city expands will affect your vision of being Carbon Neutral by 2050.
Integrating natural assets and using nature-based solutions, of which the City has plenty.
Seoul with River restoration
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Colombo and Kigali with wetlands


The City will have to consider the distributive impacts of interventions and policies. Even though Cape Town is considered
highly liveable, it is also one of the most unequal cities and has a high degree of informality. Growth is not just about high-value
added sector, but also supporting smaller entities, including the informal sector.
Understand the structure of the City Economy. Where firms are locating and what types.






Focus on achieving outcomes instead of creating entitlements
o Creation of quality jobs
o Productivity, skills of workforce
Need to segment beyond firm size
o Small firms don’t grow, but young firms often do
o Most entrepreneurs have neither the capacity nor the interest in growing (“necessity” vs “growth”
entrepreneurship)
o Informality is a symptom rather than a cause – programs to incentivize formalization often fail
o Don’t confuse sector policies with entrepreneurship policies
o High-growth firms exist in all sectors, not just tech and knowledge-intensive
Don’t try to target high-potential firms explicitly
o Even the “professionals” often get it wrong
o Create programs that incentivize firms to invest in:
 Innovation
 Agglomeration
 Skills and management capabilities
 Global linkages
 Financial development
Mumbai using jobs data to determine which nodes to invest in to increase land value
Karachi understanding that manufacturing was still important, even if finance was growing
Dhaka using job location data to target investments



Interventions will have to go down to the neighbourhood level. How the city improves, local areas will be important. The
experience from Medellin in doing this is a good one, where they were able to reduce crime by investing in low-income areas by
including local communities in the plans. The metro spatial development framework and district spatial frameworks are where
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we need to be specific about economic development in specific areas and spatial integration. Therefore, your comments will
also point towards those instruments and making sure, they follow on from and support the IDP.
Addressing climate change in any city, but especially a city of high inequality like Cape Town, is as much political and economic
as it is technical. The Day Zero experience demonstrated that “Cape Town is facing a new normal regarding its relationship with
water, and highlighted challenges relating to intergovernmental collaboration and community trust in local government. It also
revealed the stark inequalities with the city: “residents in formal housing use 66% of the City’s water, while informal settlements
account for only 4% of the consumption” and live with the reality of queuing at taps for water. However, one impact of the crisis
was improved collaboration and stronger intergovernmental relations, helped to some extent by the existing good relationships
that the city’s disaster management team had with other spheres (Ziervogel, 2019: 15).
Example of Jakarta where providing basic services need to be a key and essential part of any economic intervention as it
supports growth. Overcrowding increased in the central city, even though space was available on outskirts, due to lack of basic
services and transport congestion. People were willing to travel long times, but lack of basic services was driving location
decisions.
Medellin safety and crime reduction through neighbourhood improvements
Ho Chi Minh City District 1 investments in walkability


Finally, creating a system of monitoring with a strong analytic and data foundation. Many cities track the impacts of their actions
and do detail benefit-cost type analyses. Some cities create neighbourhood level indicators to track how things change over time
and help the decide where to intervene. This will also help to make sure that things can be implemented and are realistic. It can
help the City prioritize and justify specific actions and make them time bound.
New York City and PWC indicators

In sum, all the different sections of the Economic Growth part will be linked and interact, so we need to think of them as packages of
interventions. Similar to other parts of the IDP.


Realistic
o Understand economic forces that shape the city
o Plan based on the urban form you have, recognizing that urban form evolves only slowly over time



Rigorous
o Informed by analysis that identifies drivers of urban change
o Rigorous ex ante analysis of “what may work” & sober ex post analysis of “what has worked”
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Capacity building in economic analysis with capacity building in GIS

Implementable
o Quick wins that are quickly implementable; show results within a certain timeframe
o Actions that lay the basis for sustainable and inclusive growth, but whose effects may not be observed until beyond
strategy’s immediate timeframe

Well done to a much-focused plan. I think my perspectives are highlighted in previous comments though a little differently.
I would like to ground my contribution on perspectives of the Max-Neef 9 fundamental human needs and the 10 principles of Martha
Nussbaum’s Human Capabilities. Both theories centre on human dignity and have commonalities a few of which I would like to highlight
- protection, affection, leisure and participation to live a life of meaning. Just briefly, both theories focus on human wellbeing and
human flourishing and both promote the need for opportunities to flourish, which means the environment/context has a responsibility
to provide opportunities. Max-Neef especially states that the purpose of every political, social and economic system is to generate the
conditions for people to adequately satisfy their fundamental human needs. Thus, the human component is important in the IDP
because as humans flourish and move to wellbeing, communities and societies flourish, which would be the ultimate goal of an IDP –
A city of hope for all. Therefore, if we start with the end in mind, the vision, a city of hope, what would be important for a city to
flourish? A few aspects well worth mentioning include (1) a strong social fabric, where people have a sense of belonging because this
relates to their identity; (2) a neighbourhood that is well integrated with different incomes that provide equitable access and a sense
of safety and security; (3) a vibrant local economy which offers a variety of opportunities to families by strengthening communities. In
addition, the greatest asset of flourishing cities is their people.
My focus is families, the end users/receivers of the IDP. Within and amongst these families are vulnerabilities, which compromise
human wellbeing and flourishing or growth. These vulnerabilities, a few indicated in the IDP as well, include a population which will be
an aging population, mental health, substance abuse, homelessness, disability, single mothers, women, children, violence in
communities and violence in families. These vulnerabilities are indicators of deprivation or some scholars would call these poverties.
These are the vulnerabilities, which reduce capabilities and frustrate needs. Covid-19 has shown us the level of inequalities in and
amongst our families and communities but the IDP has the potential to offer hope for social improvement and economic growth. The
IDP is the opportunity to meet the National Development Plan (NDP) as well as the Sustainable Development goals (SDG). There is a
concerted effort to meet the needs of families and communities through identified priorities and thus provides a strategy intended to
flourish, intended to shift families towards wellbeing.
For example, there is a strategy to improve housing and shift towards accommodation that is more integrated as well as a strategy to
improve basic services to meet the needs of families and communities. This is important in a flourishing city. There is always the need
to improve, maintain and expand services but more importantly, there should always be a consideration of the cost to the end-user –
families. How could the costs of these basic services be reduced so that basic living expenses improve for families given the spate of
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disasters families have endured such as the 2018 drought, Covid19 and the spike in utilities, such as electricity? These considerations
will ensure that there are more flexibilities in the household expenses.
Another example is the strategy of safety and security and the environmental strategy of public spaces. We know that violence is a
deprivation that is present in our families in the form of family violence and extends into public spaces. We also know that when there
is a lack of cohesion in the family, this spills over into society. Thus, while it is important that there is the intention to increase law
enforcement, enhance policing programmes, provide holistic crime prevention programmes and provide safety technology, there are
aspects, which need an additional consideration especially in considering the needs mentioned earlier. I would like to be more specific
here. In terms of safety and security training, sensitising officers to gender-based violence and trauma-related incidents should also
extend to mental health and the homeless, especially people living on the streets. This is an opportunity to reduce stigmatisation and
build trust towards law enforcement and creates the belief that there is empathy and humaneness from those with authority.
Strengthening partnerships and networks are important to reduce and manage violence in communities but for that to happen there
needs to be trust. Trust is an important component in partnering or partnerships as it is a prerequisite for mutuality and cooperation.
Trust encourages solidarity, cohesion, reconciliation, consensus, cooperation and belonging. It does not mean there are no challenges
in the environment but it means there is trust in togetherness to find a solution. It is also trust, which facilitates hope.
The interventions to reduce violence and subsequently ensure the safety and protection of people are presented in the IDP. There are
also prevention programmes, which will go a long way to create safe public spaces and improve relationships between the law and
communities. Public spaces are important for leisure, recreation and play for children, youth and adults. These are important aspects
for being and doing family, for improving relationships within the family and creating opportunities where families can get together in
these spaces as communities, as neighbours, forging a cohesiveness and creating a sense of belonging. There should be programmes,
which include these aspects, which could potentially reduce violence and therefore strengthen the social fabric, creating trust, creating
a sense of belonging because people have an identity and therefore take responsibility and care for what they have. It becomes a pillar
for a flourishing city.
Thus though the vision is one of hope, the intention for this vision should be social cohesion – an IDP that builds trust and creates a
sense of belonging across the implementation of the strategies. The literature on social cohesion shows that it is the bedrock of
economic and social development and encompasses the needs of people, it holds social order and social control with common values
and civic culture; it creates a sense of belonging and reduces social inequalities. The NDP is very explicit in its ultimate focus on social
cohesion and this is an important facet to attain the SDGs. Though it could be assumed to be implicitly stated in the IDP, it should be
explicit in all the endeavours to develop and grow the City and the people in the City indicated in the IDP. For example, how would
building trust and a sense of belonging feature in government and community partnerships? How would sensitising law enforcement
officers in their training, create relationships of trust? These are important aspects, which will help the City through the IDP to meet
the needs and enhance the capabilities of families and communities – the end users of the IDP – to flourish and shift towards wellbeing.
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In reference to the Cape Town’s Spatial Development Plan, one of the spatial ideas and building blocks which will shape how the City
grows and will put it on a more sustainable equitable development path refers to inter alia:
Destination Places:-Being landmarks or locations that are significant points of attraction and form part of Cape Town’s unique
identity should be protected and enhanced, while new destination places developed.
As a City of Cape Town, our vision is to make Cape Town more inclusive, liveable and productive – a City that is environmentally,
socially, financially and economically sustainable and that is resilient to the effects of climate change.
In developing destination places as a City, we will assist in employing an integrated land use, transport and infrastructure planning in
order to drive efficient investments and positive social, environmental and economic outcomes.
I hereby propose the focus of Mitchell’s Plain to be on the following destination places:
The City of Cape Town proposed Five Year Plan For Cape Town 2022-2027 speaks to its Spatial Strategy -1: Build an Inclusive,
Integrated and Vibrant City
This speaks to unlocking development potential of underutilised municipal land in previously disadvantaged communities to promote
economic growth and job creation. The process explains that for suitable underutilised properties in poorer communities, feasibility
studies, developmental concepts; land use and statutory approvals; tender processes must be made available. These opportunities
are for the development of retail; commercial residential; industrial and social facilities.
Attention is drawn to the fact that the population statistics for the disadvantaged suburb, Mitchell’s Plain is estimated at 1,3million
and the recreational facilities available for this growing population is much less than its populace.
Sport and Recreation Proposals:
Improved infrastructure-Stephen Regan Sports field The Stephen Regan Sports field athletics track is being proposed for the
2022/23 financial year following two previous IDP proposals therefore. The below proposal must be factored into the
planning/implementation thereof: A cricket facility/grounds for the Stephen Regan sporting complex should be factored into the
upgrade
Portland Sports Field  Provide a stadium with seating capacity for at least ten thousand persons Page 3 The upkeep of the sports
field could be funded from the proposal submitted by Subcouncil 12 and imminently to Subcouncil 17 (to reignite my 2008 Motion)
for mixed use zoning (residential and commercial opportunities)- corporate/social investment.  A 9-hole golf course with landscaped
features
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J P Rugby Sporting Complex  Provide a stadium with seating capacity for at least ten thousand persons. Floodlights, landscaping and
concrete palisade fencing alongside Baden Powel is essential to promote and preserve this sports complex. The upkeep of the sports
field could be funded from the proposal submitted by Subcouncil 12 and imminently to Subcouncil 17 (to reignite my 2008 Motion)
for mixed use zoning (residential and commercial opportunities)- corporate/social investment.
J Q Soccer Complex  The JQ Soccer Complex consists of eleven soccer fields and has a dilapidated running track, which was in use
during the early 80’s. The extent of the sports field should be redesigned in order to promote athletics in Mitchells Plain for its
approximately 1.3m people by rehabilitating the athletics track, constructing a stadium with the following features:- seating capacity,
ablution facilities, change rooms, curio shops and restaurants. This complex must also have sufficient lighting to host prominent
events. In this respect floodlights, landscaping and concrete palisade fencing alongside Spine Road and Weltevreden Road is essential
to promote and preserve this sports complex. Page 4  Provision to be made for the construction of an Olympic size swimming pool;
The upkeep of the sports field could be funded from the proposal submitted by Subcouncil 12 and imminently to Subcouncil 17 (to
reignite my 2008 Motion) for mixed use zoning (residential and commercial opportunities)- corporate/social investment.
Rocklands Civic Centre to be transformed into a historical museum depicting the rich history of Mitchell’s Plain (development of
Mitchell’s Plain which entails amongst other the relocation of families from all over the Western Cape through the apartheid area
and with it the unique cultural history of the Western Cape)
The Local Spatial Development Framework speaks to investigating ways in which to develop underutilised state-owned or
municipal assets:- The City of Cape Town undertook an evaluation of City Owned Resorts in July 2009 by Grant Thornton wherein
which the assessment focused on existing facilities, from Mnandi to Sonwabi which will include Blue Waters and Strandfontein. The
assessment spoke to the constraints at that time (refugee camp) and the infrastructural requirements to upgrade the facilities to a
recreational facility of acceptable standard.
Mnandi Beach, a Blue Flag Status Beach, though the status does not equate to infrastructural developments which could be planned
for the resort to enable tour operators to use the facility instead of driving past, along Baden Powell Drive to the Deep South
recreational facilities. Safety at Mnandi Beach for beachgoers remains a critical aspect for ensuring a Tourist Blue Flag destination,
which would require the installation of Close Circuit Television Cameras to ensure that the response time to crime being reported is
improved, enhancing the safety of the area.
Currently Kapteinsklip/Mnandi Development Framework is awaiting the C-40 Competition vison for the development of this
property. In the wake of the proposal mentioned above for Kapteinsklip/Mnandi Coastal Development, an excellent opportunity
exists to promote Mitchell’s Plain as a suburb of choice by improving the following existing infrastructure as outlined in the
excerpts of the IDP pillars mentioned as a preamble to my proposals below:-
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Upgrading Infrastructure at Mnandi Beach (Blue Flag Status)  Boat launching opportunities into False Bay to promote sustainable
tourism into the area as well as livelihood opportunities for the avid fishermen and boat owners within Mitchells Plain and
Strandfontein. This is to include craft harbour with mooring and trailer parking facilities. This could further generate attractions such
as a fish festival and or boat building initiatives and encourage entrepreneurship in the trade.  Provision for Housing/Holiday
accommodation; The City can through a competitive tender process, dispose of land for holiday accommodation proposals once the
proposed Coastal Economic and Spatial Development Plan is approved.  Provision of adequate funding for the Kapteinsklip
precinct/Mnandi connectivity- thereby unlocking the huge economic potential the coast presents all year round once the proposed
Coastal Economic and Spatial Development Plan is approved.
Strandfontein Beach (Blue Flag Status):  Upgrade Strandfontein Pavilion to its full potential which should include a conference
facility, tourist curio shops, restaurants; telescopic sites; information centre thereby injecting funds into the upkeep of a facility Page
6 which could now be construed as fruitless and wasteful expenditure as it is being left to wrack and ruin. This upgrade is in its
infinite, planning phase  The existing slipway must be redesigned (upgraded) with a sea groin to protect boat operators, as it is not
user-friendly. This proposal was supported by the full Subcouncil 17 at a meeting held during March 2022;  Erf 1212 in extent of 392
ha (comprises the camping sites (A; B and C), which must be redeveloped similarly to Hartenbos, Mossel Bay (Bed and Breakfast;
Caravan Park; tent sites; residential erven; water sporting facilities (and create a Ratanga Junction). There are five water wells, which
should be revived in order that the proposed indigenous landscaped area could be nurtured.
In order to ensure a sustainable community amenity, and ensure a tourist destination, the installation of Close Circuit Television
Cameras to maximise the response time to crime being reported which will improve the overall safety of the area.  The upgrade is
to include a theme/fun park and young children’s pool: Pelican Park Development will increase the number of locals frequenting
Strandfontein Beach. The inadequate facilities to accommodate the existing Mitchells Plain/Strandfontein Community as well as
Pelican Park needs to be focused on.
Cape Town’s economy is the second-largest municipal economy in the country and the second most important contributor to
national employment. The industries in which Cape Town has the most pronounced comparative advantage compared to the country
as a whole, are fishing, clothing and textiles, wood product manufacturing, electronics furniture, hospitality finance and business
services. In terms of the EPIC indicators for Cape Town, it is therefore important that recognition be given to areas, which could
improve tourist destinations to economically grow the suburbs of Cape Town.
Prior to COVID-19, Tourism Development in a global climate of relatively subdued economic performance, tourism continues to
outshine traditional economic sectors. As an internally renowned tourist destination boasting iconic and world-class tourist
attractions, including one of the new seven wonders of nature, Cape Town is well placed to take full advantage of the vigorous global
growth of the tourism industry.
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Mitchell’s Plain boasts an unscathed pristine coastline with few tourism opportunities to contribute to the growth of the tourism
industry in Cape Town as well as growing the economy for the people of Mitchell’s Plain and Cape Town as a whole.
The Tourism potential along the Mitchell’s Plain Coastline must be fully explored to maximise on its potential post COVID-19
restrictive regulations.
Roads and Transport
Blue Waters:  Upgrade Lukannon Drive from the pump station to Strandfontein Road for the tourist operators to realise the scenic
view this coastal node has to offer. This view is as comparable to Chapman’s Peak, yet it is hidden when travelling along Baden
Powell Drive and snitches of its splendour is observed from the road.
The need for the road to be upgraded as a thorough fare to enable the development proposal for Camps A, B and C which is situated
between Strandfontein Pavilion and Nautilus Road.
Link Witsands Road Strandfontein to Lukannon Drive with a roundabout on Baden Powel Drive this will enable Tourists to view the
splendour of the coastline of Mitchell’s Plain. A petrol station one stop should be located on Lukannon Drive near Witsands; this will
further enhance a tourist location and viewpoint of the coastline.  Realignment of Baden Powel Drive: Create a detour from
Swartklip Road through to Spine Road and back onto Baden Powel Drive through Eisleben Road (the limestone along Baden Powel
Drive is slowly disintegrated on the seaward side of the road). The area in question is a sensitive area for a unique Cape seagull
colony, located on Baden Powel Drive. A roundabout is a current proposal in the Kapteinsklip/Mnandi Nodal point development,
which will link Eisleben and Baden Powel Drive.
I am proposing another roundabout at the intersections of Swartklip Road and Spine Road, which will, facilitate the proposal of the
realignment of Baden Powel Drive (as mentioned above) and will break the speed of motorists as well as curtail possible carjacking
on the road should it be a straight through road.
Traffic signalisation at the intersection of Jakes Gerwel Drive and Wespoort Drive-This will go a long way to relieve the current
bottlenecks being experienced in Mitchell’s Plain and prevent serious accidents when motorist turn right onto Jakes Gerwel Drive
from Wespoort Road.
Pavements along Weltevreden Road, Park Way and the surrounding streets in Westgate;
Construct sidewalks in Mitchell’s Village (Mongoose; Strandwolf; Kelpgull; Santa Cruz; Oyster Catcher Roads Tafelsig);
Repair boundary wall separating Mitchell’s Village from the Wolfgat nature Reserve-the area is on road reserve;
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Funding for remaining lanes closure proposals in Mitchell’s Plain (Phase 2 for wards 78; 79; 81; 82; 116 and 92);
Upgrade Strandfontein Road, from the intersection of Beak and Strandfontein Road, Strandfontein (non-motorised transport
initiative is being proposed);
Lowering kerbs to enable wheelchair accessibility along the following routes to the Town Centre PTI: A Z Berman ; Pontiac; Buick;
Triumph and Wespoort Roads
Environmental Resource Management
Wolfgat Nature Reserve  Provide for walking trails and horse riding trails within the Wolfgat Nature Reserve and adjacent coastal
areas;  Create an environment (landscaping/infrastructure/security) for whale watching & a platform for paragliding-This could
enhance the plan for tourism in Mitchell’s Plain  Fencing for the entire Property Erf that the education centre is on – as ERM will be
using this property once landscaped for benches and a circular walk for locals to come and enjoy and relax in nature. A Page10
recreational park with gymnasium equipment and disabled equipment could also be installed – ultimately the start of the gateway
entrance into the broader area  Baden Powell Re-alignment will add to this – as when this does happen ERM would like a walkway
over the re-aligned road into the Nature Reserve – safe walking of guided tours to the coastline  Education Centre Exhibit/ Display
Hall 1 – to be a Resource room with books and resources and the Smart Cape Computers for the learners and adults of the
community for projects or additional information, access of work opportunities  Education Centre Exhibit/Display Halls 2 and 3 –
these areas to be versatile so that community members would be able to book/ hire the halls for events/ workshops and ERM will be
able to use it for educational purposes as well as have After Schools additional lessons or help learners with their school work – ERM
would also like to fill these rooms with displays that relate to the situations of the community such as how to save water, how to
save electricity – these displays to be brought in from other departments that the learners or adults can interact with (touch, feel
and play);  Education Centre Exhibit/ Display Room 4 – one of the display rooms to be re-created into the Wolfgat Cave, whereby
the walls are made (plastered/ fibre glass) the cave, retrieve the fossils from the SA Museum and have those plastered into the walls
and obtain a full size taxidermy Hyena to be mounted in the centre of that room – ultimately a Museum Room representing where
the name Wolfgat came about;
Tourism Activities
a ERM would like to look into things like Horse routes (not housing the horses as this could be situated at Mnandi Resort) but have
them with riders taken on walks through the reserve (this enhances the safety of the area as there will be more visible activity in
reserve). b ERM would like the City Horse Mounted Unit to use the reserve for law enforcement and for the horses to get a different
environment to explore – again looking at the safety aspects. c These Horse activities could be an economic opportunity. d Create
pathways for guided walks to the coastline from the Wolfgat Nature Conservation Centre ERM, which could be horse and cart or golf,
cart buggy rides to transport visitors to the coastline. e The stretch of Baden Powel Drive from Swartklip to Eisleben Road, will be
used as a scenic route;
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Upgrade the Mitchells Plain Waste Water Treatment Plant with the planting of trees (Brachalaena’s and araucarias-the only trees
which can withstand the harsh climatic conditions of Mitchells plain) around the maturation ponds to create an avenue for tourism
and with the proposals for upgrade of the coastal node as I have indicated, avid bird enthusiasts will be attracted to the area as well
as educating learners about the bird life;  Explore green energy initiatives/ along the False Bay Coastline ( sea energy; wind energy;
solar and waste energy)
Coastal Economic and Spatial Development Plan  Coastal Dune Management Plan south of Lukannon Drive,
Strandfontein/Rocklands/Tafelsig area to be maintained;  Establish an Arts and Culture Centre for Mitchell’s Plain to grow and
exhibit the talents of youth and adults in their field of art, music and culture.
City Parks
Westridge Gardens: Wall Climber; Spray Park; BMX Bicycle Track
Westridge Dune Management Plan to be implemented through ongoing maintenance for the entire dune area in Mitchells Plain.
The existing District operational funding for this maintenance to be increased (line department is to specify).This could form part of a
tourism initiative by introducing sand boarding and hikes)
Safety and Security
CCTV installation at all major intersections in Mitchell’s Plain
This Integrated Development Planning proposal has been submitted, unabatedly, to the office of the IDP since 01 December 2015
Ward Councillor: Ward 79 with only the Stephen Regan sports field athletic track upgrade and the Fisherman’s Lane (Brocken Road)
Marina being planned for implementation.
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Projects for Ward 12










Roads reseal
Construction of sidewalks
Traffic signals .Symphony way and Banjo walk
Closing of walkways. Banjo walk and Koeberg lane
Fencing of all parks
Sport facility in extention18 to 22. Self-help area.
Extension of St. Vincent clinic. Need x-rays rooms and drug centre?
Need a Swimming pool
Housing. Plot and plan and gap housing.
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More flats to eradicate the housing waiting backlog.
High mast lights in extension 13.
Proper taxi rank in Belhar Drive
Proper cubicles for business in Belhar Drive.
Extension of Landfill site in Adam Tas Street.

Provincial
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Primary and high school in ext.18 to 23
Police station
Provincial hospital

Community Action Plan – Cafda Village /Lavender Hill /Grassy park IDP
CAFDA VILLAGE
Oboe Street - Needs more sports grounds in the area, Needs a recreation centre in Cafda Village
11th Avenue - Needs a Community Centre in Cafda Village, Needs more soccer fields
Tambourine Street - Needs a park and playground
Lullaby Lane - The entire road requires an upgrade
10th Avenue - speed humps is needed in 10th Avenue, Needs a park and playground
Beethoven Street - Road needs to be upgraded, Road needs to be resealed, Beethoven park needs to be upgrade Between 93 & 95
closure in Beethoven -(Antisocial activities)
12th Avenue, Herslet ,Ivo Channette, Tambourine ,Beethoven & Komlossy Street - Pavement needs to be installed
Komlossy Street - Speedbumps is needed
Joe Marks Boulevard - Request for closure of canal due to dumping
Herslet street Cafda Village - Request for CCTV camera on cnr of Herstley & 12th Avenue Cafda Village
Blagden Street - Roofs ,gutters and windows
Chopin Street - Painting, windows, gutters & roof
Community Action Plan – Cafda Village /Lavender Hill /Grassy park IDP
12th Avenue - Windows, gutters & roof
Komlossy Street - Painting, roof, gutters & windows
Walton Road - Windows & gutters
LAVENDER HILL
Roos Court - Painting of court
Wicht Court - Gutters, Roof, Painting of court
De Villiers Court - Aluminium Windows, Gutters, Roof, Painting of court
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Arundel Court - Gutters, Roof, Painting of court
Ashley Court - Aluminium Windows, Gutters, Roof, Painting of court
Chapel Court - Staircase, Gutters, Roof, Painting of court
Community Action Plan – Cafda Village /Lavender Hill /Grassy park IDP
De Korte Court - Staircase, Aluminium Windows, Gutters, Roof, Painting of court
Constitution Court - Staircase, Aluminium Windows, Gutters, Roof, Painting of court
De Waal Court - Staircase, Aluminium Windows, Gutters, Roof, Painting of court
Dover Court - Staircase, Aluminium Windows, Gutters, Roof, Painting of court
Drury Court - Staircase, Aluminium Windows, Gutters, Roof , Painting of court
Fawley Court - Staircase Aluminium Windows, Gutters, Roof, Painting of court
Parkin Court - Aluminium Windows, Gutters, Roof
Community Action Plan – Cafda Village /Lavender Hill /Grassy park IDP - Painting of court
Keppel Court - Staircase Aluminium Windows Gutters Roof Painting of court
Muir Court - Staircase Aluminium Windows Gutters Roof Painting of court
Pontac Court - Aluminium Windows Gutters Roof Painting of court
Selkirk Court - Staircase Aluminium Windows Gutters Roof Painting of court
Shephard Court - Staircase Aluminium Windows Gutters Roof Painting of court
Stone Court - Aluminium Windows Gutters Roof Painting of court
Community Action Plan – Cafda Village /Lavender Hill /Grassy park IDP
Tyne Court - Aluminium Windows Gutters Roof Painting of court
Vogel Court - Gutters Roof Painting of court
Montague Village - Request for closure of park (St Agatha street Montague Village)
GRASSY PARK
Lack of pavements on both sides : Fourth Avenue – both sides (from no:86 – West street) Second Avenue from – both sides (no: 06 to
Bona Flats ) Sixth Avenue – one side Janari Road – both sides Eighth Avenue – both sides Italian Road – Both sides Jacaranda Road –
Both sides Sloster Avenue –Both Sides Fifth Avenue- (no: 86- 87)
Speed humps needed : Privet Road Third Avenue & link Road Second Avenue Sloster Avenue
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Seriously! Really? Are you gov. SA. serious about the email to all hard paying citizens. Are you really serious?
You are very limited "options" on your given website... are far too limited to even try to comment!
Do you seriously think that we hard paying citizens are "that stupid, ignorant or dumb"? Really?
South Africa, never mind the Western Cape, we have never, ever had, ever had, all these unnecessary problems, many years ago!
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Why for at least the last 35-38 years (?). Are "you" gov. people", not able to keep South Africa - which and "please note" "was"...thee
most prosperous country in the entire African continent" before 1984 or around then...?
Please correct me - "if- and "big if", that statement is in-correct? Why has everything, “yes everything "collapsed, not working, not
maintained ... since then? Why? Please explain!
Since then:
 totally and utterly un-controlled crime,
 uncontrolled stealing of anything and everything?
 destroying trains, busses, businesses etc.
 strikes about anything and everything for -ever!
 too many extreme and too negative issues to mention!
All this damage and destruction going on - and that ... on a daily basis forever and ever!
Wow-ever, we/us ... innocent rate & tax payers and having to pay for everything and much more, extremely hard working
individuals... need to constantly cough up for your and all the present SA government ruling people.
No matter what or which political party.
Because all of you, you all are - every single one of "you”, yes "you "! are guilty and responsible for all the present and past "Yes".
possibly 38 years. Responsible, guilty etc. for all the in-efficiencies, lack of knowledge and/or qualifications in order to comply and/or
keep up the maintenance/status of our precious South Africa's well-being! All if it!
All the very well known corruption, possible greed and possibly pocketing millions, if not trillions is and it always will be very and
utterly un-acceptable!
Not all that money belongs to "you", it never ever will!
How do "you “yes "you", sleep at night with a clear conscious?
Do not play the “apartheid card”, ever! never! which seems to be used and abused and possibly totally and utterly misunderstood for
centuries!
The pure truth will always prevail! No matter when, what, who or why or what people might be involved!
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South Africa "never had" all these ridiculous high and never ending and on-going increases for all services, extreme crime,
corruption, failure of vital maintenance of everything and so much more!
Many years ago! Why now? Truth and nothing but the truth. Answer?
Therefore - all of this and more than this "is" and always will be, extremely questionable?
Where does all “our regular, hard paying citizens hard earned money", end up every single month?
Summing up and doing an extremely simple calculation of all our paid money (regardless what gov. services for) and that on a
monthly basis, over 38 years or more?
Sorry - but you will or can never justify all of that? 100% truthfully, can you.
Explain, "that” all in detail to all of us! Then forever and never ending load shedding? Explain – detail!
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ANNEXURE D
Summary of Inputs
1.

2021 PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT/INPUT PROCESS AS PART OF DRAFTING OF
THE NEW TERM OF OFFICE IDP (JULY 2017 – JUNE 2022)

Section 29(1)(b)(i)-(iii) of the Municipal Systems Act No. 32 of 2000 requires that the local
community be consulted on its development needs and priorities and participate in the
drafting of the integrated development plan (IDP). Similarly it also requires that other role
players be identified and consulted on the drafting of the IDP.
The Council approved process plan, below, gives two opportunities for engaging the public.
Step 1

Do technical preparation work, including: analysis of current level of
development and needs

Identify all mandatory plans and planning requirements in terms of National and
Provincial legislation

Engage with the community to establish their needs and priorities, and invite the
public to participate in the drafting / review of the IDP for a minimum period of 21
days – November/December 2021

Consult with organs of state and other role-players
Step 2

Draft the new IDP– January to February 2022
Step 3

Table the draft IDP / proposed amendments in Council and obtain permission to
make the draft / proposed amendments available for public comment

Make the draft IDP / proposed amendments available for public comment –
March to April 2022

Review comments and make adjustments to the draft IDP / proposed
amendments

Mayor to submit final draft IDP / proposed amendments to Council for adoption –
May 2022
Step 4

Make the approved IDP / amendments available to the public– June 2022
Step 5
 Annual review of IDP as per the approved IDP and Budget Time-schedule
The first opportunity was during November 2022 until January 2022. This engagement focused
on identifying city wide needs and priorities as well as local needs and commenced on the
26th of November until the 13th of January 2022.
The inputs were considered and drafting of the IDP commenced.
The second opportunity for community engagement was during April 2022 when the public
was given an opportunity to provide comments on the draft.
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2.

IDP ENGAGEMENT/INPUT ACTIVITIES

Different activities, as shown in Table 1 below, were identified to ensure that the IDP input process was as inclusive as possible.
Level of public
participation

Type of
participation

Stakeholder engagement

Target audience

Additional guidelines/objective/
output

Strategic

Virtual
engagement

Spheres of Government and State
Owned Enterprises (SOEs)
Engagement

Provincial government and
State Owned Enterprises

Inputs towards strategic direction, objectives
and strategic prioritisation

Strategic

Virtual
engagement

Big and local businesses

Inputs towards strategic direction, objectives,
strategic projects and prioritisation

Strategic

Virtual
engagement

Non-governmental
organisations and stakeholders
providing basic community
needs

Inputs towards strategic direction, objectives,
strategic projects local needs and
prioritisation

NGOs and Civil Society Engagement

Strategic

Virtual
engagement

Ratepayers’ Associations
Engagement

Ratepayers’ associations in
Cape Town

Inputs towards strategic direction, objectives
strategic project, and prioritisation

Strategic

Virtual
engagement

Mayor’s “Think Tank” of Young
Innovators, Designers, Urbanists
Workshop Engagement

Innovators, Designers and
Urbanists

Inputs towards strategic direction, objectives,
strategic projects, catalytic activities, priorities
and programmes

Strategic

Part of Urban
Management
meeting

City Improvement District (CID)
Session

Improvement districts which
have “top up” services for
Special Rating Areas

Inputs towards strategic direction, objectives
and strategic projects and awareness

Strategic and Ward
information

Online and paperbased Survey

IDP Survey (online and paperbased)

Cross cutting

Online

Electronic submissions:
Collaboration Platform and emails

Cross cutting

Online

Electronic Media Campaign

Cross cutting

Cross cutting
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Business Engagement

Residents, business and others

Inputs towards strategic objectives and
direction and indication of local needs and
prioritisation
Identification of needs and prioritisation
Raise awareness
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3. ANALYSIS OF THE ENGAGEMENT/INPUTS
The IDP public engagement/input process is not only about the number of people reached
and compliance with legislative requirements, but also about meaningful engagement with
residents, business and communities to understand their challenges, needs and perspectives.
These insights can then be used to inform the planning and budgeting cycle of Council. It is
therefore important to understand the context (see table 1 on the preceding page) of the
public participation activities as well as how (method) the information/input/data was
collected to ensure credible interpretation thereof.

3.1 TOTAL NUMBER OF SUBMISSIONS/ATTENDEES
A total of 35 452 submissions/attendees participated in the 2021/22 IDP public participation
process via the IDP survey (see section 3), engagement sessions (see section 4) and electronic
submissions received via emails and the collaboration platform1 (see section 5).

Type of inputs
Total: IDP survey
IDP survey: online
IDP survey: paper-based
Total: IDP Engagements
Total: Electronic
submissions
Emails
Collaboration platform
TOTAL

Total
submissions
/attendees
34 672
15 149

Usable
submissions
/attendees
31 854
14 510

Unusable
submissions
/attendees
2 818
639

19 523

17 344

2 179

334

All

-

446

430

16

398
50
35 452

382
48
32 618

14
2
2 834

Comments
Duplicates, blanks (for
section 1, 2 and 3) and
non-related information
removed
N/A
Duplicates and
submissions not relating to
the City’s mandate
removed

Table 2: Total, usable and unusable submissions

Although there were less attendees in engagement sessions (largely due to the Covid-19
pandemic), the above 2021/22 figures compare favourably and exceeded the 28 844
submissions/attendees that participated in the 2016 IDP input engagement processes. The
number of submission/attendees in 2021/22 thus increased by almost 25% from the previous
IDP Term of Office processes in 2016. The response has thus been encouraging.
The following sections contain the results and only pertains to the usable responses from the
survey, the meeting notes from the IDP engagement sessions and the usable electronic
submissions. It should be noted that all submissions were considered, and as much information
as possible has been included. Although a large number of submissions/attendees were used
for the analysis, these are not necessarily a representative view and should be interpreted in
light thereof.

1

Inputs from emails and collaboration platform are more qualitative in nature.
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3.2 IDP SURVEY RESPONSES: ONLINE AND PAPER-BASED SURVEYS
The City of Cape Town’s IDP 2021/22 input process included a survey that was available both
online and in paper-based form. A total of 15 149 survey responses were recorded (14 510
usable) from the electronic online survey across all wards in Cape Town, and 19 523 survey
responses received (17 344 usable) via the paper-based survey. The analysis below provides
overview summary details on the IDP survey respondents, and the initial findings and results,
including priorities.
3.2.1

Overview of respondents

Figure 2 below represents the age groups of the respondents that took part in the IDP survey.
The age group 35 to 44 years represents the majority (24%) of the respondents, followed by the
25-34 year age group (21%). As the age group 25 to 54 years constituted over 60% of the
respondents, this age group had the most influence in the outcomes of the survey.

Age group of respondents
3%
9%

9%

15%
21%
19%
24%

Under 18

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65 and older

Figure 2: Age group of respondents, IDP Survey 2021/22

The vast majority of survey respondents (98%) completed the survey as a resident of Cape
Town, followed by business and the “other” category (e.g. visitor or property owner) with
merely 1% of the responses respectively.
Figure 3, below, presents a breakdown of the proportion of survey respondents per ward. Only
four wards had less than a 100 responses, with the majority (62) of wards having between 201
and 400 responses. The three wards with the most survey responses (in dark green in Figure 3
below) are from ward 4 (with 789 responses), ward 77 (with 680 responses) and ward 74 (with
624 responses).
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Figure 3: Respondents per ward, IDP Survey 2021/22
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3.2.2 Most and second most important priority
The most important priority according to the IDP survey responses received, to make Cape
Town a better city is safety with 22.8% of responses (Figure 4). Inclusive economic growth
(19.1%) and energy security (19.0%) were close runner-up responses to the most important
priority respectively. Thereafter basic services (15.6%) and increasing access to housing (13.7%)
were identified.

Figure 4: Most important priority to make Cape Town a better city, IDP Survey 2021/22

The second most important priority according to survey responses to make Cape Town a better
City is inclusive economic growth (19.5%). Although increasing access to housing (19.0%) did
not feature higher as the most important priority, it was a very close contender for the second
most important priority.
3.2.3 Priorities for online vs paper-based surveys
Inclusive economic growth and basic services came out as stronger most important priorities
in the paper-based surveys than in the online surveys, which highlighted safety as the most
important priority.
MOST
IMPORTANT
PRIORITY

Online (Responses = 14 510)

Paper-based (Responses = 17 236)

#1

Safety (4 246 – 29.26% )

Inclusive economic growth
(3 973 – 23.05%)

#2

Energy security (2 535 – 17.47%)

Energy security (3 504 – 20.33%)

#3

Inclusive economic growth
(2 084 – 14.36%)

Basic services (3 254 – 18.88%)

Table 3: Resident compared to Business IDP Survey responses – most important priorities, IDP Survey
2021/22

In addition, paper-based surveys identified increasing access to housing as the second most
important priority.
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SECOND
MOST
IMPORTANT
PRIORITY

Online (Responses = 12 703)

Paper-based (Responses = 17 207)

#1

Safety (2 655 – 20.90% )

Increasing access to housing
(4 497 – 26.13%)

#2

Energy security (2 531 – 19.92%)

Inclusive economic growth
(3 961 – 23.02%)

#3

Inclusive economic growth
(1 868 – 14.71%)

Safety (2 661 – 15.46% )

Table 4: Resident compared to Business IDP Survey responses – second most important priorities, IDP
Survey 2021/22

3.2.4 Priorities for residents vs business
As residents are the vast majority of survey respondents (98%), the most important priority (i.e.
safety) and the majority of the reported survey results and analysis information reflects mostly
Cape Town residents’ inputs. More business views are captured in the following sections
(especially the business engagement).
Nevertheless, the order is only marginally different for businesses-only responses for the most
important priority.
MOST
IMPORTANT
PRIORITY
#1

Residents (Responses = 31 168)

Business (Responses = 300)

Safety (7 089 – 22.74% )

#2
#3

Energy security (5 949 – 19.09%)
Inclusive economic growth
(5 944 – 19.07%)

Inclusive economic growth
(65 – 21.67%)
Safety (64 – 21.33%)
Energy security (55 – 18.33%)

Table 5: Resident compared to Business IDP Survey responses – most important priorities, IDP Survey
2021/22

However, there were larger differences in the second most important priority, with residents
having a greater focus on increasing access to housing and businesses more focussed on
basic services.
SECOND
MOST
IMPORTANT
PRIORITY
#1

Residents (Responses = 29 424)

Business (Responses = 252)

Inclusive economic growth
(5 745 – 19.52%)

Safety (54 – 21.43%)

#2

Increasing access to housing
(5 643 – 19.18%)

#3

Safety (5 222 – 17.75%)

Inclusive economic growth
Energy security
(*Joint: 45 – 17.86% each)
Basic services (44 – 17.46%)

Table 6: Resident compared to Business IDP Survey responses – second most important priorities, IDP
Survey 2021/22
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3.2.5 Priorities per respondent age group
When comparing the most important priority as identified by different age group respondents,
the following findings can be noted:




Safety is identified as the most important priority by respondents of all ages 35 and
older, i.e. by four age groups.
Inclusive economic growth is identified as the most important priority by respondents
from the 18-24 and 25-34 age groups, where unemployment is currently very high.
The under 18 age group, which is the age group with the lowest number of responses,
identified energy security as the most important priority.

Under 18
(1 056)
Energy
security
(250 –
23.7%)

Most important priority per age group (responses)
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
(2 968)
(6 398)
(7 405)
(5 927)
(4 742)
Inclusive
economic
growth
(829 –
27.9%)

Inclusive
economic
growth
(1 591 –
24.9%)

Safety
(1 709 –
23.1%)

Safety
(1 457 –
24.6%)

Safety
(1 223 25.8%)

65 and
older
(2 963)
Safety
(746 –
25.2%)

Table 7: Most important priority by respondent age group, IDP Survey 2021/22

When comparing the second most important priority as identified by the respondents from
different age groups, the following findings can be noted:







Increasing access to housing is identified as the second most important priority for
respondents from the majority of the age groups, specifically for the 18-24, 25-34 and
35-44 age groups.
Some of the second most important priorities identified are similar to the most
important, with inclusive economic growth and safety identified again.
Inclusive economic growth is seen as the second most important priority for
respondents in the under 18 and 45-54 age groups.
Safety is seen as the second most important priority for those respondents aged 55 and
above, similar to what was seen for the most important priority.
In general, results were closer together within each age groups especially between
increasing access to housing and inclusive economic growth.

Under 18
(1 047)

Second most important priority per age group (responses)
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
(2 844)
(6 061)
(6 987)
(5 552)
(4 424)

Inclusive
economic
growth
(203 –
19.4%)

Increasing
access to
housing
(697 –
24.5%)

Increasing
access to
housing
(1 453 –
24.0%)

Increasing
access to
housing
(1 413 –
20.2%)

Inclusive
economic
growth
(1 064 –
19.2%)

Safety
(869 –
19.6%)

65 and
older
(2 709)
Safety
(552 –
20.4%)

Table 8: Second most important priority by respondent age group, IDP Survey 2021/22

3.2.6 Most and second most important programmes
In addition, the survey also requested respondents to rank their selected priority’s programmes.
Due to the survey design, the most and second most important programmes per priority were
identified by looking at the largest number of responses of either the most or second most
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important priority categories. (This was done for each priority category with over 3 000
responses, and is shown in alphabetical order below.)
There were two programmes that received more than 20% of responses as the most important
programme for the basic services priority, namely:
BASIC SERVICES: MOST important programme
#1 at 29.4% Enhancing and expanding water and sanitation services in informal
settlements
#2 at 25.6% Maintaining and investing in our sewer and water network
Answers were even varied when asked about the second most important programme for the
safety priority. Two programmes had above 15% of answers, namely:
BASIC SERVICES: SECOND MOST important programme
#1 at 20.3% Maintaining and investing in our sewer and water network
#2 at 18.5% Addressing littering and illegal dumping
Notably, the basic services priority and the subsequent programmes were more important to
paper-based survey respondents. Online respondents identified the maintaining and investing
in the sewer and water network programme as the most important programme for the basic
services priority.

Figure 6: Most and second most important programmes for the basic services priority, IDP Survey
2021/22

The programme that was selected as the most important programme for the energy security
priority is:
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ENERGY SECURITY: MOST important programme
50.4% Securing electricity from independent power producers
However, answers were more varied when asked about the second most important
programme for the energy security priority. Two programmes had above 20% of the answers,
namely:
ENERGY SECURITY: SECOND MOST important programme
#1 at 23.4% Investing in energy storage to reduce the impact of load shedding and
supporting renewable energy
#1at 23.3%
Reducing theft and vandalism to protect our electricity network

Notably, paper-based respondents identified theft and vandalism as their second most
important programme, while online respondents identified energy storage to reduce the
impact of load shedding and supporting renewable energy as their second most important
programme.

Figure 7: Most and second most important programmes for the energy security priority, IDP Survey
2021/22

The programme that has been selected as the most important programme for the inclusive
economic growth priority is:
INCLUSIVE ECONOMIC GROWTH: MOST important programme
58.6% Cutting red tape to make it easier for businesses to start grow and create jobs
However, answers were more varied when asked about the second most important
programme for the inclusive economic growth priority. Two programmes had above 20% of
answers, namely:
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INCLUSIVE ECONOMIC GROWTH: SECOND MOST important programme
#1 at 26.7% Increasing investment in basic service delivery and infrastructure
#2 at 24.2% Supporting the informal sector
Paper-based survey respondents identified supporting the informal sector as their second most
important programme, whereas online respondents identified increasing investment in basic
service delivery and infrastructure.

Figure 8: Most and second most important programmes for the inclusive economic growth priority, IDP
Survey 2021/22

The most important programme according to respondents for the increasing access to
housing priority is:
INCREASING ACCESS TO HOUSING: MOST important programme
46.5% Releasing City-owned land so the private sector can deliver more affordable
housing
However, responses were more mixed when asked about the second most important
programme for the increasing access to housing priority. Two programmes had above 20% of
the responses, namely:
INCREASING ACCESS TO HOUSING: SECOND MOST important programme
#1 at 26.9% Upgrading informal settlements
#2 at 22.2% Supporting home ownership and title deed regularisation

The responses were overwhelmingly paper-based, with online survey respondents identifying
investing in safe and accessible public housing as the most important programme for the
increasing access to housing priority.
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Figure 9: Most and second most important programmes for the housing priority, IDP Survey 2021/22

The most important programme according to respondents for the safety priority is:
SAFETY: MOST important programme
40.3% Increasing the number of law enforcement officers
However, answers were varied when asked about the second most important programme for
the safety priority. Two programmes had above 20% of answers, namely:
SAFETY: SECOND MOST important programme
#1 at 25.3% Strengthening partnerships with communities and private security for
improved safety
#2 at 20.7% Investing in technology innovation to support law enforcement and crime
intelligence

Paper-based respondents identified law enforcement officers as the most important
programme for the safety priority, while online respondents identified preventing unlawful land
occupation.
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Figure 10: Most and second most important programmes for the safety priority, IDP Survey 2021/22

3.3

Local Needs
The survey also focussed on local needs, and requested respondents to choose their most and
second most important priority that they believe will make their ward, suburb or sub council a
better place to live in.
As the local needs refers to individual areas, ward responses were totalled and mapped for
ease of interpretation. It should be noted that the number of responses vary across wards (refer
to figure 3), with some wards having only a small number of responses. The data should thus
be interpreted with caution and is indicative of high-level trends only.

3.3.1

Most important local need2

As can be seen in the table and map below, the most important local need indicated by
survey respondents in multiple wards in Cape Town is improving safety and security (total
of 45 wards, see purple colour in the table and on the map).
Improving access to water and sanitation services (total of 26 wards, see dark pink) is also
a commonly expressed need across wards.
It is important to note that safety, and water and sanitation is especially highlighted in the
metro South-East.
Maintaining and upgrading the existing sewerage system (total of 19 wards, see light pink)
and addressing homelessness (total of 17 wards, see green) was also highlighted. The latter
was especially prominent around the city bowl.

2

Note and caution: ward 94 only had 24 responses.
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Table 9: Most important local need per ward, IDP Survey 2021/22

There were six wards where dual needs were expressed as the most important local needs,
namely:
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Ward 3: Addressing homelessness, and improving safety and security.
Ward 32: Improving access to water and sanitation services, and providing more
housing.
Ward 66: Improving access to water and sanitation services, and improving safety
and security.
Ward 85: Improving access to water and sanitation services, and maintaining and
upgrading the existing sewerage system.
Ward 94: Improving access to water and sanitation services, and maintaining and
upgrading the existing sewerage system.
Ward 103: Addressing homelessness, and improving safety and security.

210

Figure 11: Map of most important priorities respondents believe will make their ward a better place to
live, IDP Survey 2021/22
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3.3.2

Second most important local need3

As can be seen in the table and map below, the second most important local need by
survey respondents in multiple wards is improving safety and security (total of 44 wards, see
purple colour in the table and on the map).
Providing housing was also highlighted (total of 39 wards, see green colour on map),
especially in the south-east of the city as well as in the Houtbay area. Addressing
homelessness (total of 23 wards, see green) was also highlighted as an important local
need.

Table 10: Second most important local need per ward, IDP Survey 2021/22

There were six wards where dual needs were expressed as the second most important local
needs, namely:







Ward 49: Improving safety and security, and providing more housing.
Ward 68: Improving safety and security, and providing more housing.
Ward 76: Improving safety and security, and providing more housing.
Ward 79: Improving safety and security, and providing more housing.
Ward 102: Improving safety and security, and increasing road maintenance.
Ward 110: Improving safety and security, and providing more housing.

Figure 12: Map of second most important priorities respondents believe will make their ward a better
place to live, IDP Survey 2021/22

3.4

Performance Management System
The performance management system is what the City uses to monitor its service delivery to
residents. The survey section aimed to better understand the residents’ inputs to the
measurement of performance and targets of City’s core functions.

3

Note and caution: ward 94 only had 24 responses.
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3.4.1 Most important and second most important reasons to include respondents’ views
As part of the performance management system part of the survey, the City wanted to better
understand from the IDP survey responses, the reasons why it should include residents’ views
when developing and reviewing the City’s performance criteria.
The survey asked respondents to select their most and second most important reasons .
There was a clear standout reason for the most important reason to include respondents’ views
when developing and reviewing City performance criteria. Around 45% of IDP survey
respondents (over 13 000 responses) indicated that the City should include their views when
developing and reviewing City performance criteria because it would help the City develop
ways to improve service delivery in the respondent’s area.

Most important reason to include respondents' views when
developing and reviewing City performance criteria

Number of responses (total of 29 334 responses)

14000

13158

12000
10000
7867

8000

5403

6000
4000

2906

2000
0
To help the City
develop ways to
improve service
delivery in my area

To hold the City
accountable for
service delivery

To ensure that targets
To monitor and
are realistic and
evaluate the City's
achievable
service delivery
performance

Reasons
Figure 13: Most important reason to include respondents’ views when developing and
reviewing City performance criteria, IDP Survey 2021/22

The results were closer for the second most important reason, with holding the City
accountable for service delivery receiving 33% of responses (around 9 500 responses). To
monitor and evaluate the City's service delivery performance received 30% of the
responses.
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Second most important reason to include respondents' views
when developing and reviewing City performance criteria

Number of responses (total of 29 013 responses)

12000

10000

9557
8776

8000
6334
6000
4346
4000

2000

0
To hold the City
accountable for
service delivery

To monitor and
To ensure that targets
To help the city
evaluate the City's
are realistic and
develop ways to
service delivery
achievable
improve service
performance
delivery in my area

Reasons
Figure 14: Second most important reason to include respondents’ views when developing
and reviewing City performance criteria, IDP Survey 2021/22

3.4.2 Most and second most effective way to involve communities
As part of the performance management system part of the survey, the City wanted to
better understand the most effective ways to involve communities.
The survey asked respondents to select their most and second most effective ways thereof.
Around 45% of respondents (or 13 189 responses) indicated that the most effective way for
the City to involve communities would be public meetings/workshops. Interestingly, this was
the option chosen as the most effective way across respondents of all age groups.
However, this was not the option chosen by those completing the online survey. Online
survey respondents mostly indicated that online engagement is the most effective way to
involve communities.
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Most effective way to involve communities
Number of responses (total of 29 616 responses)

14000
1906

12000
10000
8000
6000

11283
4098

4000
2000

2841

2374

1340

730

1167

1511

Developing user
friendly
documents that
explain
everything
related to
measuring the
performance of
the city and its
importance in
improving
service delivery

Social media
feedback

Subcouncil ward
meetings

2366

0
Public meetings
workshops

Online
engagement
submission of
proposals

Paper-based

Online

Figure 15: Most effective way to involve communities, IDP Survey 2021/22

When mapping the responses by ward, it is clear that the majority of the city (total 87 wards)
and especially the Metro South-East prefers public meetings/workshops. Online
engagements are preferred in areas surrounding the city bowl and mostly along the N1
(total of 28 wards).
As before, it should be noted that the number of responses vary across wards (refer to figure
3), with some wards having only a small number of responses. The data should thus be
interpreted with caution and is indicative of high-level trends only4.

4

Note and caution: ward 94 only had 24 responses.
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Figure 16: Map of the most effective way to involve communities per ward, IDP Survey 2021/22
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Interestingly, when asked what is the second most effective way to involve communities,
the sub council/ward meetings was highlighted with 34% (or 10 098) of all responses.
However, online survey respondents mostly indicated user-friendly documents and social
media feedback.

Second most effective way to involve communities

Number of responses (total of 29 322 responses)

12000

10000
1627
8000

6000

4000

8471

2829

3404

1770
2702

2000
2850

2679

2248

742

0
Subcouncil ward
meetings

Social media
feedback

Developing user Public meetings
friendly
workshops
documents that
explain
everything
related to
measuring the
performance of
the city and its
importance in
improving
service delivery

Paper-based

Online
engagement
submission of
proposals

Online

Figure 17: Second most effective way to involve communities, IDP Survey 2021/22
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4.

IDP ENGAGEMENTS 2021/22
4.1 Attendance of IDP engagements 2021/22
The pandemic has restricted the City’s ability to engage with the public face-to-face as was
done in previous IDP public participation processes. In fact, the City was in the midst of the
Covid-19 4th wave at the time when the City was required to engage with residents,
communities, businesses and other stakeholders for inputs into the IDP. Engaging with the
public via meetings and similar platforms was thus not possible because of the logistical
challenges around planning such engagements due to Covid-19.
To overcome this challenge, the City arranged virtual engagements with six sets of key
stakeholders whose participation was seen as strategic inputs towards the direction, objectives
and projects to be aligned the IDP. These stakeholders included various Spheres of
Government, the City Improvement Districts (CIDs), Businesses, NGOs and Civil Society,
Ratepayers Associations, and a Mayor’s “Think Tank” of Young Innovators, Designers, and
Urbanists Workshop Engagement.
Each engagement (except the Mayor’s “Think Tank” and the CIDs) was scheduled for two
hours and focused on:
1. Outlining the Mayoral priorities
2. Discussing the most and least important priority
3. Deliberating which additional priority should be included for the City
The Mayor’s “Think Tank” engagement took the format of a four hour work shop, facilitated by
the Cape Craft and Design Institute to gather ideas and inputs for the development of the IDP
from creative thinkers, innovators, designers and urbanists.
A range of topics surfaced during these engagements, and for those not covered, attendees
were urged to complete the online survey to ensure the feedback was received.
There was a total attendance of 334 attendees, recorded across the six virtual engagements
hosted between December 2021 and January 2022.
Attendance by engagement

Number of
attendees

Spheres of Government
Business Engagement
NGOs and Civil Society
Ratepayers’ Association Engagement
Mayor’s “Think Tank”
Central Improvement Districts
Total
Table 11: Attendance by engagement, IDP Engagements 2021/22
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36
58
41
43
48
108
334

218
4.2 Main trends for all public engagement inputs received for the 2021/22 IDP process
Note: the section was completed in early 2022 – it is indicative, but contains preliminary insights.
Analysis may be refined with more analysis.
It should be noted that even though various National Departments were invited to participate
only provincial departments and Eskom attended and participated.
The following table highlights in a condensed, high-level summary format the main inputs from
each set of stakeholders linked to the priorities for the City to consider in the IDP 5:
Business Engagement
 Key emphasis was
placed on ending
load shedding
 Importance of
infrastructure spend
to facilitate
economic growth
for more job
opportunities
 Focus needed on
digital infrastructure
and skills
 Drive formal and
informal innovation
pilots using different
spaces and
platforms

NGOs and Civil
Society
 Engage with
researchers who
could assist with
solutions
 Water, land and
aquifers to be
prioritised
 Bolder financial
investments into
projects
 City to consider a
systems thinking
perspective
 Youth, informal
sector and
entrepreneurship –
need more examples
of extensive private
public partnerships








Ratepayers’
Associations
Focus on the
provision of basic
services (the core
functions of a local
authority) and do
this well
Provision of housing
Public transport
expansion
City to collaborate
better with
communities
Local involvement
and implementation

Mayor’s Think Tank
 City with a different
role – i.e. as a
facilitator of
ecosystems to link
formal and informal
economy
 Revitalisation
programme –look at
communities spaces
(what are the
services, support,
specific competitive
advantages and how
to build/use spaces in
an integrated way
 Bring the informal
markets into
interface with and
opportunities for
linkages to formal
economy
 Bring big business
into the City

Table 12: Main inputs received from stakeholders, IDP Engagements 2021/22

To elaborate further around the stakeholder engagement feedback, below were some key
points highlighted.




5

Spheres of Governments and SOEs:
o Consider aligning City priorities to compliment Provincial priorities with a focus
on employment, safety, climate change, skills development and wellbeing (i.e.
homelessness, health, youth mental health and education)
o Addressing electricity challenges and outlook
o Consider enabling urban farming through regulation
Business Engagement:
o Address port issues
o Focus on water augmentation is preparing for the future
o Focus on improving broadband connectivity

The CIDs provided input via a City Urban Management engagement.
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NGOs and Civil Society:
o Focus to provide basic services to all residents
o The use of land should be recognised as a lever for resilience
o Improve local community’s access to renewable energy
Ratepayers’ Associations:
o Focus on the rollout of the City’s public transport system
o A push to collaborate better with communities
o Use of the priorities to alleviate poverty and crime as much as possible
Mayor’s “Think Tank”:
o Accommodate informal traders when it comes to by-laws and other policies
o Revitalise existing spaces in different communities with a strong focus on
process
o Include culture as a means of inclusion and link to economic development
o Make it easier for young entrepreneurs to obtain information on opportunities
o Use SDGs as a way to measure socioeconomic impact of revitalisation and
informal traders impact

The feedback received acknowledged the alignment of the Mayoral priorities to the priorities
and needs of stakeholders, from a wide range of contexts. It also highlighted the importance
of collaboration to achieve these outcomes set out in the IDP. Some of the proposals fall
outside of the mandate of the City.
The City also received feedback for the IDP from the CIDs. The feedback centred on
performance scorecards, and the more frequent visibility thereof to view progress.
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5.

OTHER INPUTS
Inputs for the IDP were also received in the form of electronic submissions from those submitted
to the City’s Collaboration Platform and via emails.
5.1 Electronic submissions
A total of 446 submissions were received from individuals, organisations and institutions via the
City’s Collaboration Platform6, and emails to the City’s Public Participation Unit. Of these, 16
were removed due to 2 duplicates and 14 submissions related to National/Provincial
government mandates.
A total of 430 usable submissions were thus received. Of these, the majority was received via
email (382) directly to the Public Participation Unit whereas only 48 were logged through the
Collaboration Platform. Notably, most of the electronic submissions received were from
individuals. Table 13 below lists the platform and the type of respondent the electronic
submissions were received from.
Number of
submissions
284

66%

50

12%

33

8%

Ward Councillor

22

5%

Email address

Business/Commerce

15

3%

Email address

Non-Profit Organisation

11

3%

Collaboration
Platform
Collaboration
Platform
Collaboration
Platform
Total

Community Based/Grass-Roots
organisation
Non-Profit Organisation

7

2%

7

2%

1

0%

430

100%

Electronic platform

Respondent type

Email address

Private or Individual

Email address

Community Based/Grass-Roots
organisation
Private or Individual

Collaboration
Platform
Email address

Tertiary Institution

level

level

%

Table 13: Number of submissions received per platform and respondent type, IDP Electronic Submissions
2021/22

The electronic submissions were further analysed and linked to the Mayoral priorities. Please
note that a submission could contain/mention more than one priority. Over 20% of mentions
were linked to basic services with transport and safety receiving around 15% of mentions
respectively. Table 14 below lists which Mayoral priority the comments 7 are linked to and are
ranked by order of mentions.

6

CCT Collaboration Platform: https://cityofcapetown.ideascaleapp.eu/. The City launched its Collaboration Platform
in 2021, allowing any registered users to participate in innovation challenges, and in this case, input into the IDP.
7
Submissions/comments received could relate to more than one City priority i.e. reason for the higher number.
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Priorities
Basic services
Ensuring accessible and safe transport
Safety - making our city safer
Providing quality public spaces and recreating facilities
Increasing access to housing
Inclusive economic growth - making it easier to do business and
create jobs
Ensuring excellent customer experience
Energy security - ending load shedding over time

Number of
priorities
identified
237
164

22.9%
15.8%

156
147
126

15.0%
14.2%
12.2%

94

9.1%

64
49

6.2%
4.7%

%

Table 14: Number of Priorities identified based on feedback received, IDP Online Submissions 2021/22
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6. ACTIVITIES TO COMMENT ON DRAFT IDP – APRIL 2022
The Draft IDP 2022-2027 was tabled in Council on the 31st of March in order for it to be approved for release for public comments. Advertisements
were placed in newspapers as well on the City’s website inviting comment on the draft IDP until the comment closure date 22nd of April 2022. In
addition, a social media campaign was launched to raise awareness of the public comment period. The following additional activities were
undertaken to encourage further comments on the draft IDP document and participation in the comment processes.

Level of public
participation

Type of participation

Stakeholder
engagement

Target audience

Additional guidelines/objective/
output

Strategic

Virtual engagement

City Improvement District
(CID) Session

Improvement districts which
have “top up” services for
Special Rating Areas

To provide information on draft and facilitate
comments

Strategic

Virtual Briefing

Ward Councillors

Ward Committees

To enable Ward Councillors to facilitate
comments from Ward Committees

Strategic

Committee meeting item

Portfolio Committee meetings

Portfolio Committees

To provide information on draft and facilitate
comments

Strategic

Committee meeting item

Sub Council meetings

Sub Council Committees

To provide information on draft and facilitate
comments

Strategic

Virtual engagement

Strategic

Virtual engagement

Strategic

Virtual engagement

Strategic

Virtual engagement
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Engagement with Local and
Partner Academics

Business Engagement

NGOs and Civil Society
Engagement
Ratepayers’ Associations
Engagement

Academics

To provide information on draft and facilitate
comments

Businesses Organisations

To provide information on draft and facilitate
comments

Non-governmental
organisations and stakeholders
providing basic community
needs

To provide information on draft and facilitate
comments

Ratepayers’ associations in
Cape Town

To provide information on draft and facilitate
comments
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Strategic and
Ward information

Paper-based

IDP Comment Response
(paper-based)

Residents, business and others

Cross cutting

Online – Have Your Say
(HYS) section of City of
Cape Town Website ;
Various email addresses,
including official IDP
email address

Electronic submissions

Cross cutting

To provide information on draft and facilitate
comments

Online

Electronic Media
Campaign

Cross cutting

Raise awareness

Cross cutting

To provide information on draft and facilitate
comments

Strategic and
Cross cutting

Memorandum and Emails

Executive Directors and Line
Departments

City of Cape Town Line
Departments

To provide information on draft and facilitate
comments

Cross cutting

Hard Copy submissions

IDP Comment Response (hard
copy)

NPO/NGO, Residents, business
and others

To provide information on draft and facilitate
comments
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7. ANALYSIS OF COMMENTS ON DRAFT IDP – APRIL 2022
The IDP public participation process enables community participation in the development of
the City’s IDP to include Cape Town’s local communities’ needs and priorities. This has been
done not only via the priorities and local needs included from the IDP input process in
December 2021/January 2022 (see sections above), but also from a review of the public
participation comments and submissions made on the draft IDP.
A diverse form and number of channels for comments were utilised to obtain good quantity
and quality of draft IDP participation and comments. In fact, there were nine different types
of possible draft IDP comments sources, ranging from comment response forms (both online
and paper-based), to virtual engagements to hard copy submissions.
In total, almost 19 000 comment submissions were made, with 39 meetings held with various
stakeholders (see Table 15 below). Notably, 99% of submissions were made using the paperbased draft IDP comment response forms (i.e. the 18 641 forms submitted).
Different forms of comments were available, from prioritisation of objectives to verbal
feedback. Although the paper-based comment response forms’ main focus was the
prioritisation of objectives, all responders were guided to visit the HYS online platform or to
contact their ward councillor if they had more detailed comment they wished to submit. It
should be noted, that for the engagements and the meetings, responders were able to make
both written and verbal comments (which if submitted, all comments were captured).
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Table 15: Total number of public participation comment response submissions/meetings, and form of
comments (April 2022)

8.

Quantitative Analysis: Draft IDP comment response forms
The City of Cape Town’s draft IDP comment process included a comment response form that
was available both online and in paper-based form. A total of 234 responses were recorded
from the electronic response forms across multiple wards in Cape Town, and 18 641 responses
via the paper-based response form.
The analysis below provides summary information of the draft IDP comment response forms,
and the findings and results.
8.1.1
Type of comment responders and wards
The vast majority of draft IDP comment responders (95%) completed the form as a
resident of Cape Town, followed by the “other” category (3%), business (2%) and 0.2%
of the responses stemming from Organisations/NGO/NPO.
Figure 18, below, presents a map of the breakdown of the number and proportion of
form responders per ward. Only three wards had more than 400 responses, with the
majority (44) of wards having between 101 and 200 responses. The three wards with the
most comment form responses (in green in Figure 18 below) are from ward 4 (with 506
responses), ward 106 (with 471 responses) and ward 74 (with 417 responses).
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Figure 18: Responders per ward, Draft IDP Comment Response Forms April 2022 (online and
paper-based)
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Notably, the majority of the comment responses (99%) have come from the paperbased response forms. Thus, as the paper-based response total far exceeds that of the
online comment responses, results derived solely from these two sources will mimic the
trend observed for paper-based response forms.
8.1.2 Most and least important objective
Draft IDP comment responders were asked to indicate their two most and their two
least important objectives from the 16 objectives in the draft IDP, which are linked to
priorities and foundations.
8.1.3 Most important IDP objective
The most important IDP objective according to all the responders is objective 1, i.e. OBJ
1: Increased jobs and investment within the Cape Town economy, totalling at 31% of
all objectives selected (Figure 19).
The second (OBJ 7: Increased supply of affordable, well-located homes) and third (OBJ
5: Effective law enforcement to make communities safer) most important objectives
were close together, with 16.4% and 16.1% respectively of all objectives selected. In
addition, OBJ 2: Improved access to quality and reliable basic services occurs in the
top 4 most important objectives, with nearly 12% of all objectives selected.

Figure 19: Most important draft IDP objective, Draft IDP Comment Response Forms April 2022
(online and paper-based)

However, the results differ between paper-base and online responders (see Figure 20
below). Paper-based comment form responders indicated that OBJ 1: Increased jobs
and investment within the Cape Town economy is the most important objective, while
online responders indicated OBJ 5: Effective law enforcement to make communities
safer as their most important objective. As the paper-based response total far exceeds
that of the online comment response forms, results derived solely from these two
sources (such as Figure 19) will mostly mimic the trend observed for paper-based
response forms.
Thus paper-based draft IDP comment responders prioritised mainly jobs and then
housing, effective law enforcement and basic services, while online responders
prioritised effective law enforcement, jobs and basic services.
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Figure 20: Most important draft IDP objective per paper-based and online response forms, Draft
IDP Comment Response Forms April 2022 (online and paper-based)

8.1.4 Least important IDP objective
The results were closer together for the least important objective (see Figure 23).
Responders indicated that the least important objective is OBJ 5: Effective law
enforcement to make communities safer, with it totalling 12% of all objectives selected.
Although effective law enforcement also was highlighted as the third most important
objective, this least important objective result seemingly shows that this effective law
enforcement objective is not a top priority for all residents.
Furthermore, OBJ 12: An integrated, efficient transport system that provides safe and
affordable travel options for all, was indicated as the second least important objective,
with it totalling 10% of all objectives selected as the least important.

Figure 23: Least important objective, Draft IDP Comment Response Forms April 2022 (online and
paper-based)
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The results between the paper-based and online response forms were stark in their
difference. Responders using the paper-based forms indicated OBJ 5: Effective law
enforcement to make communities safer as the least important objective, while online
responders indicated that OBJ 14: A resilient city and OBJ 3: End load shedding in Cape
Town over time are the least important objectives, refer to Figure 24 below.

Figure 24: Least important objective per paper-based and online response forms, Draft IDP
Comment Response Forms April 2022 (online and paper-based)

The least important responses were much less conclusive and it is more useful to focus
on the most important responses”
8.2 CCT Website Have Your Say (HYS) online draft IDP comments and attachments
In total 157 comments were received, with 13 attachments (see Table 19). The majority
of these comments were on the Full IDP Draft (receiving 30 comments), followed by the
basic services priority (23 comments), and public space, environment and amenities
priority (22 comments).

Table 19: Total comments – Have Your Say online platform submissions by theme, April 2022
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Notably, 88% of all of those comments received through the HYS online platform were
related to the City’s mandate.
8.3 Overview
The draft IDP comment response analysis indicated that there was a good response
through the draft IDP public participation comments process, from a diverse range of
comment channels.
The high volume of responses, in particular the paper-based comment response form,
was encouraging. Not only was a large number of comments submitted, but the quality
of comments from verbal and written comments was high. As such, a substantial
number of comments were considered for possible inclusion in the IDP.
There was a notable positive response received on a number of IDP programmes within
the IDP sector engagements, as well as over email. These programme include 1.1 Ease
of doing business programme; 1.5 Consolidated land pipeline and release programme;
2.1 Mainstreaming basic service delivery to informal settlements and backyard
dwellings programme; 6.2 Holistic crime prevention programme; 7.1 Partnership for
affordable housing programme: Social Housing incentives initiative and 8.1 Microdeveloper and additional dwelling improvement programme. In addition, there were
large sections of the draft IDP for which no comments or critiques were received.
The next section focusses on the changes to the draft IDP, based on the comments
received.
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IDP Inputs and Comments incorporated in the draft IDP
1.

INPUTS FOR DRAFTING OF THE IDP

The top two priorities identified in the public survey were Inclusive Economic Growth and
Safety. In drafting the IDP, the City was intentional around making it clear how the full suite of
IDP programmes contribute to these priorities in recognition of their importance to the public.
How the programmes under each of the 6 priorities and 3 foundations contribute to inclusive
economic growth is explicitly set out in the draft. This is a golden thread that extends from the
vision to the strategic plan, the 16 objectives and the programmes, projects/initiatives that
underpin these. Reference to improved safety being an outcome of other IDP programmes
has been included in a number of programme descriptions throughout the IDP.
The highest ranking options under each of the priority areas selected in the survey provide an
indication of what the City should prioritize at the programme level. How these options have
been featured in programmes in the IDP is explained below for the top 3 priorities identified in
the survey.
Inclusive Economic Growth - making it easier to do business and create jobs
• Cutting red-tape – This outcome has been built into the ease of doing business
programme
• Supporting informal sector is emphasised in the inclusive economic development and
growth programme
Safety – making our City safer
• Increasing “boots on the ground”/visible policing is seen as the most important aspect
of making our City safer. This priority is featured in the enhanced policing programme
• Investing in technology to support law enforcement/crime intelligence was also rated
highly and is featured in the Safety technology programme
Basic services – Improving water, sanitation and waste services
• Enhancing and expanding water and sanitation services in informal settlements ranked
highly and is emphasised in the Mainstreaming basic services to informal settlements
and backyard dwellings programme
• Maintaining and investing in our sewer and water network ranked highly and is
featured strongly in the Excellence in water and sanitation service delivery programme
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2. KEY CHANGES TO THE DRAFT IDP IN RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
2.1 Implications of the survey results for the draft IDP
Paper-based form responders indicated OBJ 1: Increased jobs and investment within the Cape
Town economy while online responders indicated OBJ 5: Effective law enforcement to make
communities safer as the most important IDP objective, while OBJ 2: Improved access to
quality and reliable basic services occured in the top 4 most important objectives for both. This
confirms the current emphasis in the draft IDP on the objectives falling under the top three IDP
priorities: Economic Growth, Basic Services and Safety.
Objective 1 under the Economic Growth priority was indicated as the most important
important objective by a considerable margin, with almost double the selections compared
to the next most important objective. This confirms the current prioritisation in the draft IDP
among the six priorities and the overal emphasis on economic growth as the primary desired
outcome of the plan.
Both of the objectives under the housing priority scored high comparative to other objectives
within the draft IDP supporting priorities: Transport, Housing and Public Space, Environment and
Amenities. How the Economic Growth, Basic Services and Safety priorities link to improvements
in access to housing for residents has been made explicit in the draft IDP in order to reflect the
elevated importance of this need to the public.

Categories of comments received
Various types of comments on the draft IDP were received and the below table outlines how
each of these types were responded to, whether within the IDP document or through a
separate channel.
Types of
comments
received

Response and further actions taken

Not City Mandate

Comments were received relating to matters or issues which are outside
of the City’s mandate to address. These comments will be forwarded
onto the relevant Government entity or partner organisation.

Local Issue

Comments received relating to local level matters or issues which will be
raised with the City’s budget department and relevant Subcouncil for
consideration and action, as per 16.7.C. Local needs and service
delivery coordination initiative

City-wide Budget
related issues

Comments received relating to City-wide budget related issues will be
considered as part of the public participation process relating to the
City’s budget

Issues already
featured- in the
IDP

Comments received relating to issues already featured within a
programme within the IDP draft. This input will be considered in how this
programme is developed further and implemented
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Critique on IDP
process

Comments received raising concerns relating to the IDP public
participation process are noted and will be considered in the design of
future participation processes relating to the IDP.

General Critique

Comments were received either complaining about the quality of a
particular City service which does not relate to the draft IDP or raising a
matter not directly linkedto the draft IDP. These comments were noted.

Substantial new
proposal or gap
identified

Comments were received highlighting new proposals or identifying a
possible gap in the matters or issues considered by the IDP. Many of
these resulted in a change to the current IDP draft or may be
considered in more detail for the first year review of the IDP or possibly
as part of further policy devleopment

Performance
Indicators

Comments were received relating to performance indicators included
in the IDP, which have resulted in a change to the current IDP
Corporate Scorecard or will be considered in more detail for the first
year review of the IDP

2.3 Significant changes made to the draft IDP in response to comments
The comments received during the pubilc participation process have been analysed and
below is a description of the 11 most significant amendments made to the draft. Also, there
are a number of more minor amendments to the IDP text relating to word choice, emphasis
and the provision of greater clarity on terms used or programme/initiative outcomes in
response to the public comments and concerns raised.
A summary of the comments received forming the rationale for each of the following key
changes is provided below, as well as an indication of how the IDP draft was amended in
response.
1. Amendment to Objective 12

Original OBJ12: ‘An integrated and efficient transport system that provides safe and affordable
travel options for all’ has been changed to ‘A sustainable transport system that is integrated,
efficient and provides safe and affordable travel options for all’
This amendment was made in recognition of the important benefits of placing a sustainable
transport system as the desired outcome of the programmes falling under this objective. Key
informants for this amendment are the recognition that sustainable mobility cannot be
developed in isolation from land use planning that decreases travel distances and improves
accessibility whilst meeting the key objectives of universal access, enhanced safety, reduced
environmental impact (including climate change impact), improved resilience and greater
efficiencies.
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2. Theory of change: economic growth and poverty alleviation
Concerns were raised in the comments received and in a number of the sector-based
engagements around the City’s theory of change relating to how economic growth would
effectively address poverty in Cape Town, when so much inequality and economic exclusion
exists. In response to this concern, a section has been included in the vision section of the IDP
which speaks to how the City will work to reduce barriers and create pathways for hope. This
section outlines the major ways in which each of the IDP priorities and foundations will make it
easier for people to participate in the economy and benefit from economic growth.
3. Addition of a Wise water use initiative:

The need for the educational aspect related to water demand was raised, as the objectives
of a water-sensitive city will not be achieved through programmes and projects if the City of
Cape Town does not undertake some initiatives with an educational element with its residents
about the importance of water and any other resources. In response to this concern a new
initiative has been added – 4.3.D. Wise water use initiative, which focuses on how the City will
continue to use a range of public engagement activities and incentives to promote water
efficiency and the treatment and reuse of groundwater, stormwater and wastewater.
4. Broadening training of law enforcement officers
In terms of safety and security training, sensitising officers to gender-based violence and
trauma-related incidents should also extend to mental health and the homeless, especially
people living on the streets. Training of this nature is an opportunity to reduce stigmatisation
and build trust towards law enforcement.
Reference to City’s conflict resolution training being rolled out to Law Enforcement staff has
been included in the 5.1.A Safety and security training college improvement project, which
addresses issues such as trauma and gender-based violence.
5. Gangs and gun-violence
Concerns were raised in the comments process around the lack of explicit reference to
addressing gangs and gun-violence within the Safety priority, as this is a key concern as these
are some of the main drivers of crime and violence in Cape Town.
In response to this concern within the 5.1 Enhanced Policing Programme reference has been
made to how City resources will be targeted to communities afflicted by gangs and gunviolence and recognition of the contribution of gangsterism and gun violence to trauma in
communities has been included in IDP contextual analysis.

6. Addition of a City-land protection initiative
Multiple comments were received asking for greater acknowledgement and response from
the City around unlawful land occupation. In response, a public land protection initiative has
been incorporated into the 16.5 City facilities and property optimisation programme, which
focuses on improved monitoring and protection of City land holdings.
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7. Clarity on ‘well-located’ land for affordable housing
Comments were raised around the lack of description of what is meant by well-located land
which results in a lack of clarity as to how programmes under the Housing priority will be
monitored and evaluated going forward. In response, a description of ‘well-located’ land has
been included in 7.1 Partnership for affordable housing programme, drawn from the recently
approved CCT Human Settlements Strategy (2021).
8. Increased emphasis on Non-motorised transport (NMT), particularly safety concerns
There were a number of comments received around how people feel unsafe and insecure
whilst walking and cycling, as well as the need to promote benefits to NMT users and wider
economic and social benefits in road infrastructure investments.
In response, within the 13.1 Road safety and maintenance programme, the importance of
streets not only as mobility spaces for vehicles but spaces where economic activity and
community life takes place has been emphasised. Within this programme it has also been
made explicit that investments in the City’s road network includes investments in
sidewalks/footways and bicycle paths as well as associated enabling infrastructure. The
initiative on NMT infrastructure has been strengthened to emphasise that NMT infrastructure to
be expanded by the City includes pedestrian footways (inclusive of universal access),
cycleways, signage, busy signalized intersection improvements, as well as improving street
lighting.
9. Increased reference to Transit-Oriented Development (TOD)
The lack of reference to Transit Oriented Development in the document was raised as a
concern. TOD remains the approach of the City in understanding the dynamic between
transport and land-use and TOD is a guiding framework for the City’s spatial policies in fostering
a spatial form that supports integrated public transport and non-motorised transport. In order
that TOD comes through more clearly in the IDP, TOD and its desired outcomes have been
referenced in the following programmes
•
•
•
•

Programme 1.4 (Targeted urban development)
Programme 7.1 (Partnership for affordable housing)
Programme 12.1 (Public Transport reform)
Programme 12.3 (Bus rapid transit)

In the more spatially integrated and inclusive city foundation (objective 15) the narrative on
TOD, densification and addressing apartheid spatial legacy has been strengthened.
10.Addition of an initiative focused on the awareness of the City’s spatial policies – Critical
Enabling Activities
In response to multiple comments calling for greater articulation of and engagement around
the City’s spatial vision and rationale for densification, a Spatial Development Framework
Awareness and Empowerment initiative has been added to the Critical Enabling Activities
which focusses on activities important for continuously improving and building buy-in around
Cape Town’s spatial vision.
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11. Effective incorporation of local needs in spatial, infrastructure and service delivery plans
A large proportion of the comments received in relation to the draft IDP were in relation to
ward level/ local area needs and challenges, specific to a neighbourhood within Cape
Town. In order to ensure that these local area concerns are systematically acknowledged
and incorporated into the spatial, infrastructure and service delivery plans at the local level,
the 16.7.C. Local needs and service delivery coordination initiative relating to local needs
and service delivery coordination has been strengthened, as well as an initiative has been
added to the Critical Enabling Activities to ensure co-ordination, implementation, tracking
and reporting.

2.4 Major Issues/concerns raised to be considered through channels outside
of the IDP
The following key issues raised through the public participation process with requests received
for greater commitments/intervention from the City. These issues are being prioritised for further
analysis and action at the strategy and programme level within the City, which may lead to
amendments during the first year review of the IDP.
There are two main channels where these key issues raised during public participation will be
considered further and actioned. One of these channels is in the development or
implementation of City Strategies, and the other as part of the Mayoral Priority Programmes.
Key issued raised during public participation
Economic Growth
• Theory of change relating to economic
growth priority and fostering economic
participation
• More efficient processes linked to land
use, building approval, permitting
• Township economic
development/restructuring
• Sector-specific support
• Entrepreneur and SMME support
• Improvement of the working relationship
between CIDs and Subcouncils
Basic Services
• Incentives for energy demand reduction
• Alternative service delivery

Channels for further analysis and action

Implementation of the City Inclusive
Economic Growth Strategy (2021)
Ease
of
Doing
Programme

Business

Priority

Review of the Municipal
Development Framework

Spatial

Implementation of the District Spatial
Development Frameworks

Development
Strategy

of

the

City’s

Energy

Implementation
of
the
City’s
Infrastructure Planning and Delivery
Framework
Safety
• Theory of change
• Local crime issues and call for more
resources
• CCTV roll out
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of

the

City’s

Safety
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•

Maintenance of streetlights

Housing
• Emergency housing
• Addressing Unlawful Land Occupation
• Inclusionary housing/ housing in CBD
• Backyarder upgrading
Public Spaces, Environment and Amenities
• Access to facilities for those with
disabilities
• Issues with maintenance and low quality
public
open
spaces
in
various
communities
• Critique on City closing libraries
• Proposals for new parks and other facilities
Transport
• Electrification of public transport fleet
• Streets as public spaces
• NMT infrastructure and safety
• Reducing congestion
Resilient City
• Protection of agricultural land
• Low carbon/carbon neutrality
More spatially integrated and inclusive City
• Address apartheid structure
• Homelessness
• Indigenous knowledge and cultural
heritage

Capable and Collaborative City government
• Digital inclusivity and a vision for a digital
City
• More City apps and communication

Implementation of the City’s Human
Settlements Strategy (2021)
Development of an Emergency Housing
policy
Review
of
the
City’s
Development Strategy

Social

Review of the City’s Environmental
Strategy
Local issues to be considered by
Subcouncil managers
Comprehensive Integrated Transport
Plan review

Municipal
Spatial
Framework review

Development

Municipal
Spatial
Framework review

Development

District Spatial Development Framework
implementation
Revision
of
the
City’s
Development Strategy

Social

Ease
of
Doing
Programme

Priority

Business

Annual business planning for the City’s
Communications department

3. Corporate Scorecard
Public comments related to the draft Corporate Scorecard were deliberated at length by
relevant stakeholders and many have been addressed through amendments of indicator
name and/or targets and/or definition clarification. Comments that could not be considered
for the Corporate scorecard are addressed in the Directorate and Department scorecards
and these are monitored and tracked on a quarterly basis.
The performance management system used in the City is much wider than what is depicted
in the Corporate Scorecard. The Corporate Scorecard can only include indicators for
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outcomes which are solely in the City’s responsibility to deliver on. Medium- to long-term
outcomes are realised through a combination of the efforts of many stakeholders and,
therefore, predominantly not in the City’s ‘Area of Control’, but in the City’s ‘Area of Concern.’
These medium- to long-term outcomes and impacts do not feature as part of the corporate
scorecard, but are monitored as trends. In addition, the corporate scorecard can only include
indicators which are supported by data that is owned and managed by the City and can be
audited.
It is therefore not always possible to draw a reasonable and direct causal relationship between
the activities and outputs of the City’s programmes and projects and the outcomes
thereof. The City's contribution and influence on an outcome works in tandem with efforts,
interventions and contributions of communities, civil society, NGOs, other government entities,
industry and academia.
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1.

WHAT IS THE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT PLAN?

The Integrated Development Plan (IDP) is the central strategy of the City of Cape Town (the
City). The IDP communicates to residents, businesses and investors the City’s long-term vision,
and how the City plans to achieve it.
It is required in terms of the Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000, which defines the IDP as a
municipality’s principal strategic planning instrument that guides all municipal planning. The
IDP is made up of two parts – a strategic plan and an implementation plan.
The strategic plan is informed by community needs, stakeholder inputs, a contextual analysis,
and an evaluation of the existing state of Cape Town, all of which help identify the challenges
that the City needs to address to achieve its vision. Priorities and objectives provide focus in
addressing the most critical strategic challenges.
The implementation plan, in turn, focuses on only those key strategic programmes, projects
and initiatives that are critical to support the achievement of the strategic priorities during the
current five-year term of office. The implementation plan also sets out which City departments
are accountable for each programme.
This new term-of-office IDP will ensure that the City addresses what is not working, and
continues to serve its residents and support the growth of Cape Town to make the Mother City
a city of hope for all.

Figure 1: IDP annual cycle
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2.

VISION
A CITY OF HOPE FOR ALL

The people of South Africa have overcome the injustice and oppression of apartheid, only to
have many residents suffer under the twin oppressions of poverty and the fear of violent crime.
Our vision is for Cape Town to be a City of Hope for all – a prosperous, inclusive and healthy
city where people can see their hopes of a better future for themselves, their children and their
community become a reality. As the city government, we are focused on creating the
conditions for meaningfully faster economic growth, resulting in more Capetonians lifting
themselves out of poverty. Everything we do over the next five years will be geared towards
this outcome.
Cape Town will be a tangible demonstration of what is possible in South Africa if we work
together – and living proof that South African cities can be places where people’s life chances
steadily improve and poverty is overcome. A city where each resident can feel secure in the
knowledge that their city government is capable and accountable to deliver on the basics. A
city built on good governance, where the economy can thrive and bring investment and jobs,
without being weighed down by public infrastructure failure and corruption.
To turn Cape Town into South Africa’s city of hope, the City must provide the foundation
necessary to improve people’s life chances. We must use the public resources entrusted to us
to co-create a city that is more caring, more inclusive, more prosperous, more united, more
respectful, more safe and more free.
The following diagram shows the focus areas of the City over the next five years. The City will
focus on six priorities, the most important of which is economic growth to reduce poverty. These
priorities will rest on three foundations essential to realise ‘A City of Hope’.

2|Page
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Figure 2: The IDP strategic plan, comprising priorities and foundations that all supports the
vision of creating a City of Hope
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ECONOMIC GROWTH: The guiding priority for everything the City does is to
support meaningfully faster economic growth that enables people to lift
themselves out of poverty. Economic growth is needed to rekindle our hope in
a more prosperous future for all.
BASIC SERVICES: Economic growth is dependent on the City doing the basics
well. The City is committed to doing all it can to protect Cape Town’s economy
from the worst effects of failing national government services. Ending load
shedding over time is a key focus. Securing a reliable supply of water in the
future and providing quality sanitation and refuse collection services are
essential to enable a life of hope and dignity to communities.
SAFETY: Crime causes people to live with constant fear and anxiety. This is a
terrible form of oppression. No one can be free so long as this level of violent
crime persist. Crime also chases away investment and economic activity. This
is stealing our hope for a better future. Making Cape Town a city where all
people can live with less fear of crime and violence requires collective action
at scale, where government, the private sector and residents work together to
make communities safer.
HOUSING: The lack of adequate housing is an urgent concern that affects the
city’s health and well-being, and slows down efforts to unstitch the legacy of
apartheid spatial planning. The City must do everything it can to support the
accelerated building of homes, both formal and informal, by the private sector
to ensure adequate supply of housing to meet the needs of Capetonians.
PUBLIC SPACE, ENVIRONMENT AND AMENITIES: Maintaining a quality
environment, public spaces and waterways helps make our city healthier,
more liveable, more attractive and more resilient. We will work with
communities to keep our city clean so that Cape Town is a place that its
people take pride in and its visitors love to return to.
TRANSPORT: Efficient and sustainable public transport and quality road
networks are key enablers to businesses, workers and job seekers. A city that is
better connected will be more productive and create more economic
opportunities. We will work to make it safer and cheaper for all people to travel,
increasing their freedom to enjoy all that our city has to offer. We will also work
to change the dysfunctional nationally managed passenger rail system so that
Cape Town can have a greater role in running a train system that works.
Our city must be built on the right foundations if we are to succeed in becoming a City of
Hope. These foundations are essential to achieving a prosperous, sustainable and inclusive
city in the long term.
A resilient city that meets its resource needs sustainably, responds to climate change and is
able to withstand disaster events. The most significant way to increase the resilience of Cape
Town’s communities is to reduce poverty, being the primary driver of household vulnerability
to shocks.
A more spatially integrated and inclusive city, where people have more equitable access
to economic opportunities and social amenities, and the barriers to inclusion and well-being
are reduced. The City is committed to investing in public infrastructure to address the
injustice of apartheid spatial planning.
A capable and collaborative city government, which is modernised, financially healthy,
administratively efficient, innovative and future-focused. A city government that empowers
residents to contribute to decision making and is a collaborative and reliable partner to
other government entities, residents and businesses in addressing persistent urban
challenges. A city government that consistently fights for the needs of residents, even when
the responsibility to meet those needs rests with the national or provincial government or a
state-owned enterprise.
4|Page
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How the City will work to reduce barriers and create pathways for hope
Everything the City does over the next five years will be focused on enabling meaningfully
faster economic growth so that more Capetonians can lift themselves out of poverty. Growth
is essential for creating the number of job opportunities needed and sustaining quality basic
services. But too many people in Cape Town face barriers to participating in the city’s
economy and taking oppurtunities.
There are a number of ways that the City can reduce
these barriers and create pathways to greater
economic participation and social mobility. The most
important of these is through how and where it invests in
public infrastructure, enabling a significant increase in
housing provision by the private sector, the use and
release of City-owned land, and the development of
regulations and regulatory processes that enable a
more inclusive and integrated city and help businesses
start and grow. The City is dedicating resources to
communities where the lack of safety is a particularly
acute barrier to opportunity. The programmes and
initiatives in this plan show how the City will drive greater
economic participation to ensure that the benefits of
economic growth are felt by as many residents as
possible and lead to opportunities and hope for the
future.
A safer city with more employment opportunities, more housing opportunities, quality public
spaces, reliable basic services, and safe, efficient transport options will particularly benefit
women, who still carry the bulk of caring responsibilities.
In addition to actively reducing the barriers to economic participation and opportunity, the
City will partner with other spheres of government who can have an impact on reducing key
barriers. This includes, for example, partnering with the Western Cape Government on health,
education and early childhood development; and supporting National Government
programmes on skills development and support for entrepreneurs.
Below are the major ways in which each of the IDP priorities and foundations will make it easier
for people to participate in the economy and benefit from economic growth.
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3. CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS
3.1 Overview
People: Cape Town has seen steady population growth and, by 2021, was home to an
estimated 4,68 million people.1 However, the annual population growth rate is slowing. Cape
Town’s population is relatively young at present, with almost a quarter of all residents being
below the age of 14. Yet the age make-up of the city is expected to change over time, with
a growing proportion of people aged 65 and older. The old-age dependency ratio2 is
projected to increase from 10% in 2021 to 14% in 2030, and to 18% in 2040.3
Housing: A growing population, together with a decreasing average household size, has
resulted in a significant increase in the number of households in Cape Town. Households grew
from an estimated 1,07 million in 2011 to 1,46 million in 2021.4 The Cape Town housing market,
including both private and public housing developers, has not been able to keep up with the
demand for housing, leading to a growing number of informal dwellings in the city. This has
also been impacted by Covid-19, with shelter and housing dynamics, patterns and responses
evolving. Access to well-located land remains a challenge. Micro-developers5 and small-scale
property owners will play a bigger role by providing additional dwellings and transforming
erven to accommodate multiple housing units.6
Environment: Cape Town’s climate, natural assets and biodiversity, are part of what makes the
city a unique and desirable place to live, work and visit. Besides being the city’s most
prominent and iconic natural site, Table Mountain is also a Strategic Water Source Area and
critical for groundwater recharge. The Mother City is globally recognisable with 307 km of
coastline, over 45 000 ha of accessible protected areas7, and is one of only a few cities in the
world with a national park within its boundaries. It also has two world heritage sites designated
by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) – Robben
Island and the Cape Floral Region Protected Areas. The latter are in the world’s smallest floral
kingdom but one of the most diverse biodiversity hotspots.8
Economy: Cape Town has many infrastructure assets that give its economy a comparative
advantage. These include its road network, a world-class international airport, information and
communications technology (ICT) connectivity, as well as access to ports. The ICT sector also
offers agglomeration benefits, as Cape Town has established itself as a key technology hub
with a number of major companies launching their head offices in the city. The Cape Town
International Airport (CTIA), normally serving over ten million passengers per annum, is the
second busiest airport in South Africa.9 The Port of Cape Town, in turn, is the second busiest

2021 mid-year population estimates, Stats SA.
Representing the burden on the economically active part of the population to maintain those aged 65+.
3 2021 mid-year population estimates, Stats SA; City’s own population projections and calculations.
4 2021 mid-year population estimates, 2016 Community Survey and 2011 Census, Stats SA; City’s own calculations.
5 Developers of affordable rental units, traditionally in townships or former townships. In Cape Town, these units are
also known as small-scale rental units. City of Cape Town Human Settlements Strategy, 2021.
6 City of Cape Town Human Settlements Strategy, 2021.
7 Including 21 CCT nature reserves
8 See http://whc.unesco.org/en/statesparties/za.
9 ACSA, 2021.
1
2
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Africa10

container port in South
and serves a growing international import and export market
on one of the world’s busiest trade routes. Keeping in mind that Cape Town services a vast
agricultural hinterland in the Western Cape and beyond, agricultural and agri-processed
goods make up around 40% of total exports.11
However, economic growth at both a national and city level has not managed to keep pace
with population growth. The situation deteriorated in 2020 due to the impact of Covid-19 and
government’s response to it. As a result, gross domestic product (GDP) per capita, which has
been on a negative trajectory over the past decade, declined to R99 649 in 2020 (constant
2015 prices).12 In line with the national trend, economic growth in Cape Town contracted by
5,1% in 2020.13 The South African Reserve Bank (SARB) estimated economic growth of 4,8% for
the country for 2021,14 and Cape Town was likely to come in below this figure, at 4,7%, primarily
due to the depressed tourism industry.15
Key economic sectors and employment: Sectors that have grown quickly and emerged as
comparative advantages for Cape Town in the past few years include business activities and
services,16 finance and insurance,17 real-estate activities,18 and retail. However, some of these
are not very labour-intensive, and the demand for labour in the higher-skilled tertiary sectors
and the supply of labour in the lower-skilled categories of the labour market are often
mismatched. This widening gap is a key driving force behind structural unemployment in Cape
Town. Cape Town’s most labour-intensive sector is trade and hospitality, which is also the sector
most affected by the pandemic restrictions and may take longer to recover than other sectors.
Additionally, informal employment, on average, contributes 11% to total employment in Cape
Town. The goods and services provided through the informal economy are important in
providing access to goods and services for the most vulnerable residents, including food,
childcare and transport services.
In 2020, altogether 1,5 million individuals in Cape Town were employed, 429 128 were
unemployed but searching,19 and another 29 241 were discouraged job seekers. Although
Cape Town’s broad unemployment20 rate has remained lower than any of the other metros,
the 30,2% recorded in the third quarter of 2021 is the city’s highest recording since 2008. 21
Similarly, the narrow youth22 unemployment rate increased to 47,3% in 2020, from 45,2% in 2019.

Transnet National Ports Authority, 2021.
Quantec, 2021.
12 IHS Regional eXplorer, 2021
13 IHS Regional eXplorer, 2021
14 SARB 2022, Monetary Policy Statement January 2022
15 IHS Regional eXplorer, 2021
16 Including all service-related activities, such as software and IT as well as call centres.
17 Including financial intermediation, except insurance and pension funding.
18 Including property owning and letting, owning and/or sale of own fixed property, subletting of fixed property, as
well as activities of estate agencies, rent collectors, appraisers and valuers.
19 According to the strict definition of unemployment, a person is unemployed only if they have “taken active steps
to look for work or to start some form of self-employment in the four weeks prior to the interview”. These individuals
are sometimes referred to as the “searching unemployed”.
20 The broad definition of unemployment includes discouraged job seekers, meaning those who want to work, but
are not actively searching for a job as they have lost hope; those who want to work, but there are no jobs in the
area, or those who were unable to find work that required their skills. These individuals are sometimes referred to as
the “non-searching unemployed”.
21 Economic performance indicators for Cape Town, City of Cape Town, www.capetown.gov.za/EPIC.
22 Those aged 15 to 24.
10
11
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While this remains lower than the youth unemployment rate for the country (59,0%), 23 it is still
notably higher than in other developing countries. This rising unemployment may lead to a
greater reliance and impact on City programmes.
Income and poverty: Both the Human Development Index (HDI)24 and the GINI coefficient25
for Cape Town increased between 2010 and 2020. The HDI was 0,7526 in 2020, indicating an
improvement in human development. The GINI coefficient, however, was 0,63,27 pointing to a
growing gap in income distribution. The pandemic has slowed economic growth, raised
unemployment and led to greater food insecurity, which has disproportionately affected
women, the poor and the vulnerable. Thus, already-high levels of poverty in Cape Town have
climbed even further: The proportion of households earning R3 500 or less per month is
estimated to have increased from 22,6% in 2019 to 28,0% in 2020.28 Women were particularly
impacted during the pandemic: women were more likely to lose their jobs, less likely to gain
employment, less likely to benefit from income support measures and more likely to be doing
extra childcare. 29
Health: Capetonians’ health continues to improve, with a drop in the infant mortality rate in
recent years,30 and a steady increase in life expectancy.31 The average life expectancy at
birth in the Western Cape has increased steadily for both females and males – from 64,3 years
for males and 69,9 years for females in the period 2011–2016, to 64,9 years for males and 70,3
years for females in the period 2016–2021.32 Although this points to improved healthcare
conditions,33 the pandemic also reduced life expectancy in 2021. HIV/Aids and tuberculosis
trends in the city improved pre-pandemic due to better access to basic services and better
patient monitoring and support.
Crime and violence: Crime affects Cape Town as a whole, but criminal and gang activities
are particularly concentrated in areas of social vulnerability and poverty, and are linked to
social problems such as substance abuse.34 Additionally, gangsterism and associated gun
violence cause mass trauma to communities. Trauma due to experiences of crime is prevalent
in Cape Town and hinders community well-being and economic growth. In the past seven
years, the total crime rate per 100 000 Capetonians has declined at a faster rate than at a
national level and in most other South African metros. 35 Nevertheless, the crime rate in Cape
Town remains consistently higher than the national rate and metro average. Despite this,
national police deployment per 100 000 population has decreased over the past decade with

Quarterly Labour Force Survey, Stats SA, 2021.
Measures health, educational attainment and standard of living. UNDP, http://hdr.undp.org/en/content/humandevelopment-index-hdi.
25
Measures
income
distribution
among
individuals
or
households.
OECD,
https://stats.oecd.org/glossary/detail.asp?ID=4842.
26 IHS Markit, 2021.
27 IHS Markit, 2021.
28 General Household Survey, Stats SA, 2019 and 2020.
29 Casale, D. and Shepherd, D., 2021. The gendered effects of the COVID-19 crisis and ongoing lockdown in South
Africa: Evidence from NIDS-CRAM Waves 1 – 5. NIDS-CRAM
30 National Infant mortality - 2021 mid-year population estimates, Stats SA.
31 The provincial statistic serves as a proxy for Cape Town, as the city constitutes the vast majority of the Western
Cape’s population.
32 2021 mid-year population estimates, Stats SA.
33 City of Cape Town State of Cape Town 2020; 2020 mid-year population estimates, Stats SA.
34 City of Cape Town State of Cape Town 2016.
35 South African Police Service, 2021 Crime Statistics and 2021 Mid-Year Population Estimates, Statistics South Africa
23
24
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the Western Cape having fewer police officers than the national average.36 Although
perceptions of safety have improved, less than two thirds of Capetonians reportedly feel safe
walking alone during the day.37 Unfortunately, sexual crimes are significantly underreported,
and comprehensive gender-based violence data for Cape Town is lacking.
Unlawful land occupation: Unlawful land occupation is a growing phenomenon in South
Africa. It is driven by a shortage of well-located affordable housing, rapid urbanisation, low
economic growth and the displacement of people, as well as organised groups exploiting the
need for housing to generate cash by carrying out unlawful occupations. The speed, scale
and impact of unlawful occupations is increasing. A notable rise in incidents was also
experienced during the lockdown. In 2018, more than 232 ha of City-owned land was
unlawfully occupied; by 2020, this figure had increased to over 241 ha. By July 2020,
approximately 339 ha of state-owned and private land in Cape Town had been unlawfully
occupied (73% of which was City land). A number of formal housing projects also had to be
cancelled in 2020 and 2021 because of unlawful occupations, which have also impacted
Cape Town’s unique nature reserves. These remain vulnerable to unlawful occupation.
Climate change: The impacts of climate change have the potential to disrupt infrastructure,
ecosystem services and general basic services provision in Cape Town, and disproportionately
affect those who are already poor and vulnerable. 38 The key climate-related hazards facing
the city are heatwaves and high-heat days; decreased rainfall, drought and water scarcity;
flood risk and storm damage; coastal erosion and sea-level rise, as well as fire risk.39 These risks
occur in an already resource-constrained context, compounding existing challenges relating
to energy provision, water resource management and biodiversity loss.
Cape Town cannot rely on the crumbling national state to plan for these risks properly, so the
City must prepare itself and protect residents by, for example, securing new sources of water.
Reducing reliance on Eskom coal-generated power is also the most important single thing the
City can do to lower our own carbon footprint. Currently, over half of Cape Town’s carbon
emissions arise from the use of high-carbon electricity (from Eskom coal-generated power),
although transport consumes more energy in total.40

3.2 Service delivery and infrastructure
The City’s suite of services includes the basic services of access to water and sanitation, waste
removal, and access to energy supply. Since 2014, access to basic services has generally
increased, with the exception of energy supply. The next section provides more details on the
changes in basic service provision and expands on residents’ level of access to basic services
in Cape Town.

South African Police Services annual report, 2011/12 to 2020/21 and South African Population estimates (2011 to
2020) using Statistics South Africa (2021) mid-year population estimates
37 2018/19 and 2019/20 Governance Public Safety and Justice Survey, Stats SA.
38 City of Cape Town Climate Change Strategy, 2021,
https://resource.capetown.gov.za/documentcentre/Documents/City%20strategies,%20plans%20and%20frameworks
/Climate_Change_Strategy.pdf, p. 35.
39 City of Cape Town Energy and Climate Change Directorate, Energy and Climate Change Sector Plan, internal
document, 2021.
40 South Africa’s coal-based electricity grid is carbon-intensive, whereas transport fuels (petrol and diesel) are
relatively low-carbon.
36
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3.2.1 Existing level of development
Investing in economic and social infrastructure is one way in which the City stimulates growth
and supports inclusive economic development.41 Public infrastructure investment is also a
powerful catalyst for spatial integration, and meaningfully improves access to the kinds of
economic, educational and social opportunities that can lift families out of poverty. However,
South African municipalities struggle to fund the expansion and improvement of public
infrastructure in a sustainable way due to the limited opportunity to expand their revenue base,
as well as increasing demands on their constrained resources. Municipalities also face service
delivery challenges because of aging infrastructure, low-level control over key economic
infrastructure, and significant growth in demand for basic services. Many municipalities do not
have sufficiently developed infrastructure project pipelines and do not invest sufficiently in
infrastructure project preparation and execution.

3.2.2 Levels of access to services42
Levels of access to basic services are informed by two different datasets. Demand-side data,
which is typically reported by households in surveys, provides a holistic picture of basic services
access43. However, the main dataset reflecting basic services provision in Cape Town is supplyside data, which the City actively collects.
The City strives to provide all households within informal settlements 44 with access to the full
suite of basic services. Intermittently, some settlements or dwellings temporarily fall outside the
national service standard for electricity and water and sanitation access. This is typically
because of vandalism and theft of equipment, or where entire settlements are being
upgraded, and it takes time to install the required infrastructure to provide water services.
There are a small number of informal settlements located on private property or below the 50year flood-line, which impacts on the City’s ability to provide services at the required ratios
and distances from households. In these instances, the City investigates acquiring the property
or relocating the households where feasible. The City also continues to test and implement
alternative methods to deliver access to services in a way that offers dignity to residents and
is cost-effective and sustainable over time.

Water and sanitation
Functional split
The City is responsible for the treatment and reticulation of water to residents of Cape Town,
while National Government, through the Department of Water and Sanitation, is responsible
for bulk water supply and infrastructure. Cape Town is part of the Western Cape water supply
system (WCWSS), which gets its water from six major rain-fed dams. Cape Town accounts for

Financial totals provided by City of Cape Town Corporate Project, Programme and Portfolio Management
Department.
42 This section provides a high-level overview of levels of access to the City’s services.
43 Service access data will be updated with updated results from the 2022 census
44 Administratively defined as unplanned areas of informality where unauthorised housing structures are erected and
that do not comply with any existing planning and building regulations. The definition excludes informal settlements
established because of an active land invasion process.
41
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approximately 64% of water use in the WCWSS, with a further 29% used for agriculture, and 7%
by other urban areas.45
The City is also responsible for the provision of sanitation services in the metro. This includes
developing and maintaining an extensive network of sewers and pump stations to safely pipe
wastewater to the City’s wastewater treatment works, from where it is disposed of.
Levels of access
Formal households: All formal households in Cape Town have access to piped water, with 97%
of households receiving services through a billed metered connection to their property. 46 All
households living in formal homes also have access to adequate sanitation, with an on-site
connection to the City’s sewer network.
Informal settlements: The City provides 96% of households in informal settlements 47 with free
and unrestricted access to water,48 as well as access to shared toilets.49 Communal water
points are situated within 200 m of each household. On top of this, the City aims for its own
higher service standard of at least one communal tap per 25 households, provided within
100 m of each household – a standard achieved for 85% of informal settlements in Cape Town.
Backyard dwellings:50 Since 2014, more than 3 000 water and sanitation points have been
installed in backyard dwellings on City rental property. This provides the occupants of these
dwellings with their own allocation of 200 litres of free water per day, which is not controlled
by the resident of the main dwelling on the property. This eliminates backyarders’ reliance on
the main dwelling and reduces the potential for exploitation.51
Key risks
The severe three-year drought (2015–2017) not only highlighted the importance of water
resource management, but also emphasised the disparities in water access. Sanitation
infrastructure remains under pressure due to aging infrastructure and rapid increase of
demand due to urbanisation which includes encroachment over service servitudes and
blockages that increase risk of sewage spills. The current bulk water supply and sanitation
systems requires greater diversification, redundancy52 and timely investment to meet
projected needs and enable older infrastructure to be refurbished and maintained. 53

45

City of Cape Town (2018), Water Services and the Cape Town Urban Water Cycle,
https://resource.capetown.gov.za/documentcentre/Documents/Graphics%20and%20educational%20material/Wat
er%20Services%20and%20Urban%20Water%20Cycle.pdf.
City of Cape Town Water and Sanitation Department, figures stated for the 2020/21 financial year.
Administratively defined as unplanned areas of informality where unauthorised housing structures are erected and
that do not comply with any existing planning and building regulations. The definition excludes informal settlements
established because of an active land invasion process.
48 Via communal water points.
49 One toilet shared between five households, as per the required national minimum standard.
50 Also referred to as formal or informal additional dwellings.
51 The City was the first metro to offer such backyarder services.
52 The inclusion of extra components that are not strictly necessary to functioning, in case of failure in other
components.
53 Water and Sanitation Sector Plan 2020/21.
46
47
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Waste
Functional split
Waste management services54 are provided to business, commerce as well as formal and
informal households either directly by the City’s Solid Waste Management Department or a
contracted service. Where the City is not the service provider, all waste generators must
contract waste service providers accredited with the City’s Solid Waste Management
Department.
Levels of access
The City strives to provide 100% of formal households with weekly kerbside refuse collection
using the wheelie bin system. Currently 100% of formal households receive this level of service.
Collection and cleansing services in informal settlements are prioritised to ensure that each
informal dwelling has access to a free basic (at least) once-a-week, bagged door-to-door
waste collection service. This service is currently delivered to 99,79% of households living in
recognised informal settlements. The remaining 0,21% are not accessible by vehicle. In these
instances, the City provides communal bins or skips, which are emptied at least once a week.
Capetonians generate an average of 4 400 tons of waste every day, or approximately 1,6
million tons every year.55
Key risks
The City needs to increase the level of waste collection services in informal settlements, over
and above the existing skips and bins and the bagged, door-to-door collection system, to
avoid waste spill-overs and illegal dumping. Moreover, the City currently relies on two landfills
– Vissershok and Coastal Park – for diversion of waste. As Coastal Park will be closed in the
medium term, this will leave Vissershok (North and South) as the last operating landfill in Cape
Town. However, since neighbouring municipalities also have a lack of landfill space, Vissershok
may become a quasi-regional landfill in the medium term.56

Energy
Functional split
Currently, Cape Town’s electricity supply comes almost entirely from Eskom. As a result, the city
has not escaped the devastating effects of load-shedding over the past 15 years as Eskom
continues to struggle to supply power. The City has not moved fast enough to protect the city
economy from the effects of load shedding. However, it has made some progress towards a
more resilient energy model. Since 2009, it has been implementing a municipal energy-

Referring to waste collection and the provision of waste drop-off sites.
City of Cape Town Urban Waste Management Directorate.
56 Solid Waste Sector Plan 2020/21.
54
55
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efficiency retrofit programme for streetlights, traffic lights and City buildings. This has reduced
electricity demand by 265 GWh and saved over R340 million57 between 2009/10 and 2020/21.58
The City’s distribution network includes 55 injection points from the national grid. Current
generation assets comprise the Steenbras pumped storage scheme and two small gas
turbines, which are usually run in emergencies only. The large generating assets in the Western
Cape, namely the Koeberg nuclear power station and the Ankerlig and Gourikwa gas
turbines, are Eskom-owned.
The City and Eskom are the two licensed electricity distributors in the metro, with Eskom directly
serving 21% of Cape Town’s electricity demand, and the City serving 79%.59 The City is also
responsible for public lighting for the whole metro, with the exception of certain national and
provincial roads.
Levels of access
Although most households have direct access to grid electricity, some still lack access. These
households generally reside in areas that are un-electrifiable, being either situated on
contested land, privately owned land, below the 50-year flood line, or on land reserved for
infrastructure.60 For lack of electricity, they tend to rely on fuels such as open flames and
paraffin, which pose a health, environmental and safety risk.
The City has successfully used its Steenbras hydro pump storage facility to protect residents
from the impact of load-shedding. At times, this has kept Capetonians on lower load-shedding
stages than the rest of the country.
Key risks
Load shedding is one of the handbrakes on the South African and local economies. Risks are
compounded by a compromised utility financial model as a result of increasing prices and
decreasing demand. Illegal connections and theft or destruction of municipal infrastructure
make it harder to deliver greater access. Vandalism of both network infrastructure and public
lighting has also increased. The scale of this problem has not only seen a rise in the cost of
electricity service provision, but also increasing instances of service disruption, and safety
concerns for staff and the public alike.61

Transport
Functional split
Currently, all three spheres of government are responsible for different aspects of the public
transport system in Cape Town. As the planning authority, the City provides direction as to the
need for the service on all public transport service applications. In terms of subsidised public
transport services, National Government, through the Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa
(PRASA), is currently responsible for the passenger rail system, Province currently for the Golden

Includes secondary savings (local cost of supply). City of Cape Town State of Energy and Carbon Report 2021.
City of Cape Town Energy and Climate Change Directorate, Energy and Climate Change Sector Plan, 2021.
59 City of Cape Town State of Energy and Carbon Report 2021.
60 Such as road, rail and power line reserves and servitudes.
61 City of Cape Town Energy Sector Plan 2020/21.
57
58
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Arrow Bus Service (GABS), and the City for the MyCiTi bus service. The minibus taxi industry
comprises private taxi associations, which are licensed by Province and then regulated by the
City.

Level of access
Prior to the pandemic, congestion on Cape Town’s roads had been steadily increasing. From
2014 to 2019, private cars as a share of all transport modes to work increased from 39,3% to
43,3%.62
The City also manages various structures associated with its 10 452 km of roads, including
bridges, culverts, sign gantries, retaining walls, municipal steps and masts. A recent assessment
of Cape Town roads has shown that 75% are in a good condition. Improving on this will require
ongoing, improved maintenance and investment.
Key risks
The deterioration and even collapse of the commuter rail system across South Africa has seen
passenger numbers decrease significantly.63 This has disproportionately affected poor and
already vulnerable residents, who are more reliant on public transport and live furthest from
their places of work. As people started shifting to road-based alternatives, this has led to even
more vehicles on Cape Town’s roads. Additionally, the poor performance of freight rail services
sees a substantial proportion of freight transported by road, which further affects the
sustainability of the current transport system. Moreover, road transport in the city adds
significantly to overall Greenhouse Gas emissions in Cape Town, contributing to climate
change64.

Community facilities and environment
Functional split
The City provides a range of facilities to promote communities’ well-being and access to
recreation. On behalf of Province, the City also delivers healthcare and library services by
agreement.
Levels of access
By early 2022, the City was maintaining and providing access to more than 3 600 parks,
202 community centres, 163 sports grounds, nine stadiums, 41 cemeteries and a crematorium,
35 swimming pools, coastal facilities and resorts, and a range of other community
facilities. Environmentally oriented public spaces include the protected areas (nature reserves)

Train main mode of transport to work numbers dropped by over 11 percentage points between 2014 and 2019 (from
14.8% to 3.4%). General Household Survey 2014 and 2019, Stats SA.
63 User numbers dropped by over 11 percentage points between 2014 and 2019 (from 14.8% to 3.4%). General
Household Survey, 2014 and 2019, Stats SA.
64 2018 statistics. Cape Town State of Energy and Carbon 2021
62
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and conservation areas, the coastline and greenbelts. The City currently manages 27 sensitive
natural areas and 337 greenbelts.65 66
Primary healthcare services are provided through 105 clinics, and library services are delivered
at 103 library facilities.
Key risks: Due to budget constraints, the City needs to review its current approach to provide
and maintain community facility infrastructure in a more equitable and sustainable manner.
Investment by the municipality in services that are the mandate of other spheres of
government (e.g. primary healthcare services) displaces spending on core municipal
mandates and priorities.

65
66

Most of the CCT nature reserves along with the Table Mountain National Park are largely open access.
City of Cape Town Recreation and Parks Department, 2022.
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3.3 Public Needs
The Municipal Systems Act67 requires that the local community be consulted on its
development needs and priorities and participate in the drafting of the IDP. Similarly it also
requires that key role players be identified and consulted as part of the drafting process.
The City followed a two-phased public engagement approach.
Phase 1: The first phase (26 November 2021 to 13 January 2022) gained input from the public
on their priorities through an online and paper-based survey, as well as through engagements
with key stakeholder groups. These inputs were a key informant in the drafting of the IDP and
ensured that the content of the IDP was based on prioritisation of needs by the public.
Phase 2: The second phase (1 April 2022 to 22 April 2022) focussed on gaining inputs and
comments from the public on the draft IDP document. The City considered these comments
and made amendments at the objective, programme and initiative levels to finalise the IDP.
Nearly 32 000 survey inputs were received in the public engagement process in December
and January 2022 almost 19 000 comment submissions were received in the second round of
participation.

Figure 3: Top priorities and objectives identified through the IDP Public Participation Process

The public inputs, together with the developmental needs identified in the contextual analysis
and assessment of existing levels of development, were key informants in developing the vision,
priorities and objectives of this IDP, as well as the programmes and projects included in the
implementation plan.

67

Section 29(1)(b)(i)(ii) of the Municipal Systems Act, Act 32 of 2000
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4.

STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT

4.1

Strategic alignment with national, provincial and City strategies

The priorities and foundations underlying our vision are generally aligned with national and
provincial strategies (see annexure B). These include the National Development Plan (NDP),
Integrated Urban Development Framework (IUDF) and the Provincial Strategic Plan 2019–2024
and Recovery Plan 2021.
The City itself also has a suite of key strategies that will be integral in driving the implementation
of the IDP, as illustrated below. In addition, the IDP will give rise to possible new strategies and
reviews of current strategies to continuously enhance alignment and implementation.

Figure 4: IDP strategic alignment with existing/future City strategies
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4.2

Spatial Development Framework

Cape Town’s Municipal Spatial Development Framework (MSDF) is required by law to translate
the vision and strategy of the City’s IDP into a desired spatial form for the municipality. The
City’s MSDF presents a long-term plan for the spatial development of Cape Town over a
timeframe of 10 to 20 years. Importantly, it needs to provide practical policy guidance for
decision makers to achieve the right spatial balance between different competing sectors
and interests.
The MSDF includes a spatial vision, policy parameters and development priorities that will help
Cape Town achieve a reconfigured and inclusive spatial form and structure. The spatial vision
is supported by the following spatial strategies embedded in the MSDF and the district spatial
development frameworks (DSDFs).
SPATIAL STRATEGY: PLAN FOR EMPLOYMENT AND IMPROVE ACCESSIBILITY AND ACCESS TO
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES
Cape Town’s spatial form and function is one of the significant factors affecting the city’s
immediate and longer-term economic prospects and the economic and social inclusion of its
residents. The City has an important role in maintaining a liveable, safe, vibrant and productive
urban environment and the accompanying infrastructure to attract and retain investment,
particularly in township economic nodes. In the medium term, it is crucial to sustain economic
growth and reduce the cost for poor households to access opportunities through quality and
affordable transport and housing, following the principle of transit-oriented development.
SPATIAL STRATEGY: BUILD AN INCLUSIVE, INTEGRATED AND VIBRANT CITY
The City will promote the development of a more spatially inclusive, integrated and vibrant
Cape Town that addresses the economic and social exclusions entrenched by the apartheid
era.
Desired outcomes include increased density in the urban core and particularly along public
transport routes, a greater mix of income groups and land uses in neighbourhoods, and the
adequate and equitable provision of utilities, social facilities, heritage, cultural and
recreational spaces.
SPATIAL STRATEGY: MANAGE URBAN GROWTH AND CREATE A BALANCE BETWEEN URBAN
DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
The City actively promotes an urban form with higher densities and mixed land use patterns in
the urban inner core, supported by efficient public transport and infrastructure networks and
amenities. The envisaged developmental outcomes are more sustainable use of land and
natural resources, lower carbon emissions, climate adaptation, more efficient use
of infrastructure, and effective public transport systems and amenities.
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The City’s range of spatial planning instruments operate at various
scales, and each lower-level instrument is informed by higher-level
plans:








The MSDF is the overarching framework setting out the
longer-term spatial vision, policy objectives and desired
outcomes, as informed by the IDP.
DSDFs align with, and give effect to, the MSDF by translating
the strategic priorities of the MSDF (and IDP) into district and
subdistrict development guidelines.
Local spatial development frameworks (LSDFs) align with,
and give further effect to, the MSDF and the relevant DSDF
by providing more detailed, local planning guidance. LSDFs
also include detailed information regarding proposed
precinct development areas.
Precinct development plans (PDPs) provide specific design
guidelines for precincts. These may include details of
projects and the associated implementation plans to
develop a precinct.
Site development plans (SDPs) represent planning at site
level. They provide detailed information, such as site layout,
positioning of buildings and structures, property access, etc.

Collectively, these three spatial strategies and associated policies
and plans:





establish a corporate spatial perspective, which informs the
review of sector and lower-order spatial plans;
inform infrastructure investment and maintenance;
inform submissions and motivations for development proposals
from the public and private sector; and
directly affects the assessment of development applications
under delegation or via the Municipal Planning Tribunal.

IMPERATIVES IN REVIEWING THE MSDF
The MSDF will be reviewed to ensure that it is fully aligned with this IDP and supports its priorities
and objectives. In particular, the MSDF and its supporting spatial plans and policies must
facilitate rapid and inclusive economic growth so that many more residents, households and
communities will be able to improve their circumstances and life chances. The MSDF review
will also respond to the urgent need to increase housing numbers, across a range of housing
types and prices.
In addition, to create a spatially inclusive, integrated and vibrant Cape Town, the City will
actively pursue the densification of the urban inner core, driving the policy of transit-oriented
development – supported by public infrastructure and zoning overlays.
Additional imperatives are to:




target public investment and City infrastructure investment in the existing urban footprint
to eradicate backlogs and provide sufficient capacity for increased densities. Areas to
address immediate challenges have already been identified and prioritised;
identify development focus and urban support areas in the DSDFs as a basis for targeted
investment and new land and infrastructure programmes; and
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support the release of strategically located vacant and underutilised land in the urban
footprint for development to avoid distortions to land markets that have made access to
land and housing for lower-income households difficult.

4.3 The City’s mandate: control versus influence and concern

Figure 5: Areas of Control, Influence and Concern

Area of control: Like all other local governments in South Africa, the City has certain legislative
competencies, responsibilities and powers. Some of these fall exclusively in the domain of local
government, while others are shared with other spheres of government. Competencies in the
City’s area of control range from the provision of basic services such as waste removal, through
building regulations and municipal planning, to municipal roads, traffic, parking, sports
grounds and parks. The City is fully responsible and accountable for delivering these functions.
However, much of Cape Town’s major economic infrastructure and key regulations that affect
the options available to the municipality, businesses and residents are not within the City’s
direct control. As a result, decision making by other spheres of government and state-owned
enterprises often presents a critical barrier to economic growth and poverty reduction in our
city, with vulnerable households paying the highest price for shortfalls.
Area of influence: Some of the elements outside the City’s direct control would still fall in its
area of influence, where the City is able to work collaboratively with various government
departments, state-owned enterprises, non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and other
players to find lasting solutions to residents’ needs. Elements in the City’s area of influence
include public safety, energy security, housing provision and the reduction of red tape for
residents and businesses.
Area of concern: Finally, certain elements fall in the City’s area of concern, where the City
currently has limited opportunity to influence the decisions, resource allocations and service
quality of other entities. In this regard, the City first opts for collaboration and partnership.
However, in the interest of residents, the City also holds other spheres of government and
entities accountable to deliver on their legislated and constitutional responsibilities. In areas
such as passenger rail transport, for instance, the City will continue advocating for better
services and the devolution of rail functions to ensure a quality, reliable rail service for Cape
Town.
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5.

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

The City’s five-year implementation plan is informed by 16 objectives. The diagram below
indicates how the strategic plan is translated into the implementation plan. The 16 objectives
describe what success looks like in realising the vision of a City of Hope. The programmes and
initiatives/projects under each of these objectives are the ways in which the City intends to
contribute towards these objectives.
The following diagram shows the structure of the implementation plan, and how it is aligned
for implementation.

Figure 6: Translating the IDP strategic plan into the IDP implementation plan

Priority/
Foundation

1
Objective

1.1
Programme

1.1.A.
Project

Figure 6: Structure of the IDP implementation plan

Note that the programmes, projects and initiatives contained in the implementation plan are
those that are of key significance in achieving the objectives of this five-year plan. This IDP
does not list all of the City’s mandated duties. However, ordinary, day-to-day activities,
programmes and projects arising from the City’s mandated duties will still be linked to the
budget via the IDP’s objectives.
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The City’s 16 objectives linked to its priorities and foundations are as follows:

ECONOMIC GROWTH
OBJ 1: Increased jobs and investment in the Cape Town
economy
BASIC SERVICES
OBJ 2: Improved access to quality and reliable basic services
OBJ 3: End load-shedding in Cape Town over time
OBJ 4: Well-managed and modernised infrastructure to
support economic growth
SAFETY
OBJ 5: Effective law enforcement to make communities safer
OBJ 6: Strengthen partnerships for safer communities

HOUSING
OBJ 7: Increased supply of affordable, well-located homes
OBJ 8: Safer, better-quality homes in informal settlements and
backyards over time
PUBLIC SPACE, ENVIRONMENT AND AMENITIES
OBJ 9: Healthy and sustainable environment
OBJ 10: Clean and healthy waterways and beaches
OBJ 11: Quality and safe parks and recreation facilities
supported by community partnerships
TRANSPORT
OBJ 12: A sustainable transport system that is integrated,
efficient and provides safe and affordable travel options for
all
OBJ 13: Safe and quality roads for pedestrians, cyclists and
vehicles
OBJ 14: A RESILIENT CITY
OBJ 15: A MORE SPATIALLY INTEGRATED AND INCLUSIVE CITY
OBJ 16: A CAPABLE AND COLLABORATIVE CITY GOVERNMENT
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IDP implementation plan overview
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ECONOMIC GROWTH
Let’s make Cape Town the easiest place to do business and create jobs in Africa
Commitments

Programmes and projects/initiatives

OBJECTIVE 1: Increased jobs and investment in the Cape Town economy
The City is committed to increasing jobs and Ease-of-doing-business programme
investment in the Cape Town economy by
 Ease-of-doing-business project
simplifying regulations and processes so that
 Development facilitation project
it is easy for businesses to start and grow.
Collaboration between government and the
private sector in Cape Town is essential to
innovate and implement solutions to critical
problems that are standing in the way of job
creation, such as load-shedding.
The City will work with other spheres of
government that govern key components of
the local economic infrastructure, including
Cape Town International Airport and the Port
of Cape Town, to improve local connectivity
with the rest of the continent and the world.
The City will work with partners to increase
economic
participation
and
reform
regulations, and so allow for more
opportunities to enter the job market and
start a business in both the formal and
informal economy.

The City will concentrate investment in public
infrastructure and operations in targeted
areas to accelerate economic growth.
The City will release City-owned land for
economic growth and affordable housing.

Investment and partnership development
programme
 Growth coalition project
 Event and film industry facilitation
project
 Strategic assets initiative
 Intergovernmental
collaboration
initiative
 Resource efficiency initiative

Inclusive economic development and
growth programme
 Informal sector support initiative
 Work-readiness initiative

Targeted urban development programme
 Local
area
and
precinct
development initiative
 Precinct management initiative
 CBD recovery and transition project
Consolidated land pipeline and release
programme
 Data-driven
land
management
initiative
 Land packaging initiative
 Accelerated land release initiative
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OBJECTIVE 1: Increased jobs and investment in the Cape Town
economy
1.1 Ease-of-doing-business programme
Programme description: Create an environment where businesses
can start and grow.

SDGs 1, 2, 8, 9, 10

The time, effort and cost to comply with regulations are key barriers to many residents
trying to start or grow their businesses. While most regulations that drive up costs or
discourage entrepreneurship fall within the mandate of National Government, some
of the City’s regulatory powers and services must also be more efficient. Businesses of
all sizes, including enterprises in the informal economy, must consider Cape Town an
attractive place to operate, and the City an effective and supportive partner.
1.1.A. Ease-of-doing-business project: The City will simplify regulatory
processes and requirements, and speed up permitting. This would
include areas such as land use rights, heritage management, building
regulations, licensing and more. The City will drive these reforms through
a home-grown version of the World Bank’s (now discontinued)
subnational ease-of-doing-business programme. This initiative will
identify key areas of reform, set benchmarks and targets, and then
track progress. The City will advocate strongly for other spheres of
government also to reform overly burdensome regulations.
1.1.B. Development facilitation project: The City will simplify its
Development Application Management System (DAMS) and e-services
submission portal to enable a more user-friendly process for application
submissions. To complement the system improvement and speed up
application processes even further, the City will strive to make
development management services more efficient and supportive
including expediting micro-development and small scale rental unit
development. A mechanism will be established to exempt certain
areas of Cape Town from compliance with the National Heritage
Resources Act68 to streamline development applications while still
protecting Cape Town’s unique cultural heritage.

City role:
Enable
Regulate
Advocate

Accountable
directorate:
Economic
Growth
City role:
Enable
Regulate

Accountable
directorate:
Spatial
Planning and
Environment

1.2 Investment and partnership development programme
Programme description: Support the private sector to attract more
jobs and investment to the Cape Town economy.
1.2.A. Growth coalition project: As the City does not hold all the levers
to stimulate growth, all key players need to work together to unlock
meaningfully faster economic growth. The City will establish a coalition,
providing a platform for businesses in different sectors to voice their
concerns and jointly remove any obstacles to growth.

SDGs 1, 2, 8,
9, 10, 17
City role:
Partner
Accountable
directorate:
Economic
Growth

Section 34(1) of the National Heritage Resources Act 25 of 1999, which states that “no person may alter or demolish
any structure or part of a structure which is older than 60 years without a permit issued by the relevant provincial
heritage resources authority”.
68
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1.2.B. Event and film industry facilitation project: Establishing Cape Town
as a major events capital and a film hub is important for job creation.
City resources will be coordinated to ensure the successful hosting of
major international and community events and the facilitation of film
productions. The City’s efficient permitting process means that the
events and film industry can operate easily in Cape Town. The City will
further improve its events application process to make it easier and
cheaper to gain the municipality’s permission and support for smallerscale events, such as pop-up markets.
1.2.C. Strategic assets initiative: The City’s portfolio of strategic assets are
important to Cape Town’s reputation as a major events destination. The
most significant of these are Cape Town Stadium and the Cape Town
International Convention Centre. Other strategic assets managed by
the City include the City Hall, the Grand Parade, the Good Hope
Centre, the Old Granary, Green Point Park, the Green Point Athletics
Stadium and the Athlone Stadium. The City will use its strategic assets to
enhance Cape Town’s profile globally and encourage investment and
tourism in support of the city’s economic recovery. To ensure that
communities also derive more direct benefit, these facilities will be
developed and managed in a way that contributes to social and
economic opportunities in the areas where they are situated.
1.2.D. Intergovernmental collaboration initiative: Enhancing the
efficiency and competitiveness of Cape Town’s port and airport, the
city’s small-boat harbours and other transport links are important to local
economic growth. This project will ensure that the necessary precinct
management and public infrastructure around these key economic
nodes support the efficient movement of goods and people, and that
land use management supports economic activity. The City will also
mobilise stakeholders to collectively address complex challenges that
hinder the effective functioning of important economic infrastructure.

1.2.E. Resource efficiency initiative: Improved resource efficiency
provides considerable benefits to Cape Town businesses: It reduces
operating costs, improves competitiveness, and makes the city more
resilient to climate change and future resource constraints. Building on
past successes in partnering with the business community to improve
resource efficiency, the City will facilitate platforms for businesses to
share knowledge regarding more efficient water and energy use and
more sustainable waste management practices. This would include the
sharing of material outputs, such as recycled waste, to support the
circular economy. The City’s programmes to decrease need for travel
for goods, workers and customers are important in reducing the energy
intensity and increase efficiency of the Cape Town economy. Through
its procurement practices, the City will also facilitate increased
investment in the local production of green products. Moreover, as a
shareholder in the Atlantis Special Economic Zone, the City will continue
to promote Cape Town as the preferred destination for investment in
the circular and green economy.

City role:
Regulate
Enable
Accountable
directorate:
Safety and
Security
City role:
Deliver
Partner

Accountable
directorate:
Economic
Growth

City role:
Deliver
Partner
Advocate
Accountable
directorate:
Economic
Growth
City role:
Enable
Innovate
Accountable
directorate:
Economic
Growth
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1.3 Inclusive economic development and growth programme
Programme description: Support the informal sector and workreadiness opportunities.

SDGs 1, 2, 8, 9, 10

Many people in Cape Town face barriers to economic participation due to persistent
socioeconomic, educational, spatial and other inequalities. By international
developing-world standards, Cape Town’s informal sector remains small, with many
businesses struggling to establish themselves and survive. The City will work with
partners to reduce barriers and create an environment where informal businesses and
entrepreneurs can flourish, provide much-needed jobs and enable sustainable
livelihoods.
1.3.A. Informal sector support initiative: The informal sector is important to
the livelihoods of Cape Town’s most vulnerable residents. The City will
enable informal trade, early childhood development, informal
manufacturing and other informal economic activity through expanded
access to trading areas and markets and provide appropriate
infrastructure. In response to informal businesses’ realities, the City will adapt
regulations and processes to sustain livelihoods, while also improving the
safety and quality of goods and services provided through the informal
economy.
1.3.B. Work-readiness initiative: The City will work with public and privatesector stakeholders to create quality temporary jobs and training
opportunities. Communities will be linked to training and funding offered by
other spheres of government and NGOs, and public facilities made
available to the City’s partners for this purpose. The City will also make
optimal use of the temporary work opportunities (Expanded Public Works
Programme), apprenticeships and skills development opportunities already
available in the organisation as a launch pad to job readiness and full
employment.

City role:
Deliver
Regulate
Accountable
directorate:
Economic
Growth
City role:
Deliver
Partner
Accountable
directorate:
Economic
Growth

1.4 Targeted urban development programme
Programme description: Work with the private sector to develop and
manage key precincts for economic development.

SDGs 1, 2, 3, 8,
9, 10, 11, 17

The City needs to enable private-sector investment aimed at inclusive economic
growth and affordable housing delivery. One of the key ways to do this is by
accelerating the development of key precincts69 and supporting the effective
management of business precincts. This will require far greater coordination of City
investment and operations at the local level, in collaboration with business and
community stakeholders, and is a key area for improvement in the next five years.
Targeted urban development will be undertaken in areas identified in the City’s
spatial plans based on market performance and location potential, and in support of

A precinct is “an area small enough to be defined in terms of walking distance, and around areas which have been
identified as significant hubs of urban activity, characterised by mixed land-use, and modal interchanges”. The Art of
Precinct Management: A Municipal Guide, National Treasury, 2014.
69
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Transit-oriented Development (TOD)70 and a more spatially integrated, higher-density
and diverse built environment.
1.4.A. Local area and precinct development initiative: The City will drive the
development of local areas and precincts through enhanced planning,
land use management, infrastructure investment and land release. To
achieve tangible results, the City’s programme management capacity will
be significantly improved. Precincts across Cape Town are vastly different.
This requires a tailored City response to ensure that day-to-day operations
and urban design enhance users’ experience of these areas. Areas for
spatial targeting range from major metropolitan nodes such as Bellville and
Philippi, which require specialist skills, to smaller neighbourhood-level
developments linked to public transport infrastructure. A key priority will be
to use public transport and Non-Motorised Transport (NMT) infrastructure as
a catalyst for a productive local economy.
1.4.B. Precinct management initiative: The aim of precinct management is
to improve the day-to-day functioning of public infrastructure and the
quality of the public environment. This enhances safety, encourages
efficient use of public space, and supports business operations. This initiative
will develop strategic partnerships at the local level to bring about
sustained economic development and urban regeneration. A key priority
will be to find ways to collaborate with communities and the private sector
to stabilise and improve economic precincts in township and other areas
affected by urban decay, insecurity and the deterioration of public
infrastructure.
1.4.C. CBD recovery and transition project: A major requirement for Cape
Town’s pandemic recovery is the rapid economic recovery of the central
business district (CBD), being a business, tourism and emerging residential
hub. The City will enable this by focusing on quality precinct management,
boosting mixed-use development, and supplying residential opportunities,
including affordable accommodation. This will include the redevelopment
and conversion of office space into residential and mixed-use activity,
associated improvements to public spaces, streets and community
facilities, as well as investment in bulk infrastructure.

City role:
Deliver
Enable
Regulate
Partner
Accountable
directorate:
Spatial
Planning and
Environment

City role:
Deliver
Partner

Accountable
directorate:
Spatial
Planning and
Environment
City role:
Enable
Regulate
Accountable
directorate:
Spatial
Planning and
Environment

1.5 Consolidated land pipeline and release programme
Programme description: Land planning and release to support
economic growth and more affordable housing.

SDGs 1, 2, 8,
10, 11, 17

The City will prioritise a strategic, consolidated programme for land planning,
acquisition and release to achieve inclusive economic growth and meet the need for
more affordable housing. Land release for development will be in support of Transitoriented Development and a more spatially integrated city.

Transit Oriented Development (TOD) represents the intricate relationship between “Transit” (the operational/access
imperative of an urban environment) and “Development” (the spatial manifestation of those that are within the urban
economy). Transit Oriented Development (TOD) is about changing, developing, and stimulating the built form of the
city in such a way that the movement patterns of people and goods are optimised to create urban efficiencies and
enable social equality and economic development. (CCT TOD strategic framework, 2016)
70
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1.5.A. Data-driven land management initiative: The City will establish and
maintain a consolidated database of its landholdings, land planning
acquisitions and reservations. This database will include vacant and
underutilised City-owned land and will inform decisions on the
repurposing or release of this land for development.

City role:
Enable
Accountable
directorate:
Economic
Growth

1.5.B. Land packaging initiative: The City will identify all its strategically
located land, and then conduct feasibility studies, package projects and
secure enhanced use rights on this land. This will inform future land use
and release to enable economic growth and well-located affordable
housing.

City role:
Enable

Accountable
directorate:
Economic
Growth

1.5.C. Accelerated land release initiative: The City will drive the release of
municipal land parcels to enable economic growth and the delivery of
well-located affordable housing by the private sector.

City role:
Deliver
Enable
Accountable
directorates:
Economic
Growth &
Human
Settlements
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BASIC SERVICES
Let’s get the basics right as the foundation of a healthy and prosperous city
Economic growth is dependent on the City doing the basics well. Investment in
securing a reliable supply of water and providing quality sanitation and refuse
collection services provides the essential foundation for more dignity and faster
economic growth. Reducing the impact of load shedding is a key focus area for
the next five years. The City is committed to doing all it can to protect residents from
the worst effects of failing national government services.
Commitments

Programmes and projects/initiatives

OBJECTIVE 2: Improved access to quality and reliable basic services
The City is committed to providing basic
services that improve residents’ living
conditions and health in informal contexts,
and promote individual and community
welfare. This includes safe access to shared
facilities, specifically at night for women and
children.

Mainstreaming basic service delivery to
informal settlements and backyard dwellings
programme
 Informal
settlements
water
and
sanitation project
 Energy access project
 Informal settlements waste collection
project
 Informal settlements roads and storm
water initiative
 Backyard dwelling service project (City
public rental stock)
 Backyard dwelling service support
project (private properties)

OBJECTIVE 3: End load-shedding in Cape Town over time
The City will invest in ending load-shedding in Diversified energy supply programme
Cape Town over time by diversifying supply  Expanded IPP initiative
away from coal-intensive Eskom towards  City-initiated generation initiative
Independent Power Producers (IPPs) and  Small-scale energy generation growth
renewables, and enabling Small-Scale
initiative
Embedded Generation.
Energy demand response programme
 Customer demand response initiative
 Energy for economic resilience initiative
OBJECTIVE 4: Well-managed and modernised infrastructure to support economic growth
Over the next five years, a key City priority will Utility Business Model Reform programme be to reform its basic services utilities to including strategy development, reform of
ensure that they can deliver basic services service delivery and revenue models, tariff
efficiently and effectively into the future.
structure
reform,
as
well
as
intergovernmental
collaboration
and
advocacy
 Water and Sanitation
 Energy
 Solid Waste
Excellent basic service delivery is critical for Infrastructure planning and delivery support
all people in Cape Town to live a life of programme
dignity, with reliable access to clean water
 Infrastructure planning and delivery
and electricity, and a healthy environment
support initiative
where waste and sewage are managed
 Project management capacitation
safely and effectively.
project
 Customer responsiveness initiative
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The City will prioritise investment in
infrastructure to improve services and
enable economic growth.
Excellent basic services provision will be
accompanied by a commitment to
excellent customer engagement and a
timely response to service faults or
complaints.



Staff
safety
and
protection initiative

infrastructure

WATER AND SANITATION: Excellence in water
and sanitation service delivery programme
 Reticulation network modernisation
initiative
 Wastewater treatment project
 Sewer
and
pump
station
maintenance project
SOLID WASTE: Excellence in waste service
delivery programme
• Landfill management project
• Waste collection efficiency project
ENERGY: Excellence in Energy service
delivery programme
 Infrastructure maintenance project
 Data-driven asset maintenance project
 City energy-efficiency project

The City is working to increase Cape Town’s
water resilience and substantially reduce the
likelihood of severe water restrictions in future
by establishing new, diverse supplies,
including groundwater, water reuse and
desalinated water.

The City is committed to incorporating the
principles of a circular economy into its
operations
to
increase
economic
opportunities and environmental benefits
from valuable waste streams, while ensuring
the future sustainability of waste services. The
City will work with communities to counter
illegal dumping to reduce the negative
impact this has on the health of the urban
environment.

Water resilience programme
• Desalination project
• Groundwater project
• Catchment management
vegetation clearing) project
• Water reuse project

(alien

Waste
minimisation
and
recycling
programme
• Integrated
waste
management
facilities initiative
• Waste minimisation for a circular
economy initiative
Promoting cleanliness and addressing illegal
dumping programme
• Area cleaning project
• Public awareness and partnerships
initiative
• Illegal dumping monitoring and
enforcement initiative
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OBJECTIVE 2: Improved access to quality and reliable basic
services
2.1 Mainstreaming basic service delivery to informal settlements and
backyard dwellings71 programme
Programme description: Prioritise basic service provision to residents
living in informal settlements and backyard dwellings

Climate
Priority
Programme

Basic service delivery must keep pace with growing housing
informality. The City needs to gear up to deliver basic services, using
SDGs 1, 3,
alternative service delivery solutions at scale where necessary. The
6, 7, 10, 11
City is committed to partnering with communities to develop
appropriate service delivery models for less formal contexts, and to monitor such
services effectively. Working with provincial and national government, the City will
ensure access to water, sanitation, energy and waste services for poorer consumers
through cross-subsidisation and the allocation of funds for free basic services, thereby
increasing the resilience of these communities.
2.1.A. Informal settlements water and sanitation project: The City will
continually test and expand innovative technologies and approaches to
improve the quality and sustainability of water and sanitation services in
informal settlements. This includes considering the safety of those who
use shared facilities, specifically women and children. Water and
sanitation services will form part of the long-term planning and upgrading
of informal settlements, taking into account each settlement’s unique
context and constraints.
2.1.B. Energy access project: The City will increase access to grid
electricity for residents living in City-supplied informal settlements and
backyard dwellings on public land, and will work with Eskom to address
electrical connection backlogs in Eskom-serviced informal areas. For
informal settlements that cannot be electrified, the City will facilitate the
provision of safer and cleaner alternative energy services.

City role:
Innovate
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Water and
Sanitation

City role:
Innovate
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Energy

2.1.C. Informal settlements waste collection project: The City will prioritise
refuse collection and cleansing services in informal settlements to ensure
that each informal dwelling has access to a free, once-a-week, bagged
door-to-door waste collection service.

City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Urban Waste
Management

In the context of this programme, backyard dwelling refers to either formal or informal additional dwellings. A formal
additional dwelling is a structure constructed of any material, intended or used for human habitation, on the same
registered residential property as a main dwelling, built according to approved architectural plans. An informal
additional dwelling is a structure constructed of any material, intended or used for human habitation, on the same
registered residential property as a main dwelling, with no approved plans.
71
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2.1.D. Informal settlements roads and stormwater initiative: The City will
improve roads in informal settlements, as well as the management of
stormwater. This is critical to reducing communities’ vulnerability to
flooding, and improving access for emergency vehicles and fire trucks.
Access roads are also important for the delivery of other basic services
such as waste collection, and the ongoing maintenance of basic services
infrastructure.

2.1.E. Backyard dwelling service project (City public rental stock): Many
Cape Town households reside in informal structures on City-owned public
rental properties, with varied access to basic services such as water,
sanitation, electricity and refuse removal. The City will prioritise the
connection of these households to basic services infrastructure, including
electricity and water and sanitation connections.

City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Urban
Mobility

City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Human
Settlements

2.1.F. Backyard dwelling service support project (private properties):
Formal and informal additional dwellings are being developed at a rapid
rate on private properties throughout the city. This in-situ densification of
formal neighbourhoods without an accompanying extension of basic
services results in increased illegal dumping, sewer blockages, electrical
outages and unhealthy living environments. The City will proactively plan
for density and the upgrades of infrastructure in these areas to prevent
infrastructure failures and ensure a healthy urban environment.

City role:
Innovate
Enable
Deliver
Accountable
directorates:
Water and
Sanitation,
Energy and
Urban Waste

In addition, the City will ensure that each property is connected to water,
sanitation and electricity, with the property owner carrying the
responsibility for the further connections and infrastructure required on
the property to provide services to additional dwellings. In all areas of
Cape Town, consumers will pay for the municipal services they receive,
with the exception of indigent residents.
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OBJECTIVE 3: End load-shedding in Cape Town over time
3.1 ENERGY: Diversified energy supply programme
Programme description: Establish a secure energy supply for economic
growth

Climate
Priority
Programme

The City will drive and facilitate private- and public-sector investment
into City grid-connected energy generation, focusing on both
SDGs 7, 8
renewable and dispatchable72 technologies. The development of
energy storage capacity and demand-side management will be a
priority. Moreover, in addition to other imperatives, the City will increase the capacity
of the electrical grid to integrate new electricity sources, especially renewable power
sources73 such as solar and wind. Bringing new energy generation capacity online will
contribute to ending load shedding, helping to secure our economy and support
economic growth.
3.1.A. Expanded IPP initiative: The City will run IPP initiatives to improve the
supply of affordable, reliable and clean energy. In doing so, the City will
stimulate the private power supply sector and effectively manage supply
contracts to ensure ongoing value for Cape Town consumers. This includes
both large-scale IPPs located outside municipal boundaries, and
embedded IPPs directly connected to the municipal distribution grid. To
further mitigate load shedding, the City will also investigate opportunities for
dispatchable energy provision from IPPs using a range of technologies,
including energy storage.

3.1.B. City-initiated generation initiative: Recognising the urgent need to
diversify Cape Town’s energy supply away from reliance on Eskom, the City
will prepare sites for renewable-energy power generation directly
connected to the energy grid, to be operated by the City or the private
sector, subject to further investigation. These power plants will include both
ground-mounted and rooftop solar photovoltaic systems, while the
feasibility of other technologies will also be explored.
3.1.C. Small-Scale Energy Generation growth initiative: The City recognises
the need to empower residents and businesses to generate their own
electricity and sell their excess supply. Therefore, to support the growth of
small-scale embedded generation (SSEG) systems, the City will test
innovations and invest in smart metering, communications network and
grid storage solutions. The City will also streamline the process to register
legally compliant SSEG systems, and reduce the cost associated with
registration.

City role:
Innovate
Enable

Accountable
directorate:
Energy

City role:
Innovate
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Energy
City role:
Innovate
Deliver
Regulate

Accountable
directorate:
Energy

Sources of electrical energy that can be dispatched on demand at the request of power grid operators, according
to power system and market needs.
73 Sources of electrical energy that are not continuously available due to external factors that cannot be controlled,
e.g. weather conditions.
72
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3.2 ENERGY: Energy demand response programme
Programme description: Reduce energy demand and improve energy
efficiency

Climate
Priority
Programme

The City will expand initiatives to improve energy efficiency and reduce
customers’ energy demand in order to mitigate the impacts of load
shedding. Reduced energy demand will offer a cost-effective solution
SDGs 7, 8
to the short-term impact of load shedding in Cape Town while longerterm measures, such as increasing energy supply, are implemented.
Building on the successful utilisation of the Steenbras pumped-storage scheme in
responding to load shedding, the City will enhance its operating regime and look for
additional opportunities to respond to customers’ demand.

3.2.A. Customer demand response initiative: The City will incentivise energy
reduction among industry, commercial and residential customers,
prioritising solutions that quickly reduce energy demand at peak times and
mitigate the impact of load-shedding.

City role:
Partner
Regulate

Accountable
directorate:
Energy

3.2.B. Energy for economic resilience initiative: As Eskom’s load-shedding
practice is expected to continue for the foreseeable future, it is vital to gain
a better understanding of its impact on key economic sectors in Cape
Town, and options for how this can be better mitigated. The aim is to ensure
that key economic sectors are still in a position to contribute to the
economy and maintain and create jobs despite load shedding. The
success of this initiative will rely on strong partnerships between the City,
the private sector and citizens.

City role:
Innovate
Partner

Accountable
directorate:
Energy
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OBJECTIVE 4: Well-managed and modernised infrastructure to
support economic growth
4.1 Utility Business Model Reform programme
Programme description: Adapt the City’s utilities to be sustainable
and future-fit.

Climate
Priority
Programme

As Cape Town is a growing city characterised by high density and
informality, a key priority will be to build greater flexibility and agility
into the City’s basic services delivery models. By ensuring that its
SDGs 6, 7, 8,
utilities operate according to resilience principles, the City will be
9, 10, 11, 12
better able to withstand the failure of critical national services and
government institutions, as well as the instability of national grant funding. At the same
time, the City will engage robustly with National Government and state-owned
enterprises to play their appropriate role by delivering services that the City is not
responsible for.
4.1.A. Water and Sanitation – Business Model reform initiative:
• Water strategy: The City will continue to implement its 2020 Water
Strategy to deliver new water supply to protect residents from a
national government failure to invest properly in new water
infrastructure, and to support water resilience.
• Service delivery model reform: The City will make changes to the
delivery model to support the Water Strategy and strengthen
capabilities across all functions, particularly sanitation. This will
include the use of technology such as advanced metering,74 and
sensors at pump stations to provide real-time data on how the
water network is performing. The City will also improve its targeting
of maintenance investments and reduce the costs associated with
asset failure, including failure caused by vandalism and theft.
• Revenue model and tariff structure reform: The City’s water tariff
model will be improved to ensure transparency and fairness, and
keep the service financially sustainable into the future. Tariffs will
reflect the cost of providing the service and promote water
demand management and conservation.
• Intergovernmental collaboration initiative: Recognising that
sustainable catchment management is critical to Cape Town’s
water resilience, the City will work with the national Department of
Water and Sanitation and other users to ensure improved
management of the Western Cape Water Supply System.
4.1.B. Solid Waste - Business Model reform initiative
 Waste Strategy: The City’s solid waste services are delivered against
a backdrop of steady population growth, increasing per-capita
waste generation, increasing informality and limited landfill
airspace. Therefore, the City will develop a strategy for how Cape
Town’s waste will be sustainably managed now and into the future,
supported by a fit-for-purpose waste management department.

City role:
Innovate
Adapt

Accountable
directorate:
Water and
Sanitation

City role:
Innovate
Adapt

Accountable
directorate:
Urban Waste
Management

An integrated system that allows utilities to remotely collect water usage data in real time and realise cost-saving
benefits to consumer and city alike.
74
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Service delivery model reform: The City is committed to improving
the reliability and efficiency of the refuse removal service, adapting
the service to more informal contexts and developing a costeffective and sustainable waste management system. The focus will
be on operational efficiency, addressing the implications of limited
landfill airspace, building the principles of the circular economy and
informal-sector integration into operations, and enabling enterprise
development and job creation.
Revenue model and tariff structure reform: The City will review waste
tariff structures to ensure the financial sustainability of the service,
including beneficiation activities, while keeping waste services
equitable, affordable and accessible.

4.1.C. Energy - Business Model reform initiative
• Energy Strategy: The City will develop a holistic and evidencebased Energy strategy to achieve a secure, affordable and
accessible energy system for all. The aim is energy security for
investment and economic growth, and to work towards a
sustainable, carbon-neutral energy supply for Cape Town in the
long term.
•

Service delivery model reform: The City will use modernised and
well-maintained grid infrastructure to support new energy services.
Grid infrastructure will be enhanced for embedded generation,
wheeling and energy storage. This will include investment in smart
metering and improved data management systems. The City will
also build on and expand its technical skills with a view to future
energy systems. Moreover, the City will pursue the automation and
digitalisation of the municipal electricity distribution network to
improve its response to customers’ energy needs.

•

Revenue model and tariff structure reform: The City will pursue new
ways of utilising the electrical grid to support more distributed power
generation options, and will review tariff options and structures to
facilitate this. Tariff options will also be reviewed to facilitate more
efficient energy use during peak hours.

•

Regulatory advocacy initiative: The City will advocate strongly for
cities to be allowed to play their part in ending load shedding. To
this end, the City will continue to advocate to be able to purchase
excess power from wheeling arrangements, and from SSEG
customers who are net generators, in terms of the Municipal
Finance Management Act (MFMA).

City role:
Innovate
Adapt

Accountable
directorate:
Energy

4.2 Infrastructure planning and delivery support programme
Programme description: Leverage public infrastructure spending
for maximum public benefit

SDGs 8, 9, 10, 11

Infrastructure investment is central to economic recovery and realising the City’s
strategic and spatial priorities. The City must ensure that its investments yield maximum
economic and social returns, and also contribute to Cape Town’s resilience. In light of
an increasingly complex environment and recent infrastructure failures, the City must
invest in infrastructure planning and delivery support.
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4.2.A. Infrastructure planning and delivery support initiative: In
implementing its Infrastructure Planning and Delivery Framework, the City
will maintain a consolidated, prioritised ten-year pipeline of infrastructure
projects. Development trends and associated infrastructure capacity
constraints will be analysed, to prioritise investments, particularly backlogs,
and consider alternative service delivery models. This initiative will also
improve infrastructure investment coordination in specific areas, precincts
and large projects. Through this initiative proactive project preparation and
delivery support will be provided.

4.2.B. Project management capacitation project: The City will enhance its
capacity to deliver infrastructure projects by improving its project
preparation and execution as well as supply chain management functions.
All City departments will be capacitated to deliver projects and contracts
as per the original, planned scope, within time and budget constraints. The
City will also improve contract management to minimise service delivery
interruptions as far as possible.
4.2.C. Customer responsiveness initiative: The City will enhance its
capabilities to respond rapidly to customer complaints and service
disruptions and faults. System enhancements will be made to ensure that
residents can easily report service delivery issues and receive feedback.

4.2.D. Staff safety and infrastructure protection initiative: Keeping the City’s
frontline staff safe is a key concern. Staff are unable to enter and freely
move around in certain areas of the city for fear of crime and harassment.
This is affecting basic service delivery, as critical repairs and maintenance
cannot take place. The City will allocate safety resources in a coordinated
and data-driven way and work with communities to ensure that frontline
staff are protected and have safe access to all areas of Cape Town to
perform their duties. Technology will be increasingly used to detect
intrusion or tampering with public infrastructure and facilities, and so
prevent service disruptions due to vandalism and theft in a cost-effective
manner. The protection of electricity infrastructure and services will be a
particular priority.

City role:
Innovate
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Future
Planning and
Resilience

City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Future
Planning and
Resilience
City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Corporate
Services
City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Safety and
Security

4.3 WATER AND SANITATION: Excellence in Water and Sanitation service
delivery programme
Programme description: Improve living conditions by providing excellent
water and sanitation services

SDGs 3, 6, 10

The provision of quality water and sanitation services is essential for individual health
and dignity. The City of Cape Town will work hard to provide and facilitate safe access
to water and sanitation for all of its residents in terms of well-defined standards.
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4.3.A. Reticulation network modernisation initiative: The modernisation of
the water reticulation network is a key City priority over the next five years,
including addressing the root causes of water losses in the system. The City
will repair and replace water infrastructure regularly, and improve response
times in repairing burst pipes. Effective network management will continue,
using pressure management and leak detection to reduce water losses.
4.3.B. Wastewater Treatment project: The City will prioritise the upgrade and
long-term sustainability of wastewater treatment works to enhance
treatment capacity and improve the quality of treated effluent. The City
will continually use innovative technology and approaches to assess the
environmental impact of wastewater treatment, including coastal outfalls,
sludge and decentralised wastewater treatment. The City will develop
guidelines for the implementation of decentralised sanitation systems
(package plants)75 in specific situations where development is constrained
by a lack sanitation capacity.
4.3.C. Sewer and pump station maintenance project: The City will
proactively clear sewers and address maintenance backlogs in the
extensive sewer network, with a particular focus on improving pump station
performance and pipe replacement. This will result in a marked decrease
in sewer overflows and reduce pollution of inland water and the coastal
environment. The City will rapidly respond to sewer overflows to minimise
risks to human health and restore the health of urban environments.

4.3.D. Wise water use initiative: The 2015-2017 drought has changed Cape
Town’s relationship with water and the challenge now is for the city to reach
a sustainable level of wise water use. The City will promote wise water use
by all water users, building on the successful communication campaigns on
wise water use implemented during the recent drought. The City will
continue to use a range of incentives - including water pricing, the rollout
of advanced water meters and improving its by-laws, regulatory
mechanisms and other incentives - to promote water efficiency and the
treatment and reuse of groundwater, stormwater and wastewater.

City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Water and
Sanitation
City role:
Deliver
Innovate
Enable
Accountable
directorate:
Water and
Sanitation
City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Water and
Sanitation

City role:
Deliver
Regulate
Partner
Accountable
directorate:
Water and
Sanitation

4.4 WATER AND SANITATION: Water resilience programme
Programme description: Establish new, diverse supplies of water

Climate
Priority
Programme

The City will enable the transition to a water-sensitive city over time. This
includes diverse water sources and the optimal use of stormwater and
urban waterways for the purposes of flood control, aquifer recharge
SDGs 3, 6, 10
and water reuse.76 The City is committed to developing 300 million litres
of additional water supply a day by establishing new, diverse supplies,
including groundwater, water reuse and desalinated water. The purpose of this

Pre-manufactured treatment facilities used to treat wastewater in smaller communities or areas where a full-size
municipal wastewater treatment plant is not feasible.
76 The CCT 2020 Water Strategy outlines the City’s five commitments in relation to its constitutional responsibilities to
provide water services and manage the urban water environment – in support of the following vision: By 2040, Cape
Town will be a water-sensitive city that optimises and integrates the management of water resources to improve
resilience, competitiveness and liveability for the prosperity of its people.
75
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programme is to increase Cape Town’s water resilience cost-effectively and
timeously, and substantially reduce the likelihood of severe water restrictions in future.
City role:
Deliver

4.4.A. Desalination project: The City will develop permanent desalination
plants to rapidly increase desalination capacity.

Accountable
directorate:
Water and
Sanitation
City role:
Deliver

4.4.B. Groundwater project: For sustainable groundwater extraction, the
recharge rate must be higher than the extraction rate, and aquifers must
not be contaminated by pollutants or saltwater ingress. The City will use
treated wastewater to recharge the Cape Flats aquifer, and
developments close to the aquifer will be required to ensure maximum
permeability of hard surfaces.

Accountable
directorate:
Water and
Sanitation
City role:
Deliver

4.4.C. Catchment management project: The City will remove alien
invasive plants from targeted catchments in partnership with the Greater
Cape Town Water Fund. Currently, approximately 10–15% of Cape Town’s
river flow is lost as a result of alien vegetation. By continuously clearing
these plants, the City intends to restore the loss of flow, which would result
in an increase in yield in our dams.

Accountable
directorate:
Water and
Sanitation

City role:
Deliver

4.4.D. Water reuse project: The City will investigate and invest in
wastewater reuse to meet current and future water demand. To this end,
the City has already partnered with the Water Research Commission
(WRC) to assist in developing the best approach in consultation with a
wide range of stakeholders from the fields of science, engineering and
other specialised fields.

Accountable
directorate:
Water and
Sanitation

4.5 SOLID WASTE: Excellence in Waste service delivery programme
Programme description: Ensure a reliable and sustainable waste
management system

SDGs 3, 11,
12, 14, 15

The City will ensure reliable and sustainable waste collection and
disposal to protect the environment and residents’ health. The provision of sufficient
waste disposal and management infrastructure will be prioritised, including adequate
landfill airspace and, importantly, the rehabilitation of old landfill sites.
4.5.A. Landfill management project: The City will ensure optimal
landfill management so that waste is disposed of at properly licensed
and compliant, sanitary landfills only. The life of existing landfills will
be extended through waste minimisation and diversion. The City will
also recover and optimally utilise energy from landfill sites in line with
climate change commitments. Cape Town is estimated to have
sufficient landfill space for only another ten years. Therefore, the City

City role:
Deliver
Innovate
Accountable
directorate:
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will continue to urgently pursue the development a new regional
landfill site.

Urban Waste
Management

4.5.B. Waste collection efficiency project: The City will improve its
management of data relating to waste management to support the
operational efficiency of solid waste collection and processing
services for all communities. It will also invest in infrastructure, fleet
and equipment that enhance operational efficiency. This initiative
will support community separation-at-source initiatives to promote
recycling and waste minimisation.

City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Urban Waste
Management

4.6 SOLID WASTE: Waste minimisation and recycling programme
Programme description: Reduce waste to landfill.
Waste streams can generate economic and environmental benefits if
managed sustainably. Enabling waste minimisation and recycling is a
central focus of the waste management system of Cape Town, and
the City will prioritise interventions that reduce waste to landfills, reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and contribute to a resource-efficient
economy.
4.6.A. Integrated waste management facilities initiative: Integrated waste
management facilities, including materials recovery and drop-off facilities,
will be upgraded and expanded to new areas. This will increase Cape
Town’s capacity to process recyclables such as packaging and organic
waste. The City will further support recycling by enabling the private sector
to achieve greater waste beneficiation, increasing the reach of its
recycling collection services, and expanding the types of waste received
at drop-off sites. The informal sector will be included in current and future
recycling activities and services as far as possible.
4.6.B. Waste minimisation for a circular economy initiative: Waste streams
will be made available for reuse wherever possible to enhance the circular
economy. The City will facilitate demand for a range of waste products
and match demand with supply wherever it can. The City is also expanding
its use of landfill gas for electricity generation and plans to increase
capacity from approximately 2 MW of electrical energy to 9 MW over the
next five years. This electricity will mostly be used on-site or by other City
facilities.

Climate
Priority
Programme

SDGs 3, 11,
12, 14, 15

City role:
Deliver
Partner
Enable

Accountable
directorate:
Urban Waste
Management
City role:
Enable
Innovate

Accountable
directorate:
Urban Waste
Management
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4.7 SOLID WASTE: Promoting cleanliness and addressing illegal dumping
Programme description: Promote cleanliness and address illegal
dumping.

SDGs 3, 12, 14, 15

Illegal dumping is a growing challenge that severely compromises the health of Cape
Town communities and the urban environment. The City will prevent excessive illegal
dumping by increasing its waste collection offering to ensure that everyone receives
an efficient, convenient service. Targeted public awareness and education will be
important in partnering with communities to clean up the city and put an end to illegal
dumping.
4.7.A. Area cleaning project: The City will focus its area-cleaning resources
in areas where routine cleansing services are unable to cope due to
increased littering, dumping and waste accumulation. A key priority over
the next five years will be to improve service levels in informal settlements
and high-density areas where backyard dwellings are prevalent.

4.7.B. Public awareness and partnerships initiative: The City will invest in
behaviour change campaigns to raise awareness of the environmental
and health risks posed by waste, and encourage communities to
participate in responsible waste disposal. Partnerships with the private
sector, NGOs and communities are critical to building effective
approaches to waste avoidance and minimisation. Through these
partnerships, the City will pursue decentralised community recycling
initiatives, where recyclable and organic waste will contribute to inclusive
economic growth.
4.7.C. Illegal dumping monitoring and enforcement initiative: This initiative
will focus on monitoring and enforcement of illegal dumping hotspots.
Where illegal dumping persists, the City will undertake a rapid assessment
of waste flows to understand communities’ needs and their waste
generation, resource use and disposal practices. Engagement and
partnerships with communities will be prioritised to find sustainable solutions
to prevent illegal dumping.

City role:
Deliver
Innovate
Accountable
directorate:
Urban Waste
Management
City role:
Partner
Enable
Accountable
directorate:
Urban Waste
Management

City role:
Regulate
Accountable
directorate:
Urban Waste
Management

4.8 ENERGY: Excellence in Energy service delivery programme
Programme description: Provide a reliable energy service, supported
by well-maintained grid infrastructure
The City will manage and maintain the electricity distribution system
so that electricity supply is reliable and service disruptions are
minimised.
4.8.A. Infrastructure maintenance project: The City will ensure a reliable and
safe electricity supply by replacing obsolete infrastructure and complying
with modern, best-practice specifications. This will include investment in the
electricity distribution system and prioritising measures to reduce theft and
vandalism.

Climate
Priority
Programme

SDGs 7, 10
City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Energy
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4.8.B. Data-driven asset maintenance project: Data and analytics will be
used to implement more targeted and efficient asset maintenance
programmes.

City role:
Innovate
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Energy

4.8.C. City energy-efficiency project: The City is committed to optimising
energy use in its buildings, services and utilities to be able to deliver critical
services to customers in a more cost-effective way. In addition, the City will
expand small-scale energy generation at its own facilities to reduce energy
demand from the grid.

City role:
Innovate
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Energy
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SAFETY
Let’s make Cape Town communities safer by investing in policing capacity and
technology, and strengthening partnerships

There are neighbourhoods within Cape Town which are burdened by relentlessly
high levels of crime and disorder, preventing residents from moving around the city
freely, operating their businesses and accessing public spaces and amenities.
Economic prosperity in many neighbourhoods in Cape Town is compromised by
persistent insecurity. The City needs to play an active role in creating a safer
environment for families and businesses, so that our economy can grow and create
opportunities for more people.
Commitments

Programmes and projects/initiatives

OBJECTIVE 5: Effective law enforcement to make communities safer
The City will meaningfully enhance policing Enhanced policing programme
capacity by increasing the number of law
 Safety and security training college
enforcement officers, and will strategically
improvement project
deploy them to patrol Cape Town’s streets to
 Law Enforcement Advancement
prevent and respond to crime.
Programme (LEAP)
 Advocacy initiative
The City will invest in technology and data Safety technology programme
analytics to optimise the delivery of quality
 Technology
safety
partnerships
policing, emergency and public safety
project
services to the people of Cape Town.
 Incident, crime and emergency
detection project
 Digital
evidence
management
project
OBJECTIVE 6: Strengthen partnerships for safer communities
The City will work with residents, businesses, Partnerships
for
community
safety
NGOs and community groups at the programme
neighbourhood level to combat crime and
 Neighbourhood
watch
support
its root causes. These working relationships
project
will be continuously enhanced to ensure
 Neighbourhood watch disaster risk
improved information sharing and resources
management initiative
coordination for maximum results.
 Auxiliary law enforcement project
Holistic crime prevention programme
 Safer community facilities initiative
 Improving relationships with metro
police and communities
 Substance abuse project

OBJECTIVE 5: Effective law enforcement to make communities safer
5.1 Enhanced policing programme
Programme description: Reduce crime through increased law
enforcement capacity.

SDGs 3, 16, 17

Some Cape Town neighbourhoods are burdened with relentlessly high levels of crime
and disorder, preventing residents from moving around freely, operating their
businesses, and accessing public spaces and amenities. Without meaningfully
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enhancing policing capacity in these neighbourhoods, they cannot be restored to
places where people can live without fear. Policing is primarily the mandate of the
South African Police Service (SAPS). However, the City is committed to expanding its
own policing capacity by increasing officer numbers and investing in safety
technology that boosts the effectiveness of law enforcement in Cape Town. The City
will target its security resources to crime hotspots, particularly communities where
gang-related criminal activity and gun-violence are prevalent.
5.1.A. Safety and security training college improvement project: To
enhance the City’s policing services, the City will invest in training highly
skilled policing and emergency service staff who will be equipped to deal
with increasingly complex challenges. To this end, the City will increase the
capacity of its training college responsible for training members of the
Metro Police, Traffic Services and Law Enforcement departments. Another
focus will be to sensitise officers to issues relating to gender-based violence
and trauma-related incidents. The City is rolling out conflict resolution
training to capacitate law enforcement staff to understand and respond
appropriately to trauma and violence in communities, including gender
based violence.
5.1.B. Law Enforcement Advancement Programme (LEAP): Towards the end
of 2020, the City and Province embarked on this ambitious programme,
which has since seen an additional 1 000 law enforcement officers trained
and deployed, primarily in identified areas with high levels of violent crime.
The heightened police visibility created by LEAP is having a meaningful
impact on reducing crime and increasing residents’ sense of safety. Work
to expand LEAP will continue over the next five years.
5.1.C. Advocacy initiative: The City will advocate for the authority and
resources to make Cape Town safer, and for an effective judicial system.
Under this initiative, the City will engage with national authorities for more
resources dedicated to police presence, prosecutions as well as targeted
interventions such as protecting rail infrastructure. Preserving the
independence of the City’s policing services is a priority, and advocacy to
maintain effective local-level service delivery will continue. In addition, the
City will seek to secure additional law enforcement powers to deliver
enhanced policing services to the public.

City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Safety and
Security

City role:
Deliver
Partner
Accountable
directorate:
Safety and
Security
City role:
Advocate

Accountable
directorate:
Safety and
Security

5.2 Safety technology programme
Programme description: Adopt new technology to target policing
resources effectively.

SDGs 3, 16, 17

Technology can be a powerful force multiplier in the fight against crime and violence,
and is an important part of delivering quality policing, emergency and public safety
services to the people of Cape Town. Therefore, the City will strengthen its Emergency
Policing Incident Command (EPIC) platform to provide an integrated and even more
efficient system for incident management, including call logging, dispatch and realtime reporting. The City will build its capabilities to gather and analyse data, including
community information. This will ensure that the City’s resource deployment and crime
prevention partnerships are informed by near-real-time data on prevailing crime- and
disorder-related threats.
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5.2.A. Technology safety partnerships project: Making communities safer
is a shared priority across Cape Town, with efforts being undertaken by
various spheres of government, the private sector and civil society. This
project will develop technology-related applications for improved
communication and information sharing between the City, Province and
other partners so that our collective efforts can have a greater impact in
making Cape Town safer. The initiative will start with neighbourhood
watches, city improvement districts and vetted private security
companies.

5.2.B. Incident, crime and emergency detection project: The City will
invest in technologies that enhance its ability to detect incidents, crime
and emergencies, and respond rapidly. These include closed-circuit
television (CCTV) cameras, remotely piloted aircraft systems (drones),
manned aircraft systems, gunshot location technology, as well as body
and dash cameras. Another key priority will be to build capabilities to
maintain and use these technologies effectively.
5.2.C. Digital evidence management project: For meaningful partnerships
between the City, Province’s Department of Community Safety, SAPS,
the Western Cape Emergency Medical Services and others, all these role
players should be able to share digital data in a legally compliant way.
Large volumes of evidence are being created by devices such as CCTV
cameras, dash and body cameras, and automatic number-plate
recognition systems. The City will focus on enhancing its ability to
manage, store, analyse, utilise and share this digital evidence in an
acceptable and responsible manner.

City role:
Enable
Partner
Accountable
directorate:
Safety and
Security

City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Safety and
Security
City role:
Enable
Partner
Accountable
directorate:
Safety and
Security

OBJECTIVE 6: Strengthen partnerships for safer communities
6.1 Partnerships for community safety programme
Programme description: Partner to meaningfully improve
community safety.

SDGs 3, 11, 16, 17

In the context of low economic growth, the City does not have the resources required
to overcome all the serious security-related challenges facing Cape Town. Improving
residents’ safety will require collective action at scale: Government will have to work
with residents and businesses at neighbourhood level to combat the factors
contributing to crime and disorder. To this end, the City will strengthen its relationship
with other spheres of government, neighbourhood watches, city improvement
districts, community police forums, NGOs and other community-based safety
structures that can help build trust and improve safety within communities. The City
will also empower local communities with guidance and support in respect of crime
and disorder prevention, life- and property-threatening emergencies as well as
disaster prevention, mitigation and response.
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6.1.A. Neighbourhood watch support project: The City will collaborate with
Province’s Department of Community Safety to strengthen accredited
neighbourhood watch organisations. Neighbourhood watches will be
supported in their crime prevention functions through continued training
and the provision of equipment and communications platforms. This will
enable the sharing of vital information and foster better collaboration
between these organisations.
6.1.B. Neighbourhood watch disaster risk management initiative:
Neighbourhood watches are versatile organisations, and many can help
the City prevent and respond to disaster events, including extreme weather
events. The City will capacitate accredited neighbourhood watches to
assist with disaster management through its Disaster Risk Management
Centre and Fire and Rescue Service.

6.1.C. Auxiliary law enforcement project: The City’s Auxiliary Law
Enforcement Service is a volunteer-based project, and members are mostly
recruited from neighbourhood watches. This project will be expanded over
the next five years to meet the increasing demand for more policing staff
on Cape Town’s streets. Apart from the prescribed law enforcement
training, volunteers will undergo training in first aid, trauma life support,
traffic management, basic firefighting and community-based risk
assessment.

City role:
Enable
Partner
Accountable
directorate:
Safety and
Security
City role:
Enable
Partner
Accountable
directorate:
Safety and
Security
City role:
Partner
Accountable
directorate:
Safety and
Security

6.2 Holistic crime prevention programme
Programme description: Address risk factors77 contributing to
crime and violence

SDGs 3, 11, 16, 17

The primary mandate for crime prevention and social development is with the
national and provincial government. However, the City will plan, design and actively
invest in improving public spaces and community facilities to create safer
neighbourhoods and places for recreation and community development. The aim is
to provide a platform for positive influences that may reduce the likelihood that
community members engage in or become victims of crime78. Many of the other
programmes in the City’s five-year plan contribute significantly to addressing the
factors that contribute to crime and violence, not least of all through enabling
economic growth and job creation. Specifically, the City will contribute to crime
prevention through its substance abuse programme and programmes that improve
trust and build relationships between communities and City law enforcement and
metro police.

Risk factors are defined as “negative influences in the lives of individuals or a community. These may increase the
presence of crime, victimization or fear of crime in a community and may also increase the likelihood that individuals
engage in crime or become victims.” (Public Safety Canada, 2015)
78 There is also protective factors that are defined as “positive influences that can improve the lives of individuals or
the safety of a community. These may decrease the likelihood that individuals engage in crime or become victims.”
(Public Safety Canada, 2015)
77
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6.2.A. Safer Community Facilities Initiative: In partnership with communities,
the City will invest in high quality and well-maintained parks, libraries and
sports facilities – recognising their role as important platforms of community
engagement and development as well as safe spaces for recreation. This
social infrastructure plays an important role in preventing young people
from becoming victims or perpetrators of crime in communities afflicted
with high levels of crime and violence. The City will use its public facilities to
support targeted interventions for children and young adults offered by the
Western Cape Government and other partners.

6.2.B Improving Relationships with Metro Police and Communities: The City
will build on the success of the youth cadet programme and youth camps
to improve how young people view and interact with the metro police.
These interventions will seek to establish a relationship between the metro
police, law enforcement and young people, which has a basis in service
and professionalism, and is built around the shared goal of making
communities safer.
6.2.C Substance abuse project: Substance abuse affects individual and
community health and well-being, and is a key driver of the high levels of
crime, violence and antisocial behaviour in Cape Town. The City will work
with partners and communities to address substance abuse through
awareness and prevention interventions, and will continue assisting
individuals with community-based alcohol and drug treatment through the
Matrix® sites in the City’s clinic network.

City role:
Deliver
Partner

Accountable
directorates:
Community
Services and
Health

City role:
Deliver
Partner
Accountable
directorate:
Safety and
Security
City role:
Deliver
Partner
Accountable
directorate:
Community
Services and
Health
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HOUSING
Let’s empower the private sector to increase the supply of affordable housing
across the formal and informal markets
Commitments

Programmes and projects/initiatives

OBJECTIVE 7: Increased supply of affordable, well-located homes
The City is committed to significantly Partnership
for
affordable
housing
increasing access to affordable and well- programme
located housing. It will do this by supporting
 Land and building release initiative
a housing market that can deliver at scale to
 Social housing incentives initiative
meet the needs of Cape Town’s population,
 Advocacy initiative
and prioritising the release of City-owned
 Inclusionary housing initiative
land for affordable housing.
 Finance-linked individual subsidy
programme
The City recognises housing as a valuable
social, economic and financial asset. The
provision of secure tenure will be a key
priority so that households can leverage the
value of their housing asset to participate in
the economy.

Tenure security programme
 Subsidised housing tenure initiative
 Public housing ownership transfer
initiative
 Informal settlements tenure reform
initiative

The City will utilise its capital project and
contract management capabilities to
ensure that current subsidised housing
projects are delivered efficiently and yield
maximum benefit for housing beneficiaries.

Integrated
residential
development
programme
 Scaling up serviced sites initiative
 Breaking New Ground programme
 Enhanced People’s Housing Process

The City will focus on maintaining its Public rental housing programme
significant stock of Council rental units,
 Maintenance of public rental stock
tenancy
management,
as
well
as
initiative
interventions that address community safety
 Tenancy management project
and persistent social ills in these housing
 Safety and stabilisation initiative
developments.
OBJECTIVE 8: Safer, better-quality homes in informal settlements and backyards over time
The City will use its resources to improve the Micro-developer and additional dwelling
safety and quality of homes in less formal improvement programme
areas. Regulations and ways of working will
 Regulatory reform initiative
be adapted to support the development of
 Local planning support initiative
more and better-quality homes by all
participants in the housing market – from the
public sector and large property developers,
through
to
micro-developers
and
households
seeking
to develop
an
additional dwelling on their property.
The City will improve basic services to
informal settlements to support a healthier
and more liveable environment. It will also
work with communities to improve the layout
and quality of buildings for better community
safety and resilience.

Informal settlements upgrading programme
 Informal
settlements
upgrading
initiative
 Informal
settlements
data
improvement initiative
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OBJECTIVE 7: Increased supply of affordable, well-located homes
7.1 Partnership for affordable housing programme
Programme description: Support the private sector to scale up
the supply of affordable housing, particularly social housing.

SDGs 8, 10, 11, 17

The City will drive the programmatic release of City-owned land and use its regulatory
mechanisms to support the development of more affordable and well-located formal
housing in Cape Town. ‘Well-located’ refers to land that is in close proximity to
economic opportunities, transport nodes, and social facility support.79 Social housing
is critical to unlocking well-located land for long-term affordable housing that is
financially sustainable and has a well-established operating model. This will be a key
City focus area in building a more spatially integrated and inclusive city and enabling
urban regeneration and Transit-oriented Development.

7.1.A. Land and building release initiative: The City will drive the integrated
release of City-owned land and buildings so that the private sector can
deliver more affordable housing. City investment in land packaging and
preparation will also be increased to enable the private sector to plan,
finance, develop and manage affordable housing at scale.

7.1.B Social housing incentives initiative: The City will significantly reduce
barriers for social housing institutions (SHIs) and developers of social housing,
and support a sustainable social housing funding model. A new social
housing policy will outline City incentives for SHIs, including discounted land
release and special rates and tariffs. These incentives will reduce capital
and operating costs to ensure the sustainability of social housing
developments. The City will also develop its capacity to facilitate more
social housing developments, including mixed-use and mixed-income
developments, which will be key to the sustainability of social housing over
time.

7.1.C. Advocacy initiative: The City will advocate for the release of land
held by National Government and state-owned enterprises so that the
private sector can deliver more affordable housing. In addition, the City will
push for subsidy and grant conditions that provide the end user with a wider
range of financing options, and greater flexibility to enable diverse tenure
options and types.

79

City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Economic
Growth
City role:
Enable
Regulate
Accountable
directorate:
Human
Settlements

City role:
Advocate

Accountable
directorate:
Human
Settlements

CCT Human Settlements Strategy, 2021
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7.1.D. Inclusionary housing80 initiative: Inclusionary housing is one of the
tools that will be used to increase the supply of affordable housing by the
private sector in areas close to economic opportunities. The City will finalise
and implement its inclusionary housing policy.

City role:
Regulate
Enable
Accountable
directorate:
Human
Settlements

7.1.E. Finance-linked individual subsidy programme: The finance-linked
individual subsidy programme (FLISP) is aimed at households in the ‘gap’
market.81 A FLISP subsidy can be used to pay the deposit on a house to
reduce the home loan. The City will incorporate FLISP opportunities into its
housing projects or other, broader affordable-housing initiatives in response
to market demand.

City role:
Enable
Accountable
directorate:
Human
Settlements

7.2 Tenure security programme
Programme description: Scale up and accelerate the provision of
security of tenure to suit a range of contexts.

SDGs 1, 8, 10, 11

The City will expedite programmes and processes that result in secure tenure and the
transfer of ownership to beneficiaries, working with other spheres of government
involved in the property value chain. Access to their title deed offers a household the
economic and financial security of homeownership.
7.2.A. Subsidised housing tenure initiative: The City seeks to ensure that
every state-subsidised house provided comes with full title. Should the
beneficiary wish to sell, the City will always support application for
exemption from current national restrictions on the sale of statesubsidised housing. The City will also continue to prioritise the transfer of
ownership to beneficiaries of historical housing projects and resolve
complex title deed issues.
7.2.B. Public housing ownership transfer initiative: For Council rental
units that are located on individual plots or can be subdivided, the City
will expedite the transfer of ownership to eligible beneficiaries. In this
way, these rental units are turned into financial and economic assets
for beneficiary households, and their sustainable maintenance will not
be contingent on constrained public-sector resources. The City is
committed to working with beneficiaries to address the barriers to
homeownership and fast-track ownership transfer.

City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Human
Settlements
City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Human
Settlements

Inclusionary housing refers to the leveraging of the development application process for new residential or mixeduse developments to incentivise the private sector to contribute to well-located affordable housing.
81 Those earning between R3 501 and R22 000 per month, which puts them above the cut-off to qualify for public
housing, without necessarily qualifying for full home loans.
80
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City role:
Innovate
Deliver

7.2.C. Informal settlements tenure reform initiative: The City will prioritise
the provision of various forms of security of tenure in informal
settlements to offer a sense of security and prevent further unplanned
densification, which can compromise the development of informal
settlements into formal neighbourhoods over time. The City will work
towards the end goal of transferring full title once land use approval
and subdivision have occurred.

Accountable
directorate:
Human
Settlements

7.3 Integrated residential development programme
Programme description: Efficiently deliver subsidised housing that
yields maximum benefit for beneficiaries.

SDGs 8, 9, 10, 11

While the priority is to enable the private sector to build more affordable homes at
scale, the City will continue to support national and provincial subsidised-housing
programmes. Grant funding from national and provincial government is on a
downward trend. However, the City will leverage its capital project and contract
management capabilities to ensure that subsidised housing is delivered efficiently and
to a high standard, and that, as far as possible, these developments yield maximum
benefit for housing beneficiaries and do not contribute to spatial inequality.

7.3.A. Scaling up serviced sites: In line with the national government policy,
the development of serviced sites as part of the Breaking New Ground
(BNG) programme will be scaled up and the sites transferred to qualifying
beneficiaries. The delivery of top structures, in turn, will remain constant and
will depend on the allocation of the Human Settlements Development
Grant.
7.3.B. Breaking New Ground82 (BNG) programme: In line with density
objectives, subsidised homes constructed under the BNG programme will
be at least double-storey or semidetached. In addition to the substantial
and historical greenfields83 project pipeline, the focus will be on developing
infill housing84 in established neighbourhoods, which would provide access
to existing social and economic amenities and contribute to integrated
human settlements. The City will plan future housing projects in a way that
anticipates the development of additional dwellings. This would include
providing sufficient infrastructure capacity to cope with incremental
densification.

City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Human
Settlements
City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Human
Settlements

The BNG programme provides a fully subsidised home to households who earn R3 500 per month or less, are
registered on the City’s Housing Needs Register, and qualify in terms of the City’s housing allocation policy.
83 New housing developments on previously undeveloped land.
84 The insertion of housing units into existing or established neighbourhood.
82
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7.3.C. Enhanced People’s Housing Process (EPHP): The EPHP is an inclusive,
community-based intervention that enables beneficiary communities to be
actively involved in decisions about housing developments, and in
conceptualising human settlements solutions that respond to the local
context. The City will implement the EPHP to ensure a diversified supply of
state-provided subsidised housing and, where possible, to advance the
development of infill sites.

City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Human
Settlements

7.4 Public rental housing programme
Programme description: Improve maintenance and tenant
management in public rental housing.

SDGs 1, 10, 11, 16

The City is the primary provider of rental housing in Cape Town, with approximately
56 000 rental units that were developed pre-1994. The municipality will develop
incentives to transfer all freestanding public housing stock to qualifying beneficiaries.
For the remaining public rental stock, the City will improve maintenance and tenancy
management, and intervene to improve community safety and address the persistent
social ills in public housing developments. Poor rental collection rates compromise the
sustainability of Cape Town’s public housing, as the City receives no grant funding to
cover operating costs. In this context, the City will not expand its current unit holdings,
but instead focus on maintenance and transfer initiatives.
7.4.A. Maintenance of public rental stock initiative: The City is
committed to maintaining its rental housing stock. Due to limited
available resources in relation to the number of aging rental units,
the City will prioritise repairs to rental stock that poses a health and
safety concern to occupants.

7.4.B. Tenancy management project: The City will invest in the
Housing Safety Unit to improve the safety of staff who undertake
maintenance at Council rental stock. Different interventions will be
designed and tested to encourage tenants to adhere to contractual
commitments. In addition, the City will pilot alternative tenancy
management options, including transferring rental stock to
alternative agents to manage to improve building maintenance and
lease management.

7.4.C. Safety and stabilisation initiative: The City will work to stabilise
Council rental neighbourhoods affected by gangsterism, crime and
antisocial behaviour through targeted interventions in public spaces.
Working with SAPS, the City will take action to evict occupants
engaged in illegal activity.

City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Human
Settlements
City role:
Regulate
Partner

Accountable
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Human
Settlements

City role:
Deliver
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OBJECTIVE 8: Safer, better-quality homes in informal settlements
and backyards over time
8.1 Micro-developer and additional dwelling85 improvement programme
Programme description: Support micro-developers to build betterquality homes.

SDGs 1, 3, 8, 9,
10, 11

Micro-developers86 already deliver affordable housing across formal neighbourhoods
in Cape Town and are best-positioned to deliver affordable rental accommodation
at scale. The City is committed to supporting these developers and property owners
to build safer and better-quality homes, recognising their valuable contribution to a
more compact, densified Cape Town and a more inclusive housing market.
Housing construction is a labour-intensive economic activity offering significant
potential for growth in response to the high housing demand. Support for microdevelopers and the development of additional dwellings will result in skills
development, job creation and greater property wealth for lower-income families.

8.1.A. Regulatory reform initiative: To be relevant to informal areas,
current regulations, processes, ways of work and levels of service need
to be adapted to take account of the realities of informal urban
growth. In this regard, the City will develop standards and best
practice guidelines specific to building development in less formal
contexts to support the current trend of micro-development so that
these units can be developed in a safe and sustainable way.

8.1.B. Local planning support initiative: The City is committed to
growing its capability to advise micro-developers on building
practices so as to improve and ensure occupants’ health and safety,
and to provide development application support. To this end, a local
planning support function will be piloted. In addition, the City will
partner with organisations that support the functioning of the
secondary property market, such as NGOs dedicated to unlocking
finance or assisting with tenure issues for micro-developers. Moreover,
the City will focus on regularising property boundaries in response to
micro-developer and backyard building activity so that these
developments can be recognised as property assets and be bought
and sold in the formal property market.

City role:
Regulate
Enable

Accountable
directorate:
Spatial Planning
and
Environment
City role:
Enable
Partner

Accountable
directorate:
Spatial Planning
and
Environment

In the context of this programme, a formal additional dwelling is a structure constructed of any National-Building
Regulation-approved material, intended or used for human habitation, on the same registered residential property as
a main dwelling, built according to approved architectural plans. An informal additional dwelling is a structure
constructed of any material, intended or used for human habitation, on the same registered residential property as a
main dwelling, with no approved plans.
85

Micro-developers are developers of affordable rental units (also known as Small Scale Rental Units), generally in
townships or lower-income neighbourhoods.
86
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8.2 Informal settlements upgrading programme
Programme description: Improve
settlements rapidly and at scale.

living

conditions

in

informal
Climate
Priority
Programme

The City is committed to improving informal settlements rapidly and at
scale. The aim is for some level of improvement to occur in all
recognised informal settlements in the next five years, giving priority
SDGs 1, 3, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12
to basic services provision and functional tenure as a first line of
response. Informal settlements are not formally planned and the
materials used in building homes mean that many informal settlement residents live in
unhealthy living environments with limited access to water, sanitation and waste
disposal services, and are at risk of fires, flooding, and the impacts of extreme weather
and climate change.
8.2.A. Informal settlements upgrading initiative: The City will drive an
evolving programme to upgrade informal settlements, working with and not
against informality. Upgrading will focus on creating safer public spaces,
access for emergency vehicles, safe and convenient walkways and, where
possible, open space for essential community facilities. This initiative will be
supported by a programme of land release where on-site redevelopment
is not possible.
8.2.B. Informal settlements data improvement initiative: The City has good
data to inform planning and customer service in formal areas. Yet data to
inform the provision of basic services and security of tenure in informal areas
is relatively limited. The City will develop robust data systems for informal
settlements, recognising that this is crucial for responding to service delivery
disruptions and adapting services to changes in population density and the
physical characteristics of the area.
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Deliver
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PUBLIC SPACE, ENVIRONMENT AND AMENITIES
Let’s restore people’s pride in Cape Town by cleaning up our city’s public spaces,
streets and waterways
Commitments
Programmes and projects/initiatives
OBJECTIVE 9: Healthy and sustainable environment
The City is committed to protecting, restoring Environmental
and
biodiversity
and managing its natural areas to ensure management programme
their
long-term
sustainability.
The
 Environmental
management
municipality recognises that its green
initiative
infrastructure is important to Cape Town’s
 Green infrastructure initiative
resilience to climate change, and for
reducing the impact of shock events such as
floods and heatwaves.
The City is committed to improving the health City health programme
of the urban environment for residents to live,
 Primary healthcare initiative
work and interact in. The City also plays an
 Environmental health Initiative
important role in ensuring access to quality
primary healthcare services.
OBJECTIVE 10: Clean and healthy waterways and beaches
Waterways that are safe, healthy and Healthy urban waterways programme
functional are essential in making Cape
 Water quality improvement project
Town a water-sensitive city. The City will
 Waterway rehabilitation project
invest in cleaning up rivers and vleis and
combating sources of pollution.
Coastal programme
 Coastal infrastructure initiative
The City will restore and improve priority
 Coastal and marine conservation
coastal infrastructure and ecological
initiative
processes, with a focus on improving
resilience to climate change impacts.
OBJECTIVE 11: Quality and safe parks and recreation facilities supported by community
partnerships
The City will design and manage quality Quality community facilities programme
public
spaces
and
facilities
where
 Community facilities initiative
communities
can
gather
to
learn,
 Recreation and parks development
collaborate and relax in a safe and
and activation initiative
welcoming place.
 Library facility and access to
information project
In addition, provision will be made for Cape
 Cemetery
and
crematorium
Town’s burial and cremation needs.
provision project
The City will work with communities to
improve the quality and safety of parks,
recreational facilities and public spaces,
being
an
important
part
of
a
neighbourhood’s character and social
fabric.

Partnerships for quality public spaces
programme
 Public space improvement initiative
 Sustainable strategic partnerships
initiative
 Friends of libraries and parks initiative
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OBJECTIVE 9: Healthy and sustainable environment
9.1 Environmental management programme
Programme description: Improve the health of the Cape Town
environment.
Cape Town’s biodiversity and ecosystem services play an important
part in the city’s ecological, social and economic health. The City is
committed to protecting, restoring and managing its natural areas to
ensure their long-term sustainability and efficacy, and improve Cape
Town’s resilience to climate change.

Climate
Priority
Programme

SDGs 3, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15

City role:
Deliver
Partner

9.1.A. Biodiversity management initiative: The City will prioritise the
protection of its ecosystem services and biodiversity-sensitive areas to
ensure their long-term sustainability and improve Cape Town’s resilience to
climate change. The City will work to expand land under conservation and
manage biodiversity effectively, which includes the removal of alien
invasive species. The City recognises the importance of maintaining Cape
Town’s protected areas in a way that supports community access to
nature as well as economic activity such as ecotourism. In this regard, it will
work with organisations and other spheres of government to continually
improve the national park, nature reserves and biodiversity assets in Cape
Town.

Accountable
directorate:
Spatial Planning
and
Environment

City role:
Protect
Innovate

9.1.B. Green infrastructure initiative: Green infrastructure can be costeffective, enhance quality of life, and improve resilience to climate
change. This initiative will identify ecosystem services provided by natural
and green open spaces in Cape Town, with a focus on flood attenuation,
water purification and infiltration, and coastal zone protection. Green
infrastructure has the potential to replace or work alongside existing
infrastructure to improve the quality of rivers, parks and open spaces. The
City will strengthen the business case for increased investment in natural
assets and green infrastructure, and will develop a pipeline of green
infrastructure projects.

Accountable
directorate:
Spatial Planning
and
Environment

9.2 City health programme
Programme description: Improve health outcomes for all.

SDGs 3, 5, 10, 11

Cape Town has a quadruple burden of disease similar to the rest of South Africa,
comprising a high prevalence of non-communicable, infectious and maternal and
child diseases as well as trauma-related injuries. To improve overall health outcomes,
residents require access to quality healthcare services and a healthy urban
environment.
9.2.A. Primary healthcare initiative: Province’s Health Department takes the
lead in providing primary and tertiary healthcare in Cape Town, while the
City is a key partner in providing personal primary healthcare (PPHC), with
a focus on maternal and early childhood care as well as promoting
healthier lifestyles.

City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Community
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The City will work with the Western Cape Government to ensure the delivery
of health services through a network of clinics, particularly to the vulnerable
and poor. The City and Province will prioritise the review of the PPHC
functional assignment, to reduce duplication, improve service efficiency
and develop sustainable governance arrangements. Additionally, the City,
Province and other partners will continue to respond effectively to the
Covid-19 pandemic, while ensuring continued routine health services.
9.2.B. Environmental health initiative: The City’s environmental health
services are pivotal in ensuring a healthy environment and reducing
exposure to substances and sources that may cause disease, particularly
among the most vulnerable residents. Modernising the capabilities of the
City’s environmental health function to target its efforts towards activities
which are doing the most harm is a key priority. The City will also simplify and
streamline environmental health compliance measures.

Services and
Health

City role:
Regulate
Accountable
directorate:
Community
Services and
Health

OBJECTIVE 10: Clean and healthy waterways and beaches
10.1 Healthy urban waterways programme
Programme
waterways.

description:

Ensure

safe,

healthy

and

functional

Climate
Priority
Programme

Cape Town’s extensive waterway system requires continuous effort to
maintain, particularly to prevent blockages that pose a flood risk, and
to clear litter, illegal dumping and pollution. Making waterbodies, vleis
SDGs 3, 6,
and rivers cleaner, more resilient and more accessible to the public is
9, 14, 15
a key City priority. The City will collaborate with external role players
who have a shared interest in Cape Town’s waterways to make water quality data
available and enable collective understanding and action around the health of the
city’s waterways.
10.1.A. Water quality improvement project: The City recognises the serious
problem of poor water quality in certain waterbodies, having identified the
key causes to be illegal dumping and unsustainable waste management,
which leads to sewer blockages and overflows. Prioritised pollution
abatement plans for each catchment will identify sources and causes of
pollution and guide mitigating actions. The maintenance and upgrade of
infrastructure such as the sewer network and pump stations will also be
prioritised to address pollution.
10.1.B. Waterway rehabilitation project: Waterway and vlei rehabilitation
projects will deliver multiple benefits, including attenuating flood waters,
improving water quality, enhancing recreation facilities, and providing new
ecosystem services. Catching up on the significant backlog in waterway
dredging and cleaning will be a priority.

City role:
Deliver
Partner
Accountable
directorate:
Water and
Sanitation
City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Water and
Sanitation
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10.2 Coastal programme
Programme description: Ensure safe, healthy and attractive coastal
regions.
Its coastline is one of Cape Town’s most important economic, social
and environmental assets. The City will invest in the restoration and
improvement of priority coastal infrastructure and ecological
processes, with a focus on improving resilience to the impact of
climate change.
10.2.A. Coastal infrastructure initiative: Maintaining, managing and
developing key coastal infrastructure is crucial to protect City and private
property, ensure a high-quality coastal environment, and provide public
access to the coastline. Coastal infrastructure includes existing seawalls
(e.g. Sea Point), tidal pools, dune systems and walkways. This initiative is
crucial to safeguard economic and recreational activity along the
coastline.
10.2.B. Coastal and marine conservation initiative: This initiative will see
Cape Town’s unique coastal environment protected, and will contribute to
national priorities such as the conservation of the African penguin. Activities
will include reducing pollution and accidental sewage overflows and
improving waste management in coastal environments. Monitoring the
coastal environment and conserving key coastal ecosystems will be a
priority. Additionally, the City will strive to sustain its ‘Blue Flag’ beaches to
support tourism-related economic and recreational activities.

Climate
Priority
Programme

SDGs 9, 14, 15

City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Spatial
Planning and
Environment
City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Spatial
Planning and
Environment

OBJECTIVE 11: Quality and safe parks and recreation facilities
supported by community partnerships
11.1 Quality community facilities programme
Programme description: Create quality and safe community facilities
for all.

SDGs 4, 10, 11

Community facilities offer safe spaces where communities can gather to learn,
collaborate and relax, and play an essential part in enhancing social networks. Sport
and recreation facilities and public parks are a critical component of Cape Town’s
community fabric, promoting social cohesion and a balanced lifestyle. The City is
under severe financial strain to maintain its extensive network of facilities, and to
expand community facilities and programmes to underserved areas of the City, and
facility improvements are often undermined by vandalism. The City is committed to
developing and maintaining quality facilities for all that become beacons of hope
and development in communities, particularly vulnerable communities and residents.
This will be achieved through optimising and rationalising the current portfolio of
community facilities to better cater to residents’ needs.
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11.1.A. Community facilities initiative: The City will provide quality
community facilities, focusing on areas of greatest need. To optimise the
value of these facilities, the City will maximise external funding and
partnership opportunities, enhance facility safety through design, and
mobilise and engage communities to reduce vandalism and theft. This
initiative will focus on creating civic precincts (multiple community facilities
located close to each other) and providing social and recreational facilities
to informal settlements as part of the informal settlements upgrading.
11.1.B. Recreation and parks development and activation initiative: The City
will leverage quality recreation programmes and community partnerships
to effectively manage, develop and utilise sport and recreation facilities
and public parks. These amenities provide the space for healthy exercise
and are vital in encouraging healthy and active lifestyles. This initiative
includes the upgrade and maintenance of netball facilities as part of
broader preparations for the 2023 Netball World Cup. The City will also work
to make it easier to use parks for economic and social activities such as
markets. This will further increase the vibrancy of these public spaces and
build revenue streams to supplement maintenance costs.
11.1.C. Library facility and access to information project: Libraries are places
of ambition where people of all ages can study and access online
opportunities to learn and work. The City delivers library services on behalf
of and in collaboration with Province and will continue to work with partners
to improve and modernise its existing libraries. Promoting functional, digital
and information literacy and creating a reading culture will be priorities.

11.1.D. Cemetery and crematorium provision project: Increasing urban
density and demand for burial space necessitates careful planning,
maintenance and investment in cemeteries and crematoria. The City will
be developing a new cemetery in the metro southeast and will also identify
and secure suitable land for future cemetery development in the medium
to long term.

City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Community
Services and
Health
City role:
Deliver
Partner
Accountable
directorate:
Community
Services and
Health

City role:
Deliver
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Services and
Health
City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Community
Services and
Health

11.2 Partnerships for quality public spaces programme
Programme description: Partner to improve and activate public
spaces.

SDGs 4, 10, 11, 17

The City partners with communities and civic organisations to improve, manage and
activate public spaces and community facilities, as this enhances the quality, safety
and utilisation of these spaces.
11.2.A. Public space improvement initiative: Functional, attractive and safe
public spaces contribute significantly to environmental sustainability, job
creation and enterprise development. Therefore, the City will develop,
manage and activate quality public spaces in key precincts, in partnership
with local stakeholders. The economic potential of public spaces will be
improved through creating opportunities for vibrant market and trading
spaces with associated infrastructure. Design interventions and lighting will
be used to create active and safer public spaces, which includes unlocking
the potential of streets as public spaces that support economic

City role:
Deliver
Enable
Partner
Accountable
directorate:
Spatial
Planning and
Environment
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development and social cohesion. Community-based cultural
development and cultural spaces will be promoted to improve social
cohesion, create a sense of belonging, and support entrepreneurs in the
arts-and-culture and local tourism sectors.
11.2.B. Sustainable strategic partnerships initiative: The City relies on
community and other partners to run sustainable programmes at its various
community facilities and public or publicly accessible spaces across Cape
Town. These partnerships allow the City to reach areas where there are few
or no community facilities, or insufficient resources to facilitate communitybased and public programmes. They also help the City enhance and
sustain existing programmes and services. Under this initiative, the City will
facilitate community-led cultural, social and recreation programmes that
support other City initiatives as well as facility maintenance.
11.2.C. Friends of libraries and parks initiative: Friends groups play a crucial
part in enhancing local parks, community facilities and open spaces, and
give locals a greater say in how their green spaces and facilities are
managed and developed. These groups work in various ways, including by
raising funds, making practical improvements to community facilities, and
running programmes and events in parks and libraries. Enabling these
friends groups to effectively contribute is critical to the ongoing value and
sustainability of these services, and the City will ensure that it is a good
partner in this regard.

City role:
Partner

Accountable
directorate:
Community
Services and
Health
City role:
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Enable
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TRANSPORT
Let’s improve urban mobility through safe, reliable and affordable public transport
and well-maintained roads
Commitments
Programmes and projects/initiatives
OBJECTIVE 12: A sustainable transport system that is integrated, efficient and provides safe
and affordable travel options for all
The City will incrementally improve public Public transport reform programme
transport infrastructure and operations to
 Public transport priority measures
improve the safety, convenience, reliability
initiative
and quality of public transport services, for
 Public
transport
interchange
the greatest number of commuters, as
improvement initiative
quickly as possible.
 Minibus
taxi
industry
transition
initiative
 Contracted
bus
service
collaboration project
 Advocacy initiative
Getting passenger rail services working Rail improvement programme
again is critical to improving Cape Town’s
 Rail devolution initiative
public transport. The City will advocate
strongly for the devolution of rail functions to
a competent local authority or entity,
together with concessions being made
available to the private sector, so that the
restoration of passenger rail services in Cape
Town can become a reality.
The City’s major investment in bus rapid
transit (BRT) will improve public transport
connectivity and access for the most
vulnerable neighbourhoods in Cape Town. It
will enable people to travel faster, more
safely, and at a cost they can afford in key
transport corridors.

Bus rapid transit programme
 MyCiTi Metro South-East corridor
development
 BRT service excellence initiative

The City is committed to reducing the time
residents spend in traffic every day through
targeted road capacity improvements, and
interventions that reduce the need to travel
at all or during peak times of day.

Travel demand and congestion relief
programme
 Targeted
road
capacity
enhancement project
 Traffic signal efficiency project
 Sustainable transport initiative

OBJECTIVE 13: Safe and quality roads for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles
Road safety and maintenance programme
A key priority for the City is to maintain a
 Non-motorised
transport
(NMT)
quality road network, recognising its
infrastructure expansion initiative
importance as a key platform for economic
 Transport infrastructure maintenance
growth by allowing the efficient movement
 Road safety initiative
of people and goods throughout the city.
Safe and quality roads for vehicles, cyclists
and pedestrians are important to ensure that
people can move freely throughout Cape
Town.
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OBJECTIVE 12: A sustainable transport system that is integrated,
efficient and provides safe and affordable travel options for all
12.1 Public transport reform programme
Programme description: Improve the safety, convenience, reliability
and quality of public transport for commuters.

Climate
Priority
Programme

The current transport system in Cape Town faces significant
SDGs 3, 9, 11
challenges, with high levels of congestion and the collapse of rail
making travel costly and time-consuming for many commuters. Public transport
services, particularly rail, require urgent attention. However, improvements must take
place in the context of very limited funding for large capital investments in new public
transport modes and corridors. The City will pursue the incremental improvement of
public transport infrastructure and operations in a way that delivers maximum benefit,
for the greatest number of commuters, as quickly as possible. This programme will
focus on integrating different modes of public transport to improve access and the
safety, convenience, reliability and quality of transport services for commuters. Public
Transport investments are critical to support a more spatially integrated, higher density
and diverse built environment (Transit-oriented Development) and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions from the transport sector.
12.1.A. Public transport priority measures initiative: The design of Cape
Town’s road network offers an important opportunity to offer priority to
public transport vehicles over private vehicles. The City will plan and
construct infrastructure improvements at various locations in the road
network to provide speed advantages to road-based public transport in
mixed traffic. It will also pursue operational traffic management
interventions to provide speed advantages for public transport services. This
will serve as an incentive to commuters to switch to public transport as a
more sustainable form of travel, and will improve the efficiency of
operations for public transport providers. The City will prioritise commuter
safety in transport infrastructure design, such as by improving lighting on
non-motorised transport links (walkways, cycle paths) with public transport
interchanges.

12.1.B. Public transport interchange improvement initiative: The City will
upgrade public transport interchanges, including universal access87
measures to ensure that persons with disabilities can easily utilise these
spaces. The City will prioritise multimodal, integrated ticketing where
possible to ensure a smoother customer experience across the transport
system. Precinct management around public transport interchanges will be
strengthened to derive maximum economic benefit from these facilities,
particularly for people currently excluded from the formal economy. This

87

City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Urban
Mobility

City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Urban
Mobility

Universal Access is defined as “the products, environments, programs and services to be usable by all people of

different ages and abilities over time, to the greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialised
design” (CCT Universal Design Access Plan, 2022). Universal Access is included in all the Programmes and Projects by
the Urban Mobility Directorate such as the MyCiTi service and the implementation of public transport interchanges
and NMT projects implemented under the City-wide NMT Programme.
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initiative will include the upgrade of public transport interchanges along the
new Bus Rapid Transit corridor linking Khayelitsha and Mitchells Plain with
Claremont and Wynberg.
12.1.C. Minibus taxi industry transition initiative: The City recognises the
importance of minibus taxis as the dominant mode of road-based public
transport for Cape Town’s residents. The City is committed to working with
and supporting industry partners in incrementally improving minibus taxi
services. This includes improving the quality, reliability and safety of services
for commuters, and enhancing interoperability with other transport modes.
The City will evolve the Transport Operating Company (TOC) model as a
partnership-building process, and will use available regulatory measures to
improve the quality of minibus taxi services.
12.1.D. Contracted bus service collaboration project: Contracted buses are
currently operated by the Western Cape Government and are the second
largest provider of road-based public transport in Cape Town. However,
much can be done to improve the integration of this service with other
modes of public transport and, therefore, enhance the quality, safety and
efficiency of the service. As planning authority and intended contracting
authority, the City will work with the various spheres of government to effect
the assignment of the contracted bus function to the municipality, along
with the relevant grant funding.
12.1.E. Advocacy initiative: The City will pursue grant reform with other
spheres of government to expand the use of public transport grants. Instead
of restricting grant funding to certain transport modes such as BRT, the City
will advocate for its extension to fund incremental public transport
improvements to the existing road network as well. This will maximise
benefits for commuters.

City role:
Partner
Regulate

Accountable
directorate:
Urban
Mobility
City role:
Partner
Accountable
directorate:
Urban
Mobility

City role:
Advocate
Accountable
directorate:
Urban
Mobility

12.2 Rail improvement programme
Programme description: Advocate for the restoration of passenger
rail services in Cape Town, and limit the further deterioration of the
service.

SDGs 3, 9, 11

Failing passenger rail services in Cape Town, which are operated by PRASA, have
severely affected the level of access of the city’s most vulnerable residents, presenting
a significant barrier to their movement around the city and access to jobs and
services. Over the past ten years, rail passenger numbers have declined sharply, in
large part due to the continued failure of the rail service. This has affected travel times
and costs as well as workplace productivity; for some people, it has even led to the
loss or curtailment of employment. The urgent protection of rail infrastructure and the
reinstatement of services are critical to the functioning of Cape Town’s transport
system, and therefore a key concern of the City. The City will advocate strongly for
the devolution of rail functions to a competent local authority or entity, together with
concessions being made available to the private sector, in order that the restoration
of passenger rail services in Cape Town can become a reality.
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12.2.A. Rail devolution initiative: The City will strongly advocate for an
alternative governance and management model for urban rail, where rail
functions are devolved to a competent regional or local authority or entity.
This initiative will include advocating for PRASA to make available rail route
concessions to the private sector so that private funding can be leveraged
to make travel in Cape Town safer, cheaper and easier.

City role:
Advocate

Accountable
directorate:
Urban
Mobility

12.3 Bus rapid transit programme
Programme description: Expand quality Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
services to the South East of the city

SDGs 3, 9, 11

The City is committed to expanding its own public transport offering to improve the
quality of public transport services in Cape Town. Currently, this expansion is taking the
form of Bus Rapid Transit, with a major BRT corridor being implemented between
Khayelitsha, Mitchells Plain, Claremont and Wynberg in the next five years. This BRT
corridor is critical in building a quality, universally accessible public transport system
for Cape Town. This investment will improve transport connectivity and access for
some of the most vulnerable neighbourhoods in Cape Town, improving the speed
and safety with which people can travel and at a cost they can afford. The transport
system will also create the foundation of transit-oriented development along this
corridor supporting, strategic densification and access to economic opportunities.
12.3.A. MyCiTi Metro South-East corridor development: The City will
implement the second phase of the BRT programme, delivering an
integrated public transport corridor that connects Khayelitsha and Mitchells
Plain with Claremont and Wynberg public transport hubs. The City is
committed to incorporating community-based design principles into BRT
infrastructure design. This will increase access to community facilities and
improve the quality and safety of public spaces and non-motorised
transport routes linked to the BRT corridor.
12.3.B. BRT service excellence initiative: The City will continue to maintain
and operate the existing MyCiTi service, delivering a high-quality, reliable
service to the people of Cape Town, striving for operational efficiency, and
continually expanding its ridership. Key partnerships will be sustained to
ensure that the MyCiTi N2 Express service continues to be delivered to a
high standard.

City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Urban
Mobility
City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Urban
Mobility

12.4 Travel demand and congestion relief programme
Programme description: Reduce the time residents spend in traffic

SDGs 3, 9, 11

Congestion on Cape Town roads is costly for the economy and commuters in terms
of both time and money. It also harms the environment and affects the efficiency and
speed of road-based public transport such as minibus taxis and contracted buses. The
City remains committed to improving public transport access and expanding nonmotorised transport infrastructure as the most effective ways to reduce congestion. At
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the same time, however, it will work to reduce the time residents spend in traffic
through targeted road capacity improvements and interventions.
12.4.A. Targeted road capacity enhancement project: The City will address
major pressure points in the road network through infrastructure investments
to alleviate congestion. These projects will focus on roads that typically
have a peak traffic period in excess of two hours. These include locations
where road improvements can alleviate the impact of congestion on roadbased public transport services. Targeted road capacity expansions will
include Broadway Boulevard in Somerset West, Jip de Jager Drive in Bellville,
and the upgrade of Saxdowns and Amandel roads in the Kuils River area.
The City will also pursue the completion of the Foreshore freeways.
12.4.B. Traffic signal efficiency project: The City will invest in modern
technologies such as vehicle detection systems and traffic signal controllers
to improve the movement of vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists. These
technology upgrades will improve the City’s ability to manage how people
and cars move through the city at different times of the day, and
meaningfully contribute towards reducing congestion.
12.4.C. Sustainable transport initiative:
Building on the benefits of
infrastructure interventions that prioritise public transport and NonMotorised Transport for reducing the need to travel by private vehicle, the
City will focus on stakeholder engagement including the promotion of
flexible work programmes for large employers. The City will also strategically
manage on-street parking to accommodate a range of travel modes in
Cape Town’s business districts.

City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Urban
Mobility

City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Urban
Mobility
City role:
Innovate
Partner
Accountable
directorate:
Urban
Mobility

OBJECTIVE 13: Safe and quality roads for pedestrians, cyclists and
vehicles
13.1 Road safety and maintenance programme
Programme description: Maintain a quality and safe road network88 for
the benefit of all users.

Climate
Priority
Programme

The City is committed to maintaining a quality road network,
recognising its importance as a key platform for economic growth by
allowing the efficient movement of people and goods throughout
SDGs 3, 9,
Cape Town. Effective maintenance strategies are implemented to
10, 11
sustain the road network into the future and the City will continue to
upgrade and maintain public transport infrastructure, roads, stormwater infrastructure
and traffic signals, and to repair potholes. Since the majority of residents walk as part
of their daily journeys, the City will invest in non-motorised transport (NMT) infrastructure
and making streets safer for pedestrians and cyclists.

The City’s road network includes various classes of roads sidewalks/footways and bicycle paths as well as associated
enabling infrastructure
88
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This will provide safer travel options for pedestrians and cyclists, enhance access to
public transport services, particularly for vulnerable transport users, and promote
cleaner and carbon-neutral travel. In addition, the City recognises that traffic calming
is critical to the safety of pedestrians and cyclists.
13.1.A. NMT infrastructure expansion initiative: The City will expand its NMT
infrastructure, including pedestrian footways, cycleways, signage and the
improvement of busy signalized intersections. The City’s investments in
making the road network safer for pedestrians and cyclists include
dropped kerbs with tactile paving to improve accessibility for persons with
physical disabilities and other, diverse needs as well as improving street
lighting. Significant NMT investments will be integrated with the new
Khayelitsha-Wynberg Bus Rapid Transit route to maximise safe access
along this transport corridor and the routes feeding this corridor.
13.1.B. Transport infrastructure maintenance: The City will enhance its
maintenance programmes relating to roads, bridges and stormwater
infrastructure, and will increase its investment in maintenance to address
critical backlogs. Road maintenance includes pavements/footpaths and
bicycle paths, as well as other NMT infrastructure. The maintenance of
public transport infrastructure, including public transport interchanges as
well as MyCiTi shelters, stops and bus depots, will be prioritised.
13.1.C. Road safety initiative: Improving road safety for vehicles, cyclists and
pedestrians is a City priority. The City will invest in traffic-calming measures
at all schools over the next five years. The City will also systematically assess
safety on its arterial road network to identify the need for focused safety
interventions, and will intervene at hazardous locations to address safety
risks.

City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Urban
Mobility

City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Urban
Mobility
City role:
Deliver
Partner

Accountable
directorate:
Urban
Mobility
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A RESILIENT CITY
Let’s build a resilient and climate-responsive city by reducing our vulnerability to
shocks and stresses
The future well-being and economic prosperity of Cape Town depends on individuals’ and
communities’ ability to overcome, adapt and thrive, no matter what shocks and stresses
they experience. Against the backdrop of increasing severe weather events due to climate
change, and the risk of pandemics in an increasingly connected world, building urban
resilience is critical for Cape Town to have a future of hope.
Climate change and the related response will lead to shifts in how the Cape Town economy
is configured and where employment is concentrated, including creating new opportunities
for economic sector growth.89 In line with the principles of the Just transition, 90 the City must
do whatever it can to enable the private sector to create jobs in new and emerging sectors.
The most significant way for the City to increase the resilience of Cape Town’s communities
is to reduce poverty, being the primary driver of household vulnerability to social,
environmental and economic shocks.

Commitments

Programmes and projects/initiatives

OBJECTIVE 14: A resilient city
The City will proactively adapt basic services
infrastructure in response to climate change,
and will reduce Cape Town’s carbon
footprint by pursuing energy security and
better public transport services.

Climate change programme
 Climate change response planning
and monitoring initiative

The City will continue to build excellent
disaster risk management capabilities and
proactively seek to build resilience to
prevailing threats at the community level. To
this end, lessons will be drawn from the 2015–
2017 drought, the Covid-19 pandemic,
large-scale fires and floods, and other
disaster events over the past five years.
The City and its partners will improve and
support a healthy environment, addressing
disparities in health outcomes, as well as the
environments that create them. The aim is to
reduce overall vulnerability to future
pandemics and improve overall health and
well-being.

Disaster risk reduction and response
programme
 Disaster management volunteer
enhancement project
 Major incident and disaster response
coordination project
 Enhanced firefighting initiative
 Flood alleviation projects
 Emergency housing initiative
Integrated urban health programme
 Urban health monitoring initiative

City of Cape Town. 2021. Climate Change Action Plan.
“Just Transition is a vision-led, unifying and place-based set of principles, processes, and practices that build
economic and political power to shift from an extractive economy to a regenerative economy.” Climate Justice
Alliance. Available: https://climatejusticealliance.org/just-transition/
89
90
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IDP alignment with
Sustainable Development Goals
Local government has an important part to play in implementing the United Nations’
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The City’s 16 IDP objectives are aligned with
relevant SDGs, and their implementation will contribute to the achievement of the
global goals. Annexure C illustrates programme-level SDG alignment.

IDP objectives

Sustainable Development Goals
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

1. Increased jobs and
investment in the Cape
Town economy
2. Improved access to
quality and reliable basic
services
3. End load-shedding in
Cape Town over time
4. Well-managed and
modernised infrastructure to
support economic growth
5. Effective law
enforcement to make
communities safer
6. Strengthen partnerships
for safer communities
7. Increased supply of
affordable, well-located
homes
8. Safer, better-quality
homes in informal
settlements and backyards
over time
9. Healthy and sustainable
environment
10. Clean and healthy
waterways and beaches
11. Quality and safe parks
and recreation facilities
12. A sustainable transport
system that is integrated,
efficient and provides safe
and affordable travel
options for all
13. Safe and quality roads
for pedestrians, cyclists and
vehicles
14. A resilient city
15. A more spatially
integrated and inclusive
city
16. A capable and
collaborative city
government
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OBJECTIVE 14: A resilient city
14.1 Climate change programme
Programme description: Accelerate our response to climate change.

SDGs 11, 13

The City recognises that climate change poses a significant threat to Cape Town, its
environment, communities and economy, and that we must take action to protect
the future of the city and those who live here. Responding to climate change helps
reduce the entire city’s vulnerability to future climate disasters and presents an
opportunity to lead in transitioning to clean energy and a water sensitive city.
14.1.A. Climate change response planning and monitoring initiative: The
City will continue to analyse and monitor key climate change indicators
relevant to climate change mitigation and adaptation. This will include
regular updates and reporting of Cape Town’s greenhouse gas emissions
inventory, and conducting hazard, vulnerability and risk assessments. The
City will also strengthen its capacity to interpret and integrate climate risk
response into infrastructure planning and development processes.

City role:
Monitor
Accountable
directorate:
Future
Planning and
Resilience

IDP programmes contributing to the City’s climate change response

Making Cape Town climate-adaptive and moving towards carbon neutrality are
cross-cutting priorities of the City’s five-year plan. All of the City programmes listed
below meaningfully contribute to reducing Cape Town’s carbon footprint and
adapting to the impacts of climate change.
Table 1: Key IDP programmes contributing to the climate change response

Mainstreaming basic service delivery to informal settlements and backyard dwellings
programme (2.1)
Diversified energy supply programme (3.1)
Energy demand response programme (3.2)
Utility business model reform programme (4.1)
Water resilience programme (4.4)
Waste minimisation and recycling programme (4.6)
ENERGY: Excellence in basic service delivery (4.8)
Informal settlements upgrading programme (8.2)
Environmental management programme (9.1)
Healthy urban waterways programme (10.1)
Coastal programme (10.2)
Public transport reform programme (12.1)
Road safety and maintenance programme (13.1)
Disaster risk reduction and response programme (14.2)
Spatial integration and transformation programme (15.1)

The City recognises that reducing reliance on power from Eskom, which is almost
exclusively coal-based, is the single greatest way of reducing the carbon footprint of
Cape Town and its residents. The municipality’s interventions to improve public
transport and encourage densification are other significant ways to reduce the city’s
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carbon footprint and improve energy efficiency. A more compact and efficient built
form will enhance Cape Town’s sustainability into the future. The City is also working
to shift the way in which service infrastructure is designed and managed to achieve
climate change objectives, which is one of the key informants of the City’s utility
business model reforms. Finally, building resilience into the water system and more
generally across City infrastructure will help prepare Cape Town for projected climate
impacts.

14.2 Disaster risk reduction and response programme
Programme description: Reduce risks and increase readiness to
respond to disasters.

Climate
Priority
Programme

The City and its residents experienced two major metro-scale disasters
in the past five years, namely the drought and the pandemic. Smaller
SDGs 11, 13
local emergencies such as flooding and fire also affected many
communities. The increasing risk of natural and human-induced
hazards affecting life, property, the environment and the functioning of communities
is exacerbated by rapid urbanisation, climate change and worsening vulnerability.
Disasters often disproportionately affect women, children and those already
vulnerable. This requires improved emergency preparedness to avoid and reduce the
impact of disasters. The City is committed to strengthening its risk assessment and
response mechanisms to better prepare for and respond to disasters. Working with
internal and external partners, the municipality will improve the effectiveness of
disaster relief, addressing disaster-affected individuals’ immediate needs.
14.2.A. Disaster management volunteer enhancement project: The City
will provide improved facilities for existing volunteer units and enhance
volunteer training, equipment and deployment management.
Categories of volunteers will also be expanded to provide further
emergency and disaster management capacity.

14.2.B. Major incident and disaster response coordination project: The
City will work with all services to improve response, relief, reconstruction
and rehabilitation efforts in the event of major incidents and disasters.
Capacity to manage disaster risk incidents will be enhanced by pooling
the strategy, project management and data capacities of all City
departments in times of major and acute crisis. Specific priorities will be
to update incident management systems and provide physical facilities,
improved systems and equipment support to ensure a well-coordinated
interdisciplinary emergency response. The City will also continue to
improve its existing disaster plans and develop new plans in response to
emerging hazards, including a citywide plan to mitigate the impact of
heatwaves. In addition, the City will undertake research and
development to design and implement enhanced disaster risk
monitoring and early-warning systems.
14.2.C. Enhanced firefighting initiative: The City faces an increased risk of
fires due to increasing population density in certain areas and the
increase in informal housing across the city, with the resultant increase in
fires and emergencies. Climate change will likely also increase fire

City role:
Partner
Accountable
directorate:
Safety and
Security
City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Safety and
Security

City role:
Deliver
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hazards in the future. Bolstering of staff capacity by means of reservists
and seasonal firefighters, expanding fire and life safety awareness and
introducing a multidisciplinary incident command system will help ensure
that life-threatening fires and emergencies are effectively managed.
14.2.D. Flood alleviation projects: The City will implement various
strategic flood alleviation projects, including at the Lourens, Sir Lowry’s
Pass and Kuils/Eerste rivers. These are crucial to reduce surrounding
communities’ vulnerability to flood events.

14.2.E. Emergency housing initiative: The City is responsible for the provision
of emergency housing in response to a declared disaster in terms of the
Disaster Management Act 57 of 2002.91 To this end, the City will develop an
emergency housing policy to guide its efforts in providing appropriate
emergency housing solutions to a wide range of localised emergencies.

Accountable
directorate:
Safety and
Security
City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Water and
Sanitation

City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Human
Settlements

IDP programmes that help reduce vulnerability to the top five hazards facing Cape Town
Because of climate change, a wide range of hazards and threats are likely to become more
frequent and significant in the near future. The impact of these hazards can be mitigated by
reducing the vulnerability of people and property, sensibly managing land and the
environment, and improving emergency preparedness and early-warning systems. Therefore,
it is critical that the programmes set out in this five-year plan also strengthen the city’s resilience
and reduce vulnerability to the top hazards facing Cape Town.
Table 2: Key IDP programmes to reduce vulnerability to top five Cape Town hazards

Top five hazards facing Cape Town
Structure fire: Fire in informal areas poses a
constant threat, especially during high-wind
periods. Increasingly hot, dry and windy
conditions as a result of climate change may
also increase the risk of structure fires and their
rapid spread.

Civil unrest: Civil unrest is typically a symptom of,
and a form of protest against, major sociopolitical problems. In Cape Town, civil unrest
often takes the form of protests and labour
strikes, taxi violence and xenophobia, and can

IDP programmes that help reduce vulnerability
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Mainstreaming
basic
services
to
informal settlements and backyard
dwellings programme (2.1)
Micro-developer
and
additional
dwelling improvement programme (8.1)
Informal
settlements
upgrading
programme (8.2)
Enhanced policing programme (5.1)
Safety technology programme (5.2)
Partnerships for community safety
programme (6.1)
Holistic crime prevention programme
(6.2)

Emergency Housing refers to the provision for temporary shelter relief to people in urban and rural areas who find
themselves in emergencies as defined and described in the Emergency Housing Chapter of the National Housing
Code (2009). This includes emergency housing in the case of a declared disaster in terms of the Disaster Management
Act (2002).
91
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result in the disruption of services and vandalism
of public infrastructure.

•

Public
(12.1)

Floods:

Flooding most commonly affects
occupants of low-lying ‘informal’ homes. These
residents are least resilient to even minor flooding
and storm damage because of their location on
marginal, poorly drained land, poor building
construction and/or the lack of stormwater
drainage systems and other infrastructure.

•

WATER AND SANITATION: Excellence in
basic service delivery programme (4.3)
Informal
settlements
upgrading
programme (8.2)
Environmental
management
programme (9.1)
Healthy urban waterways programme
(10.1)

Severe weather (including heatwaves): Severe

•

storms, storm surges and heatwaves are likely to
increase in frequency and severity in Cape Town,
driven by climate change.

Communicable human disease: In March 2020,
a national epidemiological disaster was
declared for the first time since the promulgation
of the Disaster Management Act. More novel
diseases are expected to emerge in the future
because of multiple factors, including humans
encroaching on previously uninhabited areas. In
Cape Town, HIV/Aids and tuberculosis also
remain among the most important causes of
years of life lost. In addition, the health of the
urban environment is an important factor in
reducing the city’s burden of disease.

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

transport

reform

programme

Environmental
management
programme (9.1)
Coastal programme (10.2)
Quality community facilities programme
(11.1)

Mainstreaming
basic
services
to
informal settlements and backyard
dwellings programme (2.1)
Informal
settlements
upgrading
programme (8.2)
City health programme (9.2)

14.3 Integrated urban health programme
Programme description: Create a health-promoting environment to
improve health outcomes for all residents.

SDGs 1, 3, 10
11, 13

The Covid-19 pandemic has highlighted how existing levels of inequality and poverty
affect residents’ health. This means that we need to be able to identify, address and
monitor how basic services delivery, housing and the cleanliness of the urban
environment influence community health so that we can create more integrated,
healthier communities. This will ultimately reduce residents’ collective and individual
vulnerability to future pandemics, and improve overall health. This programme will also
enable the City to build health into its long-term planning.
14.3.A. Urban health monitoring initiative: The City will develop the capacity
to monitor Cape Town’s urban health based on health, environmental,
economic and social data, and to address disparities in health outcomes
as well as the environments that create them. The municipal public health
and epidemiological capacity will be maintained to inform a citywide
response to Covid-19 and other pandemics and seasonal disease
outbreaks. Moreover, the City will integrate public health with policy,

City role:
Monitor

Accountable
directorate:
Future
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planning and data analytics across all municipal functions. This initiative
also ties in with the City’s ongoing efforts in support of pandemic- and
health-related disaster preparedness and resilience.

Planning and
Resilience

IDP programmes contributing to integrated urban health
Maintaining a health-promoting environment for residents to live, work and play in is
a key City priority for the next five years. This is particularly important in light of the
impact of the Covid-19 pandemic. The list below contains the specific programmes
that will contribute to improved urban health. Broadly, these include programmes that
are geared towards addressing the key determinants of urban health, including
housing, safety, basic services critical for hygiene, transport, nutrition and pollution.
Table 3: Key IDP programmes contributing to integrated urban health

•

•

Improved access to basic services
• Mainstreaming basic service delivery to informal settlements and backyard
dwellings programme (2.1)
• Water and sanitation programmes (4.1, 4.3, 4.4)
• Solid waste programmes (4.1, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7)
• Energy programmes (4.1, 4.8)
• Micro-developer and additional dwelling improvement programme (8.1)
• Informal settlements upgrading programme (8.2)
Improved health of the urban environment
• Water and sanitation programmes (4.1, 4.3, 4.4)
• Partnerships for community safety programme (6.1)
• Holistic Crime Prevention Programme (6.2)
• Micro-developer and additional dwelling improvement programme (8.1)
• Environmental management programme (9.1)
• City health programme (9.2)
• Healthy urban waterways programme (10.1)
• Coastal programme (10.2)
• Quality community facilities programme (11.1)
• Public transport programmes (12.1, 12.2, 12.3, 12.4)
• Road safety and maintenance programme (13.1)
• Climate change programme (14.1)
• Disaster risk reduction and response programme (14.2)
• Social inclusion and well-being programme (15.2)
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A MORE SPATIALLY INTEGRATED AND INCLUSIVE CITY
Let’s build a spatially integrated city that supports equitable access and
opportunity for all communities
The two most important ways in which the City can drive spatial integration and
transformation are through investment in public transport and the release of Cityowned land. How land is used, and how and where housing and transport services are
developed, all work together to create the urban conditions for economic growth and
prosperity.

The City’s commitment to expanding the BRT network in the Metro South East is
captured under the ‘Transport’ priority, together with a range of interventions that
will enhance the efficiency of all forms of road-based public transport. However,
the decline of PRASA’s passenger rail service in the city presents a major barrier to
the efficient movement of people around our city. The City recognises the
importance of the rail network to the future spatial integration of Cape Town and
will continue to place pressure on National Government to restore this critical public
transport mode and devolve rail functions to a competent local authority or entity.
The City’s commitment to the release of land for development in support of
economic growth and affordable housing is detailed under the ‘Economic growth’
and the ‘Housing’ priorities. Transforming vacant and underutilised public land into
places of economic and social opportunity will help make our city more integrated
and inclusive.
Commitments

Programmes and projects/initiatives

OBJECTIVE 15: A more spatially integrated and inclusive city
The City is committed to addressing the Spatial integration and transformation
injustice of apartheid spatial planning, which programme
is reinforced by persistent inequality in Cape  Development enablement mechanisms
Town. In performing its role of providing
initiative
public infrastructure and regulating the built  Spatial
strategy
monitoring
and
environment, the City will ensure that urban
evaluation project
growth contributes to a more inclusive,  District spatial development framework
integrated and vibrant city.
implementation initiative
The City is committed to removing and
reducing barriers to inclusion and wellbeing. This is achieved through the provision
of adequate public services and assets,
being an enabler for the poor and
vulnerable in society to be uplifted and
assisted.

Social inclusion and well-being programme
 People living on the street initiative
 Food systems project
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OBJECTIVE 15: A more spatially integrated and inclusive city
15.1 Spatial integration and transformation programme
Programme description: Address the injustice of apartheid spatial
planning to work towards a more inclusive, integrated and vibrant city.

Climate
Priority
Programme

Cape Town’s MSDF is an integral part of the IDP, translating the IDP’s
vision and strategy into a desired spatial form for the city. The MDSF
SDGs 9, 10, 11
is a framework for long-term growth and development, and provides
a spatial vision, policy parameters and development priorities that
will help Cape Town achieve a reconfigured, more resilient and more inclusive spatial
form. It guides public and private investment decisions that affect Cape Town’s
spatial form, and helps the City strike a balance between competing land use
demands and sector priorities in support of inclusive economic growth for poverty
reduction. This includes guidance on the delivery of housing and transport, the
protection Cape Town’s unique cultural and environmental assets, and the provision
of infrastructure. While directing future spatial form and growth, the MSDF also
addresses the fragmented, inefficient spatial form that resulted from apartheid
planning.
As guided by the MSDF, DSDFs and other spatial planning instruments, a number of
programmes in the City’s five-year plan will help foster spatial integration and
transformation in Cape Town.

15.1.A. Development enablement mechanisms initiative: The City will roll
out spatially targeted development mechanisms to incentivise
appropriate forms of residential, economic and social development.
These mechanisms will include incentive overlay zones as well as zones
exempted or excluded from onerous legislative processes, both of which
will make it easier to develop and grow the local economy.

15.1.B. Spatial strategy monitoring and evaluation project: The City will
improve its ability to track changes in the built environment so as to
determine whether the spatial planning policy is being implemented. This,
in turn, will inform policy regulation and the development of mechanisms
to measure whether incentives, investments and land release
programmes are achieving the desired outcomes.

City role:
Regulate
Enable

Accountable
directorate:
Spatial
Planning and
Environment
City role:
Monitor
Regulate
Accountable
directorate:
Spatial
Planning and
Environment
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15.1.C. District spatial development framework (DSDF) implementation
initiative: The City’s DSDFs outline the ten-year spatial development vision
for each of the eight districts. They guide public infrastructure investment
to support economic and social development, and direct private-sector
investment to ensure that Cape Town can meet new residential and nonresidential demand.

City role:
Monitor
Regulate
Accountable
directorate:
Spatial
Planning and
Environment

15.2 Social inclusion and well-being programme
Programme description: Reduce barriers to well-being.

SDGs 2, 3, 5,
10, 11

To create an enabling environment for social inclusion and well-being,
the City seeks to understand the underlying challenges facing its communities, and
then implement projects within its mandate and authority to reduce barriers to wellbeing. To achieve this, the City will provide adequate public services and assets, being
an enabler for the poor and vulnerable in society to be uplifted and assisted.
15.2.A People living on the street initiative: As it is a provincial mandate to
address homelessness, the City will support and collaborate with Province
to alleviate the plight of the homeless and contribute to the required
network of care. The City wants to expand its understanding of the reasons
behind homelessness, and the most effective ways of improving the life
chances of those living on the street, while fulfilling its responsibilities to
manage public spaces for the benefit of all. Along with its partners, the City
will prioritise the development of a network of care to reintegrate or reunite
people living on the streets with their families, communities and society. This
network includes social development assistance, access to safe spaces
and shelters, access to primary healthcare, and access to Expanded Public
Works Programme and other development opportunities. The City will also
work with partners to expand the safe spaces available to people living on
Cape Town’s streets. Efforts will include the release of City-owned land or
facilities for NGO partners to establish safe spaces.

15.2.B Food systems project: Food security and access is an ongoing
concern in Cape Town, often driven by high levels of unemployment and
poverty. However, during the pandemic and resultant lockdown, the
situation deteriorated significantly. The City will work with partners to
strengthen the food system in Cape Town, including assessing how land use
management and regulations on agriculture and business activities affect
food production and access. The City will focus on developing appropriate
mechanisms to reduce future food system shocks resulting from disaster
events.

City role:
Partner
Enable

Accountable
directorate:
Community
Services and
Health

City role:
Enable
Partner
Accountable
directorate:
Future
Planning and
Resilience
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A CAPABLE AND COLLABORATIVE CITY GOVERNMENT
Let’s build a modernised and administratively efficient government that is financially
sustainable and empowers residents to contribute to decision making and improving Cape
Town

Commitments

Programmes and projects/initiatives

OBJECTIVE 16: A capable and collaborative city government
The City will ensure financial sustainability Operational sustainability programme
through good governance, zero tolerance
 Strategy-led budgeting initiative
for corruption, and managing public
 Functional
assignments
reform
resources for the maximum benefit of all
initiative
residents.
 Programme and project impact
assessment initiative
 Effective supply chain management
initiative
The City will bring City service delivery into
Modernised and adaptive city government
the digital age to enhance the transparency
programme
and efficiency of operations. This will be
• Broadband improvement project
achieved through process automation and
• City process modernisation initiative
improved
digital
capabilities,
while
• Employee and customer digital
improving citizen engagement through
enablement project
digital service platforms.
• Resident mobile app project
The City will allocate public resources in a
way that achieves maximum public benefit
through better use of economic analysis,
data and data analytics for long-term
planning and decision-making.

The City needs to gear up for delivery at
scale and undertake reforms to prepare,
plan, govern and execute capital projects
and programmes in support of the priorities
set out in its five-year plan.

Evidence-based decision-making
programme
 Data project
 Data-driven performance
management initiative
 Economic analysis project
Project
preparation
and
delivery
programme
 Project preparation initiative
 Portfolio and contract management
systems enhancement project

The City will optimise its facilities to derive
maximum social benefit, particularly in areas
with high levels of vulnerability.

City facilities optimisation programme

In a low-growth economy, the City lacks
sufficient resources to effectively respond to
poverty at the scale and pace required.
Working with a network of partners in
government, the private sector, civil society
and communities is critical for the City to
govern and provide services effectively and
sustainably. The City will use different
partnership models to effect lasting and
sustainable change. The City will also partner
with, and be responsive to, residents by
being accessible and transparent, and
providing open access to City data.

Advocacy and intergovernmental relations
programme
 Technical
partnerships
and
international relations project
 Advocacy agenda initiative



Facilities
optimisation
rationalisation project

and

Community engagement and partnership
programme
 Public engagement project
 Public partnership project
 Local needs and service delivery
coordination initiative
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OBJECTIVE 16: A capable and collaborative city government
16.1 Operational sustainability programme
Programme description:
procurement excellence.

Ensure

financial

sustainability

and

SDG 16

The City needs to contain costs and focus on the delivery of its core mandates to
ensure the long-term financial viability of the municipality. Long-term fiscal health and
administrative efficiency are maintained through responsible financial stewardship,
effective risk management, performance management and robust internal
administrative structures and processes. To ensure access to an affordable package
of basic services, the City maintain its indigent application process and equitable
cross-subsidisation regime to ensure affordable access to a package of basic services.
16.1.A. Strategy-led budgeting initiative: The City is committed to
strengthening its budget planning and implementation process through
the Strategic Management Framework. This framework ensures that
budget allocations align closely with the priorities and programmes in the
City’s five-year plan and are focused on projects that will yield the most
benefit in achieving the IDP’s strategic objectives.

16.1.B. Functional assignments reform initiative: The City will review
intergovernmental functional assignments to reduce duplication and
ensure efficiency in the delivery of services that fall between spheres of
government. In assessing how its limited resource base should be
allocated, the City must focus on its core municipal services and ensure
that these are operating as efficiently as possible.

16.1.C. Programme and project impact assessment initiative: As both
government and Cape Town households operate in a resourceconstrained environment, the City needs to continuously assess and
reform the ways in which it delivers services, programmes and projects.
This initiative will assess the value for money and the impact of capital
and operational programmes and projects. This will be supported by
monitoring and evaluation to track performance in priority areas.

16.1.D. Effective supply chain management initiative: The City is
committed to delivering transparent and corruption-free supply chain
management processes that enable efficient and effective service
delivery. To this end, the City will invest in its information technology
system that enables e-procurement to reduce transaction costs for
businesses. Effective procurement planning will also be pursued to ensure
that contracts are in place in a timely manner and service delivery is not
delayed.

City role:
Plan
Accountable
directorates:
Finance &
Future Planning
and Resilience
City role:
Plan
Accountable
directorates:
Future Planning
and Resilience
& Finance
City role:
Plan

Accountable
directorate:
Future Planning
and Resilience
City role:
Regulate
Enable
Accountable
directorate:
Finance
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16.2 Modernised and adaptive city government programme
Programme description:
government.

Ensure

modernised

and

efficient

SDGs 9, 16, 17

Providing a consistent and streamlined customer experience is a City priority, as is
responding timeously to service requests and complaints. The City will modernise its
processes and ways of work, which will include ensuring that it has a capable, diverse
and skilled workforce. This, in turn, will increase organisational resilience, efficiency and
productivity, and save costs. Enabling City staff to work and engage with the public
digitally offers the added benefit of reducing travel for residents and employees. The
City’s Institutional Framework provides guidance on the City’s internal transformation
needs and the implementation of strategic direction operationally from a people,
process, organisational design and technology perspective.

16.2.A. Broadband improvement project: The City is committed to
extending the fibre-optic network to connect more government
facilities, provide internet access through community access points and
wireless networks, and make spare capacity available to licensed
telecommunications service providers.

16.2.B. City process modernisation initiative: The City will make it easier
for residents and businesses to access information, request services,
report problems and obtain approvals. This will be achieved by
developing and enhancing digital self-service platforms and digitalising
routine processes such as scheduling appointments and renewing
licences to reduce the length of queues.
16.2.C. Employee and customer digital enablement project: The City will
drive a ten-year plan for replacing and transforming its core
applications to enable the municipality and residents to operate more
effectively in a digital medium.

16.2.D Resident mobile app project: Working towards the end goal of all
common touchpoints with residents being digital-first, the City will
develop a modern, mobile-first app where residents can access all
routine processes. The app will allow easy tracking of progress on
complaints and requests, and residents will be able to give feedback
on service disruptions and also rate service standards. All public
participation processes will be integrated with this mobile app to
empower residents to actively engage with City decision-making
processes.

City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Corporate
Services
City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Corporate
Services
City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Corporate
Services

City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Future Planning
and Resilience
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16.3 Evidence-based decision-making programme
Programme description: Invest in robust decision-making that can
cope with uncertainty and complexity.

SDGs 11, 16, 17

The City will continue to enhance policy and strategy formulation and strategic
planning to ensure sound and effective policy decisions and strategy-led budgeting.
The intention is for all City planning and budgeting to be based on sound evidence
to ensure effective and responsive service delivery to residents. The City will leverage
the full potential of administrative data, data analytics and data science to achieve
this.
16.3.A. Data project: The City will implement the second phase of its Data
Strategy, which is essential for a modernised, open and transparent city
government and improved service delivery. This will include broader access
to City data via the municipality’s open data portal, and the development
of appropriate data governance standards in line with international best
practice and the Protection of Personal Information Act 4 of 2013.

16.3.B. Data-driven performance management initiative: The City will
augment its existing performance management system by using data and
world-class monitoring and evaluation techniques to track progress against
objectives.

16.3.C. Economic analysis project: In support of economic growth, the City
will enhance the use of different types of economic analyses to understand
the Cape Town economy, make better investment choices, and assess
whether investments have the desired effect. This will include the
application of cost-benefit analyses and economic modelling tools to
support infrastructure projects preparation and major policy and
programme decisions.

City role:
Plan
Enable

Accountable
directorate:
Future
Planning and
Resilience
City role:
Monitor

Accountable
directorate:
Future
Planning and
Resilience
City role:
Plan

Accountable
directorate:
Future
Planning and
Resilience

16.4 Project preparation and delivery programme
Programme description: Meaningfully improve project planning and
execution.

SDGs 9, 16

The City is committed to excellence in project, programme, portfolio, engineering
services and contract management. This programme will drive specific organisational
reforms to support the preparation, planning, governance and execution of
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infrastructure projects and programmes. As such, the programme is ultimately also
critical to improve service delivery to Cape Town’s residents.
16.4.A. Project preparation initiative: Excellence in project preparation is
essential in transforming strategic intent into implementable projects that
deliver tangible outputs. Project preparation aims to ensure a pipeline of
implementation-ready projects that are feasible and well prepared, and
deliver real strategic value and socioeconomic benefits.

16.4.B. Portfolio and contract management systems enhancement project:
The City already has excellent portfolio and project management systems.
Over the next five years, further system enhancements and improvements
to project management tools will support excellence in delivery. Contract
management systems will be modernised and digitalised to enable better
contract management, ensure good governance, improve contract
performance management, and automate contract oversight, auditing
and reporting.

City role:
Plan
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Future
Planning and
Resilience
City role:
Deliver
Accountable
directorate:
Future
Planning and
Resilience

16.5 City facilities and property optimisation programme
Programme description: Make optimal use of City property assets for
maximum public benefit.

SDG 16

The City will develop a portfolio of public facilities that are located, designed and
managed in a way that best meets the needs of staff and communities, and that
stimulate community and private-sector investment in surrounding areas. Elements of
this programme are closely linked to the consolidated land pipeline and release
programme (1.5). The City is committed to addressing the unlawful occupation of City
land through proactive use and protection of vacant and under-utilised land and
better coordination of City directorates’ security resources, as well as
intergovernmental coordination in protecting public land more generally.
16.5.A. Facilities optimisation and rationalisation project: The distribution,
use and performance of the City’s immovable property assets are not
optimal. The City will analyse the demand and supply of public facilities to
inform the investment in public facilities in areas of greatest need, and to
identify opportunities for the repurposing and release of facilities and land
no longer required for their original use. The City will also cluster civic
facilities in close proximity to public transport access. This will increase the
intensity of use of public land, reduce operating costs and optimise facility
use, supported by operating models that allow City services to be
integrated, and social and economic opportunities to be maximised.

City role:
Deliver

Accountable
directorate:
Economic
Growth
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16.5.B. Public land protection initiative: City departments will improve
monitoring and protection of their land holdings and develop a
methodology for quick response in the event of land invasions. City land
which is vacant or under-utilised is to be assigned a temporary use wherever
possible to ensure activity on such land. Otherwise it will be priortised for use
by another department, or for release.

City Role:
Monitor
Protect

Accountable
Directorate:
All

16.6 Advocacy and intergovernmental relations programme
Programme description: Partner and advocate on behalf of residents
for better services and investment.

SDGs 16, 17

It is crucial that the City is able to collaborate effectively with other spheres of
government and state-owned enterprises to foster effective and predictable
investment in, and management of, key economic infrastructure. It is important that
the City engages robustly and consistently with National Government and stateowned enterprises to play their appropriate role by delivering services for which the
City is not responsible. In addition, the City needs to continue testing and pushing the
boundaries of local government powers by advocating for greater control over
electricity generation, local policing and public transport. The City will also prioritise
productive working relationships with international partners in support of the
objectives of this five-year plan.
16.6.A. Technical partnerships and international relations project: The City
will actively build and maintain strong partnerships – particularly technical
partnerships – with international partners, including donor governments,
multilateral organisations and foreign cities, to support its five-year
objectives. This project will leverage technical assistance funding through
international and local partnerships to benefit from international and local
expertise and best practice, while building necessary skills and capacity in
the City.
16.6.B. Advocacy agenda initiative: The City will consistently and
systematically advocate for government departments and state-owned
enterprises to improve service delivery in the Cape Town area and address
persistent underperformance and, sometimes, complete failure of services
under their control. A particular focus will be to advocate against the
decline of key economic infrastructure, and for greater private-sector
involvement to reverse such decline. The City will actively improve
communication and resource coordination between different spheres of
government to prevent and respond to unlawful land occupations by
establishing an intergovernmental liaison committee.

City role:
Partner
Accountable
directorate:
Future
Planning and
Resilience
City role:
Partner
Advocate
Accountable
directorate:
Future
Planning and
Resilience

The City’s intergovernmental collaboration and advocacy agenda in support of IDP
programmes

The table below outlines the City’s advocacy agenda over the next five years in
support of the priorities and programmes in this IDP:
Table 4: Intergovernmental advocacy in support of key IDP programmes
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Investment and partnership development programme (1.2)


Mobilise stakeholders to enhance the efficiency and competitiveness of the City’s port and
airport, the city’s small-boat harbours and other transport links important to local economic
growth.

Utility Business Model Reform programme (4.1)



Water and Sanitation: Work intensively with the Department of Water and Sanitation to
ensure the improved management of the Western Cape Water Supply System.
Energy: Advocate for cities to be permitted to purchase excess power from wheeling
arrangements and from SSEG customers who are net generators in terms of the MFMA. The
City will advocate strongly for the role of cities in ending load shedding.

Enhanced policing programme (5.1)


Advocate for the continued independence of the City’s policing services and for improved
resourcing of SAPS in Cape Town, especially in high-crime precincts.

Partnership for affordable housing programme (7.1)
Advocate for the release of large tracts of government land for affordable housing.
Advocate for subsidy and grant conditions to provide the end user with a wider range of
financing options, and greater flexibility to enable a diversity of tenure options and
typologies.
Public transport reform programme (12.1)






Advocate for grant reform to allow for incremental public transport improvements that will
benefit the greatest number of commuters.
Work with various spheres of government to effect the assignment of the contracted bus
function to the municipality, along with the relevant grant funding.

Rail improvement programme (12.2)


Advocate for the reinstatement of passenger rail services in Cape Town, and for the
devolution of the function to a competent local authority or entity, and concessions to the
private sector.

16.7 Community engagement and partnership programme
Programme description: Meaningfully engage the public and be a
better partner to communities in bringing about progress.

SDGs 10, 16, 17

Public engagement is the cornerstone of a responsive, inclusive and caring
government, as it empowers communities to participate in issues that affect them. The
City will build decision-making processes that empower residents to contribute to
municipal decisions. The City recognises that there are roles and functions it can
execute well, while in other areas, partners are better able to achieve results.
Partnering meaningfully with residents to resolve complex challenges and improve
Cape Town will be a key priority in the next five years. The City is committed to being
a better partner to residents in transforming Cape Town into a City of Hope.
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Building on partnership models that work
The following existing partnership models demonstrate what is possible when local
government, residents and businesses are able to partner effectively in pursuit of a
common goal.
SPECIAL RATING AREAS/CITY IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS: Currently, over 45 city
improvement districts (CIDs) operate in Cape Town, with at least another 20 communities
at various stages of pursuing CID establishment. CIDs are geographically defined areas
where property owners pay additional rates to fund supplemental municipal services
according to a Council-approved business plan. The community funds and drives the
process, and then manages operations under City oversight. CIDs improve and upgrade
their local areas by focusing on public safety, cleansing, environmental initiatives and
social programmes to make their areas clean and safe to work, live and play in. This can
attract investment, stimulate the economy and create employment opportunities.
NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCHES: Cape Town has over 350 neighbourhood watches with
more than 11 000 members. Neighbourhood watches significantly increase visibility
against crime in the areas where they operate, and educate communities about how
to engage with the criminal justice system and improve safety in and around their homes.
These organisations are crucial in preventing crime. They also offer valuable assistance
to disaster risk management and enforcement services across all levels of government.
FRIENDS GROUPS: The City also has more than 100 friends organisations – 39 friends groups
of City libraries and 62 of City parks – as well as over 30 sport and recreation collectives.
These organisations make a tangible and significant contribution to their chosen libraries,
parks and sports facilities, which benefit from volunteers enhancing day-to-day
operations, offering a wide range of recreational and reading programmes, and raising
funds for books, sports equipment, etc.
These partnership models will be adapted to new contexts and communities as part of
the City’s commitment to continually evolve and diversify its partnership approach.

16.7.A Public engagement project: The City will improve its methods of
public participation and consultation to empower residents to contribute
to decisions on matters that directly affect them. A key priority will be to
achieve more effective local-level public engagement in planning and
budgeting processes, as well as the design and delivery of government
projects. The City will train staff to be skilled facilitators of public consultation
processes, and will acquire the necessary tools to reach a wide range of
stakeholders, taking full advantage of digital engagement platforms.

City role:
Partner
Enable
Accountable
directorate:
Future
Planning and
Resilience
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16.7.B Public partnership project: The City will collaborate meaningfully with
the public to bring about change and find solutions to persistent challenges
facing communities. Collaboration will be achieved through processes,
mechanisms and local decision-making structures that support lasting and
beneficial partnerships between the City and its residents. City staff will be
equipped to resolve conflict and sustain long-term, productive relationships
with community stakeholders. Making City data more open and accessible
is another priority.
16.7.C. Local needs and service delivery coordination initiative
Subcouncil managers will analyse the local needs identified during the
development of the IDP against current local spatial, infrastructure and
service delivery plans. This will then form the basis of a localised list of
priorities for service improvement or coordination, and quarterly reporting
to subcouncil leadership. A quarterly progress report will be submitted to
the City Manager, highlighting progress, critical service delivery issues that
needs to be resolved and the associated resources and processes for
resolution.

City role:
Partner
Enable
Accountable
directorate:
Future
Planning and
Resilience
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Partner
Enable
Accountable
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Corporate
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LET’S BUILD TOGETHER: RESIDENTS’ PARTICIPATION AND ROLE
Principles for residents’ participation
•

Be active and participate

•

Be responsible

•

Be aware and understand your impact

•

Respect other residents and diversity, and champion inclusivity

IDP priority/
foundation
ECONOMIC
GROWTH

Residents’ role


Support local businesses



Train and upskill staff



Foster inclusivity, gender equality and diversity in the workplace



Let the City know what it can do better to improve the ease of doing
business



Become a ‘city ambassador’ to promote local tourism, business and
culture



Report crime



Obey the law and stay informed of legislation and by-laws that affect you



Participate in neighbourhood watch groups



Take care of vulnerable members of the community, including the elderly
and the youth



Volunteer with the City (disaster risk management or law enforcement)



Use services efficiently to help conserve water and energy resources



Where possible, ‘sell’ electricity back to the City



Reduce and eliminate littering, dispose of waste properly, and participate
in street clean-ups



Recycle, upcycle and reuse materials to reduce waste and extract more
value from them



Report service or infrastructure failures



Make use of public bins and waste collection services, and report illegal
dumping

HOUSING



Build responsibly, ensuring that buildings are structurally sound and safe for
occupants

PUBLIC SPACE,
ENVIRONMENT
AND AMENITIES



Take ownership and look after City-provided communal facilities to reduce
vandalism and service downtime as well as wastage of public resources



Use public spaces responsibly. Don’t litter, pollute the natural environment
or damage equipment and amenities



Use public spaces to host community events and foster social cohesion



Keep public spaces safe and report crime

SAFETY

BASIC SERVICES
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TRANSPORT

A RESILIENT CITY

A MORE
SPATIALLY
INTEGRATED AND
INCLUSIVE CITY

A CAPABLE AND
COLLABORATIVE
CITY
GOVERNMENT



Join friends organisations to support the maintenance and development
of community facilities, nature reserves and public spaces



Use public transport, carpool or cycle wherever possible, or meet access
needs through digital connectivity



Take care of public transport and don’t vandalise or damage vehicles



Reduce your carbon footprint



Familiarise yourself with climate change risks and disaster management
processes. What should you do in the event of a disaster or extreme event?



Check up on vulnerable community members during a disaster, including
heatwaves, floods and fires



Participate in city clean-ups



Respect all residents’ rights



Participate in local planning consultations and be part of developing your
community



Support developments that contribute to land use diversification and
densification and a more compact city



Volunteer: Join a neighbourhood watch, run a soup kitchen, or help out
at a library



Participate in ward committees



Pay your accounts timeously and in full to ensure the sustainability of
services



Participate: Respond to calls for public participation and engage
constructively to help the City improve how it serves you



Hold the City accountable and speak up when it is not meeting its
commitments
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6.

LIST OF STATUTORY, STRATEGIC AND OPERATIONAL
PLANS

The strategic, statutory and operational strategies, which form part of this IDP, are listed in the
table below and are available in electronic form (www.capetown.gov.za/idp). These plans
are included in compliance with Section 26 of the Municipal Systems Act no. 32 of 2000 and
the relevant regulations promulgated in terms of the aforementioned legislation.

Name of plan

Core purpose and objectives of the plan

Cape Town Municipal Spatial Development
Framework (MSDF) (2018)

To provide a long-term vision of the desired spatial
form and structure of Cape Town, and align the
City’s spatial development goals, strategies and
policies with relevant national and provincial
spatial principles, strategies and policies.

Air Quality Management Plan (2016)

To manage ambient air quality in the municipal
area.

Climate Change Strategy (2021)

To provide high-level strategic guidance for
decision-making, planning, and programme and
project development and implementation in
respect of climate change.

Coastal Management Programme (CMP)

To promote the principles of the National
Integrated Coastal Management Act in
protecting Cape Town’s coastline and its
strategic value as a social, economic and
environmental asset.

Community Services and Health Infrastructure
Plan

To provide infrastructure and investment plan,
responding directly to the community/social
services needs of the city’s residents as efficiently,
effectively and sustainably as possible.

Comprehensive Integrated Transport Plan (2021)

To improve accessibility, reduce congestion,
improve options and affordability, shorten travel
times, increase the use of non-motorised
transport, and manage parking related problems.

District Health Plan

To provide effective, efficient and quality primary
healthcare services to the people of Cape Town.

Inclusive Economic Growth Strategy (2021)

To develop and grow the local economy.

Environmental Strategy (2017)

To address the various environmental challenges
facing the City and provide a vision for
environmental sustainability.

Financial Plan (annual)

This financial plan aims to determine the
financial affordability and -sustainability levels
of the City over the medium term.
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Human Settlements Sector Plan (2022)

To outline the City’s implementation plan in
providing for the housing needs of the steadily
growing and increasingly urbanised population.

Institutional Framework (2022)

To provide guidance on implementation of
strategic direction operationally from a people,
process, organisational design and technology
perspective.

Integrated Waste Management Plan (IWMP)
(2022)

To give effect to the solid waste management
strategies of waste minimisation, provision of
sustainable and affordable services, and
compliance with the goals of the National Waste
Management Strategy and the objectives of the
National Environmental Management Waste Act.

Local Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan
(LBSAP)

Focus on enhancing the planning for and
implementation of biodiversity integration within
urban precincts and empowering local
authorities in this respect.

Municipal Disaster Risk Management Plan (DRM)

To provide an overview of the institutional and
organisational arrangements to deal with
disasters and emergency incidents in the
municipal area.

Resilience Strategy (2018)

To ensure that Cape Town becomes stronger and
better prepared for future challenges and help
improve the way we prepare for and respond to
these challenges.

Social Development Strategy (2013)

To improve and enhance the quality of life of all
people, especially the poor and marginalised.

Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) Strategic
Framework (2016)

To identify tools and mechanism to be employed
by various role players who have a collective
impact on development to ensure that they
move progressively towards a more sustainable,
compact and equitable urban form.

Water Services Development Plan (2022)

To provide relevant, summarised inputs for water
services development planning to integrate
technical planning with social, institutional,
financial and environmental planning.

ADDITIONAL PLANS
Annual IDP and Budget Time-schedule

Contains the key deliverables, processes to
prepare, draft and approve the annual budget
as well as the review and amendments of the IDP.

Known plans, projects and programmes

This pertains to known projects, plans and
programmes to be implemented within the City
by any other organ of state.
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7.

ANNEXURES

Annexure A – Critical enabling activities
This annexure outlines the critical enabling activities (functions, analyses, back-end processes,
transversal institutional arrangements, etc.) the City will undertake to support the delivery of its
IDP priorities and programmes. It also includes the delineation of roles and responsibilities, as
well as timeframes, where appropriate.
The activities in this annexure will inform the City’s annual strategic planning process, directed
by the City Manager and Mayor.
IDP programme

Ease-of-doingbusiness programme
(1.1)

Critical enabling activities
ECONOMIC GROWTH
Heritage management: Cape Town’s natural and
cultural heritage is a fundamental component of
its identity, tourism appeal, and attraction to
business and investors. The City will continue to
manage this heritage, which includes identifying,
mapping, evaluating and protecting heritage
resources. Development applications will also be
streamlined by identifying areas for exemption
from approval in terms of the National Heritage
Resources Act 25 of 1999, as well as having
heritage delegations devolved to the City.

Lead
directorate
Spatial
Planning and
Environment

Targeted
urban
development
programme (1.4)

Catalytic precincts: The City will invest in effective
precinct development and management in
economic centres of significance. Particular
focus areas will be the Foreshore in central Cape
Town; Bellville CBD, and the Philippi area.
Planning has occurred for these locations, and
the emphasis now will be on project preparation
and execution.

Economic
Growth

Consolidated
land
pipeline and release
programme (1.5)

Undeveloped and Partially Developed Land
Inventory: The City will establish and maintain a
GIS database of land parcels classified as vacant
or under-utilised with updates preceding reviews
of Spatial Planning Policy Documents. Spatial
analysis can be made from this Inventory to assist
departments in decisions regarding land.
Land Assessment Protocol (LAP): The land
assessment protocol will be updated annually
and used for assessments based on the City’s IDP
priorities,
spatial
planning
and
urban
development policies, as part of the process of
identifying land for development and release
and/or acquisition. This can help multiple
departments manage future land use, disposal,
lease, reservation and/or acquisition.

Spatial
Planning and
Environment

Consolidated
land
pipeline and release
programme (1.5)

Spatial
Planning and
Environment
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WATER
AND
SANITATION:
Excellence in basic
service
delivery
programme (4.3)
WATER
AND
SANITATION:
Excellence in basic
service
delivery
programme (4.3)
SOLID WASTE: Waste
minimisation
and
recycling programme
(4.6)

Enhanced
policing
programme (5.1)

Enhanced
policing
programme (5.1)

BASIC SERVICES
Potable water quality: The City will continue its
regular water quality tests to ensure access to
clean water for all, and will maintain transparent
communication on water quality with the public
and interest groups on water quality.
Meter installation and reading: The City will further
improve its water metering function by rolling out
advanced metering infrastructure. This will ensure
the timeous replacement of aging meters, which
will enable more accurate water balance
information and reduce errors.
Think Twice recycling initiative: The City will
systematically increase its separation-at-source
services for recyclables in partnership with the
formal and informal recycling industry. This will be
done by growing the footprint of the existing
kerbside
recycling
collection
services,
establishing new materials recovery facilities and
drop-off sites, and expanding services such as the
mobile swop shop in lower-income communities.
Organic waste diversion: The diversion of organic
waste from landfills will be systematically
increased by testing and implementing
separation-at-source business models for organic
waste
in
partnership
with
community
programmes and the private organic waste
beneficiation sector, where appropriate. The City
will also develop integrated waste management
facilities, where organic waste can be diverted
for composting or other beneficiation. A minimum
of 5 000 home composting containers will be
distributed per year to residents in all areas of
Cape Town for home composting in their own
gardens, or for use in community composting
programmes.
SAFETY
Externally funded law enforcement: This project
enables the private sector to secure the
dedicated services of contracted members of
the City’s Law Enforcement Department and
Traffic Services. The City intends to recruit an
additional 60 externally funded law enforcement
officers. Its Traffic Services will also continue to
consider all new applications for the recruitment
and deployment of externally funded traffic
points men. This initiative is key to the
strengthening of the partnership between the
City and City Improvement Districts (CIDs) in
support of a safer public environment within key
precincts.
Safety and security service excellence: Because
of its operational and resource challenges, the
City’s Safety and Security Directorate needs to
continuously seek ways to provide more and

Water
and
Sanitation

Water
and
Sanitation

Urban Waste

Safety
Security

and

Safety
Security

and
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Partnership
for
affordable
housing
programme (7.1)

Partnership
for
affordable
housing
programme (7.1)

Environmental
management
programme (9.1)

Environmental
management
programme (9.1)

better services with less resources. To this end, the
Directorate will develop a service excellence
strategy to steer it to a point where it can
consistently deliver an exceptional level of
service to the people of Cape Town. The strategy
will apply to the policing, emergency service and
public safety departments in the Directorate. It
will include improvements at the training college,
international
training
opportunities,
implementation of best practices, increased use
of technology, improved operational and
strategic decision making, and integration with
strategies developed by other directorates and
institutions. Drafting of the strategy should be
completed by July 2022, for implementation to
start towards the end of 2022. A five-year
operational plan linked to the objectives of this
IDP will be developed as part of the strategy’s
implementation.
HOUSING
Capacitate the Human Settlements Directorate to
strategically engage with private-sector partners:
In line with the Human Settlements Strategy,
establish the resourcing, policy and institutional
arrangements to support the implementation of
this new focus area.
Smart partnership for social housing: A priority will
be to develop mechanisms for productive
partnerships between the City and SHIs to scale
up social housing opportunities in Cape Town.
These partnerships will set out clear roles and
responsibilities for both parties.
PUBLIC SPACE, ENVIRONMENT AND AMENITIES
Environmental monitoring and compliance
assurance: This initiative will provide assurance
and advice to ensure a safe, protected and
sustainable environment. It will also capacitate
environmental law enforcement with skills and
resources
focused
on
nature
reserves,
conservation areas, sensitive environments and
coastal areas. It will include assurance checks for
inland and coastal water quality reporting and
pollution events, and addressing unlawful
outdoor advertising. Another component will be
environmental and heritage applications to
ensure that sensitive environments are protected,
while at the same time driving more efficient
processes to enable economic development
and growth.
Environmental
education, awareness and
communication:
Environmental
awareness,
education,
training,
communication
and
advocacy underpin a healthy and sustainable
environment.
The
City
will
implement

Human
Settlements &
Economic
Growth

Human
Settlements

Spatial
Planning and
Environment

Spatial
Planning and
Environment
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Public transport reform
programme (12.1)

Climate
change
programme (14.1)

Climate
change
programme (14.1)

Climate
change
programme (14.1)

Climate
change
programme (14.1)

Climate
change
programme (14.1)

Disaster risk reduction
and response
programme (14.2)

environmental awareness, education and
training strategies for the public, City staff and
councillors to give effect to this work area.
TRANSPORT
Integrated Public Transport Network (IPTN) Plan
review and update: The strategic direction of
urban mobility in Cape Town will be reviewed and
updated to keep pace with changes in the urban
environment. This will be achieved through
regular updates of the City’s Comprehensive
Integrated Transport Plan and the IPTN Plan.
A RESILIENT CITY
Climate hazards and risk: The downscaled
climate projections and modelling for Cape Town
will be interpreted and integrated to informing
capital portfolio, programme and project
planning.
Urban cooling and heat responsiveness: The City
will coordinate the implementation of a
comprehensive
transversal
approach
to
addressing heat and heatwaves, and the
negative effects of heat on health and wellbeing. This will take the form of targeted greening
and cooling initiatives, enhanced disaster
management responses, and improved heat
monitoring and warning systems.
Climate change response monitoring, evaluation,
learning and reporting: An ongoing monitoring,
evaluation, reporting and learning programme
will be conducted to measure progress towards
the goals and actions of the Climate Change
Strategy and Action Plan.
Climate change evidence-base and decisionmaking support: The City will conduct ongoing
evidence-base development and sector-specific
research to support decision-making and build a
case for investment in climate change response.
This will include regular reporting of Cape Town’s
greenhouse gas emissions inventory, conducting
hazard, vulnerability and risk assessments, and
strengthening the City’s capacity to integrate
climate risk response with infrastructure planning
and development processes.
Climate
change
communication
and
collaboration: The rollout of campaigns by
various City departments that encourage
supportive behaviours by households and
businesses that address climate change and
reduce their risk exposure.
Public awareness and emergency preparedness
partnerships: The City will build on existing
stakeholder partnerships to enhance communitybased disaster risk assessment, emergency
preparedness and response, and reduce overall
vulnerability. This project will target households,
communities, institutions and specific at-risk

Urban Mobility

Future
Planning and
Resilience

Future
Planning and
Resilience

Future
Planning and
Resilience

Future
Planning and
Resilience

Future
Planning and
Resilience

Safety
Security

and
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populations, including women and girls. Partners
include NGOs, other spheres of government,
academia, commerce and industry.
Disaster risk reduction Disaster risk governance improvement: The City
and response
will enhance the effectiveness of the Disaster
programme (14.2)
Management
Advisory
Forum
and
its
subcommittees to steer disaster risk assessment
and reduction across sectors and City
directorates and embed risk sensitivity in all
development, capital and operational planning.
Disaster risk reduction Disaster risk governance improvement: The City
and response
will improve coordinated planning for highprogramme (14.2)
priority and seasonal disaster risk. Hazard-specific
disaster risk management plans will be updated
in line with the outcomes of the City’s latest
disaster risk profile. In addition, the City will align
its planning with the principles of the Sendai
Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015–2030.
A MORE SPATIALLY INTEGRATED AND INCLUSIVE CITY
Spatial integration and Spatial Development Framework Awareness and
transformation
Empowerment Initiative: This initiative will focus on
programme (15.1)
increasing awareness, understanding and
empowerment
among
key
stakeholders
concerning the City’s spatial planning policy.
Consistent
engagement
is
important
in
continually improving and building buy-in around
Cape Town’s spatial vision to have a denser and
more diverse urban fabric. In addition to
engagement at the neighbourhood level around
spatial policies impacting upon the local area,
engagement activities will be targeted at
Councillors,
Civic
Leaders,
Ratepayer
Associations, Developers / Planners and other
built environment professional and related
practitioners.
A CAPABLE AND COLLABORATIVE CITY GOVERNMENT
Operational
Property value chain: The municipality will
sustainability
continue to drive efficiency and accuracy in the
programme (16.1)
property value chain to maximise revenue
generation (and support development and
tenure processes).
Operational
Modern and effective revenue services: The City
sustainability
already prioritises the collection of accurate
programme (16.1)
customer information, and provides accessible
payment options, including easier, online options.
For public services to be sustainable, revenue
projections must be reliable, and debt
management must be appropriately applied.
The City will also enhance its ability to conduct
means testing for indigent support and debt
relief, and will improve ease of access to indigent
benefits by streamlining the application process.
Modernised
and People development: The City will invest in
adaptive
city becoming a future-fit organisation that is able to
government
embrace change in technology, organisational
programme (16.2)
culture and customer interfaces. The City will

Safety
Security

and

Safety
Security

and

Spatial
Planning and
Environment

Finance

Finance

Future
Planning and
Resilience
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Modernised
and
adaptive
city
government
programme (16.2)

Evidence-based
decision-making
programme (16.3)

Evidence-based
decision-making
programme (16.3)

Evidence-based
decision-making
programme (16.3)

Evidence-based
decision-making
programme (16.3)

Project
preparation
and delivery
programme (16.4)

Project
preparation
and delivery
programme (16.4)

ensure that it has a capable, diverse and skilled
workforce with access to the right tools to
collaborate, improve, measure and monitor
effectively.
Attracting
and
retaining
appropriately skilled staff will be critical in
enhancing the City’s performance into the future.
City optimisation and innovation: The City will
improve its innovation capabilities to optimise its
workforce and service delivery. Building staff’s
skills set to enable high performance,
productivity, enhanced service delivery and
efficiency is a key City focus area, as are system
enhancements to simplify people management,
resource management, collaboration and
transversal working.
Evidence-based, spatially targeted monitoring of
economic indicators: This will offer the City
credible, comparative and accessible market
intelligence relating to Cape Town’s major
economic areas. Place-based interventions will
be recommended to either retain or enhance
attractiveness to investors.
Development of a City of Cape Town Future
Longer-Term Plan (2040–2045): The last
long-term City plan (City Development Strategy)
was completed in 2012. During this term a new 3040 year long-term plan will be developed,
drawing on the IDP, MSDF and sector specific
strategies (e.g. the Water Strategy) and
responding to population, climate, technology,
economic and other long-term trends.
City research agenda: As part of the
implementation of the IDP and associated
strategies, the City will implement a five-year
research agenda based on IDP priorities to guide
internal and collaborative research. The agenda
will be updated annually.
Regulatory impact assessment: The City will
ensure that all policy review and formulation
processes include regulatory impact assessments
to reduce the burden of implementation and
make it easier to do business in Cape Town.
Organisational
governance
maturity
for
programme and project management: This
initiative will ensure that the processes, systems
and data components for contract, project,
programme,
portfolio
and
engineering
management enable the efficient and excellent
delivery of projects and programmes.
Engineering and programme management skills
improvement: The individual competence of
contract, engineering, project and programme
managers will be improved so that they have the
necessary tools, skills and abilities to perform their
duties excellently.

Future
Planning and
Resilience

Spatial
Planning and
Environment &
Future
Planning and
Resilience
Future
Planning and
Resilience

Future
Planning and
Resilience

Future
Planning and
Resilience &
Economic
Growth
Future
Planning and
Resilience

Future
Planning and
Resilience
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92

City property
optimisation and
protection
programme (16.5)

Asset and facility protection: Key to the City’s
operational and financial sustainability is its ability
to limit the loss of assets, resources and services
due to theft, vandalism and illegal occupation.
Considering the pervasive and multipronged
threats to its resource base, the City must act in a
coordinated manner. To this end, security
interventions will be effectively targeted,
infrastructure and facilities ‘hardened’92 and
security resources and responses efficiently
deployed across directorates

All
directorates

Community
engagement
and
partnership
programme (16.7)

Local needs and service delivery coordination
initiative: Within 6 months of approval of the IDP,
the ED: Corporate Services and the ED: Future
Planning and Resilience, will develop a
methodology to prioritise, process and respond to
the local needs identified as part of the IDP
drafting processes. The methodology will result in
a consistent approach to how these issues will be
incorporated into the strategic planning
processes and products of the City.
This
methodology will be applied and managed by
all Subcouncil Managers to ensure co-ordination,
implementation, tracking and reporting.

Corporate
Services
Future
Planning and
Resilience

The practice of making a facility a more difficult or less attractive target for criminal elements.
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Annexure B – IDP alignment with national and provincial strategies
IDP priorities
and
foundations

IDP objectives

National
Development Plan
(NDP)

ECONOMIC
GROWTH

OBJECTIVE 1:
Increased jobs
and investment in
the Cape Town
economy

Objectives in the
introduction
Chapter 3:
Economy
and employment
Chapter 4:
Economic
infrastructure
Chapter 7:
Positioning
South Africa in the
world

BASIC
SERVICES

OBJECTIVE 2:
Improved access
to quality and
reliable basic
services

Chapter 8:
Transforming
human
settlements and
the national
space economy

Integrated Urban Development
Framework (IUDF)
Policy lever 1: Integrated urban
planning and management:
Improve urban management
Policy lever 3: Integrated
sustainable
human settlements: Redevelop
townships & prioritise the
regeneration of inner cities
Policy lever 4: Integrated urban
infrastructure: Initiate differentiated
economic development strategies
for cities and towns
Policy lever 5: Efficient land
governance and management:
• Economic development has
been neglected in many urban
areas
• Informal sector dismissed or
marginalised
Policy lever 6: Inclusive economic
development:
• Strengthen roles and leverage
partnerships with other economic
stakeholders
• Progressively improve inclusive
economic infrastructure and
services
• Create the local conditions for
supporting enterprise development
and growth
• Strengthen municipal institutional
capacity in economic
development
Policy lever 3: Integrated
sustainable human settlements:
• Finalise the Human Settlements
White Paper
• Accelerate the upgrading of
informal settlements
• Promote densification, including
support for backyard dwellings

Western Cape Strategic Plan (2019–2024)
Focus area and
Vision-inspired priority
intervention

Growth and jobs (VIP2)
Empowering people
(VIP3)

Mobility and spatial
transformation (VIP4)

Increasing investment
(FA1)
Building and
maintaining
infrastructure (FA2)
Education and
learning (FA2)
Creating spatially and
economically vibrant
growth points (FA2)
Growing the economy
through export growth
(FA3)

More opportunities for
people to live in better
locations (FA3)
Improving the places
where people live
(FA4)

Western Cape Recovery
Plan (2021)

Chapter 4: Jobs
Recovery focus areas:
 Accelerate ease of
doing business
 Boost investment and
exports
 Boost infrastructure
 Scale up work
opportunities and skills
for people without jobs
 Economic resilience
 Economic intelligence
and communications
 Initiatives that support
the green economy

Recovery focus areas:
 Boost infrastructure
 Economic resilience
(Enable energy and
water resilience &
waste management)
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 Diversify the regional
energy
mix
and
reduce
energy
intensity by promoting
the natural gas sector
and promoting &
enabling
solar
photovoltaic
installations
and
energy efficiency by
businesses
and
households
Chapter 6: Well-being
 Immediate
interventions –
provision of basic
services and sanitation
in targeted informal
settlements

OBJECTIVE 3: End
load-shedding in
Cape Town over
time

Chapter 4:
Economic
infrastructure
Chapter 9:
Environmental
sustainability and
resilience

Policy lever 4: Integrated urban
infrastructure: Initiate differentiated
economic development strategies
for cities and towns

Growth and jobs (VIP2)

OBJECTIVE 4: Wellmanaged and
modernised
infrastructure to
support economic
growth

Chapter 4:
Economic
infrastructure
Chapter 8:
Transforming
human
settlements and
the national
space economy
Chapter 9:
Environmental
sustainability and
resilience

Policy lever 4: Integrated urban
infrastructure: Initiate differentiated
economic development strategies
for cities and towns & consolidate
and coordinate infrastructure
funding

Growth and jobs (VIP2)

Increasing investment
(FA1)
Building and
maintaining
infrastructure (FA2)
Creating an enabling
environment for
economic growth
through resource
efficiency (FA5)
Increasing investment
(FA1)
Building and
maintaining
infrastructure (FA2)
More opportunities for
people to live in better
locations (FA3)
Creating an enabling
environment for
economic growth
through resource
efficiency (FA5)
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OBJECTIVE 5:
Effective law
enforcement to
make
communities safer

SAFETY
OBJECTIVE 6:
Strengthen
partnerships for
safer communities

OBJECTIVE 7:
Increased supply
of affordable,
well-located
homes

Objectives in the
introduction
Chapter 12:
Building
safer communities

Policy lever 7: Empowered, active
communities:
• Improve access to quality public
infrastructure and facilities
• Urban safety mentioned
throughout the document

Objectives in the
introduction
Chapter 12:
Building
safer communities
- specifically
community
participation in
safety section

Policy lever 7: Empowered, active
communities:
• Improve access to quality public
infrastructure and facilities
• Urban safety mentioned
throughout the document, and
linked with urban resilience/
management

Chapter 8:
Transforming
human
settlements and
the national
space economy

HOUSING

PUBLIC SPACE,
ENVIRONMENT
AND
AMENITIES

OBJECTIVE 8:
Safer, betterquality homes in
informal
settlements and
backyards over
time
OBJECTIVE 9:
Healthy and
sustainable
environment

Chapter 8:
Transforming
human
settlements and
the national
space economy
Chapter 4:
Economic
infrastructure
Chapter 8:

Policy lever 3: Integrated
sustainable human settlements:
• Finalise the devolution of the
housing function
• Prioritise the regeneration of inner
cities
• Provide additional options for
accessing urban opportunities
• Identify and fast-track land for
settlement interventions
• Develop a national policy on
inclusionary housing
Policy lever 3: Integrated
sustainable human settlements:
• Redevelop townships
• Accelerate the upgrading of
informal settlements
• Promote densification, including
support for backyard dwellings
Policy lever 3: Integrated
sustainable human settlements:
• Transform public spaces into safe
places of community life

Safe and cohesive
communities (VIP1)

Enhanced capacity
and
effectiveness of
policing
and law enforcement
(FA1)

Safe and cohesive
communities (VIP1)

Strengthened youthat-risk referral
pathways and child
and family-centred
initiatives to reduce
violence (FA2)
Increased social
cohesion and safety of
public spaces (FA3)

Mobility and spatial
transformation (VIP4)

Better linkages
between places
through public
transport and mobility
systems that work
together (FA4)
More opportunities for
people to live in better
locations (FA3)

Safe and cohesive
communities (VIP1)
Mobility and spatial
transformation (VIP4)

Increased social
cohesion and safety of
public spaces (FA3)
Improving the places
where people live
(FA4)

Empowering people
(VIP3)
Children and families
live in unhealthy, violent,

Increased social
cohesion and safety of
public spaces (FA3)
Improving the places

Chapter 5: Safety
 The capacity and
effectiveness of
policing and law
enforcement
 Reduce exposure to
and experience of
violence by children
and between
caregivers
 Increase the safety of
public spaces and
promote social
cohesion in targeted
communities
Chapter 6: Well-being
 Gender-Based
Violence
Implementation Plan
 Design of safe spaces
in urban areas
Chapter 4: Jobs:
 Accelerate ease of
doing business
 Economic
intelligence and
communications
Chapter 6: Well-being
 Immediate
interventions –
provision of basic
services and sanitation
in targeted informal
settlements

Chapter 6: Well-being
 Design of safe spaces
in urban areas
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Transforming
human
settlements
Chapter 9:
Environmental
sustainability and
resilience
Chapter 10:
Promoting health
OBJECTIVE 10:
Clean and healthy
waterways and
beaches

TRANSPORT

Chapter 9
Environmental
sustainability and
resilience
Chapter 10:
Promoting health

neglectful and
dysfunctional
environments that
impede proper
development (PA1)

Policy lever 6: Inclusive economic
growth – Support communitybased enterprises and work
Policy lever 3: Integrated
sustainable human settlements:
• Transform public spaces into safe
places of community life

OBJECTIVE 11:
Quality and safe
parks and
recreation
facilities supported
by community
partnerships

Chapter 9
Environmental
sustainability and
resilience
Chapter 10:
Promoting health

Policy lever 3: Integrated
sustainable human settlements:
• Transform public spaces into safe
places of community life

OBJECTIVE 12: A
sustainable
transport system
that is integrated,
efficient and
provides safe and
affordable travel
options for all

Chapter 4:
Economic
infrastructure
Chapter 5:
Environmental
sustainability – An
equitable
transition to a lowcarbon economy
Chapter 8:
Transforming
human
settlements and
the national
space economy

The New Deal: Towards a
sustainable urbanisation model
Policy lever 2: Integrated transport
and mobility:
• Invest along core public transport
nodes and corridors
• Make cities pedestrian and
cyclist-friendly
• Connected infrastructure
Policy lever 4: Integrated urban
infrastructure:
• Strengthen intergovernmental
planning, roles and partnerships

Empowering people
(VIP3)
Mobility and spatial
transformation (VIP4)

where people live
(FA4)

 Covid recovery –
continue with existing
health measures and
put in place new
ones put, and deal
with the secondary
impacts of Covid-19
on the delivery of
health services

Increased social
cohesion and safety of
public spaces (FA3)
Improving the places
where people live
(FA4)

Empowering people
(VIP3)
Mobility and spatial
transformation (VIP4)

Increased social
cohesion and safety of
public spaces (FA3)
Improving the places
where people live
(FA4)

Safe and cohesive
communities (VIP1)
Mobility and spatial
transformation (VIP4)

Enhanced capacity
and efficient policing
and law enforcement
(FA1)
Create better linkages
between places
through safe, efficient
and affordable public
transport (FA1)
Inclusive places of
opportunity (FA2)

Chapter 6: Well-being
 Library reading drive
 Afterschool
programmes
 Early childhood
development
infrastructure support
and registration drive
 Facilitation of sport,
arts and culture
spaces, activities and
skills to build social
cohesion
Covid-19 recovery: Safe
use of public transport in
the context of Covid-19
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OBJECTIVE 13:
Safe and quality
roads for
pedestrians,
cyclists and
vehicles

OBJECTIVE 14: A RESILIENT CITY

OBJECTIVE 15: A MORE SPATIALLY
INTEGRATED AND INCLUSIVE CITY

Chapter 5:
Environmental
sustainability – An
equitable
transition to a lowcarbon economy
Chapter 8:
Transforming
human
settlements and
the national
space economy

Policy lever 2: Integrated transport
and mobility:
• Make cities pedestrian and
cyclist-friendly
• Prioritise the regeneration of inner
cities
• Invest along core public transport
nodes and corridors

Chapter 4:
Economic
infrastructure
Chapter 5:
Environmental
sustainability

Policy lever 1: Integrated urban
planning and management: Green
technology offers opportunities
Policy lever 8: Effective urban
governance: Enhance resilience,
climate change mitigation and
resource efficiency
Urban resilience mentioned
throughout the document

Objectives in the
introduction
Chapter 8:
Transforming
human
settlements and
the national
space economy
Chapter 15:
Transforming
society and
uniting the
country

The New Deal: Towards a
sustainable urbanisation model
Policy lever 1: Integrated urban
planning and management:
• Align spatial, sectoral and
strategic plans
• Align land use and human
settlement planning with transport
planning
• Develop and strengthen
instruments for creating compact
and connected cities
Conclusion: “Active citizenry is
critical for creating socially
cohesive and integrated
communities, and so municipalities
should prioritise measures to enable
communities to shape their own
spaces.”

Safe and cohesive
communities (VIP1)
Mobility and spatial
transformation (VIP4)

Better linkages
between places
through public
transport and mobility
systems that work
together (FA1)
Inclusive places of
opportunity (FA2)

Growth and jobs (VIP2)
Empowering people
(VIP3)

Creating an enabling
environment for
economic growth
through resource
resilience (FA5)
Health and wellness
(FA4)

Safe and cohesive
communities (VIP1)
Growth and jobs (VIP2)
Empowering people
(VIP3)
Mobility and spatial
transformation (VIP4)

Increase investment
(FA1)
Create better linkages
between places
through safe, efficient
and affordable public
transport (FA1)
Inclusive places of
opportunity (FA2)
Education and
learning (FA2)
More opportunities for
people to live in better
locations (FA3)
Increased social
cohesion and safety of
public spaces (FA3)
Youth and skills (FA3)
Health and wellness
(FA4)

Focus areas:
 Economic resilience –
Climate change
resilience

Chapter 6: Well-being
 Community, school
and household food
gardens
 Food relief
 Expansion/
enhancement of
school feeding
schemes
 Provision of 1 000
additional shelter
spaces and
reunification services
for the homeless
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OBJECTIVE 16: A CAPABLE AND
COLLABORATIVE CITY GOVERNMENT

Chapter 13:
Building
a capable and
developmental
state

Policy lever 1: Integrated urban
planning and management
Policy lever 7: Empowered active
communities
Policy lever 8: Effective urban
governance
Policy lever 9: Sustainable finances

Innovation and culture
(VIP5)

Innovation for impact
(FA2)
Integrated service
delivery (FA3)
Governance
transformation (FA4)
Talent and staff
development (FA5)

Chapter 4: Jobs
 Accelerate ease of
doing business
 Economic
intelligence and
communications
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Annexure C – IDP programme alignment with sustainable development goals
Programme

Sustainable development goals
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

1.1 Ease-of-doing-business programme
1.2 Investment and partnership development
programme
1.3 Inclusive economic development and growth
programme
1.4 Targeted urban development programme
1.5 Consolidated land pipeline and release
programme
2.1 Mainstreaming basic service delivery to informal
settlements and backyard dwellings programme
3.1 ENERGY: Diversified Energy Supply Programme
3.2 ENERGY: Energy Demand Response Programme
4.1 Utility business model reform programme
4.2 Infrastructure planning and delivery support
programme
4.3 WATER AND SANITATION: Excellence in basic
service delivery programme
4.4 WATER AND SANITATION: Water resilience
programme
4.5 SOLID WASTE: Excellence in basic service
delivery programme
4.6 SOLID WASTE: Waste minimisation and recycling
programme
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Programme

Sustainable development goals
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

4.7 SOLID WASTE: Promoting cleanliness and
addressing illegal dumping
4.8 ENERGY: Excellence in basic service delivery
5.1 Enhanced policing programme
5.2 Safety technology programme
6.1 Partnerships for community safety programme
6.2 Holistic crime prevention programme
7.1 Partnership for affordable housing programme
7.2 Tenure security programme
7.3 Integrated residential development programme
7.4 Public rental housing programme
8.1 Micro-developer and additional dwelling
improvement programme
8.2 Informal settlement upgrading programme
9.1 Environmental management programme
9.2 City health programme
10.1 Healthy urban waterways programme
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Programme

Sustainable development goals
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

10.2 Coastal programme
11.1 Quality community facilities programme
11.2 Partnerships for quality public spaces
programme
12.1 Public transport reform programme
12.2 Rail improvement programme
12.3 Bus rapid transit programme
12.4 Travel demand and congestion relief
programme
13.1 Road safety and maintenance programme
14.1 Climate change programme
14.2 Disaster risk reduction and response
programme
14.3 Integrated urban health programme
15.1 Spatial integration and transformation
programme
15.2 Social inclusion and well-being programme
16.1 Operational sustainability programme
16.2 Modernised and adaptive city government
programme
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Programme

Sustainable development goals
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

16.3 Evidence-based decision-making programme
16.4 Project preparation and delivery programme
16.5 City property optimisation and protection
programme
16.6 Advocacy and intergovernmental relations
programme
16.7 Community engagement and partnership
programme
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Annexure D – City of Cape Town Organogram
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PART B
FIVE-YEAR CORPORATE
SCORECARD 2022/23 TO 2026/27

Annexure A: Definitions for the corporate scorecard
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FIVE-YEAR CORPORATE SCORECARDS 2022/23 TO 2026/27
The City of Cape Town’s performance management system
The City uses performance management to drive improvements and translate its vision and
strategies into actions. As this is an iterative process, performance management is also used
to determine whether City actions are leading to the intended outcomes as articulated in its
strategic vision and objectives.
The Performance management system equips leaders, managers, workers and stakeholders
with techniques for regularly planning, continuously monitoring and periodically measuring,
reviewing, reporting and evaluating the performance of the City. Key performance indicators
are developed and targets set to measure the economy, and the efficiency and effectiveness
of service delivery. It is against these measures that the community can monitor the
municipality and hold it accountable. The system also provides a mechanism for managing
expectations.
The performance management system used in the City is much wider and more robust than
what is depicted in the corporate scorecard. The corporate scorecard can only include
indicators for outcomes which are solely in the City’s responsibility to deliver on. Medium to
long-term outcomes which are realised by a combination of the efforts of many stakeholders
and, therefore, predominantly not in the City’s ‘Area of Control’, but in the City’s ‘Area of
Concern’. These medium to long-term outcomes and impacts do not feature as part of the
corporate scorecard, but are monitored as trends. In addition, the corporate scorecard can
only include indicators which are supported by data that is owned and managed by the City
and can be audited. Therefore, external data sources, such as StatsSA data, cannot be
utilised as evidence in an auditable environment and cannot feature as part of the corporate
scorecard.
The City of Cape Town tracks a range of trends, such as the rate of unemployment and
foreign direct investments. These are not included on the scorecard as they are not the
sole responsibility of the City but are tracked within the broader monitoring and
evaluation system.
A Corporate Scorecard contains indicators and targets covering the five-year period of the
IDP (2022 – 2027).
This scorecard is depicted in the first table and there is a separate
attachment depicting definitions. Programme outcomes not measured on the Corporate
Scorecard will be measured at other levels in the City. The second section below depicts the
format and contents required by National Treasury, and is generally referred to as the Circular
88 (C88) report. The third and fourth sections below are the scorecards of the City’s entities.
These are the Cape Town Stadium and the Cape Town International Convention Centre. The
definitions related to the latter two scorecards are also attached.
In summary the following Annexures will be attached to the IDP:




Corporate Scorecard and definitions
Entities’ scorecards and definitions – CTS and CTICC
Circular 88 and definitions
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2022 – 2027 FIVE-YEAR CORPORATE SCORECARD93

Priority: Economic growth
Let’s make Cape Town the easiest place to do business and create jobs in Africa
Objective: 1. Increased jobs and investment in the Cape Town economy
Key Performance Indicator

Baseline
2020/21

Targets
2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

1. A Building plans (<500 m2)
approved within 30 days (%)

New

96%

96%

97%

98%

98%

1. B Building plans (>500 m2)
approved within 60 days (%)

New

96%

96%

97%

98%

98%

1.
C
Property
revenue
clearance certificates issued
within 10 working days (%)

92.63%

93%

93%

93%

93%

93%

1. D Commercial electricity
services applications finalised
within
industry
standard
timeframes (%)

New

95%

95%

95%

95%

95%

1.E Council approved trading
plans developed or revised for
informal trading (number)

New

8

8

8

8

8

1.F
Regulatory
Impact
Assessments
completed
(number)

New

4

4

4

4

4

1.G
Work
opportunities
created
through
Public
Employment
Programmes
(number) (NKPI)

34 306

25 000

25 000

25 000

25 000

25 000

Priority: Basic Services
Let’s get the basics right as the foundation of a healthy and prosperous city
Objective 2. Improved access to quality and reliable basic services
Key Performance Indicator
2.A Taps provided in informal
settlements (number) (NKPI)

93

Baseline

Targets

2020/21

2022/23

799

700

2023/24
700

2024/25
700

2025/26
700

2026/27
700

(NKPI)-National Key Performance Indicators-these are legislative and cannot be removed.
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2.B Toilets provided in informal
settlements (number) (NKPI)

3 422

2 500

2 500

2 500

2 500

2 500

2.C
Informal
Settlements
receiving waste removal and
area
cleaning
services
(%)(NKPI)

99,79%

99%

99%

99%

99%

99%

1 721

1 500

1 500

1 500

1 500

1 500

2.D
Subsidised
connections
(number) (NKPI)

electricity
installed

Objective 3. End load-shedding in Cape Town over time
Key Performance Indicator

Baseline

Targets

2020/21

2022/23

3.A Capacity of additional
approved alternative energy
sources
(Small
Scale
Embedded
Generation
(SSEG)) grid tied installations
(MegaVolt Ampere)

New

5MVA

5MVA

3. B Load-shedding
variance (%)

New

40%

40%

level

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

5MVA

5MVA

5MVA

40%

40%

40%

Objective 4. Well-managed and modernised infrastructure to support economic growth
Key Performance Indicator

Baseline

Target

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

4. A Sewer reticulation pipeline
replaced (metres)

New

50 000

100 000

100 000

100 000

100 000

4. B Compliance with drinking
water quality standards (%)

99.11%

99%

99%

99%

99%

99%

4.C Total augmented water
capacity in mega litres per day

New

20

40

80

100

120

4. D Valid applications for
residential water services closed
within the response standard
(%) (NKPI)

New

80%

80%

80%

80%

80%

4. E Valid applications for
residential sewerage services
closed within the response
standard (%) (NKPI)

New

80%

80%

80%

80%

80%

4. F Service requests for refuse
non-collection resolved within 3
days (%) (NKPI)

New

96%

96%

96%

96%

96%

4. G Residential electricity
services applications finalised
within
industry
standard
timeframes (%)(NKPI)

New

95%

95%

95%

95%

95%
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Priority: Safety
Let’s make Cape Town communities safer by investing in policing capacity and technology,
and strengthening partnerships
Objective 5. Effective law enforcement to make communities safer
Key Performance Indicator

Baseline

Targets

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

5.A Drone flights used for safety
and security activities (number)

New

40

45

50

55

60

5.B Roadblocks focussed on
drinking and driving offences
(number)

New

228

252

276

300

324

5.
Closed-Circuit
Television
(CCTV) detected incidents
relayed to responders

New

9 000

9 000

9 200

9 400

9 600

Objective 6. Strengthen partnerships for safer communities
Key Performance Indicator

Baseline
2020/21

6.A
New
auxiliary
law
enforcement officers recruited
and trained (number)

New

6. B Client satisfaction survey for
neighbourhood
watch
programme (%)

New

Targets
2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

80

100

120

150

150

70%

75%

77%

80%

85%

Priority: Housing
Let’s empower the private sector to increase the supply of affordable housing across the
formal and informal markets
Objective 7. Increased supply of affordable, well-located homes
Key Performance Indicator

Baseline

Targets

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

7.A Well-located land parcels
released to the private sector
for affordable housing (number)

New

4

5

7

10

14

7.B Human Settlement Top
structures (houses) provided
(number)

2 587

2 400

2 200

2 200

2 200

2 200

7.C Formal housing serviced
sites provided (number)

2 363

2 800

4 000

7 100

8 400

5 500

7.D Land acquired for human
settlements in priority housing
development areas (hectares)

New

10

12

15

18

22
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7.E Transfers of ownership to
new beneficiaries (number)

New

1 900

2 150

2 200

2 350

2 400

Objective 8. Safer, better-quality homes in informal settlements and backyards over time
Key Performance Indicator
8. A Informal settlement sites
serviced (number)

Baseline

Target

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

1 274

1 000

1 220

1 400

2 000

2 400

Priority: Public Space, Environment and Amenities
Let’s restore people’s pride in Cape Town by cleaning up our city’s public spaces, streets
and waterways
Objective 9. Healthy and sustainable environment
Key Performance Indicator

Baseline

Target

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

9. A Proportion of biodiversity
priority areas protected (%)

65%

65.33%

65.66%

66%

66.25%

66.5%

9.B Biodiversity priority areas
remaining (hectares)

New

85 000

85 000

85 000

85 000

85 000

9.
C
Severe/Moderate
dehydration in children under
the age of five presenting at
City
health
facilities
with
diarrhoea (%)

New

<5.2%

<5.1%

<5.0%

<4.9%

<4.8%

Objective 10. Clean and healthy waterways and beaches
Key Performance Indicator

Baseline

Target

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

10. A Coastline with protection
measures in place (%)

New

6.27%

6.27%

6.27%

6.27%

6.27%

10. B Days in a year that Vleis
are open (%)

New

65%

75%

83%

90%

90%
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Objective 11. Quality and safe parks and recreation facilities supported by community
partnerships
Key Performance Indicator
11. A Recreation and Parks
open space mowed according
to annual mowing plan (%)

Baseline

Target

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

New

80%

82%

84%

86%

88%

Priority: Transport
Let’s improve urban mobility through safe, reliable and affordable public transport and wellmaintained roads
Objective 12. A sustainable transport system that is integrated, efficient and provides safe
and affordable travel options for all
Key Performance Indicator

Baseline

Target

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

0.8

1.10

1.15

1.23

1.24

1.30

12.B
Passenger
journeys
travelled on MyCiTi buses
(number)

10.9
million

16.9
million

18.5
million

21.4
million

21.8
million

27.0
million

12. C Road corridors on which
traffic signal timing plans are
updated (number)

New

5

5

5

5

5

12.A Passengers transported

for
each
scheduled
kilometer travelled by MyCiTi
buses (ratio)

Objective 13. Safe and quality roads for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles
Key Performance Indicator

Baseline

Target

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

13.A Surfaced road resurfaced
(kilometres)

New

180

189

198

208

218

13.B Potholes reported per 10
kilometres of network

New

56

56

56

56

56
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Foundation: A Resilient City
Let’s build a resilient and climate-responsive city by reducing our vulnerability to shocks and
stresses
Objective 14. A Resilient city
Key Performance Indicator

Baseline

Targets

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

14.A Public safety awareness
and preparedness sessions held
in the communities (number)

New

500

500

500

500

500

14.B Disaster Risk Management
volunteer/auxillary
staff
members appointed
(number)

New
50

55

60

65

70

14. C Storm water cleaning
budget spend (%)

New

90%

90%

90%

90%

90%

Foundation: A more spatially integrated and inclusive city
Let’s build a spatially integrated city that supports equitable access and opportunity for all
communities
Objective 15. A more spatially integrated and inclusive city
Key Performance Indicator
15.A Local neighbourhood
plans approved for mixed use
development (number)

Baseline

Target

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

New

3

3

3

3

3

Foundation: A Capable and Collaborative City Government
Let’s build a modernised and administratively efficient government that is financially
sustainable and empowers residents to contribute to decision making and improving Cape
Town
Objective 16. A Capable and Collaborative City Government
Key
Performance
Indicator
16.A Community
satisfaction Citywide survey (score
1–5)
16.B Opinion of
independent
rating agency

Baseline

Target

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

2.5

2.8

2.9

3.0

3.1

3.1

High
investment
rating

High
investment
rating

High
investment
rating

High
investment
rating

High
investment
rating

High
investment
rating
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16.C Opinion of
the
AuditorGeneral

Unqualified
audit
opinion

Unqualified
audit
opinion

Unqualified
audit
opinion

Unqualified
audit
opinion

Unqualified
audit
opinion

Unqualified
audit
opinion

16. D Spend of
capital budget (%)
(NKPI)

88.51%

90%

90%

90%

90%

90%

16.E
Cash/cost
coverage
ratio
(NKPI)

1.82:1

1.70:1

1.70:1

1.80:1

1.80:1

1.70:1

16.F Net Debtors to
annual
income
(NKPI)

17.15%

20.67%

20.98%

21.35%

21.89%

21.10%

16.G Debt (total
borrowings)
to
total
operating
revenue (NKPI)

23.00%

30.52%

41.56%

42.80%

55.07%

62.00%

16.H
Kilometres
of fibre
infrastructure for
broadband
connectivity install
ed (kilometres)
16.I
Employees
from
the
Employee Equity
(EE)
designated
groups in the three
highest levels of
management
(%)(NKPI)
16.J Budget spent
on
implementation of
Workplace
Skills
Plan (%)(NKPI)
16. K Adherence
to
service
standards (%)

New

46.3

78.2

5.4

N/A

N/A

74.20%

75%

75%

76%

76%

77%

88.44%

90%

90%

90%

90%

90%

85.46%

90%

90%

90%

90%

90%
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2022 – 2027 CIRCULAR 88 OUTCOMES SCORECARD
The Circular 88 Outcomes scorecard contains prescribed outcomes as determined by National
Treasury. The outcomes is separately disclosed from the corporate scorecard as it contains
external data such as StatsSA household data, which is predominantly not under the City’s ‘Area
of Control’ but forms part of the City’s ‘Area of Concern’. The City of Cape Town tracks a range
of trends to understand the environment in which it operates.

Priority: Economic growth
Let’s make Cape Town the easiest place to do business and create jobs in Africa
Objective: 1. Increased Jobs and Investment in the Cape Town economy

C88 Outcome
LED2.
Improved
levels
of
economic
activity
in
municipal
economic
spaces

Key
Performance
Indicator

Baseline

LED2.1 Rates revenue
as a percentage of
the total revenue of
the municipality
LED2.2
Rateable
value of commercial
and
industrial
property per capita

2020/21

Target
2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

New

27%

27%

27%

27%

27%

New

Not less
than
R74 000
per
capita

Not less
than
R74 000
per
capita

Not less
than
R74 000
per
capita

Not less
than
R74 000
per
capita

Not less
than
R74 000
per
capita

Priority: Basic Services
Let’s get the basics right as the foundation of a healthy and prosperous city
Objective 2. Improved access to quality and reliable basic services

C88 Outcome

WS1.
Improved
access
sanitation
WS2.
Improved
access
water

94

to

to

Key
Performance
Indicator

Baseline

Target

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

WS1.1 Percentage of
households
with
access
to
basic
sanitation
[NTRR94]

91%

91%

91%

91%

91%

91%

WS2.1 Percentage of
households
with
access
to
basic
water supply

99%

99%

99%

99%

99%

99%

National Treasury Reporting Responsibility
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[NTRR95]
WS3.
Improved
quality
of
water
and
sanitation
services

ENV2.
Minimised
solid waste

ENV3.
Increased
access
to
refuse
removal

WS3.1 Frequency of
sewer blockages per
100 KMs of pipeline

1367.76

1 300

1 200

1 020

900

900

WS3.2 Frequency of
water mains failures
per 100 KMs of
pipeline

27.32

30

30

30

30

30

WS3.3 Frequency of
unplanned
water
service interruptions

4.43

4.81

4.81

4.81

4.81

4.81

ENV2.1 Tonnes of
municipal solid waste
sent to landfill per
capita

0.24

0.24

0.23

0.22

0.21

0.20

ENV2.2 Tonnes of
municipal solid waste
diverted from landfill
per capita

0.05

0.05

0.07

0.09

0.11

0.13

ENV3.1 Percentage
of households with
basic refuse removal
services or better
[NTRR2]

87%

87%

87%

87%

87%

87%

ENV3.2 Percentage
of scheduled waste
collection
service
users reporting noncollection

New

75%

78%

81%

83%

85%

Objective 3. End load-shedding in Cape Town over time

C88 Outcome
EE1.
Improved
access
electricity
EE3.
Improved
reliability
electricity
service

95

to

of

Key
Performance
Indicator

Baseline

Targets

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

EE1.1 Percentage of
households
with
access to electricity
[NTRR2]

93%

93%

93%

93%

93%

93%

EE3.5
Average
System Interruption
Duration
Index
(ASIDI)

New

<3hours

<3hours

<3hours

<3hours

<3hours

EE3.6
Average
System Interruption
Frequency
Index
(ASIFI)

New

<1.3

<1.3

occasio
ns

occasio
ns

<1.3
occasio
ns

<1.3

<1.3

occasio
ns

occasio
ns

National Treasury Reporting Responsibility
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EE4.
Improved
energy
sustainability

EE4.4
Percentage
total electricity losses

11.98%

<12%

<12%

<12%

<12%

<12%

Objective 4. Well-managed and modernised infrastructure to support economic growth
C88 Outcome
WS4.
Improved
quality
of
water
(incl.
wastewater)

WS5.
Improved
water
sustainability

Key Performance
Indicator

Baseline

Target

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

WS4.1 Percentage of
drinking
water
samples complying
to SANS241
WS4.2 Percentage of
wastewater samples
compliant to water
use
license
conditions
WS5.1 Percentage of
non-revenue water

98.37%

98.5%

98.5%

99%

99%

99%

83.96%

80%

80%

80%

80%

80%

34.37%

32%

32%

32%

32%

32%

WS5.2 Total water
losses
WS5.3
Total
per
capita consumption
of water
WS5.4 Percentage of
water reused

296.32

300

300

300

300

300

151.17

190

190

190

190

190

5.36%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

Priority: Safety
Let’s make Cape Town communities safer by investing in policing capacity and technology,
and strengthening partnerships
Objective 5. Effective law enforcement to make communities safer

C88 Outcome
FD1.
Mitigated
effects of fires
and disasters

GG2.
Improved
municipal
responsivene
ss

Key Performance
Indicator

Baseline

Targets

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

FD1.1 Number of fire
related deaths per
100 000 population

0.04

<5

<5

<5

<5

<5

FD1.2 Number of
disaster and extreme
weather-related
deaths per 100 000
population
GG2.3
Protest
incidents
reported
per
10
000
population

New

142

142

142

142

142

New

417

417

417

417

417
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Priority: Housing
Let’s empower the private sector to increase the supply of affordable housing across the formal
and informal markets
Objective 7. Increased supply of affordable, well-located homes

C88 Outcome
HS2.
Improved
functionality
of
the
residential
property
market

Key Performance
Indicator

Baseline

Target

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

HS2.2 Percentage of
residential properties
in the subsidy market

18.03%

8.90%

2.20%

2%

1.90%

1.10%

HS2.3 Percentage of
households living in
formal dwellings who
rent
[NTRR3]

30%

30%

30%

30%

30%

30%

Objective 8. Safer, better-quality homes in informal settlements and backyards over time

C88 Outcome
HS1.
Improved
access
to
adequate
housing

96

Key Performance
Indicator
HS1.1 Percentage of
households living in
adequate housing
[NTRR96]

Baseline

Target

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

81%

81%

81%

81%

81%

81%

National Treasury Reporting Responsibility
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Priority: Public Space, Environment and Amenities
Let’s restore people’s pride in Cape Town by cleaning up our city’s public spaces, streets and
waterways
Objective 9. Healthy and sustainable environment
C88 Outcome

Key Performance
Indicator

Baseline

Target

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

ENV1.
Improved Air
Quality

ENV1.1
Annual
number of days with
GOOD air quality

New

297

297

297

297

297

ENV1.3 Percentage
of
households
experiencing
a
problem with noise
pollution
[NTRR3]

11% 97

11%

11%

11%

11%

11%

Objective 10. Clean and healthy waterways and beaches

C88 Outcome
ENV5.
Coastal and
inland water
resources
maintained

Key Performance
Indicator
ENV5.1 Recreational
water
quality
(coastal)

Baseline

Target

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

New

75%

75%

75%

75%

75%

Objective 11. Quality and safe parks and recreation facilities supported by community
partnerships

C88 Outcome
HS3.
Increased
access
to
and utilisation
of social and
community
facilities

Key Performance
Indicator

Baseline

Target

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

HS3.5
Percentage
utilisation rate of
community halls

18.29%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

HS3.6
Average
number of library
visits per library
HS3.7 Percentage of
municipal cemetery
plots available

22 682

32 000

32 000

32 000

32 000

32 000

New

6%

6%

6%

6%

6%

Baseline relates to the 2019 General Household Survey as data was not provided in the 2020 General Household
Survey
97
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Priority: Transport
Let’s improve urban mobility through safe, reliable and affordable public transport and wellmaintained roads
Objective 13. Safe and quality roads for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles

C88 Outcome

Key Performance
Indicator

TR6.
Improved
quality
of
municipal
road network

TR6.2 Number of
potholes
reported
per
10kms
of
municipal
road
network

Baseline

Targets

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

New

56

56

56

56

56

Priority: A Capable and Collaborative City Government
Let’s build a modernised, and administratively efficient government that is financially sustainable and
empowers residents to contribute to decision-making and improving the city
Objective 16. A capable and collaborative City Government
C88 Outcome

Key Performance
Indicator

Baseline

Targets

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

GG1.
Improved
municipal
capability

GG1.1 Percentage
of municipal skills
development
levy
recovered

87.76%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

GG1.
Improved
municipal
capability

GG1.2
management
stability

Top

97.72%

80%

80%

80%

80%

80%

GG2.
Improved
municipal
responsiveness

GG2.1 Percentage
of ward committees
that are functional
(meet four times a
year, are quorate,
and have an action
plan)
GG3.1
Audit
Outcome

67.24%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Unqualifie
d audit
opinion

Unqualifi
ed audit
opinion

Unqualifi
ed audit
opinion

Unqualifi
ed audit
opinion

Unqualifi
ed audit
opinion

Unqualifi
ed audit
opinion

90.15%

75%

75%

75%

75%

75%

4.28

4.28

4.28

4.28

4.28

4.28

GG3.
Improved
municipal
administration

GG4.
Improved
council
functionality
GG5.
Zero
tolerance of

GG4.1 Percentage
of
councillors
attending
council
meetings
GG5.1 Number of
alleged fraud and
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C88 Outcome
fraud
and
corruption

FM1. Enhanced
municipal
budgeting and
budget
implementation

FM2. Improved
financial
sustainability and
liability
management

FM3. Improved
liquidity
management

FM4. Improved
expenditure
management

FM5. Improved
asset
management

98

Key Performance
Indicator
corruption
cases
reported per 100 000
population
GG5.2 Number of
dismissals for fraud
and corruption per
100 000 population
FM1.1 Percentage of
expenditure against
total budget
FM1.2
Municipal
budget assessed as
funded
(Y/N)
(National)
[NTRR98]
FM2.1 Percentage of
total
operating
revenue to finance
total
debt
(Total
Debt (Borrowing) /
Total
operating
revenue)
FM2.2
Percentage
change
in
cash
backed
reserves
reconciliation
FM3.1
Percentage
change in cash and
cash
equivalent
(short term)
FM4.1
Percentage
change
of
unauthorised,
irregular, fruitless and
wasteful expenditure
FM4.2 Percentage of
total
operating
expenditure
on
remuneration
FM4.3 Percentage of
total
operating
expenditure
on
contracted services
FM5.1
Percentage
change
of
own
funding
(Internally
generated funds +
Borrowings) to fund
capital expenditure

Baseline

Targets

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

0.21

10

10

10

10

10

94%

94%

94%

94%

94%

New

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

New

21%

29%

30%

40%

46%

New

-6%

-11%

-7%

-6%

-6%

New

17%

13%

-9%

-7%

-4%

New

30%

30%

30%

30%

30%

New

32%

31%

32%

31%

31%

New

15%

15%

15%

14%

14%

20%

20%

8%

8%

8%

New

New

National Treasury Reporting Responsibility
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Key Performance
Indicator

C88 Outcome

FM7. Improved
revenue and
debtors
management

FM5.2
Percentage
change
of
renewal/upgrading
of existing Assets
FM5.3
Percentage
change of repairs
and maintenance of
existing infrastructure
FM7.1
Percentage
change in Gross
Consumer Debtors’
(Current and Noncurrent)
FM7.2 Percentage of
Revenue
Growth
excluding
capital
grants
FM7.3 Percentage of
net operating surplus
margin

Baseline
2020/21

Targets
2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

8%

8%

4%

4%

4%

9%

3%

3%

4.50%

4.50%

6%

6%

6%

6%

6%

New

1%

6%

9%

8%

7%

New

6%

5%

5%

5%

2%

New

New

New

2022 – 2027 FIVE-YEAR CTICC SCORECARD

Priority: Economic growth
Let’s make Cape Town the easiest place to do business and create jobs in Africa
Objective: 1. Increased Jobs and Investment in the Cape Town economy
Key Performance Indicator

Baseline
2020/21

Target
2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

International events hosted
(Number)

0

12

17

21

25

29

Total
events
(Number)

hosted

53

195

250

320

380

420

Annual total salary cost
spent
on
training
of
permanent and temporary
staff (%)

3%

3.5%

4%

4%

4%

4%

Minimum aggregate score
for
all
CTICC
internal
departments and external
suppliers (%)

91%

75%

80%

80%

80%

80%

B-BBEE spend (%)

88%

70%

70%

70%

75%

75%
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Students
(Number)

employed

5

2

3

4

4

4

Graduates
(Number)

employed

5

2

3

4

4

4

Priority: A Capable and Collaborative City Government
Let’s build a modernised and administratively efficient government that is financially sustainable and
empowers residents to contribute to decision-making and improving Cape Town
Objective 16. A Capable and Collaborative City Government
Key Performance Indicator

Baseline

Target

2020/21

2022/23

Employees from the EE
designated groups in the
three highest levels of
management (%)

80%

75%

80%

Maintain five star tourism
grading through effective
management
of
maintenance quality service
delivery

Achieved 5
Star Tourism
Grading
Council
Rating

Achieve 5
Star Tourism
Grading
Council
Rating

New

Achievement of annual
budgeted Operating Profit
(%)
Total number of capital
projects
for
the
year
completed or committed
(%)

Reduction in Operating Loss
from the prior year (%)

Opinion
General

of

the

Auditor

Cash/cost coverage ratio
Net Debtors
income

to

annual

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

80%

80%

80%

Achieve 5
Star Tourism
Grading
Council
Rating

Achieve 5
Star Tourism
Grading
Council
Rating

Achieve 5
Star Tourism
Grading
Council
Rating

Achieve 5
Star Tourism
Grading
Council
Rating

45.4%

90.5%

n/a

n/a

n/a

68%

n/a

n/a

100%

100%

100%

96%

90%

90%

90%

90%

90%

Clean
Audit

Clean
Audit

Clean
Audit

Clean
Audit

Clean
Audit

Clean
Audit

1.9 Times

2.5 Times

4 Times

3 Times

2 Times

1 Times

0.1%

6.4%

5.0%

5.0%

4.5%

4.5%

2022 – 2027 FIVE-YEAR CAPE TOWN STADIUM SCORECARD

Priority: Economic growth
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Let’s make Cape Town the easiest place to do business and create jobs in Africa
Objective: 1. Increased Jobs and Investment in the Cape Town economy
Key Performance Indicator

Baseline
2020/21

Target
2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

Spectator attendance at
the DHL Stadium (Number)

New

600 000

750 000

850 000

900 000

1 000 000

Events hosted (Number)

New

115

115

115

115

115

Priority: Public Space, Environment and Amenities
Let’s restore people’s pride in Cape Town by cleaning up our city’s public spaces, streets and
waterways
Objective 11. Quality and safe parks and recreation facilities supported by community partnerships

Key Performance Indicator

Baseline

Target

2020/21

2022/23

2023/24

Compliance with approved
Repairs and Maintenance
program (%)

100%

100%

100%

Compliance
with
Occupational Health and
Safety Acts and Regulations
(Act 85 of 1993) (%)

100%

100%

100%

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Priority: A Capable and Collaborative City Government
Let’s build a modernised and administratively efficient government that is financially sustainable and
empowers residents to contribute to decision-making and improving Cape Town
Objective 16. A Capable and Collaborative City Government
Key Performance Indicator

Baseline

Target
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2020/21

2022/23

Achievement
of
own
projected Revenue (%)

67%

90%

90%

Opinion
General

Clean
Audit

Clean
Audit

52%

50%

of

the

Auditor

Budget
spent
on
implementation of the WSP
(%)
Employees from the EE
designated groups in the
three highest levels of
management (%)

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

90%

90%

90%

Clean
Audit

Clean
Audit

Clean
Audit

Clean
Audit

90%

90%

90%

90%

90%

80%

80%

80%

80%

80%
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ANNEXURE – DEFINITIONS FOR CORPORATE SCORECARDS
2022-2027 FIVE YEAR CORPORATE SCORECARD DEFINITIONS

2022-2027 FIVE YEAR CORPORATE SCORECARD DEFINITIONS
Priority
Objectives

Economic growth
1.Increased jobs
and investment in
the Cape Town
economy

Key
Performance
Indicator

Definition

1.A Building plans
(<500m2) approved
within 30 days (%)

Measures the percentage of buildings plans approved within
statutory timeframes (30 days). The approval of building plans
is measured within the statutory timeframes of 30 days for
structures of <500 m2. Section A7 of the National Building
Regulations Act 103 of 1977.

1.B Building plans
(>500m2) approved
within 60 days (%)

Measures the percentage of buildings plans approved within
statutory timeframes (60 days). The approval of building plans is
measured within the statutory timeframes of 60 days for
structures of >500 m2. Section A7 of the National Building
Regulations Act 103 of 1977.

1.C Property Revenue
clearance
certificates
issued
within 10 working days
(%)

1.D
Commercial
electricity
services
applications finalised
within
industry
standard timeframes
(%)

1.E Council approved
trading
plans
developed or revised
for informal trading
(number)

1.F Regulatory Impact
Assessments
completed (Number)

Measures the percentage of revenue clearance certificates
issued by the municipality within 10 working days of a
completed submission. A revenue clearance certificate is
issued by the relevant local municipality, and reflects all of the
debts collected on the property, including rates. The purpose
of this document is to prove that all the outstanding debt on
the property has been paid by the seller. A completed
submission refers to the point in time when all necessary
information has been supplied in relation to the certificate. The
10 days, in this instance, refers to 10 working days, not days of
the week.
Proxy measure for C88 LED3.21.
Measures the percentage of commercial electricity services
applications finalised within industry standard timeframes as set
by National Rationalised Standard (NRS 047). Refers specifically
to the time taken from the acceptance of quotation until
supply is finalised. The exact length of the timeframe is
determined by agreement with the customer.
Measures the number of Council approved trading plans
developed or revised for informal trading. A Trading plan
demarcates trading areas within a particular ward or precinct,
thereby giving security of tenure to traders and allowing the
City to undertake necessary infrastructure upgrades to the
facilities to enable dignified and accessible trading
opportunities. Trading plans undergo an extensive public
consultative process with all stakeholders in an area and they
are deemed completed when they are finally passed by full
council.

Measures the number of regulatory impact assessments
completed on the City’s current by-laws and policies to ensure
that they do not impose an unnecessary cost or burden on
businesses. They include recommendations, which will need to
be implemented by the relevant department. The regulatory
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2022-2027 FIVE YEAR CORPORATE SCORECARD DEFINITIONS
Priority
Objectives

Key
Performance
Indicator

Definition
impact assessments are deemed completed when it is signed
off by the delegated authority in both the Economic Growth
Directorate and the relevant line directorate.

Economic growth
1.Increased jobs
and investment in
the Cape Town
economy

Basic

Services

2.
Improved
access to quality
and reliable basic
services

1.G
Work
opportunities created
through
Public
Employment
Programmes
(Number) NKPI

Measures the number of short-term work opportunities provided
through the municipality by Public Employment Programmes
such as Expanded Public Works Programme, Community Works
Programme and other related infrastructure initiatives. EPWP is
a nationwide programme covering all spheres of government
and State Owned Enterprises. EPWP projects employ workers on
a temporary or ongoing basis with government, contractors, or
other non-governmental organisations under the Ministerial
Conditions of Employment for the EPWP or learnership
employment conditions. The CWP was established to provide
an employment safety net to eligible members of target
communities by offering them a minimum number of regular
days of work each month. The programme targets
unemployed and underemployed people. The stipends
participants receive supplement their existing livelihood means
and provide them with a basic level of income security. The
indicator tracks the number of unique work opportunities
generated within the quarter, regardless of the duration. Proxy
for NKPI per MSA Regulation 10(a). Proxy measure for C88
LED1.21.

2.A Taps provided in
informal settlements
(number) (NKPI)

Measures the number of taps provided in informal settlements
during the period under review. Some taps may, however,
have been vandalised or removed after provision.
Proxy measure for NKPI per MSA Regulation 10(a).

2.B Toilets provided in
informal settlements
(number) (NKPI)

Measures the number of toilets provided in informal settlements
during the period under review. Some toilets may, however,
have been vandalised or removed after provision.
Proxy measure for NKPI per MSA Regulation 10(a).
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2022-2027 FIVE YEAR CORPORATE SCORECARD DEFINITIONS
Priority
Objectives

Key
Performance
Indicator

Definition

Measures the percentage of authorised informal settlements
receiving waste removal and area cleaning services for the
period under review. The above services are rendered through
contracted services, employing local labour.

2.C
Informal
settlements receiving
waste removal and
area
cleaning
services (%) (NKPI)

Basic Services
3.
End
loadshedding in Cape
Town over time

Basic

Services

4. Well-managed
and modernised
infrastructure
to
support inclusive
economic growth

2.D
Subsidised
electricity
connections installed
(Number) (NKPI)
3.A
Capacity
of
additional approved
alternative
energy
sources (Small Scale
Embedded
Generation
(SSEG))
grid tied installations
(MegaVolt Ampere)
3.B Load shedding
level variance (%)

4.A
Sewer
reticulations pipeline
replaced (metres)

Waste
removal
is
defined
as
follows:
• the activities and actions required to manage waste from
inception to its final disposal. This includes the collection,
transport, treatment and disposal of waste, together with
monitoring and regulation of the waste management process.
Area
cleaning
service
is
defined
as
follows:
• ‘boundary-to-boundary’ basis on public property and terrain
that the Council is responsible for roads, conservation areas
and property that have been legislated as other government
department’s responsibility may receive a service on a
contract with a service provider, or a Service Level Agreement
(SLA) in the case of a government department.
Proxy measure for NKPI per MSA Regulation 10(a).

Measures the number of subsidised electricity connections
installed per annum in informal settlements, public rental stock
backyard
dwellings
(pilot)
and
low-cost
housing.
Proxy measure for NKPI per MSA Regulation 10(a).
Measures the total capacity of the additional approved Small
Scale Embedded generation (SSEG) installations in the
municipal distribution network measured in mega-volt ampere.
(SSEG refers to alternative energy sources, predominantly solar
and
wind).
Proxy measure for C88 EE4.12.
Load shedding level variance measures the amount of
additional energy generated by the City and its contracted
suppliers during load shedding as a percentage of the total
demand reduction required by Eskom to keep the network
stable.
Measures the metres of wastewater reticulation pipeline that
are replaced.

4.B Compliance with
drinking water quality
standards (%)

Measures the potable water sample pass rate according to the
SANS
241
standard.

4.C Total augmented
water capacity in
mega litres per day
(MLD)

Measures the augmented water production capacity brought
online from New Water Programme schemes since the
adoption of the Cape Town Water Strategy in 2020 measured
in megalitres per day (MLD) as a cumulative total.
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Priority
Objectives

Key
Performance
Indicator
4.D Valid applications
for residential water
services closed within
the
response
standard (%) (NKPI)
4.E Valid applications
for
residential
sewerage
services
closed
within the
response
standard
(%) (NKPI)
4.F Service requests
for non-collection of
refuse resolved within
3 days (%)(NKPI)
4.G
Residential
electricity
services
applications finalised
within
industry
standard timeframes
(%) (NKPI)

5.A Drone flights used
for safety and security
activities (Number)

Safety
5. Effective law
enforcement
to
make
communities safer

5.B
Roadblocks
focussed on drinking
and driving offences
(Number)
5.C
Closed-Circuit
Television
(CCTV)
detected
incidents
relayed
to
responders(Number)

Safety
6.
Strengthen
partnerships
for
safer communities

6.A New auxiliary law
enforcement officers
recruited and trained
(Number)

Definition
Measures the number of valid applications for residential water
service applications closed within the standard days, expressed
as a percentage of the total number of valid applications for
residential
water
service
received.
Proxy measure for NKPI per MSA Regulation 10(a).
Measures the number of valid applications for residential
sewerage service applications closed within the standard days,
expressed as a percentage of the total number of valid
applications for residential sewerage service received.
Proxy measure for NKPI per MSA Regulation 10(a).
Measures the number of non-collections for residential refuse
removal, reported and closed within 3 days, expressed as a
percentage.
Proxy measure for NKPI per MSA Regulation 10(a).
Measures the percentage of residential electricity services
applications finalised within industry timeframes. Refers
specifically to the time taken from the acceptance of
quotation until supply is finalised. The exact length of the
timeframe is determined by the nature of the work required in
order
to
provide
the
supply.
Proxy measure for NKPI per MSA Regulation 10(a).
Measures the drone flights used for approved safety and
security activities through utilisation of partnerships and
contracts, in which the drone technology offers enhanced
situational awareness and evidence gathering in order to the
benefit of community safety. Seasonal (weather) constraints, as
well as the unknown nature of S&S operations will dictate
different quarterly utilisation statistics.

Measures the number of roadblocks held with the focus on
addressing drinking and driving offenses of motorists.

Measures the number of incidents detected on CCTV that were
relayed to responders. CCTV incidents monitored by the two
CCTV Centres require a response in order to deal with an
incident. All incidents that require a response must be relayed
to the relevant department that can deal with the incident
accordingly i.e. Crime, Traffic, By Law, Fire, Other. The number
of incidents detected and relayed / passed on to responders
for attention.
Measures the number of new auxiliary law enforcement officers
recruited and trained, in terms of the City's Auxiliary Law
Enforcement Policy. Auxiliary is defined as a person contracted
to the City on a voluntary basis who while on duty has the full
status of being a Peace Officer in terms of Section 334 of the
Criminal Procedure Act, 1977 (Act No. 51 of 1977).
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Priority
Objectives

Key
Performance
Indicator
6.B Client satisfaction
survey
for
neighbourhood
watch
programme
(%)

Housing
7.
Increased
supply
of
affordable, welllocated homes

7.A Well-located land
parcels released to
the private sector for
affordable
housing
(number)

Housing
7.
Increased
supply
of
affordable, welllocated homes

7.B Human Settlement
Top structure (houses)
provided
(number)
per
housing
programme

Housing
7.
Increased
supply
of
affordable, welllocated homes

7.C Formal housing
service site provided
(number)

Definition
Measures the percentage client satisfaction achieved, by
means of a survey after every community engagement, in
respect of the main deliverables of the Neighbourhood Watch
Support Programme i.e. (a) Crime prevention training, (b) Patrol
and crime prevention equipment issued (c) Guidance
provided in respect of Department of Community Safety
(DoCS) accreditation and (d) Guidance provided in respect of
crime prevention initiatives.
Measures the number of well-located land parcel released to
the private sector. Land parcel refers to a single and finite
immovable asset with a measurable extent. Land parcel is
confirmed as released through final award notification,
allowing the developer to commence with development.

Measures the number of Human Settlement top structures
provided per housing programme .Top structures are defined
as any built structure providing shelter to a household in a
human settlements development by means of any national
housing programme, where the main source of funding is the
Human Settlements Development Grant (HSDG) in terms of the
Division of Revenue Act (DoRA) for such purpose.
Definition of a human settlements opportunity per housing
programme:
A human settlements opportunity is incremental access to
and/or delivery of one of the following housing products:
(A) subsidy housing (BNG), which provides a minimum 40 m²
house;
(B) People’s Housing Process (PHP) are beneficiaries who
maximise their housing subsidy by building or organising the
building
of
their
homes
themselves;
(C) social housing is new rental units, delivered by the City’s
social
housing
partners;
(D) rental housing, which is community residential units (CRUs),
upgrading and redevelopment of existing rental units and
hostels;
and
(E) GAP housing is a serviced site, or affordable units for sale
Measures the number of formal service sites provided. A
serviced site is defined as any property providing municipal
services (road, water and sewerage) on an individual basis to
a household, including high-density residential sites, as well as
other non-residential sites related to integrated human
settlements developments. The main source of funding for
serviced sites is the Urban Settlements Development Grant
(USDG) and the Informal Settlement Upgrading Partnership
Grant (ISUPG) in terms of the Division of Revenue Act (DoRA) for
such purpose.
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Priority
Objectives

Housing
7.
Increased
supply
of
affordable, welllocated homes

Key
Performance
Indicator

7.D Land acquired for
human settlements in
Priority
Housing
Development Areas
(Hectares)

7.E
Transfer
ownership to
beneficiaries
(Number)

of
new

Housing
8. Safer, betterquality homes in
informal
settlements
and
backyards
over
time

8.An
Informal
settlement
sites
serviced (number)

9.A Biodiversity priority
areas protected (%)
Public
Space,
Environment and
Amenities
Objective
9.
Healthy
and
sustainable
environment

9.B Biodiversity priority
areas
remaining
(hectares)

Definition
Measures the hectares of land acquired for human settlements
in priority housing development areas. Hectares of land
acquired for human settlements within PHDAs by the
municipality. PHDAs are defined as areas announced by the
Minister of Human Settlements in terms of Section 7 (3) of the
Housing Development Agency Act, 2008 read with section 3.2
of the Housing Act. These are areas intended to advance
Human Settlements Spatial Transformation and Consolidation
by ensuring that the delivery of housing is used to restructure
and revitalise towns and cities, strengthen the livelihood
prospects of households and overcome apartheid spatial
patterns by fostering integrated urban forms. PHDAs are
underpinned by the principles of the National Development
Plan (NDP) and the Integrated Urban Development Framework
(IUDF). Emphasis is placed on synchronising national housing
programmes in PHDAs. Therefore, this refers to land acquired in
an agreement between at least two parties for which transfer
documents have been registered at the Title Deeds Office. The
land is understood to have been acquired with the intention of
advancing human settlements development within the PHDAs,
subject to the subsequent completion of any outstanding
planning and approval processes. Proxy measure for C88
HS1.13.

Measures the registration of title in the name of the new
beneficiary, confirmed by the issuing of a title deed.
Measures incremental access to better services as part of an
informal settlement upgrading programme: Incremental
upgrade of informal areas, which provides a serviced site with
or without tenure in accordance with the informal settlement
upgrading programme as part of the National Housing Code.
A ‘serviced site’ is defined as a site to which the following
services were provided:

Road;

Water; and

Sewerage.
Measures the proportion of land identified through municipal
strategic environmental assessments and EMFs (Environmental
Management Framework)as biodiversity priority areas, which is
protected through some mechanism. Mechanisms may
include stewardship agreements, conventional protected
areas,
&
biodiversity
agreements,
among
others.
Proxy measure for C88 ENV4.21.
Measures the hectares of Biodiversity priority areas remaining.
Proportional share of land cover categories aggregated to
relate to biodiversity priority areas within the municipality,
relative to the total municipal area. It indicates the presence of
available habitats across a municipal area important for
maintaining ecological processes, expressed in (hectares) ha.
A decline over time indicates a loss of land supporting
biodiversity and local ecosystems. Biodiversity priority areas, or
areas of high biodiversity importance, are defined by SANBI
(2016) as "Natural or semi-natural areas in the landscape or
seascape that are important for conserving a representative
sample of ecosystems and species, for maintaining ecological
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Priority
Objectives

Key
Performance
Indicator

Definition
processes, or for the provision of ecosystem services."
Proxy measure for C88 ENV4.11.

9.C Severe/Moderate
dehydration
in
children under the
age of five presenting
at City health facilities
with diarrhoea (%)

Measures the percentage of children under 5 years with
diarrhoea presenting to City Health facilities that have severe
or moderate dehydration.

10.A Coastline with
protection measures
in place (%)

Measures the percentage of coastline with protection
measures in place within the municipal area. Protection
measures refer to measures for protecting the coastal
environment from activities that may detrimentally affect it and
are inclusive of periodic maintenance. Protection measures are
divided into four main categories:

Hard (options influence coastal processes to stop or
reduce the rate of coastal erosion.);

Soft (aim to dissipate wave energy by mirroring natural
forces and maintaining the natural topography of the
coast);

Combined (combining hard and soft solutions is
sometimes necessary to improve the efficiency of the
options and provide an environmentally and
economically acceptable coastal protection system);
and

Innovative (exploited advancements in specific areas
of engineering associated with erosion control namely
geotextiles and beach drainage). Protection measures
are therefore inclusive of managed retreat too.
Proxy measure for C88 ENV5.11.

10.B Days in a year
that vleis are open (%)

Measures the percentage of days in a year that the Rietvlei,
Zeekoevlei and Zandvlei are open to intermediate contact
recreation, excluding dredging and other management
activities.

Public
Space,
Environment and
Amenities
Objective
10.
Clean and healthy
waterways
and
beaches

Public
Space,
Environment and
Amenities
Objective
10.
Clean and healthy
waterways
and
beaches

Environment,
Public Space, and
Amenities
11. Quality
safe parks
recreation
facilities

and
and

11.A Recreation and
Parks open space
mowed according to
annual mowing plan
(%)

Measures the implementation of the Recreation and Parks
Department's public open space mowing activities during the
year compared to what was planned on the mowing schedule
The minimum mowing cycle targets, and ability to meet these
targets, are directly linked to the budget available for the
project.
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Priority
Objectives
supported
community
partnerships

Key
Performance
Indicator
by

Transport
12. A sustainable
transport system
that is integrated,
efficient
and
provides safe and
affordable travel
options for all

Definition
The measurement is the frequency of actual moving versus
what was planned on the mowing schedule, measured as a
percentage. Actual implementation to be compared to what
was planned, using minimum mowing standards as articulated
in the Departments documented “Standards per facility type”.

12.A
Passengers
transported for each
kilometer scheduled
on
MyCiTi
buses
(ratio)

12.B
Passenger
journeys travelled on
MyCiTi
buses
(Number)

12.C Road corridors
on which traffic signal
timing
plans
are
updated (number)

Measures the ratio of the passengers transported for each
kilometre scheduled on MyCity buses. The aim is to have more
passengers travelling per kilometre scheduled on the MyCiTi
transport system. The purpose of the indicator is to measure
efficiency improvements in the usage of MyCiTi buses.
Measures the number of passenger journeys travelled on MyCIti
buses. An efficient, integrated transport system is measured in
part through the increase in passenger journeys undertaken.
A passenger journey is calculated from the first boarding of a
bus at a feeder stop or main station to the last exit from a bus
at a feeder stop or main station, including any transfers
between
buses
(single journey).
Measures the number of road corridors on which the traffic
signal timing plans were updated to account for the impact of
changing traffic volumes and patterns on the manner in which
traffic signals are coordinated.

Transport
13.
Safe
and
quality roads for
pedestrians,
cyclists
and
vehicles

13.A Surfaced road
resurfaced (Km)

Measures the kilometres (Km) of surfaced roads resurfaced.

13.B
Potholes
reported per 10kms of
municipal
road
network (Number)

Measures the number of potholes reported to the
municipality normalised for the length of the municipality's
surfaced road network. A municipal road network typically
consists of residential roads and roads in built-up areas within its
borders, that allow for the movement of goods, services and
people that are the responsibility of the municipality to
maintain. Potholes are defined as a depression in a road
surface, usually asphalt pavement, where traffic has removed
broken pieces of the pavement. It is usually the result of water
in the underlying soil structure and traffic passing over the
affected area. This indicator does not count multiple reports of
the same pothole at the same location. This indicator is worded
such that potholes are counted once and only once they have
been reported, signalling awareness of and dissatisfaction with
road quality by the public. Proxy measure for C88 TR6.2.

Transport
13.
Safe
and
quality roads for
pedestrians,
cyclists
and
vehicles

A Resilient City
14. A Resilient city

14.A Public safety
awareness
and
preparedness sessions
held
in
the
communities
(Number)

Measures the number of public and safety awareness sessions
with communities based on various risk profiles, community
based risk assessments and social media contact.
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Priority
Objectives

Key
Performance
Indicator
14.B
Disaster
Risk
Management
volunteer/auxiliary
staff
members
appointed

Definition

Measures the number of disaster risk management
volunteer/auxiliary members recruited from the community
and after appropriate training they are officially appointed as
volunteers.

(Number)

A more spatially
integrated
and
inclusive city
15.
A
more
spatially
integrated
and
inclusive city

14.C Storm water
cleaning
budget
spent (%)

Measures the percentage budget spent on storm water
cleaning.

15.A
Local
neighbourhood plans
approved for mixed
use
development
(Number)

Measures the number of local neighbourhood plans approved
by Council. A local neighbourhood plan could be a spatial
development framework or a precinct plan that identifies areas
for, amongst others, mixed use development, which would
facilitate integration of land uses.

16.A
Community
satisfaction City-wide
survey (score 1–5)

A Capable and
Collaborative City
Government
16. A Capable
and Collaborative
City Government

16.B
Opinion
of
independent rating
agency

16.C Opinion of the
Auditor-General

A Capable and
Collaborative City
Government
16. A Capable
and Collaborative
City Government

16.D Spend of capital
budget (%) (NKPI)

Measures the score on the Community satisfaction City-wide
survey .A statistically valid, scientifically defensible score from
the annual survey of residents’ perceptions of the overall
performance of the City’s safety and security services.
The measure is given against a non-symmetrical Likert scale,
where 1 is poor, 2 is fair, 3 is good, 4 is very good, and 5 is
excellent.
The objective is to improve the current customer satisfaction
level.
Measure the opinion of the independent rating agency. A
report that reflects the creditworthiness of an institution to repay
long-term and short-term liabilities. Credit ratings provide an
analysis of the City’s key financial data and are performed by
an independent agency to assess the City’s ability to meet
short and long-term financial obligations. Indicator
standard/norm/benchmark: The highest rating possible for
local government, which is also subject to the country’s
sovereign rating.
Measures the opinion of the Auditor-General .The indicator
measures good governance and accounting practices and
will be evaluated and considered by the Auditor-General (AG)
in determining their opinion. The AG has various approved
opinions and the City will be measured against these opinions
based on the outcome of the audit.
Measures the extent to which capital expenditure has been
spent based on the original budget during the financial year.
Capital expenditure is all costs incurred by the municipality to
acquire, upgrade, and renew physical assets such as property,
plants,
buildings,
technology,
or
equipment.
Proxy measure for NKPI per MSA Regulation 10(c). Proxy
measure for C88 FM1.11.
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Priority
Objectives

Key
Performance
Indicator

16.E
Cash/cost
coverage ratio (NKPI)

16.F Net Debtors to
annual income (NKPI)

A Capable and
Collaborative City
Government
16. A Capable
and Collaborative
City Government

A Capable and
Collaborative City
Government

Definition
Measures the cash/cost coverage ratio. The ratio indicates the
ability to meet at least monthly fixed operating commitments
from cash and short-term investments, without collecting any
additional revenue during that month. (excluding unspent
conditional
grants)
Proxy measure for NKPI per MSA Regulation 10(g).
Measures the Net Debtors to annual income.Net current
debtors are a measurement of the net amounts due to the City
that
are
realistically expected
to
be recovered.
Proxy measure for NKPI per MSA Regulation 10(g).

16.G
Debt
(total
borrowings) to total
operating
revenue
(NKPI)

Measures the Debt to total operating revenue. The purpose of
the ratio is to provide assurance that sufficient revenue will be
generated
to
repay
liabilities.
Proxy measure for NKPI per MSA Regulation 10(g).

16.H
Kilometres
of fibre
infrastructure for
broadband
connectivity installed
(km)

Measures the Kilometres of fibre cable installed by the City, this
excludes all private sector infrastructure networks.

16.I Employees from
the EE designated
groups in the three
highest
levels
of
management
(%)
(NKPI)

16.J Budget spent on
implementation
of
Workplace Skills Plan
(%)(NKPI)

16. A Capable
and Collaborative
City Government
16.K Adherence to
service requests (%)

Measures the percentage of employees from Employee Equity
(EE) target (designated) groups employed in the three highest
levels of management, in compliance with the City’s approved
EE
plan
and
EE
Act.
Management Level 1 – City Manager and Executive Directors
Management Level 2 – Portfolio Managers and Directors
Management
Level
3
–
Managers
Proxy measure for NKPI per MSA Regulation 10(e).
Measures the percentage of budget spent on the Workplace
Skills Plan The Workplace Skills Plan outlines the planned
education, training and development interventions for the
organisation.
Its purpose is to formally plan and allocate budget for
appropriate training interventions that will address the needs
arising out of local government’s skills sector plan, the IDP, the
individual departmental staffing strategies, individual
employees’ personal development plans and the employment
equity
plan.
Proxy measure for NKPI per MSA Regulation 10(f).
Measures the percentage of adherence to service request.
Service requests must be adhered to within the approved
timeframes. This indicator measures the percentage
adherence to citywide service standards based on external
notifications. External notifications are requests for services from
the public.
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2022-2027 CIRCULAR 88 (C88) OUTCOMES SCORECARD
PRIORITY
STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE
Economic
growth

&

1.Increased Jobs
and Investment
in the Cape
Town economy

CIRCULAR
OUTCOMES

88

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

LED2.
Improved
levels of economic
activity
in
municipal
economic spaces

LED2.1 Rates revenue
as a percentage of the
total revenue of the
municipality

LED2.2 Rateable value
of commercial and
industrial property per
capita

Basic services
2.
Improved
access to quality
and
reliable
basic services

Basic services
2.
Improved
access to quality
and
reliable
basic services
Basic services
2.
Improved
access to quality
and
reliable
basic services

WS1.
Improved
access
to
sanitation

WS1.1 Percentage of
households with access
to
basic
sanitation
[NTRR99]

WS2.
Improved
access to water

WS2.1 Percentage of
households with access
to basic water supply
[NTRR1]

WS3.
Improved
quality of water
and
sanitation
services

WS3.1 Frequency of
sewer blockages per
100 KMs of pipeline

WS3.2 Frequency of
water mains failures per
100 KMs of pipeline

99

DEFINITION
The R-value of property rates revenue
collected by the municipality as a
percentage of the total revenue
collected
by
the
municipality.
Municipal property
rates are
an
amount levied on the market value of
immovable property (that is, land and
buildings). Revenue, in this instance,
refers to income collected by the
municipality in R-value within the
designated financial period.
This is the aggregate value of all
commercial and industrial land
captured on the valuation roll of the
municipality, inclusive of additions to
the supplementary valuation roll on an
annual basis. This should be calculated
on the same basis as per the Annual
Financial Statements.
Percentage of households accessing
("using") a toilet facility that meets
minimum
standards
for
basic
sanitation out of all households within
the municipality. Minimum standards
are currently defined as a either a flush
toilet (sewerage system) and/or flush
toilet (septic tank), and/or a pit toilet
connected to ventilation (VIP).
Percentage of households with access
to basic water supply, defined as the
household's main source of drinking
water is piped (tap) water inside
dwelling/house, piped (tap) water
inside yard, and/or piped water to a
community stand: <200 m.
Number of blockages in sewers per
100km of sewer length per year.
Blockages are defined as reported or
logged blockages that result in an
obstruction of system flow which may
be caused by roots, obstructive items
or other pipeline disruption.
Number of water mains failures per
100km of mains pipe per year. "Mains"
refers
to
all
transmission
and
distribution pipes for water, the
ownership of which is vested in the
metro for the purpose of conveying
water to consumers.

National Treasury Reporting Responsibility
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2022-2027 CIRCULAR 88 (C88) OUTCOMES SCORECARD
PRIORITY
STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE

&

CIRCULAR
OUTCOMES

88

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
WS3.3 Frequency of
unplanned
water
service interruptions

Basic services
2.
Improved
access to quality
and
reliable
basic services
Basic services

ENV2. Minimised
solid waste

ENV2.1
Tonnes
of
municipal solid waste
sent to landfill per
capita

ENV2. Minimised
solid waste

ENV2.2
Tonnes
of
municipal solid waste
diverted from landfill
per capita

ENV3. Increased
access to refuse
removal

ENV3.1 Percentage of
households with basic
refuse removal services
or
better
[NTRR100]

2.
Improved
access to quality
and
reliable
basic services

Basic services
2.
Improved
access to quality
and
reliable
basic services

Basic services
3. End
shedding

100

loadin

EE1.
Improved
access
to
electricity

DEFINITION
Number of interruptions averaged per
1000 service connections per year.
Interruptions are understood as
occurring at the source and do not
include the number of consumer units
affected by an interruption.
The percentage of the city's solid
waste that is disposed of in licensed
(sanitary) landfills.

The tonnage of the city's solid waste
that is recycled at centralised
recycling centres, divided by the total
population
of
the
municipality.
Recycled materials include those
materials diverted from the waste
stream, recovered and processed into
new
products
following
local
government permits and regulations
(International Solid Waste Association).
Households with basic refuse removal
services or better (defined as a
minimum of once weekly collection as
defined in the Back to Basics
framework) as a percentage of total
municipal households.

ENV3.2 Percentage of
scheduled
waste
collection service users
reporting
noncollection

This is a measure of the number of
scheduled waste collection service
users who report an instance of noncollection
of
scheduled
waste
collection out of the total population
of scheduled waste service users
based on the number of municipal
scheduled waste removal collection
points. A scheduled waste collection
service user is someone residing at a
site for which the municipality provides
a scheduled collection service on a
weekly basis. The indicator measures
the number of reported instances of
non-collection of scheduled waste
collection in relation to the total
number of service points.

EE1.1 Percentage of
households with access
to
electricity
[NTRR2]

Percentage of households that have
access to electricity services within the
municipal area.

National Treasury Reporting Responsibility
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PRIORITY
&
STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE
Cape Town over
time

CIRCULAR
OUTCOMES

88

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

EE3.
Improved
reliability
of
electricity service

EE3.5 Average System
Interruption
Duration
Index (ASIDI)

EE3.6 Average System
Interruption Frequency
Index (ASIFI)

Basic services
3. End
loadshedding
in
Cape Town over
time

Basic Services
4.
Wellmanaged and
modernised
infrastructure to
support
economic
growth

Basic Services
4.
Wellmanaged and
modernised
infrastructure to

DEFINITION
ASIDI of a network is calculated using
a load based approach rather than a
customer affected approach, and is
recommended in utilities where
updated customer-network links are
not available. ASIDI indicates the
average system interruption duration
in minutes per KVA served over a
defined period.
ASIFI of a network is calculated using a
load based approach rather than a
customer affected approach, and is
recommended in utilities where
updated customer-network links are
not available. ASIFI indicates the
average system interruptions over a
defined period.
Electricity
losses
have
two
components: technical and nontechnical. Technical losses occur
naturally and consist mainly of power
dissipation
in
electricity
system
components such as transmission and
distribution lines, transformers, and
measurement systems. Non-technical
losses are caused by actions external
to the power system and consist
primarily of electricity theft, faulty or
inaccurate meters, and errors in
accounting
and
record-keeping.
Losses is a measure of unaccounted
for energy. Thus, non-payment is not
included as losses.

EE4.
Improved
energy
sustainability

EE4.4 Percentage total
electricity losses

WS4.
Improved
quality of water
(incl. wastewater)

WS4.1 Percentage of
drinking water samples
complying to SANS241

The percentage of water samples
measured that comply with the SANS
241 requirements over a 12 month
period for the defined parameters.
See the SANS 241 requirements for a
detailed breakdown of the various
tests involved and the associated
standard limits for application.

WS4.2 Percentage of
wastewater
samples
compliant to water use
license conditions

Percentage of Wastewater Quality
Compliance
to
specified
licence/permit/authorisation
requirements tested
during the
municipal
financial
year.
The
percentage is calculated on the basis
of aggregated results per Water Use
License determinant.
Non-revenue water is defined as the
sum
of
unbilled
authorized
consumption,
apparent
losses
(unbilled unauthorised consumption
and meter inaccuracies) and real
losses
(from transmission mains,

WS5.
Improved
water
sustainability

WS5.1 Percentage of
non-revenue water
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2022-2027 CIRCULAR 88 (C88) OUTCOMES SCORECARD
PRIORITY
STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE
support
economic
growth

&

CIRCULAR
OUTCOMES

88

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

storage facilities, distribution mains or
service connections).

WS5.2 Total water losses

Total (apparent and real) losses,
expressed in terms of annual volume
lost per service connection per day.

WS5.3 Total per capita
consumption of water

The total system input volume minus
the total exported (raw and treated)
water per population per day of the
assessment period.
The total volume of water recycled
and reused as a percentage of the
system input volume System input
should include water abstracted and
all imported water (raw and treated).
Water that has been 'recycled and
reused' refers to water reclaimed from
discharge sources that is then treated
and reused for beneficial purposes
including but not limited to: agriculture
and irrigation, potable water supplies,
groundwater replenishment, industrial
processes
and
environmental
restoration. For the purpose of this
indicator, it measures only municipal
wastewater treated for direct use,
inclusive of irrigation purposes.
This is a measure of the incidence of
reported deaths by the municipality
attributed to fire or fire-related causes
(e.g. smoke inhalation), normalised
per population. This refers to municipal
reporting of all known deaths related
to fire within the municipal area.
This indicator measures the incidence
of reported deaths that a municipality
considers to be the direct or indirect
result of disaster incidents and extreme
weather events, normalised per
population. Disaster is defined in terms
of the Disaster Management Act as "a
progressive or sudden, widespread or
localised natural or human-caused
occurrence which- a) causes or
threatens to cause- i) death, injury or
disease; ii) damage to property,
infrastructure or the environment; or iii)
disruption of life of a community; and
b) is of a magnitude that exceeds the
ability of those affected by the disaster
to cope with its effects using only their
own resources". Extreme weather
refers to unexpected, unusual, severe

WS5.4 Percentage of
water reused

Safety
5. Effective law
enforcement to
make
communities
safer

DEFINITION

FD1.
Mitigated
effects of fires and
disasters

FD1.1 Number of fire
related deaths per 100
000 population

FD1.2
Number
of
disaster and extreme
weather-related
deaths per 100 000
population
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PRIORITY
STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE

&

Safety
5. Effective law
enforcement to
make
communities
safer

Housing
7.
Increased
supply
of
affordable, welllocated homes

Housing
7.
Increased
supply
of
affordable, welllocated homes

CIRCULAR
OUTCOMES

88

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

GG2.
Improved
municipal
responsiveness

GG2.3 Protest incidents
reported per 10 000
population

HS2.
Improved
functionality of the
residential
property market

HS2.2 Percentage of
residential properties in
the subsidy market

HS2.
Improved
functionality of the
residential
property market

HS2.3 Percentage of
households living in
formal dwellings who

DEFINITION
or
unseasonal
weather
events;
weather at the extremes of the
historical distribution of the range seen
in the past. This could be inclusive of
heat waves, flooding, drought, storm
surges, etc. Where fires are the result of
extreme weather events or disasters,
they would also be considered within
this indicator, but would otherwise find
expression in the other indicator.
The number of protest incidents
without
municipal
authorisation
reported to have taken place on a
public road or public space within
municipal boundaries in the past
financial year normalised per the
population. This indicator tracks all
unauthorised protests reported to
occur within the municipal area, not
only those related to service delivery.
An unauthorised protest is a public
display of grievance or concern by a
group of more than 15 people for
which a written approval from the
local municipality has not been
obtained in advance. Reported
incidents means every unique incident
of protest which the municipality has
received a direct or indirect report for,
whether in-progress or after the fact,
regardless of whether the protest was
aimed at the municipality or not.
This indicator measures the total
number of formalised residential
properties on the municipal valuation
roll valued at R150 000 or less- what is
commonly recognised as the subsidy
market
range.
All
residential
properties, including those that are
zero-rated, are considered within this
indicator. This number is divided by the
total number of residential properties
on the municipal valuation roll (and
supplementary valuation roll).
The total number of all households in
the metro which regularly pay a sum of
money or provide a service in return for
a place of residence to a second
party for the use of residential
purposes in formal dwellings as a
proportion of all households living in
formal dwellings. The tenure status in
the General Household Survey will be
the sum of the two categories: "1 =
Rented from private individual" and "2
= Rented from other (incl. municipality
and social housing institutions)".
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PRIORITY
STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE

&

CIRCULAR
OUTCOMES

88

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

DEFINITION

rent
[NTRR101]

Housing
8. Safer, betterquality homes in
informal
settlements and
backyards over
time

Public
space,
environment
and amenities

HS1.
Improved
access
to
adequate housing

HS1.1 Percentage of
households living in
adequate
housing
[NTRR3]

ENV1.
Improved
Air Quality

ENV1.1 Annual number
of days with GOOD air
quality

9. Healthy and
sustainable
environment

101

Adequate
housing'
has
seven
elements: legal security of tenure,
services, affordability, habitability,
accessibility, location and cultural
adequacy. For the purposes of this
indicator,
adequate
housing
is
defined as 'formal' housing in terms of
the Statistics South Africa definition
used in the General household Survey,
which is "A structure built according to
approved plans, i.e. house on a
separate stand, flat or apartment,
townhouse, room in backyard, rooms
or
flatlet
elsewhere",
thereby
excluding informal (whether in in
informal settlement or back yard) and
traditional dwellings. The indicator is
therefore the number of households
residing in formal dwellings as a
percentage of the total number of
households within the municipality.
The indicator provides a measure of
the number of days in the municipality
where air quality at representative
monitoring sites remained at "good"
levels or better in terms of air quality
standards. “Good” air quality – refers
to when the monitoring sites report
ambient air levels of NO2, SO, O3,
PM10, PM2.5 and CO monitoring within
a given day that are in compliance
with ambient standards (complete 24
hour period). This measures the
number of days within the calendar
year in which selected sites report
'good' air quality, recognising the
different reporting intervals for the
different measures and the fact that
not all sites will sample for all pollutants.

National Treasury Reporting Responsibility
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PRIORITY
STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE

&

Public
space,
environment
and amenities

CIRCULAR
OUTCOMES

88

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
ENV1.3 Percentage of
households
experiencing
a
problem with noise
pollution
[NTRR3]

The percentage of households that
report "Excessive noise/noise pollution"
as
an
environmental
problem
experienced in their community.

ENV5. Coastal and
inland
water
resources
maintained

ENV5.1
Recreational
water quality (coastal)

The
percentage
of
annual
recreational coastal water samples
taken which met the minimum
requirement for recreational water
quality, namely "sufficient".

HS3.
Increased
access to and
utilisation of social
and
community
facilities

HS3.5
Percentage
utilisation
rate
of
community halls

The percentage of available hours
across all community halls that are
booked in a year.

HS3.6 Average number
of library visits per library

The average number of library visits per
library per year. This measures only
municipality managed libraries.

HS3.7 Percentage of
municipal
cemetery
plots available

The number of burial plots currently
available within active, municipalowned cemeteries as a percentage of
the total amount of burial plots in all
municipal-owned
cemeteries.
Municipalities may have different
policies and approaches providing for
available plots, including where
'stacking' or other provisions for burial
are made. Based on the municipalities
current policy provisions and used
plots, the indicator measures what
percentage of the total available
cemetery
capacity
in
active
cemeteries is currently utilised.

10. Clean and
healthy
waterways and
beaches
Public
space,
environment
and amenities
11. Quality and
safe parks and
recreation
facilities
supported
by
community
partnerships

DEFINITION
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PRIORITY
STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE
Transport

&

13. Safe and
quality roads for
pedestrians,
cyclists
and
vehicles.

A capable and
collaborative
City government

CIRCULAR
OUTCOMES

88

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

TR6.
Improved
quality
of
municipal
road
network

TR6.2
Number
of
potholes reported per
10kms of municipal
road network

GG1.
Improved
municipal
capability

GG1.1 Percentage of
municipal
skills
development
levy
recovered

16. A capable
and
collaborative
City government

GG1.2
Top
management stability

DEFINITION
The indicator measures the number of
potholes reported to the municipality
normalised for the length of the
municipality's surfaced road network.
A municipal road network typically
consists
of
residential roads and roads in built-up
areas within its borders, that allow for
the movement of goods, services and
people that are the responsibility of
the municipality to maintain. Potholes
are defined as a depression in a road
surface, usually asphalt pavement,
where traffic has removed broken
pieces of the pavement. It is usually
the result of water in the underlying soil
structure and traffic passing over the
affected area. This indicator does not
count multiple reports of the same
pothole at the same location. This
indicator is worded such that potholes
are counted once and only once they
have been reported, signalling
awareness of and dissatisfaction with
road quality by the public. Each
municipality may have different
systems or protocols to determine
when it receives multiple reports for
the same pothole. The Standard
Operating
Procedure
by
the
municipality for the indicator should
be instructive in this regard.
The indicator is a measure of the Rvalue
of
the
municipal
skills
development levy recovered for the
financial year as a percentage of the
total municipal skills development
allocation which the municipality
could have claimed. The skills
development levy is a levy imposed to
encourage
learning
and
development in South Africa as a
percentage of the municipal salary
bill. The funds are paid to the South
African Revenue Service and can be
recovered on the completion of
successful skills development.
Top management is defined as
Section 56 and 57 Managers, as per
the Municipal Systems Act (2000). This
refers to the number of working days in
which all of the top management
positions in the municipality are filled
by full-time employees not in an acting
position, as a percentage of the total
number of possible working days for
those positions in a calendar year.
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IDP (01/07/2022–30/06/2027)
2022-2027 CIRCULAR 88 (C88) OUTCOMES SCORECARD
PRIORITY
STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE

&

A capable and
collaborative
City government

CIRCULAR
OUTCOMES

88

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

GG2.
Improved
municipal
responsiveness

GG2.1 Percentage of
ward committees that
are functional (meet
four times a year, are
quorate, and have an
action plan)

GG3.
Improved
municipal
administration

GG3.1 Audit Outcome

GG4.
Improved
council
functionality

GG4.1 Percentage of
councillors
attending
council meetings

GG5.
Zero
tolerance of fraud
and corruption

GG5.1
Number
of
alleged
fraud
and
corruption
cases
reported per 100 000
population

The number of alleged incidents of
fraud and corruption reported to the
municipality during the period under
review, normalised per 100 000 of the
population. Corruption is defined
broadly in the Prevention and
Combating of Corrupt Activities Act 12
of 2004 in Chapter 2(s3) and any
criminal offence that may fall within
the ambit of this definition is included
for the purposes of this indicator.

GG5.
Zero
tolerance of fraud
and corruption

GG5.2
Number
of
dismissals for fraud and
corruption per 100 000
population

FM1.
Enhanced
municipal
budgeting
and
budget
implementation

FM1.1 Percentage of
expenditure
against
total budget

The number of dismissals for fraud and
corruption
reported
to
the
municipality during the period under
review, normalised per 100 000 of the
population. Corruption is defined
broadly in the Prevention and
Combating of Corrupt Activities Act 12
of 2004 in Chapter 2(s3) and any
criminal offence that may fall within
the ambit of this definition is included
for the purposes of this indicator.
The
indicator
measures
the
percentage of expenditure in relation
to the municipal budget. Expenditure
refers to costs incurred by the
municipality
in
the
applicable
financial year, inclusive of all capital
and operational spending. The
municipal budget refers to the
municipal council approved annual
budget for a particular financial year.

16. A capable
and
collaborative
City government

DEFINITION
The percentage of ward committees
that are deemed to be 'functional' out
of all wards in the municipality.
Functional is defined as- they have an
agreed annual ward committee
action plan by end of Q1 of the year
under review and had at least four
quorate meetings in that year.
The Audit Opinion is defined by the
Auditor-General. It is given across a
qualitative, ordinal scale including:
Unqualified
with
no
findings;
Unqualified with findings; Qualified
with findings; Adverse with findings;
and
Disclaimed with findings. For
those who have not completed the
process 'Outstanding audits' are
recorded.
The average percentage of members
of the municipal council that
attended council meetings.
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2022-2027 CIRCULAR 88 (C88) OUTCOMES SCORECARD
PRIORITY
STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE

&

CIRCULAR
OUTCOMES

88

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
FM1.2
Municipal
budget assessed as
funded (Y/N) (National)
[NTRR102]

A capable and
collaborative
City government
16. A capable
and

102

FM2.
Improved
financial
sustainability and
liability
management

FM2.1 Percentage of
total
operating
revenue to finance
total debt (Total Debt
(Borrowing)
/
Total
operating revenue)

FM2.
Improved
financial
sustainability and
liability
management

FM2.2
Percentage
change
in
cash
backed
reserves
reconciliation

DEFINITION
The budget is assessed in line with
Section 18 of the municipal finance
management act (MFMA), which
states that a budget is funded from
either revenue realistically to be
collected and accumulated cash
backed reserves not committed for
other purposes. Accumulated cash
backed reserves refers to surpluses
accumulated from previous years not
committed for other purposes. The
budget is assessed using the following
criteria, namely i) credibility to
determine if the budget is funded in
terms of Section 18 of the MFMA, if the
municipality adopted a budget
process with evidence of sufficient
political
oversight
and
public
participation
revenue
planning
framework and associated budget
assumptions
are
realistic
and
indicative of multi-year budgeting ii)
relevance - to assess if the budget is
aligned to the reviewed Integrated
Development Plan (IDP) of the
municipality and the extent to which
national and provincial priorities,
including MFMA Budget Circulars, are
considered iii) sustainability - to assess
whether the budget supports the longterm
financial
planning
and
operational sustainability of the
municipality over the Medium Term
Revenue and Expenditure Framework
(MTREF). National Treasury assess the
tabled budget using the budget
assessment
tool
and
make
recommendations to the municipality
for consideration.
The purpose of the indicator is to
provide assurance that sufficient
revenue will be generated to repay
Liabilities. Alternatively, it assesses the
municipality's affordability of the total
borrowings.
The indicator measures the extent to
which a municipality increases its
reserves and the basis of cash backing
of reserves. Data elements, for the
purpose of this indicator, are drawn
from the data contained in the
budget table A8.

National Treasury Reporting Responsibility
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IDP (01/07/2022–30/06/2027)
2022-2027 CIRCULAR 88 (C88) OUTCOMES SCORECARD
PRIORITY
&
STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE
collaborative
City government

CIRCULAR
OUTCOMES

88

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

FM3.
Improved
liquidity
management

FM3.1
Percentage
change in cash and
cash equivalent (short
term)

The purpose of this indicator is to assess
the level of liquidity in the municipality.
A municipality with improved cash
and cash equivalent is considered to
be financially healthy and sustainable.

FM4.
Improved
expenditure
management

FM4.1
Percentage
change
of
unauthorised, irregular,
fruitless and wasteful
expenditure

The indicator measures the extent to
which the municipality has incurred
irregular, fruitless and wasteful and
unauthorised expenditure. Fruitless
and
wasteful
expenditure
is
expenditure that was made in vain
and would have been avoided had
reasonable care been exercised.
Irregular expenditure is incurred by the
municipality in contravention of a
requirement of the law. Unauthorized
expenditure includes overspending of
the total amount appropriated in the
approved budget.
The indicator measures the extent of
remuneration costs to total operating
expenditure. To control this indicator,
an organisational review needs to be
performed to address duplications
and inefficiencies. The municipality
needs to implement a proper
remuneration policy and performance
management system. Remuneration
includes employee related costs
(permanent and short term contracts)
and remuneration for councillors.
This indicator measures the extent to
which the municipality financial
resources are committed towards
contracted services to perform
municipal
related
functions.
Contracted services refers to costs
incurred by the municipality in relation
to services performed on behalf of the
municipality by another agency or
personnel. This includes outsourced
Services, Contractors and Professional
and Special Services.
The indicator measures the year-onyear growth of own funding to fund
capital
expenditure
of
the
municipality.
Internally generated
funds refers to monies received from
borrowings and municipal operating
revenue to fund capital expenditure.
This indicator measures the year-onyear percentage change of assets
renewal / upgrading. It also assess
whether
the
municipality
has
improved its investment towards asset
renewal
as
required.
Renewal/Upgrading of Existing Assets

FM4.2 Percentage of
total
operating
expenditure
on
remuneration

FM4.3 Percentage of
total
operating
expenditure
on
contracted services

FM5.
Improved
asset
management

FM5.1
Percentage
change of own funding
(Internally generated
funds + Borrowings) to
fund
capital
expenditure

FM5.
Improved
asset
management

FM5.2
Percentage
change
of
renewal/upgrading of
existing Assets

DEFINITION
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IDP (01/07/2022–30/06/2027)
2022-2027 CIRCULAR 88 (C88) OUTCOMES SCORECARD
PRIORITY
STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE

&

A capable and
collaborative
City government
16. A capable
and
collaborative
City government

CIRCULAR
OUTCOMES

88

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

FM5.
Improved
asset
management

FM5.3
Percentage
change of repairs and
maintenance
of
existing infrastructure

FM7.
Improved
revenue
and
debtors
management

FM7.1
Percentage
change
in
Gross
Consumer
Debtors’
(Current
and
Noncurrent)
FM7.2 Percentage of
Revenue
Growth
excluding
capital
grants

FM7.3 Percentage of
net operating surplus
margin

DEFINITION
refers to costs incurred in relation to
refurbishment,
rehabilitation
or
reconstruction of assets to return its
desired service levels. It is also referred
to as restoration of the service
potential of the asset.
This indicator measures the extent to
which the municipality spent on
repairs
and
maintenance
of
infrastructure assets. Repairs and
maintenance is a group of accounts
consisting of labour costs, material
costs, secondary costs and etc.
Consumer debt is non-payment of
property rates, charges for services
provided and other various financial
obligations such as traffic fines or
rental of facilities
This Ratio measures the overall
Revenue Growth excluding Capital
Grants. In addition, this ratio will assist
in determining if the increase in
Expenditure will be funded by the
increased Revenue Base or by some
other means.
The indicator assesses the extent to
which the municipality generates
operating surplus. Operating surplus is
the difference between operating
revenue and operating expenditure.
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2022-2027 FIVE YEAR CTICC DEFINITIONS
2022-2027 FIVE YEAR CTICC DEFINITIONS
Priority
Objectives

Key
Performance
Indicator
International
events
hosted
(Number)

Total
events
hosted (Number)
Economic growth
1.Increased
jobs
and investment in
the Cape Town
economy

Annual total salary
cost
spent
on
training
of
permanent
and
temporary
staff
(%)
Minimum
aggregate score
for
all
CTICC
internal
departments and
external suppliers
(%)
B-BBEE spend (%)

Students
employed
(Number)
Graduates
employed
(Number)
Employees
from
the EE designated
groups in the three
highest levels of
management (%)

Definition
The indicator measures the total number of international
events hosted at the CTICC. International Events are
defined as an event where the majority of the delegates are
from outside of South Africa, the minimum amount of
delegates attending should be no less than 40 and the
duration should be at least 2 days (1 night) within the city.
The indicator measures the total number of events hosted at
the CTICC.

The indicator measures the percentage Annual total salary
cost spent on training of permanent and temporary staff

Customer centricity and service excellence is measured
independently on the level of service offered by the CTICC
to our external clients and recorded as a percentage.

The indicator measures the percentage expenditure with
BBBEE suppliers measured in terms of the B-BBEE Act. BBBEE
Suppliers are defined as those suppliers that have a valid
BBBEE rating certificate or an affidavit in the case of EME
and QSE suppliers.
The indicator measures the number of students employed at
the CTICC in the FY
The indicator measures the number of graduates employed
at the CTICC in the FY
The indicator measures the percentage of people from
employment equity target groups employed in the three
highest levels of management, in compliance with the
municipal entity's approved EE plan.
Level 1 - Executive directors
Level 2 - Senior Managers
Level 3 - Managers
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2022-2027 FIVE YEAR CTICC DEFINITIONS
Key
Performance
Indicator

Priority
Objectives
A Capable
Collaborative
Government

and
City

16. A Capable
Collaborative
Government
A Capable
Collaborative
Government

and
City
and
City

Maintain five star
tourism
grading
through effective
management of
maintenance
quality
service
delivery

Percentage
reduction
in
Operating
Loss
from the prior year
(%)
Achievement of
annual budgeted
Operating
Profit
(%)

Total number of
capital
projects
for
the
year
completed
or
committed (%)
Opinion of the
Auditor General

Definition

The indicator measures the standard of the CTICC as a
World Class Venue. Defined as 5 Star Grading by South
African Tourism

This indicator measures the Operating Loss achieved.
Operating Loss is defined as earnings before interest,
taxation, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA

This indicator measures the operating profit achieved.
Operating Profit is defined as earnings before interest,
taxation, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA).

The indicator measure the percentage of the total number
of capital projects completed or committed for the financial
year.

The indicator measures good governance and accounting
practices and will be evaluated and considered by the
Auditor-General
in
determining
his
opinion.
An unqualified audit opinion is where the auditor, having
completed the audit, has no reservation as to the fairness of
presentation of financial statements and their conformity
with general recognised accounting practice. This is
referred
to
as
a
'clean
audit'.
Alternatively, the auditor would issue a qualified audit
opinion either in whole or in part over the financial
statements if these have not been prepared in accordance
with general recognised accounting practice, or the auditor
could not audit one or more areas of the financial
statements.

Cash/cost
coverage ratio

The ratio indicates the ability to meet at least monthly fixed
operating commitments from cash and short-term
investments, without collecting any additional revenue
during that month.
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2022-2027 FIVE YEAR CTICC DEFINITIONS
Priority
Objectives

Key
Performance
Indicator
Net Debtors to
annual income

Definition
Net current debtors are a measurement of the net amounts
due to the municipal entity that are realistically expected to
be recovered. Net Debtors is defined as gross debtors less
impairments and refunds.
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2022-2027 FIVE YEAR CAPE TOWN STADIUM DEFINITIONS
2022-2027 FIVE YEAR CAPE TOWN STADIUM DEFINITIONS
Priority
Objectives
Economic growth
1.Increased
jobs
and investment in
the Cape Town
economy

Key
Performance
Indicator
Spectator
attendance at the
DHL
Stadium
(Number)

Events
hosted
(Number)

Compliance with
approved Repairs
and Maintenance
program (%)
Environment, Public
Space,
and
Amenities
11. Quality and safe
parks
and
recreation facilities
supported
by
community
partnerships

Definition
Spectators at Cape Town Stadium can be defined as the
total number of spectators (persons) whom attend any
event held at or by Cape Town Stadium through live, hybrid
or virtual attendance. These events are inclusive of but not
limited to bowl events, non-bowl events, film and still shoots.
The indicator measures the total number of spectators
whom attend any event held at or by Cape Town Stadium
through live, hybrid or virtual attendance.
Events at the Cape Town Stadium can be defined as total
number of optimal planned, organized and safely executed
multi social events, exhibitions, conferences and/or
occasions classified into Bowl Events (use of pitch and
seating tiers), Non-Bowl Events, and Shoots. The indicator
measures the total number of events planned, organized
and safely hosted at Cape Town Stadium
The indicator measures the approved repairs and
maintenance programme as per the service delivery
agreement between Cape Town Stadium (RF) SOC and the
City of Cape Town Repairs and Maintenance refers to all
facilities and equipment at Cape Town Stadium. Repairs
and maintenance is further defined as preventive
maintenance,
corrective
maintenance,
reactive
maintenance, emergency maintenance as well as repairs
of damages after events. All repairs and maintenance is
done
from
the
operating
budget.
The indicator measures whether the output was achieved
as per the plan.

Compliance with
Occupational
Health and Safety
Acts
and
Regulations (Act
85 of 1993) (%)
Achievement of
own
projected
Revenue (%)
Opinion of the
Auditor General

This indicator measures compliance against the
Occupational Health and Safety Regulations on event and
non-event days as well as contractors at Cape Town
Stadium.
This indicator will measure the achievement of the annual
projected revenue as per the latest approved budget.
The indicator measures good governance and accounting
practices and will be evaluated and considered by the
Auditor-General in determining his opinion. An unqualified
audit opinion is where the auditor, having completed the
audit, has no reservation as to the fairness of presentation of
financial statements and their conformity with general
recognised accounting practice. This is referred to as a
'clean
audit'.
Alternatively, the auditor would issue a qualified audit
opinion either in whole or in part over the financial
statements if these have not been prepared in accordance
with general recognised accounting practice, or the auditor
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2022-2027 FIVE YEAR CAPE TOWN STADIUM DEFINITIONS
Key
Performance
Indicator

Priority
Objectives

A Capable
Collaborative
Government

and
City

Budget spent on
implementation of
the WSP (%)

Definition
could not audit one or more areas of the financial
statements. Future audit opinions will cover the audit of
predetermined objectives.
The WSP outlines the planned education, training and
development
interventions
for
the
organisation.
Its purpose is to formally plan and allocate budget for
appropriate training interventions that will address the
needs arising out of local government’s skills sector plan, the
IDP, the individual departmental staffing strategies,
individual employees’ personal development plans and the
employment
equity
plan.

16. A Capable and
Collaborative City
Government

Employees
from
the EE designated
groups in the three
highest levels of
management (%)

Proxy measure for NKPI.
The indicator measures the percentage of people from EE
target groups employed in the three highest levels of
management, in compliance with Cape Town Stadium (RF)
approved
EE
plan.
Each directorate contributes to the corporate achievement
of targets and goals by implementing its own objectives of
quantitative and qualitative goal-setting.
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